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INTRODUCTION 
 

REGENTS LEVEL MATHEMATICS IN THE 1860s: 
THE MATHEMATICS TAUGHT AND TESTED  
IN NEW YORK’S ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 

 
This JMAP book attempts to answer this question:  What mathematical knowledge was 

required of an elementary school student in the State of New York during the 1860s to qualify for a 
state subsidized secondary education?    

To answer this question, all ten New York State Regents Arithmetic Examinations 
administered during the 1860s were deconstructed and their questions reassembled using a taxonomy 
based on George Quakenbos’ contemporaneous textbook, A Practical Arithmetic.  The questions from 
the first ten Regents mathematics examinations, which were administered during 1866, 1867, 1868, 
and 1869, are reproduced and solved in this book using solution methods from (and references to) 
Quakenbos’ textbook.  An 1869 edition of Quakenbos’ textbook, with a preface dated 1866 in New 
York, has been digitized by Google and is appended to this book for easy reference  

During the American Civil War (1861-1865), New York adopted legislation creating a Regents 
examination system for public and private schools throughout the state.  The first Regents examination 
were administered in November, 1866, and assessed student mastery of the elementary school 
curriculum.  There was no universal right to a taxpayer subsidized secondary education in the state of 
New York when the Regents examination system was created.  However, if a student became 
credentialed as a Regents academic scholar by passing a series of Regents examinations that assessed 
state prescribed elementary curricula, then he or she would be eligible for state subsidies to pursue a 
secondary education.  In this sense, Regents examinations were like qualifications examinations for 
state scholarships to facilitate the pursuit of higher education.  The first ten Regents Arithmetic 
Examinations can be found in Daniel Johnson Pratt’s historical text entitled The Regents’ Questions:  
From the First Examination in 1866 (1880).  Dr. Pratt was the secretary of the New York State Board 
of Regents. 

Basil Bernstein, a British sociologist of education, theorized that public education is built upon 
three pillars:  1) curriculum; 2) pedagogy; and 3) assessment.  Curriculum defines what knowledge is 
to be taught, pedagogy provides the framework for transmission and development of the required 
knowledge of the curriculum, and assessment provides a basis for judgments concerning student 
mastery of the curriculum.    This book is grounded in historical artifacts relating to curriculum and 
assessment.  From these two pillars, inferences can be made about certain pedagogical practices 
associated with the third pillar, such as the sequencing of instruction.  Quakenbos’ textbook contains 
curriculum materials that relate to every single question asked on the first ten Regents examinations.  
This fact, plus A Practical Arithmetic’s publication in New York during the 1860s, suggest that 
Quakenbos’ textbook was created for and used in the elementary schools of New York to prepare 
students for Regents Arithmetic Examinations.  If so, the sequencing and pacing of instruction likely 
followed the taxonomy and sequence of Quakenbos’ textbook.  This book uses Quakenbos’ taxonomy 
and sequencing to present the arithmetic assessed by the first ten New York State Regents Arithmetic 
Examinations. 

As you will see for yourself if you study the questions and text that follow, elementary school 
mathematics, typically taught in one room schoolhouses in the 1860s, was a great deal more than 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.  This said, students had to be highly skilled in these 
basic operations.  Electronic calculators did not yet exist.  To pass a Regents examination in the 1860s, 
students also had to be prepared to engage in commerce.  There was a great emphasis on practicality 
and applications, thus the name of Quakenbos’ textbook, A Practical Arithmetic.    
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PREFACE TO QUAKENBOS’ A Practical Arithmetic 
 

The Third of our Series of Arithmetics, designed for all ordinary classes in our Public and Private Schools, 
is now presented to the public. The aim has been to make it comprehensive, clear, free from verbiage in its 
definitions and explanations, inductive in its development of the subject, and well adapted to the 
schoolroom.  
 
It is believed that the study of Arithmetic, apart from its necessity as a practical branch, may be rendered 
invaluable as a mental discipline. Every device has been resorted to in this work to make it useful as a 
means of intellectual training, of teaching the young learner to reflect and reason, at the same time without 
requiring anything that is not fairly within his reach. Acting on this principle, the author has not laid down 
rules arbitrarily, but shown the reasons for them by means of preliminary analyses. He has also placed 
occasional questions or suggestions after examples, in the belief that such hints, starting the learner in the 
right direction, would encourage him to attempt the solution for himself, rather than apply for aid to his 
teacher, - a practice as destructive of self-reliance in the one as it is annoying to the other. 
 
To impress principles on the mind, as well as to impart facility in operating, much practice is necessary; 
and, to secure this, numerous examples are presented, applying the rules in a great variety of ways. The 
answers in most cases are given, but, to test the learner, a few under almost every rule are omitted.  Answers 
are apt to suggest the processes used; and, if they are invariably given, even the most faithful will 
unconsciously fall into the habit of depending upon them. A Key for the teacher's use will prevent any 
inconvenience at recitation.  
 
A "Practical" Arithmetic should deserve its name, and we have kept this in view throughout. We have 
asked, What applications of Arithmetic is the pupil likely to need in life?  What are the shortest methods, 
and those actually used by business men?  The branches of Mercantile Arithmetic have received special 
attention,-the making out of bills, the casting of interest, partial payments, operations in profit and loss, 
averaging accounts, equation of payments, &c. Much collateral information on business subjects has been 
embodied. In a word, the author has weighed every line, with the view of giving what would be most useful 
and best prepare the learner for the duties of the counting-room.  
 
The great distinguishing feature of this book is that it is adapted to the present state of things. The last five 
years have been five years of financial changes; specie payments have been suspended, prices have doubled, 
the tariff hail been altered, a national tax levied, &c. No Arithmetic that ignores these changes should be 
placed in the hands of our youth. Time is too precious to be wasted in learning things wrong, only to unlearn 
them on entering into active life. Our examples are adapted to the present:  the prices given are those of 
today; the difference between gold and currency is recognized and taught; the rates of duties agree with the 
present tariff'; the mode of computing the national income tax is explained; a full description is given of 
the different classes of United States securities, with examples to show the comparative results of 
investments in them. These are matters that children, as well as adults, ought to know and understand. 
 
It is hoped that these, with other features that will be obvious on examination but need not be 
mentioned here, may commend the work to teachers generally. 
 

New York, August 10, 1866 
(Quakenbos, pp iii-iv) 
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CONCORDANCE OF EVIDENCE  
BETWEEN 

A PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC TEXTBOOK  
(QUAKENBOS, c.1866) 

AND 

TOPICS ASSESSED ON NEW YORK STATE 
REGENTS MATHEMATICS EXAMINATIONS 

DURING THE 1860s 
DEMONSTRATING THE MATHEMATICS CURRICULA TAUGHT AND ASSESSED 

THROUGHOUT NEW YORK STATE DURING THE 1860s  
IN PREPARATION FOR STATE SUBSIDIZED SECONDARY EDUCATION  

IN THE OLD ACADEMY SYSTEM OF SCHOOLS 
 

 
TABLE OF CONTENTS  
FROM QUAKENBO’S 

A PRACTICAL  
ARITHMETIC 

 
TEXTBOOK 

PAGE #s 
original/ 

jmap 

 
TOPICS ASSESSED  

BY NEW YORK STATE REGENTS 
PELIMINARY MATHEMATICS 
EXAMINATIONS IN THE 1860s 

 

 
REGENTS 

QUESTION 
#s 

Chapter I   NUMBERS 7/107   
CHAP. II   NOTATION 8/108   
• Arabic Notation 8/108 NOTATION:  Arabic Notation 1-3 
• Roman Notation 13/113 NOTATION:  Roman Notation 4-6 
CHAP. III  NUMERATION 16/116 NUMERATION 7-12 
CHAP. IV  ADDITION 18/118 ADDITION 13-16 
CHAP. V  SUBTRACTION 30/130 SUBTRACTION 17-21 
CHAP. VI  

MULTIPLICATION 
38/138 MULTIPLICATION 22-24 

  MULTIPLICATION:  Factors 25-28 
CHAP. VII  DIVISION 48/148 DIVISION 29 
• Short Division 51/151   
• Long Division 53/153   
• Relations of Dividend, 

Divisor, and Quotient 
63/163   

• Prime and Composite 
Numbers 

64/164 DIVISION:  Prime and Composite 
Numbers 

30-31 

• Prime Factors 65/165 DIVISION:  Prime Factors 32-34 
• Cancellation 67/167   
  DIVISION:  Applications of Division 35-39 
CHAP. VIII  GREATEST 

COMMON DIVISOR 
69/169 GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR 40-45 

CHAP. IX  LEAST 
COMMON MULTIPLE 

72/172 LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE 46-52 
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CHAP. X  COMMON 
FRACTIONS 

74/174 COMMON FRACTIONS 53-56 

• Reduction of Fractions 79/179 COMMON FRACTIONS:  Reduction of 
Fractions 

57-60 

• Addition of Fractions 86/186 COMMON FRACTIONS:  Addition of 
Fractions 

61-64 

• Subtraction of Fractions 88/188 COMMON FRACTIONS:  Subtraction 
of Fractions 

65-67 

• Multiplication of 
Fractions 

90/190 COMMON FRACTIONS:  
Multiplication of Fractions 

68-74 

• Division of Fractions 95/195 COMMON FRACTIONS:  Division of 
Fractions 

75-80 

• Complex Fractions 95/195   
CHAP. XI  DECIMAL 

FRACTIONS 
103/203   

• Notation of Decimals 103/203 DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Notation of 
Decimals 

81-84 

• Numeration of Decimals 106/206 DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Numeration 
of Decimals 

85 

• Addition of Decimals 107/207 DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Addition of 
Decimals 

86 

• Subtraction of Decimals 108/208   
• Multiplication of 

Decimals 
109/209 DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  

Multiplication of Decimals 
87-92 

• Division of Decimals 110/210 DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Division of 
Decimals 

93-97 

• Reduction of Decimals 113/213 DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Reduction of 
Decimals 

98-102 

• Circulating Decimals 114/214   
CHAP. XII  FEDERAL 

MONEY 
116/216   

• Making out Bills 125/225 FEDERAL MONEY:  Making out Bills 103-105 
CHAP. XIII  REDUCTION 129/229   
• Reduction Descending 130/230 REDUCTION:  Reduction Descending 106 
• Reduction Ascending 130/230 REDUCTION:  Reduction Ascending 107 
• Reduction of Federal 

Money 
131/231   

• Compound Numbers 132/232   
• Sterling Money 133/233 REDUCTION:  Sterling Money 108-109 
• Troy Weight 135/235 REDUCTION:  Troy Weight 110-111 
• Apothecaries’ Weight 137/237   
• Avoirdupois Weight 138/238 REDUCTION:  Avoirdupois Weight 112 
• Long Measure 141/241 REDUCTION:  Long Measure 113-116 
• Surveyor’s Measure 144/244 REDUCTION:  Surveyor’s Measure 117 
• Square Measure 145/245 REDUCTION:  Square Measure 118-123 
• Cubic Measure 148/248 REDUCTION:  Cubic Measure 124-127 
• Liquid Measure 150/250 REDUCTION:  Liquid Measure 128-129 
• Beer Measure 152/252   
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• Dry Measure 153/253 REDUCTION:  Dry Measure 130 
• Time 154/254 REDUCTION:  Time 131-133 
• Circular Measure 157/257 REDUCTION:  Circular Measure 134-135 
• Paper 158/258   
• Collection of Units 159/259   
• Denominate Fractions 159/259 REDUCTION:  Denominate Fractions 136 
CHAP. XIV  COMPOUND 

ADDITION 
168/268 COMPOUND ADDITION 137 

CHAP. XV  COMPOUND 
SUBTRACTION 

171/271 COMPOUND SUBTRACTION 138-140 

CHAP. XVI  COMPOUND 
MULTIPLICATION 

175/275 COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION 141-142 

• Time and Longitude  COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION:  
Time and Longitude 

143-145 

CHAP. XVII  COMPOUND 
DIVISION 

179/279 COMPOUND DIVISION 146-149 

CHAP. XVIII  
DUODECIMALS 

   

CHAP. XIX  PERCENTAGE 194/294 PERCENTAGE 150-153 
• Profit and Loss 200/300 PERCENTAGE:  Profit and Loss 154-157 
CAHP. XX  INTEREST    
• Find Interest 206/306 INTEREST:  Find Interest 158-162 
• Find Rate 215/315 INTEREST:  Find Rate 163-165 
• Find Time 216/316 INTEREST:  Find Time 166 
• Find Principal 217/317 INTEREST:  Find Principal 167-169 
• Compound Interest 219/319 INTEREST:  Compound Interest 170-172 
CHAP. XXI  NOTES – 

PARTIAL PAYMENTS 
– ANNUAL INTEREST 

223/323   

• Partial Payments 225/325 NOTES:  Partial Payments 173 
• U.S. Rule 225/325   
• Mercantile Rule 229/329   
• Connecticut Rule 230/330   
• Notes with interest 

annually 
232/332   

CHAP. XXII  DISCOUNT 233/333   
• Present Worth 234/334   
• True Discount 234/334   
• Bank Discount 236/336 DISCOUNT:   Bank Discount 174-179 
CHAP. XXIII  

COMMISSION – 
BROKERAGE - 
STOCKS 

240/340 COMMISSION – BROKERAGE - 
STOCKS 

180-182 

• Account of Sales 245/345   
• Stocks 247/347   
CHAP. XXIV  

BANKRUPTCY 
255/355   

CHAP. XXV  INSURANCE    
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• Accident    
• Life    
CHAP. XXVI  TAXES 260/360   
• Assessment of Taxes 261/361 TAXES:  Assessment of Taxes 183-184 
• National Tax 263/363   
CHAP.  XXVII  DUTIES 264/364   
CHAP. XXVIII  EQUATION 

OF PAYMENTS 
266/366   

• Averaging Accounts 270/370 EQUATION OF PAYMENTS:  
Averaging Accounts 

185-186 

• Cash Balance 272/372   
CHAP. XXIX  RATIO 274/374 RATIO 187-188 
CHAP.  XXX  

PROPORTION 
276/376   

• Simple Proportion 277/377 PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion 189-198 
• Compound Proportion 279/379 PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 199-207 
CHAP. XXXI  ANALYSIS 281/381 ANALYSIS 208-216 
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CHAP XXXII  EXCHANGE 287/387   
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CHAP.  XXXIII  
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302/402 INVOLUTION 220-222 

CHAP XXXVI  
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303/403   
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• Cube Root 309/409 EVOLUTION:  Cube Root 234-235 
CHAP. XXXVII  

PROGRESSION 
   

• Arithmetical Progression 313/413 PROGRESSION:  Arithmetical 
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236-237 

• Geometrical Progression 316/416 PROGRESSION:  Geometrical 
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238 

CHAP. XXXVIII 
MENSURATION 

318/418   

• Parallelograms 318/418   
• Triangles 318/418   
• Circles 319/419 MENSURATION:  Circles 239 
• Cylinders 320/420   
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• Spheres 320/420   
CHAP. XXXIX  

ANNUITITES 
321/421   

CHAP. XL  THE METRIC 
SYSTEM 

325/425   

  UNCLASSIFIED 240-241 
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The Questions 
 

 

The following pages show the problems that appeared on the first ten Regents mathematics 
examinations, all of which were administered in the public and private schools of New York in the 
aftermath of the Civil War during the 1860s.  The dates on which these Regents mathematics 
examinations were administered are: 

November 8, 1866 

March 1, 1867 

June 14, 1867 

November 8, 1867 

February 21, 1868 

June 5, 1868 

November 13, 1868 

February 19, 1869 

June 11, 1869 

November 11, 1869 

Each of the above examinations can be found in the archives of www.jmap.org.   

Solutions for every problem appear in the next section of this book. 

The problems that follow are classified using the organizational schema of Quakenbos’ A 
Practical Arithmetic, which has a preface dated August 10, 1866.  A Practical Arithmetic is 
presented in digital format following the solutions. 
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REGENTS LEVEL MATHEMATICS IN THE 1860s:                                                                                  
THE MATHEMATICS TAUGHT IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

NOTATION:  Arabic Notation

 1. How is the local value of a figure determined, or 
upon what does it depend?

 2. Express in figures six hundred millions seventeen 
thousand three hundred and eight.

 3. Express in figures the number represented by four 
units of the tenth order, six of the eighth, four of the 
seventh, two of the sixth, one of the third, and five 
of the second.

NOTATION:  Roman

 4. Express in figures MDXXVCDLXXXIX.

 5. How may 25,000 be expressed in Roman numerals?

 6. Add in figures, LXVI, MDXIX, CCIV, XVIII.

NUMERATION

 7. Express in words the number 42567000129301.

 8. Write in figures each of the following numbers, add 
them, and express in words (or numerate) their 
sum:  fifty-six thousand, and fourteen thousandths; 
nineteen, and nineteen hundredths; fifty-seven, and 
forty-eight ten-thousandths; twenty-three thousand 
five, and four-tenths, and fourteen millionths.

 9. Numerate the number represented by four units of 
the tenth order, six of the eighth, four of the 
seventh, two of the sixth, one of the third, and five 
of the second.

 10. Numerate (or express in words) 90067236708.

 11. Express words in 2584503962047.

 12. Express in words 40203
706007

ADDITION

13. What is the sum of 3912, 361, 40005, 98, 736863, 
8342, 2900687, 9, 4000862, 28?

14. 2468+13579+100+6042+187+19=?

15. What is the sum of 372856, 404932, 2704793, 
9078961, 304165, 207708, 41274, 375, 271, 34, 
and 6?

16. Add the following numbers:  One hundred and 
eight billions, three hundred and six;  twenty-one 
billions, twenty thousands, two hundred and ten;  
thirty billions, twenty-nine millions and three.

SUBTRACTION

17. Subtract nine hundred and fourteeen thousand nine 
hundred and twenty, from four hundred millions 
and thirteen thousand.

18. From sixty-eight million nine hundred thousand 
and six, take seven million two hundred thousand 
and two.

19. From sixty-five trillions three millions six hundred 
and twelve, take nine billions one million four 
thousand and six.

20. From sixty-five billions three million six hundred 
and twelve, take nine billions one million four 
thousand and six.

21. What is the difference between 576 - 208 + 1645 - 
321, and 403 - 256 + 814 - 195?

MULTIPLICATION

22. In multiplying by more than one figure, where is 
the first figure in each partial product written, and 
why is it so written?
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 23. Multiply forty-nine millions forty thousand six 
hundred and ninety-seven, by nine millions forty 
thousand seven hundred and nine.

 24. Multiply five hundred and forty thousand six 
hundred and nine, by seventeen hundred and fifty.

MULTIPLICATION:  Factors of 
Numbers

 25. One factor of a certain number is 11, and the other 
3708311605:  what is that number?

 26. One factor of a certain number is 11, and the other 
is 3708311605: what is the number?

 27. Six hundred and four is one factor, ninety-six 
thousand and seventy-three is the other:  what is the 
product?

 28. The factors of a number are three hundred 
ninety-seven thousand five hundred, and nine 
thousand eight hundred.  What is the product 
expressed in words?

DIVISION

 29. Give the method of proving division.

DIVISION:  Prime and Composite 
Numbers

 30. Is 217 a prime or a composite number?

 31. What is the sum of the composite numbers from 50 
to 80 inclusive?

DIVISION:  Prime Factors

 32. Which is the only even prime number?

 33. Resolve 7498 into its prime factors.

 34. What are the prime factors of 800?

DIVISION:  Applications of Division

35. Which term in division corresponds with the 
product in multiplication?

36. If the remainder is 17, the quotient 610, and the 
dividend 45767, what is the divisor?

37. If the quotient is 482, and the divisor 281, what is 
the dividend?

38. If the divisor is 19, the quotient 37, and the 
remainder 11, what is the dividend?

39. If I take 13729 from the sum of 8762 and 14967, 
divide the remainder by 50, and multiply the 
quotient by 19, what is the product?

GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR

40. Of what factors of two or more numbers does their 
greatest common divisor consist?

41. Find the greatest common divisor of 492, 744, 906.

42. Find the greatest common divisor of 492, 744, and 
1044.

43. Find the greatest common divisor of 4004 and 
5772.

44. Find the greatest common divisor of 505, 707, and 
4343.

45. The four sides of my garden are 168 ft., 280 ft., 182 
ft., and 252 ft. respectively:  what is the greatest 
length of boards that I can use in fencing it, without 
cutting any of them?

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

46. Of what is the least common multiple of several 
numbers the product?

47. What is the least common multiple (or dividend) of 
the nine digits?
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 48. Find the least common multiple of 25, 36, 33, 12, 
45.

 49. Find the least common multiple of all the even 
numbers from 1 to 15.

 50. Find the smallest number that exactly contains 78, 
156 and 390.

 51. What is the smallest sum of money for which a 
person can purchase oxen at $85 each, or cows at 
$35 each?

 52. What is the smallest sum of money with which 
horses can be bought at $50 each, cows at $30 each, 
or sheep at $8 each, using the same amount of cash 
in each case?

COMMON FRACTIONS

 53. To what term in division does the value of a 
common fraction correspond?

 54. How is the value of a fraction affected when its 
denominator is divided by a number greater than 
unity?

 55. How is a whole number reduced to a fraction of the 
same value having a given denominator?

 56. Reduce 387 to eighty-fifths.

COMMON FRACTIONS:  Reduction of 
Fractions

 57. Give the rule for reducing fractions having different 
denominators to equivalent fractions having the 
least common denominator.

 58. Give the rule for reducing several fractions to 
equivalent fractions having the least common 
denominator.

 59. Reduce 1049
8392 to its lowest terms.

60. What is the value of  3
8 of  2

3 of  1
4 of  1

2 when 

reduced to a simple fraction of the lowest terms?

COMMON FRACTIONS:  Addition of 
Fractions

61. Add 3 2
3 to 4 21

38.

62. Add 38
67, 3

4, and 17
101.

63. The tide rose 5
6 ft. one hour, 13

18 ft. the next, and 3
4 

the third hour:  how much did it rise in the three 
hours?

64. What is the cost of four fields, containing 

respectively 4 1
9,  2 1

2,  3 2
3,  and 1 13

18 acres, at $25 

an acre?

COMMON FRACTIONS:  Subtraction

65. From the sum of 2
3 and 4

9 take 5
18.

66. From 23 of 137 subtract 1
2 of 317.

67. What is the difference between 3 3
4 plus 7 5

9 and 4 

plus 2 3
4?

COMMON FRACTIONS:  
Multiplication of Fractions

68. What is the product of a fraction multiplied by its 
denominator?  Give an example.

69. Multiply 18 5
9 by 7 4

5.
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 70. How many square rods are there in a lot 15 4
9 rods 

long and 12 6
7 rods wide?

 71. Multiply 2
3 of 12

7  by 3 1
2 ÷ 16.

 72. What is the sum of 4
25 of 9 3

5 and 4
21 of 328 3

5?

 73. Add together 15262986957 and 3789, and multiply 
the 19th part of the sum by 76.

 74. Reduce 5
7 of 14

25 of 6 1
5 of 17 to a simple fraction.

COMMON FRACTIONS:  Division of 
Fractions

 75. Divide 475 by 128 5
8.

 76. How many times is 5
9 contained in 837?

 77. Divide 3
12 of 18

21 by 6
7.

 78. What is the rate per hour of a boat that goes 230 19
20 

miles in 18 3
5 hours?

 79. What number must be multiplied by 15 2
3 that the 

product may be 56 1
2?

 80. The product of three factors is 19 1
2, and two of 

them are 1 4
9 and 2 5

8:  what is the other?

DECIMALS:  Notation of Decimals

81. Write as a decimal, 3241
1000000

82. Express in figures, forty-seven, and twenty one 
hundred-thousandths.

83. Write in figures, two and six hundred millionths.

84. Write eleven thousand, and eleven hundred 
thousandths, (the whole as a single expression).

DECIMALS:  Numeration of Decimals

85. Express in words 0.5000072.

DECIMALS:  Addition of Decimals

86. Find the value of 25.000315 −.0045 plus .2801 
minus 18 plus 21.001.

DECIMALS:  Multiplication of 
Decimals

87. What is the rule for the multiplication of decimals?

88. How do you multiply .061 by 100,000?

89. Find the value of 169 multiplied by .0000728.

90. Multiply .0097 by .000125.

91. Multiply 30.6002 by two and one ten-thousandth.

92. Multiply seven thousand five, by three hundred, 
and five millionths.

DECIMALS:  Division of Decimals

93. Divide 126.45 by 493.256

94. Divide 4.08 by .000136.

95. Divide 0.01764144 by 0.0018.
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 96. Divide 9811.0047 by .325947.

 97. Divide 2019.86928 by 30 1
205.

DECIMALS:  Reduction of Decimals

 98. Reduce .06875 to the form of a common fraction 
and to its lowest terms.

 99. How is a common fraction reduced to the decimal 
form?  Give an example.

 100. Reduce 1375
8836 to a decimal.

 101. Reduce 3 5
9 of 1 7

22 of 2 5
14 to a decimal.

 102. Reduce 348
135 to a decimal.

FEDERAL MONEY:  Making out Bills

 103. What is the amount due on the following bill of 
parcels:
                                                Albany, June 1, 1866.
JOHN BARNES
     Bought of NATHAN HADLEY & Co.
16 lb. tea @ 1.05 ---------------------$
18 lb. sugar, @.14 --------------------
25 lb. rice, @ .09 ---------------------
15 yd. linen, @ .66 -------------------
                                    Cr.           $  ____
By balance of account, ----------      2.48
                                                       ____

                  Balance due, ---------  $
               Received Payment, N. HADLEY & Co.

 104. What amount is due on the following items:?
37 chests green tea            at $23 75 each.
42    “      black  “                “   17 50   “
12 crates Liverpool ware    “  175 00   “
19 bbl. Genesee flour          “   15 50   “
23 bu. rye                           “       1 52   “
                                                             ______$

105. Find the cost of the several articles, and the amount 
of the following bill:
To 16750 feet of boards at $12.50 per M.,
 "    1750     "              "              24.00      "
 "    3500     "              "              25.00      "
                                
____________
  Received Payment,     $
                                                          SAMUEL 
PALMER

REDUCTION:  Reduction Descending

106. Give the rule for reduction decending.

REDUCTION:  Reduction Ascending

107. Which one of the fundamental operations (or 
ground rules) of arithmetic is employed in 
reduction ascending?

REDUCTION:  Sterling Measure

108. A stationer bought 1 great gross of slates at 9 pence 
each; what was the whole cost, in pounds sterling?

109. Reduce 18 s. 3 3
4d. to the decimal of a £

REDUCTION:  Troy Weight

110. In exchanging gold dust for cotton, by what weight 
would each be weighed?

111. Reduce 8 oz.5 pwt. 3 gr. to the decimal of lb.

REDUCTION:  Avoirdupois Weight

112. Reduce 2,579,792 drams avoirdupois to higher 
denominations.

REDUCTION:  Long Measure

113. State the process of reducing inches to leagues.

114. Reduce 1 mi. 18 rd. 2 yd. 2 ft. to inches.
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 115. How many steps of 2 1
2ft. each would a man take in 

walking a mile?

 116. Reduce 7 fur. 29 rd. to the decimal of a mile.

REDUCTION:  Surveyor's Measure

 117. How many miles in 60,750 links?

REDUCTION:  Square Measure

 118. Reduce 9
25 of an acre to lower denominations.

 119. Required the area in acres, etc., of a piece of land .5 
of a mile long and .3 of a mile broad?

 120. How many square yards of matting would cover a 
floor, the dimensions of which are 20 ft. 10 in., by 

15 ft. 5 1
7 in.?

 121. How much will it cost to carpet a parlor 18 ft. 

square, with carpeting 3
4 yd. wide, at $1.50 per yd.?

 122. What cost 11
13 of an acre at $1.75 per sq. rod?

 123. How long is a field containing 14A., if it is 35 rd. 
wide?

REDUCTION:  Cubic Measure

 124. How many cords of wood in a pile 140 ft. long, 4 1
2 

ft. wide, and 6 1
2 ft. high?

 125. How many cubic quarter-inches are contained in a 
cubic inch?

 126. How much will it cost to dig a cellar 40 ft. long, 32 
ft. wide, and 5 ft. deep, at $0.25 a cubic yard?

127. How many reams of commercial note paper each 8 
in. long, 5 in. wide, and 3.5 in. thick, can be packed 

in a box, the inside dimensions of which are 3, 2 2
9, 

and 7
12 feet respectively?

REDUCTION:  Liquid Measure

128. Add together 1
4032 hhd. and 2

7 gill.

129. How many cubic inches does the standard unit of 
liquid measure contain?

REDUCTION:  Dry Measure

130. How many bushels will a box 8 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, 
and 3 ft. high contain?

REDUCTION:  Time

131. Reduce 49 wk. 6 da. 19 hr. to minutes.

132. How many weeks in 8,568,456 minutes?

133. Reduce 4 da. 4 hr. 48 mi. to the decimal of a week.

REDUCTION:  Circular Measure

134. How many seconds in the circumference of a 
circle?

135. If I start from latitude 15º  35' 40" north, and travel 
due north 2,159 geographic miles, in what latitude 
shall I then be?

REDUCTION:  Reduction of 
Denominate Fractions

136. Which of the fundamental rules is employed in 
reducing a denominate fraction to integers of lower 
denominations?
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COMPOUND ADDITION

 137. Add
T. cwt. qr. lb. oz. dr.
14 13 2 15 15 15
13 17 3 13 11 13
46 16 3 11 13 10
14 15 2 7 6 9
11 17 3 10 15 11

COMPOUND SUBTRACTION

 138. What is the difference of time between July 15, 
1857 and April 25, 1862?

 139. A note given May 10, 1867, was paid August 10, 
1868.  How long did the note run?

 140. From 1 lb. Troy, take 10 oz. 17 pwt. 18 gr.

COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION

 141. What is the cost of 17 T. 18 cwt. 1 qr. 17 lb. of 
potash at $53.80 per ton?

 142. What cost 3 A. 2 R. 20 rd. of land, at $43 per acre?

COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION:  
Differences of Time and Longitude

 143. When it is12 o'clock M. at St. Paul, 93º 10' W. 
Longitude, what is the time at Richmond, 77º 27' 
W.?

 144. When it is 2 h. 36’ A.M. at the Cape of Good Hope, 
in longitude 18° 24’ east, what is the time at Cape 
Horn, in longitude 67° 21’ west?

 145. The difference in local time of two places is 2 hr. 
18m.:  what is the difference in longitude?

COMPOUND DIVISION

 146. What is the quotient of 65bu. 1pk. 3qt. divided by 
12?

147. Divide 52 yd. 1 ft. 10 1
2in. by 3 12

17.

148. Divide 6 s. 6 d. between Jane and Ellen, so that 
Jane may receive 3 s. more than Ellen.

149. Divide 137 lb. 9 oz. 18 pwt. 22 gr. by 23.

PERCENTAGE

150. 3 pence is what per cent. of 4 shillings?

151. 33 is 2 3
4 per cent of what number?

152. 24 is 2
3 per cent. of what number?

153. Standard silver is composed of 37 parts of pure 
silver, and 3 parts of copper:  how much per cent of 
the whole is each of the components?

PERCENTAGE:  Profit and Loss

154. If I buy cloth at $1.20 per yard, how must I sell it 
so as to gain 25 per cent?

155. I sell goods for $511.29 and gain 9 1
2 per cent.; 

what did the goods cost me?

156. Sold 9 1
2 cwt. of sugar at $8 1

4per cwt., and thereby 

lost 12 per cent.:  how much was the whole cost?
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 157. Sold 517 bbl. of flour for $8.10 per bbl., at a profit 
of 8 per cent.; what was the whole cost?

INTEREST:  To find the Interest

 158. If $300 gain $18 in nine months, what is the per 
cent?

 159. What will $25,390 amount to in 7 mo. at 10 per 
cent?

 160. What is the interest on $200 for 3 years and 10 
months, at 7 per cent?

 161. Find the interest on $35.61 from Nov. 11, 1857 to 
Dec. 15, 1859, at 6 per cent.

 162. What is the interest of $14,231.50 from June 29, 

1860, to April 30, 1865, at 8 1
4 per cent?

INTEREST:  To find the Rate

 163. How is the rate per cent ascertained when the 
principal, interest, and time are given?

 164. At what rate will $500 yield $34 interest in 1 year 1 
month and 18 days?

 165. In 1 yr. 4 mo., $311.50 amounted to $336.42 at 
simple interest: what was the rate per cent?

INTEREST:  To find the Time

 166. In what time will a sum of money double itself at 
an annual interest of 5 per cent?

INTEREST:  To find the Principal

 167. What sum, at 7 per cent., will amount to $221.075 
in 3 years 4 months?

 168. What sum of money will in 3 years, 10 mo. and 9 
days at 7 per cent, amount to $1,524.10?

169. What sum in 1 year will yield $48.75 at 12 1
2 per 

cent?

INTEREST:  Compound Interest

170. What is the amount of $50, at compound interest 
for 3 years, at 8 per cent, interest payable 
half-yearly?

171. What is the amount of $1,200 for 2 years at 6 per 
cent. compound interest, payable quarterly?

172. What is the compound interest of $200 for 3 years 
at 7 per cent?

NOTES - PARTIAL PAYMENTS - 
ANNUAL INTEREST

173. A note for $486, dated September 7, 1863, was 
endorsed as follows:  Received, March 22, 1864, 
$125.  Nov. 29, 1864, $150.  May 13, 1865, $120.  
What was the balance due April 19, 1866, the rate 
being 6 per cent?

DISCOUNT:  Bank Discount

174. What is the bank discount on a note for $600 for 2 
months and 9 days, at 10 per cent. per annum?

175. What is the present worth of the following note 
discounted at bank, and when will it become due?

$100  UTICA, October 11, 1866
Ninety days from date, for value received, I 
promise to pay to the order of John Smith, one 
hundred dollars, at the Albany City National Bank.
  JOHN BROWN

Note:  This question was presented to examinees on 
November 8, 1866.

176. A note for $470.66 drawn at 60 days, is discounted 
at bank at 6 per cent,:  what are the proceeds?

177. What is the face value of a note at 30 days, which 
yields $500 when discounted at bank, at 7 per cent?
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 178. What is the bank discount on a note for $350, 
payable 3 months after date, at 7 per cent interest?

 179. What are the proceeds of a note for $426.10, 
payable in 57 days, with interest at 6 per cent, 
discounted at bank for 6 per cent?

COMMISSION. - BROKERAGE. - 
STOCKS.

 180. How much gold will $100 currency buy, gold being 
at 147?

 181. What is the value in currency of $865 in gold, when 
the latter is selling at 131 per cent?

 182. When gold is worth 124, what amount of currency 
can be bought for $5,400 in gold?

TAXES:  Assessment of Taxes

 183. A's property is assessed at $6,750, and B's at 
$13,575.  A's tax is $52.65:  how much is B's?

 184. A tax of thirty millions fifty-six thousand four 
hundred and sixty-five dollars is assessed equally 
on four thousand and ninety-seven towns:  what 
sum must each town pay?

EQUATION OF PAYMENTS

 185. Three notes are payable as follows: -- one for $200, 
January 1, 1866; another for $350, due September 
1, 1866, a third for $500, due April 1, 1867:  what 
is the average of maturity, or the equated time of 
payment?

 186. I have three notes payable as follows:  one for 
$200, January 1, 1869; another for $350, due 
September 1, 1869, a third for $500, due April 1, 
1870:  what is the average of maturity, or the 
equated time of payment?

RATIO

 187. What is ratio and how may it be expressed?  
Illustrate by one or more examples.

188. The ratio of two numbers is 9, and the antecedent 
90:  what is the consequent?

PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion

189. When are four quantities said to be in proportion?

190. To what number has 1
2 the same ratio as exists 

between 3 and 21?

191. Divide $1,200 between A. and B. so that A’s share 
may be to B’s. as 2 to 7.

192. Divide the number 54 into 3 parts, proportioned as 
2, 3, 4.

193. 1 rd. : 1
2 ft.  : : ? : $0.50

194. Find the third term of 7 : 8 :: (?) : 12.

195. Find the unknown term is the following proportion:

                   7 1
2 : 6 1

4  : :   : 5

196. Find the value of the omitted term in the following 
proportion: --
$4:(? ) :: 9:16.

197. If 2 1
4 yd. of broadcloth cost $18, what will 27 yd. 

cost?

198. If 5 tons of coal are equal to 9 cords of wood for 
fuel, and a family burns 31.5 cords of wood in a 
year, how much will they save by changing from 
wood to coal, when wood is worth $4.25 per cord, 
and coal $6.80 per ton?

PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion

199. Find the unknown term in the following proportion:

                       7 : 21

4 : 8
  : : 3 :
Ï

Ì
Ó

ÔÔÔÔÔ
ÔÔÔÔÔ
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 200. How many acres could 10 men plow in 14 hours, if 

5 men plough 6 acres in 10 1
2 hours.

 201. If 8 men spend $64 in 13 weeks, what will 12 men 
spend in 52 weeks?

 202. If nine men cut 150 acres of grass in 18 days, how 
many will do the same work in 27 days?

 203. If 500 copies of a book containing 210 pages 
require 12 reams of paper, how much will 1,200 
copies of a book of 280 pages require?

 204. If 27 T.  3 qr. 15 lb. of coal cost $217.83, what will 
119 T. 1 qr. 10 lb. cost?

 205. If 56lb. of butter cost $15.68, what will .078 of a 
ton cost?

 206. If 21 men in 12 days can do certain work, how 

many men in 7 days could do 2
3 as much?

 207. If $400, at 7 per cent., in 9 mo., produce $21 
interest, what will be the interest on $360, for 8 
mo., at 6 per cent?  (Solve by proportion.)

ANALYSIS

 208. A person owned 5
8 of a mine and sold 3

4 of his 

interest for $1,710:  what was the value of the entire 
mine?

 209. If 8 2
3 qt. of strawberries cost $ 39

50, what is the price 

per quart?

 210. If 96 horses eat 192 tons of hay in one winter, how 
many tons will 150 horses eat in 6 winters?

 211. If $100 gain $6 in 1 year, what principal will gain 
$12 in 8 months?

212. What number of men will be required to perform a 
piece of work in 8 days, that would take 15 men 24 
days?

213. If one man can mow 1.875 acres in a day, how 
many acres can 13 men mow in 7.5 days?

214. If 4
9 of the distance from A to B is 32 miles, what is 

5
12 of the same distance?

215. If for a certain sum 18 sheep may be grazed 20 
days, how many days may 30 sheep be grazed for 
the same sum?

216. If two persons start from the same place and travel 
in the same direction, one 7 and the other 11 miles 
per hour, at the rate of 9 hours per day, how far 
apart will they be at the end of the 17th day?

PARTNERSHIP

217. A. and B. enter into partnership.  A. furnishes $240 
for 8 months; and B. $560 fpr 5 months.  They lost 
$118.  How much did each man lose?

218. A. begins business with $500; at the end of 2 
months B. puts in $300; at the end of 1 month more 
C. puts in $600; at the end of 5 months more, the 
profits amount to $1,056.  What was each man's 
share?

ALLIGATION:  Alligation Alternate

219. How much coffee at 9, 11 and 14 cents a pound, 
will form a mixture worth 12 cents a pound?

INVOLUTION

220. 2
5

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃

4

= ?

221. Involve 5
8 to the 7th power.
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 222. Involve 1.06 to the 4th power.

EVOLUTION:  Square Root

 223. What is the square root of 1127750724?

 224. What is the square root of 61723020.96?

 225. What is the value of the square root of 42 × 24 × 28?

 226. What is the square root of 403.6081?

 227. What is the square root of .0043046721?

 228. Extract the square root of .0043046721.

 229. Find the square root of .876096.

 230. What is the square root of .0011943936?

 231. What is the length of each side of a square field 
which contains 5 acres?

 232. The surface of a square table is 26 square feet, 100 
in.:  find the length of each side.

 233. What is the length, in feet and inches, of each side 

of a square carpet made from 49 1
2 of Brussel’s 

carpeting, 3
4 yd. wide?

EVOLUTION:  Cube Root

 234. What is the cube root of 1061208
64000 ?

 235. What is the length of the side of a cubical box 
which contains 389017 solid inches?

PROGRESSION:  Arithmetical 
Progression

 236. When the extremes and the number of terms in an 
arithmetical series are given, how is the sum of the 
series ascertained?

237. What debt can be discharged in a year by weekly 
payments in arithmetical progression, the first being 
$24, and the last $1,224?

PROGRESSION:  Geometric 
Progression

238. How is the last term of a geometric series found, 
the first term, ratio, and number of terms being 
given?

MENSURATION:  Circles

239. A wheel makes 880 revolutions in passing over 2 
mi. 1,430 yd.:  what is its circumference?

UNKNOWN

240. NOTE:  All known transcriptions of problem 
number 2 of the June 1867 Regents Arithmetic 
examination contain a scrivener's error, which 
prevents it from being solved.

241. Question 21 of the June 1867 Regents Arithmetic 
examination is ommitted from Pratt's compilation 
of previous Regents Arithmetic problems.
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The following pages show solutions to each of the Regents problems presented on the previous 
pages.  Attempts are made to model solution approaches and mathematical methods used by elementary 
school students in the 1860s.   

Every solution contains a reference to Quakenbos’ contemporary elementary school arithmetic 
text book, which appears in digitized format beginning on page 94.  References are also provided in this 
section to the specific examination(s) in which the problem was administered and to the sequential 
number assigned to each problem in Pratt’s 1877 compilation of previously administered Regents 
Problems. 

The examinations in which these problems appeared, plus every other Regents mathematics 
examination known to still exist, may be found in the archives of jmap at www.jmap.org. 
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REGENTS LEVEL MATHEMATICS IN THE 1860s:                                                                                  
THE MATHEMATICS TAUGHT IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Answer Section

 1. ANS: 
§15  The value of a figure standing alone, or in the first place, is its simple value.  In any other position, the value  
of the unit is its local value.  

Moving a figure one position to the left increases its local value ten times.  Moving a figure one position to the 
right decreases its local value ten times.  This means that the local value of a figure depends on how many places it 
is located to the left or right of first place.

REF: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §11-§25 TOP: NOTATION, Arabic
 2. ANS: 

600,017,308
600 millions
     ,017 thousand
            ,308 units

REF: 1868_11_AR_1  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §11-§25
TOP: NOTATION:  Arabic Notation

 3. ANS: 
4064200150
4064200150
tenth order        4
ninth order        0
eighth order       6
seventh order    4
sixth order         2
fifth order         0
fourth order      0
third order        1
second order    5
first order        0

REF: 1868_6_AR_1   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §11-§25
TOP: NOTATION:  Arabic Notation
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 4. ANS: 
23,989
Step 1:  MDXXV
M = 1000
D = 500
MD = 1500

X = 10,0000
V = 5,0000
XXV = 25000

MDXXV = 1500 before 25000 = 23500

Step 2:  CDLXXXIX
C = 100
D = 500
CD = 400

L = 50
X = 10
I = 1
LXXXIX = 89

CDLXXXIX = 489

Step 3.  Add steps 1 and 2.

23500 + 489 = 23,989

REF: 1867_6_AR_1   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §26 - §27
TOP: NOTATION:  Roman Notation

 5. ANS: 
XXV
X = 10,0000
V = 5,0000
XXV = 25000

REF: 1868_6_AR_3   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §26 - §27
TOP: NOTATION:  Roman Notation
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6. ANS:
1807
LXVI = 66
MDXIX = 1519
CCIV = 204
XVIII = 18

66 + 419 + 204 + 18 = 1807

REF: 1869_11_AR_1 OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §26 - §27
TOP: NOTATION:  Roman Notation

7. ANS:
forty-two trillion, five hundred eighty seven billion, one hundred twenty-nine thousand, three hundred and one
42,567,000,129,301
trillions, billions, millions, thousands, units

42, 567, 000, 129, 301

REF: 1867_3_AR_1  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §28-30
TOP: NUMERATION 

8. ANS:
Seventy nine thousand and eighty one, six hundred and eight thousandths, and eight hundred and 
fourteen millionths
56,000.014

19.19

57.0048

23,005.400014

79,081.608814

REF: 1866_11_AR_01 OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §28-30
TOP: NUMERATION 

9. ANS:
4,064,200,150
x

REF: 1868_6_AR_2 OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §28-30
TOP: NUMERATION

10. ANS:
ninety billions, sixty-seven millions, two hundred and thirty-six thousands, seven hundred and eight

REF: 1867_6_AR_3 OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §28-30
TOP: NUMERATION

11. ANS:
two trillion, five hundred and eighty-four billion, five hundred and three million, nine hundred sixty-two thousand,
and forty-seven

REF: 1867_11_AR_1 OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §28-30
TOP: NUMERATION
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 12. ANS: 
forty thousand, two hundred and three, divided by seven hundred and six thousand, and seven

REF: 1869_11_AR_10  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §28-30
TOP: NUMERATION 

 13. ANS: 
7,691,167
 3,912

361

40,005

98

736,863

8,342

2,900,687

9

4,000,862

28

7,691,167

REF: 1867_6_AR_4   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §31-46
TOP: ADDITION

 14. ANS: 
22,395
2,468

13,579

100

6,042

187

19

22,395

REF: 1867_11_AR_2  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §31-46
TOP: ADDITION
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 15. ANS: 
13,115,375

372,856

404,932

2,704,793

9,078,961

304,165

207,708

41,274

375

271

34

6

13,115,375

REF: 1868_11_AR_2  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §31-46
TOP: ADDITION

 16. ANS: 
159,029,020,519
108,000,000,306

21,000,020,210

30,029,000,003

159,029,020,519

REF: 1869_2_AR_1   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §31-46
TOP: ADDITION

 17. ANS: 
399,098,080
400,013,000

− 914,920

399,098,080

REF: 1868_2_AR_2   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §47-62
TOP: SUBTRACTION 
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 18. ANS: 
61,700,004
68,900,006

−7,200,002

61,700,004

REF: 1869_11_AR_2  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §47-62
TOP: SUBTRACTION 

 19. ANS: 
64,991,001,996,606
x

REF: 1868_6_AR_6   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §47-62
TOP: SUBTRACTION 

 20. ANS: 
56,001,996,606
65,003,000,612

−9,001,004,006

56,001,996,606

REF: 1868_11_AR_3  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §47-62
TOP: SUBTRACTION 

 21. ANS: 
926
576 − 208 + 1645 − 321 = 576 + 1645 − 208 − 321 = 2221 − 529 = 1692

403 − 256 + 814 − 195 = 403 + 814 − 256 − 195 = 1217 − 451 = 766

1692

−766

926

REF: 1867_11_AR_3  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §47-62
TOP: SUBTRACTION 

 22. ANS: 
§74  .....set the first figure of each partial product under the figure used in multiplying.

REF: 1866_11_AR_03  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §63-81
TOP: MULTIPLICATION 
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 23. ANS: 
443,362,670,734,173

49,040,697

× 9,040,709

443,362,670,734,173

REF: 1867_11_AR_4  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §63-81
TOP: MULTIPLICATION 

 24. ANS: 
nine hundred and forty-six million, sixty-five thousand, seven hundred and fifty
nine hundred and forty-six million, sixty-five thousand, seven hundred and fifty

540,609

× 1,750

946,065,750

REF: 1867_3_AR_2   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §63-81
TOP: MULTIPLICATION 

 25. ANS: 
40,791,427,655
3,708,311,605

× 11

40,791,427,655

REF: 1867_11_AR_5  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §66-67
TOP: MULTIPLICATION 

 26. ANS: 
40,791,427,655
3,708,311,605

× 11

40,791,427,655

REF: 1868_11_AR_4  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §66-67
TOP: MULTIPLICATION 

 27. ANS: 
58,028,092

96,073

× 604

58,028,092

REF: 1869_11_AR_3  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §66-67
TOP: MULTIPLICATION 
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 28. ANS: 
Three billions, eight hundred and ninety five millions, and five hundred thousands

397,500

× 9,800

3,895,500,000

REF: 1869_6_AR_1   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §66-67
TOP: MULTIPLICATION 

 29. ANS: 
§93  Multiply the divisor and quotient together; add in the remainder if there is any.  If this result equals the dividend, the work 
is right.

REF: 1869_11_AR_5  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §93
TOP: DIVISION

 30. ANS: 
Composite
217 can be evenly divided by 7.

REF: 1869_6_AR_7   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §106-§109
TOP: DIVISION:  Prime and Composite Numbers 

 31. ANS: 
1,552
The composite numbers would be the even numbers and the non-prime odd numbers.
Sum of Even Numbers
50+52+54+56+58+60+62+64+66+68+70+72+74+76+78+80=8 times 130 = 1040
Sum of Non-Prime Odd Numbers
51+55+57+63+65+69+75+77=512
1040+512=1552

REF: 1868_6_AR_5   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §106-§109
TOP: DIVISION:  Prime and Composite Numbers 

 32. ANS: 
2
The primes less than 100 are:
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89, and 97

REF: 1866_11_AR_08  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §110-112
TOP: DIVISION:  Prime Factors

 33. ANS: 
2, 23, 163
2)7498
23)3749
     163

REF: 1869_11_AR_6  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §110-§112
TOP: DIVISION:  Prime Factors
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 34. ANS: 
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 5, 5
2)800
2)400
2)200
2)100
  2)50
  5)25
       5

REF: 1868_11_AR_5  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §110-§112
TOP: DIVISION:  Prime Factors

 35. ANS: 
quotient
§89  Division is the converse of multiplication. The dividend corresponds with the product, the divisor and 
quotient with the factors.

REF: 1869_11_AR_4  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §89
TOP: DIVISION:  Applications of Division 

 36. ANS: 
75

divisor dividend
quotient

+ remainder

If the dividend is reduced by the remainder, then there is no remainder.

divisor dividend-remainder
quotient

divisor 45767-17
610

= divisor 45750
610

If there is no remainder, the quotient and the divisor are both factors of the dividend.

610 45750
divisor

= 610 45750
75

REF: 1867_11_AR_6  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §89
TOP: DIVISION:  Applications of Division 

 37. ANS: 
135,442

281
482

If there is no remainder, the quotient and the divisor are both factors of the dividend.

281 × 482 = 135,442

REF: 1868_11_AR_6  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §89
TOP: DIVISION:  Applications of Division 
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 38. ANS: 
714
19×37+11=714
Check:

19 714
37

 remainder 11

REF: 1866_11_AR_04  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §89
TOP: DIVISION:  Applications of Division 

 39. ANS: 
3800

8,762

+14,967

23729

23729

−13729

10000

50 10000
200

200

× 19

3800

REF: 1868_11_AR_7  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §89
TOP: DIVISION:  Applications of 

 40. ANS: 
The greatest common divisor of two or more numbers is the product of all the prime factors that are common to all of the 
numbers.
The greatest common divisor of two or more numbers is the product of all the prime factors that are common to all of the 
numbers.

REF: 1868_6_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §116-§123
TOP: GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR  
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 41. ANS: 
6
492) 744 (1
        492
         252) 492 (1
                 252
                 240) 252 (1
                         240
                            12) 240 (20
                                  240
                                      0

12) 906 (75
      900
         6) 12 (2
             12
               0

REF: 1868_11_AR_13  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §116-§123
TOP: GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR  

 42. ANS: 
12
492) 744 (1
        492
         252) 492 (1
                 252
                 240) 252 (1
                         240
                            12) 240 (20
                                  240
                                      0

12) 1044 (87
      1044
            0

REF: 1867_11_AR_10  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §116-§123
TOP: GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR  
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 43. ANS: 
52
4004) 5772 (1
         4004
         1768) 4004 (2
                  3536
                    468) 1768 (3
                           1404
                             364) 468 (1
                                    364
                                    104) 364 (3
                                            312
                                             52) 104 (2
                                                   104
                                                      0

REF: 1868_2_AR_5   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §116-§123
TOP: GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR  

 44. ANS: 
101
505) 707 (1
        505
        202) 505 (2
                404
                101) 202 (2
                        202
                           0

101) 4343 (43)
        4343
             0

REF: 1869_11_AR_7  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §116-§123
TOP: GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR  
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 45. ANS: 
14 ft.
168) 280 (1
       168
        112) 168 (1
                112
                  56) 112 (2
                        112
                           0

56) 182 (3
      168
        14) 56 (4
              56
                0 

14) 252 (18
      252
          0

REF: 1869_6_AR_8   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §116-§123
TOP: GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR  

 46. ANS: 
The least common multiple is the product of the prime factors common to two or more of the numbers, and such factors of 
each as are not common.
Quakenbos §128

REF: 1869_11_AR_8  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §124-130
TOP: LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

 47. ANS: 
2520
9 = 3 ⋅ 3

8 = 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 2

7 = 7

6 = 2 ⋅ 3

5 = 5

4 = 2 ⋅ 2

3 = 3

2 = 2
The numbers 9, 8, 7 and 5 contain the prime factors of all the other numbers.
9 ⋅ 8 ⋅ 7 ⋅ 5 = 2520

REF: 1868_11_AR_14  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §124-130
TOP: LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE
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 ID: A

 48. ANS: 
9900
25 = 5 ⋅ 5

36 = 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 3

33 = 3 ⋅ 11

12 = 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 3

45 = 3 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 5
The prime factors not repeated are 5 ⋅ 5 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 11 = 9900

REF: 1868_2_AR_6   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §124-130
TOP: LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

 49. ANS: 
840
The even number from 1 to 15 and their prime factors are:
14 = 2 ⋅ 7

12 = 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 3

10 = 2 ⋅ 5

8 = 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 2

6 = 2 ⋅ 3

4 = 2 ⋅ 2

2 = 2
The prime factors not repeated are 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 5 ⋅ 7 = 840

REF: 1869_2_AR_6   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §124-130
TOP: LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

 50. ANS: 
780
78 = 2 ⋅ 39 = 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 13

156 = 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 13

390 = 10 ⋅ 30 = 2 ⋅ 5 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 13 = 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 5 ⋅ 13
The prime factors not repeated are 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 5 ⋅ 13 = 780

REF: 1869_11_AR_9  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §124-130
TOP: LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

 51. ANS: 
$595.00
85 = 5 ⋅ 17

35 = 5 ⋅ 7
The prime factors not repeated are 5 ⋅ 7 ⋅ 17 = 595

REF: 1869_6_AR_9   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §124-130
TOP: LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE
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 52. ANS: 
$600
50 = 2 ⋅ 5 ⋅ 5

30 = 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 5

8 = 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 2
The prime factors not repeated are 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 5 ⋅ 5 = 600

REF: 1868_6_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §124-130
TOP: LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

 53. ANS: 
Quotient
The value of a fraction is the quotient.

REF: 1866_11_AR_10  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §137
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS

 54. ANS: 
§137 Dividing the denominator by any number multiplies the fraction., hence dividiing the denominator by a number greater 
than unity would increase the value of the fraction.

REF: 1868_6_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §137
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS

 55. ANS: 
§146.  To reduce a whole number to an improper fraction with a given denominator, the process is the same, except 
that there is no numerator to add in. .Multiply the whole number by the given denominator, and set the product 
over the denominator.
Example:  Reduce 9 to fifths.

9 x 5 = 45  Ans. = 45
5

REF: 1868_3_AR_5   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §145
TOP: DIVISION:  Reduction of Denominate Fractions

 56. ANS: 
32,895

85

387 times 85 = 32,895 Answer:  
32,895

85

REF: 1869_11_AR_11  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §146
TOP: REDUCTION:   
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 57. ANS: 
§150. RULE. 
1. For the least common denominator, find the least common multiple of the given denominators.  
2. For the new numerators, divide this least common denominator by the denominator of each fraction, and 
multiply the quotient by its numerator.

First reduce the fractions to their lowest terms, and whole or mixed numbers to improper fractions.

EXAMPLE

Reduce 12 , 2
3 and 3

4to equivalent fractions having the least common denominator.

Step 1.  The lowest common multiple (LCM) of the several denominators is 12.

Step 2.  

For the fraction 1
2, divide 12 by 2, which gives a quotient of 6.  Multiply 1 by 6.  The equivalent fraction is 6

12

For the fraction 2
3, divide 12 by 3, which gives a quotient of 4.  Multiply 2 by 4.  The equivalent fraction is 8

12.

For the fraction 3
4, divide 12 by 4, which gives a quotient of 3.  Multiply 3 by 3.  The equivalent fraction is 9

12.

REF: 1867_6_AR_11  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §150
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Reduction of Fractions

 58. ANS: 
§150. RULE. 
1. For the least common denominator, find the least common multiple of the given denominators.  
2. For the new numerators, divide this least common denominator by the denominator of each fraction, and 
multiply the quotient by its numerator.

First reduce the fractions to their lowest terms, and whole or mixed numbers to improper fractions.

EXAMPLE

Reduce 1
2 , 2

3 and 3
4to equivalent fractions having the least common denominator.

Step 1.  The lowest common multiple (LCM) of the several denominators is 12.

Step 2.  

For the fraction 1
2, divide 12 by 2, which gives a quotient of 6.  Multiply 1 by 6.  The equivalent fraction is 6

12

For the fraction 2
3, divide 12 by 3, which gives a quotient of 4.  Multiply 2 by 4.  The equivalent fraction is 8

12.

For the fraction 3
4, divide 12 by 4, which gives a quotient of 3.  Multiply 3 by 3.  The equivalent fraction is 9

12.

REF: 1867_3_AR_7   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §150
TOP: REDUCTION:   
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 59. ANS: 
1
8
§142  RULE -- Divide numerator and denominator succesively by every factor common to both. Or, divide them at 
once by their qreatest common divisor.

1049
1049
8392
1049

= 1
8

REF: 1867_6_AR_10  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §142
TOP: REDUCTION:   

 60. ANS: 
1
32

3
8 × 2

3 × 1
4 × 1

2 = 6
192 =

6
6

192
6

= 1
32

REF: 1867_3_AR_6   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §142
TOP: REDUCTION:   

 61. ANS: 

8 25
114

3 2
3 + 4 21

38 = 3 + 4( ) + 2
3 + 21

38
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃

3 + 4 = 7

2
3 + 21

38 = 76 + 63
114 = 139

114 = 114
114 + 25

114 = 1 25
114

7 + 1 25
114 = 7 + 1( ) + 25

114 = 8 25
114

REF: 1867_3_AR_8   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §151 - §152
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Addition of Fractions
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 62. ANS: 

1 13141
27068

38
67 + 3

4 = 152 + 201
268 = 353

268
353
268 + 17

101 = 35653 + 4556
27068 = 40209

27068
40209
27068 = 27068

27068 + 13141
27068 = 1 13141

27068

REF: 1867_6_AR_9   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §151 - §152
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Addition of Fractions

 63. ANS: 

2 11
36 feet

5
6 + 13

18 + 3
4 = 90 + 78 + 81

108 = 249
108

249
108 = 216

108 + 33
108 = 2 33

108 = 2 11
36 ft

REF: 1869_6_AR_10  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §151 - §152
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Addition of Fractions

 64. ANS: 
$300.00

4 1
9 + 2 1

2 + 3 2
3 + 1 13

18
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ × $25 equals totalcost.

37
9 + 5

2 + 11
3 + 31

18
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ × $25 equals totalcost.

74
18 + 45

18 + 66
18 + 31

18
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ × $25 equals totalcost.

74 + 45 + 66 + 31
18

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ × $25 equals totalcost.

216
18

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ × $25 equals totalcost.

12 × $25 equals totalcost = $300.00

REF: 1869_11_AR_11  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §151 - §152
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Addition of Fractions
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 65. ANS: 
5
6

2
3 + 4

9
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ − 5

18 = 6
9 + 4

9
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ − 5

18 = 6 + 4
9

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ − 5

18 = 10
9 − 5

18 = 20
18 − 5

18 = 20 − 5
18 = 15

18 = 5
6

REF: 1869_2_AR_7   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §153 -  §157
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Subtraction of Fractions

 66. ANS: 

 difference 67 1
6

2
3 × 137

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ − 1

2 × 317
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ = 2

3 × 137
1

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ − 1

2 × 317
1

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ = 2 × 137

3 × 1
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ − 1 × 317

2 × 1
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ = 274

3 − 317
2 =

548
6 − 951

6 = 548 − 951
6 = difference 403

6 = difference 402
6 + 1

6 = difference 67 1
6

REF: 1867_11_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §153 -  §157
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Subtraction of Fractions

 67. ANS: 

4 5
9

3 3
4 plus 7 5

9 equals 3 plus 4 plus 3
4 plus 5

9 equals 10 plus 47
36 equals 10 plus 1 11

36 equals 11 11
36

4 plus 2 3
4 equals 6 3

4

11 11
36 minus 6 3

4 equals 11 minus 6 plus 11
36 minus 3

4equals 5 plus −16
36  equals 4 5

9

REF: 1866_11_AR_02  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §151 - §157
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Addition and Subtraction of 

 68. ANS: 
Multiplying a fraction by its own denominator gives its numerator.

Example:

3
4 × 4 = 3

REF: 1866_11_AR_11  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §159
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Multiplication of Fractions
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 69. ANS: 

144 11
15

18 5
9 × 7 4

5 = 167
9 × 39

5 = 167
3 × 13

5 = 167 × 13
3 × 5 = 2171

15 = 144 11
15

REF: 1867_6_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §163 -  §165
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Multiplication of Fractions

 70. ANS: 

198 4
7 square rods

15 4
9 × 12 6

7 = 139
9 × 90

7 = 139 × 90
9 × 7 = 139 × 10

1 × 7 = 1390
7 = 1386

7 + 4
7 = 198 4

7

REF: 1869_6_AR_11  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §163 -  §165
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Multiplication of Fractions

 71. ANS: 
1
4

2
3 × 12

7
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ ×

3 1
2

16 = 2
1 × 4

7
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ ×

7
2
16
1

= 2 × 4
1 × 7

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ × 7 × 1

2 × 16 = 8
7 × 7

32 = 1 × 1
1 × 4 = 1

4

REF: 1869_2_AR_4   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §163 -  §165
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Multiplication of Fractions

 72. ANS: 

64 332
2625

4
25 × 9 3

5
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ + 4

21 × 328 3
5

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ = 4

25 × 48
5

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ + 4

21 × 1643
5

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ = 4 × 48

25 × 5
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ + 4 × 1643

21 × 5
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ =

192
125

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ + 6572

105
Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃ = 4032 + 164300

2625 = 168332
2625 = 168000

2625 + 332
2625 = 64 332

2625

REF: 1868_11_AR_9  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §158 - §165
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Multiplication of Fractions

 73. ANS: 
61,051,963,344
15,262,986,957 + 3789

19 76( ) = 61,051,963,344

REF: 1868_2_AR_1   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §163 -  §165
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Multiplication of Fractions
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 74. ANS: 
1054
25

5
7 × 14

25 × 31
5 × 17

1 = 5 × 14 × 31 × 17
7 × 25 × 5 × 1 = 1 × 2 × 31 × 17

1 × 25 × 1 × 1 = 1054
25

REF: 1868_11_AR_10  TOP: REDUCTION:   
 75. ANS: 

3 713
1029

475

128 5
8

=

475
1

1029
8

= 475 × 8
1 × 1029 = 3800

1029 = 3087
1029 + 713

1029 = 3 713
1029

REF: 1867_11_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §169
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Division of Fractions

 76. ANS: 

1506 3
5

837 ÷ 5
9 = 837

1 × 9
5 = 837 × 9

1 × 5 = 7533
5 = 7530

5 + 3
5 = 1506 3

5

REF: 1868_11_AR_11  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §169
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Division of Fractions

 77. ANS: 
1
4
3
12 × 18

21
6
7

=

1
2 × 3

7
6
7

=

1 × 3
2 × 7

6
7

=

3
14
6
7

= 3 × 7
14 × 6 = 1 × 1

2 × 2 = 1
4

REF: 1869_2_AR_5   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §169
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Division of Fractions

 78. ANS: 

12 5
12 miles per hour

230 19
20 miles

18 3
5 hours

=

4619
20
93
5

= 4619 × 5
20 × 93 = 4619 × 1

4 × 93 = 4619
372 = 4464

372 + 155
372 = 12 5

12

REF: 1869_11_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §169
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Division of Fractions
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 79. ANS: 

3 57
94

56 1
2

15 2
3

=

113
2

47
3

= 113 × 3
2 × 47 = 339

94 = 282
94 + 57

94 = 3 57
94

REF: 1868_6_AR_14  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §169
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Division of Fractions

 80. ANS: 

5 1
7

19 1
2

1 4
9 × 2 5

8

=

39
2

13
9 × 21

8

=

39
2

13
9 × 21

8

=

39
2

273
72

= 39 × 72
2 × 273 = 2808

546 = 5 1
7

REF: 1968_6_AR_13  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §169
TOP: COMMON FRACTIONS:  Division of Fractions

 81. ANS: 
.003241

3241
1,000,000=.003241

REF: 1869_11_AR_13  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §173-180
TOP: DECIMALS:  Notation of Decimals  

 82. ANS: 
47.00021

47 and 21
100,000=47.00021

tens, units . tenths, hundredths, thousandths, ten thousandths, hundred thousandths
   4      7   .    0            0                  0                    0                         21

tens, units . tenths, hundredths, thousandths, ten thousandths, hundred thousandths
   4      7   .    0            0                  0                    2                        1
47.00021

REF: 1867_6_AR_13  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §173-180
TOP: DECIMALS:  Notation of Decimals  

 83. ANS: 
2.000,000,060
units

2
|
|
|

|
|
|

decimal| | tenths
0

|
|
|

|
|
|

hundredths
0

|
|
|

|
|
|

thousandths
0

|
|
|

|
|
|

comma| | ten − thousandths
6

|
|
|

|
|
|

hundred − thousandths
0

millionths
0

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
||

REF: 1867_3_AR_9   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §173-180
TOP: DECIMALS:  Notation of Decimals  
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 84. ANS: 
11,000.00011
ten thousands, thousands, hundreds, tens, units . tenths, hundredths, thousandths, ten thousandths, hundred 
thousandths

REF: 1867_11_AR_13  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §173-180
TOP: DECIMALS:  Notation of Decimals  

 85. ANS: 
five million seventy-two ten millionths
tenths, hundredths, thousandths, ten thousandths, hundred thousandths, millionths, ten millionths
   0   .     5          0                 0                      0                      0              7                  2

REF: 1868_6_AR_13  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §181
TOP: DECIMALS:  Numeration of Decimals 

 86. ANS: 
28.276915
25.000315 −.0045 +.2801 − 18 + 21.001

= (25.000315 +.2801 + 21.001) + (−.0045 − 18)

= 46.281415 − 18.0045

= 28.276915

REF: 1868_2_AR_10  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §182
TOP: DECIMALS:  Addition of Decimals  

 87. ANS: 
§184  RULE -1. Multiply as in whole numbers.  From the right of the product point off as many figures for 
decimals as there are decimal places in both factors.  If there are not so many, prefix naughts to supply the 
deficiency.  2. Prove by multiplying multiplier and multiplicand.

To multiply a decimal by 10, 100, 1000, &c., remove the decimal point as many places to the right as there are 
naughts in the multiplier.  If there are not figures enough for this, annex naughts to supply the deficiency.

REF: 1866_11_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §184 - 185
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Multiplication of Decimals

 88. ANS: 
§185. To multiply a decimal by 10, 100, 1000, &c., remove the decimal point as many places to the right as there are naughts in the 
multiplier. If there are not figures enough for this, annex naughts to supply the deficiency.  

To multiply .061 by 100,000, add two naughts and remove the decimal point five places to the right.  The answer is 
6100.

REF: 1868_6_AR_16  TOP: DECIMALS:  Multiplication of Decimals
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 89. ANS: 
.0123032
.0000728

× 169

.0123032

REF: 1868_2_AR_9   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §184-§185
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Muliplication of Decimals

 90. ANS: 
.0000012125

.0097

×.000125

.0000012125

REF: 1867_11_AR_14  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §184-§185
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Multiplication of Decimals

 91. ANS: 
61.20346002
30.6002

×2.0001

.0123032

REF: 1869_2_AR_9   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §184-§185
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Multiplication of Decimals

 92. ANS: 
2,101,500.035025

7,005

× 300.000,005

2,101,500.035 025

REF: 1867_3_AR_11  TOP: DECIMALS, Multiplication of Decimals
 93. ANS: 

.25635 plus

493256 126450.000000
.25635

REF: 1867_3_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §186-§189
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Division of Decimals
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 94. ANS: 
30,000

000136. 4080000.00
30000.00

REF: 1869_2_AR_10  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §186-§189
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Division of Decimals

 95. ANS: 
9.8008

18 00176.4144
9.8008

REF: 1868_11_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §186-§189
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Division of Decimals

 96. ANS: 
30,100

325947. 9811004700
30100

REF: 1867_11_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §186-§189
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Division of Decimals

 97. ANS: 
67.32
2019.86928

30 1
205

= 2019.86928
6151
205

= 2019.86928
30.00487805

3,000,487,805 201,986,928,000.00000
67.31802

REF: 1867_6_AR_14  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §186-§189
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Division of Decimals

 98. ANS: 
11
160
6875

100000

Factor 25
25 = 275

4000

Factor 25
25 = 11

160

REF: 1869_6_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §191
TOP: DECIMALS:  Reduction of Decimals 
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 99. ANS: 
§192  To reduce a common fraction to a decimal.
RULE. -1. Annex decimal naughts to the numerator, and divide by the denominator. Point off the quotient as in 
division of decimals.  2. Prove by reducing the decimal obtained back to a common fraction.
Example:

3
4 = 3 4.00

.750

Proof

.75
1 = 75

100 =

75
25
100
25

= 3
4

REF: 1866_11_AR_13  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §192
TOP: DECIMAL FRACTIONS:  Reduction of Denominate Fractions 
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 100. ANS: 
.15561 plus

8836 1375.000000000
.155613399

×1 8836

49140

×5 44180

49600

×5 44180

54200

×6 53016

11840

× 1 8836

30040

×3 26508

35320

×3 26508

88120

×9 79524

85960

×9 79524

64360
           883 6

REF: 1867_3_AR_10  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §192
TOP: DECIMALS:  Reduction of Decimals   
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 101. ANS: 
11.171875

3 5
9 × 1 7

22 × 2 5
14 =

32
9 × 29

22 × 33
14 =

8
3 × 29

1 × 1
7 =

8 × 29
3 × 7 = 232

21 = 11 1
21

21 1.000000
.171875

11 1
21 = 11.171875

REF: 1868_2_AR_8   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §192
TOP: DECIMALS:  Reduction of Decimals 

 102. ANS: 
2.8

135 348.0
2.8

REF: 1869_2_AR_11  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §192
TOP: DECIMALS:  Reduction of Decimals 

 103. ANS: 
$28.99
16 × $1.05 = $16.80

18 × $.14 = $2.52

25 × $.09 = $2.25

15 × $.66 = $9.90

TOTAL = $31.47
The balance of the account is $2.48, which must be deducted from the bill of parcels.
$31.47 minus $2.48 leaves $28.99 as the amount due.

REF: 1867_6_AR_6   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §214-§215
TOP: FEDERAL MONEY:  Making out Bills 
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 104. ANS: 
$4,043.21

37 × $23.75 = $878.75

42 × $17.50 = $735.00

12 × $175.00 = $2,100.00

19 × $15.50 = $294.50

23 × $1.52 = $34.96

TOTAL = $4,043.21

REF: 1868_6_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §214-§215
TOP: FEDERAL MONEY:  Making out Bills 

 105. ANS: 

$338.87 1
2

16.75 × $12.50 = $209.375

1.75 × $24.00 = $42.000

3.5 × $25.00 = $87.500

TOTAL = $338.875

REF: 1866_11_AR_16  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §214-§215
TOP: FEDERAL MONEY:  Making out Bills 

 106. ANS: 
§220   RULE FOR REDUCTION DESCENDING. Multiply lhe highest given denomination by the number that it takes of the next lower to make one 
of this higher, and add in the number belonging to such lower denomination,  if any be given. Go on thus with each denomination in turn, 
till the one required is reached.

REF: 1867_3_AR_3   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §220
TOP: REDUCTION:  Reduction Descending 

 107. ANS: 
division
 Division

REF: 1866_11_AR_06  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §221
TOP: REDUCTION:  Reduction Ascending 

 108. ANS: 

£64 4
5

x

REF: 1868_6_AR_11  TOP: REDUCTION:  Sterling Money
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 109. ANS: 
.915625
x

REF: 1867_11_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Sterling Money

 110. ANS: 
Gold would be measured using Troy weight.
Cotton would be measured using Avoirdupois weight.

REF: 1866_11_AR_07  TOP: REDUCTION:  Avoirdupois Weight and Troy Weight
 111. ANS: 

.68802083 1
8

There are 24 grains in a pennyweight.  Therefore, 5 pwt. 3 gr. equals 5 3
24, or 5 1

8 pwt.

There are 20 pennyweights in a Troy ounce, so 5 pwt. 3 gr. equals 
5 1

8
20 ounces.

8 oz.5 pwt. 3 gr. equals 8
5 1

8
20 ounces.

There are 12 ounces in a Troy pound, so the problem is to divide 8
5 1

8
20  by 12.

8
5 1

8
20

12 =

8

41
8

160
8

12 =
8 41

160
12 =

1321
160
1920
160

= 1321
1920

1920 1321.0000000000

.68802083 1
8

REF: 1869_2_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §231 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Troy Weight

 112. ANS: 
5 T. 3 qr. 2 lb. 5 oz.
There are 16 drams in an ounce.  Therefore, 2,579,792 drams equals 161,237 ounces.
There are 16 ounces in a pound.  Therefore, 161,237 ounces equals 10,077 pounds 5 ounces.
There are 2000 pounds in a ton.  Therefore, 10,077 pounds equals 5 tons plus 77 pounds.
There are 25 pounds in a quarter.  Therefore, 77 pounds equals 3 quarters plus 2 pounds.
Altogether, there are 5 tons, 3 quarters, 2 pounds, 5 ounces.

REF: 1869_2_AR_2   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §236 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Avoirdupois Weight  
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 113. ANS: 
Divide the number of inches by twelve to find the number of feet.
Divide the number of feet by 5,280 to find the number of miles.
Divide the number of miles by 3 to find the number of leagues.

REF: 1867_6_AR_7   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §242 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Long Measure

 114. ANS: 
67,020 inches
There are 5,280 feet in a mile.

There are 16 1
2feet in a rod.  Therefore, 18 rods equals 297 feet.

There are 3 feet in a yard.  Therefore, 2 yards equals 6 feet.
Altogether, we have 5,280 + 297 + 6 + 2, or 5,585 feet.
There are 12 inches in each foot.  Therefore, 5,585 feet equals 67,020 inches.

REF: 1869_2_AR_3   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §242 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Long Measure

 115. ANS: 
2112
5280ft / mile

2 1
2 ft / step

= 2112

REF: 1867_3_AR_4   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §242 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Long Measure

 116. ANS: 
.965625 miles

One furlong is 40 rods.  Therefore, 29 furlongs is 29
40 of a rod.

The problem is now to reduce 7 29
40 to the decimal of a mile.

There are 8 furlongs in a mile.  Therefore, the problem is to reduce 
7 29

40
8 to a decimal.

7 29
40
8 =

309
40
320
40

= 309
320

320 309.000000
.965625

REF: 1868_11_AR_16  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §242 and  §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:   
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 117. ANS: 

7 19
32

There are 100 links in a chain and 80 chains in a mile.  Therefore, each mile has 8,000 links.
The problems is to divide 60,750 by 8,000.
60,750
8,000 = 7 4,750

8000 = 7 95
160 = 7 19

32

REF: 1868_11_AR_8  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §245 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Surveyor's Measure  

 118. ANS: 
1 R. 17 rd. 18 yd. 1 ft.

One acre equals 43,560 square feet.  9
25 of 43,560 equals 15,681 3

5square feet

A Rood is a quarter acre, or 1
4 acre.  Therefore, a Rood contains 10,890 square feet.

15,681 3
5square feet contains 1 Rood plus 4,791 3

5 square feet.

A square rod contains 272 1
4square feet.  Therefore, 4,791 3

5 square feet contains 17 square rods plus 163 7
20square 

feet.

A square yard contains nine square feet.  Therefore, 163 7
20square feet contains 18 square yards plus 1 7

20square 

feet.

1 7
20square feet contains 1 square feet plus 7

20 remainder.

REF: 1868_11_AR_12  
OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos. §242, §248 and §278-§286 
TOP: REDUCTION:  Square Measure

 119. ANS: 
96 A.
A piece of land .5 of a mile long and .3 of a mile broad contains .15 square miles.
A square mile contains 640 acres.
.15 of 640 equals 96.

REF: 1869_11_AR_14  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §247 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Square Measure
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 120. ANS: 

35 5
7 square yards

A yard is 36 inches long.  A foot is 12 inches long.

20 ft. 10 inches is equal to 250 inches, or 250
36  yards, which reduces to 6 17

18 yards.

15 ft. 5 1
7 inches is equal to 185 1

7 inches, or 
185 1

7
36  yards, which reduces as follows to 5 1

7 yards.

 

1296
7

252
7

= 1296
252 = 5 1

7 yards.

6 17
18 yards times 5 1

7 yards equals 6 17
18 × 5 1

7 = 125
18 × 36

7 = 125
1 × 2

7 = 125 × 2
1 × 7 = 250

7 = 35 5
7

REF: 1868_2_AR_22  
OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos. §242, §248 and §278-§286 
TOP: REDUCTION:  Square Measure

 121. ANS: 
$72.00
A square yard contains nine square feet.
18 × 18 equals 324 square feet.  
A lineal yard contains 36 inches, or three feet.

If a carpet is only 3
4of a yard wide, each lineal yard of carpet is 3

4 × 3 feet wide and 3 feet long.  Therefore, each 

lineal foot of carpet contains 27
4 , or 6 3

4 square feet.

324

6 3
4

=

1296
4
27
4

= 1296
27 = 48 square yards

48 square yards times $1.50 equals $72.00

REF: 1868_2_AR_20  
OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos. §242, §248 and §278-§286 
TOP: REDUCTION:  Square Measure
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 122. ANS: 

$236.92 4
13

One acre contains 160 square rods.  Therefore, 11
13of an acre contains 11

13 × 160 square rods.

11
13 × 160 = 11

13 × 160
1 = 11 × 160

13 × 1 = 1760
13 = 135 5

13square rods.

135 5
13square rods times $1.75 equals 135 5

13 × $1.75 = 1760
13 × $1.75

1 = 1760 × $1.75
13 = $3080

13 = $236.92 4
13

REF: 1867_11_AR_16  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §248 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Square Measure

 123. ANS: 
64 rods
An acre contains 160 square rods.  Therefore, 14 acres contain 2,240 square rods.

If the field is 35 rods wide, then the length of the field must be 
2,240

35 , or 64 rods.

REF: 1869_6_AR_4a  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §248 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Square Measure

 124. ANS: 

31 127
128 cords

§257  A cord of wood is a pile, 8 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and 4 ft. high.  Multiplying these dimensions together, we find 
128 cubic feet in the cord.  

A pile of wood 140 ft. long, 4 1
2 ft. wide, and 6 1

2 ft. high, contains 

140 × 4 1
2 × 6 1

2 = 140
1 × 9

2 × 13
2 = 35

1 × 9
1 × 13

1 = 4095 cubic feet.

4095
128 = 31 127

128 cords.

REF: 1868_6_AR_10  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §254 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Cubic Measure

 125. ANS: 
64
A cubic inch has four quarter inch segments on each side.
4 × 4 × 4 = 64

REF: 1868_11_AR_24  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §254 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Cubic Measure
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 126. ANS: 
$59.25
Digging the cellar requires 40 × 32 × 5 = 6,400 cubic feet to be removed.
A cubic yard equals 27 cubic feet.
6,400

27 = 237 1
27cubic yards.

237 × $0.25 = $59.25

REF: 1869_2_AR_14  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §254 and §278-§286
TOP: MULTIPLICATION 

 127. ANS: 
48 reams
Each ream of commercial note paper requires 8 × 5 × 3.5 = 140 cubic inches.
A foot contains 12 inches.  Therefore, the box dimensions in inches are 3 × 12 = 36, 

2 2
9 × 12 = 20

9 × 12
1 = 20

3 × 4
1 = 80

3 = 26 2
3, and 7

12 × 12 = 7.

The box contains 36 × 26 2
3 × 7 = 6720 cubic inches.

6,720
140 = 48 reams

REF: 1869_6_AR_3   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §254 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Cubic Measure 
NOT: A scrivner's error is evident in the historical record of this problem.  The version presented here is reverse 
engineered based on the solution and annotations made to an 1880 edition of Pratt's compendium of Regents 
Questions.

 128. ANS: 
11
14 gill

4 gills make 1 pint 
2 pints make 1 quart  (or 8 gills)
4  quarts make 1 gallon (or 32 gills)

31
1
2gallons make 1 barrel (or 1008 gills)

2 barrels (63 gal.) make 1 hogshead (or 2016 gills)

Therefore, 
1

4032 hhd. contains 
1

4032 × 2016 = 2016
4032 = 1

2 gills

1
2 gill plus 

2
7 gill equals 

7
14 + 4

14 = 11
14 gill

REF: 1869_2_AR_8   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §260 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Liquid Measure
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 129. ANS: 
231 cubic inches
§262. The wine gallon of the United States, which is the same as the Winchester wine gallon of England, contains 
281 cubic inches. The Imperial gallon, established in Great Britain by act of Parliament in 1821, contains 277.274 
cubic inches, or about 1.2 of our wine gallons.

REF: 1868_6_AR_9   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §262
TOP: REDUCTION:  Liquid Measure

 130. ANS: 

77 1
7 bu.

A box 8 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and 3 ft. high contains 8 × 4 × 3 = 96 cubic feet.

Each cubic foot contains 12 × 12 × 12 = 1,728 cubic inches.

The box contains a total of 96 × 1,728 = 165,888 cubic inches.

265. The U.S. standard bushel is the Winchester bushel of Great Britain, which contains 2150.42 cubic inches.

165,888
2150.42 = 77 1

7

REF: 1867_6_AR_8   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §264-265
TOP: REDUCTION:  Dry Measure

 131. ANS: 
503,700
An hour has 60 minutes.  
A day has 24 hours times 60 minutes per hour.  24 hours per day × 60 minutes per hour = 1440 minutes per day
A week has seven days times 1440 minutes per day.
Seven days per week × 1440 minutes per day = 10,080 minutes per week
19 hours × 60 minutes per hour = 1,140 minutes
6 days × 1440 minutes per day = 8,640 minutes
49 weeks × 10,080 minutes per week = 493,920 minutes
1140 + 8640 + 493920 = 503,700 minutes

REF: 1868_2_AR_4   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §267 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:   

 132. ANS: 
850 weeks, 7 hours, and 36 minutes
8,568,456 minutes divided by 60 minutes per hour equals 142,807 hours with remainder of 36 minutes.  
142,807 hours divided by 24 hours per day equals 5,950 days with a remainder of 7 hours.
5,950 days divided by 7 days per week equals 850 weeks with no remainder.
8,568,456 minutes equals 850 weeks, 7 hours, and 36 minutes.

REF: 1866_11_AR_09  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §267 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Time 
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 133. ANS: 
.6 week

There are 60 minutes in an hour.  Therefore, 4 hr. 48 mi. equals 4 48
60, or 4 4

5 hours.

There are 24 hours in a day, so 4 da. 4 hr. 48 mi. equals 96 + 4 4
5, or 100 4

5 hours.

There are 168 hours in a week, so the problem is to reduce 
100 4

5
168 to a decimal.

100 4
5

168 =

504
5

840
5

= 504
840 == 252

420 = 126
210 = 63

105 = 21
35 = 3

5 = 6
10 =.6

REF: 1869_6_AR_14  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §267 and §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Time 

 134. ANS: 
1296000"
A circle has 360 degrees.
Each degree has 60 minutes.
Each minute has 60 seconds.
Therefore, a circle has 360 × 60 × 60 = 1,296,000 seconds.

REF: 1869_6_AR_6   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §272-273
TOP: REDUCTION:  Circular Measure

 135. ANS: 
51º 34' 40"
§976. ....1 minute of the circumference of the earth constitutes a geographical or nautical mile, which ... is about 

1 3
20 statute miles.

Each degree of latitude has 60 minutes, which equates to 60 geographical miles.

2,159 geographicalmiles
60 minutes = 35 degrees 59 minutes

15° 35' 40"

+35° 59' 00"

51° 34' 40"

REF: 1869_6_AR_5   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §274
TOP: REDUCTION:  Circular Measure

 136. ANS: 
Multiplication

REF: 1868_6_AR_8   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §278-§286
TOP: REDUCTION:  Reduction of Denominate Fractions
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 137. ANS: 
102 T. 1 cwt. 3 qr. 9 lb. 15 oz. 10 dr.

+4 +3 +2 +3 +3
T. cwt. qr. lb. oz. dr.
14 13 2 15 15 15
13 17 3 13 11 13
46 16 3 11 13 10
14 15 2 7 6 9
11 17 3 10 15 11

102
T

1
cwt

3
qr.

9
lb.

15
oz.

10
dr.

REF: 1867_11_AR_9  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §287 -  §291
TOP: COMPOUND ADDITION

 138. ANS: 
4 yr. 9 mo. 10 days
1862 4 25

1857 7 15

4yr 9 mo 10 days

REF: 1867_11_AR_8  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §294
TOP: COMPOUND SUBTRACTION

 139. ANS: 
1 year, 3 months
1868 8 10

1867 5 10

1yr 3 mo 0 days

REF: 1869_6_AR_4   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §294
TOP: COMPOUND SUBTRACTION

 140. ANS: 
1 oz. 2 pwt. 6 gr.
lb oz pwt gr

1 0 0 0

0 10 17 18

1 2 6

REF: 1869_11_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §292-§293 and §232
TOP: COMPOUND SUBTRACTION
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 141. ANS: 
$964.15
17 tons = 17 × 53.80 = 914.60

18 cwt = 18 × 53.80
20 = 48.42

1 qr = 1 × 53.80
80 = .6725

17 lbs = 17 × 53.80
2000 = .4573

TOTAL: 964.1498

REF: 1866_11_AR_24  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §295 -  §296
TOP: COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION  

 142. ANS: 

$155.87 1
2

Square Measure
sq. ft. sq. in.

sq. yd. 1 144
sq. rd. 1 9 1296

R. 1 30 1
4 272 1

2
39204

A. 1 40 1210 10890 1568160
sq. mi. 1 4 160 4840 43560 6272640

1 640 2560 102400 3097600 27878400 4014489600

3 acres cost 3 × $43 = $129

2 roods cost 2 × $43
4 = $21 1

2

20 sq. rods cost 20 × $43
160 = $5 3

8

TOTAL: $155.87 1
2

REF: 1867_11_AR_7  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §295 -  §296
TOP: COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION  
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 143. ANS: 
1 h. 2 m. 52 sec.  P.M.
The difference in longitude between St. Paul and Richmond is: 93º 10' W. minus 
 77º 27' W., which equals 15º 43'.

There are 360 degrees of longitude and 24 hours each day, so each degree of longitude equals 4 minutes.

4 minutes times 15º 43' = 4 × 15 + 4 × 43
60 = 60 + 172

60 =62 52
60=1 hour 2 minutes and 52 seconds.

REF: 1869_6_AR_16  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §137, §300 and §304.
TOP: COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION:  Differences of Time and Longitude

 144. ANS: 
8:53 P.M.

The difference in longitude between the Cape of Good Hope and Cape Horn is found by adding 

the longitude east of the prime meridian to the longitude west of the prime meridian.   18° 24’ east plus 

67° 21’ west equals 85° 45’ total.

Each degree of longitude equals 15 minutes.  

85° 45’ ¸ 15  =  5 hrs. plus 10° 45’

                                           10° 45’ equals 645’

645' ¸ 15 = 43 min.

Total difference:  5 hr. 43 min.

Cape Horn being west of the Cape of Good Hope, we subtract 5 hrs. 43 min. from the time in the Cape of 

Good Hope.

2 hr. 36 min. - 5 hrs. 43 min. = 8 hr. 53 min. 

The time in Good Hope is 8:53 P.M.

REF: 1866_11_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §137, §300 and §304.
TOP: COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION:  Differences of Time and Longitude
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 145. ANS: 
34 degrees 30 minutes
24 hours × 60 minutes

360 degrees = 2 hours + 18minutes
(?) degrees

1440
360 = 138

(? )

1440(? ) = 360 × 138

1440(? ) = 49680

(? ) = 49680
1440

(? ) = 34.5

34 degrees + .5 × 60 minutes

34 degrees 30 minutes

REF: 1867_3_AR_22  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §137, §300 and §304.
TOP: COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION:  Differences of Time and Longitude

 146. ANS: 
5 bushels, 1 peck, 6 quarts, and 2 gi.
Table of Dry Measure
2 pints   = 1 quart
8 quarts = 1 peck
4 pecks  = 1 bushel

12)  65bu.   1pk.    3qt.           5 bu
      60bu
        5bu
                21pk                      1 pk
                12pk
                  9pk
                           75qt            6 qt
                           72qt
                             3qt

                                     6pt    1
2 pt or 2 gi

REF: 1866_11_AR_05  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §302
TOP: COMPOUND DIVISION
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 147. ANS: 

14 yards, 7 3
14inches

1 yard equals 36 inches
52 yards equals 1872 inches
1 foot equals 12 inches

1872 + 12 + 10 1
2

3 12
17

=
1894 1

2

3 12
17

=

3789
2
63
17

= 3789 × 17
2 × 63 = 64413

126 = 64386
126 + 27

126 = 511 3
14 inches

511 3
14 inches = 504

36 + 7 3
14 inches = 14 yards 7 3

14 inches

=

REF: 1868_2_AR_7   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §302
TOP: COMPOUND DIVISION

 148. ANS: 
Jane gets 4s. 9d.  Ellen gets 1s. 9 d.
There are 12 pence in a shilling.
The total to be divided is 6 × 12 + 6 = 78 d.
Remove 3 shillings (36 pence) for Jane.
Divide the remaing 42 pence into two piles of 21.
Jane gets the 3 shillings plus one pile of 21 pence, which equals 4 shillings, 9 pence.
Ellens gets one pile of 21 pence, which equals 1 shilling, 9 pence.

REF: 1868_2_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §302
TOP: COMPOUND DIVISION
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 149. ANS: 

5 lbs. 11 oz 18 pwt. 5 3
23gr.

Troy Weight:
24 grains make one pennyweight
20 pennyweights make one ounce
12 ounces make one pound

23)    137 lb.     9 oz.      18 pwt.      22 gr.
         115 
             5
                    273 oz.
                    253
                      11
                                   418 pwt.
                                   414
                                     18
                                                       118 gr.

                                                          5 2
3

REF: 1867_11_AR_11  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §302
TOP: COMPOUND DIVISION

 150. ANS: 

6 1
4 per cent.

12 pence equals one shilling.
There are 48 pence in 4 shillings.
Three is what per cent. of 48?
3
48 = 1

16
1
2 = 50%, 1

4 = 25%, 1
8 = 12 1

2 %, 1
16 = 6 1

4 %

REF: 1869_2_AR_16  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §316 - 324
TOP: PERCENTAGE 
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 151. ANS: 
1200

2 3
4 % (? ) = 33

.0275 (? ) = 33

(? ) = 33
.0275

(? ) = 1200

REF: 1867_3_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §320-321
TOP: PERCENTAGE 

 152. ANS: 
3600

BASE = PERCENTAGE
RATE

BASE = 24
2
3 %

= 24
.006666

= 3600

REF: 1869_6_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §316 - 324
TOP: PERCENTAGE 

 153. ANS: 
Silver, .925; Copper, .075
There are a total of 40 part.
37
40 =.925 silver

3
40 =.075 copper

NOTE:  The answer key gives the answer to this question in decimal form.

REF: 1868_2_AR_14  TOP: RATIO
 154. ANS: 

$1.50
x

REF: 1868_2_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §325 - 330
TOP: PERCENTAGE:  Profit and Loss

 155. ANS: 
$468.00
x

REF: 1869_2_AR_19  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §325 - 330
TOP: PERCENTAGE:  Profit and Loss
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 156. ANS: 

$88.37 1
2

9 1
2 × 8 1

4 = 18
2 × 33

4 = 594
8 = 74.25

A loss of 12% is the same as 88% of the whole cost.

74.25
.88 = 88.375 = 88 3

8

REF: 1866_11_AR_21  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §325 - 330
TOP: PERCENTAGE:  Profit and Loss

 157. ANS: 
$3877.50
x

REF: 1869_11_AR_16  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §325 - 330
TOP: PERCENTAGE:  Profit and Loss

 158. ANS: 
8 per cent.
If $300 gain $18 in nine months, then $300 gain $2 each month and $300 gain $24 each year.

RATE = PROFIT OR LOSS
COST = 24

300 =.08 = 8%

REF: 1868_6_AR_22  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §335 - 346
TOP: INTEREST:  To Find the Interest

 159. ANS: 

$26,871.08 1
3

10 per cent.
12 months =.008 1

3

7 ×.008 1
3 =.056 7

3 =.058 1
3

$25,390 × 1.058 1
3 = 26,862.62 25390

3000 = $26871.08 1
3

REF: 1869_6_AR_19  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §335 - 346
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Interest
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 160. ANS: 

$53.66 2
3

Each year, the $200 will earn $14.00 in interest.
Three times $14.00 equals $42.00.
To this amount, add ten months interest 
10
12 × 14 = 140

12 = 70
6 = 35

3 = $11 2
3

$42.00 + $11 2
3 = $53.66 2

3

REF: 1867_6_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §353-§356
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Interest

 161. ANS: 
$4.47499

Years Months Days
1859 12 15
1857 11 11

2 1 4
Years:  $35.61 × 0.06 × 2 = $4.2732

Months:  $35.61 × 0.06
12 × 1 = $0.17805

Days:  $35.61 × 0.06
360 × 4 = $0.02374

TOTAL:  $4.47499

REF: 1867_11_AR_22  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §353-§356
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Interest

 162. ANS: 
$5678.07

Years Months Days
1865 4 30
1860 6 29

4 10 1
Years:  $14,231.50 × 0.0825 × 4 = $4696.395

Months:  $14,231.50 × 0.0825
12 × 10 = $978.415625

Days:  $14,231.50 × 0.0825
360 × 1 = $3.261385417

TOTAL:  $5,678.072010

REF: 1867_3_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §353-§356
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Interest

 163. ANS: 
Divide the given interest by the interest of the principal, for the given time, at 1%.

REF: 1868_6_AR_21  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §347
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Rate
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 164. ANS: 
6 per cent.
$500 times 1% = $5 interest for one year.

1 year 1 month and 18 days equals 1 48
360, or 1 2

15years.

$5 times 1 2
15= $5

1 × 17
15 = $1

1 × 17
3 = $17

3 = $5 2
3

5 2
3 34

6

REF: 1869_2_AR_20  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §347 - 349
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Rate

 165. ANS: 
6 per cent
The amount of interest earned equals $336.42 − $311.50 = $24.92

$311.50 times 1% = $3.11 1
2 interest for one year.

1 year 4 month equals 1 1
3 years.

$3.11 1
2 times 1 1

3= $3.115
1 × 4

3 = $12.46
3 = $4.15 1

3

4.15 1
3 24.92

6

REF: 1867_3_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §347 - 349
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Rate

 166. ANS: 
20 years
In what time will $1 become $2 at an annual interest rate of 5 percent?
$1 times 5 per cent equals 5 cents per year.
$1 divided by 5 cents equals 20.
Therefore, it will take 20 years for a sum of money to double itself at annual interest of 5 per cent.

REF: 1867_6_AR_19  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §350 - 351
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Time
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 167. ANS: 
$179.25
The interest on $1 in 3 years 4 months at at 7 per cent is:
Years  $1 × 3 ×.07 = $0.21

Months  $1 × 4 × .07
12 = .28

12 = $0.02 1
3

TOTAL:  $0.23 1
3

$221.075

$1.00 + $.23 1
3

= $221.075

$1.23 1
3

= $179.25

REF: 1868_11_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §352
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Principal

 168. ANS: 
$1200
The interest on $1 in 3 years, 10 mo. and 9 days at 7 per cent is:
Years  $1 × 3 ×.07 = $0.21

Months  $1 × 10 × .07
12 = $0.058 1

3

Days  $1 × 9 × .07
360 = $0.00175

TOTAL:  $0.27008 1
3

$1,524.10

$1.00 + $.27008 1
3

=
$1,524.10

$1.27008 1
3

= $1200

REF: 1868_2_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §352
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Principal

 169. ANS: 
$390.00

The interest on $1 in 1 year at 12 1
2 per cent is:

Years  $1 ×.12 1
2 = $0.12 1

2

TOTAL:  $0.12 1
2

$49.75

$.12 1
2

= $48.75
$.125 = $390.00

REF: 1869_2_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §352
TOP: INTEREST:  To find the Principal
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 170. ANS: 
$63.2659 plus
8 per cent. payable half-yearly equals 4 per cent. every six months.
6 months $50.00 × 1.04 = $52.00

12 months $52.00 × 1.04 = $54.08

18 months $54.08 × 1.04 = $56.2432

24 months $56.2342 × 1.04 = $58.492928

30 months $58.492928 × 1.04 = $60.83264512

36 months $60.83264512 × 1.04 = $63.26595092

REF: 1869_11_AR-20  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §353-§356
TOP: INTEREST:  Compound Interest

 171. ANS: 
$1351.80

6 per cent. payable quarterly equals 1 1
2 per cent. every three months.

3 months $1200.00 × 1.015 = $1218.00

6 months $1218.00 × 1.015 = $1236.27

9 months $1236.27 × 1.015 = $1254.814050

12 months $1254.814050 × 1.015 = $1273.636261

15 months $1273.636261 × 1.015 = $1292.740805

18 months $1292.740805 × 1.015 = $1312.13197

21 months $1312.13197 × 1.015 = $1331.813895

24 months $1331.813895 × 1.015 = $1351.791104

REF: 1868_11_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §353-§356
TOP: INTEREST:  Compound Interest

 172. ANS: 
$45.0086
Year One   $200 × 1.07 = $214.00 principal and interest
Year Two $214.00 × 1.07 = $228.98 principal and interest
Year Three $228.98 × 1.07 = $245.0086 principal and interest
Interest Only equals $45.0086

REF: 1869_2_AR_21  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §353-§356
TOP: INTEREST:  Compound
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 173. ANS: 
$136.14

Year Month Day Interval Multiplie
r at 6%

Date of Note 1863 9 7
1st Payment 1864 3 22 6 mos 15 days .0325
2nd Payment 1864 11 29 8 mos 7 days .0412
3rd Payment 1865 5 13 5 mos 14 days .0273
Date of 
Settlement

1866 4 19 11 mos 6 days .0560

TOTAL 31 mos 12 days .1570

Face of note, or given principal,                                                        $486.000
Interest on the same to March 22, 1864 date of 1st payment,                 15.795
Amount due March 22, 1864,                                                             501.795
First payment,                                                                                   125.000
Balanee and new principal,                                                               $376.795
Int. on new principal to November 29, 1864, date of 2d payment,            15.511
Amount due November 29, 1864,                                                        392.306
Second payment,                                                                               150.000
Balance and new principal,                                                               $242.306
Int. on new principal to May 13, 1865 date of 3d payment,                       6.623
Amount due May 13, 1865                                                                 248.929
Third payment,                                                                                  120.000
Balance and uew principal,                                                               $128.929
Int. on new principal to April 19, 1866 date of settlement,                        7.220
Balance due at date of settlement, April 19, 1866                               $136.149

NOTE:  You cannot round up without overcharging interest.  Therefore, $136.149 becomes $136.14.  The extra 
part of a penny is not earned.

REF: 1869_11_AR_21  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §363-§371
TOP: NOTES - PARTIAL PAYMENTS - ANNUAL INTEREST 

 174. ANS: 
$12

2 mo. 9 days plus 3 days grace period equals 72 days.

10 per cent. interest on a $600 note for 72 days is calculated as follows:

$600 × 72
360 ×.10 = $12

REF: 1869_2_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §379-§383
TOP: DISCOUNT:  Bank Discount
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 175. ANS: 
Present Worth $98.19 
Due Jan. 12, 1867

The note became due 93 days after October 11, 1866.  Ninety-three days is calculated using the 

term of the note plus an additional three day grace period.  This would have been on January 12, 1867.  

The legal rate of interest in New York in 1866 was 7% per annum, which was calculated using a 

360 day year.  

The interest on a $100 note for 93 days is calculated as follows:

93$100.00 .07 $1.808333 $1.81
360

× × = =

Because the note was not yet due on November 8, 1866, its present worth on that date was equal to its 

face value minus interest for 93 days.

$100.00 $1.81 $98.19− =

REF: 1866_11_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos  §333, §357, §380 - §382
TOP: DISCOUNT:  Bank Discount

 176. ANS: 
$465.71807

6 per cent. interest on a $470.66 note for 60 days is calculated as follows:

 $470.66 × 63
360 ×.06 = $4.94193

 The proceeds are equal to the face value of the note minus the bank discount.
 470.66 − $4.94193 = $465.71807

REF: 1867_3_AR_24  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §379-§383
TOP: DISCOUNT:  Bank Discount

 177. ANS: 
$503.229
First, find the proceeds of $1 for 33 days at 7 per cent.
1 × 33

360 ×.07 =.006416667

1 −.006416667 =.993583333
Next, divide $500 by .993583333

993583333 500000000000.0000
503.2290

REF: 1867_6_AR_20  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §384
TOP: DISCOUNT:  Bank Discount
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 178. ANS: 
$6.33

3 mo. plus 3 days grace period equals 93 days.

7 per cent. interest on a $350 note for 93 days is calculated as follows:

 $350 × 93
360 ×.07 = $6.329

REF: 1867_11_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §379-§383
TOP: DISCOUNT:  Bank Discount

 179. ANS: 
$425.846 plus

6 per cent. interest on a $426.10 note for 57 days is calculated as follows:

   $426.10 × 60
360 ×.06 = $4.261

 The current value of the note is equal to the face value of the note minus the bank   
discount.
   426.10 − $4.261 = $421.839
 Since the note is interest bearing, the additional interest must be calculated and    
added.
   $421.839 × 57

360 ×.06 = $4.0074705

$421.839 + $4.0074705 = $425.8464705

REF: 1869_11_AR_22  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §379-§383
TOP: DISCOUNT:  Bank Discount

 180. ANS: 
$68.03
$100 divided by 1.47 equals $68.03

REF: 1869_02_AR_22  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  Chapter XXIII
TOP: COMMISSION. - BROKERAGE. - STOCKS.

 181. ANS: 
$1133.15
$865 times 1.31 equals $1133.15

REF: 1867_6_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  Chapter XXIII
TOP: COMMISSION. - BROKERAGE. - STOCKS.

 182. ANS: 
$6696.00
$5400 times 1.24 equals $6696.00

REF: 1869_6_AR_20  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  Chapter XXIII
TOP: COMMISSION. - BROKERAGE. - STOCKS.
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 183. ANS: 
$105.885
$52.65
$6,750 = B's Tax

$13,575

B's Tax = $105.885

REF: 1869_6_AR_21  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §418-425
TOP: TAXES:  Assessment of Taxes

 184. ANS: 
$7336.21

4097 30,056,465.00000
7,336.21308

REF: 1868_6_AR_7   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §418-425
TOP: TAXES:  Assessment of Taxes

 185. ANS: 
Oct. 26, 1866
January 1, 1866                $200          0 days         200 times 0 equals               0
September 1, 1866              350      243 days         350 times 243 equals    85,050
April 1, 1867                      500      455 days         500 times 455 equals   227,500
TOTAL PAYMENTS:  $1,050                                     TOTAL TIME:  312,5500 days
312,550
1,050 = 297.6667, or 298 days.

273 days go to October 1, 1866, leaving 25 more days.  October 1 plus 25 days gives October 26, 1866.
J 31 31
F 28 59
M 31 90
A 30 120
M 31 151
J 30 181
J 31 212
A 31 243
S 30 273
O 31 304
N 30 334
D 31 365

REF: 1867_3_AR_19  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §433-437
TOP: EQUATION OF PAYMENTS
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 186. ANS: 
Oct. 26, 1869
January 1, 1866                $200          0 days         200 times 0 equals               0
September 1, 1866              350      243 days         350 times 243 equals    85,050
April 1, 1867                      500      455 days         500 times 455 equals   227,500
TOTAL PAYMENTS:  $1,050                                     TOTAL TIME:  312,5500 days
312,550
1,050 = 297.6667, or 298 days.

273 days go to October 1, 1869, leaving 25 more days.  October 1 plus 25 days gives October 26, 1869.
J 31 31
F 28 59
M 31 90
A 30 120
M 31 151
J 30 181
J 31 212
A 31 243
S 30 273
O 31 304
N 30 334
D 31 365

REF: 1868_2_AR_24  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §433-437
TOP: EQUATION OF PAYMENTS

 187. ANS: 
Ratio is the relation that one quantity bears to another of the same kind.   It is represented by the quotient arising 
from dividing one by the other. The ratio of 8 to 2 is 4.

Two quantities are necessary to form a ratio ; these are called its Terms.  The Antecedent is the first term of a ratio; 
the Consquent, the second.

A ratio is either Direct or lnverse.  It is Direct, when the antecedent is divided by the consequent; Inverse, when the 
consequent is divided by the antecedent.  When the word ratio is used alone, a direct ratio is meant.  The direct 

ratio of 8 to 2 is 4.- The inverse ratio of 8 to 2 is 1
4.  In  tither case, 8 is the antecedent, and 2 the Consquent. 

Ratio is expressed in two ways: -1. By two dots, in the form of a colon, between the terms ; as, 8 : 4.   2. In the 

form of a fraction ; as, 3
4.

REF: 1866_11_AR_14  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §444 -  §447
TOP: RATIO
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 188. ANS: 
10 or 810
The antecedent is the first term in a ratio.
The consequent is the second term in a ratio.

9:1 = 9
1 = antecedent

consequent

9
1 = 90

consequent = 90
10

90
10 = 9:1

REF: 1867_AR_13   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §444 -  §447
TOP: RATIO

 189. ANS: 
§455  Four quantities are in proportion when the 1st is to the 2nd as the 3rd is to the 4th.

REF: 1868_6_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §452 - §457
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  

 190. ANS: 

3 1
2

The ratio that exists between 3 and 21 is 7.  

7 × 1
2 = 3 1

2

REF: 1868_11_AR_20  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §452 - §457
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  

 191. ANS: 

A, $266.66 2
3; B, $933.33 1

3
The $1200 must be divided into nine sections.
$1200

9 = $133.33 1
3

A's share is 2 × $133.33 1
3 = $266.66 2

3

B's share is 7 × $133.33 1
3 = $933.33 1

3

REF: 1868_2_AR_16  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §452 - §457
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  
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 192. ANS: 
12, 18, 24
2+3+4=9  Therefore, 54 must be divided into 9 equal groups.
54
9 = 6  Each group consists of 6 units.

The first part has 2 × 6 = 12 units
The second part has 3 × 6 = 18 units
The third part has 4 × 6 = 24 units
Thus, 54 is divided into 3 parts, proportioned as 2, 3, 4.

REF: 1868_2_AR_11  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §452 - §457
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  

 193. ANS: 
$16.50

One rod equals 16 1
2feet.

16 1
2

1
2

= ?
$0.50

16 1
2 is 33 times larger than 1

2
33 × $0.50 equals $16.50

REF: 1869_11_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §452 - §457
TOP: PROPORTIONS:  Simple Proportions 

 194. ANS: 

10 1
2

7
8 = ?

12
84
8 = 10 1

2

REF: 1867_11_AR_19  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §452 - §457
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  
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 195. ANS: 
6

7 1
2

6 1
4

= ?
5

5 × 7 1
2

6 1
4

=
37 1

2

6 1
4

=

75
2
25
4

=

150
4

25
4

= 150
25 = 6

REF: 1869_6_AR_22  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §452 - §457
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  

 196. ANS: 
$7. 11
$4:(? ) :: 9:16

$4
(? ) = 9

16

$4 × 16 = (? )16

$64 = (? )9

$64
9 = (? )

$7 1
9 = (? )

REF: 1867_3_AR_14  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §452 - §457
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  

 197. ANS: 
$216

2 1
4 yds

$18 =
27yds

?

18 × 27

2 1
4

= 486
9
4

=

1944
4
9
4

= 1944
9 = $216

REF: 1867_11_AR_20  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §452 - §457
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  
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 198. ANS: 
$14.875

The family burns 31.5 cords, which costs 31.5 × $4.25 = $133.87 1
2.

If they change to coal, they will need 
coal (in tons)

wood (in cords)

˘

˚

˙̇̇
˙̇̇
˙̇̇

5
9 = ?

31.5

157.5
9 = 17.5 tons of coal

17.5 tons of coal costs 17.5 × $6.80 = $119.00.

The family will save $133.87 1
2 − $119.00 = $14.87 1

2 by changing from wood to coal.

REF: 1869_6_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  

 199. ANS: 
18
7 : 21

4 : 8
: : 3 :

Ï

Ì
Ó

ÔÔÔÔÔ
ÔÔÔÔÔ

→ 1 : 3

1 : 2
: : 3 :

Ï

Ì
Ó

ÔÔÔÔÔ
ÔÔÔÔÔ

→ 1 : 6 : : 3 : → 1 : 6 : : 3 : 18

REF: 1869_6_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 

 200. ANS: 
16 acres

5 men plough 6 acres in 10 1
2 hours.  Therefore, 6 acres can be plowed with 52 1

2 man hours of work.

The question is how many acres can be plowed with 140 man hours of work.

acres
man hours

˘

˚

˙̇̇
˙̇̇
˙̇

6

5 × 10 1
2

= ?
10 × 14 → 6

52 1
2

= ?
140

840

52 1
2

=

1680
2

105
2

= 1680
105 = 16

REF: 1868_2_AR_13  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 
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 201. ANS: 
$384
8 men times 13 weeks equals 104 man-weeks.
12 men times 52 weeks equals 624 man-weeks.

Spending
Man-Weeks

˘

˚

˙̇̇
˙̇̇
˙̇̇

$64
104 = ?

624

$64 × 624
104 =

$39,936
104 = $384

REF: 1867_11_AR_21  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 

 202. ANS: 
6 men
Men × Days

Acres

˘

˚

˙̇̇
˙̇̇
˙̇̇

9 × 18
150 = ?× 27

150

9 × 18 =?× 27

162
27 = 6 men

REF: 1867_6_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 

 203. ANS: 

38 2
5

copies × pages
reams

˘

˚

˙̇̇
˙̇̇
˙̇̇

500 × 210
12 = 1200 × 280

? →
105,000

12 =
336,000

?

12 × 336,000
105,000 =

4,032,000
105,000 =

4,032
105 = 38 2

5 reams

REF: 1867_6_AR_16  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 
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 ID: A

 204. ANS: 
$958.60 plus
weight
price

|
|
||

27T. 3qr. 15lb.
$217.83 =

119T. 1qr. 10lb.
?

Reduce weight to pounds use Avoirdupois Table of Weights
27 T. × 2000( ) + 3 qr × 25Ê

ËÁÁ
ˆ
¯̃̃ + 15 lbs.( ) = 54,090 pounds

119 T. × 2000( ) + 1 qr. × 25Ê
ËÁÁ

ˆ
¯̃̃ + 10 lb( ) = 238,035 pounds

weight
price

|
|
||

54.090 lb.
$217.83 =

238,035 lb.
x

x =
217.83 × 238,035

54.090 = $985.6090

REF: 1866_11_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 

 205. ANS: 
$43.68
One ton equals 2,000 pounds.
.078 ton equals 156 pounds.

Each pound of butter costs $15.68
56 = $.28

156 ×.28 = $43.68

REF: 1867_3_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 

 206. ANS: 
24 men

Men × Days
Amount of Work

˘

˚

˙̇̇
˙̇̇
˙̇̇

21 × 12
1 = ?× 7

2
3

→ 252
1 = ?× 7

2
3

→
252 × 2

3
7 = 168

7 = 24 men

REF: 1869_2_AR_13  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 

 207. ANS: 
$14.40

Principle × Rate × Time
Interest

˘

˚

˙̇̇
˙̇̇
˙̇̇

$400 ×.07 × 3
4

$21 =
$360 ×.06 × 2

3
$? → $21

$21 = $14.40
$?

$? = $14.40

REF: 1869_11_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §461 - §462
TOP: PROPORTION:  Simple Proportion  
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 208. ANS: 
$3,648
3
4 of  5

8 equals 15
32.  

The person sold 15
32 of the entire mine for $1710

The value of 1
32 of the entire mine equals $1710

15 , which equals $114.

The value of the entire mine would be 32 times $114, which equals $3,648.

REF: 1866_11_AR_22  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §463
TOP: ANALYSIS

 209. ANS: 
9 cts.

8 2
3

$ 39
50

= 1
?

$ 39
50

8 2
3

=
$ 78

100
26
3

=
$ 234

300
2600
300

= $234
2600 = $.09

REF: 1869_6_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §463
TOP: ANALYSIS

 210. ANS: 
1800
One horse eats 2 tons of hay every winter.
150 horses will eat 300 tons of hay every winter.
300 tons times 6 winters is 1800 tons.

REF: 1867_3_AR_16  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §463
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 

 211. ANS: 
$300
If $100 gain $6 in 1 year, the rate is 6%, and $1 will gain $.06 in 12 months.

8 months is 2
3 of 12 months, so $1 will gain 2

3 × $.06 = $.04 in 8 months at the same rate.

$12.00
$.04 = $300

REF: 1868_11_AR_19  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §463
TOP: PROPORTION:  Compound Proportion 
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 212. ANS: 
45 men
men × days
units of work

˘

˚

˙̇̇
˙̇̇
˙̇̇

?× 8
1 = 15 × 24

1

?× 8 = 15 × 24

360
8 = 45 men

REF: 1868_11_AR_21  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §463
TOP: ANAYSIS

 213. ANS: 
182.8125 acres
1.875 × 13 × 7.5 = 182.8125

REF: 1869_6_AR_2   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §463
TOP: ANAYSIS

 214. ANS: 
30 miles

If 4
9 of the distance from A to B is 32 miles, then the total distance from A to B equals 

32
4
9

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃

=

288
9
4
9

= 288
9 = 72 miles

5
12 of 72 = 5

12 × 72
1 = 360

12 = 30 miles

REF: 1868_6_AR_20  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §463
TOP: ANALYSIS

 215. ANS: 
12 days
# Sheep × # Days

Sum

˘

˚

˙̇̇
˙̇̇
˙̇̇

18 × 20
1 = 30 ×?

1 → 360
1 = 30 ×?

1 → 360
30 = 12 days

REF: 1868_2_AR_12  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §463
TOP: ANALYSIS

 216. ANS: 
612 miles
One person travels 7 × 9 = 63 miles per day.
The other person travels 11 × 9 = 99 miles per day.
Therefore, their distance apart increases by 36 miles each day.
After 17 days, they will be 17 × 36 = 612 miles apart.

REF: 1867_6_AR_5   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §463
TOP: ANALYSIS
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 217. ANS: 
A. $48; B. $70
A's $240 for 8 months equals $1,920 for one month.
B's $560 for 5 months equals $2,800 for one month.
Altogether, their investments were equivalent to $4,720 for one month.

A is entitled to 1920
4720of the profit or loss, so A loses 1920

4720 × $118 = $48.00

B is entitled to 2800
4720 of the profit or loss, so B loses 2800

4720 × $118 = $70.00

REF: 1868_11_AR_22  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §486
TOP: PARTNERSHIP 

 218. ANS: 
A, $480; B, $216; C, $360

Understanding the Problem:  Amounts and Time Invested
A B C

1st month 500
2nd month 500
3rd month 500 300
4th month 500 300 600
5th month 500 300 600
6th month 500 300 600
7th month 500 300 600
8th month 500 300 600
A invested $500 for 8 months, which is equivalent to $4,000 for 1 month.
B invested $300 for 6 months, which is equivalent to $1,800 for 1 month.
C invested $600 for 5 months, which is equivalent to $3,000 for 1 month.
Altogether, their investements were equivalent to $8,800 for 1 month.

A is entitled to 
4,000
8,800of the profit or loss, so A profits 

4,000
8,800 × $1,056 = $480

B is entitled to 
1,800
8,800of the profit or loss, so B profits 

1,800
8,800 × $1,056 = $216

C is entitled to 
3,000
8,800of the profit or loss, so C profits 

3,000
8,800 × $1,056 = $360

REF: 1869_2_AR_15  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §486
TOP: PARTNERSHIP 

 219. ANS: 
1 lb. @ 9 cts; 
1 lb. @ 11 cts; 
2 lb. @ 14 cts.

12

9 2

11 2

14 1 3

|
|
|
|
||

= 12

9 2

11 2

14 4

|
|
|
|
||

= 12

9 1

11 1

14 2

|
|
|
|
||

REF: 1868_2_AR_19  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §490 - §491
TOP: ALLIGATION:  Alligation Alternate  
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 220. ANS: 
16
625

2
5

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃

4

= 25 × 2
5 × 2

5 × 2
5 = 2 × 2 × 2 × 2

5 × 5 × 5 × 5 = 16
625

REF: 1869_11_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §492, §493, §495.
TOP: INVOLUTION 

 221. ANS: 
78125

2097152

(5
8)7 =

(5 × 5) × (5 × 5) × (5 × 5) × 5
(8 × 8) × (8 × 8) × (8 × 8) × 8 =

(25 × 25) × (25 × 5)
(64 × 64) × (64 × 8) = 625 × 125

4096 × 512 = 78125
2097152

REF: 1866_11_AR_19  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §492, §493, §495.
TOP: INVOLUTION 

 222. ANS: 
1.26247696
1.06 × 1.06 × 1.06 × 1.06 = 1.06 × 1.06( ) × 1.06 × 1.06( ) = 1.1236 × 1.1236 = 1.26247696

REF: 1867_6_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §492, §493, §495.
TOP: INVOLUTION 

 223. ANS: 
33,582

3 3 5 8 2

11,27,75,07,24

9

63 2 27

1 89

665 38 75

33 25

6708 5 50 07

5 36 64

67162 13 43 24

13 43 24

0

REF: 1869_6_AR_24  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root
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 224. ANS: 
7856.4

7 8 5 6. 4

61,72,30,20.96

49

148 12 72

11 84

1565 88 30

78 25

15706 10 05 20

9 42 36

157124 62 84 96

62 84 96

0

REF: 1868_11_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root

 225. ANS: 
168

42 × 24 × 28 = 28,224

1 6 8

2,82,24

1

26 1 82

1 56

328 26 24

26 24

0

REF: 1868_2_AR_18  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root
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 226. ANS: 
20.09

2 0. 0 9

4,03.60,81

4

40 0 03

0 00

400 3 60

0 00

4009 3 60 81

3 60 80

0

REF: 1869_2_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root

 227. ANS: 
.06561

.0 '6 '5 '6 '1

.00'43'04'67'21

36

125 7'04

625

1306 79'67

7836

13121 131'21

13121

0

REF: 1866_11_AR_20  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root
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 228. ANS: 
.06561

. 0 6 5 6 1

.00,43,04,67,21

0

06 0 43

0 36

125 7 04

6 25

1306 79 67

78 36

13121 1 31 21

1 31 21

0

REF: 1867_6_AR_22  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root

 229. ANS: 
.936

. 9 3 6

.87,60,96

81

183 6 60

5 49

1866 1 11 96

1 11 96

0

REF: 1867_11_AR_24  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root
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 230. ANS: 
.03456

. 0 3 4 5 6

.00,11,94,39,36

0

03 0 11

9

64 2 94

2 56

685 38 39

34 25

6906 4 14 36

4 14 36

0

REF: 1869_11_AR_19  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root

 231. ANS: 
28.28 rods
An acre contains 160 square rods.
Five acres contain 800 square rods.

2 8. 2 8 4 plus

8,00.00,00

4

48 4 00

3 84

562 16 00

11 24

5648 4 76 00

4 51 84

56564 25 16 00

22 62 56

2 53 44 00

REF: 1867_3_AR_23  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root
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 232. ANS: 
5 ft. 2 in.
1 sq. ft. equals 144 sq. in.
26 × 144 + 100 = 3844
The table is 3,844 square inches

6 2

38,44

36

122 2 44

2 44

0
Each side of the table is 62 inches long, which reduces to 5 ft. 2 in.

REF: 1868_2_AR_21  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §499-§512
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root

 233. ANS: 
18 ft. 3.349 in.
x

REF: 1868_6_AR_23  TOP: EVOLUTION:  Square Root
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 234. ANS: 
102
40

Find the cube roots of the numerator and denominator separately:
Numerator

1st Trial Divisor
3 × 12 = 3

3_ _ estimated quotient is 0

add 0 × 1 × 30=0

add 02 = 0

300 is divisor

2nd Trial Divisor
3 × 102 = 300

300_ _ estimated quotient is 2

add 2 × 10 × 30=600

add 22 = 4

30604 is divisor

1 0 2

1,061,2083

1

061

0

61 208

61 208
Denominator

1st Trial Divisor
3 × 42 = 48

48_ _ estimated quotient is 0

add 0 × 48 × 30 = 0

add 42 = 16

48016 is divisor

4 0

064,0003

64

0 000

Check
102
40

Ê

Ë

ÁÁÁÁÁÁ

ˆ

¯

˜̃̃
˜̃̃

3

= 102 × 102 × 102
40 × 40 × 40 =

1,061,208
64,000

REF: 1869_2_AR_24  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §513-§519
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Cube Root

 235. ANS: 
73 inches
1st Trial Divisor
3 × 72 = 147

147_ _ estimated quotient is 3

add 3 × 7 × 30 = 630

add 32 = 9

15,339 is divisor

7 3

389,017
343

15,339 46,017
46,017

0

REF: 1866_11_AR_17  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §517
TOP: EVOLUTION:  Cube Root
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 ID: A

 236. ANS: 
§526  The extremes and number of terms being given, to find the sum of the series, multiply half' the sum of the 
extremes by the number of terms.

REF: 1868_2_AR_20  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §526
TOP: PROGRESSION:  Arithmetical Progression 

 237. ANS: 
$32,448
$24 + $1,224

2 × 52 =
$1,248

2 × 52 = $624 × 52 = $32,448

REF: 1867_6_AR_24  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §526
TOP: PROGRESSION:  Arithmetical Progression 

 238. ANS: 
The first term, ratio, and number of terms being given, to find the last term, multiply the first term by that power of the ratio 
whose index is 1 less than the sum of terms.

REF: 1868_6_AR_24  OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §529
TOP: PROGRESSION:  Geometric Progression 

 239. ANS: 

202 1
2 inches

A mile has 5,280 feet.  
Two miles have 10,560 feet.
A yard has 3 feet.
1430 yards have 4,290 feet.
Two mi. 1430 yards equal 14,850 feet.
A foot has 12 inches.
14,850 feet have 178,200 inches.
178,200 inches
880 revolutions = 202 1

2 inches

REF: 1868_2_AR_3   OBJ: A Practical Arithmetic.  Quakenbos.  §535
TOP: MENSURATION:  Circles

 240. ANS: 
Not Applicable

REF: 1867_6_AR_2   TOP: UNCLASSIFIED 
 241. ANS: 

Not Applicable

REF: 1867_06_AR_21  TOP: UNCLASSIFIED 
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·----- ----~--- ------ - - -- _____J 

PREFAOE. 

--· 
TnB Third of our Series of Arithmetics, designed for all ordi

nary classes in our Public and Private Schools, is now presented 
to the public. The aim has been to make it <'-Omprehensive, clear, 
free from verbiage in its definitions and explanations, inductive in 
its development of the subject, and well adapted to the school
room. 

It is believed that the study of Arithmetic, apart from its neces
sity as a practical branch, may be rendered invaluable as a mental 
discipline. Every device has been resorted to in this work w 
make it useful as a means of intellectual training, of teaching the 
young learner to reflect and reason, at the same time without re
quiring anything that is not fairly within his reach. Acting on this 
principle, the author has not laid down rules arbitrarily, but ·shown 
the reasons for them by means of preliminary analyses. He has 
also placed occasionul questions or suggestions after examples, in 
the belief that such hints, starting the learner in the right direc
tion, would encourage him to attempt the solution for himself, 
rather than apply for aid to bis teacher,-a practice 88 destructive 
of self· reliance in the one as it is annoying to the other. 

To impress principles on the mind, 88 well as to impart facility 
in operating, much practice is necessary; and, to · secure this, 
numerous examples are presented, applying the rules in a great 
variety of ways. The answers in most cases are given, but, to 
test the learner, a few under almost every rule are omitted. 
Answers are apt to suggest the processes used; and, if they arc 
invariably given, even the most faithful. will unconsciously fall 
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iv PBBPA.CB. 

into the habit of depending upon them. A Key for the teacher's 
use will prevent any inconvenience at recitation • 

. A "Practical " Arithmetic should deserve its name, and we 
have kept this in view throughout. We have asked, What appli
cations of Arithmetic is the pupil likely to need in life Y What 
are the shortest methods, and those actually used by business 
men Y The branches of Mercantile Arithmetic have received 
special attention,-the making out of bills, the easting of interest, 
partial payments, operations in profit and loss, averaging accounts, 
equation of payments, &c. lluch collateral information on busi
net111 subjects has been embodied. In a word, the author bas 
weighed every line, with the view of giving what would be most 
useful and best prepare the learner for the duties of the counting-
room. 

The great distinguishing feature of this book is that it is adapted 
to the present state of things. The last five years have been five 
years of financial changes; specie payments have been suspended, 
ptices have doubled, the te,riff hail been altered, a national tax 
leried, &c. No Arithmetic that ignores th~ changes should be 
placed in the hands of our youth. Time is too precious to be 
wuted in learning . things wrong, only to unlearn them on enter
ing into active life. Onr examples are adapted to the present: 
.the prices given are those of ~Y; the difference between gold 
and currency is recognized. and taught ; the rates of duties agree 
with the present tarift'; the mode of computing the national in
oome tax is explained ; a full description is given of the different 
claases of United States securities, with examples to show the 
comparative results of investments in them. These are matters 
that children, as well as adults, ought to know and understand. 

It is hoped that these, with other features that will be obvious 
on examination but need not be mentioned here, may commend 
the work to teachers generally. 

NBW You:, .Attgt11t 101 1866. 
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PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC. 

CHAPTER I. 

NUllBERS. 

1. One, a smgle thing, is called a Unit. 
2. If we join another unit to ONE, we have TWo; if 

another, THREE; and so, adding a unit each time, we get 
FOUR, FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT, NINE. 

3. One, two, three, &c., are called Numbers. A 
Number is, therefore, one unit or more. 

4. Arithmetic treats of Numbers. 
6. Numbers are either Abstract or Concrete. They arc 

Abstract, wheri not applied to any particular thing; as, 
one, eight. They are Concrete, when applied to particu
lar things; as, one pound, eight dollar11. 

8. That to which a concrete number is applied, is called 
its Denomination. In the last example, dollar& is the 
denomination of the nuinber eight. 

7. Counting is naming the numbers in order; as, one, 
two, three,four,jive, &c. · 

8. We may express numbers by writing out their 
names, as one, two, three; or by characters, as I, 2, 3. 

QU11sT10Ns.-t. What I~ o •Ingle thing railed ?-2. What d11 we11rt bysucceaalve 
a<hlitions ot a unit to on~ ?-8. What ore on~ twn,. thru, &c., culled? What is a 
Number?-4. Or what dnea Arithmetic treat?-6. How are numbers dlatlngnlahed t 
Whrn are they called Abetnct? When, Concrete t-6. What la meant by the De
nt>rulnmtlon 11f a CQlleretc numbcrt-7. What la Coantingt-S. How moy we npreea 
numbi.:r!? 
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.8 NOTATION, 

CHAPTER II. 

NOTATION. 

9. :Notation is the art of expressing numbers by char
acters. 

10. Two systems of notation are used, the Ar'abic and 
the Roman. 

The Arable Notation. 

11. The Arabic Notation is so called because it was 
introduced into Europe by the Arabs, who obtained it 
from India.. It uses ten characters, called Figures :-

0 I 3 6 8 9 
l<A.UGBT ONB TWO TBREX FOllB FIVB BU: SEVll:N EIGHT .NINE 

12. The firAt of these :figures, O, is called Naught, 
Cipher, or Zero. It implies the absence of number. 

The other nine are c;illed Significant Figures, or 
Digits,-each signifying a certain number. 

13. The greatest number that can be expressed with 
one figure is nine, 9. For numbers above nine, we com
bine two or more figures. 

First, 1 is placed at the left of each of the ten figures, forming 1 O, ten ; 
11, eleven; 12, twelve; 18, thirteen; 14, fourteen; Iii, fifteen, 16, six· 
teen ; 17, seventeen ; 18, eighteen; 19, nineteen, 

Then 2, forming 20, twenty; 21, twenty-one; 22, twenty-two; 23, 
twenty-three; ~4, twenty-four; 25, twenty-five; 26, twenty-six; 27, 
twenty-seven; 28, twenty-eight; 29, twenty-nine. 

Then 3, forming 80 (thirty), 81, 32, 83, 84, 35, 36, 3'1, 88, 89. 
Then 4, forming 40 (forty), 41, &c. Then Ii~ 50 (fifty), IH, &c. 

Then 6: 60 (sixty), 61, &c. Then 7: 70 (seventy), 'Tl, &c. Then 8: 
80 (eighty), 81, &:c. Then 9: 90 (ninety), 91, &c. 

9. What Is Notation ?-10. Uow many systems of notation are used 1 What arc 
th•y calle<I ?-11. Why le tho Arabic Notation so call•d? How many characters does 
It use? What Bl'<' they ?-12. What is the first of these figures called? What does 
It Imply? What are the other nine called? Why are they called Sign,ijlcant ?-

• 18. What la the ~atest number that can be expressed with one figure? llow do wo 
•xprMe numbers ab11v~ nine? Show how 1, 2. 3, &c., are combined In turn with each 
or the t<'!l figures, a0<l what numbers are thus formed 
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TBB ABABIO MOTA.TIOlf. 9 

14. UNITS, Tue, HuNDBEDs,-The first or right-hand 
place is called the unite' place ; the second, the tens' place. 

1 in the t.ena' place 10) Is 1 ten, or ten unlt.B. 
1 ln the units' place ! 1) is 1 unit. 

2 in the t.ena' place 20) is 2 tens, or twenty unit& 
8 in the tena' place 80) Is 8 tens, or thirty unite. 

A figure, therefore, in the second place denotes so many 
tens, and its value is ten times as great as if it stood in 
the first place. 

16. The value of a figure standing alone or in the first 
place is called its Simple Value. Its value in any other 
place is called its Local Value. 

18. The greatest number that can be expressed with 
two figures is ninety-nine, 99. Next comes one hundred--
100--expressed by putting 1 in the third place, which is 
called the hundreda' place. 

To express hundreds, set the several figures in the 
third place with naughts after them :-

One hundred, I 00. I Three hundred, 
· Two hundred, 200. Four hundred, 

300. 
400, &c. 

17. Observe how the numbers between the hundreds 
are expressed:-

One hundred and one, 101-1 hundred, 0 tens, 1 unit. 
One hundred and two, 102 - 1 hundred, 0 tens, 2 units, &c. 
One ·hundred and ten, 110-1 hundred, I ten, O units. 
One hundred and eleven, 111 - 1 hundred, I ten, 1 unit, &c. 
Two hundred and one, 201 - 2 hundreds, 0 tens, 1 unit. 
Three hundred and one, 301 - S hundreds, O tens, 1 unit, &c. ... 

18. Figures are grouped in Periods of three each. 
These three places, units, tens, hundreds, form the first 
period, or Period of Units. 

~._ What la the ftnt or rlgbt·hand J•looe called 1 Th~ secon1 f What I• the 
value ot 1 In the tens' place 1 2 In the tens' J1lace? 3 In thP tons' place 1 What 
does a 8gure in the second place denote?-15. What I~ meant by the Simple Value 
or a 8gun>, and what by Ila Local Value 1 Which of these always remains the same T 
-16. What ls the greatest number that can be fll<f'ressed with two figures f What 
comes after 99 T How le one hundred •"Pre•sed P How are the hundreds upressed P 
-lT. Show by el<&Dlples how the nnmbers between the hundreds are ei.;prcssed.-
18. How are figures grouped? What la the Brat period called r Of what thre11 
pbM:es doea It eonalat ? 

1* 
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10. NOTATIO?f, 

JIXBROlllE IN NOTATION. 

Express in figures, remembering that vacant places on th1 
right must be filled with naught11:-

l. Five units. Four tens. 9. Five hundred and sixty. 
2. Three hundreds. 10. Eighty-three. Thirty-nine. 
a. Eight tens, nine units. 11. One l1undred and thirteen. 
4. Six hundreds, four tens. 12. Nine hundred and nine. 
5. Two hundreds, two units. 13. Seven lmndred and fifty. 
6. Seven hundreds, five tens. 14. Two hundred and twelve. 
'T. 1 hundred, 1 ten, 5 unit.<1. 15. Four hundred and eighty-
8. 1 hundred, 6 tens, 1 unit. ~ven. 

19. TuousANDS :-The second period is that of Thou
sandL It con!!ists of three places,-thouaanda, ten-thou
.ands, hundred-thousands. 

Observe how thousands are expressed:-

Two thousand, 2,000. Fifty thousand, 
One thousand, 1,000. I Ten thousand, 

Three thousand, 3,000, &c. Sixty thousand, 
One hundred thousand, 100,000. 
Seven hundred thousand, 'l00,000. 
Eight hundred thousand, 800,000, &c. 

10,000. 
rio,ooo. 
60,000, &c. 

20. To ~press a given number of thousands, write the 
number in the second period. If there are 11umber.9 cor
responding to tlie places of the.first period, set them there; 
i/ not, supply nau!fh&s. 

Ex:AMPLB 1.-W rite seven hundred and nine thousand. 
To do this, write seven hundred and nine (709) m the ~econd period. 

Supply three naughts for the units' period-709,000 

Ex:AlllPLE 2.-W rite seven hundred aud nmc thousand, 
and forty. 

To do th1S, write '109, as before, in the second period, and 40 in the 
first, supplying a naught for the vacant huildreds' place-'109,040. 

19. What Is the second period t or what three prnces does it consist t Show 
how thousands are expressed.-20. Recite "the rule ror expressing a given number 
or thonsands.-How do ~on write seven hundred imd Dine thousand r Seven hun
dred and n!Jle thousand, and forty? 
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'l'llE AliBIO .NOTATION. 

Bo, five hundred flnd fifty-one thousand, ISll 1,000. 
Ten thousand, six hundred imd eighteen. 10,618. 
Four hundred and sixty thousaud, nine hundred, 4:60, 900. 

BXBR018B IN NOTATION, 

Write the following numbers in figures :-
1. Fifty thousand. Four hundred thousand. 
2. Two thousand, two hundred and twelve. 
8. Two hundred thousand, six hundred and_ sixty-one. 
4. Eight hundred and twenty thonsand, and thirty. 
r>. Nine thousand, three l1undred anti seventy-one. 
6. Forty-seven thousand, one hundred and nineteen. 
7. Eighty-one thonsand, and seven. 
8. Sixty thousand, four hundred and eighty-two. 

11 

9. Seven hundred and twenty-eight thousand, eight hundred 
and fifty-Reven. 

21. MILLIONS, BILLIONS, TRILLIONS, &c.-The third 
period is that of lllillions. It consists of three places,
millions, ten·millions, hundred-millions. 

.Exil!PLEs. -One million, 1,000,000. 
Ten million, 10,000,000. 
One hundred milllon, 100,000,000. 

22. The fourth period is tha:t of Billions. It consists 
of three places,-billions, ten-billions, hundred-billions. 

E:uJIPLSS.-One billion, 
Ten billion, 
One hundred billion, 

1,000,000,000. 
10,000,000,000. 

100,000,000,000. 

23. The PeriOds above billions are seldom used. - They 
are called Trillions, Quadrillions, Quintillions, SextilliOns, 
Septillions, Octillions, Nonillions, Decillions, &c: 

Beginning at the right, name first the pe1iods in order, 
then the places, as shown in the following Table :-

2L What Is the third perlfld? Of what three place• does It eonsi1t ?-22. What 
Is the fourth period? Of wlmt thn>e places d001s it e<mslat t Give eumplcs or Lha 
mode of cxpresallllf millions 1111d blllions.-23. Natoe the p<'rlod• above bllllooa. 
Dow imoy places muat we 1111, to expre88 a million? To ospreu a billion? To u. 
pr~M tea thoullU!d t 
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12 JlorATIOll. 

.. i 

i J. q ~ i 
ii]~ 1i 1 1;~ ... = ... :it = .. a i::; .. b 

~ -------- ....__,____ ....__,____ ...___.,.._.., _.,.......... 
1&11 PEI'. llCil Prr. 4'11 Per Sd Per_ Ill l'ff_ bl IW_ 

QIJAIJIUU.IOa DILLIOJIB JllLLIOD XILLIOD ~ "CJll'IS 

24. One ten is equivalent to t.en units ; one hundred, 
to ten tens. Hence, removing a figure one place to the 
right, diminishes its value t.en times ; removing it one 
place to the left, increases it t.en times. 

26. Ruu: :roB N O'rATION.-Write in each period, H
ginning 111ith the highest mentioned, the nuniber belonging 
to it, filling 1'acant pl<zcea on the right with naught& 

The left.band period need not contain three places, but every other 
must.-Naogbta before a number do no& atrect it8 nine, ad shoald no& 
be wrlt&en. Every naught placed after a number throws its figures one 
place farther to the left, and therefore increatlell its value ten times. 

A. perlOll counting I 00 every minute since the birth of Christ would 
not yet have reached a trillion. 

EXBROlllB IN NOTATION, 

Write the following ~nmf>ers in figures, placing units nnde1 
unite, tens under tens, &c. :-

1. Nine hundred and eighty-one million, seven hundred. 
2. Ninety-Bi% billion, one J1undred million, and twelve. 
8. Three J1nndred and twenty quadrillion, five thousand. 
4. Fifteen quintillion, four quadrillion, ten thousand. 
IS. Eight trillion, twelve billion, seven hundred. 
6. Two hundred and fifty-seven million, one hundred and 

ninety-one thousand, seven hundred and sixty-three. 

U. Whnt la tbf ell'ect ot remuvlng a figlll"C one plf,ce to the right? Of removing 
It onv placa to tho l~M-23 Glvll tb~ rule tor Not4tioo. Which of tbe perlode moat 
euntuln thl'lle place&, and which oe11Cl not? What Is tho t\llect or pre11xiJu! a cipher 
to a numbert Of 1DDe&lng a cipher? What' remark. I• made, to ehow how great a 
tl'llllOD •• , 
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EXERCISE IN NOTATION. 13 

7. Ninety-eight sextillion, three hundred million, eleven thou· 
sand, four hundred and thirteen. 

8. Seven hundred and seven trillion, forty-one million, seven 
hundred and twenty thousand, and one. ., 

9. Four hundred and fifty trillion, five hundred and forty bil 
lion, forty-five million, fifty-four thousand, and eleven. 

10. 475 decillion, 200 nonillion, 84 octillion, 7 septillion, 63 
1extillion, '50 quintilUoii, 2 trillion, three hundred and sixty. 

11. Etght l1undred and ninety-one quadrillion, one trillion, 
fifty billion, six hundred and nine mlllion, and seventy. 

12. Two uonillion, fourteen septilhon, two hundred and eleven . 
quadrillion, thirteen trillion, five hundred and forty-six billion, 
twenty-seven thousand, and ninety-five. 

13. Twenty quintillion, two hundred and seven billion, six 
hundred million, six thousand, and fifty-nine. 

14. Two hundred sextillion, and sixty-nine. 
15. One trillion, one hundred billion, and eleven. 

The Boman Notation. 

28. The Roman Notation, so called because it was 
used by the ancient Romans, employs seven letters. 
I. denotes one; V., five; X., ten; L., fifty; C., one hun
dred; D., five hundred; M., one thousand. · 

V resembles the outline of the hand with the five fingers spread. Xis 
two V's, or fives, joined at their points. · C begins the Latin word cmtum, 
one hundred. It was sometimes written in this forD;l C, and the lower 
~ afterwards written as L, denoted fifty. M begins the Latin word 
milk, a thousand. A thousand was sometimes written CID ; hence 10, 
afterwards changed to D, denoted 1100.-Some think that V was need to 
denote five, beoause U, which wu anciently written V, was the fifth vowel. 

27. These letters are combined to express numbers, 
according to the following principles:-

1. If a letter is repeated, its value is repeated. XX. is 
twenty; m. is three. 

26. Why le tbe Roman Notation llO call«!? What doee It use to l't'prPB<'Dt num. 
beret Why la It euppoe«I that V was used for II, and X Cor 10? How did C romd 
to denote 100, and L ro? Why wae M Wied for 1000, and D for l'>OO ?-27. In com· 
hlDUJi ~ chancten to espl'elll 11umben, what la the dect <11 npntlng a l•tt"r f 
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HOTATION. 

2. A letter of less value, placed after one of greater, 
unites its value to that of the latter. VI. is six. 

3. A letter of less value, placed before one of gre:iter, 
takes its value from that ot' the latter. IV. i°' four. 

4. A letter of less value, placed between two of greater, 
takes its value from that of the other two umtcd. LIV. 
is fifty-four. 

5. A bar over a letter increases its value a thousand 
times. V. is five thousand. 

TABLE. 

I. One. L. Fifty. 
II. Two. LX. Sixty. 

III. Three. LXX. Seventy. 
IV. Four. LXXX. Eighty. 
v. Five. XO. Ninety. 

VJ. Six. 0. One hundred. 
VII. Seven. CI. One hundred and onl!. 

VIII. Eight. cc. Two hundred. 
IX. Nine. 000 . . Three hundred. 
x. Ten. cccc. Four lmndred. 

XI. Eleven. D. Five hundred. 
XII. Twelve. DC. Six l1nndred. 

XIII. Thirteen. DCC. Seven hundred. 
XIV. Fourteen. DCCC. Eight huncked. 
xv. Fifteen. DC CCC. Nine hundred. 

XVI. Sixteen. M. One thousand. 
XVII. Seventeen. MM. Two thousand. 

XVIII. Eighteen. MMM., Three thousand. 
XIX. Nineteen. MMM:M. Four thousand. 
xx. Twenty. v. Five thon1:1&nd. 

XXI. Twenty-one. x. Ten thousand. 
xxx. Thirty. L. Fifty thousand. 

XL. Forty. M. One million. 

Wha~ i~ the eft'eet ot placing B letter of less value alt.er one of ~tor? Ot 
placing a Jetter of Jess value before ·one of greater? or placing one of leos valuo 
ht.tween two of greater? Of placing a bal- ov~r 11 letu>r t Learn the.Table. 
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TUB ROllliN NOTATION. 115 

Tho Roman Notation la now used chiefly In exprealng dates, marking 
the hours on clock and watch faces, paging prefaces, and numbering vol· 
umes, chaptere, or lessons of books. It was ill adapted for use in calcu
lating or keeping 11eoounts, and was for most purposes auperseded with 
great advantage, in the 16th century, by the Arabic Notation, which had 
been Introduced among the learned of Europe two hundred yean before, 
and had been gradually made knowa by means of almanacs. 

l'XBROl8B IN NOTA.TION. 

Write the following numbers, first by the Arobic, and then by 
the Roman, Notation:-

1. Eighteen. 
2. Forty-five. 
3. Six hundred. 

IS. Seventy-nine. 
6. Eight hnndred. 
'T. Ten thousand. 

4. Three thousand. 8. Twenty-nine. 
9. Fifteen hundred (or, one thousand, five hundred). 

10. NiMteen hundred ond five. 
11. Twelve hundred nnd thirty-eight. 
12. One million, one tbou~and, and one. 
13. Five thousand, seven hundred and ninety. 
14. One hundred thousand, an<l eleven. 
15. Fifty thousand, four hundred and tifty-four. 
16. Sixteen hundred and ninety-nine. 
l'T. One thousand, six hundred and sixty. 
18. Two thousand, two hundred and eighty-seven. 

Express the following numbers according to the Romon N otn
tlon: 325; 13; 10,500; 81; 119; 50,909; 1,000,000; 48; 5,555; 
76; 1,864; 4,200; 14; 15,000; 849; 1,111; 52; 660; 101,000. 

Express the following numbers according to the Arabic Noto-
tion: M. XXV. · MDCCC. 
LI. XII. DC. CCCOIV. 
MDOCCCLXXXIX. CXIX. 

LXVID. VV. LCCC. XVJJ. 
ex. VI. XI. IX. MCXIIJ. 

1v. lii. ex. xciii. xxxviii. b:x. xiv. cxliv. lxxxi. 

Foir whnt is the RCJmun Notation now chiefly used? When wa& it superscrle<I 
l1y the AmblcT When wu tho Anble Notation lint Introduced, and bow wa& It 
llllldc known f 
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16 5UKBJU..TIOli. 

CHAPTER III. 

NUllEB.ATION. 

28. llumeration is the art of reading numbers expressed 
by characters. 

29. RULE FOB NmmBATION.-1. Beginning at the 
right, divide the number into periods of three figures each. 

2. Beginning at the left, read the figures in each period 
aa if they stood alone, adding the name of the period in 
every case except the last. 

The figures of the right hand period are never named as units, the word 
unif8 being understood. We read 1100 jive hundr"td, not jivf hundr«l unit.. 

Places containing O must be passed over in reading. We read 2043 
l!DO ihouMmd and j<Wty.i/l.rtt, not two thouaand, no hundnd and j<Wty.Qiru. 

1,100 
140,000 

20,009,000 
11,000,000,017 

9,000,070,212,0011 

6,020,100,009,000,400 

Ex.um.a. 

One thousand, one hundred ; or, eleven hundred. 
One hundred and forty thousand. 
Twenty million, nine thousand. 
Eleven billion, and seventeen. 
N"me trillion, seventy million, two hundred and 

twelve thousand, and five. 
Six quadrillion, twenty trillion, one hundred bil· 

lion, nine million, four hundred. 

BXBBOISB IN NUMERATION. 

Name the places in order-unit.f, tens, hundreda, &c.; then 
read the number:-

1. 840000 'T. 87{23POOP004115,868 
2. 75819 8. 714629800000927000 
8. 80451000 9. 46827728207008 
4. 1678549000227 10. 15615000000111101 
5. 84001100206 11. 827716420018 
6. 290902029092209 12. 7428065056506650128 

28. What is Numeration ?-29. Give the rnle for Numeration. Which period 
has lta name udentood la reedin1P How do wo re9d plaoee containing OP Give 
u ~:omplo. 
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NUMBJU.TION. 

18. 4987048790080465 21. LXVI. 
14. 224000000600817010 22. M:OXOII. 
15. 568745119 28 •. M:XDOOCL. 
16. 1612875962 24. DCOOXIX. 
17. 18459228 25. OX VIII. 
18. DXLIX. 26. MOCLXXIV. 
19. ccccxcvu. 27. LMCXXII. 
20. DCCCLXXXII. 28. VCCCXXXIII. 
29. Fill nine periods with ones. Read this number. 
80. Fill seven periods with fours. Read thi11 D'U.lllber. · 
31. Set down 7 ten-thousands, 1 thousand, 5 hundreds, 6 tens, 

2 units. Read the number thus formed. 
32. Set down 2 trillions, 3 ten-billions, 8 ten.millions, 6 mil

lions, 1 thousand, 9 tens, 5 units, filling vacant places with naughts. 
Read this number. 

SO. ENGLISn NUMERATION TABLE.-The division of 
numbers into periods of three figures each, as shown on 
page 12, is that followed in the United States, France, 
and the continent of Europe generally. The English 
divide into periods of Biz figures each, naming them and 
the places they contain as follows:-

4th Per. 8d P~r. 
Tl\ILLIONS BILLIONS 

2d Per. 
lllILLIONS 

1st Per. 
UNITS 

80. How does the Englloh Numeration Table dill'er l'rom ouro t Name the llrat 
eighteen places according to oor table; ecoordlng to the Enghah table. When -
epeak of a billion In this country, how many mllllon do we meant 
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18 ADDITION, 

°CHAPTER IV. 

ADDITION. 

81. Four girls and three boys went a tiding; how 
many went in all ? 

Here we are required to find one number containing as many units u 
4 nnd 3 together. This process is called Addition. 

32. Addition is the process of uniting two or more 
numbers in one, called their Sum. Adding 4 and a, we 
have 'l for their sum. 

ADDITION" TABLE. 

0 and 1 are 1 ; 0 and 2 are 2, 0 and any number make that number. 
1 and 0 are 1; 2 and 0 are 2; any number and 0 make that number. 

1 and 2 ... a an• 4 and 5 and;l 
1 are 2 1 are 3 1 are 4 I are 5 1 are 6 
2 are 8 2 are 4 2 are 5 2 are 6 2 arc '1 
3 are 4 8 are II 3 are 6 :i are '1 3 are 8 
4 are II 4 are 6 4 are '1 4 are 8 4 are 9 
5 are 6 5 are '1 5 are 8 5 are 9 II sre 10 
6 are '1 6 are 8 6 are 9 6 are 10 6 are 11 
'1 are 8 '1 are 9 '1 are 10 '1 are 11 '1 are 12 
8 are 9 8 are 10 8 are 11 8 are 12 8 are ·13 
9 are 10 9 are 11 9 are 12 9 are 13 9 are 14 

10 are 11 10 are 12 10 are 18 10 are 14 10 are 15 

6 and '7 and 8 and 9 and 10 and 
. I are '1 1 are 8 1 are ·9 1 are 10 1 are 11 
2 are 8 2 are 9 2 are 10 2 are 11 2 are Bl 
3 are 9 8 are 10 3 are 11 S are 12 3 are 13 
4 are 10 4 are 11 4 are 12 4 are 13 4 are 14 
5 are 11 II are 12 II are 13 II are 14 Ii are 15 
6 are 12 6 are 18 6 are 14 6. are IIS 6 are 16 
'1 are IS '1 are 14 '1 are 15 '1 are 16 '1 are 1'1 
8 are 14 8 are IIS 8 are 16 8 are l'1 8 are 18 
9 are 111 9 are 16 9 are 1'1 9 are 18 9 are 19 

10 are 16 10 are 1'1 10 are 18 10 are 19 10 are 20 

81. In the given example, what are we required to dot What I• thla process 
called T-82. What lo AddiUon? What Is the result of addition called? How much do 
O and any number mak~? How much do any number and 0 make? Recite tho Table. 
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ADDITION. 19 

38. Addition is denoted by an ere.ct cross +,called 
Plu, placed between the numbers to be added. 6 + 5 is 
read si:x: plua jive, and means that si:x: and ftve are to be 
aclded. 

84. Two short horizontal lines =,placed between two 
quantities or sets of quantities, denote that they arc 
equal 6 + 4 = 10 is read si:x: plua four equals ten, and 
means that the sum of 8i:x: and four i8 ten. 

35. Observe the following:-
3+2=1S I 4+11=9 3+'1=10 

then then then 
5+8=18 

then 
13+2=11S 4+311=39 113+'1=60 11+28=33 
28+2=21S 4+411=49 63+'1~'10 411+ 8=1S3 
33 + 2=311, &c. 4 + ISIS=IS9, &c. '13 + '1=80, &c. IS+ 88=93, &c. 

36. Observe that 4 + 5 = 9, and 5 + 4 = 9. 
Hence, when numbers are to be added, it makes no 

difference which is taken first. 

BXBBOISB ON THE ADDITION TAllLE, 

How many are 7 and 67 6 and 7t 17 and 67 16 and 7f 
6 and 271 6 and 471 57 and 67 8 and 57 5 and 87 

How many are 5 and 77 85 and 77 87 and 5t 7 and 851 
5 and 87' 4 and St 4 and SS! SS+l+St 4+2¥ 104+2t 
164+2¥ 174+2t 274+2¥ 92+4t 402+4t 

How many are 9 and 8¥ 29 and. St 8 and 2¥ 48 and 21 
108 and 27 102 and St 8 and at S8 and 8? S and 78? 
178 and st 278 and St 11 and U 15 and 2t 10 and 2¥ 
20 and St 5 and sot 6 and St 28 and 6¥ 

Add 9 and 7. 9 and 9. 9 and 8. 9 and 57. 9 and 59. 
9 and 58. 9 and 47. 9 and 5. 4, 5, and 9. 5, 4, and 19. 

Add 9 and 2. 6, S, and 2. 89 and 2. 2 and 29. 7, 2, and 1. 
49 and 1. 51, 1, and 8. 9 and 161. 1 and 179. 

8S. Ilow Is addition denoted ?-M.. What do two •hart horizontal lines denote? 
Bow Is 6+4=10 read ?-811. How much le 3+2? 13+2? 33+2? 4+6? 4+811? 
4+411? s+u 118+1? 68+1? 8+11?-86. How much Is 4+11? How much la 
Ii +4 ? What pr!Dalple la deduced lkom thl1 f 
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20 .u>DmO:ir; 

Whatdoes 6+6equaH 6+1069 126+61 226+69 6+86f 
46+8+8? IS6+4+!U 5+1+469 

What does 4+6 equal¥ 104+6f 24+6f 6+149 5+69 
85+6f 5+'l6f 9+41 9+441 

What is the 11um of 10 and 10f 10 and 209 10 and 801 
4, 6, and 'TO f 'l, St and 801 10 and 5 9 4, IS, and 8 f s, 6, and 19 9 
4, 2, and 'l¥ 'l, 3, and 2 f S, 4, and 8 f 21, 5, and 8 f 98, 4, and 31 

Count by twos, commencing 2, 4, 6, 8, &o., up to 100. 
Count by twos, commencing 1, S, 5, 'l, &c.1 up to 99. 
Ceunt by threes, commencing 3, 61 9, 121 &c.1 up to 99. 
Count by threes, commencing 2, 5, 8, 111 &c., up to 98. 
Count by threes, commencing 11 4, 'l, 10, &c., up to 100. 
Count by fours, com:dS:encing 4, 8, 12, 16, &c., up to 100. 
Count by fives, commencing 5, 10, 15, 20, &c., up to 100. 

37. APPLICATIONS OF AnDITION.-To find a whole, 
when its parts are given, add the parts. 

38. To find the selling price, when the cost and gain 
are given, add the cost and gain. 

39. To find the cost, when the· selling price and loss 
are given, add the selling price and loss. 

40. To find a later date, when an earlier date (A. n., or 
after Christ) and the difference of years are giyen, add 
the earlier date and the difference of years. 

MENTAL EXEBOIBEB. 

1. A boy has 20 cents in one pocket, 9 in another, and 3 in a 
third; l10w many cents has he in all f 

Am. 20+9+3 cents, or 82 cents. 
2. A farmer buys a cow for $32 •, and sells her so as to gain 

$7; what does she bring? (See § 38.) 

87. How do yon find a whole, when Its parts are given ?-88. How do you find 
tbe selling price, when the coot nnd gain are given ?-SD. How do yon ftnd the cost, 
when the selling price and loss are given ?-40. How do you find a later date, when 
an earlier date and the difference of years are given T 

----------
•Thla""""(•)4enolol.WZ-. Jllaolwa;roplAced-ntlien1llllM. tatllno411i,_,....~ 
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EXEBCISB lllf ADDmON. 21 

8. Sold a picture for tss, at a losa of *8; what did the ploture 
cost? (See§ 89.) 

4. In what year will Oharles be eight years old, if he was 
born in 1861 f (See § 40.) 

5. How many strokes will a clock strike in twelve hours, com
mencing at 1 o'clock? 

6. I spent $10 for a coat, *4 for a vest, and $6 for a hat; 
what did the whole cost r 

7. Five cows in one field, three In another, and seventeen in 
a third, make how many cows altogether 1 

8. A grocer baa 10 barrels of flour, 5 of sugar, and 6 of pota
toes; how many barrels has he in all¥ 

9. Olay w~ born in 1777. Webster was born 5 years later; 
what was the date of Webster's birth! 

10. There are 14 bones in the face, 6 fa the ears, and 8 in the 
'back of the skull; how many bones in the whole head 1 

11. Washington became president in 1789, He held the office 
eight years; when did he leave it 1 

12. There are 81 days in J nly, and Sl in August; how many 
days in both months 9 

MoDllL.-Thlrty-one 11 8 tens 1111d 1 unit. 8 tens a11d 1 nnlt., adiled to 8 te111 1111d 
111lllt., make 6 tens and 2 units, or 6!l, AWi. 62 days. 

13. A person travelled 40 miles by railroacl; t\nd 35 miles. by 
stage; how far did he go in all? 

14. Genesis. contains fifty chapters, and Exodqs forty; how 
many chapters in both¥ 

15. I have three lots of land; the first contains SO acres, the 
second 101 and the third as man;r as the other two together. 
How many acres in all three r 

16. A certain orchard contains 16 apple-trees that bear, and 
4 that do not; 'T pear-trees that be!µ', and 8 that do not; and 10 
cherry-trees. How many apple-trees does it contain f How 
many pear-trees¥ How many trees altogether Y 

17. If a person spends tlO on Monday, *5 on Tuesday, and as 
much on Wednesday as on both the pl.'evious days, how many 
<lnlbrs does he spend altogether¥ 
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22 ADDITION. 

41. ADDING BY CoLUHNS.-When the numbers are 
large, we set them down and add the columns separately. 

E:x:illPLE.-A m.erchant gives •5261 for one lot of 
goods, •432 for another, and •303 for a third. How much 
do they all cost him ? 

That we may unite things of the same kind, in setting the numbers 
down, place units under units, tens under tens, &c. 

Begin to add at the bottom of the right-band column. 
8 and 2 units are 6 units, and 1 makes 6. Set down 6 

under the units. 
0 and 8 tens are 8 tens, and 6 make 9. Set down 9 

nnder the tens. 

.5261 
432 
303 

8 and 4 hundreds are '1 hundreds, and 2 make 9. Set 
down 9 under the hundreds. .Ana. *5996 

Bring down the 6 thousands.-.Ana. $5996. 

42. PBooF OF AnDmON.-Proving a sum is finding 
whether the work is correct. 

Addition is proved by adding the columns from the 
top cloumioard. If the sum is the same as when they are 
added from the bottom upward, we infer that the work is 
right. If an error has been made in the first addition, it 
is not likely to be repeated in the second, when the num
bers are taken in a different order. 

EnKPLE.-Prove the example In § 41. Add each 
column from the top downward. 1 and 2 are 8, and S is 6. 
6 and S are 9. 2 and 4 are 6, and 8 is 9. Bring down IS. 
Am. $15996,-the same as before. Hence the work is 
right. 

EXAMPLES Jl'Oll PllAOTIOE. 

.5261 
432 
303 

.Ana. $5996 

Read and add the following numbers; prove ea.ch example:-
(1) (2) (8) 

62317 1166264 2976100548314732 
4330 58105 47211574162 

722321 58234510 22851040001004 

41. How do we deal with the numbers, when they aro large? In the given ex· 
ample, how must we set down the numbers to be nddcd? Why so f Proceed with 
the addltlon.-42. What la meant by prMlfl.(/ a 1um 1 How Is addition· proved! 
Why should the result be the aamc when you add In tho opposite direction? (§ 86) 
Why la not an error In the ftrst addition likely to be repeated In the second 1 Prove 
the example In § 41. 
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EXA.llPLES IN ADDITlON. 23 

4. Add 90158, 821, 405801, and 8214. .Ana. 498989. 
5. Add 84600825, 70, 55402, and 128201. Ana. 84'T'T8998. 
6. Add 41, 725, 12, 200, 40011 20, and aooo. .A118. 7999. 
7. Add 11, 232, 25481 14201, 870012. ..4718. 886999. 
8. What is the sum of 1640268, 1501, 214128, and 280111 
9. What is the value of 26+281041+711+55101+21101 

1 O. Add thirteen hundred; nineteen million, two hundred 
thousand, five hundred; forty-two; five hundred and twenty-four 
thousand, and thirteen ; and twenty million, fourteen thousand, 
and thirty-two. .Ana. 89739887. 

11. Add eleven million, two hundred and twenty-three thou
sand, four hundred and fifty-one; five hundred and ten thousand, 
two hundred and fifteen; five million, one hundred and forty-one 
thousand, one hundred and twenty-two; and twelve thousand, 
two hundred. .Ana. 16886988, 

12. What is the sum of 14 billion, three hundred and twenty
one; 2 billion, 15 million, 111 thousand, three hundred and five; 
420 million, 12 thousand, and fifty-three; and 131 million, 600 
thousand 1 .Ana. 16566723679. 

13. Find the sum of twenty t1illion, two hundred billion, two 
million, and seventeen; thirty-one billion, three hundred and 
seventy-one million, six hundred and thirty-four thousand; thir
teen thousand, three hundred and twenty-one; and five billion, 
eleven million, twenty-one thousand, four hundred and forty . 

.Ana. 20236384668'T'T8. 
14. Add eleven million and eleven; five million, two hundred 

and ninety-two thousand, one hundred and twenty-three; and 
six thousand, five hundred and fifty. Ana. 16298684. 

15. One town contains 16735 inhabitants, another 22242; 
what is the population of both 1 

16. How many acres in three farms, if the first contains" 427 
acres, the second 250 acres, the third 211 acres 1 

17. A person who is worth $145250, makes $10000 more, and 
has $220700 left to him. What is he then worth? 

18. If an army of 23452 men is reilnforced with 15316 men, 
how many will it then contain 1 
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24 ADDmOllT. 

19. A boat starts with 16152 bushels of wheat aboard; 48 
miles down the river, it receives 27 barrels of flour and 3835 
bushels of wheat. How many bushels of wheat are then aboard i 

..4.118. 4987 bushels. 

48. CARBYING,-The sum of a column may consist of 
·more than one figure. In this case, set down the rig!tt
hand figure, and carry the left-hand figure or figures to 
the n~t column, 

If the sum of a column is 64, set down 4 and carry 6 ; if lt ls 93, set 
down 3 and carry 9; !fit is 127, sei down 7 and carry 12, &c. 

Ex.un>LE,-Add 3658, 4903, '7006, and '134. 
Set down the numbers, units under units, tens under 

tens, &c. Begin to add at the right. The awn of the 
units is 21,-that is, 2 tens and l unit. Set down the l 
unit ln the units' place, and carry the 2 tens to the tens' 
column, 

2 and 3 are C!, and IS is 10. 10 tens are 1 hundred 
and 0 tens. Set down 0 in the tens' place, and carry the 
1 hundred to the hundreds' column. 

. land '1are8, and 9 is 17, and 6 is 23. 23 hund1oeda 
are 2 thousaQ.da and 3 hundreds. Set down S in the 
hUlldreda' place, &11d carry the 2 thousands to the column 
of thousands. 

2 Qlld 7 are 9, and 4 is 13, and 3 Is 16. 16 thousands 
·are 1 ten-thousand and 6 thousands. This being the last 
column, set them down. .Am, 16801. 

BXAKPLBS POB PBAOTIOB. 

' ~Hii 
i-i-:i:i-:> 

3658 
4903 
7006 

734 

.Am.16301 

Read and add the following numbers; 
(20) (91) 

49778 857215 
112 29524 

352243 5461489 
5314 828 

5154432 15832'131'1 
65423216 8'14516526 

prove each example:
(22) 

24313755596 
24464485 

5325273374 
306482265 

3694817601153 
12365498705618 

~ When the snm of a oolumn oonslsts of more than one figure, what mnat we 
do ? It the anm ofa colnmn la M, what do we do f If it la 98? If It la 12T? It the 
sum of a colnmn Is expressed by three tlgues, how many ell> we aet down, and bow 
many do we earry? Add the numbers 111 the glva11 example, and abow bow we 
carry. 
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ADDITION. 

44. Buie tor A.ddlUon. 

1. Write units under unitB, tens under tens, ~c. 
2 • .Beginning at the right, find the sum of each column. 
s. If the sum is ~ressed by one figure, torite it 

under the column added,- if not, set down tlie right-hand 
figure, and carry the left-hand figure or figures to the 
"tezt column. 

4. Prove by adding in the opposite direction. 

BXAJ!iPLBB i'OB PBAOTIOB, 

1. Add 128405, 2854210, 854, 794827, and 86547. 
2. Add 27562, 845607, 2461, 4567801, and 865. 
8. Add 1084001, 78954, 879205, 867001, and 45687. 
4. Add 11, 4562, 778, 15266, 8958, and 66666. 
5. Add 100875, 406780, 4678005, 4112, 18365T91, 2478, and 

1643117. Am. 28716898. 
6. What is the sum of three hundred thousand, six hundred 

and fifty; seven thousand, eight hundred and thirty-two; eleven 
thousnnd, five hundred and sixty-seven; ten thousand and fifty. 
six ; four hundred and seventy-two Y Am. 880577. 

7. A man drew five load11 of bricks. In the first load, he 
had 1209; in the second, 1458; in the third, 1101; in the fourth, 
1212; in the fifth, 1808. How many bricks were there in all¥ 

8. If there are shipped from the United States, 15624 barrels 
of flour to Sweden, 250 barrels to Holland, 205154 to England, 
6401 to Cuba, and 19602 to Mexico, how many barrels are 
shipped altogether Y 

9. Find the sum of eighty-eight million, and nineteen; forty· 
seven thousand, and sixty-eight ; nine million, seven hundred and 
eighty-five thousand; nine hundred and eighty-six; eight billion, 
seven million. Am. 8104888073. 

10. How many squ1tre miles in British AmeriQll, there being 
2,486,000 square miles in the Hudson's Bay Territories, 857822 in 
Canada, 27'T04 in New Brunswick, 18746 in Nova Scotia, 2184 in 

2 
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26 .A.DDmON. 

Prince Edward's Island, 85913 in Newfoundland, and 19 in the 
Bermuda Islands 1 Ana. 2878888 square miles. 

11. It is computed that there are two million pagans in North 
America, two million in South America, one million in Europe, 
five hundred and ten million in Asia, sixty-five million in Africa, 
and twenty-four million in Oceania. How many pagans are there 
in the world 1 Am. 604,000,000 • 

. 12. Maine, the largest of the New England States, contains 
31766 square miles. New York, the largest of the Middle States, 
contains 15234 square miles more than Maine. How many square 
miles in New Y orkt · 

13. A person has $1557 in one bank, $2343 in another, and 
in a third as much as in both the other two. How much has he 
in the third bank 1 How much in all three f 

14. A lady gave $3445 for a house and $1055 ·for furniture. 
She then bought somll adjoining land for as much as both house 
and furniture cost. What did she give for the whole Y 

15. Wellington's army at Waterloo consisted of 49608 in
fantry, 12402 cavalry, and 5645 artillery-men. How many men 
did it contain in all Y . 

16. Napoleon's army at Waterloo consisted of 48950 infantry, 
15765 cavalry, and 7232 artillery-men. How many men did it 
contain in all 1 

17. How many men did both Wellington's and Napoleon's 
army at Waterloo containf Ana. 189602 men. 

18. How many bushels of wheat are there on four boats, each 
of which contains 5250 bushels of wheat and 45 barrels of :flour¥ 

Am; 21000 bushels. 
19. President Madison was born in 1751, and attained the age 

of eighty-five; in what year did he die 1 
20. How many strokes does a clock strike in 24 hours? 
21. A lady gave each of her three daughters $9250, and her 

son $8345. How much did she distribute among them Y 
22. The earth is 95298260 miles from the sun. The planet 

N eptnne is 27671057 40 miles farther. What is Neptune's distance 
from the sun f 
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ADDmOlf. 

!8. A has '4250; B has $875 more than A; 0 bas as much 
as A and B together. What are all three worth Y Ana. $17750. 

24. How far is it from New York to Buff'alo, the distance from 
New York to Albany being 150 miles, from Albany to Rochester 
251 IJliles, and from Rochester to Buffalo 7/S miles Y 

25. A man worth $12500 makes as much more, and bas $5490 
left to him. What is he then worth Y Ana. $80490. 

26. Required the whole population of the world, that of N. 
America being estimated at 46000000 ; 8. America, 2000fl000 ; 
Europe, 280000000 ; Asia, 680000000 ; Africa, 80000000 ; nnd 
Oceania, 28000000. 

27. How many men in an army consisting of four regitaent.s, 
two of nine hundred and eighty men each, and two of twelve 
hundred and forty I Ana. 4440 men. 

28. A merchant bought $1786 worth of books, and $87/S worth 
of stationery. On the books he gained $549, and on the station- • 
ery $228. What did he sell the books for I What did he sell 
the stationery fori What was his whole gain Y 

Ana. Books, $2335. Stationery, $1108. Gain, $777. 
29. In 1862, the postal revenue of the U. 8. amounted to 

$8299820; in 1868, it was $2863969 more. What did it then 
omount tot · 

80. If I invest $2856 in pork, and $1977 in bee~ and sell 
them so as to gain $895, how much do I receive for the whole Y 

81. A man left his wife $9/SOOO; each of his three BODI, $15000; 
his daughter, $84000; and the rest of his property, which 
amounted to $47250, to charitable llOClietiea. What was the 
whole value of his estateY Ana. $221250. 

82. A's orchard contains 146 apple-trees; B's, 22 pear"tr~ 
9 plum-trees, and 27 apple-trees; C's, 18 plum-trees, 189 apple
trees, and 88 pear-trees. How many appl&-trees in all three 
orchards Y How many pear-trees f How many plum-trees f 
How many trees altogether I 

88. The salary of the Vice-President of the United States is 
$8000 a year; that of the President is $17000 more. What do 
the yearly salaries of both amount tot 
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28 ADDITION. 

84. A certain . sohool opens with 78 boys and 129 girls. 
W~thin 80 days there is an addition of 42 boys and 89 girls. How 
many does the school then contain I 

85. Add LXVI., llDXIX., COIV., XVIII. Ana. 1807.-
86. Add YD., VOXXX., XLIV., CXV., X. Ana. 1015789. 

46. Practise the following examples till they can be 
added at sight up and down, naming the results only. 
Thus, in Example 1 :-three, eight, foorteen, llWteen, 
aeventeen, ttcenty-three, thirty, thirty-four, thirly-aW-eet 
down 6, and carry 3. Three,five, nine, llWteen, &c. 

(1) (2) (8) (4) 

1179582 28204681 76456789 5234567 
2295344 17130579 76789123 6346789 
3381437 96792468 13123456 2678912 
4574296 85246835 63456789 7891235 
5275011 74683579 55789123 1124567 
6443322 63357924 21123456 4456789 
7109876 52642753 44456789 4678913 
8123345 . 31297531 82789123 8892345 
9345123 97468864 76123456 8123456 ----

(II) (8) (T) (8) 

7889234 66694375 34751212 7634725 
6188345 53693025 23586259 8583614 
5267345 85215854 11310844 9472583 
1856234 86424443 97311581 . 8361472 
2945245 14644636 80678363 7258361 
3134123 53301445 72846256 6747258 
4723345 49321435 62562172 5136147 
2312234 21648673 57166249 4825836 
5689345 86623535 47691554 8614725 
6490133 55615525 84426285 2583614 
8567345 41623573 20934389 9472583 
1289234 ' 24635521 19281213 8361472 
7631405 86159247 42816354 '1258361 
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ADDlTIOl!f. 29 

46. When the sum of a column consists of three fig-
ures, the two left.band figures must be carried. Thus, 
in Example 9, the sum of the first column is 108-set 
down 8, and carry 1 o. 

(D) (10) (11) (111) 

846750 683621 635643 802950 
846750 562961 428744 395135 
846750 963421 935613 801915 
846759 . 137653 453824 717486 
846759 412623 254872 496395 
846759 525636 662816 585289 
846759 547213 654883 674198 
846759 325443 544865 71748'1 
846759 202652 111834 496396 
846759 517650 653851 585285 
846759 531021 452840 6'14199 
846759 446133 232890 '117488 
846759 107553 623886 496397 
846759 547605 651893 685i86 
353759 838714 '134882 674195 

-~ 

12208358 '1349899 8033336 9420101 

(18) (1') (115) 

139973695'1 3826486095 '168'189789'1 
'1228226934 6667483794 4182696897 
6179552483 988253592 546967579'1 
&598504587 8759236294 482982795'1 
4499246912 486755 2789494849 
3398715975 7631486745 4589296895 
4297751987 4782884793 9286795997 
5181736661 3292692 1743394797 
6548424326 5884276195 6949417876 
'1464352987 85486785 7489386822 
6394156980 8926386411 3589095897 
5298656957 686'1141394 9791297897 
4164157256 3788445795 2278096895 
3547399992 4949951678 7639155256 

71201220994 63161299018 78215431728 
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10 BUBTBACTIOlf, 

CHAPTER V. 

SUBTRACTION. 

47. Five hens are on a roost. Three fty down; how 
many remain ? 

Here we are required to take 8 Crom II, or to find the dilf'erence between 
8 and IS, This process is called Subtraction. 

'8. Subtraction is the process of taking one number 
from another. 

SUBTBACTION TABLE. 

0 Crom I leaves I ; 0 Crom 2, 2; 0 from any number leaves that number.· 

1 from I from I from 'from 5 from 
I leaves 0 2 leaves O 8 leaves 0 4 leaves 0 IS leaves 0 
2 leaves 1 8 leaves 1 4 leaves 1 IS leaves 1 6 leaves 1 
8 leaves 2 4 leaves 2 IS leaves 2 6 leaves 2 '7 leaves 2 
4 leave~ 3 II leaves 3 6 leaves 8 '7 leaves 8 8 leaves 3 
IS leaves 4 6 leavea 4 '7 leaves 4 8 leaves 4 9 leaves 4 
6 leaves II '7 leaves II 8 leaves IS 9 leaves IS 10 leaves IS 
'7 leaves 6 8 leaves 6 9 leaves 6 10 leaves 6 11 leaves 6 
8 leaves '1 9 leaves '1 10 leaves '1 11 leaves '1 12 leaves '1 
9 leaves 8 10 leaves 8 11 leaves 8 12 leaves 8 13 leaves 8 

10 leaves 9 11 leaves 9 n leaves 9 13 leaves 9 14 leaves 9 

8 ~OB '2' from 8 from '~.m 10 from . 
6 leaves 0 '7 leaves 0 8 leaves 0 9 leaves 0 10 leaves 0 
'7 leaves I 8 leaves I 9 leaves 1 10 leaves I 11 leaves I 
8 leaves 2 9 leaves 2 10 leaves 2 11 leaves 2 12 leaves 2 
9 leaves 3 10 leaves 3 11 leaves 8 12 leaves 8 18 leaves 8 

10 leaves 4 11leaves4 12 leaves·4 18 leaves 4 14 leaves 4 
11 leaves II 12 leaves II 13 leaves II 14 leaves II llS leaves IS 
12 leaves 6 18 leaves 6 14 leaves 6 llS leaves 6 16 leaves 6 
13 leaves '1 14 leaves '1 111 leaves 'T 16 leaves '1 1'7 leaves '1 
14 leaves 8 llS leaves 8 16 leaves 8 1'7 leaves 8 18 leaves 8 
llS leaves 9 16 leaves 9 1'1 leaves 9 18 leaves 9 19 leaves 9 

41. Repeat the eample. What are we here required to do 1-48. What ts Su-.. 
ractlou? What doea 0 from any number leave ? Recite the Table. 
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SUBTRACTION. 31 

49. ~he number to be subtracted, is called the Subtra
hend; that from which it is to be taken, the Jlinuend. 
The result is called the :B.emainder, or DUferenoe. 

8 from II lea.ves 2 ; 8 Is the subtrahend, II the minuend, 2 the re
mainder or dift'erenc~-If the minuend ill less than the subtrahend, the 
1ubtraction can not be performed; we can not take 8 from 2. 

50. Subtraction is denoted by a short horizontal line -, 
called llinus, placed before the subtrahend. 5 -3 is 
read.five minus three, and means that 3 i& to be subtracted 
from 5. • 

51. Observe the following:-
8-2=1 'l-8=4 'l-8=4 11-10=1 
then then then then 

18-2=11 4'1-3=« 2'1-28=4 31-10=21 
23-2=21 11'1-8=1>4 '1'1-'13=4 111-10=41 
83-2=31,&c. 6'1-3=64, &c. 8'1-88=4,&c. 91-10=81,&c. 

BXBROISB ON THE SUBTRACTION TA.B;t.E. 

Subtract 4 from 5. 4 from 15. 14 from 15. 4 from 24. 
i from 44.. 54 from 55. 2 from 6. 2 from 66. 62 from 66. 

Take 3 from 5. 3 from 'T5. 3 from 85. 83 from 85. 1 from 9. 
1from19. 1l from 19. 8 from 8. 8 from SS. 

llow :qmch is 1-H 8-81 28-.23¥ 88-23¥ 43-837 
43-101 53-101 54-1or 6-8? 86-s? 86-83? 86-10¥ 
8-4 7 28-41 28-241 9-5? 49-5 ¥ 9-U 69-7' 

Take 3 from 9. 8 from 59. 3 from 99. 2 from 10. 2 from 
20. 2 from 60. 6 from 10. 6 from 50. 6 from 80. 

How much is 12-'U 22-:-'TY 42-'TY 92-'Tl 15-8 7 
65-81 '15-81 14-91 84-97 44-97 64-91 15-107 
25-109 16-9¥ 26-97 '16-97 86-97 10-4¥ 10-37 

49. What Is the number to be subtracted called? What 11 the number from 
which the subtmhend Is to be taken called r What Is the reault called r 8 from II 
leaves 2; select the minuend, subtmheud, and remainder. In what caae can the sub
traction not be performed ?-llO. How Is subtraction denoted? How Is IS-8 ~ r 
What does It mean ?-111. How much Is 8-2 r Whatfollowa r How much la 7-8 r 
27-28? . 71-78? How much lB 11-tor 81-10? 111-lOf 
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32 SUBTBA.CTION, 

Subtract 8 from 14. 8 from 64. 8 from 84. 6 from 18. 
6 from 88. 7 from 14. 7 from 74. 8 from 17. 8 from 87. 

Take 7 from 10. 9 from 18. 6 from 15. 2 from 89. 8 from 
47. 4 from 56. 2.5 from 29. 86 from 88. 7 from 11. 

Count backward by twos from 100. Thus t 100, 98, 96, &o. 
Count backward by twos from 99. Thus : 99, 97, 951 &c. 
Count backward by threes from 99. Thus: 99, 96, 93, &c. 
Count backward by fours from 100. Thus: 100, 96, 92, &c. 
Count backward bl fives from 100. Thus: 100, 951 90, &c. 

62. APPLICATIONS OF SuBTRA.CTION.-Whcn a whole 
and one of its parts are given, to find the other part, 
subtract the given part from the whole. 

53. When a whole and all its parts but one are given, 
to find that one, subtract the sum of the given parts from 
the whole. 

64. When the cost and selling price are given, to find 
the gain, subtract the cost from the selling price. 

66. When the cost and loss are given, to find the sell
ing price, subtract the loss from the cost. 

56. When the selling price and gain are given, to find 
the cost, subtract the gain from the selling price. 

57. When a later date and the difference of years are 
given, to find an earlier date (A. n., or after Christ), sub
tract the difference of years from the later date. 

lllBNTAL BXBBOIBBB. 

1. A grocer who has 19 barrels of flour, sells 10 of them. 
How many has he lefU AM. 19-10, or 9, barrels. 

2. Leaving home with $17, I spend $5 nnd give $4 a.way. 
Bow much have I left? (See§ 53.) 

52. When a whole and one of Its parts are given, how do we find the other part? 
-68. When a whole and all Its parts but one nre given, how do we find that one T
M. When the oost and eclllng price are given, bow do wo find the gain ?-M. When 
tho cost and 1088 are given, bow do we find the selling price ?-66. When the eelllng 
price and gain are given, bow do we find the eost?-61. When a later date 11nd the 
tilrerence ot rears are given, bow do we find GD earller date? 
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lllENTAL EXERCISES, 

8. A colt was bought for $81, and sold for $88. What W88 

the gain¥ (See § 54.) 
4. A butcher lost $'T on a cow that cost $49. What did he 

sell her for 9 (See § l>IS.) 
5. A jeweller sold a ring for $29, and there.by gained $8. 

What did the ring cost him 1 (See§ 56.) 
6. La Fayette was born in 1 'T5'T. President Madison was born 

six years earlier. What year was that? (See § 5'T.) 
7. If ten gallons of wine are drawn ont of a hogshead con

taining 63 gallorui, how many are left 1 
8. I sold a watch for *5'T, and by so doing gained $5. How 

much did it cost¥ 
9. Napoleon died in 1821. When was the battle of Waterloo 

fought, which took place six yelll'B before his deathi 
10. A farmer who has 89 sheep, sells 52 ofthem. How many 

does he retain ? 
MoDJn .. -Elghty-Dlne le 8 tens and 9 nnlts; fttty-two Is 6 tens and 2 nnlta. 6 

tens and II unllll from 8 tens and 9 units leave 8 tens and 'I' unlts, or ST. .foe. 81 
sheep. 

11. If I buy some cloth for $95 and sell it at a 1038 of $32, 
what do I get for iU . 

12. A person lays out $4 for books, $2 for paper, and $1 for 
pens. How much change must he receive for a $20 dollar bill 1 

13. A boy who has 58 cents, gives 32 cent.& to the poor. How 
many cent.& has he left 1 

14. If a man buys a cow for $45 and a calf for $6, and seils 
both for $62, how much does he make by the eperation ¥ 

68. When the numbers are too large to perform the 
operation mentally, write the smaller number under the 
greater and subtract each figure from the one above it. 

Eu.MPLE.-A person who has is7945, gives away 
*6035. How much has he let\? 

He has the difference between $60311 and $8'1945, which is to be found 
by subtraction. Set the smaller number under the greater,-units under 

118. When the nambers are too Jorge to perform the operation mentally, how do 
we deal with them T Go through tho liven example. 
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34 8UBTBACTION. 

unite, tens under tells, aic., becaaee things can be taken only from othera 
or the same kind. 

Begin to subtract at the right. IS unit.I! from • 
IS unita leave O unit.I!; set down o in the unit.a' J/"111-4 .,8'7945 
column. 3 Sena from 4 tens leave 1 ten; Bet it BuhtraAervl 6035 
down. 0 hundreds from 9 hundreds leave 9 hun-
dreds. 6 thousands from 'T thousands leave 1 Remainder •81910 
thousand. Bring down 8. A.u. f81910. 

IS9. PROOF OF SUBTRACTION.-Ad<l the remainder and 
lnll>trahenil. If their sum equal8 the minuend, the work 
i8 right.-This follows, because a whole is equal to the sum 
of its parts. The minuend is the whole; the remainder 
and subtrahend are its parts. 

ExAXPLE.-Prove the abeve example. Add the re
mainder and subtrahend. Their sum is f8'1941S, which 
equals the minuend. Hence the work is right. 

Rem. $81910 
Sub. 6035 

Bum $8'7945 

EX.A.KPLB6 FOB PB.A.OTIOB. 

Read minuend, subtrahend, and remainder. 
ample:-

Prove each ex-

(!) 

From 826'7054 
Take 145031 

(2) 

9384'7'765138 
624324122 

(8) 

8'7945568'746598 
523451541332'73 

4. Subtract 6142562637'7889 from 578929699887989. 
5. From VDOCCLXXXIV. take MCCCOXLill. 
6. How much more is cxcviii. than xxxvi. ¥ 
7. From five hundred and sixty-three billion fifty-nine thou

saml and seven, take two hundred and twenty billion thirty-five 
thousand and four. .Am. 848000024003, 

8. Subtrahend, four billion five million and three; minuend, 
eighteen trillion seven billion nineteen million and six ; required 
the remainder. .An11. 18008014000003. 

9. From sixty-eight million nine hundred thousand and six
teen, take seven million two hundred thousand and two. 

llO. How ta 911bt....,tlon proved? Why must the eum of the remainder and eub
t?ahend equal the minuend f Prove the example in S ria. 
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BOBBOWlliG A.ND CABBYllfG. 35 

60. BoBBOWING AND CARBYING.-The lower figure 
may be greater than the one above it. 

ExAlllPLE.-From 984- take 889. 
We can not take 9 units from oi unit.I. Hence from the 5 

6 tens we borrow I, leaving IS tens. I ten is equal to 10 9.4 
units, which we add to the oi units, making 1-i. Now sub- 839 
tracLing 9 units from 1-i units, we have IS units left ; set 
down 5. 8 tens from IS (Mt 6) tens leave 2 tens. 8 bun- Ana. 125 
dreds from 9 hundreds leave I hundred. Am. 121S. 

In stead of taking 1 from the upper figure, as was done 
above, it is usual to add 1 to the figure below it, which is 964 
more convenient, while it gives the same result. Thus: 839 
9 from 1-i, IS. Carry 1; 1 and 8 are oi; oi from 6, 2. 
8 from 9, 1. .Am. 1211. Ana. 125 

61. This adding of 10 to the upper figure is called 
Borrowing; adding I to the next lower figure is called 
Carrying.-We may have to borrow and carry several 
times in succession. 

EXAMPLE.-From 980000 take 969893. 
3 from 10, '1. Carry I; 1 and 9 are 10; 10 from 

10, 0. Carry l; 1 and 8 are 9; 9 from IO, 1. Carry I ; 
I nnd 9 are 10; 10 from 10, O. Carry I; I and 6 are 
'l ; 7 from 8, I. 9 from 9, 0 ; naughts at the left are 
not written. .Am. 10107. 

62. Buie for Subtraction. 

980000 
969893 

Ana. 10107 

1. Set the smaller number under the greater, units under 
units, tens under tens, ~c. 
. 2. Beginning at the right, take each figure of tlw sub
trahend from the one above it, and set the remainder 
under the fieure subtracted. 

3. If any lower figure is greater than the one above it, 
add 10 to the upper figure, subtract, and carry I to the 
next lower figure. 

4. Prove by adding remainder and subtrahend. 

60. From 964 take 839, explaining the several steps.-61. What is this adding of 
10 to the upper figure called? What Is adding 1 to the ne"t lower figure called? 
Show, with the given enmple, bow we may have to bonow and carry several tlm• 
In aucceBOlun.-82. Recite the rule for subtraction. 
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36 BUBTBACrION, 

BX.A.llPLBB FOR PB.A.OTJOE. 

Read the numbers. Subtract. Prove each example:-

(1) (9) (8) 

801732641 156241098755 743812634378021 
516238264 64980099668 56424152883322 

-------

(4) (~ (S) 

89900321098 5601312499324 4385768506870 
11127'717749 999746446289 4039299991989 

7. From 243008 take 14652. 15. 8630145416-9218682. 
8. From 814630 take 79999. 16. 245610035-81740305. 
9. Take 90643 from 300652. 17. 51849035-22683518. 

10. Take 89989 from 89990. 18. 426834260-97958473. 
11. Take 42329 from 52330. 19. 98765432-23456789. 
12. From 82~4531 tl\ke 7642. 20. 10008674-10007987. 
13. Take 15623 from 824618. 21. 576301498-851100584. 
14. From 900061take10378. 22. 7000338251-531258. 

23. A merchant sells a lot of flour for $12085, and thereby 
gains $996; what did it cost him 1 (See § 56.) 

24. Victoria beCame queen in 1837, 771 years ·after the Nor
man Conquest. What was the date of the Conquest 1 (See§ 57.) 

25. From th~rteen billion subtract 8621356, and from their 
difference take the same subtrahend. Ans. 12982757288. 

26. The population of the United States in 1863 was estimated 
at 34,344,926; fu 1862, at 33,344,589. What was the increase 1 

_27. A warehouse containing goods valued at $295125 took 
fire. Only $27250 worth of goods WllS saved ; what was the 
value of those consumed 1 

28. Georgia was first settled by Oglethorpe in 1733. How 
long was that after the settlement of Virginia at Jamestown, 
which took place in 16071 

29. A man gave $21460 for a farm, and $1635 for stock. If 
he sold the whole for $25000, did he gain or lose, and how much i 
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EXAMPLES FOB PRACTICE. 3'1 

30. IC a person who has 86048 bushels of wheat sells one lot 
-of 1845 bushels, and another of 1206'1 bushels, liow much has he 
left 1 .Am. 22131 bushels. 

SI. 0 llells D 58 barrels of apples for $116,\25 watermelons 
for $80, and 100 chickens for $28. D pays $95 cash; bow much 
does he still owe C 1 .Am. $'19. 

82. A lady divided $10000 among her three children. She 
gave the eldest $8585, and the second $3196. How much did 
the youngest receivet (See§ 53.) 

33. At an election, 12847 votes were cast; the successful 
candidate received 8968; how many were for his opponent 1 
What was the majority of the former 1 Am. Maj. 5089. 

34. A broker, at the end of a day's business, had on ·hand 
$54253. How much of this was in bills, $14160 of i~ being in 
gold, and $1789 in silver! 

35. A library contained 1429 volumes in English, 376 in 
French, and 198 in German. 642 of these books were burned 
up, and 183 sold; how many were left 1 :-AM. 1178 vols. 

36. P and Q begin business with $4500 each. P gains $368 ; 
Q loses $419. Which is worth the most, and how much 1 

87. The Imperial L{brary of Paris contains 1000000 printed 
volumes and 84000 manuacripts. The Royal Library of Munich 
contains 800000 volumes and 18600 manuscripts. How mlllly 
volumes in both libraries? Howmanymanuscriptsf How many 
more volumes than manuscripts 1 

38. The native population of New York state in 1860 was 
2882095; that of Pennsylvania, 2475710. The foreign-born 
population of N. Y. was 998640; that of Pennsylvania, 480505. 
What was the population of both states t How mo.ny more native 
inhabitants in N. Y. tho.n in Penn. 1 How many more inhab
itants. of foreign birth 1 How many more inhabitants altogether? 

311. Add th~ difference between 86408 and 64987 to the dif-
ference between 7000 and 5999. .Am. 22467. 

40. From the sum of 26348 and 14275, take their difference. 
41. What is the value of 18643 + 270967-46891 
42. From forty-one billion subtract 863~6 + 57986~. 
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38 KULTIPLICATION, 

CHAPTER VI. 

• MULTIPLICATION. 

83. What will 5 lemons cost, at 3 cents each ? 
H 1 lemon costs 8 cents, IS lemons will cost IS times 3 cents, or 15 

cents. Here we are required to take 3 five times. This process is called 
Multiplication. 

64. lllultiplication is the process of taking one of two 
numbers as many times as there are units in the other. 

MULTIPUCATION TABLE. 
Once 0 is 0 ; twice 0 is 0; 0 taken any number of times is 0. 

0 times 1 is 0; 0 times 2 is O ; O times any number is O. 

Onl'AI Twll'AI I times ' u.es 5 times • Ume1 
1 is 1 1 is 2 1 is 3 1 is 4 1 i8 IS 1 is 6 
2 is 2 2 is 4 2 is 6 2 is 8 2 is 10 2 is 12 
8 is 8 3 is 6 .3 is ll 8 is 12 3 is llS 3 is IS 
4 is 4 4 is 8 4 is 12 4 is 16 4 is 20 4 is 24 
5 is IS 11 IS 10 II is 111 II is 20 5 is 211 II is 30 -
6 is 6 6 is 12 6 is 18 6 is 24 6 is 30 6 is 36 
7 is 7 7 is 14 7 is 21 7 is 28 7 is 35 7 is 42 
8 is 8 8 is 16 8 is 24 8 is 32 8 is 40 8 is 48 
9 is 9 9 is 18 ll is 27 9 is 36 ll is 45 9 is 154 

10 is IO 10 is 20 10 is 30 JO is 40 10 is 50 IO is 60 
11 is 11 11 is 22 11 is 33 11 is 44 11 is 55 11 is 66 
12 is 12 12 is 24 12 is 86 12 is 48 12 is 60 12 is 72 

'2' times 8 times 9 times 10 times II times U times 
1 is '1 1 is 8 1 is 9 1 is 10 1 is 11 1 is 12 
2 is 14 2 is 16 2 is 18 2 is 20 2 is 22 2 is 24 
3 is 21 3 is 24 8 is 27 3 is 80 8 is 33 3 is 36 
4 is 28 4 is 32 4 is 86 4 is 40 4 is 44 4 is 48 
ll'is 35 IS is 40 IS is 411 II is 110 5 is 55 Ii is 60 
6 is 42 6 is 48 6 is 54 6 is 60 6 is 66 6 is 72 
7 is 49 7 is 56 7 is 63 7 is '10 7 is 17 7 is 84 
8 is 56 8 is 64 8 is 72 8 is 80 8 is 88 8 is 96 
9 is 63 9 is 72 9 is 8I 9 is 90 9 is 99 9 is 108 

IO is 70 10 is 80 IO is 90 10 is 100 IO is 110 IO is 120 
11 is 77 11 is 88 111s 99 11 is 110 11 is I21 11 is 132 
12 is 84 12 is 96 12 is 108 I2 is 120 12 is 132 I2 is 1« 
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MULTIPLICATION, 39 

86. The number to be taken, or multiplied, is called 
the llultiplicand. The number by which we multiply, 
or which shows how often the~ultiplicand is to be taken, 
is called the llultiplier. The result, or number obtained 
by multiplication, is called the Product. 

8 times 2 is 6. 2 is the multiplicand, 8 the multiplier, 6 the product. 

88. The multiplicand and multiplier are called Factors 
of the product. 2 and 3 are factors of 6. 

87. llultiplication is denoted by a slanting cross x , 
placed -between the factors. 2 x 3 is read, and denotes, 
two multiplied by three. 

88. The multiplier shows how many times the multi
plicand is to be taken. Multiplying 2 by 3 is taking 2 
three times: 2 + 2 + 2 = 6. 2 x 3 = 6. Multiplying is, 
therefore, a short way of adding a number to itsel£ 

89. When two numbers are to be multiplied together, 
it makes no difference in the result which is taken as the 
multiplicand, and which as the multiplier. '4 x 3 = 12. 
3x4=12. 

Here we have 12 stars, whether we take them crosswise • "' "' • 
as forming 3 rows of 4 each, or lengthwise as Conning 4 • • "' "' 
rows of 8 each. • • • "' 

'10. When the multiplier is·· an abstract number, the 
product is of the ea.me denomination as the multiplicand. 
3 times 2 men is 6 men ; 3 times 2 apples is 6 apples, &c. 

71. APPLICATION OF MULTIPLICATION.-When the num-
ber of.articles and the cost of one are given, multiply 
them together, to find the whole cost. 

68. In the given example, what are we required to do f What la thlo process 
called ?-114. What Is lllnltlpllcatlon t Bow much le 0 taken 11ny number of times? 
How much Is 0 times any number t Recite the Table.-M. What le the number to 
be multiplied called f What Is the number by which we multiply called f Wbat Is 
the result called f Give an example or these detlnltlons.--M. What are the mnlllpll
cand and multiplier called f Name the factors of 6; of 10.-61. How la multiplica
tion denoted? How le 2 x 8 read f-68. What does the multiplier show? Give an 
example. Moltlplylng Is, therefore, a short way of doing what ?-69. In multiplying 
two numbers, what is found to make no dlll'erencef ProTe thls.-70. When tbemul
t1pller Is an abstract number, ot what denomination Is the product ?-11. How do yon 
find the cost of " number of articles, when the cost or one Is given t 
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40 MULTll'LICATION. 

MENTAL EXERCISES. 

How muoh ls 8 times 6 ¥ 6 .times 8 I 9 times 111 · 5 times 9 ¥ 
'T times 10 ¥ 10 times 'Tl 11 times 51 11 times 11 ¥ 

How muoh is 8 x 121 6 x 6 ¥ 2 x 9 ¥ 4 x 'Tl 12 x 111 1 x 6 r 
OxlOI lxlOI llx2¥ 10x31 llxOf 9x6? 8x'TI 9x91 

What is the product of 10 and 11? 6 and 31 12 and 101 
9 and SI 11and111 5 and 51 12and12? 8 and 121 

How much is 4 x 3 x 'Tl 2 x 11 x 8 r 1 x 8 x 81 2 x 6 x H 
6x5x01 3x8x8f 4x8x6¥ 2x8x2x'TI 

1. If 6 marbles are bought for 1 cent, how t11any can be 
bouglit for 4 cents 1 .Ana. 4 times 6, or 24, marbles. 

2. 'T days make a week. How man;r days in 8 weeks I In 11 
weeks I In 'T weeks¥ In 11 weeks I 

8. A certain boy earns ts a week. How much will he earn 
in 4 weeks 1 In 6 weeks I In 9 weeks? · 

4. At 10 cents apiece, what will 2 writing-books cost? · 8 
writing-books 1 12 writing-books 1 

5. Two boys have four pair of ducks each. How many ducks 
have they in all I 

6. How many bushels of pears in four gardens, each contain
ing three trees, if each tree yields two bushels¥ 

'T. A person having ·six broods of eleven chickens each, sells 
two of the broods. How many chickens bas he left I 

8. If a boat goes 12 miles an hour, bow far will it go in 2 
hours 1 In 5 hours I In 8 hours I 

9. If a boy reads 4 pages every morning and 5 every afternoon, 
how many pages will he read in 'T days f 

10. If a man earns t12 a week, and spends t'T, how much will 
he lay up in 1 week I In 4 weeks I 

72. MULTIPLYING BY 12 OR LESs.-The Multiplication 
Table carries us as far as 12 times. We can, therefore, 
multiply by 12 or any less number in one line. 

RULE.-.Set the multiplier under the multiplicand, 
unit8 under unit8, tens under tens. Beginning at the 
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CA.BBYING, 41 

right, multiply each figure of the multiplicand in turn, 
setting each product in the same column 11Jith the .ftgurd 
multiplied. 

ExAKPLE.-Multiply 53201 by 3. 
Setting 8 under the units' figure of the mul- 53201 

tiplicand, begin to multiply at the right. 8 times Mu/Jiplicand 
1 is 3 ; 3 times O is O; 3 times 2 is 6 ; 3 times 8 Multiplier 3 
is 9 ; 3 times 5 is 15. The last product consists 
of two figures; set it down with its right-hand Product 
figure under the figure multiplied. Ans. 159603. 

159603 

73. CARRYING.-In the above example, each product 
except the last consists of but one figure. When any 
product consist& of two or three.figures, set the right-hand 
one under the .figure multiplied, and carry the rest to the 
nezt product. 

ExA.KPLE.-Multiply 5309 by 12. 
Set the multiplier under the multiplicand, units under 

units, tens under tens. Begin at the right. 
5309 

12 12 times 0 units are 108 units,-or, 10 tens and 8 
units. Set the 8 units in the units' place, and carry the Ans. 63708 
10 tens to the next product. 

12 times 0 tens are 0 tens, and the 10 carried make 
10 tens,-or, 1 hundred, 0 tens. Set 0 in the tens' place; carry 1. 

Ill times 8 hundreds are 36 hundreds, and 1 makes 37 hundreds,-or, 
8 thousands, 7 hundreds. Set 7 in the hundreds' place, and carry 3 
thousands. 

12 times 5 thousands are 60 thousands, and 3 makes 68. This being 
the last product, set down both figures. Ana. 63708. 

EXAKPLES FOB PRAOTIOE. 

(1) (2) (8) (4) 

Multiply 73214 832614 • 901432 20613 
By 2 3 4 5 

(5) (6) (T) (e) (9) 

802716 291503 237016 654321 61423 
6 7 8 9 10 

--~ 

10. How much is 11 times '759926384011 Ana. 835919022411. 

'!2. With how great a multiplier can we mnltlply In one line? Recite the rnle. 
Illostnte the proceee with an example.-'18. When any product consists ot more 
than one 11gnre, how do we proceed? Mnltlply ll809 by li, and show how we carry. 
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42 :MULTIPLICATION, 

11. How much is 9 times 86084987511 Am. 82476488759. 
12. What is the value of 847852619 x 12 I Ana. 10168281428. 

18. 872918635 x 2. 19. 7294880756 x 9. 
14. 896140758 x 1. 
15. 579068245 x 8. 
16. 472988619 x 5. 
17. 639845728 x 7. 
18. 576888492 x 8. 

20. 960527884 x 10. 
21. 248781659 x 11. 
22. 581629478 x 12. 
28. 1759268428 x 4. 
24. 867841895 x 11. 

25. Multiply 81486 by 2; 8; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; and add the 
products. Am. 1385384. 

26. :Multiply 8976201 by 9; 8; 'T; 6; 5; 4; S; 2; and add 
the products. Am. 894952844. 

27. :Multiply 652081 first by 8, then by 8; and find the dif- · 
lerence between the products. Am. 8260405. 

28. How much is twelve times six hundred and forty-nine 
thousand and thirty-seven I Am. 7788444. 

29. Six is one factor, ninety-six thousand and seventy-three is 
the other. What is the productl .Ana. 576438. 

, SO. What cost 1785 coats, at $11 each I 
81. What is the product of OXOVIII. and XI. I Am. 2178. 
82. :Multiply XDOOOXXXIV. by VIII. Ana. 86672. 

74. MULTIPLYING BY NUMBERS ABOVE 12.-When the 
multiplier exceeds 12, multiply by its figures separately. 

EXAlllPLE.-Multiply 287 by 156. 
We can not multiply by 156 at once. Hence we first 

multiply by the 6 units ; then by the 5 tens, or 50 ; then 
by the 1 hundred. Thus we get three Partial Products, as 
they are called; adding these, we get the whole product. 

Multiplicand 287 
Multiplier 156 

{ 
I 722 = 281 " 4 

Partial 1435 = 281 >< GO 
Products 287 = 281 " 100 

Product 44772 = 281 "1G6 
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PROOF.-RULE. 43 

Here, when we 1l<lme to multiply by II, we set the first figure of the 
partial product under the II. This is because the II is II tens, or 50, 0 being 
omitted on the right. So, when we multiply by 1 hundred, we set the first 
figure of the partial product under the 1, two naughts being omitted on 
the r.igbt. Take care, then, al'llJIJlJS to aet the firat Jifltsre of each partial 
pro<lvd tl1Ukt· the .fifltsre med in multiplying. 

'15. PROOF OF MULTIPLICATION.-.Multiply the 
multiplier by the multiplicand. If thi8 product 
agrees with the fonner one, the work is right. 

ExAMPLE.-Prove the last example. 
Multiply the multiplier 1116, by the multiplicand 28'1. The 

product is 44n2, which ai:;rees with the former one. Hence 
the work is right. 

156 
287 

1092 
1248 
312 
44772 

'16. When two numbers are to be multiplied together, 
it is usual to take the one with the fewer figures for the 
multiplier. 

EXAMPLES FOR PRAOTIOE. 

Find the product. Prove each example :-
1. Multiply 268 by 157. -6. 2463 x 1857. 
2. Multiply 418 by 234. 7. 1974 x 9436. 
S. Multiply 537 by 856. 8. 2684 x 2631. 
4. Multiply 916 by 729. 9. 47685 x 8249. 
5. Multiply 846 by 4828. 10. 16853 x 62583. 

7'1. Rule f'or Dultlpllcatlon. 

l. Set the multiplier under the multiplicand, units under 
units, tens under tens, &c. 

2. If the multiplier is 12 or less, multiply by it each 
figure of the multiplicand in turn, beginning at the right,· 
set down the right-hand.figure of each product, and carrg 
the remaining figur' or figures, if any, to the next product. 

74. When the multiplier exceeds 12, what are we t.o do? Mnltlp!y 287 by 156, 
explaining the process. What are th& products obtained by multiplying by the dif· 
ferent figures of the multiplier called? Where must we take care t.o set tho first 
figure of each partial product? Why so?-71S. How Is multlpllcatlon provedf Prove 
the laat exsmple.-76. When two numbers are to be mu!tlplled together, which do 
we take for the multlpller?-77. Recite the rule for :Multiplication. 
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44 KULTIPLICATIOB. 

3. If the multiplier ezceeda 12, multiply by each of its 
figures in turn, setting tlie first figure of each partial 
product under the figure used in multiplying. Then add 
the partial products. . 

4. .Prove by multiplying multiplier by multiplicand. 

78. NAUGHT IN THE MuLTIPLIEB.-When 0 occurs in 
the multiplier, bring it down, and go on multiplying by 
the next figure, all in the same line. 7967 

EXAMPLE.-Multiply '1967 by 4005. 4005 
First multiply by IS. Bring down the two naughts, 

each in its own column. Then multiply by 4, setting 
the product in the same line ; its first figure is thus 
brought under the 4. Finally, add the partial prod· 
ucts. 

39835 
3186800 

Ana. 319&7835 

EXAMPLES l!'OR PllAOTIOE. 

1. Multiply four thousand two hundred and ninety-three, by 
• eight thousand and seventy-.six. Am. 34670268. 

2. Multiply fifty-seven thousand and three, by seventy-five 
thousand and four. .An1. 4275453012. 

S. The factors of a certain product are 51, 41 61 and 108. 
Required the product. Am. 132192. 

4. How much money must be divided among 2065 personSi 
that each may have $9081 

5. A drover who had 967 head of cattle, bought 92 more, and 
then sold the whole for $63 apiece. How much did he receive1 

6. How many books in three rooms, furnished with four book· 
cases apiece, each ease containing 108 books 1 

7. What cost 825 horses at $145 apiece? 
8. What is the product of 9263 and 7603? 
9. What is the value of 68753 x 104081 • 
10. Multiply MDLXV. by VIX. . Ana. 7839085. 
11. Multiply LCCXLI. by XVII. Am. 502761687. 

78. When 0 occurs In the multiplier, how mnet we proceed ? lllnetrate this with • 
the given example. 
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79. NAUGHTS AT THE BIGHT.-We learned in § 25 that 
every naught placed after a number increases its value 
ten times. Hence, to multiply by 10, 100, 1000, etc., 
anne:e as many naughts as are in the multiplier. 

'16 x 10 = '160 '16 x 100 = '1600 '16 x 10000 = '160000 

80. ExAHPLE.-Multiply 4200 by 40. 

42100 
40 

4200 
40 ----

168000 

Mitltiplying in the usual way;we find 
the product t.o be 168000. The result is 
the same as if we had multiplied the sig
nificant figures t.ogether, and annexed the 
naughts at the right of both fact.ol'll. .dn.t. 168000 
Hence, • 

When there are naughts at the right of either factor 
or both, multiply the other figures, and ann~ to their 
prodi,,ct as many naughts as are at the right of both 
factors. 

EXA:MPL:ZB FOR PBAOTIOE, 

Find the value of the following:-
1. 80632 x·· 10. 'I. 28000 x 146. 
2. 42635 x 100. ~. 976 x 25000. 
3. 62 x 100000. 
4. 8541 x 1000. 
5, 6000 x 1000. 
6. 14000 x 10000. 

9. 15000 x 1500. 
10. 64700 x 39000. 
11. 839100 x 60000. 
12. 6287000 x 7800. 

13. One gold eagle il worth $20; how many dollars are 6500 
eagles worth 7 

14. H 100 pounds make one hundred-weight, how many 
pounds in seventy-eight hundred-weight? 

15. Light travels 192000 miles in a second; how many miles 
will it travel in 60 seconds 9 

16. What will 140 miles of railroad cost, at an average of 
$42900 a mile 7 

'19. What Is the etfect of annexing a naught to a numberf How, then, may wo 
multlply by 10, 100, 1000, &c. f-80. Multlply 4200 by 40 lu the usual way. What 
"ther way ot obtalolng the result Is there f When there are naughts at tho right of 
either factor or both, what Is the shortest mode of proceeding t 
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46 KULTIPLICA.TIOli. 

17. If an army consume 840 barrels of provisions in one day, 
how many will it consume in 1 year, or 865 days Y 

18. If sound travels 1120 feet in a second, how far will it 
travel in 20 seconds I 

19. A farmer has 6 orchards., each containing 10 piles of 
apples. In each pile are 1200 apples ; how many apples in all¥ 

20. Multiply 640 by 10 ; by 50 ; by 940 : add the products. 
21. How much more is 6800 x 140 than 97o·x 850 Y 

81. MULTIPLYING BY A COMPOSITE Nu11BER.-A Com
posite Number is the product of two or more factors 
greater. than I. 16 is a composite number, being equal 
to 8 x 2. 

When the multiplier is a composite nwmber, we may 
either multiply by the whole at once, or ·by its factors in 
turn. The result will be the same. Multiplication by a 
composite number may, therefore, be proved by multiply
ing by its factors. 

EXAMPLE.-Multiply 93 by 24. 

24 = 6 x4• or, 8 x 3 or, 12x2 

93 93. 93 93 
24 6 8 12 

372 558 744 1116 
186 4 3 2 
2232 2232 22\2 2232 

What are the factors of 33-that is, what two numbers multiplied 
together produce 33 f What are the factors of 108 !' '12 !' 44 !' 21 !' 
132? 85 P 99 !' 42? l>H 49 !' 121!' 

EXAMPLES FOR PBAOTIOE. 

In examples 1-6, first multiply by the whole multiplier; 
then prove the result by multiplying by its factors. 

1. What cost 68 firk:ins of butter, at $16 apiece¥ 

81. What le a Composite Number? How may we multiply by a composite 
number? How may multlpllcatlon by a composite number be proved? 
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EXA.HPLE8 FOB PBACI'ICE. 

!. What is the we~ght of 84 barrels of flour, averaging 196 
ponnds each 1 

8. How many hours in 865 days, there being twenty-four 
hours in one day W 

4. If a person travels 96 miles a day, for 108 days, how far 
docs he travel in all 1 

5. What will 27 miles of plank road cost, at $4200 a miler 
6. How.many bushels of apples does an orchard of 107 trees 

yield, if each tree produces 12 bushels¥ 
7. What will 18 square miles of land cost, at $17 an acre, 

there being 640 acres in one square mile 1 Am. $141440. 
8. How many miles will a locomotive go in 'T day!fof 24 hours 

each, if it moves 29 miles an hourr .Am. 4872 miles. 
9. The earth moves in its orbit 68000 miles an hour. How 

fur will it move in 365 days of 24 hours each r 
10. In an orchard of 219 apple-trees, the average yield of each 

tree was 8 barrels of fruit, worth $3 a barrel. What was the 
whole yield worth 1 Am. $1971. 

11. A man owing $8213, gives in payment 5 horses valued at 
$1';'5 each, 29 cows at $88 each, and $765 in clLBh. How much 
remains unpaid r Am. $5471. 

12. A ship, after sailing 28 hours east at the rate of 8 miles 
an hour, is driven west by a storm 10 miles an hour for 5 hours. 
At the end of the 28 hours, how far i~ she from where she 
started r Am. 134 miles. 

IS. In one year there are 31556929 seconds. How much does 
one trillion exceed the seconds in 1864 years f 

14. A man bought two farms ; one of 87 acres, at $54 an 
acre; the other of 101 acres, at $37 an acre. He paid $8140; 
how much was still due Y Am. $295. 

15. If I give S horses, each worth $150, and 13 cows, each 
worth $561 for 50 acres of land, valued at $19 an acre, do I gain 
or lose, and how much r Am. Lose $228. 

16. If a man travels 47 miles a day for 5 days, and then goes 
54 miles a day for four days, how many more miles will he have 
to go, "to complete a journey of 600 miles 1 
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DIVISION, 

CHAPTER VII. 

DIVISION. 

89. Two pints ma.ko a quart ; how many quarts in 8 
pints? 

If 2 pints make 1 quart, in 8 pints there are as many quarts as 2 is 
contained times in 8. Here we are required to find how many times 2 ia 
contained in 8. This process is called Division. 

83. Division is the process of finding how many times 
one number is contained in another. 

DIVISION TABLE. 

Any number is contained in O, 0 times. 
1 in I, once ; 1 in 2, twice; I in 3, 3 times ; I in 4, 4 times, &c. 

a in 8 in 4 in IS in 6 in 7 in 
2, once. 8, once. 4, once. !!, once. 6, once. 7, once. 
4, twice. 6, twice. 8, twice. 10, twice. 12, twice. 14, twloe. 
6, 8 tlmea. 9, 8 times. 12, 8 times. 15, 8 times. 18, 8 tlmee. 21, 8 tlmea. 
8, 4tlmes. ti, 4 times. 16, 4 times. 20, 4 times. 24, 4 times. 28, 4 times. 

10, Ii times. 15, Ii times. 20, Ii times. 911, litlmes. SO, . 11 times. 86, litlm1111. 
12, 6tlmes. 18, 8 tlme11. 24, 6 times. 80, 8 tlmea. 86, 6 times. ~2, 8 times. 
14, 7tlmes. 21, 7 times. 28, 7 times. 86, 7 times. 42, 7 times. 411, 7 times. 
16, 8tlme1. 24, 8 times. 82, 8 times. 40, 8 times. 48, 8 times. 116, 8 times. 
18, 9 times. 21, 9 tlmea. 86, 9 times. 45, 9 times. 64, 9 times. 63, II times. 
20, 10 times. 80, 10 times. 40,10 times. llO, 10 times. 60, 10 times. 70, 10 times. 
22, 11 times. 88, 11 times. 44,11 tlme1. 115, 11 times. 86,11 times. 71, 11 times. 
24, 12 times. 86, 12 times. 48,12 times. 60, 12 times. 72,12 times. 84, 12 times. 

8 in 9 in 10 in 11 in UI in 
s, once. 9, once. 10, once. 11, once. 12, once. 

16, twice. 18, twice. 20, twice. 22, twice. 24, twice. 
24, 3 times. 21, 8tlmes. 80, 8 times. 88, 8 times. 86, 8 times. 
82, 4 times. 86, 4 times. 46, 4 times. 44, 4 times. 48, 4 times. 
46, Ii times. 411, Ii tlmea. llO, Ii times. 115, Ii times. 60, ll times. 
48, 6 times. 64, 6 times. 60, 6 times. 66, 8 times. 72, 6 times. 
66, 7 times. 63, 7 times. 70, 1 times. 71, 7 times. 84, 7 times. 
64, 8 times. 72, 8 times. 80, 8 times. 88, 8 times. 96, 8 times. 
72, 9 times. 81, 9 times. 90, 9 times. 99, 9. times. 108, 9 times. 
80, 10 times. 90, 10 times. 100, 10 times. 110, 10 times. 120, 10 times. 
88, 11 times. 99, 11 times. 110, 11 times. 121, 11 times. 182, 11 times. 
96, 12tlme&. 108, 12 times. 120, 12 times. 132, 12 time&. 144, 12 times. 

82. Solve the given example. What are we here required to do? What Is thla 
procese called t-83. What la Division t How many times ta any number contained 
In 0? How many times la 1 contained In any number f Recite tho Table. 
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DIVISION. 49 

84. The number to be divided, is called the Dividend; 
that by which we divide, the Divilor. The result, or 
number obtained by di riding, is called the Quotient. It 
shows how many times the divisor is contained in the 
dividend. 

85. When the divisor is not contained an exact num
ber of times in the dividend, what is Idt over is called 
the Remainder. 5 in 17, 3 times and 2 over; 1 7 is the div
idend, 5 the divisor, 3 the quotient, and 2 the remainder. 

86. The divisor is contained in 
. . { 12-4 = 8 the dividend as many times as It 4 In twelve,_ 8_ 4 = 4 

can be subtracted in succession 8ttmes. 4_ 4 = 0 
from the dividend. Dividing is, 
therefore, a short way of performing successive subtrac
tions of the divisor from the dividend. 

87. Division is generally denoted by a short horizon
tal line between two dots + ; the dividend is placed 
before it, and the divisor after it. 12 + 4 is read, and 
denotes, twelve divided by four. 

Division is also denoted by a line, with the dividend above lt and the 
divisor below it; as, i.;.. When there is a remainder, it is often placed 
over the divisor with this line between, and thns written as part of the 
quotient. Thus: 1 'l + Ii = 3i. . 

Division is also denoted by a curved line, placed between the dividend 
on the right and the divisor on the lei\; as, 4)12. 

88. When the divisor is an abstract number, the 
quotient is of the same denomination as the dividend. 
12 men+ 4 = 3 men; 12 apples+ 4 = 3 apple~. 

89. APPLICATIONS OF DIVISION.-Division is the ·con
verse of multiplication. The dividend corresponds with 

8'. What Is the nlllllber to be divided called f What Is the nnmber we divide by 
ailed? What Is the reault obtained by dividing called T What does the quotient 
llhow ?~ What Is meant by the Remainder? Give an example or these detlnltlons. 
-86. How mllDy time• Is the divisor contained In the dividend T Dividing Is a short 
way or doing what f-87. How Is dlvlalon generally denoted T Hew I• 111+4 read f 
lo what other way la division denoted T How Is a remainder· often written? What 
Is the third way In which division may be denoted T-88. Wbat denomination Is the 
quotient., when the divisor la an abatract nnmber f-89. ot what Is division the con· 
V<ll'tle f With what does the dividend correspond f The divisor and quotient? 

3 
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50 DIVISIOl!f, 

the product, the divisor and quotient with the factors. 
That is, 

dividend = divisor x quotient 82 = 8 x 4 
Hence, dividend + divisor = quotient 82 + 8 = 4 

dividend + quotient = divisor 32 + 4 = 8 

When, then, a product and one factor are given, to 
find the other factor, divide the product by the given 
factor. 

90. We found in § 71 that the whole cost of any num
ber of articles equals the cost of one multiplied by the 
number of·articles. Hence, 

Divide the whole cost by the number of articles, to 
find the cost of one article. · 

Divide the whole cost by the cost of one article, to 
find the number of articles. 

MENTAL EXERCISES. 

How many times is 5 contained in 25 1 In 40 1 In 801 · 8 in 
481 7 in 49<e 3 in 121 6 in 541 7 in 211 9 in 361 12 in 
1441 10 in 'TO 1 11 in 1101 12 in 481 9 in 54? 11 in 12H 

8 in 57, how many times¥ (Am. 'l times, and 1 over.) 2 in 
l'TW 8ini41 4in891 5in831 6in45? 7in181 8in69Y 
9 in 871 12 in 65? 11 in 58? 

Find the quotient and remainder: 37+10. 
66+11. 119+12. 100+11. 39+10. 26+12. 
90+8. 70+6. 47+11. 5!H-6. 88+12. 

26+8. 57+12. 10+1. 86+10. 130+12. 
33+4. 88+8. 72+9. 101+12. 102+11. 
40+7. 81+6. 90+12. 140+12. 42+9. 

9+2. 
62+9. 

24+5. 
97+9. 

66+6. 
88+7. 

53+'!. 
19+8. 

1. 99 is a product; 11 is one of its factors; what is the other 1 
(See§ 89.) 

2. How many times is 7 contained in 'l x 6 1 9 in 8 x 9 1 

When a product and one factor are given, how can we find the other factor t 
-90. When the whole eost and the number or articles are given, bow can we find 
the cost ot one article r When the whole cost and the coat of one article are given, 
bow can we find the number or articles r 
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8. The dividend is 121, the divisor 11; what is the quotient 1 
4. If 8 pencils cost 48 cents, how much is that apiece 1 

(Bee§ 90.) 

5. How .often is 4 times 2 contained in 8 times 51 
6. How ma.ny two-quart pitchers will 24 quarts of water fill? 

. 'T. How many weeks in 56 days, there being 'T days in one 
week? 

8. How many albums at $8 each can be bought for $80 f 
(See§ 90.) 

9. If 96 cents are distributed equally among twelve beggars, 
how much will each receive 1 

10. How many dresses of ten yards each can be cut from a 
piece of calico containing forty yards 1 

11. A merchant lays out $72 for dresses, at $12 apiece; how 
many dresses does he buyY 

12. How many twelve-cent loaves can be bought for 182cents1 

91. SHORT DIVIBION.-When the divisor is 12 or less, 
the process is called Short Division. · 

RuLE.-Set the divis<>'I' at the left of the dividend, toith 
a curved line between. Begin to divide at the left. See 
how many times the divisor is contained in each figure 
of the dividend, and set the quotient under the figure 
divided. · 

ExAMPLE.-If 4 houses cost $12048, how much do they 
cost apiece ? 

They cost as many dollars apiece as 4 (the number of articles) is con
tained times in i1204e (the whole cost). Set the divisor at the left of the 
dividend ; begin to divide at the left. 

4 is not contained in 1; see, therefore, haw many 4) 12048 
times it is contained in the first two figures. 4 in U, __ _ 
3 times. Set down 3 under 2, the right-hand figure of 3012 
the two divided. 

4 in o, O times ; set it down. 0 must never be 
omitted in the quotient, unless it is the first figure. Am. $3012. 

4 in 4, once. 4 iJ1 8, twice. .d111. $8012. 

111. When ts the proceu called Short Division r Give the rule. lllnstrato the 
r11\e with the given e:u.mp\e. 
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•:Z:.AKPL•B l'OB P:S.AOTIO•. 

1. Divide eighteen thousand and six, by six. .Am. 800L 
2. Divide 100208406 by two. Ana. 150104208. 
8. Divide ninety thou.sand and sixty-three, by three. 
4. Divide forty-five thousand and five, by five. 
5. Divide 9876543201 by one. 
6. Divide seventy-two billion by 6; by 8; by 9; by 12. 
'T. Divide 1800402068 by 2. 
8. Divide twenty thousand eight hundred and four, by 4. 

92. C.umYING.-When all the :figures of the dividend 
have been divided, if there is a remainder, set it down as 
such. If before this a remainder occurs, pr¢z it (in the 
mind) to tk ne:U .ftuure of the dividend, and continue tk 
division. This prefixing is called CarrJing. 

ExAKPLE.-How many stoves, at $12 apiece, can be 
bought with $25009 ? 

As many stoves as tlll {the price of one stove) is conw.ined times in 
t26009 {the whole number of dollars). 

12 is not contained in 2. 12 in 211, twice and 
1 over ; set down 2 under the IS, and carry 1. 
12 in 10, 0 times and 10 over; set down o, and 
carry 10. 12 in 100, 8 times and 4 over; set 
down 8, and carry 4. 12 in 49, 4 times and 1 

I 10,C 
12) 2 5 0 0 9 

.dn.t. 2084,I 

over ; set down 4 in the quotient, and 1 as remainder. .dn.t. 2084 ~toves, 
and tl over. 

93. PBOOF OF DIVISION.-Dividend = divisor x quo
tient (§ 89). Hence, Multiply the tiivisor and quot.ient 
together; add in the remainder, if there is any. Ij' this 
result equals the dividend, the work is right. 

ExA.KPLE.-Prove the last example. 
Multiply the quotient 2084 by the divisor 12. Add in the 

remainder 1. The result equals the dividend ; hence the work 
is right. 

2084 
12 

25008 
I 

25009 

H. It there 18 a remainder after dividing all the llgores of the dividend, what 
mnat be done with It f It before this a remainder oocura, what mnat be done with 
It f What 11 this preft.dng ealled? Solve the given example, showing how the re
mainders are carrled.-88. How le division proTed f l'roTe the example In § 9'l. 
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LONG DIVISION. 

BXAMPLBS POB PBAOTIOB. 

Find the quotient:-
1. 184766+2. Am. 92888. 8. 715784206+8 • Jldm. 6. 
2. 812015+5. .Am. 624-08. 9. 487465834+9. Rt1m. 4. 
8. 817643330552+4. 10. 367324169+12. Rem. 5. 
4. 9024864212484-6. 11. 269694625..;-11. Rem. 2. 
5. 325276814796+3. 12. 9035286584-9. Rem. 1. 
6. 864547999637..;-7. IS. 117850860+12. .&m. o. 
'1. 190034-012867 + 6. 14. 552819043+10. Jldm. 3. 

94. LoNG D1v1srnN.-When the divisor exceeds 12, 
the process is called Long Division. 

95. In Short Division, we subtract and prefix the r&
mainder to the next figure, in the mind. In Long Di
vision, we take the same steps, but write dOtDn all . the 
figures used. 

ExAXPLE.-Divide 361296 by 72. 
In long division, the quotient is set at 

the right of the dividend. Beginning at the 
left of the dividend, take as many figures as 
are required to contain the di visor. '12 is 
not contained in 3, or in 86 ; it is contained 
in 861, IS times. Set II in the quotient as 

Dlvr. Dividend. Quo. 

72)361296(5018 
'Ill" II= 360 

~9 
the first figure. 'Ill ,. 1 = 

Multiply the divisor by II ; set the prod· 
uct under 861, and subtract. The remainder 

72 
576 

is 1, which (as in short divisl'On) we prefix, 'Ill " 8 = 
by bringing down 2, the next figure of the 
dividend. 

576 

Now repeat the same steps. '72 in 12, 0 times. Set 0 in the quotient, 
and bring down 9, the next figure of the dividend. '72 in 129, once. Set 
1 in the quotient, multiply the divisor by it, and subtract the product from 
129. 'The remainder is 5'7, to which bring down the next figure 6. 

Repeat again the same steps. '12 in 11'76, 8 times. Set 8 in the quo
tient, multiply the divisor by it, and subtract. There is no remainder, and, 
as all the figures of the dividend have been brought down, the work is 
finished. .Am. 5018. 

360, 12, 129, and 11'16, are called l'artial Diviclendl. 

114. When Is the prooeu called Long Dlvlalon ?-41S. As regards the mode of 
operating, what Is the difference between Short and Long Dlvll!lnn P Divide 861296 
by 72, explaining the aeveral steps ID full, and pointing out the Parlllll Dividend& 

• 
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DIVI8ION. 

96. We may not always, on the first trial, get the 
right quotient figure . 
. If, on multiplying the divisor by any quotient figure, 

the product comes greater than the partial dividend, the 
quotient figure is too great, and must be diminished. 

If, on the other hand, on subtracting, we have a re
mainder greater than the divisor, the quotient :figure is 
too small, and must be increased. 
72) 3612-96 (6 Thus, in the last example, if we say '72 is contained 

432 6 times in 361, we get a product greater than the 
partial dividend, and must therefore diminish the qu~ 
tlenc figure. 

If we say it ls contained 4 times, on multiplying 
and subtracting, we get a remainder giieater than the 
divisor, and must therefol'e increase the quotient 
fi,,,"Ul'e. . 

72) 361296 (4 
288 

Ta 
97. If the divisor will not go into the partial dividend, 

set ·o in the quotient, and bring down the next :figure of 
the dividend. If several :figures are brought down before 
the divisor will go into the partial dividend, set a naught 
in the quotient for each. 

EXAMPLES FOR PRAOTIOB. 

Find the quotient. Prove each sum (§ 93) :-
1. 772326+321. AM. 2406. IO. 427854262+95. Rem. 7. 
2. 705083+547. AM. 1289. 11. 23981539+349. Rem. 4. 
3. 713513+89. AM. 8017. 12. 17235969+4208. Rem. 1. 
4. 988986+74. AM. 12689. 13. 9281746+76. 
5. 922628+89. Am. 23657. 14. 6955070+1682. 
6. 961919+106879. Rem. 8. 15. 3868955+49763. 
7. 16360358+6307. Rem. 0. 16. 52580797048+8762 .• 

8. 829765864+486. Rem. 8. 17. 91429832806+45761. 
9. 97329468+265. Rem. 3. 18. 110028314741+89123. 

96. In the 00111'1!6 otthe dlvllllon, what Indicate& that the quotient ftgnre muet be 
diminished? What shows that the quotient ftgnre must be Increased f Give ex· 
amplea.-97. It the divlsor will not go Into the partial dlvldend, what must be done ? 
Ir eeveral ftgurea ore. brought clown befCJl'e the divisor will go Into the pertla1 divl· 
Ilene!, what must be cloner 
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LONG DIVISION. 55 

20. 5'T6844'T+678509. 28. 81000688357+461805. 
19. 1'71051980856+800089. I 22. 42568008104+82654. 

21. 'T34116598'T5+46398. 24. 24639875555+5362. 
25. Divide 246515999541 by 28658. Ana. 860849'7. 
26. Divide 11963109376 by 109376. .A111. 1098'76. 
27. Divide 166168212890625 by 12890625. Ana. 12890625 • 

. 28. Divide 1521808704 by 6503456. Am. 234. 
29. Divide 3278031150 by 46825. Rem. 200. 
30. Divide 4000102955925 by 800095. Rem. 100. 
31. Divide 8976014236 by 1280319. Rem. 978046. 
82. Divide 248166625648 by 8471032. Rem. 'T856. 
33. Divide 9281746 by 2'T; by 44; by 98; by 294. 
34. Divide '7200651897 by 2498; by '76389; by 32174. 
85. Divide 8976014236 by 298701 ; by 4853684. · 

98. Rule ror Division. 

l. Set the divisor at the left of the dividend. Take as 
many .figures at the left of the dividend as tcill contain 
the divisO'I', and .find how many times it UJill go into them. 

2. If the divisO'I' is 12 O'I' less, set this first quotient 
figure under the figure divided, or under the right-hand 
figure of those divided, if more than one are taken. IJi
vide each figure of the dividend in turn, carrying tchat is 
over, and setting each quotient figure under the figure 
divided. • 

3. If the divisor i& over 12, set the first <]'U<>tient figure 
at the right of the dividend. Multiply the divisor by it, 
and subttact the product from the partial dividend . 
.Bring dO'IJJn the ne:x:t figure of the dividend. Find the 
ne:et quotient .figure, multiply, and subtract, as before. 
Go on thus, till all the figures of the dividend are brought 
down. 

4. Prove by multiplying quotient and divisor together, 
and adding in the remainder if there is one. 

98. Recite the rule tor Division. 
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56 DIVISION, 

BX.AKPLBB FOB PBAOTIOB. 

1. The product of two factors is 67048164. One of the factors 
is 9876; what is the other? (See § S9.) Ana. 6789. 

2. If 1264 acres of land cost $21488, how much is that an 
acre! (See§ 90.) 

8. How many barrels of pork, costing $24 a barrel, can be 
bought for $95160 ¥ 

4. If a merchant sells 221988 bushels of com in 12 months, 
what is the average sale per month¥ 

5. The earth's circumference is 25000 miles; how long weuld 
it take to traverse it, at the rate of 200 miles a day¥ 

6. The cost of a certain railroad is $8490018. How long is 
the road, if the average cost is $52086 a mile 1 

7. A man worth $278195 in real estate, and $49990 in stocks, 
divides the whole equally among hie wife, six eons, and four 
daughters. What is the share of each¥ .Ana. $29835. 

8. How many days will 128200 pounds of flour last a garrison 
of 641 men, allowing each man 4 pounds a day 1 

9. What number multiplied by 66 will produce 5148¥ 
10. Divide nineteen million into 9 equal parts. Am. 2111111J. 
11. If 46 persons consume 158 pounds of flour every day, how 

long will 12482 pounds last them ¥ Ana. 79 days. 
12. How many firkins holding 56 pounds each will be required 

for putting down 49000 pounds of butter¥ 
13. There are 5280 feet in a mile. How many miles in 971520 

feet¥ How many in 1948040 feet¥ 
14. How many bales will 270630 pounds of cotton make, 

allowing 465 ~unds to the bale¥ 
15. If a tax of $44018645 is collected :from six thousand and 

thrty-five towns, what is the average amount paid by each 
town 1 Ana. $7281. 

16. A forest containing 1995 trees was thinned by cutting 
down one tree in seven. How many trees were left ¥ 

17. There are 6 rows of cannon-balls, each containing 4 piles. 
If there are 76440 balls in all, how many in each pile¥ 
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DIVID.llfG BY A. COKPOSITB :NUHBBB. 6'1 

99. DIVIDING BY A. CoHPOSITB Nmnm&-When tile 
divisor ia a comp<>Bite number, tee may either divide 1>y 
the whole at once O'I' b'!f ita factO'l's in turn. The result 
will be the same. Division by a composite number may, 
therefore, be proved by dividing by its factors. 

Eli.HPLB.-Divide 2232 by 24. 

24 = 6 x 4 or, 8 x 3 

24) 2232 (93 
216 
-·12 

,'12 

6) 2232 
4)372 

93 

or, 12 x 2 

8)2282 
3) 279 

93 

BJ:AKPLBS FOB PBAOTIOB. 

12) 2232 
2) 186 

93 

In theee examples, first divide by the whole divisor; then 
prove the result by dividing 'by its factors :-

1. 68 gallons make a hogshead. How many hogsheads are 
there in 9828 gallons? 

2. If 1184 barrels of flour are divided equally among sixteen 
boat.a, what is the load of each? 

3. If a vessel sails 3168 miles in 82 days, what is her average 
rate per day¥ 

4. Divide 681660 by 105 (7 x 3 x 5). 
5. Divide 160006 by 154 (11x2 x 7). 
6. Divide 793800 by 84; by 45. 
7. Divide 4044425 by 121. Divide 11298 by 42. 
8. Divide 2628528 by 56. Divide 88792 by 64. 
9. Divide 22500525 by 75. Divide 28416 by 96. 

100. THE TRUE R:sMAINDER.-ln dividing by factors, 
two or more remainders may occur, from which we must 
find the true remainder. Remainders are al ways units 
of the same kind as the dividends from .which they arise. 

99. When t.be divisor Is a composite nnmber, what two modes of proceedlni are 
there? How, then, may division by a composite number be proved ?-100. When 
two or more remainders occnr, In dividing by factors, how can we find the true re
mainder f lllustrate this p?OOe88 with the given e:rample. 

8* 
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58 DIVISION. 

ExAMPLE.-Divide 7464 by 3815 {11x5 x 7). 

11) 7 464 Ran. 
5) 678 • • • • • • • • • • . • 6 
7)135 •••••• 3 x 11 = 38 
19 ... 2x5xll = 110 . -

2rw rem. 149 

Ana. 19, 149 rem. 

Dividing by 111 we get 6 for 
the first remainder. Dividing by 
11 makes the units in the quo
tient (678) 11 times greater than 
those or the or4dna1 namber. 
Hence 8, the remalnder obtained 
on dividing this quotient., must 
be multiplied by 11 to make its 
units of the same kind as those 
of the former remainder. In 
like manner, the quotient ISIS is 
made up of units IS times 11, or 
ISIS, times greater than those of the original number. · Hence 2, the re
mainder arising from this quotient., mllllt be multiplied by IS x 11. The 
three remainders being now of the same kind, we add them and get 149 
for the true remainder. Henoe, 

To find the true remainder, add to the remainder aris
ing from the first division, each subsequent remainder 
multiplied by all tM divisors preceding tM one that pro
duced it. 

EXAMPLES FOB PBACTIOB. 

First divide by the whole divisor; then prove the result by 
dividing by its factors, finding the true remuinder:-

1. 223121+27. Rem. 20. 7. 264085+98 (2 x 7 x 7). 
2. 258289+35. Rem. 24. 8. 4:7484+165(3x11x5). 
8. 833398+4:8. Rem. 88. 9. 89901 +24:2 (2x11x11). 
4:. 824:4:96+54:. Rem. 10. 10. 91189+162 (2 x 9 x 9). 
5. 459774:+64:. Rem. 62. 11. 57212+ 198 (8x6x11). 
6. 7151_54+77. Rem. 55. 12. 4:3987 +24:5 (5 x 7 x 7). 

101. NAUGHTS AT THE RIGHT OF THE DIVISOR.-When 
there are naughts at the tight of the divisor, the opera
tion may be shortened. 

Annexing !" figure to a number, as we saw in § 25, throws its figures 
one place to the left, and thus multiplies it by 10. Consequently, cutting 
oft' a figure from the right of a number throws its remaining figures one 
place to the right, and thus .jlivides it by 10. So, cutting oft' two figures 
divides by 100 ; cutting oft' three1 by 1000, &c, Henoe, 

101. What is the e8'ect of cutting off a figure from the right ot a nnmber? What 
le the effect of Clltting 08' two figures? Three? 
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:NAUGHTS AT THE BIGHT. 

To divide a number by IO, 100, 1000, tfc., cut off all 

many figures at the right of the dividend cu there are 
naughts in the divisor. Tlte remaining figures are the 
quotient; those cut ojf, the remainder. 

4200+10=420 4200+100 = 42 4200+1000=4, 200rem. 

102. The principle is the same in the case of any di
visor ending with one or more naughts. 

Ex.ulPLE.-Divide 9710 by 2400. 
Divide by factors. 

2400 = 100 x 24. To 
divide by 100, cut offiwo 
figures from the right of 
the dividend. Dividing 
the quotient thus arising 
by 24, and finding the 
true remainder, we get for 
our quotient 4 and 110 

2d0) 97l0 ( 4 quo. 
96 

110 rem. 

Qi«>. Rm&. 
9710+100 = 97 • ; ••••••••• 10 

97+ 24 = 4 ••• 1 x 100 = 100 
7rve rem. 110 

.Am. 4, 110 rem. 

remainder: The result is the same as if we had 
cut off the two naughts of the divisor and two 
right-band figures of the dividend,·divided what 
remained, and annexed to the remainder the 
figures cut off from the dividend for a true re
mainder. Bence the following rule:-

Out off the naughts at the right of the divisor, and as · 
many figures at the right of the dividend. .Divide tli,e 
remaining figures of the dividen'd by those of the divisor. 
If there is a remainder, annez to it the figures cut off 
from the dividend; if not, these figures are themselves 
the remainder. 

340} 10310 (30 
102 

11 

.Ana. 80, 110 rmi. 

1900) 1351'it (7 
133 

2 

.Ana. '1, 24'1 rem. .Am. 31, 4'1 rem. 

Give the rule for dividing a nnmber by 10, 100, 1000, &c.-102. Divide 9'i10 by 
2400, nsing the factors ot the divisor. Wbat other way Is tbere ot arriving at tbe 
l!Bllle resnlt? Give the rule tor dlvidln& when the divisor ends mth one or more 
naughts. 
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60 DIVISION. 

BXAJIPLBB l!'OB PBAOTIOB. 

Fmd the quotient:-
1. 8875482+10. 8. 843670+560. Rem.810. 
2. 498268+100. 9. 199801+1200. ~m.101. 
8. 84810006700+ 10000. 10. 8815006+850. Rem.6. 
4. 970000068002+1000. 11. 7294508+900. Rem.a. 
5. 8186200040+10000. 12. 84000911+280. Rem. 99. 
6. 8800800800+100000. 18. 1788826+550. Rem. 26. 
7.XDCCCLXXX.+X. 14. VCCCC.+ CL. .Ana. 86. 

HumlLL.t.nollS Q111:1mon.-Name the four f11J1damental rules. Au • 
.Addition, Subtraction, llnltiplication, Dirillion ; with these all calculations 
are performed. _ What is Addition? Subtraction? Hultiplication? Di· 
Yiaion? What operation enables ua to find a whole, when its parts are 
ginn? When the whole and one part are given, what operation enables 
U8 to find the other part' What is the converse or addition' or mul
tiplication? 

What is the result or addition called? Name the three terms used in 
subtraction. Ana. Subtrahend, minuend, and dift'erence. Define each 
of these terms. Name and define the three terms used in multiplication. 
Name and define the terms used in division. What is meant by the fac· 
tors of a product? Which term in dirision corresponds with the product in 
multiplication ? With what do the dinsor and quotient correspond? At 
which side do we begin to add? To subtract? To multiply? To divide? 

What does the sign minus denote? On which Bide of it must the sub
trahend .be placed? What does a horizontal line between two dots denote? 
On which side ofthis sign must the dividend be placed? What does plus 
denote? What does an oblique crolll denote? What is the eign of equal· 
~ty? How is addition proved? Subtraction? llultiplication? Division? 
In what other way may multipli<:ation be proved? Ana. By dividing the 
product by the multiplier; if the quotient equals the multiplicand, the 
work is right. 

What is a composite number? Give an example of an abstract com
posite number; of a concrete composite number. How may we multiply 
or divide by a composite number? When we divide by factors, how do 
we find the true remainder? What is the sbortest way of multiplying by 
10, 100, &c.? How do we divide by 10, 100, &c.? When is division called 
Short, and when Long? What dift'erence is there in the mode of perform-
ing the two operations? · 
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BXAMPLES, 61 

:ll:ISCBLLANBOUS BXAKPLBS. 

1. Find the sum, then the dift'erence, then the product, of 
843 and 8918; divide 8918 by 348. 
' 2. How many times is 20000 contained in the dift'erence be
tween eleven million and eleven billion¥ Am. 549450 times. 

3. A United States senator receives $3000 a year. If be 
spends $8 a day, how much of his salary will he save in his six 
years' term, allowing 865 days to the year? Am. $480. 

4. If a person has an income of $3285 a year, how much is 
that a day? 

5. A mile is 5280 feet. How many steps, of two feet each, 
will a boy take in walking 5 miles? Ana. 13200 steps. 

6. Divide the sum of 168483 and 849717 by the difference 
between 97234 and 46324, and multiply the quotient by nine 
times nine. .Ans. 1620. 

7. If a man earns $1200 a year, and his yearly expenses are 
$860, how many years will it take him to lay up $54401 

.Ans. 16 years. 
8. A farmer buys 75 tons of hay, at $32 a ton. He pays for 

it in wheat, at $2 a bushel. How many bushels of wheat must 
he give? .Am. 1200 bushels. 

What was the whole cost ot the hay f How much wheat, at t2 a bushel, will 
pay for it? 

9. A merchant began business with $36000. At the end of 9 
years he was worth $61875. How much a year had he made¥ 

10. How many pounds of coffee, at 29 cents a pound, will pay 
for two hogsheads of sugar containing 1160 pounds each, at 19 
cents a pound 1 Ana. 1520 pounds. 

11. A person having $2879 in current bills, and $3997 in un
current, invests the whole in flour at $9 a barrel; how many 
barrels can he buy? Ans. 764 barrels. 

12. Four partners commencing business put in respectively 
$8650, $9200, $7950, and $3000. At the end of a year the firm 
was worth $37875. Required their gain. .Ana. $9075. 

13. If a man buys 746 barrels of flour for $8206, what must 
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62 DIVISION. 

he sell the whole for, to gain $1 a barrel f How much is that a 
barrel? Ana. $12 a barrel. 

14. A person willed $1l!OOO to bis Wife, *800 to the poor, and 
the rest of bis property to his &ix children in equal shares. If he 
was worth $71870, what was eaoh child's sharer .Am. $9840. 

What waa he wwtb la all T How mach of '1ale did he leave to hl1 wife and the 
poor? How macb remained T Into how many parts moat tllla be dividecl T 

15. A lady worth $48580 leaves her servant $550, her brother 
four times that amount, and divides the rest of her property 
equally among her four sons and three daughters. How much. 
does each child receive 1 Ana. $6540. 

Bow much doea she leave to her l8r'Vallt f To her brother? Bow much to 
both T How much of ber property la left? Amq how maa;y la thla divided T 

16. Three partners divide equally their yearly profit, amount
ing to $17064. One of them divides his share equally among his 
four children; what does each child get 1 .Ans •. $1422. 

17. An army of 4525 men had 103075 days' rations. At the 
end of 21 days, 500 men were captured. How many days after 
that did the rations last? .Ana. 2 days. 

How mna;y raUone did 462:> meu eoasume la 21 deye ? Bow man;y ration• then 
remained? After U.e capture, how man7 men were left? How loag would U.e 
rntions left support theee men f 

18. A garrison of 842 men had 63472 days' rations. After 
16 days a reenforcement of 158 men arrived. How long after 
their arrival did the rations last 1 Ana. 50 days. 

19. A person bought 97 acres of land at $51 an acre, and 111 
acres at $47 an acre. He paid $9539 cash, and ·ror the balance 
gave 5 horses; what was each horse valued at W .Ana. $125. 

What was the eo1t of U.e Jlret piece of land T or the second P or both T How 
much cash was psld? What remained due P U 6 horses were valued at this amount, 
what was each horee valued at? 

20. A hogshead containing 63 gallons of molasses was bought 
for 67 cents a gallon. 7 gallons having leaked out, the rest was 
sold at 76 cents a gallon. What was the gain Y Am. 35 cents. 

21. In an orchard containing 659 trees, 41 trees bear no fruit. 
If the income from the orchard is $4944, and the apples bring $4 
a barre~ how many barrels en an average does each bearing tree 
produce 1 Am. 2 barrels. 
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:MISCELLANEOUS BXilll'LES. 63 

22. A railroad forty miles long oost a million of dollars, all 
but four hundred. What was the cost per mile r .Ana. $24990. 

28. The dividend of a sum in division is 4719, the quotient 961 

the remainder 115. What is the diviaorr ...4.111. 49. 
Bubtnot the relDlllDder 6'om the dl'rideDd, and you liave the product ol &he 

quotle11t and divisor; then prciceed according to S 80. 

24. On dividing 7'84062 by a certain number, I get 807' for 
the quotient, and 499 remaj.nder. What is the divisor 1 

25. If 1 'T cows are worth $816, and each cow is worth as 
much as 6 sheep, what is the value of one sheep t .Am. $8. 

26. An estate of $26101 was left to a family of four brothers 
and nine sisters. The brothers havlllg given up their share to 
the sisters, how much did each of the latter receive? 

2'T. A farmer bad 100 hens, four of which died; if the re
mainder laid in one week four ba.sketfuls of eggs, consisting of 
120 each, what wa.s the weekly average for each hen 1 

Relations of' Dividend, Dlvl8or, and quotient. 

103. The quotient depends on both dividend and di
visor. If one of these is fixed, a change in the other 
changes the quotient. But, if both dividend and divisor 
are changed, these changes may neutralize each other, 
and the quotient remain the same. Thus : 

24+6=4 
Keep the same divisor ; then, 

Doubling dividend doubles quotient: 
Halving dividend halves quotient: 

Keep the same dividend ; then, 
Doubling divisor halves quotient: 
Halving divisor doubles quotient : 

Doubling or halving both dividend and 
divisor makes no change in quotient: 

48 + 6::::; 8 
l2+6=2 

24+12::::; 2 
24+3=8 
48 + 12·= 4 
12 + 3 = 4 

108. On what does the quotient depend? It either dividend or divisor Is 11J:ed, 
what Is the effect of changing the other? It both dividend and divisor are changed, 
what may follow? With the same divisor, what Is the effect of donb11ng the divi
dend? Of halving the dividend t With the same dividend, what is the effect of 
doubling the divisor? Of halving the divisor t What la the effect or doubling or 
halving both dividend and divisor? 

-
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DIVISION, 

104. Froin these examples we conclude that, 
L With a .fized divisor, multiplying the dividend by 

any number niultipliea the quotient by that number, and 
dividing the dividend dividea the quotient. 

II. Wit.h a .fized ditJidend, multiplying I.he dioiaor by 
any number divides the quotient by that number, and di
tJiding the divisor multiplies the quotient. 

IlI. .Multiplying or dividing both dioiden<l and divisor 
by the same number doea not change the quotient. 

106. If we multiply one number by another, and then divide the 
product by the multiplier, we have the original number 
unchmged. Multiply 9 by 4 ; divide the produci by 41 9 x 4 :::: 86 
and we again have 9. 86 + 4 = 9 

Prime -• Compo11te :NUJDben. 

108. Every number is either Prime or Composite. 
A Prime ll'umber is one that can not be divided by 

any number but itself or 1, without a remainder; as, 
2, 11, 17. . 

A Composite llumber is the product of two or more 
factors greater than 1, and is exactly divisible by each 
of its factors. 30 is a composite number = 2 x 3 x 5 ; it 
is, therefore, exactly divisible by 2, 3, and 5. 

107. The first hundred prime numbers are as fullows :-

1 29 71 113 173 229 281 349 409 463 
2 31 73 127 179 233 283 353 419 467 
3 37 79 131 181 239 293 359 421 479 
5 41 83 137 191 241 307 367 431 487 
7 43 89 139 193 251 311 373 433 491 

• 11 47 97 149 197 257 313 379 439 499 
13 53 101 151 199 263 317 383 443 503 
17 59 103 157 211 269 331 389 449 509 
19 61 107 163 223 271 337 397 457 521 
23 67 109 167 227 277 347 401 461 523 

104. State the principles deduced &om tbeeo examplea-106. What Is the effect 
el mnlttplylng one number by another, and then dh1dlng the prod net by the multi· 
pllerf-106. Into what two classes are all numben dl't'IW f What Is a Prime Num
ber f What Is a Composite Number t-lOT. Mention the lint ten prime nambeft. 
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PBlllE AND COKPOSITE NU.HBEBS. 65 

108. An Even •umber is one that can be divided by 
2 without remainder; as, 2, 4, 6, &c. 

An Odd •umber is one that can not be divided by 2 
without remainder; as, I, s, 5, &c. 

109. A composite number is exactly divisible, 
By 2, when its right-hand figure is O, or is exactly divisible by 2 ; as, 

• 30, IM. 
By 8, when the· sum or its figures is exactly divisible by 8 ; as, 41S6-the 

sum ofits figures (4+1S+6 = llS) being exactly divisible by 3. 
By 4, when its two right-hand figures a.re naughts, or a.re exactly divisible 

by 4 ; as, 500, 824. 
By IS, when it ends with 0 or IS ; as, 10, 21S. 
By 6, when it is an even number and the sum of its figurea is exactly 

divisible by 3 ; as, '144. 
By s, when its three right-band figures are naughts, or a.re exactly divisible 

by 8; as, l '1000, 341S6. 
By 9, when the sum of its figures is exactly divisible by 9; as, '190146. 
By 10, when it ends with 0; as, SISO. 

EXEROIBB. 

Tell which of the following numbers are even, and which 
odd; which are prime and which composite. Select those that 
are exactly divisible by 2, by 8, by 4, by 51 by 6, by 8, by 9, 
byl0:-

1; 16; 825; 168; 450; 523; 2571; 82875; 9888; 19; 2967; 
85; 29000; 401; 1000101; 8700; 347; 128; 7002; 75408; 6003; 
10101001101201; 655; 10002; 1000. 

Prime Faciton. 

110. The Prime Paoton of a composite number are 
the prime numbers (other than 1) which multiplied to
gether produce it. 2, 3, and 11, are the prime factors 
of 66, because 2 x 3 x 11 :;:: 66. 

111. The prime factors of a composite number are 
·found by successive divisions. 

108. What la an Evon Number? What I• an Odd Nwnberf-109. When Is a 
composite nwnbe. exactly divisible by ll f By Bf By 4f By tit By 6 f By 8 t By 9 f 
By lOt-110. Wliatls meant by Ule Prime Factors ot a composite number? Give 
an e:umple.-111. Bow are the prime tactore of & "lODlposlte number toand? 
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66 DIVISION. 

EXA.MPLE.-Find the prime factors of 5460. 
As 5460 is an even number, we divide it by 2. The quo

tient, 2730, being an even number, we again divide by 2. 
The next quotient, 1366, is exactly divisible by 3, since the 
sum of its figures is exactly divisible by 3 ; we therefore 
divide it by 3. The next quotient, 4611, is exactly divisible 
by IS, since it ends with IS ; we therefore divide it by IS. The 
next quotient, 91, being exactly divisible by 7, we divide it 
by 7. The next quotient, 13, is a prime number. The prime 
factors required are the several divisors and the prime quo
tient-2, 2, 8, IS, 7, and 13. 

Proof.-2 x 2 x S x IS x 7 x 18 = 15460. 

2) 5460 
2) 2730 
3)1365 

5)455 
7) 91 

13 

112. RuLE.-1. To find the prime factO'l's of a com
posite 71-umber, divide it by its smallest prime factO'I'; 
treat the quotient in the same way, and continue thus 
dividing the successive quotients till a prime number is 
reached. The divisO'l's and the last quotient are the prime 
f actO'l's required. 

2. Prove by multiplying the prime factors, and seeing 
whether their product equals the given composite number. 

When a quotient is reached for which a divisor can not readily be 
found, look in the Table on page 64, to see whether it is prime. If it is, 
the work is done. 

EXAMPLES FOR PRAOTIOB. 

1. Find the prime factors of 600.6. Am. 2, 3, 7, 11, 13. 
2. Find the prime factors of 16. Of 24. Of 36. Of 60. 
3. Find the prime factors of 72. Of ·90. Of 102. Of 111. 
4. Find the prime factors of 125. Of 155. Of 178. Of 234. 
5. Find the prime factors of 309. Of 404. Of 524. 
6. Find the prime factors of 1040. Of 1324. Of 6276. 
7. Resolve 7498 into its prime factors. Am. 2, 23, 163. 
8. Resolve 28055 into its prime factors. Am. 5, 31, 181. 
9. Resolve the following numbers into their prime factors: 

1764; 14641; 78900; 6432; 49750; 390625. 

Find the prime facton1 of MOO. Prove this examp!e.-112. Recite the rule for 
finding prime factors. When a divisor can not readily be found, what should be 
4lone? 
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BEJ'ECTING EQUAL FACI'OB& 67 

Cancelladon. 

118. When one set of factors is to be divided by 
another, the operation may often be shortened by .first 
,.ejecting equal factors. 

ExAMPLE.-Divide 6 x '1x9x5 by 5 x3 x 9 x '1. 
We may first multiply the factors of the dividend to

gether, then those of the divisor, and then divide the first 
product by the second. 

6 x 7 x 9 x 5 == 1890 
5 x 8 x 9 x 7 == ,.945 
1890 + 945 == 2 ...4.118. 

But we save work by setting the factors of t//.e dividend 
above those of the divisor with a line between, rejecting 
equal factors from dividend and divisor, ancl dividing 
what remains above the line by what remains below. 
Thus:-

6x'1x9x5 
5x3x9x7 

R . . 7 d 6x'flx•x$ 
eJectmg , 9, an 5, $ x 3 x • x 'fl 

6 + 8 = 2 ...4.111. 

The answer must be the same as before, beca118e rejecting a factor is 
dividing by that factor, and we learned in § 104 that dividing both divi
dend and divisor by the aame number does not cha1111e tM quotient. 

114. On the same principle, the work may be short
ened when the factors of dividend, or divisor, or both, are 
composite numbers. 

ExAMPLE.-Divide 18 times 21by14 . 
.Arrange as in the last example. Divide 18 9 3 

and 14 by the common factor 2. Then divide !$ x )!! 
21 and '1 by the common factor '1. Multiply· ---=-o-o- _ 2'1 .Ana. 
ing the fa.ctors rem&ining jn the dividend, we Iii 
get 2'1, .Ana. :f 

118. When one set ot fllctors la to be divided by anotber, bow may the operation 
often be shortened? Illustmte this process with the g!Yen o:nmple.-114. In what 
other eaeo may the work be similarly shortened? Show thla with the given example. 
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68 DIVISION. 

1115. The equal factors thus rejected from dividend and 
divisor are said to be cancelkd, and the process is called 
Cancellation. 

Since cancelling is dividing, 1 (not 0) takes the place of a cancelled 
factor. 

When the divisor is all cancelled away, as in the last example, the 
product of the factors remaining in the dividend is the aDSwer. 

For evecy factor rejected from the dividend we must re-
ject an equal factor from the divisor, and only OJU such equal lil 1 l~ 9 
factor. We must not, for Instance, cancel two threes in the _. ,.,. 
divisor for one three in the dividend. /I ,.,.. 3 

The factors of the dividend, in stead of being placed _ 
above those of the divisor, may be set at their right with a AtY. 27 
vertical line between. Thus :-

ll:XAJ!IPLEB ll'OR PRAOTIOB. 

Bring cancellation to bear in the following:-
1. Divide 2 x 3 x 8 x5 x 7 by 2x4x15. Am. 14. 
2. Divide 25x7x11 x5 by 55 x25 x 7. Am. 1. 
3. Divide 8 x 7 x 2 x 11 x 21 by 7 x 2 x 8 x 7. Ana. 88. 
4. 40 x 39 is how many times 10x13 ¥ Am. 19. 
5. Dividend, 121 x 6 ; divisor, 83 x 22 ; reqnired the quotient. 
6. How many times is lt4 x 15 contained in 9 x 17 x 3 x 5 x 2 Y 
7. Divide 20 x36 x 22 x 60 by S xll x 100. 
8. Divisor, 5 times 6 times 11; dividend, 6980; what is the 

,quotient¥ 
9. Divide 99 x 860 x 865 by 11x78. Am. 16200. 
10. Divide the product of 17, 10, 16, and 141 by the product 

of 2, 5, 84, 7, and 2. Am. 8. 
11. How many boxes of raisins containing 12 pounds each, 

worth 20 cents a pound, will pay for 15 boxes of crackers, con
taining 16 pounds each, at 18 cents a pound? Ana. 18 boxes. 

12. How many: barrels of coal holding 3 bushels each, at SO 
cents a bushel, must be given for 9 ten-pound boxes of soap, 
worth 12 cents a pound 1 Am. 12 barrels. 

115. What Is said ol the equal factors thus rejected f What Is this proceas 
called f What takes the pl:ice or a cancelled taetor? When the divisor ls 1111 can· 
celled away, what w111 the 1nswer be f How many racton must be cancelled In the 
dlvlsor tor emch fact<Jr rejected from the dividend f In what other way may the 
llleton of the dividend 1nd dlvil!Ol' be arranged f 
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GBKATEST CO)Q(ON DIVISOB. 69 

CHAPTER VIII. 

GREATEST COKHON DIVISOR. 

116. When one number is contained in another with
out remainder, the former is called a Divisor or Keuure 
of the latter; and the latter, a Kultiple of the former. 6 
is contained in 12 without remainder; hence 6 is a divisor 
or measttre of 12, and 12 is a multiple of 6. 

117. A Common Divisor, or Common K8&11ll'e, of two 
or more numbers is any number that will divide each 
without remainder. Their Greatest Common Divisor, or 
Keuure, is the greatest number that will divide each 
without remainder. 

2, 4, 6, and 12, are common divisors of 24, 861 and 48. 12 is their 
greatest common divisor. 

118. Numbers that have no common divisor except 1, 
are said to be prime to each other. 

Numbers prime to each other are not necessarily prime numbers. 111 
and 28 are prime to each other, yet are not prime numbers. · 

119. A divisor of any number is also a divisor of every 
multiple of that number. 3 is a divisor of 6 ; then it is 
also a divisor of 12, 18, 24, and every other multiple of 6. 

120. A common divisor of two numbers is also a divi
sor of their sum and of their difference. 3 is a common 
divisor of 12 and 21 ; then it is also a divisor of their 
BWn (33), ·and of their difference (9). 

121. To find the greatest common divisor, when the 
numbers are small, resolve them into their prime factors, 
and multiply together those factors that are common. 

116. When Is one number called a DlvlaororMeuure ot anotberf When la one 
number called a Multiple of anotberf Give examplea.-117. Wbat la a Common 
Divisor or two or more nnmben? What le the Greateet Common Dlvloor of two or 
more numben f Give eumples.-118. When are numben 881d to he prime to each 
otherf Are numbers prime to each other neceuarlly prime numhenf Give anex
ample.-119. Of what la a divisor ot any number alao a dlvtaor f Give an example.-
190. Of what la a common dhiaor of two nnmhen also a dlvlaor f Give an example. 
~191. How may we find the greatest common dlv!IOI", when the nnmhera are small f 
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70 GBBATBST OOlDrl:Ol'f DIVISOB. 

Exilll'LE.-Find. the greatest common divisor of 72, 
1081 and 180. 

72 == 2 x 2 x 2 x 8 x 8 
108::2x2 x8x8x8 
180 = 2 x 2 x 8 x 8 x 5 

The common faetors are 2, 2, 8, and 8 ; tLUd their product, 86, Is the 
greatest common divisor. 

EXAMPLES FOR PRAOTIOE. 

Find the greatest common divisor of the following :-
1. 99 and 72. Am. 9. 7. 86, 108, and 252. 
2. 54 and 90. 8. 66, 154, and 220. 
3. 147 and 189. .Am. 21. 9. 120, 135, and 255. 
4. 96 and 264. .Am. 24. 10. 48, 208, and 224. 
5. 120 and 180. 11. 40, 60, 100, and 140. 
6. 144 and 192. Am. 48. 12. 26, 104, 130, and 234. 

122. When the numbers are large or not easily re
solved into factors, we use a different method. 

Ex.A.MPLE.-Wbat is the greatest common divisor of 
4'15 and 589? 

475) 589 (1 
Divide 1189 by 4'11S. If there were no 475 

remainder, 4'11S would exactly divide both, -
and would be the greatest common divisor. 114) 4 'I 5 { 4 
But, as there Is a remainder, divide the last 456 
diviaor by it. Again there is a remainder, -) 14 {6 
19. Divide the last divisor by it, There is 19 1 
now no remainder, and 19, the last divisor, 114. 
is the greatest common divisor sought. o 

That 19 is a common divisor of 4'111 and IS89, is 4'11S + 19 == 21t 
proved by dividing those numbers by 19. 689 + 19 = 31 

That 19 is the gr1aietlt common divisor is proved thus:-
AJJ.y number that is a divisor of 4'11S and 589, 

is also a divisor of their difference, or 114 (§ 120), 
also of 4 times 114, or 4116 (§ 119); 

and any number that is a divisor of 4'111 and 466, 
is also a divisor of their difference, 19. 

122. When do we uae • dUl'ercnt method f Dluetnte thlamethod with theglYen 
Hample. How la It proved that 19 la a common dlvlaor of 475 and li89 t How la It 
proved that 19 la their sreateat common divisor? 
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BULB,-BXillPLES. 

Now, as the divisor of the original numbers must also be a 
divisor of 19, they can have no greater common divisor than 19. 

'11 

123. RULE.-1. To find the greatest common divisor 
of two numbers, divide the greater by the less; if there is 
a remainder, divide the last divisor by it, and so proceed 
till nothing remains. The last divisor is the greatest com
mon divisor. 

2. To find the greatest common divisor of more than 
two numbers, proceed as above with the two smallest first, 
then with the divisor thus found and the nezt largest, and 
so on till all the numbers are taken. The last common 
divisor is the one sought. 

EXAMPLES FOR PRAOTIOE. 

Find the greatest common divisor of.the following:-
1. 865 and 511. ...4.n.t. 'TS. 9. 1242 and 2823. 
2. 864 and 420. An.t. 12. 
8. 'T'T5 and 1800. Ana. 25. 
4. 2628 and 2484. Ana. 86. 

10. 6409 and 'T895. 
11. 10358 and 148'T'T. 
12. 285714 and 999999. 

5. 2268 and 3444. Am. 84. 18. 505, 707, and 4843. 
6. 14, 18, and 24. Ans. 2. 14. 154, 28, 843, and 84. 
'T. 837, 1134, 1347. Am. 8. 15. 6914, 896, and 5184 • 
8. 78, 52, 181 416. Am. 13. 16. 3885, 5550, and 6105. 
17. A farmer wishes to-bag 845 bushels of oats, 483 of barley, 

and 609 of corn, using the largest bags of equal size that will 
exactly hold each kind. How many bushels must each bag hold 1 
How many bags will he need 1 Ans. 3 bu. 479 bags. 

The number of bushels each bag IllUllt bold, will be the greatest common divisor 
otthe given numbers. Then, how many bags holding S bushels each will It take to 
hold 84.5 bushels? How many, to bold 483 bushels? How man:y, to hold 609 bush
ela t How mmu:y bags will It take In all? 

18. A man owning four farms, containing 45, 100, 55, and 115 
acres, divides them into equal fields of the largest size that will 
allow each farm to form an exact number of fields. How many 
acres in each field 1 How many fields does he make 1 

1~ Recite the rule tor finding tho grentest common divisor of two numbera. 
Bow do you llnd the grea.tc1t common divisor of more than two numbers t 
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7'2 LBABT COJDCOlf llULTIPLB. 

CHAPTER IX. 

LEAST COlUCON llULTIPLE. 

124. A ltultiple of a number is any number that it 
will exactly divide. 4, 6, a, &c., are multiples of 2. 
Every number has an infinite number of multiples. 

126. A CoDlmOll Kultiple of two or more numbers is 
any number that each will exactly divide. 12, 24, 36, 
&c., are common multiples of 3 and 4. 

128. The Least Common ltultiple of two or more num
bers is the smallest number that each will exactly divide. 
12 is the least common multiple of 3 and 4. 

127. A common multiple of two or more numbers may 
always be obtained by multiplying them together. If 
the numbers are prime to each other, this product is their 
lecut common multiple. 

128. A common multiple of several numbers must 
contain all the prime factors of each number taken sepa
rately. But a prime factor of one of the numbers may 
also appear in another ; and factors thus repeated the 
lea8t common multiple excludes. Hence, the lecut com
mon multiple is tk product of the prime factors common 
to two or more of the numbers, and 8Uch factors of each 
<U are not common. 

EXAMPLE.-Find the least common multiple of" 12, 15, 
18, and 24. 

Write the numbers in a horizontal line. 2 la a prime factor of three 
of them, and will be a factor or the least common multiple; divide by it., 

124. Wbat la a Multiple oh number? How man;rmultlplea baa eTt'l'y number? 
-1211. What la a Common Multiple ot two or more numbers T-128. What la the 
Leut Common Multiple of two or more numbers f Give an emmple.-121'. How 
may a common multiple of two or more numben alwa:ra be obtained f In what case 
will tbla product be their Z-1 common multiple f-128. or what la the least common 
multiple ot 1evenl numbers the product T Solve the given eumple, e:r:plalnlng each 
ltep. 
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&etUng down the quotients, and 111, which is not exactly divisible. 2 is a 
prime factor of two of the numbers in the second line ; divide by it, setting 
down the quotients, and IIS, which is not exactly divisible. S is a prime 
factor of all the numbers in the 
third line ; divide by it, and set 
down the quotients. There is 
no need of dividing fart.her, as 
no number will exactly divide 
more than one of the numbers 
in the fourth line. II, S, and 2, 
are the remaining factors of the 
original numbers ; and the prod
uct of these and the divisors 

2) 12, 15, 18, 24 
2) 6, 15, 9, 12 
3)3, 15, 9, 6 

I, 5, 3, 2 

2 X 2 X 3 X 5 X 3 X 2 = 360 .Ana. 

(which are the common fact.ors) will be the least common multiple ro-
quired, 2 ?< 2 x S x II x 8 x 2 = 860 .Am. . 

2) t~, 15, 18, 24 
3) 15, 9, 12 

5, s, 4 

129. WAen one of the given 
numbers Is a factor of another, any 
multiple of the latter must of course 
contain the Conner, and the Conner 
number may therefore be cancelled 
at the outlet. Thus, hi the last ex
ample, 12, being a factor of 24, may 2 x 3 x 5 x 3 x 4 = 860 .Am. 
be cancelled. Proceeding as before, 
we get the same result with less wo~k. 

130. RuLE.-1. Write the numbers inahori?.<>ntolline. 
.Divide by any prime number that will divide two or 
more of them without remainder, placing the quotients 
and the numbers not exa,ctly diviaib"le in a line belO'UJ. 

2. Proceed with this second line as with the first; and 
so continue till there are no two numbers that have a com
mon divisor greater than l, The product of the divisors 
and the numbers in the lotcest line tcill be the least com
mon multiple. 

BXAKPLBS J!'OB PBACTlOB. 

Find the least common multiple of the following:-

1. 87 and 41. (See § 127.) 5. 11, 77, and 88. .Ana. 616. 
2. 23 and 89. .Am. 897. 6. 24, 180, 45, 60. .Ana. 860. 
3. 19, 17, and 5. 7. 10,.20, 50, 25. .Am. 100. 
4. 21 4, 61 and 8. (See § 129.) 8. 48, 20, 21, 24. .Am. 1680. 

120. When one of the given num1"Ja II a tactor of another, how may the opera
tion he ahortened P-18(1 Give tho rule for ftndlng tho leMt common multiple. 

4 -
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'l'4 LlU8T COKKOl!f HULTil"LE. 

9. 88, 209, 17, 19, 84. 14. 9, 11>, 86, 135, and 162. 
10. 99, 13, 11, 26, and 100. 15. 144, 48, 80, and 36. 
11. 84, 88, 75, and 99. 16. 125, 850, 150, and 75. 
12. 875, 10, 8, 121 and18. 17. 91 17', 12, 81 21, 80, and 16. 
13. 24, 20, 18, 16, 15, and 12. 18. 141, 285, 829. Am. 4980. 
19. What is the greatest number that will exactly divide 120 

and 150 ¥ Wh~t is the emallest number they will exactly divide 1 
20. Find the smallest number that exactly contains 78, 1561 

and 890. Find the greatest number exactly contained in them. 
21. Find the least common multiple of the first eight even 

numbers. .A1&1.. l680 • 
• -

CHAPTER X. 

OOKKON FRACTIONS •. 

181. How FBACTIONs illsE.-Wben a whole ia di
vided into ti.co equal parts, each of these parts is called 
one half. 

When a whole is divided into three equal parts, one 
of these parts is called· one third; two are called tt.oo 
thirds; &c. 

Tblrd ·I Thhd Tblrcl 

When a whole is divided into four equal parts, one of 
these parts ia called one fourth (or quarter) ; two are 
called ti.co fourths ; three, three f ourlhs ; &c. 

Fourth Fourth FolJl'th 

In the same way we get flfths, si;r;ths, sevenths, &c., 
'by dividing a whole intoflve, m, ~en, &c., equal parts. 
The name is taken from the number of equal parts into 
which the whole is divided. 

l8L How do we get halves T Tbll'da T J'oartha f :rutba T Slxthl' Seva&ha t 
From whllt la the llAllle taken t 
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OOJIO[ON' FBACTIOlis. 'l& 

182. The value ottheae equal parts varies acoordlng to their number, 
The more parts the whole is divided Into, the smaller they must be. One 
half of a thing is great.er than one third, one third than one fourth, as la 
shown by the above lines. · 

133. These equal parts into which a whole is divided, 
are called FractiODI. 

134, KINDs.-There are two kinds of Fractions, Com
mon and Decimal. When we use the word fraction 
alone, we refer to a Common Fraction. 

135. How Co:mroN FRACTIONS ARE WlUT.l'EN.-Leam 
how common fractions are expressed in :figores :-

One half j Five thirteenths 
One third 
One fourth (quarter) 
One two-hundredth 
One thousandth 

t 
1-

m

Three twenty-seconds 
Twenty sixty-firsts 
Three tholll!&Ildths 

rm Six twelve-hundredths 

It will be seen that a common fraction, expressed in 
figures, consists of two numbers,. one below the other, 
with a line between. · 

The_ number below the line is called the Denominator, 
It shows into how many equal parts the whole is divided, 
and therefore gives name to these parts. 

The number above the line is called the :Numerator. 
It shows how many of the equal parts denoted by the 
Denominator are taken. 

The Numerator and the Denominator, taken together, 
are called the Terms of the fraction. 

i is a fraction. · IS and 6 are its Terms. 6 is the Denominator, and 
shows that the whole is divided into ai.z equal parts, making each part one 
ai:ril&. IS is the Numerator, and shoW!t that jive of these equal parts are 
taken. In reading, name the Numerator first-ji~e Biztha. 

189. On what does the value of the.& equal parta depend 1 Wbich Is greater, 
ono half of a thing or one third? One third or one fourth ?-188. What are the equal 
parts mto which a whole la divided called ?-184. How many kinds of fractions are 
there P What are they called 1-lSIS. Show by the given examples how common 
ftiictlona are written. Ot what doee a common fl:act!on, expressed In figures, con
lllat? What la the number below the line called? What does It ohow' What 11 
the number above the llne called f What does It llhow f What are the nnmemtor 
and denominator, taken together, called? Give examples ot these detln!tions. 
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'16. COJOION JrBA.Cl'IO.lfS. 

Read these fractions. Then name the numerator and the de
nominator, and tell what e8'ili shows:-

t; tl-; ih; JM; TI1ITT; nthT; mM· 
• • fi / Write the following fractions m guree:- . 

1. Ten. elevenths. 9. Seventy-three seventy-thirds. 
2. Thirteen halves. 10. One hundred and two four-
8. Twenty millionths. teen-hundred-and-fifth& 
4. Seventy thousandths. 11. Sixty-seven forty-thousand-
5. Eighty sixty-firsts. five-hundredths. 
6. Twelve billionths. 19. Four hundred and two ten-
'T. One hundredth. thousandths. 
8. Four twenty-'seoonds. 13. Nineteen six-hundredths • 

. 138. DEFINITIONs,-An Integer is a whole number; 
as, 1, 2. 

A Fraction is one or more of the equal parts into which· 
a whole is divided ; as, 1-1 t· 

A Proper Fraction is one whose numerator is less than 
its denominator; as, 1, f. 

An Improper Fraction is one whose numerator is equal 
to or greater than its denominatOr; as, J, -f. 

A Jitixed 1'umber is one that consists of a whole num
ber and a fraction; as, '11 (seven and a half)., The whole 
number iii called the integral part. · · 

A Compound Fraction is a fraction of a traction; as, 
l of{, f oft oft· · . 

A Complex Fraction is one that has a fraction in one 
or both of its terms ; as, 

.i ~half divided 
9 1Jg niM. 

4 l Four and two thirdi divided t . 'bg jive tiztlu. 

188. What 11 an lntepr t What 11 a Fraction t What le • Proper .Fl'aotlon t 
What la an Improper J'nctlont Whatla a HlndNumbert What la meant by 
the ~ parl ot a mixed number t What ii a Compound J'ractlan t Whal; 
ii a Complex ll'ractlon t 
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GENERAL PBIN'Cll'LlllS. 77 . 
A fraction is said to be inverted, when its terms are 

interchanged; t inverted becomes -f. 
137. :PBINCIPLEs.-A fraction indicates division (§ 87). 

The fractional line is the line used in the sign of divi
sion +. The numerator is the dividend, the denominator 
is the divisor, the value of the fraction is the quotient. 
Hence the same principles apply as in division (§ 104). 

I. .MuUiplying the numeratO'I' by any number mul,tipliea 
tM fraction by that number, and dividing the numerator 
diuidu the .fraction. 

Il. .Multiplying the denominator by any number di
t1idu the fracti<Jn 'by that number, and di'IJiding the ®
nominatO'I' multiplies the fraction.. 

ill . .Multiplying or dividing both numeratO'I' and ®
nominator by the same 1111.wn.ber does not cliange the value 
of the fraction. 

138. A fraction indicates division. · Hence, if numera
tor and denominator are equal, the value of the fraction 
is 1 ; because any quantity is contained in itself once. 
If the numerator is greater than the denominator, the 
value of the fraction is greater than 1 ; if less, less than 1. 

Hence, the value of every improper fraction must be 1 or more than 1 ; 
that of every proper fraotion, leB8 than 1. 

139. Any whole number may be thrown into a frac
tional form by giving it 1 for a denominator. 7 = f. 
9 = t· It is clear that dividing a number by 1 does not 
alter its value. 

BXEBOISE, 

Read the following: Tell what kind of fraetion each is. In 
the third line, tell whether the value of each fraction is greater 
or less than 1 :-

When la a &action said to be ltl!Derltd 1-181. What does a fraction indicate? 
Wlult correaponds with the dividend ? What, with the divisor t What, with the 
quotient? To what, then, do the principles ot division apply t Recite the three prin· 
clplea that apply to hctlons.-188. When la the value ot a &action 1 T When la It 
greater than 1 ? When le It lees than 1 T What mll8t be the value ot every Im· 
proper traction T or every proper &action T-189. How may any whole number 
be thrown Into 1 fraotiona.1 form T 
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78 COHllllON FBACT\ONS. 

f of 1\. t of -h of Ir· Brl-r· t of H· 12f. 

6t Sf 6004 t oft 18f l 
5f 7' 5Q-h' 2170' -1T· toff 

ff. ft. ff. ff. l· i· W· & · H· 
Throw 'l into a fractional form; 19; 871; 100~; 11; 6. 

KB!l'TAL BXBBOISBS 0!1' J'BAOTIO!l'S, 

1. How many halves in 1 whole¥ How many thlrdsl How 
many fourths I How many tenths I How many fiftieths I How 
many thousandths I 

2. How many halves in 11 In 111 In 8 I In 4 I In. 10 I 
In 1001 In 10001 In 1000001 How do you find how many 
halves there are in any number I .Am. By multiplying it by 2. 

8. How many thirds in 11 In 2 I In 8 I In IS I In 12' 
In 1001 In 4001 In 50001 How do you find how many thirds 
there are in any number I .A.111. By multiplying it by 8. 

4. How many fourths in 1 I In 2 I In 6 ! In 8 I In 11 f 
In 20 I In 200 I How many fifths in 11 In 9 r In 4 I In soo r 
How do you find how pi.any fourths there are in any number ¥ 
How do you find how many fifths I 

5. · How many sixths in 11 In 5 I In 8 I In 10 9 In 12 f 
How many sevenths in 1 I In 4 I In 6 I In 79 In 11 I How 
many eighths in 1 I In 9 Y In 12 Y In 5 I In 200 I How many 
ninths in 1 I In 9 I In 12 f 

6. How many elevenths in 1 I In 11 I In 121 How many 
twelfths in 11 In 61 In 9 ¥ In 11¥ In 12 I How many tenths 
in 11 In 11 ¥ In 17¥ In l 'l6 f In 84 I In 'lll How many 
hundredths in 1 I In 5 ¥ In 12 9 In 88 ! In 45 I 

7. How do you get half of a thing Y Ana. By cutting it into 
two equal parts. How do you find half of a number I .A.111. By 
dividing it by 2. How much is half of 4 I Of 6 I Of 10 I 
Of 18 9 Of 24 I Of 7¥ (Ana. 81.) Of 9 f Of 11 t 

8. How do you get one third of a thing I Ana. By cutting it 
into 3 equal parts. How do you find 1 of a number¥ .Ana. By 
dividing it by 8. What is 1 of 9 I Of 2'l f Of 11 I (Ana. st.) 

• 
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KENTAL EXERCISES. '19 

9. How do you get ! of a thing 1 How do you find ! of a 
numbed How much is! of241 Of 3_21 Of 861 Of 45Y Of19Y 

10. How do you find l of a number¥ How do you find t Y 

+' n' r.1 -rnw 
11. How much is t of 407 ! of 42Y t of 841 l of '121 

t of 99Y n of 88Y n of 1821 n of UOY n of 601 n of 
96Y nof1821 nof1441 tJoflOY tJofl60Y ffiofl'T001 
rn of4500Y 
. 12. How much is t of 12 f .Ans. One fourth of 12 is 8 ; and 
three fourths are 8 times 81 or 9. 

How much is I of 6 t f ofl4 Y f of21H t of 18 Y ../r of 44! 
-h of249 -h of401 f of48f f of86Y f of72Y H of182Y 

13. What part of 2 is 1 1 (.Ans. i.) What part of 8 is 11 
(Ans. }.) What part of 5 is 19 What part of 5 is 29 (.Ans. f.) 
What part of 5 is 8 1 ·What part of 'T is 1 1 What part of 'T is 6 9 

14. How many half-pence in 9 pence! 
15. How many quarters of beef in 12 oxen t 
16. If I cut 10 oranges into sixths, how many pieces have I 9 
1 'T. A vessel containing 48 passengers was wrecked. -h of 

the passengers escaped. How many escaped, and how many 
perished¥ ' 

18. If a pound of coffee costs 40 cents, what will half a pound 
cost r I of a pound 1 -h of a pound f 

19. A boy having 60 marbles lost-.f. of them, gave ft away, 
and kept the rest. How many did he lose, give away, and keep I 

20. If l of a ton of coal costs $3, what will a ton cost 9 Half 
a tonf 

140. Fractions may be reduced, added, subtracted, 
multiplied, and divided. 

Reduction of' Fractlon1. 

141. Reducing a fraction is changing its form without 
changing its value. 

140. What operatton1 may be performed on fractlou ?-t•t. What II meant b7 
i.dnclng a fraction P 
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80 COMMON FBA.CIIONS. 

142. CASE I.-To reduce a fraction to its l0t0est terms. 
A fraction is in its lowest terms when its numerator 

and denominator have no common divisor greater than It 

ExAMPLE.-Reduce H to its lowest terms. 
Dividing both numerator and denominator by the same number does 

not alter the value of the fraction (§ 137). W 8 

4 ) 7" (I ··f therefore divide by their 
5 " common factore In snoces- I 

45 Blon. Dividing by II, we 5 ff = -h 
So} 45 (l geti\. DividlngtheMlmla a In= f ..f11& 

30 of this fraction by 81 we 
_ get t. This Is the &nn'er, 
15) 80 (2 since it.a terms have no oommon dlriaor but 1. 

30 

15 ltJ = l ..dna. 

In stead of dividing u above, we might have 
found the greatelt common divisor (§ 123), and 
divided by it at once. This Is the best method, 
when the numbers are large. 

RmE.-.Divide numerator and denominator BUCcu

sively by every factor common to both. Or, divide them 
at once by their qreatest common divisor. 

BXAKPLBS FOR PBAOTIOB, 

Reduce the following fractions to their lowest terms:-

1. t· 12. M· 28. iff. Am. tff. 
2. f. 18. Hf. 24. ffl. fi.na. Nr· 
B. Jr. 14. fff. 25. Hh· Am. ff. 
4. ff. 15. M· 26. ffff. .Ana. ff. 
5. ff. 16. ffi. 27. ill!· A111. ff. 
6. ff. 17. ffi. Am. f. 28. 1-H-f· Am. Nr· 
'T. -fh. 18. ffi. Am. i· 29. Hff. .Ana. ffi. 
8. tff. 19. ffi. Am. j. 80. Itta· Am. ffi. 
9. tJ. 20. ffi. .Ana. it· 81. Hff. Ana. ffi. 

10. M· 21. Nh· A111. -h· 82. Rh· Am. H(.,. 
11. iff. 22. vffv. A111. m· 83. tHf· Am. ffi. 

142. What la tho llnt caao of redaction ot hctlODS t When 11 a &action In Ila 
lowest term•! Solve the given enmple, explaining the etepa. What other method 
ta ahown? Recite tho rulo for reducing a &action to Ila lowest terma. 
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REDUCTION OF llrlPBOPEB FRACTIONS. 81 

143. CAS:s II.-.7b reduce an improper fraction to a 
tohole or mized number. 

A fraction indicates division. The numerator is the 
dividend, the denominator is the divisor. To find the 

\,;. quotient, that is the value of the fraction, we have only 
to divide, as indicat.ed. · 

EXAHP:r.E 1.-Reduce ¥ to a whole or mixed number. 
27 + 9 = 3 .A11.t. 

EXAKPLB 2.-Reduce :y. to a whole or J}lixed number. 
30 + 9 = 3} = 8! .Au. 

RULE.-Divide the numerator by the denominator. 
If there is a remainder, the answer is a mixed number; if not, a who» 

number. If the answer ie a mixed number, the fractional part masi be 
reduced to it.a lowest terms. 

B:X:A:U:PLBS POB PBAOTIOB· 

Reduce these fractions to whole or mixed nnmbel'll :-
1. •• 15. w . Am. !Off-. 29. WI· 
2. y. 16. w. Ani. 1 Sf. so. .%.ff-P. 
s. y. 17. w. Ana. 46f,. 81. .lfH-1. 
4. w. 18. J.W. Ana. 89ff. 82. .1.fW. 
5. w. 19. ~· A111. MJ.r. 83. .1fftA. 
6. w. 20. .8.ff1. ..4.na. 90ff. 84 • ~i-1· 
7. w. 21. .I.ff'. A111. 92f. 85 • J.W-1-. 
8. w. 22. JN!. Ana. 82/h. 86. .ym. 
9. ff. 23. Wf. Ana. s1-r+r. 87. ;ym. 

10. y.. 24. ",~. A~. 596ffi. 88. J.W-1. 
11. «· 25. Vff. Am. 26. 89. .lfW. 
12. ¥· 26. lifll. Ana. 200Sf. 40. ffm. 
13. .q.t. 27 • J.l!P. Ana. 857ti. 41. "ffW. 
14. w. 28. w. Ana. 57ff. 42. "NP· 
143. What la the leCOnd eue or reduction or l'nctlona t What does a fraetlon In

dicate f With what do the nlUlle!Mor and denomlnaior -pond f How may we 
find the qnotlcnt,-that Is, the value ot the fmctlon? Give the rule .for reducing an 
Improper traction to 11 whole or mixed number. Give examples. 

4• 
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82 COMMON FRACTIONS 

144. CASE ill-To reduce a mized number to aM im
proper fraction. 

ExAMPLE.-Reduce 9! to an improper frac- 9 
ti on. 5 

The denominator of the fraction being II, we reduce to 45 fifths. 
· fif\hs. In 1 there are II fifths, and in 9 nine times 11 fifths, 3 fifths. 
or 411 fifths. 411 fifths and 8 fifths make 48 fifths. .Ana. J./. 48 fifths. 

Proof. J./ = 48 + II = 9J 

RULE.-1. Multiply the whole number by the denomi
nator of the fra~tion, add in the numerator, and set their 
sum over the denominator. 

2. Prove by reducing the improper fraction obtained 
back to a mirud number. 

146. To reduce a whole number to an improper frac
tion with a given denominator, the process is the same, 
except that there is no numerator to add in. .Multiply 
:he whole number by the given denominator, and set the 
product over the denominator. 

Ex:..un>LE.-Reduce 9 to fifths. 
9 x 5 = 45 .Ana. ~· 

EXAllPLEB FOR PRAOTIOE, 

Reduce the following to improper fractions; prove each:-

1. 12!. .Ana. Jf-. 5. 'T ;.. 9. 'T63ti. 18. 841N1• 

2. 16f. .Ana. y.. 6. 'T'T.fr. 10. 876ff. 14. 484N1r. 
8. 24-(,. 7. 87ff. 11. 81fff. 15. 296ff. 
4. 19ffi. 8. 41-M. 12. 1284ff. 16. ~· 
17. Reduce 18 to a. fraction with 'T for its denominator. Am. J;f. 
18. How many 89the in 746 Y In 29-a\ ¥ In 450 W 
19. Reduce 26 to fortieths. To fiftieths. To sixtieths. 
20. How many quarters of beef in 1225 oxen¥ 
21. Reduce 887 to nineteenths. To eighty-fifths. 

144. What le the third caae of reduction of lmctlons? Solve and prove the given 
e:rnmple. Recite the nlo for reducing a ml:red number to an Improper fractlon.-
141>. How does the operation dUfer, when 11 whole number le to be reduced to an Im· 
proper fraction P Reelte the rule. Give an example. 

, 
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BEDUCING TO JUGHEB TEBHS. 83 

146. CA.SE IV.-To reduce a fraction to higher terms. 
A fraction is reduced to lower terms (§ 142) by divi-

11ion, to higher terms by multiplication. 
EXillPLE.-Reduce t to twenty-fourths. 24 + 4 = 1J 
Multiplying both numerator and denominator by the 

same number does not u.lter the vu.lue of the fraction. ! x e - .!.!! 
We therefore multiply both terms by such a number as ' x e - I' 
will change fourths to twenty.fourths-that is, 6 (becall88 
24 + 4 = 6). Ana. if. .Ana. tf. 

Rui.E.-1 • .Divide the given denominator by the de
nominator of the fraction, and multiply both terma by the 
quotient. 

2. Prove by redu,cing the .fraction back to ita lowed 
term8. 

!l"J.Xed numbers. must first be reduced to Improper fractions. 

147. A fraction can thus be reduced only to such higher terms as are 
multiples of the original terms. Thus, i can be reduced to eighths, 
twelfths, sixteenths, &c., but not to fifths or mths. 

B XAKP LB B JI' OB. PB.A.CTI CB. 

1. Reduce -h to seventieths. .Am. tf. 
2. Reduce the following to 86ths :-t ; is ; f ; t. 
8. Reduce to 288ths :- l'r ; h; H; ff ; ff i ill; ti ; l· 
4. Reduce 14-fr to twenty-seconds. .Ana. W· 
IS. How many 840ths in llf .Am. WI· 
6. How many 860ths in tt ¥ In 4H Y In 2-/f Y In ff 9 
7. How many seventy-seconds in h? In 2n ¥ In 4t Y 
8. Reduce the following to 2400ths :- it; ti; nh· 

148. CA.SE V.-.To reduce two or more fraction& to 
other& having a common (that iB, the aame) denominator. 

Ex.A.HPLE.-Reduce f, t, and i, to fractions that have 
a common denominator. 

1411. What Is the fourth cue of reduction of fractlom f How Is B fraction re· 
duced to lower terms f How, to higher terms? Reduce t to twenty·fourthtt, explain· 
Ing the Rteps. Recite the rule. Whmt must fil'llt be done with mixed numbel'll f-
147. To what higher terms alone can a fraction thus ba reduced r-148. What Is the 
fifth eaae of reduction ofl'ractlonsr Work out&11d explain the given example. 
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84 COMMON FRACTIONS. 

6. Now, a product ia the same, in 2 X 4 X 6 = 48 Common 
The denominators lll'll 4, 2, and 4 x 2 x 6 - 48 } 

whatever order the factors are taken. - denom. 
Hence, if we multiply each denomi- 6 X 4 X 2 = 48 
nator by the other two, we shall get 

a common multiple of all three, and this 
! x 2 x e = ~ ) will be the common denominator. 
'X2X6 4.8 
1 x " x 1 _ 1 , .A But the value of the fractions must not 
e x .i. x a - , 8 m. be changed. We must, therefore, multiply 
a x 4. x 1 _ " 0 each numerator by the same multipliers as 
6 x .i. x 1 - , 8 its denominator. Hence the rul.e :-_ 

RuLE.-.Multiply both terms of w,ch fraction by all 
the denominators ~ept its Ot.Dn. 

Whole numbers m118t first be reduced to a fractional form, and mixed 
numbers to improper fractions. 

EXAlllPLEB Jl'OR PRAOTIOE. 

Reduce the following to equivalent fra.otions having a CGmmon 
denominator:-

1. Reduce f and f. 
2. Reduce tt and ft. 
8. Reduce H and ti· 
4. Reduce f, f, and f. 
5. Reduce t, t• and f. 
6. Reduce tt, f, and f. 
'T. Reduce tf, tf, and ft. 
8. Reduce 4, ll, 12, and J. 
9. Reduce 21J, !, and 18. 

10. Reduce 8, 6, 2i, and Bf. 
11. Reduce f, /r, !, and 2f. 
12. Reduce Si, 4, f, Bt, and f. 
13. Reduce ff, 1 'T, t, 5, and t· 
14. Reduce -&, lf, 4f, and 220. 
15. Reduce 8!, f, f, Sf, and 100. 
16. Reduce /,;, lj, 51, 'T, and Ir;. 
17. Reduce ft, ¥, fri, 15, and 2~. 

Ana. ff-, ff. 
Am. ffi, ffi. 
Ana. ffi, ttf. 

Ana. ff, ff, ff. 
An11. -fh, N,, iii· 
Ana. ffi, ffi, +ff· 

Ana. ffff, iffi, ffff. 
Ana. W; ff, W, ff. 
Ana. Hf, Hr, WI· 
Common Denom. 82. 

Common Denom. 6SO. 
Common Denom. S78. 
Common Derwm. 900. 
Oo'111/fTW11, Denom. 420. 
C()fflmon Denom. 504. 
Common Denom. 840. 

Common Denom. 7560. 

What Is the rolo for reducing two or more Jnotlona to others having a cou .. 
moo denominator? What must first be done with wholo and mixed numbers f 
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LEAST COHHON DENO.MINATOB. 86 

149. CASE VI.-To reduce tioo or more fractions to 
others having the least common denominator. 

Under the last Case, we found that the common de. 
nominator was a common multiple of the several denomi, 
nators. The least common denominator is the least com
mon multiple of the denominators. Find this least com. 
mon multiple, therefore; and then reduce the given frac
tions to others that have this least common multiple for 
their denominator, according to§ 146. 

EXA:MPLE.-Reduce f, !, and 
f, to fractions having the least 
common denominator. 

The least common multiple or the 
denominators is 12, which iB therefore the 
le&at common denomine.tor. To .find the 
sever&!. numerators, divide thia lea.st com
mon denominator by the denomine.tor of 
each fr&etion, and multiply the quotient 
by its numerator. 

2)4, 2, 6 
2, l, 3 

2x2x3 = 12L.O.D. 
12+4xs = 9 
12+2xl = 6 
12+G x5 == 10 

150. RuLE.-1. For the lead common denominator, 
.find the least common multiple of the given denominators. 

2. For the new numerators, divide thi& least common 
denominator by the denominator of each fraction, and 
multiply the quotient by its numerator. 

Jirst reduce the fl'&ctions to their lowest terms, and whole or mixed 
numbers to improper fi:&ctions. 

BXA:M:PLEB FOB PRAOTIOB, 

Reduce the following to equivalent fractions having the least 
common denominator:-

1. f, t, and f. 
~. Si, 4-f, and tt. 
8. f, a, and t. 

Ana. tt, tt, ff . 
.Am. W, W, ff. 

Am. fft, ffi, ffi. 
149. What la the Bbtth - of reduction or fractions f Under tho last case, what 

dill we flncl the common denominator to be? What, then, wlll the least common 
denominator be? How, thererore, muat we proceed f Solve ancl explain the given cx
ample.-lro. Recite the rule ror reducing fraction• to other& having tbc least com
mon denominator. What ehould llrat bo done with the fractlone 1 With wholo or 
ml1od nnmbera ! · 
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86 COJOIOl!f FBACTIONS. 

4. 1.\, -tr, and H· 
5. J, ff, and -h· 
6. /r, -h, and f>-A. 
't. l, f, Bl and l· 
8. /,, I, t, and -Ir· 
9. f, 4, .g, and -(.. 

10. Sf, -.h, if, and 50. 
11. .;,, If, .,a,, and 1 f. 
12. 1. f, •••• la· 
13. f, f, i, f, /rn and Th· 
14. l, !, i, !, l, t, }, and l· 
15. f, i, /rs, if, f, 11, and J. 
16. 2iJ, 1-(., 5, Sff, and 4J. 

Ana. M, M, M· 
.Ana. m. ffi, -Hr 

Ana. 18/ir, ffi, WI· 
.Ana. ff, ff, W, H· 

.Am. /h, -Jh, Ht, lh· 
.Am. ff, W, ff, ft. 

.Am. ff, ff, la, .J..W.\ 
Leaat <Jom. Den. 144. 
Leaat <Jom. Den. 60. 

Addition or Fraetlona. 

161. Like parts, such as halves and halves, thirds and 
thirds, can be added, just as we can add pears and pears, 
dollars and dollal'S. Unlike parts, such as halves and 
thirds, can not be thus directly added, any more than we 
can add pears and dollars. · 

ExA:MPLE 1.-Ada 5 sixths and 3 sixths. Ana. 8 sixths. 
The denominators being the same, we add the numera

tors, nnd place their sum over the common denominator. f+t=f 
E:u.KPLE 2.-Add 5 sixths and 3 fourths. 

t=H 
t = n 
AM. H = lif 

The denominators being different, we can not 
add the numeratots, and call the-sum 8 sixths or 8 
fourths. But, if we reduce the fractions to others 
having a common denominator, we can then add, as 
in Ex. 1. 12 being the least common denominator, · 
reduce the given fractions to twelft.bs. 

EXAHI'LE 3.-Add together -hi 2t, q, and 1. 
Add the fractions, as in Ex. 2 : -h + i + f = 1 /is 
Add the whole numbers: 2 + 4 + 1 = 'r 
Add these two sums: .Am. B/is 

151. Can we add like parts, •n•h as halves and halvee, directly? Can we o.dd 
nnlike parts, anch u halves and thirds, dlrectly 1 Add I and f. Add j and f. Solve 
E.::miplc 3. 
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U>DITION OF FRA.Ul'IONB. 87 

162. RULE.-1. When the fractiom have a common 
denominator, place over it the sum of their numerators. 
When not, after reducing them to their lowest terms, 
change them to equivalent fractions having the least com
mon denominator, and add as above. Reduce the result 
to its lowest terms, or to a tJJhole or mia!ed number, as may 
be necessary. 

2. To add mke<l numbers, find the sum of the fractions 
and whole numl>era separately, and add the results. 

BXAMPLBB J'OB PBAOTIOB, 

Find the sum of the following fractions :-

1. l+t+t· .Ana. l}. 'T. f+l+H· .Ana. 91. 
2. H+tt. 8. i+f +t. 
8. ~+tt+f!. 9. f+i+t+n-. 
4. n+H+ft+lff. lo. f+i+t+f. 
5. 2/J+8+99+ff. ll. /r+tt+ff+f. 
6. 1+1+1+t+J+t. 12. 1.-+t+tt+n· 

18. Add together ./,, ff, ff, and f. .Ana. 2ffi. 
14. Add together 2, H, ./,, and ff. .Ana. 4-Nr· 
15. Find the sum of -frs, 101, 121, and 2*· .Ana. 26-."ir. 
16. Find the sum of 4.IJ, ~' 4,"s-, and./,. .Ana. 12fff. 
l'T. What is the value of Sl+6i+9l+H f .Ana. l91f. 
18. What is the value of 8-h+l+lf+J+li? .Ana. 'Tff. 
19. Add-fr and;... Add f and l· Add·{ and f. 
20. What is the cost of four fields, containing respectively 

q, 2t, Sf, and ltf acres, at $25 an acre? .Ana. •soo. 
21. Bought $10i worth of cloth, •51 worth of lace, $18-M

worth of velvet, and $9! worth of muslin. How much change 
must I receive for a $50 bill? .Ana. $7. 

22. How many times can four baskets, holding respectively 
Siir, 2f, 1/,-, and 21 pecks, be filled from a pile containing 20 
pecks of potatoes f .An1. Twice. 

JM. Recite the rnle for the addition of fnctlOllll. Beelte the rule tor die lddltlon 
of mixed numben. 
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88 COHlllON FBACTIONB. 

Subtraction or Fractions. 

163. CA.SE L-To sul>tract afr<retionfrom a fraction. 
As in addition, so in subtraction, if the fractions have 

not a common denominator, they must be reduced to 
equivalent fractions that have. 

ExAM:PLE 1.-From 5 sixths take 4 
sixths. l-t = t .&111. 

4 sixths from IS sixths leave 1 sixth. .Ana. t· 
EXAMPLE 2.-From 5 sixths take 3 fourths. f = H 
We can not diredlv take /ovrt/&a from ai:UM; but (12 f = -h 

being the least common multiple of the denominators) we 
can reduce· both to tiulftha, and then subtract. .&ns. -h 

1154. RULE.- 'When the fractions have a common de,
nominator, place over it the difference of their numerators. 
When not, reduce them to equivalent fractions having 
the kast common denominator, and proceed as above. 

ElCAllPLES FOB PBAOTIOE. 

Find the value of the following:-

1. ·-·· Ana.!. 6. t-1. .A.111. /is. 11. t-f. 
2. ·-·· 7. n--1r. Ani.ff. 12. t-/r. 
8. tt--n. 8. f-a\. .A.111. ~· 18. 1i--n. 
4. ff--lis· 9. if--frs. .A.111. 1: 14. tt-h· 
5. /h-&· 10. H-!t· .A.111. ti· 15. .JJ--n. 
11515. CASE IL-To aubtract a fraction from a whou 

number. • 
EXlllPLE.-From 3 take J. 3 = 21 • , Take 1 of the 3 units, and reduce it to ninths. From 

the ~ thus obtained subtract ~. and bring down the 2 units. 
.&ns. 2~. .Am. 2.J 

1113. In subtraction ot tractlone, what Is It necesaary to do If the tractions have 
not a common denominator? From I take t. From I take t.-lM. Beclte the rnle 
G>r aubtractlon of tractlona.-11511. From 3 take c. 
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SUBTBA.Cl'ION' OP 1!'BAC1'10NS. 89 

Ruu.-.Reduce l to a fraction ha?Jing the aame de
nominator aa the given fraction. From thia subtract the 
given fraction, and anne:i: the remainder to the give1' 
tchole number leaa 1. 

KXAKPLBB l!'OR PBAOTIOB, 

1. 2 -t . .Ana. lt. 
2. 14--h. 
8. 7-H· 
4. 10-/,. 

5. 1-f. 
6. 8-/lf. 
7. 5-ff. 
8. 11--h· 

.Ana. t. 
.Ani. 'tN,. 

.Ana. 4ff. 
.Ana. lOff. 

9. 2-H· 
10. 1-Hff. 
11. 19-Nh. 
12. 28-iNr,. 

168. C.ASB fil-To aubtract one m~a number from 
another. 

EXillPLE 1.-From 41 take ll. t=H l=/r 
H-/r = n !, the fraction of the subtrahend, being leBB 

than !, the fraction of the minuend, we subtract 
fraction from fraction, and whole number from 
whole number, and combine the results. 

4 -1=3 

.dm.Si'J 
'.ExillPI.B 2.-From 4! subtract lf. 

41=4-h= 
s + l!r= SH 

lf =lit 

tl-H = .;. 
8-1=2 

.Ana. 2-h· 

Reducing the given fractions to others hav
ing a common denominat.or, we get -h and fi. 
The numerator of the fraction in the subtra. 
hend being the greater, we can not proceed as 
in the laBt Example. 

From 4, the whole number of the minuend, 
we take I, and, reducing it to fifteenths, add 
the result t.o the -h of the minuend. From H, 
thus obtained, subtracting H, ihe fraction of 
the subtrahend, we have -h for the remainder. 

Then, proceeding to the whole numbel'll, 1 
from 3 leaves 2. Combining the results, wo 
have 2,\. Ana. 

167. RULE.-Reauce the fractions, if neceasary, to 
others having a common denominator. If the numer
ator of the fraction in the minuena i8 equal to, or greater 
than, that in the IJ'li/Jtmknd, aul>tract fraction from 
fraction, and tcho'le number from uilWle number. If not, 
take l from the whole number of the minuena, ana reauce 
it with the fraction of the minuend to an improper frac
tion. Then IJ'lilJtract aa a/Jove. 

:Reolte the rule lbr 1ubtnatlng a fraetlou from a whole unmber.-1119. Jhom 'f 
eubtnet 11. From •J take lt.-15T. :Kedle the rule tar IUbtnctlDg one milted 11nm.• 
ber lhllD another. G [ 
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90 COMMON FBACl'lONS, 

EXAMPLES FOB PBAOTIOB 

1. 6f-2ft. Ana. 4-h· 
.Ana. H

.Ana. 8-H. 

IS. st-2f. 
2. 2}-1~. 
8. 4-fr--h· 
4. 2oou- 98/,. 

9. From 1St+9f take 41. 
10. Take f +H from f-+4. 

6. 5t-1>-i\· 
7. sw--2u. 
8. 47t!-Sl-i\. 

11. Take 4t+Bn from 6f+'Tn,.. 
12. From f+li+l+l! take t+i+l+l· 
18. From -h+n take -R+if. 
14. Take the sum of li and 2i from 2i+8i. 
15. From 181 +20 subtract n· 
16. From 440+80 subtract ffi. 

lllaltlplleatlon or Fr&ct1on1. 

Am.ISff. 
Am.-t-r;. 

Am. tff. 
Ana; 16ff. 
Am. lOiJ. 
.Am. 8lt. 
Am. IStff. 

Ana. s1. 
Am.M. 
.Ana. 21· 

Am. 8/1S· 
.Am. 4ff. 

168. C..&.sE L-To multiply a fraction by a ttJhok 
number. 

We found in§ 13'1, that multiplying the JJ,umerator or 
dividing the denominator by any number multipliea the 
fraction by that number. Hence the rule:

RmE.-Divide the denominator of the fraction by the 
ttJhok number, ttJhen it can be done without a remainder; 
when not, multiply its numerator. 

EXAMPLE 1.-'Multiply A by 5. 
211 is euctly divisible by II. Divide it. .A111. f. 
EXAMPLE 2.-'Multiply h by 6. 
211 is not exactly divisible by 6. :Multiply the numerator. .A.111. if. 
It is best to divide the denominator when it can be done, because the 

&D.8wer Is thus found in its lowest terms. . 
Dividing the denominator increases the nu of the parts as. many times 

BB there are units in the divisor. :Multiplying the numerator in~ the 
numbw of parts as ma.ny times u there are units in the multiplier. 

1118. ROO!te the rule f'or multiplying a tnctloa by a whole number. Solve the 
cu111ples given. Why l• It best to divide the denominator when It can be done! 
What Is the ell'ect ot dlrldlng the denominator? What II the ell'eot ot multiply!~ 
the llWDerator r 
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MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS, 91 

159. Multiplying a fraction by its own denominator 
gives the numerator. Thus: t x 9 = f = 7 .Aiu. 

EXAMPLES FOB PBAOTIOB, 

Find the value of the following :-

1. ·tfx24. Am. 17. 6. fl x8. 11. -&\Xl2. 
2. tX3. Am. Si. 'T. -f.xl4. 12. ffixl8. 

8. tx5. .Ana. 2f. 8 • ../,xlS • 18. du- x 125. 

4. frx14. Am. 51. 9. txlO. 14. fHx28~. 

5. ifx49. Ana. 6j-. 10. t~4. 15. lrX llS. 

160. CASE II.-To multiply a mi:ud by a VJho'le number. 
RULE.-.Multaply the fractional and the integral parl 

separately, and add the producta. 
E:u..HPLE.-Multiply at by 7. 

:Multiply ibe fractional part: I x 1· = ¥ = ISJ 
Hultiply ibe Integral part: 8 x 'T = 21 
Add the products : 261 .Am. 

BXA¥PLBS J'OB PBAOTIOB, 

1. Multiply 4f by 8. By 4. By IS. By 'T. By 14. 
2. What cost 8 dolls, at $1n each r .A.111. ts1. 
8. Multiply 2f+8h by 4. .A~. 22f. 
4. At $6J apiece, what cost five coater Am. $88}. 
IS. Multiply 6-h-~ by 'T. Am. 22f. 
6. Multiply 12 times 4f by 10. Ana. 585. 
'T. How much cloth in 4 pieces, each containing 39J yards I 

181. CASE m.-To multiply a whole number by a 
fraction. 

.Multiplying by ! is taking ! (or dividing by 2) ; mul
tiplying by t is taking t (or dividing by 3); and gene-

11!9. What Is obtained, It we multiply a &action by Its own denominator T-160. 
g1Ye the rule for mnltlplylng a mixed number by a whole number. :U:ultlply 8t by 'L 
-101. What la meant by multiplying by one halt? By one third P 
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92 COHMON FRACTION!.', 

rally, multiplying by a fraction i8 t<iking auch a part aa 
i8 denoted by the fraction. 

EXAMPLE.-Multiply 19 by f. 
Multiplying 19 by i is taking i of 19. One third of 

19 is 6!, and two thirds are twice 6!, or 12J. Am. 12J. 

3) 19 
(ij 

2 

Ana. 12f 
Here we have divided the whole number 

by the denominator 8, and then multiplied 
by the numerator 2; but the result is the 
same if we multiply first and then divide, and it often saves 
~uble to dQ so. Hence the nile :-· 

Ruu.-.Mtdt~y the tDhole numbtir 'by the 
numerator of the fraction, ancl divide 'by ita 

denominator. 
First see that the traction is In its lowest terms. 

EXAMPLES. FOR PRAOTIOB. 

Find the value of the following:-

1. 4'TxJ. .Am. 411. I 4. 22lx-fw. I 7. 49xff. 
2. 93 x J. .Am. 'T'Ti. 5. 458 x /c. 8. 2846 x »· 
8. 69 x t· Am. 1a1. 6. 598 x H· u. 6'T89 x tt; 
10. Multiply four billion by ffi. .Ana. 440044004fJt. 
11. Find the product of 19 million and ff. .Ana. 16888888J. 
12. A cell.tury is 100 years. How many years in t of 10 

centuries¥ In t of 20 centuries¥ 
18. How many feet in i of a mile, there being 5280 feet in a 

mile¥ How many feet in -h of a mile W . 
14. A merchant owes $20000. How much is his property 

worth, if it amounts to f of his debts¥ .Am. $85'Tlf. 
15. The moon is 240000 miles from the earth. If it were but 

n of that distance, how far from the earth would it be¥ 

182. CASE IV.-To multiply a whole by a miud num'ber. 
RuLE.-.Multiply the fractional part and the whok 

part separately,· and add the products. 

Jn general, what !1 muittplying by a ftosctlon? Multiply '19 by 1. 1n both th~ 
ways 1hown above. Beoite the rnle for multiplying a whole number by a fraction. 
-162. Recite the rnle tor multiplying a whole number by a mixed num~ 
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MULTIPLICA.TION OF FRACTIONS. 

EXAMPLE.-Multiply 458 by 9f. 

Multiply 4118 by t (§ 161): 
Multiply 4118 by 9 : 
.Add the products : 

458 
91 

8481' 
4122 
446151 Am • 

J:X.A.KPLJ:B l'OB PB.6.0TIOB. 

93 

1. 19x4'J. Ana. 82if. I 4. 875x68t. I 7. 84x2-a\. 
2. 62 x 12f. Am. 'T152J. lS. 'T 41 x Sff. 8. 9080 x l>t. 
8. 86 x 'T,O... Am. 6281. 6. 219 x 9/r. 9. 'T9 x 8'Tff. 
10. ·:Multiply 4lS thousand by 811'f. Am. 86529411'f. 
11. How many feet in 820 rods, there being 1 llt feet in one rod 1 
12. At t75 an acre, what is the coat of three lots containing 

respectively st, .q, and 15! acres¥ Ana. t958f. 

183. CA.S:e: V.-To multiplv a fro,ctioo by a fraction, 
or to reduce a compound fraction to a Bimple one. 

Multiplying by a fraction, we learned in § 161, is 
equivalent to taking such a part as is denoted by the 
fraction. Multiplying f, t, and t together, is equivalent 
to taking t oft of .J. The same process \a therefore used 
in multiplying fractions together and in reducing com
pound fractions to simple ones. 

EUMPLE 1.-Multiply f, t, and t together. 
These fractions indicate division. The numerators are the dividends ; 

the denominators, the divieors. :Multiply the numerators together to find 
the total dividend, and the denomina-
tors to find the total divisor. Then , _B a_ 
set the former product over the latf.er J X t X T = m Am. 
in the form or a fraction. 

184. As in division (§ 113), cancelling often shortens 
the operation. By first cancelling the equal factors com
mon to any numerator and denominator, we get the 
answer at once in its lowest terms. 

Solve the glnn e:umple.-188. To what la multiplying by a fraction equivalent r 
Jn what two operatlOD8, there!-, 11 the ume prooe11 ulled r lbplaln E:rample 1.-
16'. How may the operat.lon often bellhartened t What do we pin byftrllteancellln« 
equal factore t 
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COH¥0N J'BAOTIONS. 

EL 2.-Reduce t of -h off of 1f to a simple fraction. 
Cancel II and II. Cancel 3 in the second numerat.or and first denomi

nator. Cancel the 2 then re-
maining in the first denomi
nat.or, and 2 in the third 
nwnerat.or. Cancel 7 in the 
fourth numerator and second 
denominat.or. Then multiply 
the remaining factors, as in 
the last Example. 

2 

$ • • lA j of ,. of D of T -
. ~ 7 

Ex. 3.-1\lultiply together 2!, lff, t, and 11. 
Reduce the mixed numbers to improper fraetiODS. Throw the whole 

number int.o a fractional form, by giving it 1 for ita denominator. Then 
proceed as in Example 2. 

7 
lf •• ' 11 77 T x ~ x j x T = 4 = 191- ..4.111. 
2 2 • 

Cancel 17 in the first numerator and second denominator. Cancel .& 
in the third nmnera&or and first denominator. Cancel 9 in the second 
numerator and third denominat.or. .Multiply the remaining fact.ors. Be
duoe the improper fraction obtained to a mixed number. 

186. RULE.-1. Oancel factors common to any num6' 
rator and d,enominator. Then muUiply the numerator1 
together for a mt.o numerator, and the denominators for' 
a new denominator. 

2. Whole numbers must first he reduced to a fractiona: 
form, and mi:ud numbers to improper fra.ctions. Reduce 
the r.uult, tohen necessary, to a wlwle or m~d number. 

J::X:AKPLBB l!'OB PBAOTICB. 

fud the value of the following :-
1. Ax ff. .Am. f. 5. f xtxt. 
2. ttx-M-. .Am. tf. 6. fxtxA. 

· 8. -NrxH. ..4.m. -1£. 7. f x-hxtJ. 
4. ixix!. 8. tx.Y.x40. 
9. Reduce to a simple fraction t oft oft of l· 

.Am. f. 

.Am. ff . 

.Am. -h· 

Go through Enmple II. Explain Example 8.-181!. Reolte the l'llleformulttpl.T· 
Ing a tractloD by a fraotton, or reducing a compound fraction to a lllmple one. 
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HULTIPLICATION OF FBA.C'l'IONB. 95 

10. Reduee t of I of¥ of H to its simplest form. .Am. lff. 
11. Find the product oft of tt and t of tf. Ana. Hr· 
12. Multiply i of l of i by n of tt· . .Am. /Ms· 
13. Multiply ! of 4i by St. .Ana. 2f. 
14. Multiply 7i by Si. 14i by 5. .Add the products. 
15. Multiply 6t by 2i1£. n by Bf. .Add the products. 
16. Find the difference between 81 x h and 5J x 2j,. .Ana. 11. 
17. Find the value off x n x 4h x I x 7. . .Am. ~· 
18. Reduce f of 1 of I of !t of H of f of B· .Ana. Ir· 
19. How m'1ch more is 6 times t than 18 times n f .Am. 2f. 
20. Multiply Sl+st+SiJ by li+tf. .Am. 20f. 
21. Reduce ff- of» of .Y. of tl of lfl. .Am. 4f. 
22. Reduce tt of n of t of ff of 31. j Sam11 am. 
23. Multiply Ir x 3 x Ir x t by 'T. l for both. 

Dlvl1lon or Fraetlons, 
Bedoetlon or (lomplex Fraetlon1. 

188. A fraction divided by a 
fraction may be expressed in two 
ways: with the sign of division, or 
in the form of a complex fraction. 
Whichever way the divisio.n is ex
pressed, the operation is the same. Hence, to reduce a 
complex fraction to a simple one, take the ilenominator 
a& a divisor, and proceed as in division of fracti0n8. 

18'1. CASE 1-To diviile a fraction by .a whole number. 
-V,V e found in § 13'1 that dividing the numerator or 

multiplying the denominator by any number dividea the 
fraction by that number. Hence the rule:

RULE.-.Divide the numerator of the fraction by the 
whole number when it can be done without a remainiler ,
when no~, multiply its ilenominator. 

166. In what two ways may a ~on divided by a traction be expreaeed ?-161-
What la the lint cue ot dlvlalon ot fnlotlooa r Reolte the rule for dividing a &aotlP 
by a whole number. · 
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COlllKOll J!'BA.CTIONS. 

Dividing the numerator diminishes the mma6er of part.a ar many times 
as there are units in the divisor. Multiplying the denominator diminishes 
the llize of the parts Ill! many times as \here are units in the multiplier. 

EXAMPLE 1.-Divide :y. by 6. 
86 is exactly divisible by 6. Divide It. :y. + 6 = t Au. 

EXAMPLE 2.-Reduce Y to a simple fraction. 

86 is not exactly divisible by G. llult.iply . ~ ..L.. " = ff •-· 
the denominator. T u .a.._ 

BXA.¥PLBB J'OB PBAOTIO:&. 

ll'ind the value of the following :-

1· M+9. 'r. J./Nr+lO. 18. Reduce W. Am. Ir· 
9 •. i/r+8. 8. 11fN+5. 86 
8. ifr+5. 9. l/Nj+48. 1• Red .i.p. .. u._f .... uce ..,,..,......81 .a.m. YT • 
4. Hr+'T. 10. .lfftl+6'T. 

5. J..H+L+-12. 11. fffft+91. 15. Reduce "l-6 ; Wll ; ff'l. 
6 • .4fltl+l0. 12. YH/+86. 

168. CASE Il.-To di'Oide a mi0ed by a tJJhole number. 
EL 1.-Divide 819f by 9. 

Divide the integral part: 819 + 9 = 91 
Divide the fractional part: t + 9 = Ir 
Ccimbine the quotients: 91/r Am. 

E Red 84673f . 1 ~- . 
L 2.- nee --8- to a SlDlp e Ul1Ct1on. 

The numerator or the complex fraction 8) 84673 
is the dividend, the denominator the divi· 10584., l rem. 
BOr. Divide 846'13, the integral part of 
the dividend, by 8. 1 remains, which pre- lf = .!l .!l + 8 = _'f_ 
fixed t.o the fraction makes I J, or t· Di· T T Tir 
vldlng t by 8, we have -/rr. Combining •M•. 1058.L'L 
the quotients, we get IOG84-/w ..4.111. ..a... "'6T 

RULE.-1. Divide the integral and the fractional part 
aeparately, and combine the quotients. 

What la the elfeet ol dlvtdlugthenumaratarf OfmulUplyingthedenomlnator? 
Sdlve the eumplea.-188. What la the eeoond IU8 ot dlvtelon ol fraoUons t :£%plllla 
lhe pven enmplea. :Recite lho rule for dividing a milted by a wbole number. 
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DIVISION' OJ'· FBACI'ION'il. 91 

2. If, on dividing the integral part, there ill a remainr 
<ler, pr~ it to the fractional part, reduce to an improper· 
fraction, divide as in Gase L, and coml>ine thia quotient 
tDith that obtained l>tJ dividing the integral part. 

EXAKPLEB :&'OR PBAOTIOB. 

1. Divide St by 20. .A.m. -f. 
2. Divide 8-h by 8. .A.m. ft. 
8. Divide 61 by 9. .A.111. tf. 
4. Divide 9-h by 8. .A.m. Sn. 
IS. Divide Sir by 2 • .A.m. 4-/J. 
8. Divide 9f- by 'T. .A.m. lit. 

871 'T. Reduce 5 . .A.m. 1 'TH. 

9. 59401r+12 • .A.na. 4911-n. 
10. 8991H+21S. .A.na. Bll9ff. 
11 •. 9509ff+52. .A.na. 18li!tf. 
12. lOOlf+lO. .Am. lOO(I. 

18. 9107!+64. .A.m. 142-i\. 
14. 'T84lff+88. .Ana. 2061!. 

'T7t+ l!S. Reduce 40 • .Am. ltf. 

'TS-/r 84J\ 8. Reduce - 8-. .Am. 24-i'r. 18. Reduce 8lf' -..4111. 'J.h. 

l 'T. Reduce 41. li!~. lOf-. l«tf. li!88tf. 45lf!a.. 2671-h 
6 I 19 t 86 t 24 I 86 t 'T4 t 88 • 

189. CASE m-To divide a fraction, tDho'le, or m~d 
number, by a fraction or miaied number. 

Ex. 1.-How many times is t contained in t? 
t Is contained ln 1, '1 tlmes. In f it la contained f Ax , _ • 1 

uf '1 times, or :Y. times. T - T 
But f ia twice as great aa +, md hence Is contained 

only half aa many times. t of :Y. = ft = 2-h .Au. 
Now, what have we done to the dividend f, to pro

duce the quotient H? We have multiplied it by the 
divlaor inverted. Hence the rule:-

RuLE.-1. ¥ultiply the dividend l>tJ the diviBor in
verted. 

2. Whole and m~ numbera muat first be reduced to 
improper fractions. 

1811. What 11 the third eue J dh111lon of tractlon1 f How many times 111 f ocin •. 
talMd In I f What have wo done to the dividend, to produce I.he quotient f Recite 
the rule tor dividing one tractJon by another 

IS 
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COJO[O:N J'BACl'IO:NS. 

EXillPLB 2.-Reduce 2~ to its simplest form. 

Reduce the numerator to an improper fraction: at = 11 
Reduce the denomiDator to an improper fraction: 2/r . = ff 
llultiply the dividend by the di- z• 11 11 

visor inverted, cancelling common , X 84 = -8 = IJ .Ana. 
factors. Reduce the result to a " ~" 
mixed number. 2 

Ex.un>LB 3.-Divide t by -f. 
The denomiDators, being the aame, are can

eelled when the divisor ill inverted, and we have 
only to divide 4, the numerator of the dividend, 
lly 2, the numerator of the divisor. Hence, 
Wlam ~fractiona 1aave aeommon~, 
rfject it, and dillide ~ numn-ator of ~ difli. 
derul by IAat of~ diftaor. 

4 'I - x - =· 2 ,&114 'I 2 

EXAMPLES FOB PBA.OTIOJI, 

Find the value of the following :-

1. i + t· .Ana. 8. I 4. Divide ir by ff· 1 'T. W + ir· 
2. l + i· .Ana. 21. 5. Divide ff by ff. · 8. H +ff. 
8. t+if . .Ana. lt. 6. Divide ff by tf. 9. ffi+n. 
Reduce the following to their simplest forms:-

2i i oft 10. Reduce 81. .A111. f. 14. Reduoe "61' .Ana. n· 
·a ~ 

11. R~uce if .Am. lH. 15. Reduce t of n" .Am. 10{ • 

. 12. Reduce 1- .Ana. SOt. 16. Reduce t-tqn. ..4111. t· 

6ff Red -h-n ' 18. Reduce lDf .Ana. t. 17. uce 'ltf"" .n.na. l· 

18. How many times can a pitcher holding lt quarts be filled 
from a pail containing 51 quarts Y 

Boin and explain the given examples. When may oaneellatlon be brought 
to beu'T When the lnlctlona have a common denomlnatcr, what 11 the beat mode ot 
proceedlnc, 
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MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS. 99 

19. What is the rate per hour of a boat that goes 280!! miles 
in 18! hours 1 Ana. 12-!ir miles. 

20. If 87! yards of calico are used in cutting three dresses of 
equal size, how many yards are there in each dress¥ 

21. Five and a half yards make a rod. How many rods in 
88J yards¥ 

22. If a man makes •lH on every table he sells, how many 
tables must he sell to make ~'Tt ¥ 

lhscau..uoov1 Qvunon ox FuCTion.-Wbat doea the word /rac
eum come from r ..d111. From the Latin word /radtl#, broUft., because a 
traction indicates the br«JJ:inu up or dividing of a unit into equal parts. 
What is meant by the terms of a fraction P With what do they correspond 

· in division r What is the dilf'erenoe between a proper and an improper 
fraction r Which iii the greater r Which is greater, a proper. fraction or 
a mixed numberr Which is greater, tor! r When we increue the de
nominator of a fraction, do wo increase or diminish its valuer Which is 
greater, t or ! ! When we increase the n~merator of a fraction, do we 
increaso or diminish its value? Which is greater, t or ; r What kind 
of fractions are these P 

What ia meant by reducing a fraction r Mention all the cases of re· 
duction of fractions that you can remember. How do you reduce a frac
tion to its lowest terms P How do you reduce an improper fraction to a 
whole or mixed number r How do you reduce a mixed number to an im
proper fraction r How do you red~ce a compound fraction to its simplest 
form f . How do you reduce a complex fraction to its simplest lorm? 

When we take ! of a number, do we multiply or divide by i r What 
is dividing by i equivalent tor Di'viding by 8 ia equivalent to multiply· 
ing by what? Multiplying b;r 8 is• equivalent to dividing by wliatr Does 
multiplying a number by a proper fraction increue or diminl.ab it r 

How may addition of fractions be proved? ..dm. By subtracting one 
of the given fractions from the sum obtained, and seeing whether the r&

mainder equals the aum of the remaining fractions. How may subtraction 
of fractions be'}lroved P .4111. By adding subtrahend and remainder, and 
seeing whether their sum equals the minuend. How may multiplication 
of fractions ·be proved r ..dna. By dividing the product by the multiplier, 
and seeing whether the quotient equals the multiplicand. How may di· 
vision of fractions be proved r ..dm. By multiplying divi1or 1111d quotient, 
and seeing whether their product equals tho dividend. 
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100 CO:aDION FBA.Cl'IONS. 

170. Mis o J:L LAN BOU s E XAKPLE 1. 

1. Find the sum, then the difference, and then the product of 
Si and l~. Divide Bi by l~. 

2. From a piece or cloth, t and f of itself were cut off. What 
part remained' .Au. n· 

8. One third of a piece of cloth was cut ott; and then f of 
what remained. How much of it was leftf .Am. Ir· 

4. A and B together have 1477 sheep, of which A owns t, and 
B f. How many belong to each f · 

IS. A person owning t of a farm gives t of his lhare to his 
sister, who divides it equally among her four sons. What part 
of the whole does each son receive? .Ana. Ir· 

6. A owns h of a ship worth $15422 ; he sells B f of his 
share. What part of the whole does A then have f What part 
has Bf What is the value of A's partf Of B's partf 

7. 88 is U of what number! 
88 Is H ; then 1 twelfth Is 1J, of SS, or S; and 19 twelfth a, or the whole number, 

Is 19 times S, or 90. AM. 9G.-We divide 8S by the numerator, and multiply by the 
denominator. • 

8. 1200 is m of what number ' .Ana. 2658. 
9. 1552 is.ylfr of what number? 76 is Hof what number? 
10. 14042 is H of what number f 83 is ti of what number f 
11. -Its of 1200 is f of what number f .Ana. 1620. 
Find how much ,\ ot 1900 le; then prOOfMld u in Example T. 

12. Ir ofl743 ism of what numberf ..4.111. 418. 
13. i of 126 is U of what numberf 
14. ff of 8000 is -h of what nnmberf 
lll. A farmer kept his sheep in two pastures; half of his flook 

was in one, and 87 sheep in the other. How many sheep had he f 
16. A sum of money is divided between A and B. A geta l 

of it, and B gets $360. How many dollars does A receive 1 
I! A gets 1-. how many fourths does B get I I! eSGO le three fourths, what will 

..a fourth ber 

17. A sum of money is divided among A, B, and 0. A gets' 
i, B i, ancl 0 $70. What was the amount divided f .Ana: $168. 

How much do A and B together reeeln P What fractlou Is left tor C P I! t?O 
equlll this traction, what will the wholo be? 
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HISCKLLAll'BOU8 BXAHPLBB. 161 

l.ul. How many sheep has a farmer, who keeps t of his 11ock 
in one field, t in a second, and the rest, numbering 779, in a 
third Y .Ana. 1280 sheep. 

19. A merchant paid $272 for flour, at $9f a barrel. How 
many barrels did he buy Y 

20. What fraction is 885 of 603 i .Ana. ill = f. 
21. Paul has read 96 pages in a volume that contains 144. 

pages. What fraction of the book has he read through i 
,22. A certain school is composed of 67 boys and 59 girls. 

What fraction or the whole do "the boys form, and what the .girls' 
~8. Having a large cake, I divide half of it into five equal 

parts, and give three of these parts away. What portion of the 
whole cake have I letU .Ana. -fG. 

24. A lady divides $300 among her three sons, giving the 
first $75, the second $125, and the third the rest. What fraction 
of the whole does each receive Y 

)5. What number must be added to 4t to make 6f? 
· 26. What number taken from Bl leaves SJ Y .Ana. 4:H· 
""27. 'The sum of two numbers is 47H ; the less is 141. What 

is the greater Y 

28. Given, the quotient 2H, the divisor M ; required the 
dividend. Ana. h· 

29. Subtrahend, 5t; remainder, 2H; what ia the minuend Y 
30. The product of two factors is 1S2M; one of the factors 

is 12, what is the other? .Ana. 11-rtr. 
Sl. What is the difference between lr+h and l of NrY • 
82. A bank paid out half of its money, then half of what re

mained, and again half of what then remained. What fraction 
of the whole was left? Ana. i of! of l = t. 

SS. A bank pdid out t of its money, then t of what remained, 
and again t of what then remained. What part of its money 
was left? Am. Ir· 

84. 0 walks Si miles an hour; D, 41. How many hours will 
it take 0 to walk 15 miles, and how many DY Ir they walk 
towardi each other from two points 15 miles apart., how long 
before they will meett L<ut ana. 2 hours-
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102 COJDCON :l'JU.CTIONS. 

85. What number added to !.+h+H will make Sf 
86. What number must be multiplied into l of ti of lU, to 

prod•1ce Sl f .Ana. S}. 

87. F can mow a deld in 8 hours, and G in 9 hours. What 
part can F do in one hour; and what part Gf What part can 
both do in one hour? .Ana. F, i; G, l; both, H· 

88. P can dig a trench in 12 hours, Q in 15 hours. What 
part can each do in one hour, and what part both f 
- / 89. A and B can mow a field in 14 hours; B alone can mow 
itrn 24 hours; how long will it take A to do it t .Am. SSf hours. 

Bow m11ch eu A aad B together do In t b011rt Bow m11ch CID B alone do In 
1 hoUJ' r How much la left tor A \o do In 1 hour t U ho doea Ulla lnctlon In 1 hour, 
how Ieng will It take him to do the whole t 

\ 40. If A can dig a cellar in 20 hours, and B in 24, how long 
will it take both, working together, to do it? .Am. lOH hours. 

41. Reduce -h to ninety-sixthit-{§ 146). .Ana. U· 
~. How many forty-fourths in 7 f In 8/J I 

-L 48. What is the smallest fraction which added to the sum of 
ff and l will make the result a whole number I 

44. A family consume ll tons of coal in the parlor, 21 tons in 
the kitchen, and f of a ton in each of their five bed-rooms. How 
much do they UH ill all I .Am. 7H tons. 

46. Four men agreed to share their earnings for one month 
equally. 'fie first earned $60}; the aecond, '401; the third, 
$50/J; the fourth, $72,1,. What did each receive I 

.46. Will you increase or diminish the fraction ff, if you add 
4 to each of its terms, ond how much I .Am. Inc. t· 

47. Will you incre&SEl or diminish the fraction H, if you sub-
tract 2 from each tenn, and how much' .Ana. Dim. n· 

48. Sold a house and lot for $4250}. The house oost $87591; 
the lot, $846!. How much was gained or lost? . .Am. $856! lost. 

49. A man who has a journey of 78-h milea to make, goes 
15H miles the first day, and 28-h miles the next. How far has 
he then to gol .Am. 89-(h miles. 

ISO. The diiferenoe between two fractions is ir; if the smaller 
fraction is -/r, what is the greater? 

• 
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DEC;DlAL FRACTIONS, 103 

CHAPTER XI. 

DECIMAL FR.ACTIONS. 

171. A Decimal Fraction is one whose denominator is 
10, or 10 multiplied into itself one or more times. Its 
numerator only is written, with a dot· (.) called the deci
mal point or aepara'tm before it. Thus:-

Irr is written .9 Nh is written .889 
M is written .11 ~ is written • 777'1 

Decimal Fractions are brie1ly called Decimals. The 
term comes from the Latin word decem, ten. 

172. Decimals arise from successive divisions by ten. 
If a unit is divi~ed into ten equal parts, each part is called 
one tenth. If one of these tenths is subdivided into ten 
equal parts, each of these subdivisions is one hundredth 
(h of' -h = J"h). So, from further divisions by IO, we 
get thousandths, teT1rthot+'andtha, hun<lredrthouaandtha, 
millionths, &c. 

When tenths, hundredths, thousandths, &c., are expressed with both 
numerator. and denominator, they are common fractions ; when with the 
numerator alone~ preceded by a dot, they are decimals. .As common :trao
tions, they may De added, &c., according to tlle rules already given ; but 
they are operated on much more easily 1111 declmalL 

Notation or Declmab. 

173. In writing integers, we found that the value of 
each figure depends on the place it occupies, being ten 
times as great as if it stood one place furth~r to the right, 
and one tenth of what it would be in the next place to 
the left. Continuing this notation on the right of the 

111. What Is a Decimal Fraction, and how !sit written? Glve.oxamplea. What 
are decimal fractions briefly called T What does the term d~mal come l'rom f-
112. Show how decimals arise. When are tenths, hundredths, thonsandtha, &c., 
common fractions, and when decimals f In which form are they moat easily ope
nted on P-173. In writing lnteger9, what did we find wlt'fl respect to the value ol 
MCb figure f Contblulng this notation on the right of the units' place, what do we 
obtain? · 
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units' place, we obtain decimal orders, each of which, 
as in the case of integers, invests its figure with a value 
ten times as great as the next order on its right. . 

Decimals are therefore expressed according to the 
same system as integers. Hence they Diay be written 
beside integers (with the separatm to separate- them), 
and may be added, subtracted, multiplied, and divided, 
in the same way as integers. 

In the expression 2222.2222, each 2, whether Integral or decimal, has 
a value ten times as great as the 2 next on its right. The integral twos 
repreaent collections of units ; the decimal twos, part.a of a unit. 

174. TABLE.-The names of the places on the right of 
the units' place resemble those on the left. They may 
be learned from the following Table :-

~ 1 1 ~t I . 
'j iJ ~1~ j ~~l~ii~. i' 
i~1l~Jl~il~al~l]~l~~lf~i 

Ii!-"=-" e 0 ""il'"' .. "o Ii! .. - Ii!== !i! ~i=A~=~~=~~.A=~~=~~=~~ 
ORDEWI O.r INTJi:GBBll. ORDERS o.r JIECDLUA 

Observe that in going from U:M to Tauttdr«h, tAot.llGflda, &c., we pG&& 
to Aiglwr orders ; but in going from tentha to hvndredtlu, tlwuaandJha, &c., 
we pass to lower orders. 

Observe that tlDO figures are required to express kn& (10), 0114 to ex· 
press tmtAa (.I); thr« for Avndr«16, hoo for hlmdr«llAa; and generally, 
one less figure for a decimal order than for an order of integers of similar 
nam& . 

17ts. GENEBAL PBINCIPLEs.-As in whole numbers, so 
in decimals, we give a figure a certain value by writing 
it in a certain place. Thus we express 

Where, then, may decimals be written, and how may they be added, &c. ?-114 .. 
What resemblance may be notloed In the name1 of the decimal ordere? Name tho 
ordere ot decimals, going to the right from the decimal point. Name the orders of. 
Integers, going ta the left. In which 01Se do we paae to higher orders, and In wbleh 
to lower Y How many ftguree are required, ta el<Jll't'M tens? To upreee tenths? 
To expreSB hundreds? To exprelS hundredth•? What generel principle la d&
duced f'rQm this Y-173. How do we give a decimal 11gure a oertaln value! GITO 
uamplee. 
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:NOTATION O:i' DECllLU.8, 106 

-h by writing 9 in the place of tentha .9; 
Th by writing 9 in the place of Aurulniltha .09 ; 

dDT by writing 9 in the place of t!u>uaandtha .0091 &c. 

178. From the above examples we see that v~nt 
decimal placea on the left mmt 'he jilted tJJith na,ughts. 
By leaving out the naughts in nine hundredths and nine 
tlwmandths, as written above, we would change them to 
nine tenths. . · 

177. We also see that to ~press a decimal we mmt use 
aa many jigures as there are naughts in ita denominator. 
There is one naught in 10; one decimal figure expresses 
tenths. There are ttJJo naughts in I 00 ; ttJJo decimal :fig
ures express hundredths, &c. 

1'18. It followl!I that every decimal has for its denomi-
nator 1 with as many naughts as there are jlgures in th8 
numerator. 

179. A naught prefixed to a whole number does not 
change its value; every naught annexed multiplies it by 
10. With decimals it is not so. · 

A naught prefi~d to a decimal (on the right of the 
separatrix) thrOtJJs its jigures one place to the right, and 
thus divides it by 10: .3 is ten times as great as .03. 

A naught <in~d to a deelmal does not change its 
value, because denominator as well as numerator is mul
tiplied by lo. .s = .so (-h = M>· 

180. RULE.-.1'0 ~press a decimal in jiguru, torite its 
numerator aa a tJJhole number. If it contains fewer jig
ures than the denominator contains naughts, pr~ naughts 
to supply the dejiciency. .Finally, prefke the decimal 
point. 

ExA.MPLE.-W rite forty-two million~hs as a decimal. 

174. How must vaeant decimal plaoee on tho left be filled ?-177. How many 
llgurea mnat we use, to expreaa a decimal f-178. What doea every decimal have tor 
Its denomlnatorf-179. What la the ell'ect otpre11:1:1ng a naught to a whole number? 
To a decimal f What la the cll'ect ot annexing a naught to a whole number? To• · , 
cloclmal T-180. &cite the rnle tor expressing a declmal In figures. Give examples. ;, i 

5* 
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106 DECDU.L FRACTIONS. 

Write the numerator u a whole number, 42. The denominator con
ioins six naughts; hence, u ihe numerator contains b\U two figures, we 
mu.st prefix to it four naughts. .Ana, .000042. 

So, four and 811'1 millionths, 
Ten and nl.aeteen ten-diOW!Uldths, 
Twenty and eighty-nine billionths, 

EXEBOIBB. 

UOOSIS'l 
10.0019 
20.000000089 

1. How many figures are required, to expresa thousandths 
(§ l '1'1) t To expreas millionths t Billionths t Hundredths f Ten
tho1188Ddtha 1 Hundred-trllllonthst Ten-millionthst 

2. Give the denominators of the following decimals:- .001; 
,00001; .19 j 4.1 i .000008 ; 115.62 i .8888 i 5.162. 

8. Write the following as decimals, lettiDg the decimal point.a 
range in line :-87 thousandths; 8 hundredths; 48 millionths; 
95 hundred-millionths; 490 hundred-tho118aDdtha; 1240 ten-mil
lionths; 10000004 hundred-millionth11; 96 billionths; 9801 hun
dred-millionths; 2'111 trillionths. 

4. Eight hundred and forty-one tho118aDd ten-millionths. 
5. Eighty-thousand,• four hundred and two millionths. 
6. Seventy-one million three thousand and four billionths. 
'1. Eight hundred and ninety-six thoU88Dd hundred-millionths. 
8. Forty-nine thousand,• and seven hundred-thoU88Ddths. 
9. Sixty billion and fourteen thousand trillionths. 

10. Eight hundred million and ninety-nine ten-billionths. 
11. 8\venteen thonsand and forty-one ten-trillionth.II. 
12. Tffh; ni Tfh; ~;Th; Y!tn ... 

Numeration of Declmalt. 

181. Rur.E.-Read the numerator .first aa a t.0hole num
l>er, tMn nam6 the denominator, as in common fractiOntl • 

• 09 is read Nine hundredths • 
• 090018 Ninety·thouB&Dd and eight.een millionths. 

'10.000000401 Seventy, and four hundred and one billionths. 

181. Recite 0tbe rulo for reading decimala. 

. no_., .... Dllll-l<>ohow llial w'llal p-i11a whole •am'bor. 
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l'iUHEJU.TION OJ!' DBCllULS. 

Euoo!sB.-Read the following:-

.8 .010010101 46.0017 . 

.90 .900909 8.128456789 

.407 .0043200208 20.0020001 

.6941S .00076 .1110111111 

.12008 .00002007 19.2020020i 

.005007 .0509 5.0000004 

.86709 .• 40000IS9 99.199099199 

189. AddlUon or Deelmah. 

10'7 

1.2 
.463 

2.0808 
5.281281128 
0.04'1 
.0004000045 

8.0019019 

Ex.-Add 9.0421, .42386, 881, .03, and 23.5945. 
That we may unit.e thin~ of the same kind, we 9.0421 

·set the numbers down with the decimal point.a 
0
42886 

ranging in line, which brings figureB of the aame 
order in the same column. .Add as in whole num· 881. 
bers, and place a decimal point in the result tinder .08 
tbe points in the numbers added. 23.5945 

RuLE.-1. Write the num.bera with Am. 914.09046 
their decimal points ranging in line. 
Add as in whole numbera. Place the decimal point in 
the result under the pointa in the nwnbera added. 

2. .Prove by adding from the top down0ard. 

EX.A.lllPLES l'OB PB.A.OTIOE. 

1. Add .128, .11496, 4.01, .06784, and 9.0342. ..dn.t. 13.85. 
2. What is the value of .4897+219.81+8.00067+.048851 

+5675.159+99.0004759+.15006842? Amt. 5997.10876082. 
3. 8.8 + 450.829 +. 988927 + 87.'Tl +. 9 + .272073. 
4 •• 999+999+li.887706+.0'T809+88.199+.4. 
5. 'T.'Tl+.858+9.6+96+.96+.096+960+.54. 
a. 105.501+0.105+8.648801+.19+.776655482+.8. 
7. Find the sum of 2063 millionths; 8064 ten-thousandths; 

99 hundredths; 500, and 6009 hundred-thousandths; seven, and 
12 millionths; and 863003 billionths. Amt. 508.359428008. 

_ lei. Bet duwn the given example In addition or declmala, and perform the o~ 
Uon. Give the rule. 
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108 DECDlA.L P'BA.CTIONS. 

· 8. Add five thousandths; nineteen, and eighteen millionths; 
five hundred and twenty hundred-thousandths; forty, and seven 
tenths; 87 hundredths; 919 ten-thousandths. Ana. 60.6721)8. 

9. Required the 81lIIl of nineteen tenths; four hundred, and two 
hundredths; ninety-three thousandths; one hundred-thousandth. 

10. Add,asdecimala, Syh; lOn'n; T!Nn; ../NtJ; 210 .... ow 

183. 8al»traetlon of Deebnab. 

ExAKPLE.-From 4.19 subtract .000001, 
Set the subtrahend under the minuend, with the 4.190000 

decimal points In line. Write naughts in the vacant .000001 
places of the minuend (or supply them mentally), and 
subtract as in whole numbers, Plaeie a decimal point .Aon&. 4.189999 
in the remainder under the oth.-.points. 

RuLE.-1. Write the ftthtrahend un<ler the minuend, 
UJith their <lecimal po'inta ranging in line. StdJtract aa 
in tJJhole numbers. Plac6 the decimal point in the re-
1nainder under the other decimal points. 

2. Prove l>y a<l<ling subtrahend and remain<l6r •. 

•XAXPLBS l!'OB PBAOTIO•. 

(1) 

From 11. 
Take ·.897 

(2) 

8.00042 
.875 

(8) 

2.31400 
.401006 

5. Subtract 47.99999 from 881.0lll. 
6. From .8754821 take .0006. 
7. From 9.8 take the sum of .4'1 and 2.961. 

(4) 

23.56 
1.09418'75 

Ana. '188.0l!Ol. 
Ana. .87 48821. 

Ana. 5.869; 
8. Subtrahend, .88687; minuend, 312.42; required, the re-

mainder. 
9. From one thousand take five thousandths. Au. 999.991S. 
10. Take 11 hundred-thousandths from 117 thousandths. 
11. From three million and one millionth, subtract one tenth. 
12. Find the value of 2.4+.009+.'73 -1.8. 
18. FrG>m eight and three tenths take eighty-four hundredths. 

188. Set down the glYeD eD111ple In anbtractlon ot decimal& Perform the opera
tion. Gin the rnle. 
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JlULTIPLICATION 0:1' DllCDULS. lOP 

14. From 88.1 mbtraot .81 '76; from the remainder take yf-h, 
15. Find the difference between -eh and TINn, first as com. 

mon fractions, then as decimals. Do the results agree I 

-184. lllultlplleatlon or Deelmal•. 

ELU[PLE 1.-Multiply .324 by .03. 
Write the giTen decimall as common fractiona, and .824 

nnultiply. NJn x Th = TMllur., which expreased deci- 08 
mally is .00972. The 8&1De reBUlt la obtained by multi· --·-
plying the giTen decimala together, ud prefixing two ...4.111. .00972 
naught& and the decimal point to the. product. 

Why prefix two naughts ?-The multiplicand containing S figures, ita 
denominator contains 8 naughts (§ 178). The multiplier containing 11 
flguree, its denominator CODtains 2 naughts. Hmoe the product of their 
den. ·minators contains 3 + 2 ni&ughta ; and the product of their numerators 
mus\ contain S + 2 figures (§ 1 '17). As it bas but three ftgares, we prefix 
two naughta.-The product of two decimals mnat therefore contain as 
many decimal places as both factors contain. 

RULB.-1. Multiply aa in tJJh<>le numl>ers. From the 
right of the product point off aa many ft.guru fO'I' deci
mala aa there are decimal placu in lJoth factors. If there 
are not so many, prefiz naughU to supply the deficiency. 

2. Pr<nJe lJy multiplying multiplier lJy multiplicand. 
EXAMPLE 2.-Multiply 3.8 by .97. 
Multiply as in whole numbers. There 

being 1 decimal place in the multipli
cand, and 2 in the multiplier! point oll' 
1 + B, or 8, figures from She right of the 
product. 

8.8 
.97 
266 

342 
181S. To multiply a decimal ..tn& 3.686 

by 10, 100, 1000, &c., remove 

Proo/ .97 
3.8 
776 

291 
3.686 

the decimal point as many pl,acea to the right aa there are 
naughts in the multiplier. If there are not figures enough 
for this, annex naughts to supply the deficiency • 

• OIIS x 10 = .111 
.OIIS x 1000 = 111 
.OIIS x 10000 = 160 

184. Halttply .BU by .08 ln the two waya llhown aboTe. Why do we preftx two 
11&11gbta to the deelmal prodaot? Bcclte the rulo tor the mulUplleetlon of decimals. 
-186. How me1' wo multiply a decimal by 10, 100, 1000, &e. P Give o:amplea. 
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110 • DECDIAL FUCTIONS • 

BXAMPLBS l!'OB PRAOTIOB. 

(1) 

:Multiply 81.009 
By 4.067 

(9) 

.008765 
.0495 

(S) 

'1.91365 
8.401 

(4) 

8256.9 
4.0008 

5. Multiply together 6.8211 .987, and 1000. Ana. 6238.827. 
6. Multiply .4689721 by ,00882. .Ana. .008860947872. 
7. Multiply 11.482 by 21 ; b;y .21 ; b;y 9.8; by .00008. 
8. Multiply by 100 the following: .1; .008; .00007; 1.14. 
9. Find the product of one billionth and one billion. 
10. Multipl;y 78 thousandths by 19 hundredths. 
11. Multiply ninety-seven millionths by ten tl!ousand. 
12. Multiply .00468 by 8.0009. Multiply 14.7 by .0908006. 
18. Find the product of rt-a-, &, and ~, first 88 common 

fractions, then 88 decimals. Do the results agree f · 
14. :Multiply the sum of nineteen hundredths and eighteen 

thousandths by seventeen ten-thousandths. Ana. .00081186. 
111. Multiply the difterenoe between two teD·thoWl&ndths and 

two hundred-thousandths by nine tenthl. Ana • • 000162. 

I. Dlvldon of Declmah. 

186. Division is the converse of multiplication. The 
dividend corresponds with the product, the divisor and 
quotient with the factors. 

Now, in multiplication of decimals, we found that the 
product contains as many decimal places as both factors 
together. Hence, in division of decimals, the dividend 
must contain as many decimal places as divisor and quo
tient together; and the quotient, as many as the decimal 
places in the dh·idend exceed those in the divisor. 

187. RULE.-1. Divide as in whole numbers. Point 
off from the right of the quotient as many .figures as the 
decimal places in the dividend ezceed those in the divisor. 

186. In division of decimals, bow many decimal plll088 mnst the dividend eon
tGln t Bow many mn•t the quotient eontaln r How does tbla follow from the mode of 
pointing In multlpllcatlon Qf decimals r-181. Give the rule for division of declmala. 
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DIVISION OF DEClllALS. 111 

q there are not ao many, pr~ naught. lo aupply the 

~· 
2. Prove by multiplying diviaor by quotient. 

EUKPLE 1.-Divide 84.0065 by ,OIS. 
Divide 88 iD whole numbers. There being 4 decl- 0 ) 4 65 

mal places in the dividend, and ll in the divisor, poini • 5 8 .00 
olf 4-2, that la i, &gures from the right of the quo- .Aiu. 1680.13 
dent. 

188. Annexing naughts ·to a decimal does not change 
its value. Hence, tJJhen the dividend contains fetJJer deci
mal placu than ~he divisor, anne:i: naughts to it till ita 
dtcimal pkr.cu equal thoae of the divisor; then divide, 
and the quotient will be a tJJhok num:!Jer. 

EXAMPLE 2.-Divide '1240.5 by .0009. 

Annex 3 naughts to the dividend, to make its .0009) '1240.5000 
decimal places equal those of the divisor. The 
quotient is a whole number. .Ana. 8045000 

189. When there is a remainder, after using all the 
figures of the dividend, naughts may be annexed to the 
dividend and the division continued. In pointing ojf the 
quotient, theae naughts muat be counted aa decimaljlguru 
of the dividend. The sign + is annexed to a quotient, 
to show that the division does not terminate. 

• EuHPLB 3.-Divide .0'15 by •.3. 
•.3) .0'15 {l 'l-' After using an the figures of the dlndelld, we 

43 &1111u D&Uldits (plilced above it), to colliinue the divl· 
320 sion, wbicli may thus be carried out 88 far as desired. 

U Bing ll naugbta, we have I> decimal places in the 
301 dividend, and 1 in the divisor. We must therefore 
lOO poini olf 6-1, or 4, figures from the right of the quP-

l '12 dent, which requires us to prefix to it a naught. 
.Au . . 0174+ 

.An1 • • 01'14+ 
180. To divide a decimal by 1o,100, 

1000, &c., remooe the decimal point 1U 

188. When the dlvleor contalna ~ore decimal plaeea than the dividend. how 
muet we prooeed r Divide 'IMO.II by .0009.-188. When there 11 a remainder after 
ulD« all the llguree of the dividend, what may be doner. In pointing o~ bow mne\ 
we consider these annexed naughta? Wbat does tbe sign + annexed to a quotient 
llaowP Apply thl1 rnle ID EL 8.-190. How may we divide a decimal by 10, 1°' 
1000, .tie. r Give eumplea. 
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112 DECIMAL FRACTIONS • 

. many places to the kft as tliere are naught8 i1t the divisor. 
If there are not :figures enough for this, prefix naughts 
to supply the deficiency. 

llS6.8 + 10 = 111.63 
1611.3 + 1000 = .11168 
1116.3 + 100000 = .0011163 

BXAKPLBS l!"OB PBAOTIOB. 

Find the value of the following; prove each example :-

1. .144 + .86 .A111 • • 4 11. Divide .00068 br 9. 
2. .49 + 'TOO Am • . 0007 12. Divide .5 by 50000. 
8. 182 + .11 .Am. 1200. 18. Divide .491 by .OOOO'T. 
4 •• 8 + 'T.8 .Am • • 109589+ 14. Divide 810 by .000009. 
5. Divide .'75 by .'7500. 15. Divide .0001 by .001. 
6. Divide 10000 by .01. 16. Divide 2880 by .0086. 
'T. Divide .24 by 60. 17. Divide 19 by 49.96. 
8. Divide 8487 b;r 1.8. 18. Divide .120 b;r 100000. 
9. Dhiide 1210 by .11. 19. Divide 64000 by .0016. 
10. Divide .00001 by 1001. 20. Divide nh by~· 
21. Divide 689.521 by 10000; by 100; b;r 10000000; by 10. 
22. Divide one million by one ten-thouaandth. 
28. Divide the sum of 941 tho11S&11dths and 88 hundredths b;r 

one thoUiand. .Am. .001821 
24. Divide the difference between eight tenths and one mil-

lionth by seventy-nine hundredths. .Am. 1.0126569 + 
25. Divide the product ef one hundredth and one thousandth 

by one ten-billionth. 
26. Divide 'T tenths by 8.5, and the quotient b;r 20000. 
2'7. Divide THffT b;r ,..th, fl.rst as common fractions, then &9 

decimals. Do the results agree t 
28. Divide the sum of five thousand and two thousandths b;r 

two hundredths. .Am. 250000.l 
29. Divide the difference between 200 and 2 hundredths by 

9 hundredths. .Anr. 2222. 
80. Divide by 100 the following: 211.88 ; .2688; 268.8; .09688. 
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Bedaetlon or Deelmab. 

191. CA.SB L-To reduce a decimal to a common frac
tion. 

RULE.- Write the given decimal, with its point omitted, 
over its denominator, and reduce this common Jraction
lo its loioeat t61'1718. 

ExAKPLB.-Reduce .125 to a common fraction. 

.125 = Hh = i .Am. 

BXAKPLJ:S J!'OB PBAOTIOB. 

Reduce the following to oommon fractions:-
1. .875 j .5 j .15 j .25 i .88. 7. .46 j .046 j .0046 j .11. 
2. .225; .485; .575; .656. 8. .076; .075; .0075 .18. 
8. .00375 .A111. Th· 9. .00764 .A111 • ..-Ith-· 
4-. .000225 .Am. nh-r· 10 •• 00025 .A111. rm· 
5. .86984 .Ana. mh· 11. .000155 Ana. ntm• 
6 .. 0982 .Am. rlh· 12 .• 01250505 .Am. 1 USUAo· 

192. CA.SB n-To reduce a common fraction to a 
<kcimal. 

EXAKPLB.-Reduce t to a decimal. 
t 111 1 divided by 8. To perl'orm the division, 111111ex 

decimal naughts to the dividend 1, and divide by 8. Point 8) l.OOO 
oft' three flgUres from the right of the quotient, becall88 
1here are three decimal places in the dividend and none Aria •• 125 
ID the divisor. Ana • • 1215. . 

To prove the result, reduce .1211 ·back to a common fraction (§ 191), 
aud see whether it producies t. 

RmE.-1. Annez decimal naughts to the numerator, 
and divide by the denominator. Point off the guolient 
as in division of decimals. 

2. Prove by r6:ducing the decimal obtained back to a 
common fraction. 

Compound fractions must first be reduced to simple ones. 

tat Reoltc the rolo tor ftduclq a decimal to a common ftaotlou. Give au CJ:• 
unple.-tH. B.llve and e:irplalll tho 'gtveu e:umple. Beolto tho role tor reducing• 
common hctlon to a cleclm8I. What mut Anst bo done with compound b.otlon1 f 
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114: DECIMAL FBA.crrIONS. 

BXAKPLJCS Jl'OB PKAOTIOJC. 

Find the value of the following in decimals :-

1. 1; t; t; i; -h; n· 8. t; a ; h ; iAr ; ,-n. 
2. -h; rt-r; 1,; ff. 9. -b; i; -h; rn· 
8. t off of l· Am . . 225 10. l -M· A111. .0'1 
4. t of h of I of ll. 11. 1 + t. Am. .95 
IS. l of i: of!. Ana • • 015625 12. l + 1· + /,. Au • • 98'15 
6. 1 of! of 1· Ana • • 008 13. ff + i· Ana • • 625 
'T. f x n x tf x 41. Am .• SS+ 14. /rr + /Ir. .4111 • • 4545 + 

<Jlrealattns Deelmal•. 

. 193. Sometimes (as in Example '1and14: above) no 
decimal can be obtained exactly equivalent to a common 
fraction. This is because the division does not terminate, 
but the same figure or set of figures keeps recurring in 
the quotient. In such cases, the further the division is 
carried out, the more nearly correct will the answer be. 

194. A decimal in which one or more figures are con~ 
stantly repeated, is called a Circulating Decimal The 
repeated figure or figures are called the RepeteJUL 

196. A repetend is denoted by a dot placed over it, if 
it is a single tigure,-or over its first and last figure, if it 
contains more than one. Thus : .3 = .833, &c. .45 = 
.454545, &c. .2i48 = .2148148, &c. 

196. A Pure Circulating Decimal is one that consists 
wholly of a repetend; as, .8, .243. 

A Mixed Circulating Decimal is one in which the repe
tend is preceded by one or more decimal figures, which 
form what is called the Finite Part: as, .2a; .2 is the 
finite part. 

198. Why, In some caaea, can not a decimal be obtained equivalent to a common · 
fraction ?-194. What la a CINnlatlng DeelmaU What are tho repeated .figure or 
llgures called ?-196. How Is a repetend denoted ?-196. What 11 a Pue Clrculat!Dg 
Decimal? What Is a Mlll:M Clrcnlatlng Decimal? Give eumplea. 
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197. REDUCTION o:r CmcuLATING D.BCD1ALS.-Reduo-
ing according to the rule in § 192, we find 

l = .111111, &c. or, .i Hence, reasoning backward, .i = l 
f = .222222, &c. or, .2 " " " .a = f 
f = .SSS333, &c. or, .3 " " " .8 = J 
n = .010101, &c. or, .oi " " " .6i = n 
n = .020S02, &c. or, .62 " " " .62 = Ir 
n = .ososos, &c. or, .63 " " " .63 = Ill 

JJb = .001001, &c. or, .ooi " " " .ooi = ...n 
It will be seen from the above that the denominator 

of a repetend consists of as many nines as it contains 
figures. Hence the following rule :~ 

198. RUL.B L-To reduce a repeten<l to a common frao
tio-n, t0rite under it for a denominator aa many ninea a, 
it contains flgurea. 

199. RULE IL-To reduce a mi(Ud circulating deci
mal, reduce the repetend to a common fraction, as above, 
annez it to fAe flnite part, and place the t0hole over the 
denominator of the .finite part. Reduce the complez frac· 
tion thua formed to a rimpk one. 

ExA.HPLE. Reduce .2336 to a common fraction. 
Reduce 36 w a common fraction : 
Annex the fraction w the llnlte part : 

ff=tr 
.23/r 

Place the whole oTer the denom. of the finite part: 2!1-h 
100 

Reduce the complex fraction thus formed : ~ .&111. 

EXAKPLEB FOB PBACTHlE. 

1. Writ.e as eireulating decimals: .8833+ (.B); .268268263+ 
(.268); .1047104'1 + i .246666 + (.246); .1492121 + i 4.9871871 + j 

8.2800300+; .1234567128456'1 +; .2424+. 

19T. Of what doee the deDGllllMter ot a repetend conalatt Bow la this llhown t 
-198. Recite the rule for reducing a Npetend to a common 1nctton.-ltlt. Recite 
the rule for reducing a mbted clreulatlng decimal tGJll common hotlon. A.ppJTthla 
rule Ill the glnn enmple. 
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116 FEDERAL HONEY, 

2. W rit.e as circulating decimals (§ 19'1) : t(. 7) ; 1'J (.o'i) ; .-h 
(.007) ; TI'n: i rri-n i tt ; Tin; rtth ; n#n-r; i; Ir ; Th ; 
..-fu; H; ttfr; tttff. . 

8. Reduce to common fractions (§ 198) in their lowest terms: 
.25; .osi; .815; .iooo. Am. ff; mi Nr.; tiff. 

4:. Reduce to oommon fractions (§ 199) in their lowest terms: 
.oli; .248; .68219; .sioos. ..4111. -h; ..th; ffff; l-Hff. 

5. How much more is .8 than .8 I Ana. h· 
6. How much more is ,2i than .21 I .Am. This· 
'T. How much leBS is .'Ti than .721 
8. Which is the great.er, .4:8 or .48, ani how much I 
9. Reduce .i28. Am. Nr· 18. Reduce .i2 and .1894. 

10. Reduce .82i. .Am. ffi. 14:. Reduce .oss and .4896 • 
. 11. Reduce .2'TA8 • .Am. M· 15. Reduce .lSlS an~ .089S. 

lJ. Reduce .o64:1S. Am. m· 16. Reduce .i86 and .6845. 

-
CHAPTER XII. 

FEDERAL MONEY. 

900. A Oo1n is a stamped piece of metal used as money. 
901. By the Curren07 of a country is meant itR money, 

· consisting of coins, bank bills, government notes, &c. 
908. Different countries have different currencies. The 

currency of the p-nited States is called Federal Koney. 

TABLE OP' FEDERAL MONEY. 

10 mills (m.) make 1 cent, ••• c., ct. 
10 cents, 1 dime, •• d. 
10 dimes, 1 dollar, .• t 
10 dollars, 1 eagle, .• E. 

900. What ta a Ooln t-llOt. What is m-t b7 the Cnrrenc:r of a oountr:r t-l!OI. 
What is theourreuc:rotthe UnttedState1called t Bectt.othe Table of Feden!Mone7. 
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U:NITBD STA.TES COINS. 

The mill, one ihoaaandth )*'$ of a dollar, takes its name from ihe 
Latin word mille, a theWIBDd; t.he cent, one hundredth of a dollar, from 
the Latin Mllvm, a hundred ; the dime, one tenth of a dollar, from the 
French ditM, a tithe or tenth. The word dollar comes from the German 
tliakr. The dollar-mark t is supposed to have originated from the letters 
U. S. {for United States) written one upon the other. 

203. UNITED STATES Coms.-The coins of the United 
States represent all the denominations of the above Table 
except mills, as well as other values. They are as fol
lows:-

Gor.». Double eagle, worth •20. Su.TD. Dollar, worth •t. 
Eagle, " •to. Half~ollar, " 110 c. 
Half-eagle, " • II. Quanei-.dollar, " ill c. 
Three-dollar piece, " • 8. Dime, " 1 o c. 
Quarter.eagle, " • 21. Half-dime, " II c. 
Dollar, " • 1. Three-cent pieoe, " 8 c. 

CoPPSR. Tbree-eent piece, 8 c. 
Two-eent pieoe, 2 c. 
Cent, 1 c. 

The gold and silver coins are nine tenths pure metal, ihe former being 
alloyed with one tenth of Bilnr and copper, and the latter with one tenth 
of copper. The copper coins consist of 88 part.II of copper to 12 of nickel. 

204. WRITING A.ND REA.DING FEDERAL MONEY.-ln 

passing from mills to cents, from cents to dimes, and 
from dimes to dollars, we go ea~h time to a denomina
tion ten times greater, just as we do in passing from 
thousandths to hundredths, from hundredths to tenths. 
Federal Money is therefore a -decimal currency, and may 
be written and operated on in all respects like decimals. 

206. In writing and reading Federal Money, the only 
denominations used are dollars, cents, and mills. The 
dollar is the unit or integer, and is separated by the deci-

From wbat doee the mill take Its name? The cent? The dime 1 The dollar? 
How Is the dollar-mark euppooed to bave originated ?-208. Name the gold colue of 
the United Btatee, and their value. The ellver colua. Tho copper coins. What 
propertlou of the gold and etlver colna le pme metal? With wbat are they alloyed? 
Ot what do the copper colua conalat ?-l!M. What kind ot a currency le Federal 
KODt17? How may It be written and operated on?-tOll. What denomlnatloue are 
uecl In wrltlncand nadlng J'edenl :Money? Whlell of th_ la the Integer? How 
la It aeparated Crom cente 1 
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118 l!'EDBJUL KONEY. 

mal point from cents, which occupy the first two places 
on the right of the point, mills occdpying the third. 
Hence the rules. 

Cents occupy two pb.ces,-tbat of dimes and their own,-becaue we 
do not recognize dimes in reading. Cents are eometimes written in the 
(onn of a common fraction, as hundredths of a dollar; as, '6/i,l\;. 

206. Ruu: L- Write Federal Honey decimally, the 
dollars aa integer, the cents a~ hunclreclths, the millB aa 
thOU8ancltM. 

EullPu:s.-Twelve dollara, six cents, •12.06 
Twelve dollarB, sixty cents, •12.60 
Twelve dollars, m cents, Ive mills, .12.0611 
Twelve dollars, 11.ve mllla, $12.0011 

907. RULB n.-In reading Federal Money, call the. 
int6ger dollars, the hunclrecltM cents, the thO'U8andtM milla. 

BXAKPLBB l'OR PRAOTIOB. 

1. Write eleven dollars, eleven cents. 
2. Write six hundred dollars, three mills. 
S. Write ninety-eight dollars, seven cents. 
4. Write one tho1111a.Dd dollars, ten cents, nine mills. 
5. Write six dollars, seventeen cents, eight mil1a. 
6. Write ninety-nine cents, nine mil1a. 
7. Write a million dollare, one cent, one mill 
8. Bead '840.!!68 $1560.005 

$28.01 $15.90 
t14296.80 t280.09 

•• 009 
$1.00 

tll.111 

208. OPERATIONS IN FEDERAL Moio:Y.-To adcl, tnd>
tract, multiply, or clivicle Federal Honey, ezpr688 the given 
amounts clecimally, ancl proceed as in decimals. 

Represent l cent 118 IS mills, t cent 118 211 ten thous6ndths of a dollar. 
Thus: S'Tl cents = a.s'TCS 61 cents = a.06211 

How many p1-e do CeJ1te oecupyt Whyt HowU'8 cente tometlmeawrlttent 
-206. Beclte the nle fm" writing Federal Money.-llOT. Reolte tho role for reading 
Federal Money.-908. Give the role for adding, subtracting, mnlttplylng, or dividing 
Federal llloney. How ta t cent l'('preaented f i cent f 
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Ail $here are no mills coined, lea than II mllla in a result is dis
regarded in bll8ine8s dealings, and IS milla or more are called an additional 
cent. 

EXAMPLE 1.-Add together •4.83, 
•10.005, •480, •.s'lt, and •3.36. 

Follow the rule for the addition or declmals, 
~ 182. Set the it.ems down with their deciinal points 
m line, representing the half cent as IS mills. Add, 
and bring down the decimal41><>int under the points 
in the items added. At ... ~98.6'1. 

t4.83 
10.005 

480.00 
.8'15 

3.36 
Am . • 498.5'10 

•14.00 Ex.AMPLE 2.-A person having •u spent 
9.83 t9.83 ; how much had he left ? 

• 4.1 'l ...tm. He had left the difference between e14 and ell.SS. 
Prooeeduinsubtractionofdecimall, § 188. Am. f4.1'1. 

EXAHPLE 3.-What will 12 coats cost, at •14. '15 each? 
If 1 coat oosts eu.'TIS, 12 coats will cost 11 times •14 '15 

•14. 'TIS. Proceed as in multiplication of decimals, " • 
§ 184. Point off two figures at the right or the prod· 12 
uct, because there are two deciinal places in multipli· .Am t I 'l '1 00 
cand and multiplier. .Am. e1 '1'1. • • 

EXAMPLE 4.-How many photographs, at 12! cents 
apiece, can be bought for t6.25 ? 

As many as 12! cents is contained times in t6.211 • 
• 125} 6.250 (50 Proceed as in division or decimals, § 18'1. Annex a 

625 naught to the dividend, to make its decimal placea 
equal those of the divisor, and. the quotient will be 
" whole number. .A.tu. llO photographa. 

BXA.KPLBB J'OR PRA.OTIOB. 

1. Add together forty-three dollars ; seven dollars, twenty 
cent.a ; nineteen cents, nine mills; twenty dollars, three mills ; 
four cents, six mills; and seventy-five cents.· Ana. $'11.198. 

2. Take forty-three cent.a Crom thirty dollars. 
3. From nine dollars, nine cents, subtract eight dollars, eighty 

cents, eight mills. 
4. A farmer received $41.60 for poultry, $125 for a horse, 

*8.12 for eggs, and flS.55 for cheese. What was the sum total 1 

How la leas tlwl G mllla ID G result regarded t How are Ii mlll• or more re
garded T 
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120 FBDBBAL K01'EY. 

5. 'A father divides twent)- thoosand dollan equally among his 
'T children; how much does each get! Ana. $2857.142+ 

To get eenta et!. mllla In the anawer, umez dedlml naughts to the dhidend, 
ed continue the dlvlalon. 

6. How much is four and a half times $18.18 9 
In such a cue e:qireee the fnotton of tho multiplier declmally. '1&18 x U 

7. If 23 acres are worth $724.50, how much is t of an acre 
worth Y Ana. t23.625. 

J'lnt Jlnd how mucll 1 aero la worth; then t al"" -. 

8. A owes B $75.98, and borrows of him $87.ISO more. If A 
then pays B $100.'TlS, how muoh will still remain duet 

9. What cost ISIS pounds of coffee, at .~298 a pound f 
10. Bought 8.875 cords of wood, at $IS.ISO a oord. What did 

it costf Am. $46.06. 
11. The Erie Canal is 868 miles long, and ooet $'Tl48'T89. 

What was the average expense per mile f · 
lit A farmer sold hie butter for 27 cents a pound, receiving 

•982.985. How many pounds did he sell! Ana. 8640.IS pounds. 
18. What ooet 16 sofas, at $48. 'TIS apiece 7 
14. The butter made in one year from the milk of 58 cows, 

having been sold for 80 oentol a pound, brought $2869.10. How 
many pounds were sold, and what was the average amount pro
duced by each cowf Am. Average, 149 pounds. 

15. A man having 7 sons ana 4 daughters, divides $100 among 
hie eons, and $75 among hie daughters. By how much does each 
daughter's share exceed each eon's share f Ana. $4.46f. 

How much le each IOD'e ehare 0 of •too)' Bew much le eaoh daughter'• u
(i ot •76) f J'lnd the dtlrerenoe between th- $'11'0 amoDDta. 

16 •. How much will a man wast.e on segars in lSO years, if he 
smokes four.daily, averaging 4l cents each, allowing 866 days to 
the yearr Am. •8285. 

17. A person who e&rn11 $1060 a year, spends in January, 
$98.41; in February, $81.88; in March, $102.28; in April, 
$125.26; in May, •74.88; in June, $78.47; in July, *65.98; in 
August., •87.21; in Sept.ember, •'T0.84; in October, •122.os; in 
November, •'19.68; in December, *52.'/'T. How much has he left 
at the end of the year f .Ana; •16.81. 
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18. How many pounds of cheese will be made from 46 cows 
In 80 days, if each cow averages 2.IS gallons of milk daily, and 
each gallon produces 1.1 pounds of cheese 9 What will the :whole 
bring at 18! cents a pound 9 ...4.111. $702.075. 

How much milk I• produced dally by 46 cowa? How much cbeeae le produced 
dally? How much cbeeee, then, la produced bl 80 dafll? What w1ll tbla bring at 

· $.lBIS a pound? · 

19. If I lay in eleven tons of coal at $9. 75 a ton, two barrels 
of charcoal at 91S cents a barrel, and three loads of wood at $4.25 
a load, and pay $8.80 for sawing and splitting, what does my 
fuel cost me I .Am. $125. 70. 

20. Suppose that a man buys two glasses of liquor a day, at 
ten cents a glass ; how many volumes costing $1.ISO each, could 
he purchase with the sum that he would thus spend In 80 years, 
allowing 865 days to the yearY .4111. 1460 volumes. 

21. A farmer buys 281 (28.21S) yards of cloth at $8. 71S a yard ; 
if he pays for it with butter at 80 cents a pound, how much butter 
must he give Y .4111. 290.625 pounds. 

22. What will 24 copy-books cost, at 12 cents apiece Y 
28. The expenses. of a family for May are as follows :-fuel, 

$10.25; table, $47.90; clothing, $13; rent, $81.25; sundries, 
$9.53. The next month they diminish thElir expenses one half; 
what does it cost them to live in June? .Ana. $51S.961S. 

. 24. A ferry-master who received $1S.26 one morning, and $'T.98 
ln,the afternoon, found that he had taken a counterfeit dollar-bill 
and two bad quarter-dollars. How much good money did he 
take that dayY '-111· $11.69. 

25. The Welland Oanal, 86 miles l1;>ng, cost t'TOOOOOO. What 
was- the average cost per mile? 

26. On the debtor (Dr.) side of an account are the following 
items: $10ISO, $241.'Tl, $99.88, $'T60, $48'T.'T5. On the creditor 
(Cr.) side are the following : $69.95; $860, $.8'T5, $48.1 'T. What 
is the balance 1 

The balance Is found by adding the ltema on the debtor side, then those on the 
creditor side, and taking the leaa •um 1l:om the greater. 

2'T. What is the value of 42 balEW of cotton, containing 421S .. 
pounds each, at IS6 cents a pound? A111. $1000'1.'16. 

fl . 
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SS. A farmer exchanges 9 t.ons of ha7, worth $88. 'To a t.on, for 
wheat at $2.10 a buaheL How man7 buahels should he receive f 

29. What ooet 144 paper-cutters, at 871 cent.a each¥ 
80. Tmee partners bought some land for $93'T5. The7 sold 

it for $1100 cash, $9'TUO worth of produce, and notes to the 
amount of $8000. What was each partner's profit f Am. $232.83l. 

Bow much did dle7 recelTe tor die land In an-..b, procluoe, lllld 11ote1 r WhA 
wu die whole pl'311U Divide tbll amoug &hree. 

81. 0 and D bought 80 acres of land each. 0 sold his so as 
to gain $1. 'T5 an acre. D sold his so 88 to gain four times 88 much 
88 0. How much did D make on his 80 acres¥ 

Bow 111uch dl4 D mate OA 1 ure r How much on 80 NNl f 

82. A man ba;yB 9 chairs, at $2. 'T5 each. He sells them at a 
profit of ISO o. each. What does he get for the whole t Ana. $29.25. 

83. The profit.a of a certain firm for one year are $8961. One 
of the partners, who receives l of the profit.a, divides his share 
equally among his five sons. How much does each son receivet 

84. If I buy some lace for $2.62i a yard, and sell it for $8.10, 
do I gain or lose, and bow much f 

.85. If I receive $8.15 a barrel for apples that cost me $3.8'Ti, 
do I gl!.in or lose, and how much t 

86. F's account at a certain store stands as follows :-Debits, 
$49. 'TIS, $68, $8.'TIS, $11S.8'T5, $304.05, $27, $199.S'TIS. Credits, 
'415, $88.80, $42. What is the balancef Am. $117. 

87. Find the balance of each of the two following account.a:-
Da. Ca. Da. ea.· ' 

.84.09 $149.68 1!264.00 $1860.48 
68.86 19.94 185.76 10249.'T5 ~ 
69.88 986.41 1~8.68 76.49 

2726.45 59.88 IS289.21 11486.91 
765.50 11'7.81 18.75 li90.48 
888.88 6.86 451.89 1751.52 
47.67 999.88 861S.IS6 8064.63 

"82'T.88 1428. 'T2 4157.88 IS91.2'T 
695.68 28'T9.64 S86.2'T 7208.48 

5820.94 822.56 21234.88 ws'T.87 
967.19 1865.68 13642.85 8599.19 -Am. Balance $7241.11 Am. Balance $21022.66 
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209. ALIQUOT PABTB.-Aliquot Parts of a number are 
either whole or mixed numbers that will divide it without 
remainder. q, 3, and 2f, are aliquot parts of 9. 

When an aliquot part is a whole number, it is a fact.or; 8 is both an 
aliquot part and a factor of 9. . 

210. The aliquot parts of a· dollar most frequently 
used, are as follows:-

50 cents = i of ti: 
831 cents = i of $1. 
25 cents = l of tl. 
20 cents = t of $1. 

12i cents = i of $1. 
10 cents = n of $1. 
61 cents = n of $1. 
·r; cents = -h of $1. 

211. When the cost of a number of articles is required, 
and the price of one is an aliquot part of tl, we may save 
work by operating with it as the fraction of ti. 

Ex.-What will 600 Spellers cost, at 33 l cents each? 
At •1 each 600 Spellers would coet 

$600.. But ssl cents are ! of •1 ; there- t of t600 = t200 A111o 
fore, at 88-l oent.s, they will cost ! of 
f600, or $200. 

RULE.-Take 8UCh a part of the given number cu th4 
price is of tI, and the result will be the anawer in ~ollar& 

212. In like manner, to divide by an aliquot part of a 
dollar, divide by the fraction that represents it. 

Ex.un>LE,-How many pass-books, at 61 cents each, 
can be bought for t2 ? 

As many as &t cents is con-
tained times in •2. &t cents is 6t cents = th n of a dollar. n of $1 ls oon-
tained in •2 82 times. Am. 82 2 + n = 2 X l/ = 32 Au. 
pus-books. 

BXAKPLBB J'OB PB.AOTIOB, 

1. What cost 144 pencils, at 61 cents each r 
2. What cost 500 Ptjmers, at 20 cents each Y 

.Am. $9. 
.Am. $100. 

209. What Is meant by A liq not Part&? When Is an allqnot part B factor, and 
when not ?-210. Mention the allqnot parts or a dollar moat ltequently nscd.-211. 
What Is the rnle for finding tho cost ofa number of articles. when tho price ot one I.a 
an aliquot part of &1 r-212. What I.a the rnle for dividing by an aliqu9t pert of •1? 
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3. What OOllt 1600 pounds of 111gar, at 121 cents I 
4. What ooet 1728 bottles of ink, at 121 cents¥ 
5. At 88i cents a pound, what cost 150 pounds or candles I 
6. What ooet 2300 pounds or soap, at 12! c. I .4111. $812.50. 
7. What must I give for 83 rulers, at 50 cents each I 
8. At 61 .cents apiece, what COBt 1000 cabbages¥ 
9. If 1 yard or muslin costs 88i cents, what cost 96 yards I 
10. How ~any mackerel at 88i cents, can be bought for $15 I 
11. How many dozen eggs, at 25 c. a dozen, can I buy for $6 Y 
12. How much sugar, at 1 O c. a pound, can be bought for $20 Y 
18. How many baskets or berries, at 6l c., will $12 buy¥ 
14. At 121 c. a quart, how many quarts or nuts will $5 buy Y 

213. AmlCLES sow BY THE 100 OR 1000.-Theprice 
of articles is sometimes given by the 100 or 1000. 

EXAKPLE.-What will 1550 envelopes 
cost, at $3.25 a thousand? 

It we multiply the number of articles and the 
price per thousand together, we get a result 1000 
times too great. We must therefore divide the prod
uct by 1000,-that ia, point off three additionOl fig
ures. Hence the rule:-

RUL:e:.-To jlnil the cost of a number 
of articles wliose price i8 given · by the 

' 1550 
3.25 
7750 

3100 
4650 

5037.50 

.dm. $5.0375 

100 or 1000, multiply the given number and price together, 
anil point ojf two aclilitional jlgurea in the proilfJCt if tAe 
price i8 pw hundred, or three if it i8 per thous<m(l. 

The price or lumber (boards, plank, logs, &:c.) is g?eral}J given by 
the thowiand feet. Per 0. (for Mttvm) means a htWlrwl; pir M. (for 
milk) means a thotwmd. 

BJLl:MPLB8 J'OB PRACTICE. 

1. What cost 525 oysters, at 95 c. a hundre<M .Am. $4.98'75. 
2. At $4.20 a thousand, what ooet 56~ envelopes? 
B. What cost 1 '750 pounds or dried codfish, at $7.16 a hundred I 

918. Solve the glnn example. Recite the rnle for ftndlng the col!t of a nnmber 
alartlolea whoee JW!co la given by the 100or1000. How Is the prlceotlumberpne
nlly glnn? What does PM' C. mean P Pw H.? 
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HAKINQ OUT BILL& 121J 

4. What must I pay for 1800 feet of boards, at $29 per }[.I 
5. What cost 425 feet of white-oak logs, at $65 per M:. Y 
6. At $10.50 a hundred, what cost 9870 po1mds of lead 1 
7. What oost 5000 laths, at 4.5 cent.a per 0. t 
8. What is the freight on 962 pounds, at $1.25 per 100 I 
9. Whai must be paid for laying 1275 bricks, at $S per 1000 9 
10. Required the oost of 90422 bricks, at $7. 75 a thousand I 
11. How much must be paid for planing 4976280 feet of boards, 

at 84 cent.a per 1000 feet I A111. *4180.075. 
12. If a man oarts 57/S loads of bricks, averaging 1800 to the 

load, and is paid at the rate of 95 o. a thouaand, how much· will 
he receive I Am. $988.25. 

18. Sold, at $11i a hundred, three cargoes of pine-apples, the 
first consisting of 840, the second of 970, the third of 7U. How 
much did they all bringl A111. $28/S.075. 

14. Bought 2000 feet of boards, at •27 per M:., and 67/S feet of 
pine stuff, at $8.80 per 0. ":1at was the whole (lost I Am, f71l.61S. 

Bai.Ins out Billi. 

214. A Bill is a statement of what one party owes 
another for goods bought or services rendered. It may 
consist of several items, which are added or "footed up", 
to find the whole amount. Specimens of bills follow. 

215. On the 1lrst line (see Bill I, pige 126) stand the name of the 
place &nd the dat.e. On the aecond line is the name of the party owing the 
bill, &nd on the third that of the party to whom it is owed. 1b --Dr. 
means To -- :Dlbtm, or indebt«I. B'I of--, wl;iich is another 
Conn, used in Bill 2, meBllfl Bought of--· 

Then come the it.ems, er.ch with its date if the dates are dift'erent, as in 
Bill 4. @ before the price means at. 

When a bill is present.ed &nd not paid, it is let\ withont signature, like 
Bill 1. When It is paid, the party receiving it signs his name under the 
words Rttti11«l Pall'M'll, as in Bill 2, and the pereon paying it retains it 
as evidence that it is paid. A clerk or collector ligna his name for bia 
principal, BB shown in Bills 3 and IS. 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1114. What ts 11 Biil ,-lllG. Wb11t Is round on the lint llnP of a bill? Ou the 
llllCOnd line? Ou the third line f What Is mennt by 1b - Dr. f B't qf' What 
b the meaning or the tlgn @ In tbe Items t When Is a hill lett. without atirnature f 
Wh0n a blll 11 paid, what doea I.ho party receiving It dot Give the torm1 In· wblch 
a clerk or collector sips hla name. 

0,9;1,,ed by Google . 
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126 FEDERAL )(ONEY, 

IC the party indebted gives his note, or written promise to pay, in st.ead 
of cash, it may be mentioned after the words .Iuceifltd Payment, as in 
Bill 4. . 

The person indebted may have paid something on aeoount, or may 
have charges against the party renderiog the bill Such amount.8 are 
called <Tedita. They are placed below the items of the bill, and are de
noted by the letters Cr., as in Bill II. The balance ia obtained by finding 
the dift'erence between the sum of the credits and the sum of ihe debiia. 

BXAKPLBB FOB PBAOTIOB, 

Copy each bill, learn the forms, find the cost of each item, 
insert it in its proper place on the right, add the-several amount.a, 
and see whether their sum agrees with the given answer:-

(1) 
N. Y., FelJ. 28, 18611. 

MB. HB!liBY ROB, 
To TEBBY & BBOww, Dr. 

To 75 yards carpeting, @ $2.50 • • • t 
" ~ yards drugget, @ $1.87i • . • 
" 6 mats, @ $8.25 • • • • • • • 
" 18 rugs, @ $22.80 • • • 
" 81 yardti oil-cloth, @ $1.10 

$776.23 
Received Payment, 

(ll) 

:Mu. H. S. BKIN5EB, 
Pliila.Mlphio, Jla,.clr. 11 18&15, 

B't of R. J. JAKBB. 
8 yards linen, @ $1.25 • • • • ·• t 

12 pair hose, @ • 75 • • • • • 
4 pair gloves, @ .95 , • • • • 
6 skeins silk, @ .05. • • . • 
1 piece murilin, 44 yards, @ 55 c. • 

·Received Payment, 
R. J, JA..JolBS. 

lfthe party indebted glvn his note, In etead of caah, where ma:r It be men· 
tloned t Wllat la meant b;r cradlfst Where are they plAoed t How are the;r de
noted t How ls the balanoe obtained t 
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JUKING OUT BILLS. 12'1 

(3) 
Oolwnbul, May 1, 1865. . 

M:assBS. Pr.mm & Nn:oN, 
To RoBEBT 'SU'l"l'EB, Dr. 

To 'T ink-stands, ® 15 c, • • • • • $ 
" 9 boxes steel pens, ® 87i c. • • • 
" 8 reams foolscap paper, ® ·~ • • • 
" 5 dozen copy-booka, ® 96 c. a dozen 
" 8 rosewood writing-desks, ® $7.50 • 

$68.28 
Received Payment, 

OALEB Hmrr, . 
for RonEBT BUT'l'BB. 

(4) 
TrtNon., April 1, 18611. 

MB. Burz.umr 8TARX, 
Bot. of DtroLEY STA.BR & Clo. 

Jan. 10 8 boxes raisins, ® $6.2lS t 
" 12 50 pounds sugar, @ 20 c. 

Feb. 16 48 pounda currants,® 88i c. 
" 17 

llar. 28 
" 25 

120 pounds tallow,® l6f c. 
14 barrels flour,® $10.75 
80 gallons kerosene, ® 85 c. 

$272.00 
Received Payment, by note, 

DUDLJtY STARR & Oo. 

(5) 
Concord, May 10, 1865. 

llR. RIOIUBD FooT, 
To D:a. W. S. ORANB, Dr. 

To professional services to date • • • • $68.00 
" medicines to date • • • • • 4.35 

$72.35 
O.a. By cash • . • • • $15. 

" 5 corda wood, ® $6 30. 
$45.00 

Balance • • $27.85 
Received Payment, 

W. 8. Oiu.mi, 
by Au G'JlDN. 
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128 J!'EDBlliL KONBY. 

6. John Oo:ir: bought of Philip Brady, of Boston, the following 
articles :-Jan. 2, 1865, 6 pair of gloves, at $1.25; Feb. 1, 12 
shirts, at $8.75; Feb. 9, 18 pair eoeks, at 331 c.; Feb. 13, 1 over
coat, at $40; Feb. 201 2 vests, at $8. 75, and 2 umbrellas, at $3.SO. 
Make out Cox's bill, and receipt it. Am. $122.60. 

'1. James Ray,. of Detroit, sold George Mott the following 
articles :-25 pounds beet; at 19 c.; 8 pair fowls, 40 pounds, at 
21 c.; 50 pounds sausage-meat, at 19l o. ; 25 bushels potatoes, at 
50 c. ; 45 pounds of lard, at 16l c. Mott paid on account $15. 
Make out his bill, and find the balance due. ..4.m. $24.40. 

8. H. S. Fair, of Hartford, sold N. T. Wright, 4960 red oak 
hhd. stave&, at $90 per M. ; 8575 feet hemlock boards, at $26 per 
M.; 2240 feet white oak pllWk, at $55 per M.; 4785 feet pine 
boards, at $28 per M. The same party bought of N. T. Wright, 
8'1 yards carpeting, at $1.50 ; 24-l yards matting, at 90 c. ; 401 
yards oil-cloth, at $1.40. Make out Fair's bill against Wright, 
showing the balance due. Am. $662.68. 

9. William Haight bought of Hiram See, of N. 0., 42 boxes 
of oranges, at $8.12 ; 7640 pounds coffee, at 831 c. ; !MOO gallons 
molasses, at 92 c.; 875 pounds rice, at 12 c.; 1250 pounds sugar, • 
at 121 o. · See credits Haight with 400 barrels of flour, at $9. 75, 
and takes Haight's note to balance account. llake out bill. · 

Am. Balance, $1456.96. 
10. Mrs. Stewart, of Newark, present.a her bill to P. S. Bolf'~ 

ard for board, &c., as follows :-6 weeks' board, at $8.25 a week ; 
fuel 6 weeks, at $1.20 ; gas 6 weeks, at 50 c. ; washing, 7 dozen 
pieces, at $1 a dozen. Make out the bill. ..4.m. $66. 'TO. 

11. Suppose you buy of D. Appleton & Co. 5 reams of note 
paper, at $8.25 ; 4500 envelopes, at $4. '15 a thousand ; 24 boxes 
steel pens, at $1.19l; 6 French D1ctionanes, at $1.50; 8 Photo
graphic Albums, at $5.'15. Make out your bill. ..4.m. $90.88. 

12. :M:. Stagg, of Baltimore, sold James Quinn the following 
articles :-April 1, 1865, 24 yd. black Bilk, at $2.25; April s, 2 
pieces Frencli calico, 40 yd. eacli, at SO c.; May 2, 4 dress patterns, 
at $6. 7li"; May 9, 29l yd. linen, at $1.12. Quinn paid $55 on ~ 
count. Make out his bill, showing balance due. Am. $'115.20. 
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BEDUC'nON, 129 

1hscBLLA5EOUB Qt1UT1o!IB oir Dzcnu.Ls AKD Fzn11RAL MoNBY.-What 
does the word decimal come Crom? How do decimals arise? How can 
you find the denominator of a decimal? Does annexing a naught to a 
decimal increase or diminish its value? When adding decimals, where 
do you place the decimal point in the result? When aubtracting? When 
multiplying? When diTiding? In division of decimals, when will the 
quotient be a whole number? How do we multiply a decimal by 10, 100, 
1000, &c.? How do we divide a decima:I by 10, 100, 1000, &c.? 

What is a circulating decimal? What ii a repetend? How do yon 
reduce a decimal to a common fraction? How do you. rednce a repetend 
io a common _fraction? How do you reduce a common ti:aotion to a 
decimal? 

What ia federal mone1? How do you write federal mone1? Wh1 
are two places appropriated to centa ? How do you read federal money? 
How do you add, subtract, multiply, and divide federal money? What i1 
a bill ? When are credits to be entered in a bill? When must a bill be 
receipted? What are the forms to be used by a clerk in receipting a ltill 7 

-
CHAPTER XIII. 

REDUCTION. 

218. How tnany cents in five dollar&? 
100 cents make •1; in '6, therefore, there are 5 timeil 100 cctl!, or 

ISOO cents. ...tm. 1100 cents. 
we have here changed the denomination from dollars io cen'8, with· 

out changing the value. This process is called Reduction. We have 
redue«l dollars to i:ents. . 

217. Reduction .is the process of changi.Dg the denomi
nation of a numb& without changing its value. 
· 218. There are two kinds of Reduction :-

1. Reduotion Descending, in which we change a higher 
denomination to a lower, as dollars to cents. Here we 
must multiply. 

216. How many centa In • 11? What have we here dqnr. t What Is this proceH 
called t-217. What Is Reduction 1-218. How many kinda of Reduction are there t 
What are th',., called? Wh11t Is Reduction Descending t 

6"' ' 
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130 REDUCTION. 

2. JI.eduction Aaoenamg, in which we change a lower 
denomination to a higher, as cents to dollars. Here we 
must divide. 

219. Reduction De.eendbafr. 

EXAKPLB 1.-Reduoe •41 to mills. •n 
100 cent.a make 81 ; In 8'1, therefore, there are 

100 times •1 cents, or •100 oent& 
10 mills ma,ke 1 cent; In •100 cents, therefore, 

there are 10 ~es •100 mills, or •1000 mills. 

EUKPLB 2.-Reduce •.n.37lS to mills. 
Reduce 8'1 to cent.a: il x 100 = •loo c. 
Add in 8'7 cent.a: noo + 8'1 = •18'7 c. 

100 
4100 c. 

10 

Reduce •18'7 cent.a to mills: •18'7 x 10 = n8'70 m. 
Add in 11 milll: •18'70 + II = •18'711 n;i. .dlu. 

120. RULE FOB REDUCTION DESCENDING.-Multiply 
lhe highut given denomination l>y the numl>er that it takea 
of the ne:i:t lower to make one of thi8 higher, and acl<l in 
eke numl>er l>elonging to 11UCh lo'UJer denomination, if any 
be given. Go on thus 10itll each clen<>mination in tum, 
till the one required ia reached. 

221. Redaction A.1cendlns. 

EUKPLE 3.-Reduce 41375 mills to dollars. 
10 mills make 1 cent;' therefore in n8'711 10) 41375 m. 

mills there are as many cents as 10 ia contained 
times in n8'111, or •I8'1 cents, a.nd II mills over. 100) 4137 c., 5 m 

100 cent.a make 1 dollar; therefore in •I8'1 
cent.a there sre as many dollars as 100 Is con- , ..d.u. •41.375 
tained times in •18'7 or 8'1, and 8'1 cents over. 
The last quotient and the two remainders form the answer---8'11 8'1 cents, 
II mills, or 8'1.8711. , 

222. RULE FOB REDUCTION ABOENDING.-Divide the 
given denomination by the number that it takea of it to 

What Is Reduction Aaceudlng?-219. Solve the given eumples, ell:plalnlng the 
MTenl steps.-220. What la the rule for Reduction De1100ndlng T-991. Reduce 418111 
lllllla tc dollan.-19t. What la the rule for Reduction Aaoendlnir f • 
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REDUCTION or J'BDDAL HO:Nll:Y, 131 

make one of the nezt higher. .Divide the quotient in the 
same way, and go on thua ti'/l the required denomination 
is reached. The la8t quotient and the several remain<lera 
form the anBtDer. 

928. In Enmple 2 we reduced 141.8'111, and obtained 418'111 mills. 
In Example 8, we reduced .U8'111 . mills, and obtained 141.8'111. Thus it 
will be seen that Reduction Descending and Reduction .A.ecending prov&\ 
tlllCh other. 

224. BedJlcdon or Federal JlloneJ'. 

In Example I, !I 219, we reduced dollars to cents by ann.exllig two 
naughts, cents to mills by llilllexing one naught. · 

In Example 2, § 21'8, comparing the result, 418'111 mills, with 141.8'111, 
the amount to be rednced, we find it is the same, with the dollar-mark and 
decimal point omitted. 

In Example 8, § 221, com~ the result, 14U'111, with .U8'111 mills, 
the amount to be reduced, we find that we have simply pointed off three 
figures from the right, and inserted. the dollar-mark. Hence the following 
rules:-

RULEs FOB THE REDUCTION OP FEDERAL MoNEY.-

1. To reduce dollars to mills, anne:i: three naughts; _to 
reduce dollars to· cents, two ,· to reduce cents to mills, one. 

2. To reduce doUars and cents to cents, or dollars, cents, 
and mills, to mills, simply remove the dollar-mark and 
the decimal point. 

3. To reduce mills to dollars, point off three .figures 
from the right,· to reduce cents to dollars, ttoo; ·to reduce 
mills to cents, one. 

BXAKPLBB POB PBAOTIOB. 

Reduce the following :-

1. $63.4'T t.o cents. 
2. $5.485 t.o mills. 

3. $2480to~. 
4. *56.90 t.o mills. 
IS. $4288 t.o cents. 

6. $.059 t.o mills. 
'T. $2.85 to cents. 

8. *5000 t.o mills. 
9. 2468 mills to cents. 

10. 25'TO mills to dollars. 

228. How ls Reduction Descending proved t Reduction Alloendlng t-224.. Be
·eite the rulea tor tlle reduction of federal mone7. 
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182 JUIDUC'.l'ION. 

11. 8620 cents to dollars. 14. 56000 cents to mills. 
12. 490000 mills to cents. 15. 8705 cents to dollars. 
13. 56000 cents to dollars. 16. $87.05 to mills. 
l'T. Howmanyoentsin4eaglesf (4eagles = $40) .Ana. 4000c. 
18. How many eents ia a double eagle worth f .Ana. 1000 c. 
19. How many eagles are 8000 cents worthf 2000 oentsf 
20. Reduce 428'766890 mills to dollars. 
21. How many cents in $89if In $102} f In Uif 
22. How many mills in 8'Tl cents i In tl).62J9 
28. How many quarter-dollars equal a double eaglet 
24. How many dimes in $1 f In $15 ? In $30 I In $49 f 
25. How many cents in 1 dime 9 In li dimes f In 20 dimes f 
26. How many dimes are equal to 10 cents f To 150 cents I 
27. How many half-dollars ought I to receive in change for. 

an eaglo I For two double eagles f 
28. How many cents is a quarter-eagle worth f A half-eagle f 

A three-dollar piece? A half-dollar? Five dimes 9 
29. Reduce ei¥Jh of the following to cents, and add the results: 

2 eagles; 5 half-dollars; 15 dollars; 1 double eagle; 8 quarter
dollars; 12 dimes; 120 mills. .Am. 5957 cents. 

Compound Namben. 

125. A Oompomul lf'llJllber is one consisting of ditf'ereni 
denominations ; as, S dollars, 19 cents. 

228. Compound numbers may be reduced, added, sub
tracted, multiplied, and divided. 

227. To show the relations that different denomina. 
tions bear to each other, Tables are constructed. These 
are now presented in turn, with examples in Reduction 
under each ; they should be thoroughly committed to 
memory. For convenience of reference, these Tables are 
reproduced together on the last page of the book. 

2211, What la a Compoand Number?-226. What operations may be performed 
on Compound Numbers '-221. For what parpoae ban Tables been eonllkum.d In 
OODDectlon with Compound Numberd 
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STBBLilfG MONET. 133 

ENGLISH OR STERLING MONEY. 

228. English or Sterling ltoney is the currency of 
Great Britain. 

TABLE. 

4 farthings (tar., qr.), 1 penny, • • d. 
12 pence, 1 shilling, • s. 
20 shillings, 1 pound, • . . £. 
21 shillings, 1 guinea, • guin. 

I. 

£ 1 
gnln. 1 = 20 

1 = 1-h = 21 

d. 
1 

= 12 
= 240 
= 252 

= = = = 

flu-. 
4 

48 
960 

1008 

The pound mark £ is a capital l, standing for the LaU. word lihra, a 
pound; it always precedes the number, as £2. S. stands for the Latin 
aolidua, a shilling; d. for denariua, a penny; qr. for quadram, a farthing. 

Shillings are sometimes written at the left of an inclined line, and 
pence at the right: 2/- = 2s. -16 = 6d. 1/ 8 = 2s. 6d. Farthings are 
sometimes written as the fraction of a penny, 1 far. as td., 2 far. as !d., 
8 far. ae id. 

The pound is simply a denomination ; a gold coin called the Sovereign 
represents it. The Sovereign is worth t'.84, The English shilling is 
worth 24! cents, and the English penny about .2 cents. 

Guineas, originally made of gold brought from Guinea, are no longer 
coined. The Crown is a ailver coin, worth II shillings. 

229. In the twelfth century, some traders from ibe Baltic coasts, 
oalled by the people Easterlings because coming from regions farther east, 
were employed to regulate the coinage of England. From these Easterlings 
lhe currency took the name of Sterling Money. 

li:XA.KPLBB FOR PBAOTIOE. 

280. Recite the rules for Reduction, § 220, 222. 
E:z:AKPLE 1.-Reduce £5 19s. S far. to farthings. 

228. What Is English or Sterling Money? Recite the Table of Sterling Money. 
What Is the ponnd mark, aild where does It 1taod? What do 1., d., and qr., stand 
!or? How are sh Ill Inge oomet!mes written P How are lllrthlngs •ometlmee written? 
Is the pound adenomlnatlonoracoln f What represent& it f Whatls the eo.,..erelim 
worth f The English shllllog ? The Engll•h penny ? Why we.., gdlneas 1<> called? 
What I• the Crown P-229. From whom did sterllng money reli!Jlve Its name f-280. 
Go through and explain the given examp!OI In Reduction. 
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134 BBDUC'I'IO:N, 

This is a case of Reduction Descending. Kulti-
. ply the £1S by 20, to reduce them to shillings, be-

cause 20 shillings make a po1111d. Add in the 19 1198. 

£5 19s. 8 far. 
20 

Ahn~'ftlply 119s., thus obtained, by 12, to reduce 12 
them to pence, because 12 pence make a shilling. 1428d. 
There are no pence in the given number to add in. 4 

Hultiply the H28d., thus obtained, by 4, to re- " 715 £ ... •. ~M•. 
duce them to farthings, booaw!e 4 farthings make a " - .a. .... 
penny. Add in the 3 farthings. .Ana. 117111 far. 

Ex.&..M:PLB 2.-Reduce 15888 far. to pounds, ebillings, &c. 

4) 15888 far. 
12) 8845d. 8 far. 
2j0)82IOs. 5d. 

This is a case of Reduction .Ascending. Divide 
111883 far. by 4, to reduce them to pence, because 
4 farthings make a penny. 

Divide the quotient, 3846d., by 12, to reduce it 
to shillings, because 12 pence make a shilling. 

£16 
.Am. £16 5!d. 

Divide the quotient, 8208., by 20, to reduce it to 
pounds, because 20 shillinga make a pound. The · 
last quotient and the several remainders form the 
answer.-Always mark the denominations through-
out, as in these examples. 

ELUCPLE 8.-Reduce £457 to farthings. 
We may here proceed u above, or £467 

we may somewhat shorten the opera- 20 
tion. Looking 1111der the Table on 
page 1331 wefind £1 = 960far. Then 9140s. 
in £4117 there are 960 times 4117 far- 12 

£1 =960far. 

£457 
. 960 

things. When, then, the number to 109680d. 
be reduced has but one denomination, 4. 
we may multiply at once by the num- ,.,87• 0 fiar. 
ber that connect.II it with the denomi- ..., R 

27420 
4118 
4887~0far •. 

nation required. 
4. Reduce £'T 5s. lOd. 8 far. to farthings. ..4.m. 7008 far. 
5. R6duce £47 5s. 2d. 1 far •. to farthings. .Ana. 45869 far. 
6. Reduce £1 Old. to farthings. ..4.111. 981 far. 
'T. In 18s. 3far. how many farthings1 Am. 867far. 
8. Reduce 4968 far. to pounds, &c. ..4.111. £5 8s. 4d. 8 far. 
9. Reduce 1011 to farthings. Reduce •/a M> pence. 
Prove by reducing the answers obtained back to ahllllDga. 

10. In £8000 how many pence! 
11. How many farthings in •/8 ¥ In 11/-f In Ss. Sid. Y 
12. How many sovereigns are 12480 pennies worth Y 
18. How'many pence are 840 sovereip worth t 
14. Reduce 560 guineas·to farthings. Am. 564480 far 
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TROY Wli:IGBT. 135 

115. Reduce 11858'1 far. to pounds, &c. Au. £198 108. ltd-
16. Reduce £3 10s. to pence. Reduce 18s. 9d. to pence. 
17. How many pounds, &c., in 15199 penoot In 1891. r 
18. How many crowns are $25 equal tot 
1 croWD = lie. Bow man7 t:r01'1181Jl £1, or llOa. T Bow man7 In £111? 

19. How many pounds are 100 guineas equal tor 
20. Reduce 7648s. to pounds ; to guineas. 
21. Reduce £1000 to r&rtbings. 
2ll. Reduce 4800000 far. to pounds, &c. 
23. In 24000 far. how many crowns r Am. 100 crowns. 
24. A sub~ribes £1500 for the poor ; B, liOO guineas. Which 

tubscribes the most, and how much 9 Au. B £25. 

TROY WEIGHT. 

231. To express weight, three dllferent scales are used, 
called Troy, Apothecariea', and Avoirdupois Weight. 

232. Troy Weight is used in weighing gold, silver, 
coins, and precious stones ; also in philosophical experi
ments. 

TABLE. 
24 grains (gr.) make 
20 pennyweights, 
12 ounces, 

1 pennyweight, . 
1 ounce, 
1 pound, • 

pwt. 11'· 
oz. 1 == 24 

lb. 1= 20= 480 
1 = 12 = 240 = li760 

. pwt. 
oz. 

. lb. 

The Troy pound is the standard unit of weight of the United States 
and Great Britain. It is equal to the weight of 22. '194'8'1'1 cubic inches 
of distilled water, at ita greatest denaity. 

233. The denominationi grain and pennyiMQAt take their name from 
the fact that silver pennies were onoe coined, required by law to equal in 
weight 82 grains of wheat from the middle of the ear, well dried. The 
value of the penny being afterwards n!duoed, the number of grains in the 

1181. Namo the dUl'erent -1e1 used to oxpreu well!ht.-11112. For what 11 Tt:o:r 
Weight used? Recite the Table of Tro7Welght. What 11 the 1taudard unit ol 
weight or the United Stites T To what II the Troy pound equal t-ll88. Why are 
tile grain and pennyweight '° ealted r 
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136 :BBDUCrION. 

pennyweight waa also reduoed to M.-0.. ltanda for the Spanish word 
onza, an ounce. 

234. Troy Weight takes its name from Troyes, a town of France, 
whence it was carried to England by goldsmiths ; or, according to others, 
from Troy Novani, an old name applied to London. 

KX.&.XPLBI i'OB PB.&.OTIOK. 

1. Reduce 80lb. 8oz. to pwt. 2. Reduce 'l681pwt. topounds, 
Which Ir.Ind of Beductlou doee this 

fall under? Recite the rule CS 290).
Multlply the 80 lb. by lll, to reduce theJD 
to ouucea; add In the 8oz. Multiply the 
ODDOH thua obtained by 20, to reduce 
tJiem to pwt, ; there being DO pwt. to 
ldd In, this reaalt la the auawer. 

BO lb. 8 oz. 
12 

868oz. 
20 

Am. 7260 pwt. 

• 

&c. 
Which Ir.Ind ot Beductlou does thla 

fall 1Ulclert :&eelte the ra1e <S m>.-Aa 
90 pwt. make u omce, dh1de the given 
pemaywelghta bf 90, to reduce them to 
oan-. Divide the 011DC911 thU oblalned 
by 12, to nduoe them to poanda. The 
Jut quotient llDd the remainder form the 
&1181rer. 

2j0) 'l68jl pwt. 
12) 884 oz. 1 pwt. 

----s°2Ib. 
.A111. 82 lb. 1 pwt. 

8. Reduce 6 lb. 4 oz. S pwt. li gr. to grains. .Am. 86lili'l gr. 
4. How many grains in 11 oz. 19 pwt. 28 gr. f Am. 5759 gr. 
li. In 120otlb. how many pennyweightsf Am. 288180pwt. 
6. Reduce 9999 gr. to pounds. Am. I lb. 8 oz. 16 pwt. 15 gr. 
7. Reduce 999 pwt. to pounds, &c. .Am. 4lb. 1 oz. 19 pwt. 
8. Reduce 1561 oz. to pounds, &c. Am. 180 lb. 1 oz. 
9. Reduce 18 pwt. 4 gr. to grains. .Am. 436 gr. 
10. Reduce 11000 grains to lb. .Am. 1 lb. 10 oz. 18 pwt. 8 gr. 
11 •. In 25lb. 17pwt. how many grainsf 
12. In 8'Tlb. 5 oz. how many pennyweights f 
18. In 8548 grains, how many pounds, &c. f 
14. Reduce each of the following to pounds, and add the re-

eults: 40820 gr.; 960 oz.; 6960 pwt. .Am. 116 lb. 
15. Reduce the following to grains, and add the reeult.s: 5 lb. 

1 pwt. 18 gr.; 11 oz. 17 pwt. ; 10 lb. 4 oz. 11 pwt. .Am. 94314 gr. 
16. How many ounces in four lumps of gold, weighing 'l pwt., 

13 pwt., 15 pwt., and 18 pwt. ¥ .Am. 2 oz. 13 pwt. 

tu. From what does Troy Weight talr.e lie 11&1116' 
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APOTHBCABIES' WBIGHT. 13'1 

l'T. What is the weight in pounds of a silver tea-pot weighing 
200 pwt., and 24 table-spoons of 85 pwt. each 7 Ans. 4 lb. 4 oz. 

18. How many pounds of gold will a miner dig in a year of 
365 day~, if he averages 6 pwt. daily 7 Ans. 9 lb. 1 oz. 10 pwt. 

APOTHECA.RlllS' WEIGHT. 

281i. Apothecaries' Weight is used by apothecaries in 
minng medicines. They buy and sell their drugs, in 
quantities, by Avoirdupois Weight. 

TABLE. 

20 grains (gr.) make l scruple, • , BC, or J). 
3 scruples, l dram, • dr. or 3. 
8 drams, l ounce, • oz. or 3. 

12 ounces, l pound, . lb. or fi>. 
IC. Ill'· 

dr. 1 = 20 
OS. 1 = 8 - 60 

lb. 1 = 8 = 24 = 480 
1 = 12 = 96 = 288 = 5760 

The only dift'erence between Apothecaries' and Troy Weight lies in the 
c!lviaion of the ounce. The grain, ounce, and pound, are the same in both. 

E:Z:.AKPLEB FOB PB.A.OTIOJI:. 

1. Reduce 9247 gr. to pounds, &o. Ana. 1 lb. '13 2 3 7 gr. 
Which kind of Reduction doe1 this e:ample tall under? Beolte the rule (I 222). 

Name the numbers In· order, by which we must dlv:ldo. Prove the answAr by reduc
tng It back to grains. 

2. Reduce 9 3 6 3 1 » 7 gr. to grains. Ana. 4707 gr. 
Which kfnd of Reduction does this ezample tall nnderf Recite the rule (f ~). 

Name the numbers In order, by which we must multiply. Why do we not first 
multiply by 12? If drams had been the highest denomination given, by what wonld 
we hne mnltlplled 11rst f How CID yon prove the an1wer f 

8. Reduce15648gr.topounds,&o. Ana. 2lb. 83 43 2» 8gr. 
4. Reduce 1lb.113 2 3 5 gr. to grains. Ana. 11165 gr. 
5. Reduce 4768» to pounds, &c. Ana. 16 lb. 6 oz. 8 dr. 2 so. 

tllli. By whom Is .Apothecaries' Weight used f By what do they buy and sell 
their druga In quantities f Recite the Table of .A.pothocarlet' Weight. What 11 the 
only d!O'erence between Apothecaries' and Troy Weight f 
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138 BJl:DUarIO.lf. 

I. Reduce 9lb. 5 dr. to scruples. 
7. Reduce 843 dr. to pounds, &o. 
8. Reduce 14 lb. 8 oz. to drams. 
9. Reduce 30019 gr. to pounds, &o. 

.Au. 2607 IC. 

.Au. 811>. 9 3 8 3. 

10. In 211>. 8 3 4 3 Vi> 11 gr. how many grains¥ 
11. Reduce the following to grains, and add the results: 

1 lb. 1 gr.; 10 3 23 ; 5 3 1 gr.; 8 lb. 13. .Am. 28202 gr. 
12. Reduce the following to pounds, and add the results: 

11520 gr. ; 960 dr.; 864 so.; '.1.44 oz. .Am. 27 lb. 
18. How many doses of 15 gr. each will 5 dr. of calomel make f 
Reduce 6 cir. to gnJna. How DWIY t1mea are 16 grah>.e contained therein f 

14. How many grains in this mixture: benzoin,-2 3; cascarilla, 
513; nitre, li 3; myrrh, 2 3; charooal, 8 3 f .Ana. 2650 gr. 

Reduce each item to gralu9 ; then add. 

15. A druggist put up 24 powders of calomel, of 10 gr. each; 
if he had 1 oz. of calomel at first, how many graina will he have 
leftf 

AVOmDUPOIS WEIGHT. 

236. Avoirdupoia Weight is used for weighing all arti
cles not named under Troy and Apothecaries' Weight; 
such as groceries, meat, coal, cotton, all the metals except 
gold and silver, and drugs when sold in qu~tities. 

16 drams (dr.) 
16 ounces, 
25 pounds, 
4 quarters, 

T.A.l!L:& 
make 1 ounce, . • oz. 

1 pound, • lb. 

20 hundred-weight, 

1 quarter, • • • qr. 
l hundred-weight, cwt. 
1 ton, • • • • T. 

OL cir. 
lb. 1 = 16 

qi' 1 = 16 = 256 
cwt. = 25 = 400 = 6400 

T. 1 = 4 = 100 = 1600 = 25600 
1 = 20 = 80 = 2000 = 82000 = . 512000 

188. For what ta .lvolrdupota Weight ued f .Beclte the Tallle. 
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AVOIRDUPOIS wim1tlT. 139 

. 237 . ..4.?1oirdupoia is derived from the French words noir, property, 
and poida, weight.-Oiot., the abbreviation for hundred-weight, is formed 
of c for cmtum, one hundred, and tot for weight. 

288. Formerly 28 pounds made a quarter, and 112 poundsa hundred
weight, in the United Stat.es, aa ihey still do in Great Bri\ain. Bui it is 
no longer CDBtomary to &llow 112 paunds to the hundred-weighi, except in 
the cue of coal at ihe mines, iron and plaster bought in large quantiQes, 
and English goods passing through the Custom House. 

Twenty hundred-weight of 112 pounds make a t.on of 2240 pounds, 
which is distinguished aa a Long or Gross Ton. 

289. The Avoirdupois pound weighs 7000 grains Troy, and is ih
fore greater than the Troy pound, which contains IS760 grains. The 
Avoirdupois ounce weighs 4871 grains, and is therefore less than the Tro7 
ounce, which contains 480 grlliDs. 

1 lb. Avoir. = 7000 gr. = I lb. 2 oz. 11 pwt. 16 gr. Troy. 
1 oz. Avoir. = 4371 gr. = 18 pwt. lit gr. Troy. 

1 lb. Troy or Apoth. = IS'l60 gr. = 18/,\ oz. Avoir. 
1 oz. Troy or Apoth. = 488 gr. = lf.h oz. Avoir. 

BlCA.KPLB8 J'OR PR.A.OTIOB. 

1. Reduce 10 cwt. to drams. 
Look.Ing among the equivalents under the Table, we !Ind 1 cwt. = 2MOO cir. 

Theo 10owt. = 10x91M!OOdr • .Ana. ill6000dr.-Wheo there are no Intermediate de-
11omloatlooa, the Table ot eqnlvaleote can thua be need with advaotlge. 

2. Reduce 4815lb. to hundred-weight. 
In the TAble of eqolvaleote we !Ind 1 cwt. = 100 lb. Then In 48115 lb. there are 

&1 DWIY owt. u 100 lb. are contained tlmea In 48111 lb. .Ana. '8 cwt. 115 lb. 

3. Reduce 3 T. llS cwt. 16lb. IS oz. IS dr. to drams. 
Which l:hld ot Reduction doea thle example 11111 under f Bepeat the Rule CS 90). 

What onmbel'I muat we multiply by f Pnlve tho ret1ult. .All& 1"'181 dr. 

4. Reduce 294400 oz. to tons, &o. 
Which k.lnd ot Beduetton 4oel th ls example 11111 under f Be peal the Rule CS 222). 

Mention the 1nccellllve dlvllora. Prove the result. 

IS. Reduce 1 T. 15 lb. to ounces. Am. 32940 oz. 
6. Reduce 1792512 dr. to tons, &o. .Am. ST. 10 cwt. 2 lb. 
'T. How many pounds in two loads of 2l tons each I 

1!87. From what la the word awlrdvpola derived Y Ot what II the abbreviation 
e1llt. formed f-288. How DWIY pounds formerly made a hundred-weight f In what 
alone la It now C111tomary to allow tlll Jb. to tho hundred-weight? What Is a Long 
Ton f-1189. How mauy grain& in the avoirdupois and the Troy pound reepectlvely f 
In the avoirdupois and tho Troy ouneo f What la 1 lb. avolr. equivalent tu In TroJ 
weight t W11at 111 Jb. Troy oqolvaleot to In avolrdnpoll wol&hU 
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140 BBDUCTION. 

8. How many pounds in four loada of 3i tons each t 
9. How many drams in 121 tons f 
10. Reduce 24 lb. 3 oz. 14 dr. to drams. 
11. How many tons, &o., in 94500 oz. f 
12. Reduce 2 T. 2 cwt. 2 qr. 2 lb. 2 oz. 2 dr. to drams. 
18. How many drams in 27 long tona f .Ana: 10482880 dr. 
14. In 42}- long tons how many poumlsf .Am. 95200lb. 
15. Reduce 5 T. 1 cwt. 18 lb. to drams. .Ana. 2588928 dr. 
16. Reduoe the following to drams, and add the results: 71 

tons; 21 long tons; 11 cwt.; 4 lb. 4 oz. Am. 5284928 dr. 
17. Reduce the following to hundred-weight, and add the re-

sults: 6400 oz.; 1700 lb. ; 281600 dr. ; 28 qr. .Ana. 89 cwt. 
18. How many more pounds in 1 long ton than 1 common 

ton f In 25 long tons than 25 common tons t 
19. If a coal-merchant buys" a cargo of 200 long tons, and sells 

200 common tons, how many pon».ds has he left f How many 
common tone f How many long tons f .Ana. 21t long tons. 

20. How many two-ounce weights can be made out of 50 
pounds Of brBSS f 

Bow llWlf OL ID l!Olb. t Bow 11W17 tlmell are lloz. eontalned therein? 

21. How many five-pound weights can be made out of 5i cwt. 
of iron I Out of 61 cwt. t 

22. How many more grains in 1 lb. avoirdupois than in 1 lb. 
Troy t (See § 239.) In 14 lb. avoir. than in 14 lb. Troy t 

23. How many pounds Troy are 144 lb. avoir. equal tor 
How many grains In 1 lb. 11volr. f How llWlY In 14' lb. avolr. t How many lb. 

Troy In the~, It 1 lb. Troy contalnl 11760 gratne t 

24. Reduce 1225 lb. Troy to avoirdupois ponnds. 
25. Reduce 875 oz. apothecaries' weight to pounds avoir. 
Bow many grainl In 1 oz. apoth. f How many ID S11Soz. f Reduce these gn.ina 

to pounds avolrdupol& 

26. Reduce 2880 oz.' avoir. to Troy ounces. .Ana. 2625 oz. 
27. What cost 04lcwt. of pork, at 11 o. a pound t .Ana. $599.50. 
28. What cost 26 cwt. of hams, at 6d. a lb. f .Am. £65. 
29. What cost 9 T. of iron at ltd. a lb. .Ana. £181 5a. 
80" What cost 475 T. of iron, at $4.50 a cwt. f 
81. What cost loot cwt. of cheese, at 10 o. a pound f 
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KIBCBLLA.NEOUS TABLE. 

240. MtsCBLLANEOUB TABLE. 

The pounds in this Table are avoirdupois. 

H pounds, . • l stone of iron or lead. 
60 pounds, • • l bushel of wheat. 

100 pounds, . • l quintal of dried fish. 
100 pounds, •. l cask of raisins. 
196 pounds, • • l barrel of flour. 
200 pounds, • • 1 bar. of beef, pork, or fish. 

1'1 

·' 

280 pounds, •• l bar. of salt at the N. Y. State works. 

BXAHPLBS J'OR PRAOTIOB, 

1. How many ounces in 14 stone t Am. 8186 oz. 
2. How many stone are 'T cwt. equal to f Am. GO st. 
Reduce 'l cwt. to pound& Di'ride by tbe number ot poonda In 1 lltoDe. 
8. How many barrels will 98 cwt. of flour make t 
4. At 7 o. a pound, what cost 46 quinta1s of cod-fish f 
5. How many bushels in 830 lb. of wheat f 
6. If flour is $9.80 a barrel, how much is that a pound t 
7. How many hundred-weight .. in 25 barrels of salt bought 

at !he N. Y. State s&lt works t 
8. How many seven-pou!ld boxes can be filled from 21 casks 

ot raisins! 
9. If l of a barrel of flour is sold, how many pounds remain 

in the barrel r 
1 O. At 2d. a pound, what cost 125 quintals of dried fish t 

LONG OB LINEAR MEASUBE. 

241. There are three dimemltons : length, or distance 
· from end to end ; breadth, or distance from side to side ; 
and thickness, or distance from top to bottom. 

A line has length ; a surface, length and breadth ; a 
solid, -length, breadth, and thickness. 

!UO. Recite tbe 'Mlscell&nl!Ons Tnble. What kind ot pounds 11te these ?-241. How 
many dimensions 111'8 there? Name and deftno tbom. Which ol tbcse dlmemlona -
11aa a 1111e r A anrtace r A solid r 
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142 BBDUCl'ION. 

242. Long or Linear lteasure is used in measuring 
length and distance. It begins with the inch. 

1 Inch. 

'l'ABLE, 

12 inches (in.) . make 1 foot, • ft. 
yd. 3 feet, 1 yard,. 

5t yards, 1 rod, . • rd. 
40 rods, 1 furlong, • fur. 

8 furlongs, l mile, • mi. 
ft. In. 

:yd. 1 = 12 
rd. 1 = 8 = 86 

fur. 1 = !Si = 161 = 198 
m. 1 - 40 = 220 = 660 = 7920 
1 = 8 = 820 = 1760 = 5280 = 63860 

243. .The following denominationa also occur:-

The Line = -h inch. 
The Hand = 4 inches. 
The Span = 9 inches. 
The Cubit = 18 inches. 

The Pace = 8 feet. 
The Fathom = 6 feet. 
The Geographical Mile = 1 Its + ml. 
The League = 8 miles. 

The Hand is used in measuring the height of' horses; the Fathom, In 
measuring depths at sea. The mile of the Table (IS280 feet) is the land 
mile recognized by law In the Unit.ed States and Englil.nd, and is therefore 
distinguished as the Statute Mile. The land league coDSist.e of 8 statute 
miles; the nautical league, of' 8 geographical or nautical miles.-A Te88el 
1$ said to run as many knota as she saila geographical miles in an hour.-
Rods "1'9 sometimes called polu, or pwahu. . . 

244. CLOTH MEASUBE.-In measuring drygoods, as 
· cloth, muslin, &c., the yard of long measure is used, divid

ed into halves, quarters, ~ghths, and sixteenths. The six
teenth of a yard, also called a Nail, contains 2t inches. 

1142. For what Is Long or Linear Measure used t Recite the Table of Long 
Meuure.--248. To what Is tbe Lino equal P Tbe Han4 P Tbe Span t The Cubit P 
Tbe Pooe P The Fathom t The Geographical Mlle f Tbo League P What la the 
Hand used In meaaurlng t The Fathom P How Is tbe mile or tho TaJ>Je (llll80 
reet) distinguished P or what does the land league consist P Tbe nautical league t 
What Is meant b:y a veS11Cl's running a certain number or knot. t-244. What la 
nse<I In meaaurlng drygoods t What Is the sixteenth or a yard sometlme1 called t 
Bow man:y lnohel In a Nall t 
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LOJJG JDUBUBE. 143 

The Ell, which in Flanders consists of 3 qr., in Eng
land of 5 qr., and in France of 6 qr., is not used in the 
United States. 

BJ:AKPLBB l'OB PBAOTJOB. 

1. Reduce 8534 inches to rods, &o. 

12) 8584in. 
8)294ft. 6in. 
Dayd. 

2 
11) 196 half-yd. 

---rTrd. 9hf.-yd. 
1'T rd. 4 yd. lt ft. 

lft. 
.Ant. 1 '1 rd. 4 yd. !Ht. 

Divide by Ill, to reduce to feet. Di· 
vide the quotient by 8, to reduce to yard& 
Divide the quotient by· 111, or Jf, to reduce 
to rods. To divide by J/f, multiply by 
the fraction Inverted /r. lrlultiplylng by 
ll reduces the yards to half-yard&, and on 
diridhig by 11 we get l '1 rd., and 9 half. 
yards remainder.· But 9 h£-yd = 41 yd. = 4 yd. l l ft. Adding to this the first re
mainder, 8 Inches = t ft., we get ..dtlf. 
l'lrd. 4yd. 2ft. 

.After multiplying by -h, therefore, to 
reduce yards to rods, if there u a remaift' 
dw' dividti it by 2, "' ?iring it "' yard.. 

2. Reduce IS mi. 8 fur. 10 rd. to inches. Am. 342540 in. 
llultlply Gml by S, and add In 8. MulUeJ;y thla IWlllt by CO. md add In 10. 

llu!Uply by lij, by 8, b7 li. 

8. In '1860 inches how many rods, &c. f 
4. In 6l miles how many feet f (5280 x 61) 
5. Reduce 6 fur. 5 rd. 1 yd. 2 ft. to inches. 
6. Reduce 12012 inches to rods, &c. .Jm. 60 rd. S yd. 2 ft. 
'1. How many inches in Sf miles Y Ana. 23'7600 in. 
8. Reduce 54954 inches to furlongs, &o. .Am. 6 fur. 8'T rd. Syd. 
9. Reduce 184507 ft. to miles. Reduce 5000rd. to miles. 
10. How many leagues (§ 248) in 9600 rods I .Am. 10 leagues. 
11. How many feet high is a horse whose height is 15 hands I 
12. How many paces in 1 mile 1 In 10 rods 1 
18. Reduce 14640 ft. to mi. Am. 2 mi. 6 fur. 'T rd. 1 yd. 1 ft. 6 in. 
14. Reduce 87844 in. to higher denominations. 

Am. 1 mi. S fur. 8 rd. 8 yd. 1 ft. 10 in. 

How many quarters In the Ell otFlandera orFlomlah EIU In tbe English Ellf 
Ia the J'rench Ell? la the ell uaed In the U. S. f Solve Rumple 1, explaining the 
lltepL After mnltlplflng b7 /,, to reduce yardl to roda, It there la • l'8IDallMlel; 
what must be done with It f 
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144 BBDUC'l'ION. 

15. Reduce the following t.o miles, and add the results: 
60'T20ft.; 12 fur. ; 126'T20in.; 8800 Yi- Ana. 20 miles. 

16. Reduce the following to inches, and add the results: 89 rd. 
2 ft.; 6 fur. 5 in.; 1 mi 5 yd. 1 ft. Ana. 118823 in. 

1 'T. How many times will a wheel 6 ft. around, turn in going 
5 milesf • 

Bow many feet ID II miles P Bow lllDY Umee are 8 ft. contained therein T 

18. In 108 inches how many cubits f (See § 248.) How many 
spansf How many hands¥ How many lines¥ 

19. How many feet deep is the water in a certain bay, if 
soundings show a depth of 140 fathoms t 

20. About how many statute miles are 15 geographical miles 
equal tot 

21. How long will it take a vessel runnina.10 knots to sail 12 
nautical leagues¥ · · .Ana. 8f houls. 

22. Sound move'& 1120 ft. in a seoond. How far oft' is a thun
der-cloud, when the clap is heard 11 seconds after the Hash is 
seen t .Am. 2i mi. 

23. How many inches lQng is a piece of m118lin containing 44 
yd.¥ How many nails in the same piece! (16 nails= 1 yd.) 

24. Bought three pieces of silk containing 87, 38, and 89 yard.a. 
How many pieces half a yard long can be cut from them r 

25. How many sixteenths in 281 yards t 
26. How many nails in 4i yards of cloth t 
27. What cost 15 yd. 1 nail of cloth, at $6.40 a yard r 

1 nail = n 74. IUll >< !Sh-

SURVEYORS' llEASURE. 

245. A Surveyor is one who measures land. In meas
uring land, Gunter's Chain (so called after an eminent 
Englieh mathematician, who invented it) is commonly 
use9. Its length is 4 rods, or 2~ yards, and it is divided 
into 100 links. 

9'11. What 11 a Blll'Yeyor P In meuarlng land, what 11 commonly use4 J Bow 
lone la GuntAlr'1 Cba1n P 
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TABLE. 

17.92 inches (in.) make 1 link, • . • • L 
100 links, 1 chain, • ch. 
so chains, 1 mile, • • • • mi. 

L In. 
ch. 1 = 7.99 

mL 1 = . 100 = 792 
1 = 80 = 8000 = 68360 

Jw may be written decimally, as hundredths of a chain. 4 ch. 82 L 
= 4.32ch. 

948. 1 chain = 4 rods. , Hence, to reduce claaina a1ul linh to rodl, 
tarite tAt linh aa tAt decimal of a ch4in, and multiply by 4. Multiply 
ibis relllllt by Gf to reduce to yards, or by l 6j- to reduce to feet. 

BXAXPLBS POR PRAOTIOB. 

1. Reduce 40 oh. 25 l to feet. 
40.116 >< 4 = 181 rods = ~ft. An& 

2. Reduce 8 oh. 15 l to inches. .Ana. 2494.8 in. 
8. A l!lll'Veyor finds the distance between two bridges to be 

840 chains ; how· many miles apart are they¥ 
4. A farmer runs a fence on each side of a lane 20 chains . in 

length. How many yards of fence does he put up ¥ .Ana. 880 yd. 
5. An oblong field is 15 oh. in length and 

10 oh. in width. How many feet long is the 
fence that encloses it ¥ .Am. 8300 ft. 

The lleld has folll' IJldea, two ot them 15 ch. long, and 
two 10 ch. long. Find, by addltlen, the length ot all folll' 
fidea In chains; then reduce to teet. 

I ltlch. I : ; 
115 ch. 

'------' 

6. How many rods long is a fence that surrounds an oblong 
field 12 chains long and 9 chains wide¥ .A.111. 168 rd. 

7. A man walks round a three-sided field, whose sides measnre 
respectively 10, 81 and 4 chains; how m~y yards does he walk.¥ 

SQUARE MEASURE. 

247. Square )[eanre is used in measuring surfaces; 
· such as land, the walls of rooms, floors, &c. 

Recite the Table of 8urve1ora' Mea81ll'O. How may lino be written t-946. Gin 
the rule for reducing chains an<l links to rod•.-247. In what laSqnani Meaeun aaed f 

7 
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146 UDUC'l'ION. 

148. A Square is a figure that has 
four equal sides perpendicular one to 
another,-that is, leaning no more to 
one side than the other. 

A Square Inch is a square whose 
sides are each ·an inch long. A Square 
Foot is a square whose sides are each 
a foot long. 

TABLE. 

1 IJICb. 

... 

1 Inch. 

144 square inches (sq. in.), 1 square foot, sq. ft. 
9 square feet, 1 square yard, sq. yd. 

301 square yards, 1 square rod, sq. rd. 
40 square rods, 1 rood, • • • • R. 

4 roods, 1 acre, •.•• A. 
640 acres, 1 square mile, sq. mi. 

.. 
i 

eq. ft. eq. lD. 
aq.yd. 1 = 144 

eq.rd. 1 = 9 = 1296 
B. 1 = 80~ = 2'12i = 892M 

A. 1 = 40 = 1210 = 10890 = 11168160 • 
lq. mL 1 = 4 = 160 = 4840 = 481160 = 6272640 

1 = MO = 11160 = 102400 = 8097600 = 2'1878400 = 4014489600 

149. Ston~tters often estimat.e their work by the square foot; pJu. 
terers and pavers, by the square yard. 

91SO. 12 inches make a foot, but 
• 1 « 1quare inches make a aqvare Coot. 

Why f-Look at the ~re on the right. 
Suppose each of its mdes to be 1 foot t 
Jong ; it will then !"Present a square ~ 
foot. Each side is di'Vlded into 12 equal;;; 
parts, representing inches. By drawing 7i 
lines ·across the figure from the inch .. 
divisions, we form a number of small ~ 
squares, each of which represents 1 ,.. 
square inch. It will be seen that the 
1 sq. ft. contains 12 rows of 12 square 
inches each, making in all 144 sq. in. 

l foo&=12 lncbcL 

..... 

So, 1 yd. = 8 ft. Then 1 sq. yd. = 8 x 8 (9) sq. ft. 
1 rd. = Iii yd. Then 1 sq. rd. = Iii x llt (30!) sq. yd. 

248. What la a SqWU'8 t What la G SqWU'll Inch t A Square Foot t Rer.lto the 
Tab!" ul Square llfeulll'C.-249. How d'l atone-euttel'll, plaate1'81'8, and pavera often 
HUmalAI I.heir work 1-211(). Show why !tis that 144 aquaru lachea make 1 &qlWO loot. 
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BQUARJ!Y !mA.SUBE, 

251. Roods and acres have no corresponding denomination in linear 
measure ; hence we do not say •~re roods or 1quare acres.-A square 
rod is also called a pok or perch (P.) ; and a square mile of land, a uction. 
A lmiYnlhip is a subdivision of a county, containing 36 square miles or 
sections. 

252. The space contained in a 11urface is called its 
Area, or Superficial Contents. To find the area of a 
four-sided figure whose sides are perpendicular one to 
another, multiply the length by the breadth. 

The length and breadth must be in the same denomination, and the 
anawer will be in the correapondln~ denomination of sqnare measure. 

Thus, in the figure, the l~ IS 12 in., the breadth 12 in. ; the area 
ls 12 x 12 sq. In. A length ol 12 ln. and breadth or 21 give an area of 
12 x 2 sq. in., as will be seen by counting the squares in the two uppermost 
rows or the figure. A length or 12 in. ILlld breadth of 8, make an area of 
12 x 8, or 36, sq. in., &:o. 

253. Surveyors, taking the dimensions of land in chains, 
on mnltiplying the length and breadth together, get the 
area in square chains, lo of which make an acre. Hence, 
to reduce sguare chains to acres, divide by 10. 

· BJ:Alll:PLBS ll'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. Reduce 10688 sq. ft. to square rode, &o • 
• pivide by 9t to reduce to sq. yds. 9) 10688 sq. ft. 

Divide the quotient by sot, or .Lt1i to 1182 d. 
reduce to sq. rods. To divide by ~' sq. Y 
multiply by the fraction inverted rn· __ 4 
llultiplying by 4 reduces the sq. yds. to 121)4728(39 sq. rd. 
quarters of a sq. yd., and on dividing by 868 
121 we get 39 sq. rods, and 9 quarters l098 
of a sq. yd. remainder. Reduce the re-
mainder to sq. yards by dividing by 4. 1089 

Af\er multiplying by 1h, therefore, 4) 9 qnarter-sq.-yd •. 
to reduce square yards to square rods, 2i sq. yd. 
if there u a remainder, dit1ide it bg 4, to . 
Twing it to aquare yard&. Am. 89 sq. rd. 21 sq. yd. 

2. Reduce 1793664 sq. in. to rood& Am. 1 R. ISP. 22! sq. yd. 

2111. Wh7 do we not sa.y .guard rooda or fq11<11'd acru ? What is B sqomc rod 
alao CBlled? What lsaSecUoa? WhBt is" Townshlp?-262. What !1 meant b7 the 
Area or Superficial Contenta of & surface? Give the rule for tlndtng tho orca nf a fhor. 
Bided llguro whose sides IU'C perp<!ndlcolar ono to BDother. What will be the <leooml· 
nation or tho answer? Apply this ·rule in the gtven enmple.-illl!. How mBDy 
llqWlft chalnl make an aere? Givu the rule for reducing sqoaro chalD• w acrca. 
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148 BBDUC'nON. 

8. Rednoe 8 A. 27 sq. rd. to square inches. .Am. 19876428 sq. in. 
4. Reduce 1118448 sq. in. to sq. rods. ..4.111. 28 sq. rd. 16 sq. yd. 
5. In 8 sq. mi. how many perches? 
6. How many acres in li sections (§251)? 
7. How many acres in a township (§251)? . 
8. Reduce 262683 sq. ft. to acres, &c. .A.111. 6 A. 4 P. 26 sq; yd •• 
9. Reduce 45 A. 8 R. 21 P. to poles(§ 251). .Ana. 7841 P. 
10. How many sq. yards in a garden 5 rd. long by 4rd. wide¥ 
Bee S 2119. Ii rd. x ' rd. = 20 sq. rd. Reduce 90 sq. rd. to sq. ;yards. 

11. How many sq. yards in a court, 20 ft. long, 18 ft. wide t 
12. A piece of land is 45 chains in ,length and 80 in breadth. 

How many acres does it contain (§ 253)? .Ana. 185 A. 
18. How many acres in a field, 40 rd. long, 24 rd. wide ¥ .Ana. 6. 
14. How many square rods in a garden 100 feet by 90 ¥ 
15. In a tract measuring 60 chains in length and 53.50 chains 

in width, how many aores¥ .Ana. 821 A. 
16. How many square yards of oil-cloth will be required to 

cover an office 18 feet by 14feet1 
17. How many yards of yard-wide carpeting will be needed to 

cover a room 27 feet by 16 feet? .Ana. 48 yd. 
18. At 85 cents a square yard, what will it cost to plaster a 

wall 15 feet high and 54 feet long? .Ana. $31.50. 
19. What will be the c~ of a piece of land 80 rods square, at 

*40.50 an acre 1 .Ana. $1820. 

CUBIC :MEASURE. 

· 254. Cubic Keuure is used in measuring bodies, which 
have length, breadth, and depth or thickness; as stone, 
timber, earth, boxes, &c. . 

255. .A Cube is a body bounded by six equal squares. 
.A Cubic Inch is a cube, one inch long, one inch broad, 

and one inch thick. Each of its six sides, or facu, is a 
~quare inch. 

Ill'- In what le Cubic Meaaure med ?-21Sli. What le a Cube? What le a Cublo 
Inch? 
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CUBIC HJU.SUBE. 

The en,,araving represents o. Cubic Yard. 
It is 1 yard, or 3 feet, in length, breadth, ~ ~ ~ 1 yd. or 8 ll. 
and depth. It will be seen that each of "\ '1i\- 0 .-----::i-"7"'"'--:: 

its six faces is I squre yard, or 9 (3 x 3)· 
J!<IU&re feet. it:! 

The top of this cube contains 9 square oo 
feet. Hence, if it were only l foot deep, ~ 
it would contain 9 cubic feet. As it is 3 t 
feet deep, it contains 8 times 9, or 2'1, ... 
cubic feet. Hence 2'1 cubic feet make 1 
cubic yard. 

So, 12 x 12 x 12, or l '128, cubic inches make 1 cubic foot. 

TABLE. 

149 

1 '128 cubic inches (cu. in.), 
27 cubic feet, 

1 cubic foot, cu. ft. 
1 cubic yard, · cu. yd. 

40 cu. ft. of round, or } 
50 cu. ft. of hewn timber, 
16 cubic feet, 

1 ton or load, T. 

8 cord feet, 

cu. :yd. 
ad. ft. 1 

Cd. 1 = -
1 = 8 - -

-
= 
= 
= 

1 cord foot, •• ed. ft. 
1 cord, ••••• Cd. 

cu. tt. ca. In. 
1 - 1728 

27 - 46656 
16 = 27648 

128 = 221184 

2156. The ton in this Table is a measured ton; the avoirdupois ton 
la o. ton of weight. Round timber is wood in its natural state. A. ton of 
round timber consists of as much as, when hewn, will make 40 cubic feet. 

257. A cord of wood is a pile, 8 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and 4 ft. high. 
Multiplying these dimensions together, we find 128 cubic feet in the cord. 
One foot in length of such a pile is called a cord foot. 

258, Cubic Measure is used in estimating the amount of work in solid 
masonry, in digging cellars, making embankments, &c. 

259. The space contained in a cube or other solid is 
called its Solidity, or Solid Contents. To find the solid. 
contents of a body with six faces perpendicular one to 
another, multiply its length, breadth, and depth together. 

What does the engraving represent? How does It show that 27 cubic feet make 
I cubic yard? Recite the Table of Cubic Measure.-266. How does the ton In tbl1 
Table dUl'er l'rom the avoirdupois ton? What Is meant by round tlmber?-2117. What 
ta meant by a cord of wood ?-258. What Is Cubic Measure often used In estimating f 
-21111. Whal Is meant by Bclldlty or Solid Contente t Give the rule far .llnding the 
Mlldlty ot a body with allc taoea perpendicular one to another, 
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150 BEDUCTION, 

The dimensions must be in the same denomination, and the. amwer 
will be ln the correspondin~ denomination of cubic measure. Thus, let it 
be required to find the solid contents of a box, 6 t\. long, 4 t\. wide, and 
86 inches deep. • 

86 in. = 8 t\. 6 x 4 x 8 = 72 cu. t\. ..dm. 

BlC.A.KPLBS ll'OB PBAOTIOB, 

l. How many cubic inches in 481 cu. yd. r .Am. 2029586 cu. in. 
2. Reduce 264884 cu. in. to cu. yd. .Ana. 5 cu. yd. 18 cu. ft. 
8. How many cubic feet in 120 cords 1 
4. How many cords of wood in a pile, 25 feet long, 4 feet 

wide, and 8 feet high! 
!Ill x 4 x 8 = 800 cu. ft. .800 + 128 = 6i Cd. .AIM. 

5. How many cords in a pile of wood, 48 feet long, 4 feet 
wide, and 10 feet high 1 .Am. 15 Cd. 

6. Reduce 56 cubic yards, 26 cubic feet, 948 cubio inches, to 
cubio inches. 

7. What will it cost to dig a cellar, 80 ft. long, 20 ft. wide, 
and 9 ft. deep, at 621 oents a cubic yard 1 .Am. $125. 

How many cubic feet In the cellar (I 2118) f How many cubic yardl f lilultlpl7 
b7 tile price per cubic yard. 

8. At 75 cents a cubio yard, what will it oost to di~ a cellar, 
86 ft. long, 18 ft. wide, and 10 ft. deep r 

9. What will it cost to make an embankment containing 
999999 cu. ft. of earth, at 70 cents a cubic yard r 

10. At $8.50 a cord, what is the value of a pile of wood, 82 
ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and 7 ft. high 1 .Am. $24.50. 

11. At £1 5s. a cord, what is the value of a pile of wood, 48 ft. 
long, l()fft. high, and 4ft. widei .Am. £20. 

12. How many cubic inches in Sf cords of wood 1 

LIQUID HEASURB. 

280. Liquid or Wine l'ttealUl'e is used in measuring 
liquids generally ; as, liquors (beer sometimes excepted}, 
water, oil, milk, &c. 

teo. lu wbat Is Liquid or Wine llCeuure used f 
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LIQUID ME.A.SURE. 151 

TABLE. 

4 gills (gi) make 1 pint, • pt. 
2 pints, 1 quart, qt. 
4 quarts, 1 gallon, • . • gal 

31! gallons, 1 barrel, . • bar. 
2 barrels (63 gal.), 1 hogshead, • • hhd. 
2 hogsheads, 1 pipe,. • pi. 
2 pip~s, 1 tun, , • tun. 

pt. gL 
qt. 1 = 4 

gaL 1 = 2 = 8 
bar. 1 = ' = 8 = 82 

hhd. 1 = Blt = 126 = 2112 = 1008 
pl. 1 = 2 = 63 = 2112 = 1104 = 2016 

tun. 1 = 2 = 4 = 126 = 1104 = 1008 = 4082 
I = 2 = 4 = 8 = 2112 = 1008 = 2016 = 8064 

42 gallons make I tierce (tier.) ; 2 tierces, 1 puncheon (pun.). 

261. Liquids are put up in casks of dift'erent sizes., called barrels, 
Uerces, hogsheads, puncheons, pipee or butts, and tuns ; but these casks 
seldom contain the exact number of gallons assigned them in the Table. 
The contents are found by gauging, or actual measurement.-When the 
barrel is used in connection with the capacity of cisterns, vats, &c., 811 
gallons are meant; in :Mllll86chusetts, 82 gallons. 

262. The wine gallon of the United States, which is the same as the 
Winchester wine gallon of England, contains 281 cubic inches. The Im
petial gallon, established in Great Britain by act of P&rliament in 182111 

contains 277.274 cubic inches, or about 1.2 of our wine gallons. 

BXA.XPLBS J'OB PBA.OTIOB. 

1. Reduce 80 gal. 8 qt. 1 pt. to gills. Am. 988 gi. 
Jlilultlply 80 gal. by 4, to reduce them to quart&, and add In 8 qt. Multiply the 

quarts thus obtained by 2, to reduce them to pints, and add in 1 pt. Multiply the 
pints thus obtained by 4, to reduce them to gllla. 

2. Reduce 72 gal. 1 pt. 8 gi. to gills. Am. 2311 gi. 
8. Reduce 180024 gi. to hhd., &c. Am. 89 bhd. 18 gal. 8 qt. 
4. How many pipes are needed, to hold 23184 pt. of wine 1 

Recite the Table. How many gallon& In" tleroot In "puncbeont-261. Name 
the casks of dl11'erent Rlzeo In which liquids are put up. How are their eontento 
found P When the barrel lo uoed lo eonnectlon with the capacity of clstemo, bow 
many gallons are generally meant t How many ln Maaeaobooctts ?-262. How man7 
cubic lncbeo does the wine gallon or the United States contain? Tho Winchester 
wino gallon or England? The Imperial gallon t 
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152 BEDUC'l'ION. 

IS. How many barrels in 2100 gal. 9 2100 x 2 == 4200 
Aa IllllJIY a8 81l gall are contained tlmea In 

2100 gall 8li = •1"1.. Multiply by the divisor 4200 + 63 == 66, 42 rem. 
Inverted, / 1• Mnltlplylng by 2 reduces the gal- 42 + 2 == 21 
Ions to halt-gallons, and on dividing by 68 there 
ts a remainder of 42 halt-gallons, which we divide .Ana. 66 bar. 21 gal 
by 9, to rednoe them to gallona. 

6. How many quarts in 81 hogsheads f 
'{. How many pinta in 1 tierce, ot 42 gallons 9 
8. How many gills in 1 bd. holding 61 gall. 8 qt. 1 pt. I 
9. How many pinta in 8 tuns 9 • 
10. What cost 15 gal. of kerosene, at 20 c. a qt. t Am. $12. 
11, What cost '24 qt. of wine, at $5.ISO a gal. I .Ana. $88. 
12. What cost 82 qt. of oil, at 9s. a gal I Am. £8 12s. 
18. How many quart bottles can be filled from a puncheon 

of rum 9 .Ana. 886 bottles. 
14. How many gallons will a cistern hold that has a capacity 

of 10 barrelsf 
15. Reduce the following to gills, and add the results : llS gal. 

1 pt.; 19 gal 8 qt.; ll pt. Am. 1128 gills. 
16. Reduce the following to gallons, and add ~e resnlta: 

't40 qt.; 608 gi. ; 812 pt. .Am. MS gal. 
1 't. A milkman mixes a gill of water with every pint of milk. 

How Dl&D.Y gallons will he thus make out of 48 quarts of pure 
milk W .Am. 15 gal. 

BEER HEASURE. 

983. Beer Jl'.euure was formerly employed in measgr. 
ing beer and milk. It is now but little used, wine meaa
ure having for the most part taken its place. 

TABLE. 

2 pints (pt.) make 1 quart, • • • • qt • 
4 quarts, 1 gallon, • 

36 gallons, I barrel, • 
• gal. 
• bar. 

ll barrels (54 gal.), 1 hogshead, • • • hhd. 

!163. In what was Beer M<•aaure formerly employed f What la .td of lta '1181 ~ 
the preae.nt dBy f Beetle tho Tllblo of Beer .M:eunn. 
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DBY :MEASUBJ!:, 153 

qt. pt. 
gal. 1 = 2 

bar. 1 = 4 = 8 
hhd. 1 = 86 = 144 = 288 

1 = li = i54 = 216 - (32 

The beer gallon contains 282 cubic inches. The gallon, quart, and 
pint of this measure, are therefore greater than those of Wine lleaaure. 
I gal. beer measure = l H gal. wine measure. 

BXA.KPLEB ll'OB PBA.OTIOB, 

1. Reduce Si hhd., beer measure, to quarts. 
2. How many quarts in 5 barrels, beer m088Ul'e 9 
8. Reduce 9640 pt. to barrels, beer measure. 
4. At 7 c. a quart, what cost 5 bar. of beer r .A.m. $50.40. 
5. What costs 1 hhd. of porter, at 12 c. a qt. r Am. $25.92. 
6. If a barrel of ale costs $11.52, what is the cost per pt. r 
'T. One third of a hhd. of porter has leaked out. How many 

quart bottles can be tilled from what remains 9 Am. 144. 
8. If a man buys a barrel of beer for $8. 71S, and retails it at 

9 o. a quart, how muoh does he maker .Ana. $4.21. 

DRY :MEASURE. 

984. Dry Keanre is used in measuring grain, seeds, 
vegetables, roots, fruit, salt, coal, and other articles not 
liquid. 

TABLE. 

2 "pints (pt.) make I quart, 
8 quarts, 1 peck, • 
4: pecks, 1 bushel, 

36 bushels, 1 chaldron, • 
qt. 

pk. 1 
bu. 1 = 8 

chal. 1 = 4 = 82 
1 = 86 = 144 = 1152 

• • qt • 
• pk. 
• bu. 
• ohal. 
pt. = 2 

= ~ 16 
= 64 
= 2804 

How many cubic Inches does the be<>r gallon contain f How m11ny wine gallon• 
dooa 1 beer gallon cqnBI r-26'. In whAt ia Dry Me111nre ruied f Recite the Table. 
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154 BEDtrCTION. 

265. The U. 8. 1tandard bushel is the Winchester bushel of Great 
Britain, which contains 2150.42 cubic inches. 

1 qt. of Dry Measure = 1 h qt. nearly of Wine Measure.-What is called 
the Small Measure contains 2 quarts. 

288. Foreign coal is Imported by the cbaldron. American coal is 
bought and sold, in large quanUties, by the ton; in mall quantities, by 
the bushel. 

BX.&.KPLES ll'OR P.R.&.OTIOE, 

1. Reduce 28 bu. ~ pk. 7 qt. to pints. 
2. Reduce 18564 pt. to bushels, &c. 
8. How many pecks in 42 chaldrons 9 
4. Reduce 15 bu. 6 qt. to pints. 
5. How many 8Dl8ll measures in 25. bushels 9 

.Ana. 1518 pt. 
.Ana. 290 bu. 2 qt. 

6. At 9 cents a quart, what will a bushel of peaches cost i 
7. How much will a grocer make on 14 bushels of potatoes, 

if lie buys them at 75 cents a bushel, and retails them at 12 cents 
a half peck i .Ans. $2.9~ 

8. Reduce the following to pints, and add the results : 7 qt. ; 
5 bu. 8 pk. ; 2 pk. 6 qt. .Ans. 426 pt. 

9. Reduce the following to pecks, and add the results: 14 ohal.; 
240 pt. ; 19 bu. ; 186 qt. .Ana. 2124 pk. 

10. How many barrels, holding 2i bushels each, will 40 chal
drons of coal fill I · 

11. Reduce 1879 bu. 8 pk. to quarts. 

TnlE. 

287. The natural divisions of time are the year and 
the day. The year is the period in which ·the· Earth 
makes one revolution round the Sun ; the day, that in 
which it makes one revolution on its axis. 

The year is divided into twelve calendar months ; the 
day, into hours, minutes, and seconds. 

26:1. What Is the standard buahel ot the U. s. P How many cubic Inches daca ll 
contain Y How many wino quarts does a quart or d17 measure equal Y What Is tbe 
Small Measure t-!168. How Is foreign coal bnport.!d f Hnw l• Am•rlean coal boupi 
anti M>ld t-HT. Nalll<l tho Mtuml division• of tlm11. Wbut Is the year f WllAL la 
the day f Iato wb"t 11 the year dlvldPd? lntn what Is the ''"Y 1llvlded f 
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yr. 
1 

DIVISIONS OF TIME. 

TABLE. 

60 seconds (sec.) make I minute, • 
60 minutes, 1 hour, 
24 hours, 1 day, • 
'l days, 1- week, 

365 days or · } 
12 calendar months, 1 year, 

366 days, 1 leap year. 

min. 
h. 
da. 
wk. 

•• yr. 

155 

100 years, 1 century, ••• cen. 

h. 
da. I 

wk. 1 = 24 
1 = '1 = 168 

= 52t = 865 = 8'T60 

min. 
1 

= 60 
= 1440 
= 10080 
= 525600 

= 
= = = 
= 

MG. 

60 
8600 

86400 
604800 

81586000 

268. The twelve calendar months, with the number 
of days th~y contain, are as follows:-

1>An. l>AY!I. 

1st mo. January (Jan.) 81. '1th mo. July (July) 31. 
2d mo. February (Feb.) 28. 8th mo. .!.ugust (Aug.) 31. 
3d mo. March (Har.) 31. 9th mo. September (Sept.) 30. 
4th mo. April (Apr.) 80. 10th mo. October (Oct.) 81. 
11th mo. Hay (May) . 81. 11th mo. November (Nov.) 30. 
6th mo. June (June) 30. 12th mo. December (DeC.) 81. 

269. The days in these months, added together, make 
365 days in tre year. But the solar year exceeds this by 
nearly six hours, its exact length being 365 days 5 h. 
48 min. 49. 'l sec. To cover this excess, every fourth year 
(except three in four centuries) is made a Leap Year of 
366 days, the additional day being placed at the end of 
February~ the shortest month, which then contains 29 
days. Leap Year is also called Bissextile. 

Every year that can be divided by 4 without remainder, as 1868, 18'1'2, 
18'1'6, is a leap year, except the yea.rs that are multiples of 100 and are 

Recite the 'l:nble.-268; Naml' the twcl'Ve calendar JD(lntha In ord•r. with the 
number or days they cootalu.-20ll. How many dnya In tht'8C twelve m<mths f Whn& 
Is the exaet leD!=th or tho aolar year? Whnt provililon Is made for covering the dlf· 
llreocc ootween the rorumOD and the i;olnr ylllll' f What other 1181118 Is applied to 
Leap Y~arf Whr.t )'l'lln are IPG(' yclll'S? 
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156 BBDUCl'ION. 

not exactly divisible by 400. The year 1900 will not be a leap year, bul 
2000 will be. 

270. In business calculations, 80 days are generally allowed to the 
month. In common language, the term month is oft.en applied to an in
terval of 4 weeks. 

The following lines will help the pupil to remember the number of 
days in each calendar month :-

. "Thirty days hath September, 
April, June, and November; 
All the rest have thirty-one, 
Except February alone; 
Which baa but four and twenty.f'oor, 
And evrrey leap year one day more." 

171. The following Table will be found useful :

TABLE, 
IDOWDl'G '1'1111 lf'UXBD OlP DA.TS rBOll .UCT DA.T or ONJI KOl<Tll TO TJIJI s.un DA.T 

or A.lCT OTllllJI :11o:nu wrnm< A. n.u. 

ftOll A.lCT TO 'l'lrll IA.1111 DAT or 

DA.TOlP 
lan. ,. -· April. May. Jane. Jal7. Aag. Sopl. Del. No•. J>oe. --

JANll'..t.BY •• 8611 81 119 90 120 1111 181 212 243 278 804 884 
FllRll'..t.BY, 834 8611 28 119 89 120 1110 181 212 242 278 803 
H..t.Bcu ••• 806 337 8611 31 61 92 122 1113 184 214 2411 2711 
APRIL •••.•• 2711 306 834 8611 30 61 91 122 11S3 188 214 244 
lliY ••••• 2411 276 804 8311 8611 81 61 92 123 1113 184 214 
J11N11:., ••• 214 2411 278 804 384 3611 80 61 92 122 1118 183 
JULY••••• 184 2111 248 274 804 8311 8611 81 62 92 123 11!3 
AUGll'BT ••• 1118 184 212 243 273 804 834 8611 81 61 92 122 
SEPmoin. 122 1118 181 212 242 278 808 884 8611 80 61 91 
0C'l'OBER.., 92 128 11>1 182 212 243 278 304 331S 361S 81 61 
NOVElllBER. 61 92 120 1111 181 212 242 273 304 334 3611 80 
DBcEimu. 31 62 90 121 1111 182 212 243 274 304 831S 8611 

EUKPLB.-How many days from Nov. 6, 1861S, to the llStb of the 
following April ?-Find November in the vertical column on the left, and 
April over the top. At tile Intersection of these two lines we find 1111, 
which ia the number of days from November 6, 1861S, to April 6, 1866. 
To April 111 will be 9 more days; 1111+9 = 160, the number of days 
required. . 

One more day than ia given in the above Table must be allowed for 
intervals embracing the end of February falling in a leap year. 

9'10. In bu1lness ealculntton., how llWIY day811re goncrnlly allowed to the month! 
To. whnt Is the term ma11th often applied In common langu11g11 ?-!!TL Wh1>t d~ • 
the Tnble show? Give nn exBmplc, to Illustrate Its u11<>. 

• 
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CIRCULAR MEASURE. 157 

BXA.KPLBS l'OB PB.AOTIOB, 

1. Reduce 9 yr. 8 da. 59 min. to seconds. Ana, 284086'740 sec. 
2. Reduce 68142980sec. to years,&c. Am. 2yr. 19h. 48min. 
8. How many seconds in a solar year (§ 269) 9 Am. 81556929. 7 

~ 4. How many leap years from the year 1800 to 1900 9 
5. How many days from Apr. 14, 1865, to Dec. 81, 1865 9 

<See Table.) To October 9, 1865 9 To Ang. 29, 1866 f 
6. When 4t hours of a day have passed, how many seconda 

remain¥ · 
7. How much time will a person waste in a year, who wastes 

ten minutes every day 1 Am. 2 da. 12 b. 50 min. 
8. If a clock loses 8 sec. every hour, bow many minutes too 

slow will it be at tbe end of a week ¥ Ana. 8 min. 24 sec. 
9. Find the length in days, &c., of the lunar month, which 

contains 2551443 seconds. Am. 29 da. 12 h. 44min. 8 sec. 
10. If a person's income is 1 c. a minute, what will it amount 

to in the months of June, July, and August 9 Ana. $1324.80. 

OIROULAR MEASURE. 

272. Circular Keaaure is used in connection with 
angles and parts of circles. B 

273. A Circle is a figure bounded by a curve, €j 
every point of which is equally distant from a point 
within, called the Centre. 

The Circumference of a circle is the oun'e that a 
bounds it. A Diameter ill a straight line drawn 
through the centre, terminating at both ends in the 
circumference. A Radius (plural radii} ill a straight 
line drawn from the centre to the circumference, D 
and is equal to half the diameter. 

The F1gure represent.a a Circle: A.BCD is the circnmference ; E, the 
centre ; AC, the diameter; EA, EB, EC, are radii. 

An Angle is the dift"erence In direction of two straight lines that meet. 
A Right Angle is an angle made by one straight line meeting another 

in such pay as to make the two adjacent angles equal,-that is, so as to 
incline no more to one side than the other, In the above F1gure, BEA 
and BEC are right angles. 

11?2. With what 18 Clrcnlar M~aaore ueed lo connection t-2'18. What Is a Circle; 
What la tho Circumference of a Circler What 18 a Dlaniolert What Is a Radlud 
What la ao Angle P What Is a Right Angle P 

.. 
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158 BEDUCl'ION, • 

274. Every circle may be divided into 360 equal parts, 
called Degrees. The actual length of the degree will of 
course depend on the size of the circle. A degree is 
divided into 60 equal parts, called Minutes ; and a minute 
into 60 equal parts, called Seconds. 

TABLE. 
60 seconds (') make 1 minute, . 
60 minutes, 1 degree, 0 . 
30 degrees, 1 sign, . . . . s. 
12 signs, 1 circle,. . c. 

. I' = 60• 
s. 10 = 60 = 8600 

0. 1 = 80 = 1800 = 108000 
1 = 12 - 860 = 21600 = 1296000 

976. The Sign is 1l8ed only in Astronomy.-1 minute of the ciromn. 
. ferenoo of the earth constitut.es a geographical or nautical mile, which, u 

we have aeen, is about l / 0 statute niiles. 

BXAKPLBS FOB PRAOTJOB. 

1. How many seconds in l of a circle 1 Ani. 8~. 
2. Reduce 40° 41' 42' to eecond11. AM. 146502'. 
8. Reduce 2151989' to degrees, &c. Am. 69° 59' 49'. 
4. How many minutes in two signs ? 
15. How many geographical miles in 5° oflatitudet 

276. p A.PER. 

24 sheets make 1 quire. 
20 quires; 1 ream. 

2 reams, 1 bundle. 
5 bundles, 1 bale. 

quire. lheeta. 
ream. 1 = 24 

bundle. 1 = 20 = 480 
bile. 1 = 2 = 40 = 960 

1 = 5 = 10 = 200 = 4800 

IT4. Into whnt may eTery clrclo bo dh1dcd f How Is n de!l"l!o dh1ded f How 
la a mlnuto dlnded f Recite tho TBblo of Olrllular Meuure.-173. In what alooo la 
tho Sign uaed f What doee 1 minute of tho circumference of tho earth oonaU&uto f 
-2'?6. Recite tho Table \d8d In oonneotlon with papor. 
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REDUCTION OF DENOMINATE FRACTIONS. 159 

277. COLLECTIONS OF UNITS. 

12 units make 
12 dozen, 
12 gross, 
20 units, 

groes. 
great grollll. 1 = 

1 = 12 = 

1 dozen, doz. 
1 gross. 
1 great gross. 
1 score. 

doz. 
1 = 

12 = 
144 = 

BX.A.MPL:U:S J'OR PB.A.OTJOB. 

1. How many sheets in 10 bnndles of paper r 

units. 
19 

144 
1728 

2. If paper is $6 a ream, what does it cost a quire W 

8. A bookseller bought 10 reams of paper, at $2i a ream; he 
retailed it at 1 cent a sheet. What was his gain r Am. $28. 

4. How many reams· of paper will be needed for 1000 books, 
if each book requires a dozen sheets 1 A111. 25 reams. 

5. If a score of boys have each 5 boxes of pens, containing a 
gross apiece, how many pens have they in all W 

6. A tailor uses 18 dozen buttons out of a great gross; how 
many buttons has he left W 

7. If a stationer manufactures 48 dozen copy-books a day, 
excluding Sundays, how many great gross will he make in fifty
two weeks? Am. 104 great gross. 

Reduction or Denominate Fractlon1, 
Common and Decimal. 

978. A Common Fraction or Decimal is called De
nominate when it is used in connection with a denomina
tion ; as, £!, .25 oz. 

279. Den<;>minate Fractions, whether common or deci
mal, are reduced, like integers, to low~ denominationa 
lJy multiplication, to higher denominations lJy division. 

2TT. Recite the Table relating to collections of nnlta.-218. When Is a common 
ft-action or <leclmnl called dt1t0mlnalt f-2T9. How...., denomlm1te A-actlona reduced 
to lowor denomlnatlllna r To higher denomlno.tlon1 r ·· 
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160 REDUCl'ION OP 

280. CA.SE L-To reduce one denominate fraction to 
another of a lower denomination. 

Exilu>LE.-Reduce 1h gall to the fraction of a gill. 
This is a case of Reduction De- 1 I( 2 "- 2 

scending. Multiply the siven fraction - x - x - x -· = -
by 4 (since 4 qt. = 1 gal.); by 2 (2 pt. J'.l~ 1 1 1 '1 
=lqt.); by4(4gi. = lpt.). Cancel ~~ '1 
such factors as are common, and multi- .A • ill 
ply together those that are left. m. .,- g 

RULE.-Multiply the given fraction by the number or 
numbers that connect its denomination UJith that of the 
required fraction. 

BXAMPLBB FOR PRAOTIOE. 

1. Reduce nm ton to the fraction of an OZ. Am. l oz. 
2. Reduce £rfn to the fraction of a penny. Ana. /hd. 
8. What fraction of a pint is ..fn of a bushel f Ana. U pt. 
4. What part of a sq. foot is n-hn acre f Ans. th sq. ft. 
5. What part of an inch is ~ of a mile¥ Ana. fft in. 
6. What part of a second is ~ of a week f Ans. H sec. 
7. What part of a quire is Hs of o. bundle of paper 1 
8. Reduce Tin of a pound to the fraction of a scruple. 

281. CASE n.-To reduce a denominate fraction to 
UJhole numhers of low_er denominations. 

ExAMPLE.-Reduce l of a bushel 
to pecks, &c. 

To reduce bushels to pecks, multiply by 4. 
Multiplying the numerator of the fraction by 
4 and dividing the product by its denominator, 
we get 2~ pk. Reduce the fraction, ! pk., to 
quarts. Multiplying its numerator by 8 and 
dividing by its denominator, we get II~ qt. 
Redu~ the fraction, ;\- qt., to pints. Multi
plying ~ts numerator by 2 and dividin~ by its 
denommator, we get ~pt. Collect the integers 
in the several quotients, and the last fraction, 
for the answer. 

2 
4 

8)8 
2pk. l2rem. 

8 
8)16 

5qt. j 1 rem. 
2 

8)2 
Qipt. 

Ans. 2 pk. 5 qt. f pt. 

2SO. What Is tho ftrst Caso of tho reduction ur denominate ftoactlon• ! Solve tho 
given ciaun11lc. Rctclte tho rulc.-281. What Is Cue ll. ! Go through tbo glnD 
eumple. 
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DENOMINATE FBA.Cl'IONS. 161 

RuLJJ:,-Multiply the numerator of ,the given fractio~ 
by the number that will reduce it to the nm lower denomi
nation, and divide by its denominator. If there i8 a re
mainder, multiply and divide it in the same way; and 
proceed thus to the lowest denomination. Collect th6 
integers and the last fraction, if any,for the anB'IOer, 

'• 

EXAMPLES Jl'OR PBAOTIOJ:, 

Reduce the following to integers of lower denominations:-
1. f of a pound Troy. .Am. 7 oz. 4 pwt. 
2. t of a sign. .Am. 22° 80', 
8. tt of a cubic yard. .Am. 19 cu. ft. 1882f en. in. 
4. n of a bar. (beer measure). .Am. 82 gal. 1 qt. 11 pt. 
rs. t mile (surveyors' measure). .A~. 4a ch. 71 li. 8.89f in. 
6. I of a great gi·oss. Am. 7 gross 6 dozen. 
7. Th of a hundred-weight. .Am. 12 oz. 12! dr. 
8. Ir of a long ton. .Am. 268 lb. 12 oz. 12j <lr. 
9. f of a furleng; ' 
10. l of a shilling. 
11. How many acres, &c., in a piece oflancl i mile long and t 

of a mile wide W .Am. 142 A. 85! sq. rd. 
Area = t x • = I eq. ml. Beduoo I eq. mt. to acrea. &c. 
12. Required the solid contents of a block of stone, 2l yd. long, 

ll yd. wide, f yd. thick. .dm. 1 cu. yd. 21 cu. A. 1086j en. in. 

282; CASE m-To reauce one denominate fraction to 
another of a higher denomination. 

EXAllPLE.-Reduce t of a gill to the fraction of a 
gallon. 

This is a case ot Reduction Ascend
ing. Divide the fraction : that ill, mul. 
tiply its denominator by 4 (since 4 gi. = I pt.); by 2 (2pt. = l~t.); b1 4 
( 4 qt. = 1 gall.). Cancel 2 ; multiply 

• 1 
'ij x 4 x • x 4 = 112 ' 

~ .... YhgalL 
the remaining factors. 

Under Cmse L we reduced Th gall. to f gill. Here we have reduced 

Reclto tho rule tor l'l!cluclng a donomlnllto fnctl1111 to whole nombors of lower 
dmomlnatlon&-B WbAt la Ouo Ill. r Si>lvo the given umnplc. Dow may It bi 
Jll'OVCCU 
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162 REDUCTION. 

1 gill to Th gall Hence the operations In Cue L and Case m. prove 
each other. 

RULE.-Divide the given fraction by the numher or 
numbers that connect its denomination with thoJ, of the 
required fraction. 

BXA.XPLBS J'OB PBA.OTIOB. 

1. Reduce f of a rod to the fraction of a league. .Am. Tin lea. 
2. Reduce n pt. to the fraction of a puncheon. Am. Tin pun. 
B. Reduce i fathom to the fraction of a mile. .Am. dn mi. 

t fathom = 2 feet t x ; x n x -tu x t = rln 
4. What part of a guinea is l of a crown Y 
rs. What part of an eagle is i of a dime Y 
6. What part of a long ton is f of a pound 9 
'1. What part of a pound is 1"f of a BCruple 1 
8. What part of a circle is f of a second 1 

.Am. n guin. 
Ana. JhE. 

9. What part of a piece of 40 yards is a nail of cloth I 
1 nllil = f.; yd. -h x 40 = ·1h Ana. 

10. What part of 20 go.llons is tt of a pint 1 Am. Yh· 
11. What part of a five-acre lot is f of a perch 1 Am. m· 
12. What part of the month of Aug. is b ipin. 1 Ana. rrhn· 

288. Cum IV.-To reduce one denominate numher to 
the fraction of another. 

EXA.MPLE0 L-Reduce 16s. 6d. 2 far. to the fraction of' 
a pound. 

Reduce 18s. 8d. 2 far. to farthings, the 
lowest denomination mentioned : 

Reduce £1 to the same denomination: 
'194far. = iU of960far. 
Reduce this fraction to its lowest t.enns. 

18a. 6d. 2 Car. = '194 far. 
£1 = 960far. 

£U& = £!13 .A111. 

EXAMPLE ll-;Reduce 20 rods 21 yards to the fraction 
of'a mile. 

If the lowest denomination given contains i, we mUBt reduce both 
numbers to halves of that denomination ; it it contains thirds, to tbird1', 

Give the role for l't'duclog " drnomlDAte II-action to a higher denomlnnt ton.-
253. What ts Colo IV.? Solve Example L If the Jo·Re•t denomination glv<·n con· 
t..lno J, wh"t mu1t w.i dot U It oont.GIDe t.blrd.I, wba'• mu1t wo do r Illuetnte tbla 
with Exa11111Jo II. 
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BEDUCl'IO:N OJJ' DDOJUN'ATB DBClllALS. 163 

A:o. ID t.his example, f'or lnatance, we must reduce both numbers to halt'· 

J'uds. 20 rd. 2l yd. = 225 half-yard& 
1 mile = 8520 half-yards. 

nh = /.h mile .Au. 

RULB.-Reduce the given numbers to the lOtDeat de
nomination in either. Of th6 numbers thw reduced, tak6 
th6 one of tchich th6 fraction is required for th6 denomi
nator, and the other for the numerator. 

BX..lKPLBS Ji'OB PB..lOTIOB. 

Reduce the following ; give the fraction in its lowest terms:-
1. 8 bu. 1 pk. to the fraction of a chaldron. Ana. U chal. 
2. 1 oz. 1 pwt. 1 gr. to the fraction of a lb. Ana. iNr lb. 
3. Of oz. to the fraction of a stone. .Ana. -N. stone. 
4. 3! cu. ft. to the fraction of a cord. Ana. n cord. 
5. l inch to the fraction of a hand. Ana. n hand. 
6. 29 gal. 1 pt. to the fraction of a barrel. Am. Hf bar. 
7. 1 _English ell to the fraction of 1 French ell. .Am. l ell Fr. 

Reduce.both to the common denomination, quarien. 

8. What part of 1 ch. 50 I. is q inches f 
9. What part of 6s. std. is Ss. 5d. I 

Ana. rtt,-. 
.Ana. fi. 

10. Reduce 51 hours to the fraction of a leap ;rear. 

284. CASK V:-To reduce a denominau decimal to 
whok numbers of lower denominations. 

EXAHPLB.-Red~ce .4'118'15 lb., 
apothecaries' weight, to ounces, &c. 

This is a case of Reduction Descending. 

.4'118'15 lb. 
12 

oz. IS j .662500 
8 

dr. IS 1.sooooo 
s 

BC •• 900000 
20 

Multiply by 12, to reduce to ounces, pointing 
oil' the product as in multiplication of deci· 
mals. Reserve the integer, and reduce the 
decimal to drams by multlplying by 8. Again 
resene the integer, and reduce the decimal to 
llCl'Uplea by multiplying by 3. There being no 
integer, multiply this product by 20 to reduce gr. 18.000000 
it to grains. .Finally, collect the Integers in 
the several products for the answer. Am. 5 oz. 5 dr. 18 gr. 

· Beclte the rule for rednclng one denominate number to tho fraction of anotber.
iM. What la Oaae V. t Go through the given eDmplc, ozpla1nlng tho 1tepa. 
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164 BEDUC'l'ION. 

RULE.-Multiply the given decimal by the number tha! 
tDill reduce it to the ne:U lower denomination. Treat the 
decimal part of the product in the same tDay, and pro
ceed thus to the lowest denomination. Oolkct the integers 
in the se-oeral products, tDith the last decimal, if there i8 
one,/or the anatDer. 

BJ:AKPLBS Jl'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. Reduce .'T25lb. Troy to ounces, &c. ..4.u. 8oz. Upwt. 
2. Reduce .4156 c.wt. to qr., &o • ..4.u. 1 qr. 16 lb. 8 oz. 15.86 dr. 
B. Reduce .'15 bale of paper. ..4.111. 8bundles lream lOqui. 
4. Rednce .9 of a great gross to gross, &o. 
rs. Reduce .002 bar. of beer to gallons, &o. ..4.n1 • • 5'T6pt. 
6. A lot is 50.8 rd. long, 29.l!li rd. wide. What is its area in 

acres, &c. I Am. 9 A. 81 sq. rd. 8 sq. yd. 2 sq. ft. 125.1 sq. in. 
Area = l50.8 " 99.211 = Un.2Tll 11q. rd. Bedll.Cl8 14.U 11q. rd. t.o rooda and -

Beduoe .9Tll 11q. rd. to 11q11are :yards, &a. Combine the result.a. 

'T. A cistern is 8.25 ft. long and wide, and 10 ft. deep. What 
is its capacity Y ..4.m. 8 cu. yd. 24 cu. ft. 1080 cu. in. 

8. A piece of land measnrea 82. '12 ob. by 41.86 ch. Required it.a 
area in acres, roods, and perches. ..4.m. tars A. 1 R. 12 perches+. 

Area = 811. T!I " 41.86 = 18118.9991 sq. ch. Dlvtdlng 1838.2999 1q. ch. by 10 
(llnoe 10 eq. ch. = 1 acre), we get 186.8299!1 acre&. Bed11oe .82999 A. to rooda and 
porche1. 

9. What is the area of an oblong fiel~ 8.5 chains in length and 
lS.5 oho.ins in width I Am. 4A. 2R. 28sq. rd. 

10. How many degrees, &c.1 in .01 of a circle I 
11. How many days, &c.1 in .12 of a year I 
12. How many roods, &o., in .5'15 of an acre I 
18. How many shillings, &o., in .49 of a pound sterling 9 

286. CASK VI.-To reduce a compound number to t'M 
decimal of a higher denomination. 

ExAMPLE.-Reduce 5 oz. 5 dr. 18 gr. to the decimal of 
a pound. 

Recite the rule tor reducing a denominate decimal to whole numbera ot lower 
donomtnatlona.-2811. What la Cue VL 7 Bolve the glven eumplo. 
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RBI>UOTIOli. 

· Begin with the lowest denomination. Reduce 
18 gr. to the decimal or a dram,•hich is the next 
higher denomination given, by dividing by 60 
(since 60gr. = 1 dr.), annexing as many decimal 
naughta a8 may be necessary. Annex the result, 
.8 dr., to the drams in the given number, and 
divide by 8, to reduce to the decimal or an ounce. 
Annex the result, .66211 m., to the ounces in the 
given number, and divide by 111, to reduce to the 
decimal or a pound. 

165 

60)18.0gr. 
--:idr. 
8)5.Sdr. 

.6625 oz. 
12) 5.6625 oz. 

Am • . 4'118'15 lb. 

The processes In ClllA! V. and Case VI. prove each other:
By Case V. .4'118'111lb. = II oz. 11 dr. 18gr. 
By Case VI. loz. II dr. 18gr. = .4'118'111 lb. 

RULE.-Divicle the loweat denomination 'f>y the num
l>er that will reduce it to the n~ higher denomination in 
the given number, and ann~ the decimal quotient to that 
ne:i:t higher. 2'-eat thill result in the same way, and pro
ceed thw tiU the required denomination i8 reached. 

SXAKPLSS J'OB PBACTIOJ:. 

Reduce the follo-wlng; prove the answers :-
1. 2 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt. to the decim~l of a hhd. Am • • 0416 hhd. 
2. Se. qd. to the decimal of a pound. Am . .£.168'15. 
8. $5.10 to the decimal ot a double eagle. Am • • 1155. 
4. 2 da. Sh. 4 min. 6 sec. to the decimal of a week. 
5. '1 cd. ft. '1 cu. ft. to the decimal of a Cd. Am . . 92968'15 Cd. 
6. 4 yd. 9 in. to the decimal of a rod. Am . . '172 rd. 
'1. 9d. 2far. to the decimal ofa crown. Am . . 1583 crown. 
8. 2 cwt. S lb. to the decimal of a ton. 
9. 1 pk. 'T qt. 1 pt. to the decimal of a bushel 
10. 10 3 2 :?:> to the decimal of a pound. 
11. 'T dr. 18 gr. to the decimal of an ounce. 
12. 8 pwt. S gr. to the decimal of an ounce. 
lS. 16 rd. to the decimal of a mile. 
14. 8 in. to the decimal of a fathom. 

Ana • • 05 ml. 
Ana . .i fathom. 

15. 1 lb. 12 oz. to the decimal of a stone. Ana • . 125 stone. 
16. 24 lb. to the decimal of a long ton. Am • . 010'714 long T.+. 

Recite the rale tor reduclng a ciompOllDd number to the decimal ot a higher de-
nomtnat.lon. 
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166 BJmUCrIOll'. 

lluc:n • anoUll Qumlon.-In what dmominationa do American mer
chants keep their accounts? Britiah merchuts? What American coin 
ia nearest in value io the British ahilling? To the British sovereign! 
Why is Federal lloney ao called? Sterling Money? 

Recite the three Tables used in connection with weight. For what is 
Avoirdupois Weight uaed? Apothecariee'? Troy? ·In which or theee 
is the pound the greatest T In which is the ouoce the greatest T Ia the 
avoirdupois dram greater or leee than the dram or apoth-riea' weight? 
Is the grain or apothecaries' weight greater or le88 than the Troy grain? 
How many pennyweights ia the dram or apothecaries' weight equal io ! 

What measure is uaed in reckoning diataucee? In aurveying laud? 
In expreeaing 11upedlcial contents? Io expreuing aolid contents! In 
eetimatlng the amount of work in aolid muonry ? In estimating aorlacea 
io be pluiered or pav8d? Io measuring drygoode? What are the di
mensions or a cord or wood T 

What measure is now generally naed for liquids? How are the con
tents or casks ucerta?ned T How many cubic inches in the wine gallon ? 
In the beer gallon! Which la greater, the beer or the wine quart? What 
is used in meuuring grain and fruit T Which is greater, the quart or 
dry or that or liquid measure! In what two Tables do the BeCond and 
minute occur? Bow do the eecond and minute or Circular Measure dUf'er 
from those or Time lleuore' 

288. MIBoBLLANBous ExAKPLBs. 

1. How many ducats, worth 9s. 8d. apiece, are equal in value 
to £74? .Ana. 160 ducats. 

2. IC a cannon-ball could move with uniform velocity 1000 
feet a seoond, how many miles, &c., would it go in a quarter of a 
minute¥ 

8. How long would this ball be in reaching the sun, which is 
95000000 miles from the earth I A.111. 5805 da. 18 h. 20 min. 

4. A cubic foot or water weighs 1000 oz. What weight of 
water will a cistern B ft. by 4 ft. across, and 10 ft. deep, con

~' ~~~ 
5. Required the area in acres, &c., of an oblong piece of Ui.nd, 

.5 miles long and .8 miles broad. 
6. If three preases, each capable of striking oft' 1800 coins an 

hour, work, the first at quarter-dollars, the second at half~agles. 
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and the third at dimes, what will be the whole amount coined in 
eight hours f .Ana. •77040. 

7. A silversmith, having on band 20 lb. of silver, uses 4 en. 
18 gr. of it. What decimal is this of the amo'llllt he originally 
bad f .Ana • • 0168229+. 

FIDd ..-hat decimal It 11 oC l lb., S 28!S; It will be le u mucb or 20 lb. 

8. What were the solid contents of the Ark, which was 800 
cubits in length, 50 in breadth, and 80 in height-the sacred cubit 
being 22 inches' .Ana. 102700 cu; yd~ 16 cu. ft. 1152 cu. m. 

9. In two dozen bottles, each holding 1.1 qt., how many gal-
lons, &c. f .Am. 6 gal. 2 qt. 8.2 gi. 

1.1 " !14 = 96 .4 qt. Reel.nee 96 qt. to pll0118, 1111d .4 qt. to lower denomlnatlona 
aecordlDg to S 2!1'-

10. An oblong piece of land measures 14 ch. 5 Liu width, and 
36 ch. 241. in length. How many acres, roods, and perches, does 
it contsiu f · .Ana. 50 A. 8 R. 26. 752 P. 

11. What part of an acre is an oblong lot 'T5 feet wide and 150 
feet in length 1 .Am. Ht A. 

12. Wl1at are the solid contents of a blook ef wood, f yd. long, 
f yd. wide, f yd. thick 1 .Ana. 4 cu. ft. 1086/J cu. in. 

13. How many acres, &c., are there in an oblong farm, t mi. 
long, f mi. wide 1 

14. If t of a chaldron of coal is consumed daily, how many 
bushels will be used in a week 1 

· 15 • . If a thread 18 rOds long can b~ spun from an ounce of 
silk, how many pound& of silk will be required for a thread 90 
miles long Y .Am. l 00 lb. 

16. Reduce f qt. to the decimal of a bushel. 
! = . T5 qt. • T5 + 8 = .088'1li pk. .09816 + ' = .0284813 bu. 

17. Reduce l qt. to the fraction of a bbd. .Ana. nn bhd. 
. To the fraction of a pint. .A.718. t pt. · 

To lower denominations. .Ana. 1 gi. 
To the decimal of a gallon. .Am • • 03125 gal. 

18. Reduce 1 3 It :t> to the fraction of a lb. .Am. -h lb. 
To the decimal of an ounce. .Ana . • 2 oz. 

19. Reduce its sq. rd. to lower denominations. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

COMPOUND .A.D:PITION. 

28'1. Compound Addition is the process of uniting two 
or more compound numbers in one, called their Sum. It 
combines addition and reduction ascending. 

EXAKPLB.-Add 1 lb. 3 oz. 19 pwt. 23 gr.; 2 oz. 15 gr.; 
2 lb. 1 '1 pwt. ; and 2 lb. 1 oz. 8 pwt. 10 gr. 

That we may unite things of the same kind, we Write pounds under 
pounds, ounces under ounces, &c., marking the denominations above. 

Beginning to add at the right, we find the sum 
of the grains to be 48. But48 gr. :::: 2 pwt. Hence lb. -oz. pwt. gr. 
we carry 2 to the pennyweights, and write O under 1 8 19 23 
thegrains. 2 0 16 

The sum of the pennyweights, inoludinit the 2 8 0 1 'T 0 
carried, Is 46. But46 pwt. :::: 2 oz. 6 pwt. Write 6 2 1 8 10 
under the pennyweights, and carry 2 to the column .A.718. -6-8--6--0-
of ounces. The sum of the ounces Is 8, which, not 
being reducible to pounds, we write under the ounces. The sum of the 
pounds Is 6, which, not being reducible to any higher denomination, we 
write under the pounds added. .An.t. 6 lb. 8 oz. 6 pwt. 

288.--0beerve that in Simple Addition there is a reduction similar 
to the above, when we carry. .A.a the orders increase in value tenfold 
18 we go to the left, to reduce to a higher order, we divide the sum of 
each column by IO. That ia, we cut oft' the rightrliand figure, and place 
it as a remairukr under the column added; while the left.hand figure or 
figures, being the quotient, we carry to the next column. 

' 289.-RULB.-1. Write numbers of the same denomi
nation in the same column. 

2. .Beginning at the right, add as in simple numlJera. 
Write each sum under the numbers added, unless it can 
be reduced to a higher denomination; in 'l!Jhich case, 
divide by the number that it takes to make one of thae 
·denomination. Write the remainder under the numbera 
added, ahd carry the· quotient. 

3. Prove by adding in the opposite direction. 

1181. Wbat Is Compound Addition ? Wb11>t procesae1 does tt combine ? _ Go 
through the given example, explaining the lltcpe.-288. Show how In Simple Addi· 
tlon there Is a similar rednctlon.-2811. Roolte the rule tor Compound .A.ddll.lon. 
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190. -If a fraction occurs in the an- ExillPL'I 2. ewer, it must be reduced to lower denomi-
rd. yd. ft. nations, if there are any, and the result 

• added to the previous sum with the frao- Add 5 2 1 
tion omitted. Thus, in dividing yards by 6 3 2 
ISl, to reduce them to rods, a remainder 7 1 1 
containing t yd. may occur, as in Example 19 111-11 2. But t yd. = 1 ft. 6 in. We therefore yyd.= 1 6in. 
add 1 ft. 6 in. to the integers of the answer 

.Am. 19 1 2 6 irst obtained. 

991. Ex.A.KPLBS FOB PB.A.0 TI 0 B. 

Add the following compound numbers:-
(1) (ll) (8) 

£ 8. d. far. lb. ~ 3 3 gr. rd. yd. ft. In. 
8 7 8 8 1 2 'T 2 18 19 IS 2 4 

8 9 1 6 IS 1 19 2 3 0 9 
1 9 11 0 3 1 0 16 IS 2 2 

'T 10 2 4 7 3 1 llS 4 1 1 'T 
s 6 10 2 2 4 6 2 11 · 11 8 1 IS 
8 1 2 0 9 1 1 0 19 39 3 0 9 

<•> (ll) {6) 
ch. L ID. "l· rd. eq. yd. eq. ft. eq. In. ca.• cd.ft. 

9 41 6-h 6 29 2 98 4 2 
14, 9 5 8 30 7 86 8 6 

8 rn 8· 5 18 0 101 32 3 
22 16 1 3 27 6 79 llS 7 
81S 82 4tlr 14 14 8 128 29 IS 
90 7 3.56 39 80 1 91 907 

(7) (8) (9) 
pl. qt. pt. gl. T. cwt. qr. lb. OS. atone lb. OS. 

1 8 1 8 20 17 1 llS 9 5 12 4 
2 1 2 41 16 0 4 5 7 11 7 

5 1 1 1 16 12 8 18 12 1 18 2 
2 8 1 2 88 18 2 11 18 12 10 8 

10. A jeweller buys the following quantities of silver: 8 lb. 6 
pwt. ; 10 oz. 4 pwt. 21 gr. ; 8 oz. 20 gr. ; 8 lb. 6 oz. 8 pwt. 7 gr. 
How much does he buy in all ? 

llllO. Ir a ft'oetlon oocura In the answer, what must be done t 
8 
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(11) (U) 
ea. :yd. ca. ft. ea.Ill. ml. fur. rd. 7d. ft. ... 

518 19 169:1 47 1 29 4 0 6.8 
48 22 842 26 5 18 8 9 8.1 
79 8 12571 59 8 7 5 1 4.9 
52 18 2ogi 86 'T 26 IS 0 11.25 
87 14 1265 84 6 88 4 1 9.5 
65 16 1084ff 92 4 85 4 2 10.75 

857 19 1178 847 5 83 0 2 4.10 

(18) (14) (111) 

bu. pk. qt. pt. wk. c1a. h. min. lllC. I ,, 
14 5! 'r 0.5 2 2 29 49 86 8 86 2( 

9 8 5 1.1 6 19 81 514 4 8 14 
'T 0 8 1.6 8 1 18 28 29 6 9 86 
6 9 4 0.2 5 18 19 59 8 25 58 

18 1 1 1.5 8 4 14 5'{ 57 I 51 42 

16. What are the contents of four hogsheads, the first of w hicli 
contains 63 gal. 2 qt. 1 t pt. i the second, 60 gal. 3 qt. 1. 'r5 pt. i the 
third, 62 gal. 1 pt. 8 gi. ; the fourth, 61 gal. 2 qt. 2 gi. t 

Am. 248 gal. 1 qt. 1 pt. 2 gi. 
17. How much wood in three piles, the first of which contains 

10 Cd. 6' ed. ft. 4 cu. ft.; the second, 12 Cd. 12 cu. ft.; the third, 
1 'T Cd. 1 ed. fl;, ' 

18. A surveyor measures four distances; the first he finds to 
be 40 ch. 59 l. 3 in., the second 28 ch. 431. 5 in., the third 16.2'r 
ch., the fourth 12 ch. 7 in. What is the whole distance measured, 
expressed first in chains, &c., then in the denominations of lineal' 
measure? 

Ana. 97 c~. 80 I. 7.08 in.: i mi. 1 fur. 29 rd. 1 yd. 10.68 in. 
19. How many yards in 8 pieces of cloth, containing respec

tively 24 Ells French 3 qr. 1 in., 28 Ells English 3 qr. 2 nails, 4-0 
Ells Flemish 1 qr. 1 nail 11 in. f 

':ll lncbea make 1 nail : 4 nalle, 1 qr. ot a 7d. ; 8 qr~ 1 Ell Flem lab ; Ii qr., 1 EU 
.Engllllh ; e qr~ 1 Ell l'Mnch. Reduce the ell• to the common denomlnaUou, quar
ten; add the whole, and reduce the qlllll'tera to Jllnl11. .Am. 108 yd. 

20. Find the sum total in pounds, &c., of the follomng 
items: £20 lOs., £1 6s. 8d., 5 guineas 10s. 6d., 15 guineas, and 
£1 15s. S!d. Am. £46 211. 5ld. 
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11. A person owning a aectioia of land (§ 251) buys three addi
tional tract.a, containing 847 A. 2 R. 27 sq. rd., 901 A. 19 sq. rd., 
and 417 A. 8 R. 14 sq. rd, How much does he then own in all a 

Anf. 2 sq. mi 826 A. 2 R. 20 sq. rd. 
92. How much coke in three carts, the first of which contains, 

1 chal. IS bu. 2 pk., the seoond 1 chal. ISl bu., and the third 85 bu. 
8 pk.I 

28. How much beer in four hogsheads, ·containing respec
tively 58 gal. 2 qt., IS4 gal 1 qt. 1 pt., IS2 gal. S qt. 1 pt., and ISl gal 
8 qt. 1 pt.I 

S4. Add together 6 da. 87 min., 48 da. IS h. 29 sec., 94 da. 19 b. 
18 sec., 196 da. 'I h. 9 min. 8 sec., and 94 da. 16 h. 18 min. IS aeo. 
How many·yeara in the sum I 

25. How many yards in four pieces of cloth, containing re
spectively 80 yd. 1 qr., 20Ells Fr. 1 na., 24 Ella En. llin., 82 :ills 
FL 9 qr. 2 na. tin. ..4.11.1. 115 yd. 

-
CHAPTER XV. 

COKPOUND SUBTR.A.OTION. 

292. Compound Subtraction is the process of finding 
the difference between two numbers, when one or both 
are compound. 

EUllPLE 1.-From 20 lb. 5 oz. 8 dr. take 18 lb. '1 oz. 1 dr. Write the 
subtrahend under the minuend, pounds under pounds, &c., marking the 
denominations above. Begin to subtract at the 
right. I dr. from 3 dr. leaves 2 dr., which we lb. oz. clJ'. 
write in the column of drams. 20 5 8 

'1 oz. can not be taken from 5 oz. We there- 18 7 1 
fore take one of the next higher denomination Ana --r-141 
(I lb.), reduce it to ounces, and add it to the 5 oz.; · 
16 + 5 = 21. Then subtracting '1 from 21, we get 14, which we write 
under the ounces.-To balance the 16 oz. added to the minuend, we now 

292. What Is Compound Sublnotloa t Go through the glYeD e:umple espllln
lng the steps. 
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add l lb. t.o the subtrahend, or C&ti"Y 1 to the next column; 19 lb. from 
20 lb., l lb. .Ana. l lb. 14 oz. 2 dr. 

This process involves the same principle as carrying in Simple Sub
traction. In the latter, as the orders uniformly increase in value tenfold, 
we add 10 to the figure of the minuend when it is neceaary, and to bal
ance it carry 1 to the figure of the next higher order in the subtrahend. 

293. RULE.-1. Write the atd>trahend under the min
uend, placing numbers of the same denomination in the 
same column. Beginning at the right, auhtract as in. 
•imple numhers. 

2. If, in any denomination, the subtrahend ~ua. 
the minuend, add to the latter as many as make one of · 
the nezt higher denomination. SulJtract, and carry 1 to 
the subtrahend in the nezt higher denomi12ation. 

3. Prove by adding remainder and trulJtraliend. 
We may have to carry several times in succeesion.-If fractions occur, 

proceed as in subtraction of fractions. Thus, 
in Example 2, Iii yd. can not be taken from E:uJIPLK 2. 
4 yd. Add, therefore, to the minuP.nd Iii yd., ml. tur. rd. yd. 
which equal 1 rd. 4 + Iii = 9t. Subtracting From l o o 4 
51 from the sum, we get Bi yd., and carrying T-1. 'I 89 5• 
1 successively to the columns of rods, fur. ....e 5 
longs, and miles, we find the remainder to be Rem. 0 0 0 sa 
O in each caae. .Ana. st yd. 

If a fraction occurs in any denomination of the remainder, except the 
lowest, it should be reduced and added, as in Addition, § 290. 

294. To :find the interval between dift"erent dates sinee 
the Christian era, Write the earlier elate under the later, 
representing the month in each by its numher (January, 
1; February, 2, &c.). Subtract, allowing 30 days to the 
month and 12 month8 to the year. 

EXAMPLE 3.-W ashington was born Feb. 22, l '132. 
How old was he July 4, 1 '7'76? 

Represent July, the seventh month, by 'l
and February, the second month, by 2. Thirty 
days being allowed to the month, we subtract 
22 from 30 + 4, and carry 1. 

p. 

1776 
1782 

.Am. 44 

mo. da. 

'I 4 
2 22 
4 12 

Show how the 118111e principle Is Involved In carrying In Simple Snbtractlon.-
293. Recite the rule. U tractions occur, how are we to proceed f lllustrate tbla 
with the given e:rample.-294. Give the role for llndlng the Interval between dlft'er
ent dates since the Chrbt.!an era. Apply thla rule to Example 8 • 
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EXAMPLES FOK PKAOTIOB. 

(1) (2) (8) 
gal. qt. pt. gL I ,, 

bn. pk. qt. pt. 

From 25 1 1 8 8 9 11 7 8 1 0 
Take 6 0 1 2 8 6 34. 4 8 6 1 
.Am. 19 1 0 1 5 2 87 2 s 2 1 

(4) (ll) 
ml fur. rd. yd. ft. ID. A. R. P. eq. yd. sq. ft. aq. IL 

8 s 25 0 1 8 9 0 so 1 7 26 
5 IS 26 1 0 0 s 2 S7 30 2 97 

2 5 38 8 5 1 S2 'TS 4Jtl 1 
1 6=Jyd. 

llil 4 
2 S6=\eq.yd. 

2 5 88 5 0 2 ..4.118. 5 1 82 1 6 109 .A118. 

(8) • ('I} (8) 
ch. I. ID. £ I. d. hM. bar. gal. qt. 

20 8 s 8· 5 101 4 1 0 1 
16 17 4l IS 12 st 2 1 s1• 1 

3 90 6!a-\ 18 li 1 0 81 3 

Find the value of the following. Prove each example. 
9. 25° 15' 31' - 18° 52' 49•. 

pt. 

0 
1 
1 

10. 20 guineas -19s. lld. 2 far. .Am. 19 guin. ls. 2 far. 
11. 1 mi. - 47 ch. 94 l. 6t in. Am. 32 ch. 51. 1.42 in. 
12. 15 Cd. 4 ed. ft. - 10 Cd. 18f cu. ft. 
18. so gal. s qt. - 24 gal. 1 pt. 2 gi. 
14. 200 da. lS h. 15 sec. - 195 da. 21 h. 49 min. 
15. 9lb. Soz. lsc. 19gr.-8lb. 2dr. 2sc. 6gr. 
16. 2T. 9cwt. 8lb. 4dr.-Sqr. 24.lb.15oz.13dr. 
17. 8 wk. lOh. 11 min. - 1 wk. 6 da. 49 min. 57sec. 
18. 6 lb. S oz. 15 pwt. 15 gr. - 4 lb. 10 oz. 18 pwt. 22 gr. 
19. 9sq.mi. Ssq.rd. Ssq.ft.-lR. 29sq.yd.100sq.in. 
20. 11 cu. yd. 111 cu. in. - 8 cu. yd. 20 cu. ft. 10001 cu. in. 

•Wine Meaaure. Carrying l, we get 82 gal., which can not be taken from cm.i 
barrel reduced to gallons (81J gal). Hence we take Roo barrelo, reduoe to gallons, 
subtract, and carry two. Bli >< 9 = 68. 63 - 82 = 81. Remember, ID such a caae, 
to carry 2. 
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21. Henry Clay died June 29, 1852, egecl '15 yr. 9 mo. 1 'T daJIL 
When was he born I .Am. April 19, 177'1. 

22. Andrew Jackson was bom llarah 15, 1'16'1; he became 
president llarch 4, 1829. What was his age at that time t 

·2s. Shakespeare waa born April 113, 15M. How long from 
that time to the firat day of the pl"e1811t year r 

24. How old waa Shakespeare at the time of Milton's birth, 
December 9, 16081 .Ana. 44yr. 'Tmo. 16da. 

25. A note dated Dec. 801 1882, was paid Nov. 8, 1865. How 
long had it rnn I .Ana. 2 yr. 10 mo. 8 da. 

26. Ban Francisco is in 122° 28' west longitude, Baltimore in 
'16° 37' west; what is their clift'erenoe of longitude t .Ana. 45° 46'. 

27. Longitude of Boston, 'Tl 0 3' 58' W.; of Rome, 12° 28' 40' 
E. What is their difference of longitude I .Ana. 88° 82' ss•. 

Tbe one being ID tHlll long., the other ID Mat, &o llnd the dlJr. of long., adcl. 
28. New York is in 40° 42' 48' north latitude; New Orleans, 

fn 29° 58' N. ; Charleston, in 82° 48' 88' N. What is the differ
ence of latitude between New York and New Orleans! Between 
New York and Oharleston I Between Charleston and N. 0. I 

29. Latitude of Bt. t.ouis 88° 27' 28' N. ; of Cape Horn, 55° 
58' 40' B. What is their difference of latitude I .Ana. 94° 26' s•. 

The one being ID nor«.\ lat., the other ID IOUtA, to llnd the dl1t ot lat., add. 

80. A grocer, having on hand 1 'T cwt. 8 qr. 5 lb: of sugar, buys 
8 cwt. 20 lb. more, and then sells 12 cwt. 1 qr. 5 lb. 8 oz. How 
much has he remaining! .Ana. lOcwt. 2qr. 19lb. Soz. 

81. From a piece of cloth containing 87 yd. 1 nail, are cut 6 yd. 
8qr. 2nails, and afterwards Syd. 8qr; 2na. lin. How mueh is 
then left? .Ana. 21 yd. 1 qr. li in. 

82. Napoleon was born Aug. 15, 1769 ; Wellington, May 1, 
176.9. Which was the older, and how much f 

88. How old waa Napoleon when the battle of Waterloo took 
place, June 18, 1815 I How old was Wellington f 

84. A druggist, having bought 1 lb. 8 3 of salts, put 4 3 S 3 1 » 
in one bottle, and 8 3 2» 19 gr. in another. How much did what 
was left weigh I .Ana. 'T 3 8 3 2 » 1 gr. 

85. Fri>m llb. Troy"take lOoz. l'Tpwt. 18gr. 

I 

I 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

COMPOUND M:UL'UPLIO.A.TION. 

195. Compound llultiplication is the process of taking 
a compound number a certain number of times. It com
bines multiplication and reduction ascending. 

EXAMPLE.-Multiply 4 gal 2 qt. I pt. 3 gi. by 36. 
Write the multiplier under the lowest de-

nomination of ·the multiplicand. Begin to pl. qt. pt. gt. 
multiply at the right. 4 2 1 3 

3 gi. x 36 = 108 gi. = 2'Tpt. Write 0 86 
in the column of gills, and carry 2'7. 1 pt. x ~ .... 169 3 1 0 
86 = 36 pt., and 2'7 carried makes 63 pt. = .A• .. 

81 qt. 1 pt. Write 1 in the column of pints, 
and carry 31. 2qt. x 36 = 'T2qt., and 31 carried makes 103qt. = 211 
gal 3qt. Write 3 under the quarts, and carry 21S. 4gal. x 36 = 144 
gal, and 25 carried makes 169; write it under the gallons. .Ana. 169 
gal 3 qt. 1 pt. 

In stead of multiplying pl. qt. pt. gt. gal. qt. pt. gt. 
by 36 at once, we may. 4 2 1 8 4 2 1 8 
multiply in turn by any 4 6 
factors that will produce 
86; as, 4 and 9, or 6 
and 6. The product will 

18 8 1 0 
9 

be the same. 169 3 1 0 

28 

169 

1 0 

3 1 

! 
6 
0 

298. RULE.-1. Write the multiplier under the lO'UJed 
denomination of the multiplicand. 

2. Beginning at the right, multiply each denomination . 
in turn, and tJJrite the product under the number multi
plied, unless it can be reduced to a higher denomination. 
In tha,t case, divide it by the number tha,t it takes to make 
one of tha,t denomination ; write the remainder under the 
number multiplied, and carry the quotient to the nezt 
product. 

297. When Compound Division bas been learned, Compound :Multi· 
plication is best proved by dividing the product by the multiplier, and 
seeing whether the multiplicand results. · 

tllll. What Is Compound Mnltlpllcatlon 1 What proce98es does It combine 1 Go 
throngb the given e:rample, explaining the stepa.-294. .Recite the rnle.-29T. Ho'lt 
la Compound Jilultlpllcatlon boat proved t 
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298. Hultiply by 12 or le88 In one line. If the multiplier exceeda 
12 and is a oompoeite number, it may be i-t to multiply by its fadors. 
In this case, to prove the result, multiply by the fact.ors in reYerse order. 

299. It a fraction oeears in the product, it must be reduced to lower 
denominatio1111, iC there are any, and the result added bi. See Eumplet 
1 and 2 below. 

•XAJIPL•B l!'OB PBAOTIO•. 

(1) (9) 
rd. 7cl. ft. tn. .A. B. aq. rd. llq. 7cl. aq. ft. aq. fD. 

Multiply 8 1 1 8 8 
By 

16 
tyd.= 
.Am. 16 

.• (8) 

pl. qt. pt. ... 

2 2 1 8 
10 

IS 
1111 2 4 IS 

sq.yd.= 
2 

1 6 
0 10 IS 

(4) 
owt. qr. lb. oz. cir. 

16 1 23 14 llS 
11 

6. Multiply 2° 18' 12' by 45. 
'T. Multiply 19ch. 151. lS.'Tin. by IS5. 
8. Multiply .£14 l 'Ts. 8d. 8 far. by 56. 
9. Multiply 8 sq. mi. 2 R. llij-P. by 60. 

1 

1 

2 

15 

15 

10. Multiply lS lb. 8 oz. 18 pwt. 19 gr. by 68. 
11. Multiply 5 Od. 8 ed. ft. 8 cu. ft. by 'Ti. 
19. Multiply 22 gal. 1 qt. 1 pt. 21 gi. by 'T'T. 

4 6 
'T 

l ltl 6 
6 108 

2 8 108 

(II) 
cla. h. min. MCI. 

2 19 4'1 58 
li 

18. Multiply 5 T. 14 cwt. 20 lb. 6 oz. 15 dr. by 99. 
14. Multiply 12 lb. 6 dr. 2 so. 18 gr. by 108 (9 x 12). 
15. Multiply 1 mi. 8'Trd. 4: yd. 2 ft. 9 in. by 182 (11 x 12). 
16. A has 8 packages of silver, each weighing l lb. 11 oz. 14 

pwt. 9 gr. B has 'T packages containing 8 oz. 28 gr. each. Which 
has the most, and how much! ..A..111. A 1 lb. 2 oz. 18pwt. lOgr. 

l 'T. From a pipe of wine holding 12~ gsL 1 pt. were 'filled 25 

998. How ebould we multiply by 1!1 or Iese t If the multiplier exceede 19 and ta a 
t'Omposlte number, bow ma7 It be beat to proceed t In tbla cue, how can we prove 
llie re1ult t-!199. II a tracuon occun In the product, whit mn1t be clone with IU 
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demijohns, each containing .5 gal. li gi. Hc.w much · wine re
mained in the piper Am. 8 qt. 1 pt. 2i gf. 

18. D, having given 0 a note dated Aug. 2, 1864, and paid it 
Jan. 1, 1865, borrowed from 0 the same amount for a period 
three times as long. How long was that t Am. 1 yr. 2 mo. 27 da. 

19. If 5 suits, each requiring 6 yd. l qr. 1 na., are cut from a 
piece of cloth containing 40 yd. 8 na., how much will remain r 

90. Henry Smith bought of Walter Rowe, of Liverpool, 2 bar
rels of flour, at .£2 4s. 6d. per bar.; 27 lb. coffee, at llid. per lb.; 
14 boxes sardines, at 8s. 6d. a box; 210 lb. citron, at ls. Sld. Paid 
on account .£8 17s. 6fd. Make out Smith's bill, showing the bal
ance due. Am. .£22 Sld. 

21. A printer, having on hand 4 bundles of paper, printed 
three pamphlets, each requiring 1 ream 6 quires 12 sheets. How 
much paper had he then left I Am. 2 bundles 12 sheets. 

22. Ifto a pile containing 20 Od. 8 ed. ft. of wood, 13 loads of 
1 Od. 15 cu. ft. each, are carted, how much wood will there then 
be in the pile ? Ana. 85 Od. 4 ed. ft. 8 cu. ft. 

28. A lady, having subscribed 100 guineas for the poor, pays 
four instalments of £15 8s. 6id· each. How much has she yet to 
pay t Am . .£48 5s. lld. 

24. P and Q start from two points 175 miles apart, and walk 
towards each other. P averages 15 mi. 20 rd. 4 yd. a day, and Q 
12 mi. 1 fur. 2 yd. 2 ft. How far apart are they at the end of five 
days t Am. 89 rpi. 18 rd. 5 yd. 6 in. 

25. If six farms, each containing 40 A. 2 R. 15 P., are taken 
from a section ofland, how much remains 1 Am. 896 A. 1 R. 80 P. 

26. Multiply 5 bu. 8 pk. 6 qt. 1 pt. by 7; 18 ; 28; 17; and add 
the products. Am. 857 bu. 6 qt. 

27. Multiply !Oen.yd. 19 ou. ft. 1128cu. in. by 11; 19; 29; 41; 
and add the products. Am. 1072cu.yd. 20cu.ft. 1708cu.in. 

28. Multiply the suui of 40 ch. 991. 8. 92 in. and 89 ch. 4 in. 
by50. 

29. From a heap of potatoes containing 243 bu. 2 pk. were 
filled 150 baskets, each holding 8 pk. 2 qt. How many bushelu, 
&o., of potatoes remained in the heap ' 

8* 
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300, DIFFEBENCE OB' Tnul AND LONGITUD&-All 

places have not the same time. When it is noon here, 
it is sunset at some place east of us, and sunrise at some 
place west •. 

This is becaUl!e the earth tulll8 on itll uis from west to eut.. Plaooll 
east of a given point are, therefore, brought within eight of the sun be
fore that point is, and have the sun in their meridian sooner. 

301. The difference of time between any two places 
being known, their difference of longitude can be found. 
The earth turns on its axis once in 24 hours. A given 
point on its surface, therefore, completes a circle of 360° 
in 24 hours, moving 15° in 1 hour, 15' in 1 minute, 15" 
in 1 second. Bence, 

To find the difference of longitude in aegrees, minutes, 
and aeconda, multiply the difference of time, ~esaed in 
hours, minutes, and aeconda, by 15. 

Navigators thus determine their longitude at sea. Taking with them 
a chronometer ( D.D accurate watch) set to mark the tiin~ at a given place 
(1111, Greenwich or Washington), they ascertain by an astronomical obeei<
vation ~ time at the spot they are ID, reduce the dilference of time to 
dilference of longitude by the above rule, and thus find that they are so 
many degrees east or west of the meridian of the place for which their 
chronometer is set. 

Ex.-When it is noon at San Francisco, it is 4min. 52 
sec. after 3 P. IL at Philadelphia. What is their differ
ence of longitude ? 

Difference of time, 
h. min. lll!O. 

8 4 52 
15 

Difi'erence oflongitnde, 46° 18' O' 

SO. The difference of time between W ashingt.on and Dublin 
is 4 h. 42 min. 51 sec. What is their difference of longitude t 

Ana. 70° 42' 45'. 
81. When it is midnight at Detroit, it is 41 min. 18 ~. after 

5 ~. M. at Paris; what is the difi'erence of long. f Ana. 85° 18' 16'. 

800. Wbat 11 llAld of tbe dlll'erence of time at dlft'orent places r Wby Is tbt. r-
801. GI ve tbe nile tor 1\ndlng the d111'erenoe of longitude, wben the dlll'erence ol 
time Is known. Wby do we bave to multiply by 15t Bow do narlgaton d~ter
""lne their longitude at aea r 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

COMPOUND DIVISION. 

302. Compound Division is the process of dividing a 
compound by an abstract number, or finding how many 
times one compound number is contained in another. 
It combines division and reduction descending. 

Ex. 1.-Find n of 32 rd. 4 yd. a ft.. 
The divisor beln~ fP:e&ter than 12, 

we must use Long Division. Write the rd. yd. ft. 
divisor at the left of the dividend, and 29) 82 4 8 (1 rd. 
begin to divide at the lef\. 29 

Divide 82 rd. by 29 : quotient, 1 rd. ; 8 rd. 
remainder, 8 rd. To continue the divilJ.. 5t 
ion, reduce the remainder to yards, and 
IMid in the 4 yd. In the dividend. 8 x IS! 29) 20t yd. (0 yd. 
= 161. 161'+4 = 201. 8 

29 is not contained in 20! ; hence 29) 64-l ft. (2 ft. 
we have 0 yd. for the quotient. Re. 58 
duce 2ot yd. to feet, and add in the 
S n. of the dividend. !Ot x 3 = 61 t· ~ft. 
611-+S = 641. 12 

Divide 641 ft. by 29 : quotient, 2 ft.; 29) 78 in. (2 ff in. 
remainder, 6! ft. Reduce the remainder 58 
to inches, and again divide. 61' x Ii To 
= '18. '18 + 29 = 2Ji in. Collect the ft • 
several quotients for the answer. Am. 1 rd. 2 • !ff in. 

Ex. 2.-How many "powders weighing 13 5 gr. each 
can be put up from a mixture containing 1 3 4 3 ll3? 

As many as 1 :E> IS gr. is contained time& In 1 ~ 4 3 ll:E>. Reduce 
both divisor and dividend to ~ that being the lowest denominatfoa 
in either, and then divide. 

l:E> IS gr. =s 211gr. 
13 43 li:E> = '71SOgr. 

'llSO gr. + 21S gr. = 80 A.111. 

303. RuLE.-1. To divide a compound by an abstract 
number, beginning at the left, divide each denomination 
in turn. When there ia a remainder, reduce it to the ne:et 

802. What la Oompound Division f What proceasea does It com'lllne f Ge 
through Eumples 1 and i, explaining the stepL-808. Beclte the rale. 
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180 COMPOUND DIVISION. 

lOtDer denomination, add in the number of that denomi
nation in the dividend, if any, and continue the division. 
Oollect the ae'Veral quotienta, each of the same denomina
tion as its di'Vidend, for the entire quotient. 

2. To divide one compound number by another, re
duce both to the lotoeat denomination in either, and divid6 
as in simple num!Jer1. 

3. Prove by finding whether the product of divisor and 
quotient equals dividend. 

Divide by 12 or less in one line. If the divisor exceeds 12 and ls a 
composite number, its factors may be ueed in dividing. 

Jlill:AllCPLBS J'OB PBAOTIOll. 

(1) 

T. cwt. qr. lb. oz, dr. 

10)4 5 8 21 9 8 
.A111. 8 9 9 10 SJ 

eq.ml. 

12) 115 
.A111. 9 

(I) 
A. :R. eq. rd. eq. yd. 
11 1 96 8. 

874 l 5 ll>tl 

8. Divide 22 sq. yd. 6 sq. ft. 85 sq. in. by 11. j Sama ani. 
4. Divide 47 sq. yd. 4 sq. ft. 112-fi- sq. in. by 23. 1 fM' both. 
5. Divide 20 yd. 1 qr. l na. by 9. .A111. 2 yd. l qr. l na. 
6. Divide 228 ch. 89 l. 4.62 in. by 57. Am. 4 ch. 5.5 in. 
'T. Divide 8 en. yd. 20 en. ft. 'T09 en. in. by 401. .A111. 487 en. in. 
8. Divide 1 yr. 2'T da. 29 h. 80 min. 80 sec. by 65. 
9. Divide 12'Tlb . . 10 oz. 18 pwt. 19 ~. by 164. 
1 O. Divide 48 Od. 4 od.. ft. 11 en. ft. by 19. 
11. Divide 101 chal. 84 bu. 6!pk. by 88. 
U. Divide 6 mi. 81 rd. 4 yd. 2 ft. 2 in. by 42 ('T x 6). 
13. Divide 12 lb 11 ~ 'T 3 23 19gr. by 121 (11 x 11). 
14. Divide £14'T l 'Ts. 4d. 2 far. by 3 ; by 18 ; by 29 ; and add 

the quotients. .A111. £62 12s. Od. 8H far. 
15. Divicle 5'T cwt. 15 lb. 5 oz. by 8; by 18 ; by 58 ; and add 

the quotients. Am. 12 cwt. 2 qr. 2 lb. 9 oz. 'Tffi dr. 
16. Divide 8 fur. 4 yd. 6 in. by 84; by 14; find the difference 

between the quotients. .Am. 5 rd, 1 ft. llr\\ in. 
17. Find ;., of 18 T. 14 cwt. 8 qr. 15 lb. 
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EXAMPLES l!'OB PBAOTICE. 181 

18. Find j of 20 bµ. 3 pk. 7 qt. 1 pt. An1. 11 bu. 2 pk. 5 qt. l pt. 
Multiply the compound number b7 the D11J118mtor ot the bction, and divide 

the product by !ta denominator. 

19. Find -(,, of 3 lb 18 gr. An1. 1.lb 2 3 11 3 2 » 2tt gr. 
, 20. Find H of 7 guin. 10s. 6d. A111. 6 guin. 20s. 3d. 

21. How many times is 2 cu. ft. 34 cu. in. contained in 1 cu. yd. 
5 cu. ft. i (See Example 21 p. 179.) A111. 15HH times. 

22. How many spoons, weighing 1 oz. 9 pwt. 13 gr. apiece, can 
be made out of 1 lb. 18 pwt. of silver? Am. SUf. 

23. D, having 431 A. 3 R. 21 P. of land, bought 126 A. 31 P. 
more, and then divided the whole equally among his 4 sons and 
8 daughters. Howmuchdideachreoeivef Am. 79A. 2R. 86P. 

24. From a puncheon of rum, containing 80 gal. 1 qt. 1 i pt., 
2 qt. leaked out, and what remained was put up in bottles holding 
1 pt. 1 gi. apiece. How many bottles were filled? Am. 5llf. 

25. A lady went out with .£20, and spent .£3 6s. 3d. How 
many books, at 3s. Sid., could she buy with what remained? 

26. What is the average speed per minute of a train that runs 
80 mi. 30 rd. 5 yd. in one hour, and 27 mi. 4 fur. 80 rd. 1 yd. the 
next i Am. 8 fur. 83 rd. 4 yd. 1 ft. lOf in. 

Bow fAr did the train go In two boura 1 How many nduutea In 2 b. 1 The 
average rate per minute. will be rls or the dlatanoe travelled In 2 b. 

27. B has las much silver plate as his father, who has 18lb. 
4 oz. At 5c. an ounce, what tax has B to pay on this silver, 40 oz. 
being exempt from taxation ? 

28. How many times longer is a field 18 ch. 23 l. 1.4 in. in 
length, than one that measures 1 ch. 11. 6rin.? .An1. 18 times. 

29. Two fields, of 1 t A. each, produce respectively 86 bu. 8 pk. 
and 34 bu. 2 pk. 1 qt. of wheat. What is the average yield per 
square rod? A111. 4.Nr qt. 

30. During February, 1864, a grocer sold 15 cwt. 20 lb. 8 oz. 
of sugar ; what was his average daily sale ? .A.111. 52 lb. 6H oz. 

31. A druggist, having 8 lb 8 3 2 » of soda, put up from it 8 
dozen powders of li 3 each, and divided the rest into 6 equal 

· parts ; what did each of these weigh ? .A.111. 6 3 2 3 2 » 6f gr. 
82. A person owning a section of land sold 50 A. 1 R. 22 sq. 
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182 

rd., and gave away IO A. 89 sq. rd. 80 sq. yd. What remained, he 
divided equally among hie five llOD& What wu each son's share t 

..41u. 113 A. 3 R. 19 sq. rd. 181 sq. yd. 
33. Twenty-four men agree to coostru.ct 'fmi. 1 fbr. Mnl. of 

road ; at\er oompleting l of i~ they employ 8 more men. Wha& 
distance does each man ooDBt.ruct before and after the 8 men were 
employed t ..tu. 16 rd. before; 1 fur. 20 nl. after. 

804. DIPPBBBNCB or LoNGITUDB AND Tno.-1 hour 
being •he difl'erence of time for 15° of longitude (§ 301), 
1 minute for 15', 1 second for 16", 

To find the difference of tiJM bdtoeen ltoo placea, in 
lwura, minutu, and aectmda, difli<k lltftr difference of 
'longitude, in degrea, minutu, and #Conda, by 16. 

When the tiTM at a git1en place i8 knoom, add the dif
fer6nC6 to find the time of any plac6 ead of it, wberact 
f<YI' any place tDut. 

EXAXPLE.-St. Petersburg is in 30° 19' E., New York 
in '14° 311 W. longitude. When it is 3 P. x. at N. Y., 
what o'clock is it at St. Petersburg? 

Dift'erenoe oflongitude, 104. 19' s• 
104° 19' s• +HS= 6h. li'lmin. 16seo. +Di.ff. oftirM. 

St. Petersburg being east of N. Y., add: Sh. + 6 h. IS'T min. 16 sec. 
.Au. IS'lmin. 16eec. put 9 P, K. 

84. When it is noon at Bu1falo, what is the time at Naples, 
the former being in 78° 55' West longitude, the latter in 14° 15' 
East 1 .Ana. 12 min. 40 sec. past 6 P. K. 

85. When it is 6 o'clock A. K. at Portland, what is the time at 
San Francisco, the former being in 70° Iii' W. long., and the lat
ter in 122° 23' W. f .Am. 31 min. 28 sec. past 2 A. K. 

86. Required the difference of time between Buffalo and San 
Francisco. .Ana. 2 h. 153 min. 52 sec. 

8'1. Between Portland and Naples. Am. 5 h. 88 min. 

804. Bow may the dllference or time between two p1- be found, when their 
dllference or longitude la known r In what cue mnat the dU!erezice of Ume be 
added, and In what cue 1111btracted r 
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JOSCBLLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 183 

S05. ~us Exila>:r.u m OoMPOmm Nmmims. 

1. If a man wastes 4 minutes a day, how much time will he 
wBBte in the years 1867, 1868 I .A111. · 2 da. 44 min. 

2. A druggist bought 3 lb. ll oz. Av. of magnesia; he sold 5 
packages of 1 dr. 1 sc. each; how many pounds, &c., Troy, has he 
remaining! (See §289.) · .Am. Blb. 8oz. 5pwt. 16}gr. 

S. What is the difference of cost between 8 tons of jiewn 
timber, at $1 a cu. ft;., and 2i tons round timber, at 88c. a c~ ft. Y 

4. What fraction of 1 mile is 6 fathoms I 
l>. A grocer's quart measure was too small by half a gill. How 

much did he thns dishonestly make in selling four barrels of cider, 
averaging 84 gal. 2qt. 1 pt,. each, if the cider was worth 24 cents a 
gallon f .4111. f2.216. 

6. A lady, for ten successive years, went into the country on 
the 20th of May, and returned the 17th of the following October. 
At 90c. a day, what did her board c<>Btiher for the whole time Y 
(See Table, § 271.) .A111. $1350. 

7. A farmer owns a horse 15 hands high and a lamb lf ft. 
high. What common fraction, ~d what decimal, is the lamb's 
height of the horse's, and how much'higher is the horse than the 
lamb Y · · .Am. t; .3 ; 3 ft. 4 in. 

8. Which is the greater, .65 lb. Troy or ill lb. Avoir. Y 
9. Washington was born Feb. 22, 1'732; died Dec. 14, 1'799. 

Franklin was born Jan. 1 'T, 1706; died April 1 'T, 1 '790. How much 
md Franklin's age exceed Washington's¥ .Am. 16yr. 5mo. 8da. 

10. From a hogshead containing 68 gal. of wine, 1 pt. leaked 
out; what fraction of the original quantity was thus lost Y .Am. "5U· 

11. From 1 qt. 1 pt. of grain was raised 1 bu. What decimal 
was the seed of the crop I .Am • • 046875. 

12. How many angles of 8° 46' will fill the same space as 1 
right angle, of 90° Y 

18. How many square yards of carpeting will be required for 
a room 26 feet by 82 feet Y 

14. What part ofl perch is rh of an acre I .Am. tff P. 
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184: ADDITIOII' AND BUBl'BACI'ION 

808. 2b add or auheract denominate fractiona, com
mon or decimal, of differenl denominationa. 

Ex. 1.-Add £f, frs., and id. 
1. Reduce each li'action to integers of 

lower denominatioDS (§ 281), md then add. 

.. 
£j = 'l 

/,ss. = . 
id.= 
Ana. 8 

cL m. 
6 0 
6 3 

2 
1 1 

£f = Vs. = 'li&-
71+Ir=8-frs. 

fie.= t<L 
fd. + i<J.. = ll<L 

.Ana. 8s. ld. 1 far. 

S. Or, reduoe .q to shillings, and add in 
ha. Reserving S, the Integer, reduce the 
Craction n,s. to pence, md add in ld. Re
serving 1, the integer, reduce id· to fartbingL 
Fillally, coiled the Integers for the uunrer • 

Ex. 2.-From .825 T. subtract .62 cwt. 
Pr00eed by either method shown under Example 1. 

cwt. qr. lb. .825 T. = 16.5 cwt • 
. 825T. = 16 2 

.62 cwt. = 2 12 
Ana. Hi 8 18 

llUI - .62 = 15.88 cwt. = 
15 cwt. 8 qr. 18 lb. Ana. 

Ex. 3.-Add .8'15 lb, . '1 3 , and .4 3. 
In adding decim&ls of different denomina

tions, the second method is generally prefer-
able. . 

Reduce .8'111 lb to ounoes, and add in !13 . 
Reserving 11, the integer, reduce .2 3 to drama, 
and add in .• 3 . Collect the Integers for the 
answer. .Ana. 11 3 2 3 • 

.875 lb 
12 

10.500 3 
.7. 

111.2~ 
8 

1.6 3 
.4 

21.03 

RULE.-1. Reduce the given fractions to integers of· 
lower denominatiom ,· then add or 8UIJtract, as required. 

2. Or, reduce the fraction of the highut denomination · 
to integers of lower denominationa, taldng care, as ea.ch 
ia reached, to add or aulJtract, as may be required, any 
given fractional term belonging to that denomination. 

111. Add }owt., iqr., and iJb. Ana. 2 qr. 8lb. 9oz. 5idr. · 
16. Add n bu., l pk., and l qt. Ana. 5~ qt. 

808. In hO'll' many _,_may we mdd or 1111btnct hctlan1 of dUl'erent domoztm.. 
dou f muatrate th ... two modes with the given eumploL Recite the rule. 

. 1 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
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OF DENOllllNA.TB 'l'BA.OTIONS. 183 

1'1. From f oz. take i pwt. Am. 'Tpwt. 15 gr. 
i8. From .8'75 da. take .2 min. .A.111. 8 h. 59 min. 48 sec. 
19. From .22 ch. take .481. .A.m. 211. 4.5144 in. 
20. Add .£.'751 .Ss., .86d., .9 far. .A.n1. 15s. lOd. O.'T4far. 
21. Add f wk., }da., th. .A.m. 4da. 21 h. 8min. 
22. Add i-mi., f fur., i rd., f yd., t ft., 2" in. { iJarM am. 
23. Add f mi., i fur., 12! rd., 4-y-d., f ft., -A in. for 7Joth. 
24 • .Add .6 on. yd., .875 cu. ft., .4 en. in. .A.111. 17 o. ft. 130 c. in. 
25. Add .375eq.mi., .54:A., .6R • .A.111. 240A. 2R. 80.4sq.rd. 
26. From 4 A. take 1 ot 8 roods. .A.m. 2 R. 4~ P. 
ST. From l hhd. take f qt. .A.m. 6 gal. 3 qt. f pt. 
28. From .82 lb take .9 3. .A.111. 2 oz. 7 dr. 1 sc. 11.2 gr. 
29. From t oft of a day take i of lj hours. 

1 SO. Add !lb. Troy, loz., and lpwt • .A.m. 2oz. 18pwt. Slgr. 
at. Aman had to plough 8~ iR., lP. When iA. fR. tP. 

was ploughed, how much had h'e to do f .A.111. 2 A. 1 R. 10/,-P. 
S2. How many on. in. in S gal. 2 qt. 1 pt., Wine f .A.111. 837j. 
SS. in f of a gallon + l of a quart, Beer f .A.na. 223.25 on. in. 
84. In 1 bushel 3 pecks f .A.m. 8763.285 cu. in. 
85. How many feet in l of a chain + !~fur. f Am. 247! ft. 
86. From a piece of cloth containing 20 yd. 2 qr. 2 nails, 8 suits, 

each requiring 4l yd., were cut. One third of the remainder was 
eold for $10.68!; what did it bring per yard t .A.m. $4.50. 

i renWnder ;= lyd. 1qr. i-= iJITliyd. '10.88'/ll + iJITli = f',l!O. 

S'T. What cost 4 bn. 8 pk. 6 qt. of potatoes, at 75c. a bushel f 
All the price la given by the &w1a«. reduae, by S i8ll, 4 bu. 8 pk. 8 qt. to haMla 

ud the decimal ofa bwshe1 (4.~bu.), and multiply by the price. .d- 18.70. 

88. What oost 4 bn. 8pk. 6qt. of potatoes, at 18c. a pk. f 
A1 the price la given by the p«-1:, reduce 4 bu. 8 pk. 8qt. t.o pda and the 

decilDAl ol a peek, and multiply by the price. 'bu. 8 pk. = 19 pk. 8 qt. = . 75 pk. 
11.75 )( .18=18.llM. ..... _ 

89. What cost 5'7 A. 2 R. 20 P., at •20 an aore f .A.111. •1152.50. 
At $8. 'TIS a rood f .A.111. $86U75. 

40. What cost 7 gal 3 qt. 1 pt. of wine, at $8 a gal. ¥ .A.m. $68. 
AUl.50 a quart I .A.111. $47.25. 

41. What cost 5T. 1'T cwt. 20lb. of hay, at '30.50 a ton f 
At .1.60 a hundred-weight f .A.m. •187.52. 
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186 PRACTICE. 

42. What cost S lb. 6 oz. 1 dr. 2 sc. of quinine, at 12. 75 per oz. I 
43. Find the cost of a gold ornament, weighing 4 oz. 18 pwt. 

20 gr., at £4: 9s. per ounce. . .Am . .£21 19s. 9d. 2.8 far. 
44. What is the cost of a block of marble, 9 ft. long, 4 ft. 4 in. 

wide, and 8 ft. 6 in. thick, at $t5 a cubic foot 9 Am. 1682.50. 
40. What cost 8 bundles 8 quires of paper, at $6 a ream 9 
46. What cost a field 4 ch. 80 l. square, at $6.25 a rood f 
47. What cost 4lA. SlR. tP. of land, at $4.25 a rood f 
48. What cost l T. l cwt. 25 lb., at $8 per cwt. f .Am. $11.85. 
49. 18 Cd. 8 cu. ft. of wood, at $8 a cord f Am. $144.50. 
50. 7T. 14 cwt. 8 qr. 10 lb., at $75 a ton 9 Ans. $580.687 +. 
51. 8lb. 6 3 15 gr. of calomel, at Sl.l>O an ounce 9 

Praetlee. 

807. Practice is a short method of operating with com· 
pound numbers, by means of aliquot parts. It was ap
plied to Federal Money on p. 123, and may be extended 
to compound numbers generally. The aliquot parts most 
frequently used are as follows:-

TABLE OF .ALIQUOT PARTS. 

Sterling Money. .Avoir. Wt. Time. 

B. d. £ d. s. lb. owl mo. da. yr. da. mo. 

10 = t 6 = t 50 = l 6 =+ 15 = l 
6 8= t 4 = t 88-l- = t 4 =t 10 = t 
5 = l 8 = l 25 = l 8 =l 6 = 1 
4 = t 2 = l 20 = t 2 12 = t 5 = l 
8 4= l li = l 161- = l 2 =l 8 =-n 
2 6= l 1 = -n 12! = i 1 15 = l 1 =if 
2 = -h 10 = -h 1 6 =-h 
1 a= n- Bi = n- 1 =-h 
1 =-n 5 = -n 80 da. allowed to 1 mo. 

801. What Is PracUce r Give the aliquot parts ot £1. Ot a shilling. or a bun· 
dred-welght. or a year. or • month. 
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Ex. 52.-What cost 960 Grammars, at ls. Sd. each? 
At £1 each, 960 Grammars would cost £960. 12) £960 

But ls. 8d. = TI: of £1; therefore, at ls. 8d., they An1. £ 80 
will cost n of £960, or £80. 

Ex. 53.-If it costs tl'l.50 to insure a house l year, 
what will it cost to insure it for 3 yr. l mo. 15 d&; ? 
l mo. 15 ds. = ! I $1 'T.50 For s years take 8 times the cost 

8 for 1 yr. For 1 mo. Hi da., which is 
$52.50 l of 1 yr., take t of the cost for 1 yr. 

2.18'15 Find the whole by adding these two 

Ana. $54.68'15 parts. 

Ex. 54.-How much seed will be needed for 10 A. 1 R. 
30 P., allowing l bu. 2 pk. 4 qt. to an_ acre ? 

For 10 A. take 10 times the quantity 
required for 1 A. For 1 R., which is 1' 
of 1 A., take i the quantity required for -
1 A. 80 P. not being an aliquot part of 
1 rood, take first for 20 P., which is t 
of 1 R. ; then for 10 P., which is t of 
20 P. Find the whole by adding these 
parts. 

lR.=i 
ba. pk. qt. 
1 2 4 

10 
16 1 0 
0 1 5 

20 P. = i o o 6.5 
10P. = i ,_o_o_s~.2_5 

Am. 16 s 6.75 

55. What cost 14 dozen Readers, at Ss. 4d. apieceY Am. £28. 
56. 14cwt. 12ilb. of cheese, at $16acwt.1 Am. $226. 
5'1. 1 gross of knives, at 2s. 6d. apiece Y Ana. £18. 
58. 5 yd. 1 qr. 1 ns. of cloth, at $6.25 a yd. ¥ Am. $83.20 +. 
59. 26 gal. 1 qt. 1 pt. 1 gi. of wine, at $7a gal. 1 Ana. $184.84+. 
60. What will it cost to travel 1200 miles, at ltd. a mile? 
61. At $25 a month, what will be a man's wages for 1 year 

'T months 12 days ! _ 
62. What will be the yield of 16 A. 25 P. of land, at the rate 

of 24 bu. 3 pk. 1 qt. per acre 1 A11s. 400 bu. 1 pk. 8.90625 qt. 
68. What cost a plate of glass, measuring 'T ft. by 5 ft. 6 in., at 

~. 6d. a square foot 1 Am. £8 13s. 3d. 
64. What cost 10 panes of glass, each 4 ft. by 2 ft. 9 in., at ls. 

Sd. a square foot 1 Am. £6 17s. 6d. 
65. Find the rent of a farm of 250 A. 2 R. 15 P., at £1 12s. 4d. 

an acre. Am. £405 2s. 6d. 1.5 fat, 
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188 DUODKCDU.LS. 

CHA.PTER XVIII. 

DUODECIMALS. 

808. J)uodecimala are a system of compound numbel"B, 
sometimes used as measures of length, surface, and solidity. 

The foot, whether linear, square, or cubic, is the unit ; 
and the other denominations a.rise from successive divis
ions by 12. Hence the term duodecimala, duodecim being 
the Latin for twelve. 

1 of any denomination in this system makes 12 of the next lower; 
and, convel'l!ely, 12 of any denomination make 1 of the next higher. 

1 ft.. 

TABLE. 

1 foot (ft.) = 12 primes, marked'. 
1 prime = 12 seconds, marked". 
1 second = 12 thirds, marked"'. 
1 third = 12 fourths, marked"", &c. 

1"' = 12"" 
1" = 12"' = 144"" 

1' = 12" = 144"' = 1'728"" 

= 19' = 144" = \'728,,, = 20786"" 

The marks u11ed to distinguish the denominations 
(' " "' "") are called In'dices (aingular, Index). 

809. When Wied in connection with one dimension simply, as length 
or breadth, the prime, being n of a foot, is equivalent to 1 inch. 

When applied to surfaces, the prime, being n of • foot, equals 12 
square inches. The second, being ,., of n of a foot, equals 1 sq. in. 

When applied to solid contents, the prime, being n of a foot, equals 
H4 cubic inches ; the second = 12 cubic inches ; the third = 1 cubic 
Inch. 

808. What are Duodecimals? Wbat Is the unit? How do the other denomina
tions arise? Wbenoe Is the term ~la derived? Recite the Table. WW 
are the marks used to dlstlngnlah the denominations called t-80ll. What ii the prime 
equivalent to, when need In connection with one dimension simply? Wben applied 
to surfaces t When applied to solid contents 7-4110 .. How are duodec1mala addod, 
111b1racted, multiplied, and divided? 
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DUODECIMALS. 189 

310. Duodecimals may be added, subtracted, multi-
plied, and divided, like other compound numbeis. 

EXAMPLES FOB PBAOTIOE, 

(1) (8) 
Add lft. 11' 6" 10'" 7"" Multiply 6' 8" 9'" 

4ft. 9' 7" 11"' 5"" By 12 
11' 8" 9"' 8"" Am. 6ft. 8' 9" O'" 

2ft. O' 6" 8"' 9"" 
Am. 9ft. 9' 5" 11"' O"" 

(4) 

(2) Divide 9 ft. 1'' 4'" by 82. 
From 8ft. 1' O" 6'" 101111 4) 9ft. O' l" 4"' 
Take 5ft. O' 4" 9111 11"" 8) 2ft. 8' O" 4'" 
Am. 8 ft. O' r 8"' 11'"' Am. Oft. 3' 4" 6"' 6"" 

5. Find the sum of 8 ft. 1" 51111, 16 ft. 6' 7'", 19 ft. 8' 9" 11"' 
11"", 10' 5" 81111, and 5 ft. 7" 11111• Am. 45 ft. 2' 7'". 

6. From 25ft. 1" take 16ft. 8' 9111 81111• Am. 8ft. 9' 2"' 4"". 
7. Multiply 8 ft. 6' 5" 7"' by 12. Am. ~2 ft. 5' 7". 
8. Divide 6 ft. 4'" 10"" by 81. Am. 2' 3" 10"' 7"" + . 
9. From 100 ft. subtract 7 times 81 9111• Am. 95 ft. 81 611 9111• 

10. From 59ft. taken of 6ft. 611• Ans. 58ft. 7' 5" 7111 61111
• 

11. Add 865 ft. 1' 7" 9'" 81111, 521 ft. 10' 10" 11111, 605 ft. 8' 8" 
1111, and 781 ft. 8' 8"' 4"". . Am. 2224ft. 811 6111• 

12. Whatisthesumof14ft.5' 6"' 91111 and11' ll" 10111 101111 ¥ 
What is their difference 1 

18. What is the sum, and what the difference, of 4'T ft. 1' 1" 
1'" and 18 ft. 11' 11" 11"' 1 Of 10' 10" 10"' and 10" 10'" 10"" 1 

14. From the sum of 8' 9" 8"' and 10' 10" 10'" take the sum 
of 4' 8" 9"" and 11" 8"' 8'"'. Am. 1 ft. 2' 9'". 

15. Multiply by 86 the sum of 8" 8'", 4' 9", and 2 ft. 8' 4" 7"'. 
Divide the product by 'T. Am. 14 ft. 9" 5"' 1"" +. 

16. What is the sum of 100 ft. 8' 8", 185 ft. 1" 9111, 65 ft. 9' 2" 
7"', 45 ft. 8' 811, and 200 ft. 6' 611 8'" 1 

1 'T. Which is greater, l of 10 ft. fl" 7"' or l of 30 ft. 1' 1 ", and 
how much1 
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811. MULTIPLICATION OF DuoDECDliLS BY DuoDJ1:cx
lUL8.-l ft. is the unit. Hence, multiplying by 1 ft. is 
simply multiplying by 1, and the denomination of the 
product will be the same as that of the multiplicand. 
3' x 1 ft. = 3'. 

l' = -fr ft. Hence, muJ.tiplying by l' is multiplying 
by -fr, and the denomination of the product will be one 
degree lower than that of the multiplicand. 3' x l' = s". 

1" = -fr of -fr ft. Hence, multiplying by l" is multiply
ing by -fr of -fr, and the denomination of the product 
will be ttoo degrees lower than that of the multiplicand. 
3' x 1" = 3"'. 

1"' = -fr of -fr of -fr of a ft. Hence, multiplying by 
1"' is multiplying by-fr of -fr of -fr, and the denomina
tion of the product will be three degrees lower than that 
of the multiplicand: 3' x 1"' = 3"". 

From the above it will be seen that The i~ of a prod
uct equal8 the sum of the indices of ita factora, 

Thus 6' x 8' = 18"; 11' x 8" = 18"'; 6" ic 8' = 18"'; 6" x 8" = 18"'', 

Ex.Am>LE.-Multiply 14 ft. 7' 8,. by 2 ft. 6'. 

14ft. 7' 8" 
2 ft. 6' 

Set the multiplier under the multipli
cand, with their right.band terms in line. 
~n to multiply at ihe right., reducing 
and carrying as in compound multiplica- 7 ft. 8' 10" O'-
tion. 29 ft. 8' 4" 

8" x 6' = 48"' = 4" ; carry 4 to the " 
next product. 'l' x 6' = 42", and 4" 86 ft. 7' 2 . .Ana. 
carried makes 46" = 8' 10"; write down 10'', and carry 8' to the nen 
product. 14 ft. x 6' = 84', and 8' carried m&kes 87' = 7 ft. 8'. 

Next multiply by 2 ft., remembering that., when we multiply by feet, 
the product is of ~e same denomination as the multiplicand Set tha 
terms of this product under like denomination11 in the Cormer one. Final
ly, add the partial products. 

311. RuLE.-1. Write the multiplier under the multi
plicand, tcith their right-hand terms in line. 

811. How does the denomination of the prodnct compare wit!; that of the mul
tiplicand, when we multiply by 1 ft.? When we multiply by 1' 7 When we multi
ply by tnf When we mlllt1ply by 1"'? W1uii rnle la henoe deduced, for the llld~ 
or a product 7 Solve and explain the given e:umple.-312. Reelte the rnle for ti.. 
mnltlpllcatlou of duodeclm&JL 
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2. Beginning ca the right, muJtiply '6y each tmn of 
the muJtiplier, giving each produce an inde0 equal to the 
aum of the indices o/ ita factors, and reducing and carry
ing aa in comp-OUnd muJtiplication. Write terms of the 
aame denomination in the partial produces in the aame 
column, and finally add the partial products. 

BXAllPLBB l'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. M:ul1iply 8 ft. 7' 2" by 'T ft. 6' S". .Ana. 27 ft. 7" 9"' 6"". 
S. Multiply 7ft. 8' 9" by 6ft. ~ 8"; by 12ft. 5' ; by 9ft. 8''. 
S. Multiply 6ft. 9' 7" by 4ft. S'. :Au. 28ft. 8' 11" 2"'. 
4. Wliat ie the area of a slab 7ft. 8' long and 2 ft. 11' broad I 
5. What ie the area of a ball 87 ft. S' long by 10 ft. 7' wide f 
6. How many square ft., &c., ina garden lOOft. 6' by89ft. 7'9 
'T. How many square ft. in 12 boards, each 12 ft. 8' by 1 ft. 9' I 
Solve thla and the nell:t two e:umples by the above role. Then prove the re-

ault by e:q>reaidng the pl'lmea aa tmetlons of a foot, multlpl;ring, and reducing the 
tr.euon ot a foot In the product, If there la any, to prlmea, .i.e. Thu, In h T :
U ft. 8' = 121tt. l tt. 11' = lttt. . 

• lit " lt " 111 = eq. tt. .Am. 

8. How many cubio feet, primes, &o., in a wall, 80 ft. 9' long, 
1 ft. 8' wide, and 8 ft. 4' high f 

9. How many cubio feet in a pile of wood, 156 ft. long, 4 ft. 8' 
high, 6 ft. 4' *ide f How many cords 9 Am. St>;r Cd. 

10. A room ie 18 ft. long, 14 ft. 6' wide, 9 ft. 8' high. It con
tains four windows, each 5 ft. 6' by 3 ft. ; and two doors, each 
6 ft. 9' by 2 ft. 10'. What will be the cost of plastering said room, 
at 25c. per square yard f .Am. $21.81. 

The four walls and celllog are to be plastered. 
Two of the walls have an area of lSl't. " 9 l't. 8' each. 
The two other walls have an area of l4Jt. 6' "9ft. 8' each. 
The celling baa an area of18ft. "14ft. 6', 
Deduct &om the sum of th8118 areaa, the areas of the windows and doora, whlcla 

are not to be plutered: 4 windows, each lift. 6' " 8 ft.: !l doors, eaeh Stt. ti' " !l ft. 
10'. Beduee the eq. feet to eq. yarda, and multiply by the price. 

11. What will it cost to paint a house 42 ft. 6' deep, 28 ft. 6' 
wide, and 19 ft. 6' high, at 24c. per square yard, n(> allowance 
l>emg made for windows Y .Ana. $73.84. 
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313. DIVISION o:r DuoDBCDULS BY DuODBCDUJ'.S. 

In multiplying duodecimals, we assign to a product 
an index equal to the sum of the indices of its factors. 
Hence, in dividing, To jlnd the in</eQJ of the quotient, tee 
wJJtract the in</eQJ of the divisor from that of the dividend. 

Thos, 18" + 6' = 8'; 18"' + 6' = 8"; 18"' + 6" = 8'. 

314. IJ' the in</eQJ of the divisor ez,ceeda that of the 
dividend, reduce the dividend to tM same denomination 
as the divisor, and the quotient toill be feet. 

Elilll'u.-Divide 18 equare feet by 6". 
18 ft. = 2119ll" 269ll" + 6" = 482 ft. .Au. 

EXAMPLE.-Divide 2'1 sq. ft. 'l" 9"' 6"" by 3 ft. 'l' 211• 

Write the divisor at the left of the· dividend, as in other cases of com
pound division. Begin to divide at the left. 

2'7 aq. ft.+ 8 ft. 8ft. 'l' 2")27ft. O' '1" 9"' 6"" ('Tft. 6' S" = 9 ft. But, making 
allowance for the 25 ft. 2' 2" .Am. 

1 ft. 10' 5" 9"' 6"'' 
1 ft. 9' 7" O"' 

10" 9"' 6"'' 
10" 9"' 6!"' 

primes in the divi
sor, which amount 
to more than half 
a foot, we write '1 ft. 
as the first term in 
the quotienl We 
dien multiply the whole divisor by '1 ft., and aubtiact the produci Crom 
the dividend. 

8 ft. is not contained In 1 ft., the first term of the new dividend ; hence 
we reduce 1 ft. to primes, and add in 10'. Dividing 22' by 8 ft. (making 
allowance, as above), we get 6'. Write 6' in the quotient, multiply the 
divisor by it, and aubtracl 

Dividing 10" by Sft., we get 3", which we write as the third term In 
the quotient. Multiplying the divisor by this term and subtracting the 
product, we find there is no remainder. 

If, on multiplying the divisor by any term of the quotient, the product 
is greater than the partial dividend, the quotient term must be diminished. 

315. RULE.-1. Divide the highest term of the divi
dend by that of the divisor, making it divisible, if necea-

818. In dividing duodecimals, how do we find the Index ot the quotient l'--$14.. 
I! the Index of the dlvtaor exceeds that or the dividend, how must we prooeed f 
l!olve and explain the given example. ho what cue mu•t the term placed In ~ 
quotient be dlmlntobed t......fil6. Recite the rule for the dlvt51on of duodedmala. 

I 

j 
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aary, by reducing it to a l0teer denomination, and adding 
in the given number of that denomination. Write the 
result in the quotient, multiply the who'le diviaor by it, and 
subtract tl,,e product from the dividend. 

2. .Divide the highut term of the netD dividend aa 
before. Write the result in the quotient, multiply the 
diviaor by it, and subtract. Proceed thua till the diviaion 
terminat.u, or a quotient sufficiently ezact ia obtained. 

BXAKPLBB Ji'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. Divide 32ft. 9' 9" by 7ft. 8' 6". .Am. 4ft. 6'. 
2. Divide 18 ft. 4' 6'' by S' 6" (§ 814). .Am. 63 ft. 
S. Divide 82ft. 9' 9" by 29ft. 2'. .Am. lft. 1~ 6". 
4. Divide 42 ft. 10' 10" 4'" by 6 ft. 1' 4". .Am. 7 ft. S". 
o: Divide 9' 11" 8'" 6"" by 4" 3'". .Am. 28ft. 2'. 
6. What is the breadth of a marble slab, whose area is 21 ft. 

1' 9", and it.s length 7ft. 8' f · .Am. 2ft. 11'. 
7. A carpenter bought 920 sq. ft. of boards. If their united 

length was 480 ft., what was their average breadth f 
8. A board fence 6 ft. 4' high contains 510ft. 10' 8" of surface. 

How long is the fence f .Am. 80 ft. 8'. 
9. In diggi~g a cellar 42 ft. 10' long and 12 ft. 6' wide, 4288 

cu. ft. 4' of earth was thrown out. What was its depth f 
Divide tbe 10llcl contenta, repreMDted by tbe amount or earlh thrown out, by 

tile product ot the two given dlmenslonL .Ana. 8 ft. 

HmcnLAlOIOUS Quunoxe.-When do we add, to find the diiference 
or latitude between two places f To find the difference or longitude f 
How is the ditference or time found frow the dift'erence or longitude f 
How is the ditference or longitude round Crom the ditference or time f 

What is the unit of duodecimals P What is meant by the indices of 
duodecimals f What ie the illdex of the foot f Of the prime f How 
many iochee are equal to a prime, when used in conoection with length 
or width only P When ueed in connection with snrfacef With solid 
content& P Recite the rule for multiplying duodecimal& by duodecimal& 
How may the operation be proved? Recite the rule for dividing duo. 
decimals by duodecimals. How may the operation be proved? 

9 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

PERCENT.AGE. 

818. Per cent., from the Latin words per centum, mea.m. 
by or on the hundred. One per cent. means one. on every 
hundred, or one hundredth,· it is written briefly l'f,, and 
is equivalent to rtlr or .01. Two per cent., 2 on 100, or 
two hundredths, is written 2 tj,, and equals-Th or .02. 

817 . .Any per cent. or number of hundredths may thus 
be written either as a common fraction or a decimal; but 
the decimal form is prefen·ed, as easier to operate with. 

Any integral per cent. less than 100 is expressed by two decimal fig· 
ures. 1 j = .01. 10 j = .10. 

100 j, being HS, is written 1. ; uso % = 1.50; 200 % == 2., &c. 
Any part of 1 j may be expressed by taking the like patt of .01 : 

i% = i of .01 = .0011. f j = t of .01 = .003'1'11 • 
.Any part of 1 j that can not be exactly expressed 88 a decimal may 

be written 88 a co1D1Don fraction after the place of hundredths. Thus, 
i j == .001. • j = .001. 

318. The following examples will show how to ex-
press different rates per cent. decimally :-

'T tj, = .O'T 525'f, = 5.25 l:i = .001!15 

12% = .12 i% == .005 4h% = .041 
40'f, = .40 1% = .O()i 151'/i = .1575 

lOO'f, = 1.00 1% = .002 28J'f, = .984: 
800'f, = 8.00 i% = .001 80-lu-'f, = .307 

In the case of an integral per cent., the decimal point must not be 
prelixed when the sign j or the words per cmt. are used. 211 j is ,very 
dift'erent from .211 j; the former being equivalent to M or t,-the latter 
to M of n1r. or .tr;. 

816. What la the expresaton pw unt derived ~m f What does it mean f 
Wbat doea OtU pr C4lllL mean f How 11 It written? To what ill It equivalent f 
'fwo per cent. r-fil7. How may any per cent. be written r Which Corm Is pre!t'ft'ed, 
and why r How many declmal. llgnrea are reqnlred to expre88 any Integral per cent. 
leas than 100 f How ta 100 per cent. written decimally f ll!O per cent. r llOO per 
cent. r How may my part or 1 per cent. be ~ r How may any put ol t 
per cent. that can not be exactly expressed as a decimal be written Y-818. Give ex
amples oC th~ mode ot expreealng dUferent rates. What cantlon la given In the .... 
II an lntegrnl per cent. f 
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819. EXEBOIBE. 

1. Write the following rates per eent. as decimals: 6 'f,; q 'f,; 
!IS'f,; 101!£; t'f,; 13'f,; f'f,; 200'f,; f'f,; 8-fJ'f,; st'f,; 80!£; 
Mt%; 425%; 42'f,; ISf'f,; 9'f,; -it-%; 81t%; 15t'f,; 98*%; 
812%; 53l%; Th-%; 100!%; 1000!£. 

2. Read the following as so many per cent.: .0825 (eight and 
a quarter perC6nt.); .04; 2.00 (two huniind 'f); .17; .105; .20; 
4:.00 ; .1175 ;· .8St; 8.881; .OSt; .051; .052; .074 (7f 'f); .094; 
1.15; .008; 8.00; .Qot; .0008 (thru hunilreiltha of 1 'f); .0007. 

8. What per cent. is each of the following common frMtions 
equivalent to¥ t (.Ann«ii two naught. to ths numm-ator, and 
d-Yoidd by ths denominator: 1.00 + 2 = .ISO = ISO 'f); t; t; ! ; 
t; t; t; t; -n; -ta-; t; t; f; t; t; t; -n; n; -h; -n; h· 

4:. What common fraction is each of the following equivalent 
to¥ 20 % ( = M = l); t % C = t of m = $); 7 % ; a%; 
14%; 20%; 10!£; 40'f,; 50%; 12%; 4:'f,; 8'f,; V'f,; !:'; 9'f,; 
16&%; 15%; 60'f,; 18%; 1%; t%; 28'f,; 200'f,; t'f,. 

820. In connection with the subject of Percentage, 
three things are to be considered :-

1. The Rate, or number of hundredths taken. 
. 2. The Base, or number of which the hundredths are 
taken. 

3. The Percentage, or number obtained by taking cer
tain hundredths of the base. 

Two of these being known, the third can be found ; 
for the Percentage is the product of the Base and Rate. 

Ex.un>LE 1.-How much is 7% oftl6.85? 
Here the base and rate are given, and the pel' 

cent.age Is required. 7 % Is th· Taking rill ls 
equivalent to multiplying by 1h (§ 161). Hence we 
multiply the base, •16.811, by .07 (the rate expressed 
decimally), and point off' the product as in multipli
cation of decimals. 

$16.85 
.07 

Am. $1.1795 

890. How many thlnp are to be coneldered In connoctlon with th• anb.leat of 
Percentage f Nanie them, and detlne each. What relation J11beleta between tho 
Percentage, Base, and natc f Show this from E:mmplc 1. 
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It will be seen from this eumple that the percentage is the produd 
of the base and rate. 

EXAMPLE 2.-What per cent. of $16.85 is tl.1795? 
Here the. percentage (the. product) and the 16.85) 1.1795 ( .07 

base (one of its factors) are given, and the rate 11795 
(the other factor) is required. Divide the prod- __ 
uct by the given factor, and the quotient will be .Am. 7 <f;. 
lhe required factor (§ 89). 

:Exiln>LE 3.--$1.f'T95 is 7% of what number? 
Here again the product and one factor are given, 

.07) $1.1795 and the other factor is required. Divide the product, 

.Am. $16.85 tl.l 'l91S, by the given factor, 'l ~. expressed decimally; 
and point oft' the quotient as in division of decimals. 

321. RULES.-L To find the percentage, multiply the 
base by the rate ezpresaed decimally. 

Il. To find the rate, divide the percentage by the base; 
the figures of the quotient to the hundredths' place inclu
sive t1Jill denote the rate 'f,, and the remaining figures, if 
any, the decimal of 1'/;. 

fil To flnd the base, divide the percentage by the rat6 
ezpre88ed decimally. Hence these formulas :

PBlwENTAGB = BABB x RATB 

R.a.TB = PlmoENTAGB 
B.All 

BASE = PERCENT.A.GB 
RA.TB 

Paoor.-These rules may be used to prove one another. Thus:
If the percentage has been found by Rule I., divide it by ~ rate, ac

aordiug to Rule III., and see whether the given base results. 
If the rate has been found by Rule n, multiply the base by it, accord

ing to Rule L, and see whether the given percentage results. 
If the base has been found by Rule III., multiply it by tlM rate, ao

ClOrding to Buie I., and see whether the given percentage resulta. 
Be very careful to place the decimal point correctly. 

321. Ex.A.MP.LES POR Piu.OTIOB.-

1. How much is 15 % of £10 4s. 6d. 9 
By§ 281S, £10 •s. 6d. = £10.221S. £10.221S x .US = £1.1188'11S. 

By § 284, .£1.538'15 = .£1 10s. 8d. .•far. Am. 

Ezplatn Ex. 9. Ezplatn Ex. S.-821. Recite the rnle to.. llndlng the percenbgo. 
For llndlng the rate. For llndlng the base. Expresa theae rnlea briell7 in formulaa. 
Show how each operation may be proved. 
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2. How much is 50 % of £64: 18s. 8d. ¥ .Ana. £32 9s. 4d. 

ISO% being t, the shortest way is to take t at once. 

So, for 33! % take 1· For I 2i % take T· 
· For 21S % " . For 10% " fu. 

For 20 % " • For S! % " r,. 
For 16j% " i· For IS% " n· 

8. Find 6 % of $1000. .Am. $60. 12. Find 9 % of $995. 
4. 8 % of $28.98. .Am. $2.318. 18. 25 % of78 bu. 2 pk. 
5. l % of £120. .Ana. 6s. 14. 6i % of $75. 
6. 4f% of7lS gal. .Am. 8.8 gal. 115. 24% of £10 10s. 
7. Un% of8yd . .Am. 11.988in. 16. St% of38cwt. 8lb. 
8. 37i % of$60.00lS • .Ana. $22.50 +. 17. Bot% of $122.50. 
9. 20 % of £10 5d. .Ana. £2 ld. 18. 12i % of £8 ls. 4d. 

10. t % of 9171 acres . .Am. 80.57 A. 19. 18l % of $240.505. 
11. 2i % of 50 guin • .Am. 1 g. 5s. 8d. 20. 100 % ofl 6 lb. 5 oz. 1 di-. 

21. Find 38 % of 4, 97 % of 16. 500 % of 7. 840 % of 28i. 
865 % of l. 92 % off. Sum of an11Der1, 292.6975. 

22. Find the pereentage on $987634.87 at each of the follow
ing rates: l%; 21%; 1%; 81%; 1%; 61%; 25%; 412%; 900%; 
43 %· Sum of amtoer1, $18760215.86 +. 

28. A farmer, raising 1097bu. of wheat, gives 10% of it for 
thra.shin.g, and sells 10 % of the remainder. How much is left¥ 

24. A merchant, who ho.d $6480 invested in business, lost 75 % 
of it. How much did he save f .Ana. $1620. 

25. A and B invested $100 each in speculations. A lost 100 % 
of his investment, and B mo.de 200 % on his. How much better 
off was B than A on these speculations f 

211. If 86 % of the contents leak out of a hhd. of molasses, how 
many gallons will l>e left r .Am. 40.82 gal. 

27. A coal-dealer bought 17180 tons of cool; he sold 62 % of 
it at $6. 75 a ton, and the rest at $7. How much did the whole 
bring¥ .Ana. $117597.10. 

28. What is the sum of t % of $40 and .3 % of $80 ¥ 
29. A California miner, having obtained 151 lb. of gold J.ust, 

bas it melted up and refined. 6% being deducted for the waste 

and cost of refining, what weight should the miner receive I 
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so. What'f, is 1of201(Ex.2, p.196.) 40. What tf, oft is ii 
81. .048 of 240 Y Am . . 02 'f,. 41. What tf, of i is if 
82. $11 'T of $900 I Am. 18 'fi. 42. What 'f, of f is ! I 
88. 200 bu. of 110 bu. Y Am. 400 'f,. 48. What~ ofl 600 is 1000 f 
84. 8s. of £100 t• Am . . 111 tji. 44. What tji is J6 of $18 f 
35. $2.25 oU112.50 Y Am. 2 'f,. 45. '36.10 of J902.50 f 
86. 2s. 9d. of £2 15s. r .Am. Ii tji. 46. 'T6 trees of 400 trees I 
8'T. 33 of251bl Am. i'fi. 47. loflOOOOY 
88. 1.6 pt. of 40 gal. i .Am. } tji. 48. 5 mills of 1 dime f 
39. $8. 'T36 of Jl248 f Am. .OO'T tji. 49. 2 cwt. of 100 tons I 

50. What tji of a long ton is a common ton I • .Am. 89t 'f. 
51. What tji is a pound Troy of a pound avoir. t• .Am. 82f-'fi. 
52. What tji is an ounce Troy of an ounceavoir. t .Am._109-f'fi. 
53. What tji is the wine gal. of the beer gal. Y Am. 81ff-'fi. 
54. A lady divides $300 among her three sons, giVing the first 

$100, the second $25, and the third the rest. What per cent. of 
the whole does each receive Y 

55. A person owns a house and lot worth $51100. The lot is 
worth JlOOO ; what % is that of the value of the house t 
56. 25 is 4 tf, of what? Ans. 625. 64. $116 is 14 % of what! 
5'T. $10 is 12 tji of what! $83l. 65. $81.50 is 100% of what! 
58. 9s. is l tf, of what Y £90. 66. 21c. is .8 % of what I 
59. 1 'T qt. is Si 'Ii of-what! 50 gal. 6'T. 1209 is 40 % of what Y 
60. 20c. is .01 tji of what I $2000. 68. 28.8 bu. is 2f tf, of what I 
61. 1.25 lb. is 1% ofwhatf 5 cwt. 69. t4fi6.75is105'/> ofwhatY 
62. ls. is 81% ofwhaU £1 10s. 'TO. ltjiof240is80'f,ofwhaU 
63. t40 is 150'/> of what¥ $26t. 'Tl. 10% of300is5'f, ofwhaU 

'T2. A farmer keeps 25 tf, of his sheep in one field, 15 tf, in 
another, and the rest, numbering 48, in a third. How many 
sheep has be 9 .Am.· 80 sheep. 

73. A collector, who gets 3 tf, for his services, makes $33.83 by 
collecting a certain bill. How large is the bill, and ho~ much 
must be pay over to his employer Y .Laat ana. $10'T'T.67. 

'T4. Of what number is}% of 90 three hundred tf, 9 Am. .15. 

• Before dhicllng, ~ce dividend and dlvieor to the 1!111118 denomination. 

- I 

-
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'75. The deaths in a certain county average 820 a month, and 
the number of deaths each year is 8 'f, of the popolation. What 
js the population 1 .Ana. 128000. 

'76. A person worth UOOOO gave 80 'f, of it to his son, and this 
amount was 75 'f, of what his son had before. How much had the 
son after receiving the father's gift f .Ana. $28000. 

823. To ftnd the base, the rate and the .um or dijfer-
tmf)e of the percentage and base being given. 

EXillPLE 1.-A farmer, having a certain number of 
sheep, bought 33! 'f, of that number more, and then had 
256. How large was bis flock at first ? 

All he increased his flock by 881 % of _ ~ _ 
itse~ he must then have had 1881 % of 100 + 88l - l38l 7" -
the oitginal number or base. As 21S6 is 1.83l = 1 i = t 
1331,: of the base, te find the bue, di- 256 + t = 192 
vide ?.IS6 by 1.881, or its equivalent ! .Ana 192 sheep.· 
(Rule Ill § 821). ' 

E:uMPLE 2.-A farmer, having a certain number of 
sheep, sold 33t% ofthem, and then had 128 left. How 
large was his flock at first'? 
100 - 88l = 66! 'f, As he sold 881 % of his flock, he must 
66! 'f, _ 661 _ l have had left 66f % of the original number or 

- • - base. As 128 is 66f % of the base, to find the 
128 +I = 192 base, divide 128 by .66f or its equivalent i 
.Au. 192 sheep. (Rule III. § 821). 

RULE.-.Divide · the given number by 1 increased or 
diminished by the rate eqyressed decimally, according as 
the sum or dijf erence of the percentage and base is giTJen. 

'77. When I add to a certain number 25 'f, of itself, I get 540; 
what is the number f .Ana. 482. 

78. What number is that which diminished by i 'f, of itself is 
778.09 1 .Ana. '782. 

79. A gentleman, having bought a house, spent 10 'f, of the 
purchase price in repairs, and then found that the whole cost was 
$8800 1 What was the purchase price 1 

828. In etead ot the pereentage, what may be given, with the rate, to 11nd the 
beae f Explain Example& 1 and 9. Recite the rule for llndlng the baae, the rate 
and the anm or dUl'erence ot the percentage and bue being given. 
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80. A merchant, having lost '1 % of his capital, has $232"50 left; 
what was hie capital 1 

81. A farmer set out some apple-treee ; ll % of them died the 
next summer, and 8 % the following winter; 138 lived. How 
many trees did he set out¥ .Ana. 150 trees. 

82. A lady spent '15 % of her money..for a_ cloak, and 5 % for 
gloves; she then had $16 left. How much did she have at first I 

324. APPLICATIONS OF PEBCENTAGE.-The rules of 
Percentage are applied in many of the most common 
mercantile transactions. They form the basis of com, 
pntations in Profit and Loss, Interest, Discount, Commis
sion, Bankruptcy, Insurance, Assessment of Taxes, &c. 

Proftt and Lou. 

31&. Profit (or gain) and Loss are generally reckoned 
- at a certain per cent. of the cost. 

The cost is the base. 
The per cent. of profit or loss is the mte. 
The amount of profit or loss is the percentage. 
828. Hence, applying the Rules of Percentage (§ 321 ), 

PROFIT or Loss = CosT x RA.TB 

RATB = PRoFIT or Loes 
CoaT 

CosT = PROFIT or Loss 
RATB 

327. When the cost and selling price are given, their 
difference will be the profit or loss,-projit if the selling 
price is the greater, loss if the cost is the greater. 

328. To find the selling price,-'IJJhen there is profit, 
add it to the cost; when there is loss, subtract it from 
the cpst . . 

824. What Is Aid of the application of the rules of Percentage? ID what do 
they form the basis or computations ?-821S. How are Prollt and Loas genei-ally rock· 
onod • What corresponds to the baaa? What, to the mu? What, to the p-..t
aqa ?-826. GITe the formulas that apply.-32T. When the cost and seD1ng prfee an 
glTen, what wlll their dlll'erence he ?-8j8, How do you bd tho selling price, whea 
there la proftt t When there Is loe1 t -
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PBOll'IT AlID LOSS. 201 

EJ:A.KPLEB l!'OB PBAOTIOE. 

Find the PROPIT or LOSS, 

1. On goods that cost $145, sold at 8 t/J advance. Am. $4.85 pr. 
2. On goods costing .£2500, sold at 41% loss. Am • .£112 1011. 
8. On furniture bought for $850. 75, sold at 7" below cost. 
4. On paper costing $1485.50, and sold at a profit of 15 'f. 
5. On coal bought for •9020, and sold at a loss of Gt 'f. 
6. On tea sold at l'f below cost, which was •666.66. 

Find the BELLING PRICE of goods, 
7; Bought at •88.65, sold at 8l ~ below cost. .Am. $85.695. 
8. Bought at .£120, and sold at 8~ advance. .Am . .£129 1211. 
9. Sold at 20 'f below cost, bought for $18000. 
10. Sold at lOf 'f above their cost, which was $5050. 

Find the BATE% of·profit or loss on goods, 
11. Bought for $18000, sold at a profit of •292.50. .Am. 2l ~· 
12. Bought for tao, sold for $60. .A111. 25 'f. 
18. Bought for $113.25, sold so as to gain •118.25. 
14. Bought for $5601.80, sold so as to lose $2800.65. 
15. Bought for .£250, sold for .£200 (§ 827). Am. 20 'floss. 
16. Bought for $1250, sold for $1875. .Am. lO'f prof. 
17. Sold for • 1090, bought for •1000. Am. 9 'f prof. 
18. Sold for .245.18, bought for $285.75. 
l!>. Bought for •800, and sold for •894.40. 
20. Bought for •740, and sold for •6~7.15. 
21. Bought for $815, and sold for •220.05. 
22. Bought for *850.50, and sold for $701. 
28. Sold for $540, at a profit of $40. 
24. Sold for f600.35t, at a loss of $26.641. 
25. Sold for •200, at a loss of •100. 

Find the 0011T of goods, 
26. Sold at a profit of •40, being 20 'f on the cost. Ana. •200. 
27. Sold ·at 7 'f below cost, at a loss of •850. .Am. $5000. 
28. Sold at 12t 'f above cost, at a profit of •240. Am. $1920. 
29. Sold so as to lose $53, and t % of cost. 

SO. '!1' so aa to gain $10.50, and t % of cost. 
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202 PROJl'IT AND LOSS. 

829. ~ o find the co~t, when the selling price and rau 
of pro.flt or loss are given. 

EXAMPLE 1.-A sold a horse for ti 75, and by so doing 
gained 40 %· What did the horse cost? 

This question ls an11logoue to Example 1, § 828, under Percentage. 
As he gained 40 % of the oost, the selling price 100 + 40 = 140 ~ 
must have been 100 + 40, or 140, % of the ' 
coal The question then becomes, $1'111 is 175+1.40 = 125 
140% of what nnmbert (Rule IIL, §821.) A111. t125. 

EXA.lll'LE 2.-A sold a horse for tl 75, and by so doing 
lost 40 %. What did the horse cost ? 
100 - 40 = 60 'f, This is analogous to Ex. 2, § 828. As he 
175 + .60 = 29lf lost 40 % of the eost, the selling price must have 

been 100 - 40, or 60, % of the OOBt. The ques-
.A.na. $291.661 tlon then becomes, tl '16 iB 60 % of what; number! 

RuLE.-.Divide the selling price by I increased by the 
rate of pro.flt, or diminished by the rate of lo88, ezpressed 
decimally. 

81. By selling a house and lot for t5'T90, the owner lost SJ 'f,. 
Wh~t was their cost i .Ana. tGOOO. 

32. Sold l:il'T barrels of fiour for tB.10 a barrel, at a profit of 
8 %· What was the whole cost? An1. t3877.50. 

83. Sold 1100 tons of coal for £1361 5s., thereby losing I:'· 
What was the cost per ton 1 Am. £1 l:is. 

84. Some linen was sold for 61!<:. a yd., at a loss of 5 'f.. What 
was the cost of 'T pieces of this linen, averaging 13 yd. to the 
piece? .A.111. '59.15. 

85. Sold a book-case for £15, and some books for £33 2s. Gd., 
and thereby gained 201 %· What was the cost of case and 
books 1 .A.111. £40 4d. 8 far. + 

36. D bought 5000 bu. of corn, but lost 10 % of it by fire; he 
aold what was left for $8408. 'T5, and by so doing gained 1 % on its 
cost. What did he give for the 5000 bu. ? Am. t3750. 

37. Selling price, $4773.75; gain, t%; required, the cost. 

829. Explain E:umplea 1 and 2. Recite the rnle tor llndlng the ooet, when th• 
selling price and the nte ot prollt or lot111 are given. 
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PROFIT AND LOSS. 203 

330. To jlnd the rate of pro.fit or lon at a proposed 
selling price, when the actual selling price and rate of 
profit or WBB are given. 

Ex.-I~_ by selling a cow for t6o, I gain 20 '/o, what '/o 
would I have gained or lost by selling her for t25? 

First find the COBt, § s2e : •ao + uo = 150, oost. 
Then find the gain or 1088 at the 

proposed selling price : $50 - $25 = $25, loss. 
Find the rate, by dividing the loss 

by the cost: 25 + 50 = l>O'/o loss. Am. 

RULE.-From the selling price obtain the cost (§ 829); 
then find the gain or wss at the prOJJosed selling price by 
subtraction, and divide it by the cost. 

88. A profit of 4 '/o is realized by selling some cloths for $228.80; 
had they been sold for $215.60, what '/o would have been gained or 
lost f Am. 2 '/o lost. 

89. Some grain is sold for $1835, at a loss of 11 '/o; what amount 
would have been gained or lost, and what ~ if it had been sold 
for $3000 f Lrut ans. 100'/o gd. 

40. By selling some goods at $1587.90, a profit of 121- '/o was 
realized; what per cent. would have been gained or lost, if they 
had sold for $1651.65 f Am. 21 '/o gd. 

41. 2f '/o was lost by selling a farm for $18650; what '/o would 
have been gained or lost by selling it for $13986 f 

42. If by selling some wood for $850 I made 100 'fo, what '/o 
would I have gained by selling it for $1275? 

4-'3. Sold a house for $1000, thereby making $200; what would 
!"have had to sell it for, to gain 50 '/o Y 

44. By selling some goods for $4759. 79, t of 1 '/o was gained. 
What would these goods have had to be sold for, to realize a profit 
of 7 '/of Am. $5085. 71. 

45. A merchant bought 820 barrels of flour at $7.50 a barrel, 
and sold them at a 1088 of 10 'fo. How much did he lose Y 

820. Explaln the given example. Reelte the rule for llndlng the rate of profit 
<r loea at a proposed aelllng prl~ when the actual ll8lllng priee and rate ofproJlt or 
loea are given. 
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204 PROFIT AND LOSS. 

46. Bought 800 yd. merino at $!2.21S a yd., and sold the same 
at $2.ISO a yd. How much was gained, and what tf, I 

47. Twenty-five cords of wood were bonght at $4.50 a cord, 
and sold at an advance of 25 'f,. 40 '/, of the bill wu paid in cash ; 
how much remained to be paid t ..4.111. $84.815. 

48. Bought a lot for $600, fenced it for $50, and built a house 
on it for $1550. Sold the whole at a profit of Bl'/, ; what did it 
bring' .A.111. $2881.50. 

49. A buys $1000 worth of goods, which he sells to B at a 
gain of 5 '/,. B sells them to C at a profit of i %., and C sells them 
to D at a like profit. What did they cost DI ..4.111. $11151.626. 

50. 8 sells T some goods that cost him $1480, at a loss of 
Si'/,. A few days afterwards, T sells them back again to S at a 
gain of 3i '/,. How much less does 8 pay for them the second 
time than the first I ..4.111. $1.81 +. 

51. P buys an article for £50 lSs. 6d., and sells it to Q at a 
profit of 10'/,. Qin tum sells it to Rat a loss of 10'/,. What'/, 
of the original cost does R pay f ..4.111. 99 '/,. 

52. If a person buys 600 barrels of flour at $9.25 a barrel, and 
sells 33f ~ of the same at a profit of 10 '/., and the rest at a profit 
of 12i '/,, now much will he receive in all, and what rj,· will he gain 
on the whole I Lut am. llf'/,. 

53. Bought 8000 bu. of wheat at $1.60 a busheL Sold 10 per 
cent. of it at a loss of 3 '/,, 50 per cent. of it at a gain of 10 '/,, and 
the rest at a gain of 2 '/,. How much was made on the whole, and 
what per cent. t .Am. t264, and lli '/,. 

54. Sold some muslin for $199.ISO, at a loss oft'/, ; some linen 
for $148.50, at a loss of 1 'f,; some cloth for $520, at a profit of 
4 '/,. What did the muslin, linen, and cloth cost f Am. '850, 

55. Sold a horse for $198, at a 1088 of 10 '/,. Bought S cows fo1 
$185. What must I sell the cows for apiece, to make up the lost 
on the horse and $44 besides t ...4.m. $67. 

56. The difference between 50 '/, and 'll 'f, of a certain numbei 
is 525. What is the number t 

57. A house that cost $5000, was repaired at an expense of 
$1000. It was then sold for $1500; what was the gain or loss !11 
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INTEBJl:ST. 206 

CHAPTER XX. 

INTEREST. 

331. Intereat is what is pajd for the use of money. 
The Principal is the money used, for which interest iJ 

paid. 
The Bate is the number of dollars paid for the use of 

tIOO for a certain time, usually for a year (per annum). 
It is written and operated with as so many per cent. 
When no time is mentioned with the rate, a year is meant. 

The Amount is the sum of the principal and interest. 
I borrow $100 for a year, and pay $6 for i&s use; the Principal is 

$100, the Interest $6, the Rate 6 %, the Amount $106. 

332. Interest is distinguished as Simple and Compound. 
It is called Simple, when reckoned on the principal only; 
Compound, when allowed on interest as well as principal. 
When the word interest is used alone, Simple Interest is 
meant. 

333. There i.!I a rate of interest fi_xed by law, called the 
Legal Bate, for cases in which no other rate is specified. 
Parties may always agree on a lower rate than the Legal 
Rate, and in some of the states on a higher one ; but 
there is generally a limit fixed, beyond which the taking 
of interest is forbidden under certain penalties-the of· 
fence being called Usury. 

The legal rate in England and· France is 5 tf,; in Can
ada, Nova Scotia, and Ireland, 6 tf,. In all of the United 
States it is 6 tf,, except the following : Louisiana, 5 tf, ; New 
York, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Carolina, 

831. What Is Interest? What la tne Principal? What Is the Rate r How la 
the Rate written and operated with r What Is the Amount r Illustrate theae deft· 

• nltloo8--ll82. How le interest dllltlngolehed? When la It called Simple? When. 
Compound ?~. What la meant by the Legal Rate t May the parties agree on a 
lower rate than the legal one f On a higher oner What la UHWy? In what conn· 
tries Is the legal rate ll per cent.? ID what, 6 per cent. ? ID whlcll or the United 
Btatee la It II per cent. r In which.• T per ceµt.? ln which, 8 per cent. T In whlcbo 
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and Georgia, 'l </, ; Alabama, Florida, :Mississippi, and 
Texas, 8 % ; California and Kansas, 10 </,; Oregon, 121- ~. 

834. Interest is an application of Percentage, the ad
ditional element of time being introduced. The principal 
is the base ; the interest is the percentage, reckoned at a 
certain rate, for a certain time. 

To And the Interest. 

836. CASK 1.-To.fin<l the intereatfor any number of 
11eara, UJMn the principal and rate are given. 

Ex. 1.-What is the interest of •124.50, for 1 year. 
at 6%? 

TbaHs, what ill 6 :t, or ,-5.i, of i124.llO? Taking 
Th ill equivalent to multiplying by rlif. Bence, 
multiply the principal by .06. 

$124.50 Prin. 
.06 Rate. 

$7.4700 Int. 

Ex. 2.-Find the amount of •124.50, at 6 </,,for 5 years. 

$124.ISO Prln. 
.06 Rate. 

7.4700 Int. 1 yr. 
5 

87.8500 Int. IS yr. 
124.50 Prin. 

$i61.85 Amt. IS yr. 

Find the Interest for 1 yr. as above, 
.7.47. For II yr. It will be II times .7.47; 
md, as the amount Is required, add the 
principal to the last product. 

In stead of multiplying by the rate and 
years separately, It aometimes saves work 
to multiply by their product. Thus, in 
Example 2, It would be shorter to multi· 
ply by .30 than by .06 and 11. 

RmE.-.Jl'Uleiply the principal by the rate per annum 
6'ep'l'eaae<l <kcimally, and that product by the number of 
years. 

Aliquot parts of a year may be expressed fractionally. Thua, II yr. 
6 mo. = Ill yr. See Table, page 186. · 

838. So, when the rate ill given by the motdh, the interest may be 
found for any number of months, '6y multiplqi.ng tM principal '6y tM rat. 
pn- montA l1ZpfW«d dutmally, afld tlud prodUct by tM ~ of montlu. 

38'1. For the Amount, add the principal to the interest. 

10 per cent. f In wblcb, 12+ per cent.? In tbe rest f~ Of what la Inten>st an ap- • 
pllcaUon f Wbat additional element la lntrodnced ?-886. Wbat Is Case L r E:r;pluln 
Enmple 1. Go tbrougb Example 2. Recite tbe rule. Bow may aliquot parti. or 
• year be e:r;preued ?--384. When tbe ra~ Ja gtVen by the month, bow may the In· 
tcreet be fo1Uld for any number of montha r-1187. Bow la the amount found? 
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BXAXPLBS J!'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. Find the interest of tl, at 31-~ for 8 years. Am. lOe. 
2. Find the amount of $540, at 7 %, for 9 yr. Am. $880.20. 
8. Fmd the interest of t90, at .q. %, for 6 yr. Ana. 24:.80. 
4:. :Eind the amount of £1400, at 8%, for 2!yr. :Am. £1680. 
5. Fmd the interest of 1825, at 6i %, for 4: yr. Am. *206.25. 
G. What is the interest of *83120.01, for 5 yr., at 6 % Y 
7. What is the interest of t987.41, for 13 yr., at 7 % Y 

8. Find the interest of $69582.57, at 5 %, for 2l years. 
9. :Eind the amount of 19812.17, at 4t %, for 4: years. 
10. Find the amount. of t7oo, at 6 %, for 2 yr. 6 mo. (2i yr.). 
11. Find the amount ofl820, at 8%, for 4yr. 4mo. (41-yr.). 
12. Find the amount of t660, at 5 <f,, for 8 yr. 8 mo. 
18. What is the interest of t60.50, for 8 months, at 1 <f, a . 

tnonth ¥ (See § 886.) .Am. tI.815. 
14. What is the amount of tl2198.75, for 2 months, at t'f, a 

month Y Am. tl288I.78. 
15. What is the interest of £600, at 1% a month, from Jan. 1 

to April 1 of the same year Y Am. £9. 
16. What is the ampunt of $8250, from April 3, 1861, to April 

8, 1866, at lit% per annum¥ Am. $10621.875. 
17. Borrowed, Jan. 1, 1865, in California, $900 (no rate speei

fied). What amount must be repaid, Jan. 1, 18661 Am. $990. 
18. A owes B interest on Ul)O, from Feb. 2 to Oct. 2; B owes 

A interest on *'575, from April 2 to Oct. 2. What ls the balance 
of interest, and to whom is it due, the rate being i % a month 1 

Am. 75'l., to B. 
19. What is the interest on t68.40, at 41-%, for 4:yr. 2mo. 

( 4t yr.) Y On t712, for 6 yr. 8 mo., at 5'f,1 On t2688.88, at 6! 'f,, 
for 1 yr. 6 mo. ¥ On $1268.25, for 5 mo., at 1 'f, a month¥ 

Sum of aMWers, *'560.l 'l68. 
20. Loaned, New York, Feb. 1, 1864, $1050. What amount 

should I receive for loan and interest, March 1, 1866¥ 
21. 0, living in Oanada, owes $500 with interest for 3 yr. 2 mo. 

He pays *550 on account ; how much remains due Y 
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208 INTEREST. 

'388. CASE U-To .find the interest, at 6 per cent., for 
years, month8, and days. 

I. The interest or amount of any principal for a given 
time and rate, equals the interest or amount of $1 for the 
same time and rate, multiplied by the given principal. 

Thus the interest of $110, for IS mo., at 6 %, is ISO times the interest of 
•1, for r,' mo., at 6 :t. The amount of .60, at 7 %, for 30 days, is 60 times 
the amount of .1, at 7 %, for 30 days. 

2. The interest of $1, at 6 %, is 6 cents for 1 year. 
Hence it is 1 cent for e'·ery two months, and 1 mill for 
(n of 2 months, or) 6 days. 

6 days are -fu of 2 months, if 30 days are allowed to the month, ac
cording to general usage in the United States. Each day's interest ia 
thus made m, in stead of n;or, of 1 year's interest ; it thus exceeds the 
exact interest by ;rh, or ..;.,, of itsel£, To find the exact interest for any 
DlllDber of days, see § 342. 

ExAMPLE 1.-What is the interest of t1200, at 6 %, for 
3yr. 'Imo. 18da.? 

Jiint Metliod.-First find the interest of $1, at 6 %, for the given time. 
. As the interest is 1 cent for every 2 months, • 9.l5 

for 3 yea.rs 7 months, or 43 months, it will be t of ., •003 
43 cents, or $ .2111. As the interest is 1 mill for 6 _. _. 
days, for 18 days it will be t of 18 mills, or • .003. t .218 
Adding t .211! and $ .003, we find the interest of 1200 
$1 for the given time to be $ .218. For $1200 it $261 600 Ana. 
will be 1200 times 88 much, or $261.60. • 

tJ mo.= t 

t1200 
.06 

'12.00 
3 

216.00 
36.00 

1 mo.=! 6.00 
15 da. = t 3.00 

3 da. = t .60 
Ana. t261.60 

&xmd Met/iod.-First find the interes~ 
of $1200 for 1 yr., then for 8 yr., 88 in CaiHo 
I. For the months and -Oays apply the prin
ciples of Practice, § 307. 

7 mo. are not an aliquot part of 1 yr., 
~ut 6 mo. = t yr. ; therefore, for 6 mo. take 
t of 1 year's interest, and for 1 mo., which 
remains, take t of the interest for 6 mo. 18 
days are not an aliquot part of 1 mo., but 
11! da. = t mo. ; therefore, for 111 days take 
t of 1 month's interest, and for 3 days, which 
remain, take t of the interest for 11) days. 
Finally, add the several items of interest. 

838. What Is Case IL ? To what Is the Interest or amount of BDy principal for 
a given time Wld rate eqnal f Give examples. For how Jong a time will tho tnt<lr· 
ast or $1, at 8 per cent., be 1 cent? 1 111Ul? How does the Interest for 1 day tbna 
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INTEBBST AT SIX PER CENT, 209 

339. RULE.-1. Take t the number of months aa cents, 
t the number of days aa mills, for the interest of tl for 
the given time. .Multiply this sum and the given prin
cipal together. 

2. Or, Jina the interest first for the given number of 
years, as in § 335, then for the months an<l days by taking 
the necessary/parts, an<l a<l<l the result8. 

The first method is generally snorter and easier. 
When the amount is required, and the first method is used, multiply 

the tJt1lmlftl of •1 and the given principal Wgether. 

EXillPLE 2.-What is the amount of 
t66.60, at 6 %, for 1 year 11 mo. 11 da. ? 

1 yr. 11 mo. = 23 mo. Taking t the number 
of months as cents, we have $ .llli. Taking t 
the number of days WI mills, we have $ .OOlf. 
As the amount is required, add in .1. ..llli + 
.001! + 1 = 1.116!. Multiply the principal by 
this sum. 

66.60 
1.116! 
5550 

39960 
6660 

6660 
6660 

.Ana. $74.38110 

- EXAHPLBS J!'OB PBAOTIOB, 

At 6 per cent., required the 
1. Interest of *49.37, for 1 yr. 1 mo. 15 da. 
2. Amount of $341.13, for 7 yr. 9 da. 
3. Amount of $591.03, for 4 yr. 3 mo. 7 da. 
4. Interest of $0.134, for 4 months 3 days. 
5. Amount of $7.50, for 7 months. 
6. Interest of $371.0l, for 4 years 15 days. 
'T. Interest of $57.921 for 3 yr. 7 mo. 9 da. 
8. Amount of $329, for 5 years 13 days. 
9. Amount of$47.39, for 1 year 'Tmonths. 
10. Interest of $2250, for 2 yr. 2 mo. 24 da. 
11. Interest of$576\Jor 6yr. 4mo. 19da. 

.Ana. $8.38 +. 
.Ana. $484.916 +. 
:Am. $742.48 +. 
Ana. $ .0027 +. 

.Aaa. $7.76 + . 
.Am. $89.96~ +. 
.Am. $12.58968. 

Am. $428.41 +. 

12. Amount of $840. 75, for 11 months 21 days. 
13. Interest of 98. 76, for 8 yr. 5 mo. 22 da. .Ana. $20.60792. 

eomputed eompm'8 with the tme interest T Go through Example 1 according ta 
each method.-a89. Reel ta the Rule. Which method fa pl'eferred T When the 
amount la required, what muat be done T Explain Example i. 
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14. Interest on $'ll8, from April 19 to Aug. 8 following. From 
Oct. 29, 1865, to Feb. 11, 1866. IJu.m ofa~, $24.65 +. 

15. Int.erest of .£5001 for 2 yr. 4 mo. 12 da. .A.111. £71. 
Compute tbe lntlftllt.,., pomula N on clol1anl. A deelmal In the annrar mut 

be redueed io ehilllDga, &c. 

16. Amount of £2500, for 1 year 9 months 18 days. 
17. Int.erest of £480, for 1 yr. 8 mo. 20 da. .Ani. £8'T 12s. 
18. Amountof £60,for 8yr. 6mo. 2da. .Am. £90 12s. 4d.+. 
19. P owes Q $1175, with interest for 1 yr. 10 mo. 10 da.; Q 

owes P $720, with int.erest for 2yr. 25da. The rate being 6~ 
what is the balance, and to whom is it due Y .Ani. $274.475, to Q. 

20. A merchant collects the interest on $400, at 'T 'f,, for 1 yr. 
6 mo. ; on $220, at 6 %, for 8 mo. 8 da. ; on $694.101 for 2 yr. 2 da., 
at 6 % ; and on $1180.501 for 26 days, at 6 %· How much does he 
collect in all I .Ana. $189.732 +. 

840. Merchants often have to cast interest, at 6 %, for 
so, 60, and 90, also for 88, 681 and 93 days. The follow
ing short methods can be used mentally:- • 

For 60 days, simply move the decimal point in the 
principal t11Jo placea to the lefl,-for this will be multi
plying it by .01; the interest of $1 for 60 days. 

For 30 days, take t of this result. 
For 3 days, take -h of the interest for 80 days,-that 

is, move the decimal point one place to the left. 
Oombine these results as may be required. 
EXAMPLE.-Required the interest of •560, at 6%, for 

30, 60, 90, 38, 631 and 93 days. 

Int. 60 day11, $5.60 {Int. 90 days, $5.60 + $2.80 = $8.40 
Int. 80 days, .,2,80 Then Int. 83 days, $2.80 + $0.28 = $3.08 

., Int. 68 days, $5.60 + $0.28 = $5.88 
Int. 8 days,$ .28 Int. 93 ~8.40 + $0.28 = $8.68 

At 6 per cent., what is the interest of 
21. $700 for 60 daye 1 For 83 days 1 For 90 days 9 
22. $1200 for 80 days t For 60 days f For 90 days f 
28. £1000 for 68 days 1 For 90 days f For 93 days f 
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24. $'74. '75 for 60 days f For 63 days f For 98 days f 
25. $180.90 for 33 days W For 63days1 For 93days1 
26. $2000.50 for 80 days 1 For 90 days 1 For 83 days ? 

341. CASE fil-To .ftn<l the interest, at any rate, for 
years, months, and days. 

EL-Find the interestoU120, at 'l %, for 2 yr. 5 mo. 6 da. 
$.145 ' 

.001 
First find the int. at 6 % : j + number of mo., 

l t number of days, 
Interest of •1, for the given time, at 6 %, 
Multiply by the given principal, 

$.146 
120 

Interest of •120, for the given time, at 6 ~. 
For 7 !t, add to the interest at 6 %, -Ir of itself, 

$17.620 
2.920 

(for 7 = 6 + i of 6). 

$120 Prine. 
.07 Rate. 

4 mo. = l $8.40 Int. 1 yr. 
2 

1 mo.-= i 
6da.=t 

Am. 

$16.80 Int. 2 yr. 
2.80 Int. 4 mo. 
• 'TO Int. 1 mo. 
.14 Int. 6 da. 

$20.44 Int. 2 y. 5 m. 6 d. 

$20.440 Am. 
Or, we may find the in

terest at once at 7 jt, for 1 
yr. ; then for 2 yr., by mul
tiplying by 2 ; then for the 
months and days, by taking 
parts. For 4 mo., take ~ 
of I year's interest ; for 1 
mo., take t of 4 monthll' 
interest; for 6 days, take ! 
of I month's interest. For 
the whole, add these parts. 

RULE.-1. I/ind the interest at 6 %, and add thereto, or 
aubtract therefrom, auch a part of it8elf as muse be added 
to or aulJtracted from 6 to produce the given rate. 

For 7%, addi(7 = 6 + t of 6). I For lljt, subt. -/r(ll = 6--/rof 6). 
For 8 %, add i (8 = 6 + i of 6). For 4+ jt, subt. t (4+ = 6 - t of 6). 
For 9%, add+(9 = 6 ++or 6). For 4%, subt. 1(4 = 6-i of 6). 
For 10 %, add f (10 = 6 + f of 6). I For 3 %, take +the interest at 6 jt. 

2. Or,.ftnd the interest at the given rate, for the given 
number of years, as in § 335 ; then for the months and 
days, by taking the necessary parts; and add the results. 

841. What la Clase III r Olve both aolntlona of the E:umple. Recite the rnle. 
For 1 per cent., what mnllt we do, and why? F(ll' 4 per cent.? For 10 per cent. r 
For 8 per cent. ? For 9 per eent. r For q per cent. r For 8 per cent. r For II 
per cent. r 
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BXAKPLBB FOB PRACTICE. 

What is the interest (by either or both of the methods given 
in the preceding Rule) of · 

1. t5.87, for 4 years 12 days, at 8 % f Ana. tl. 78 +. 
2. t40.l 7, for 8 months 18 days, at 8 % f Ana. 86c. + 
8. $87.18, for 5 months 12 days, at 4i % Y Ana. 75c. + 
4. $194.10, for 1 yr. 7 mo. 18 da., at 7 % f Am. '22. + 
5. t821.21, for 5 yr. 9 mo. 21 da., at 9 % f Ana. $167.91 +. 
6. t9872.86, for 1 yr. 5 mo. 11 da., at 7 % f Ana. tl000.175 +. 
7. $999.99, for 11 months 29 days, at 5 % f Ana. t49.86 +. 
8. t27541.08, for 2yr. lOmo. 22da., at 7 'f Y Ana. *5580.11 +. 
9. t187.50,for 6mo. 10da.,at6i'ff (Add-fir;) Ana. t4.717 +. 
10. t4650, for 8 yr. 4 mo. 12 da., at 7 % f ..4.na. tl095.85. 
11. $20001 for 88 days, at 10 % f For 68 days f 
12. t11500, for 60 days, at 4 % f For 90 days f 
18. t8260, for 8 yr. 29 da., at 5i'f f (Subtract -r,.) 
14. t428.07, for 1 yr. 1 mo. 1 da., at 7 % f 
15. t . 75; for 10 yr. 10 mo. 10 da., at IS% Y 
16. A, living in New York, owes B $625, with interest from 

Jan. 1 to Sept. 15, no rate specified. He pays on account $540.215; 
how much remains due Y Am. t115.618. 

17. What is the amount of $469.10, for 8 yr. 2 mo.,, at 7 % I 
For 1 yr. 20 days, at 4% f For 11 mo. 19 da., at 5'f f For 6 mo. 
6da., at8'fl SumofamwtJrB, t2042.818+. 

18. A.merchant living in :Mississippi collects tIOO, with inter
est for 8 yr. (no rate specified); $427.50, with interest for 8 mo. 
9 da., at 7 % ; tnoo, with interest for 1 yr. 18 da., at 6 'f. How 
much does he collect in all f A11B. $1741.50. 

342. CASE rv.-Tofin<l the t(MCt interest for days. 
The exact number of days between two dates within a 

year of each other can be found by ihe Table on page 156. 
Each day being m of 1 year, the exact interest for 

842. What Is Caae IV.? How may the exact number of days between two dates 
within a year of each other be found? What traction of 1 year's Interest will the 
enet lntoreat for any number of days be? Recite the rule. Solve the Example. 
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EXACT Il!lTBBBST l'OB DAYS. us 

any number of days will be as many 365ths of 1 year's 
interest as there are days. Hence the following 

RULE.-Multiply the interest for 1 year at the given ~ 
by the number of ooys, and divide theproauct·by 365. 

EXAMl'LE.-What is the exact interest of $37.37, from 
May 31 1865, to Dec. 27, 1865, at 7%? 

1 year's interest = •3'1.3'1 x .0'1 = t2.61119. 
By Table, p. 1116, we find the number of days to be 288. 

We must therefore take fff of$2.61119 • 
• 2.61119 x 288 = *622.11842. •622.11842 + 8611 = •1.'1011. .Ana. 

1. What is the exact interest of $1001 at 6 %, from Jan. 18 to 
Nov. 15, it being leap yearY Ana. $5.047. 

2. What is the exact. interest of £1000, from June 20 to Aug. 
IS, at 7 % i Ana. £10.856 = £10 7s. ld. lfar. + 

8. What is the exact interest of $780, from July 4 to Dec. 251 

at 6%1 Am. $20.88. 
4. What is the exact interest of $21601 from March 10 to Dec. 

1, nt 5 % 1 What is the amount 1 Ana. Amt., $2288. 71. 
5. What is the exact interest of $21450, at 8 %, for 20 days 1 
6. What is the exact interest of £4500, at 4*%, for 25 days! 

343. C.A.sE V.-To find the interest or amount of 
pounds, shillings, pence, and farthings, at anv rate,for 
any time. 

Exilll'LE.-What is the inter
est of £84 10s. 6d., at 4%, for 1 yr. 
3mo.? 

For convenience of multiplying and divid
ing, we reduce 108. 6d. to the decimal of a 
pound, § 2811. The principal thus becomes 
.£84.IS21S. Now, proceeding as in Federal 
1loney, we find the interest to be £4.226211,
or, reducing the decimal to sbilli11gs, &c., § 284, 
£4 4s. 6d. 1.2 far. 

£8U25 
.04 

3 = i 18.88100 
.84525 

£4.22625 
20 

s.~ 
rn 

d. 6.80000 
4 

far. 1.20000 

848. What la Calle V. r Go through and explain the given Example. Recite the 
mle for 1llldlng tho lntoreat or amount or pollJldll. ahllllags, &o., at any rate, for 
any time. 
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214 IRTBBBST. 

Rm:.E.-Reduu the ahillinga, .!c., of the principal lo 
the decimal of a pound,jind the interest or amount as in 
Federal Money, and reduce the decimal in the result to 
lower denominations. 

344. If the rate is IS % and the time 1 year, the interest is readily 
found by taking ls. for e.very pound of the given principal, Sd. for every 
ISs., and 1 far. for every lid. For, II% is iu ; and ls. is n of £1, Sd. is 
iu of ISs., 1 far. is ru of lid. 

ElWIPLB.-Required the interest of £88 l 'la. 6d., at IS %, for 1 year. 
ls. on £1 of the given principal gives 88s. = £4 6s. 
ad. for every lls. l 'ls. 6d. + lie. = St st x 8 = lQid. 

.du. £4 6s. l()fd. 

EXAJIPLBB FOB PBAOTIOE. 

Find the interest of 
1. .£760 5s. 6d., at 5 Ji, for 2-l yr. .Am • .£88 18s. ltd. 2.8 far. 
2 . .£1 7s. 6d., at 4* Ji, for 2 yr. 6 mo. .A.111. 8s. ld. l far. 
8 • .£8260 18s., at 8}%, for 21 da. (§ 842). .A.111 • .£16 12s. 8d. + 
4 . .£275 lOd., at 4 Ji, for 5 yr. 10 mo. .Am • .£64 8s. 6d. + 
5. Find the amount of .£7 15e., for 1 yr., at 5 Ji (§ 844). 
6. Find the amount of .£42 2s. 6d., for 1 yr., at 5 Ji. 
7. Find the amount of .£88 7s. 6d., for 1 yr., at 5 Ji. 
8. Find the amount of .£68 12s. lld., for 1 yr., at 5 tf,. 
9. Find the amount of .£100 15s. 8d., at 4f%, for 2 yr. 'Tmo. 

841S. Observe that whenenr the product of the rate 
per annum and the number of years ie 100 (or 1, if the 
rate is expressed decimally), the interest equals the prin
cipal The interest of t75, at 5 Ji, for 20 years, is •75 ; 
since 5 x 20 = 100 (or .05 x 20 = 1). 

348. In stead of computing interest by any of the 
methods that have been given, many use Interest Tables. 
These being constructed for different principals, rates, and 
periods of time, the required interest is found in some cases 
by a l!imple reference, in others by an addition of items. 

844. If the rate Is Ii per oent. and the time 1 year, wbat abort method may be 
used t E:rplaln the principle on wblcb tblJJ method la buod.--8411. Under wbat clr
mmstances does the prloclpsl equal tbe lntereat t Give ui eumple.-34a. In ete.4 
of computing Interest, wbat do many use t 
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INTEBBST. 

847. To ftnd the Bate, 
the principal, intereat or amount, and time, being given. 

Ex. 1.-At what rate will $400 yield $55 interest, in 
2yr. 6mo.? -
$400 x .01 = $4, int. 1 yr. 

$4: x 2i = $10, int. 2i yr. 
$10) $55 
~.Am. 

The interest of $400, at OM F 
cent. for 2 yr. 6 mo., is $10. To 
produce '611 interest, the rate must 
be 88 many times 1 % as $10 is con
tained times in $1111, or lit. .Am. 
llH. 

RULE.-.Divi<le the given interest by the intereat of the 
principal, for the given time, at 1 '%· 

848, If, in stead of the interest, the amount is given, subtract the 
principal from it, to find the interest, and proceed as above. 

349. l'RoVB by trying whether, at the rate found, the principal will 
produce the given interest in the given time. 

Ex. 2.-At what rate will $630 amount to *665.28, in 
9mo. 18da.? 
Find the interest of $630, for 9 mo. 18 da., at 1 %. 

First find it at 6 %, accord- j t number of months, .0411 
ing to § 339 : ( !- number of days, .003 

At 1 % it will be !- 88 much as at 6 % : 6) .048 
Interest of $1 for the given time, at 1 %, t .008· 

For $630 it will be 630 times as much : 8 .008 x 680 = $5.04. 
The interest is $6611.28 - $630 = $85.28. 

Dividing $811.28 by *6.04, we have '1 j .A111. 
Paool'.-Will $680, at '1 j, amount to $6611.28 in 9 mo. 18 da. ? 

EXAMPLES Ji'OE PEAOTIOB. 

Prove each example, § 349. At what rate will 
1. $580, in 8 yr. 6 mo., yield $92. 75 interest t 
2. $4070 yield $91.575 interest quarterly f 
8. $100, in 9 mo. 10 da., yield $8.50 interest f 
4. £6000, in 5 yr. 20 da., amount to £78201 
5. £2600 yield £104 interest semi-annually f 

Am. 5%. 
Am. 9'f,. 

Am. 4t'f,. 
_ Am. 6'%. 

6. At what rate will $1250, in 60 days, amount to $1264.5811 

UT. To llnd the mte, what must be glVHl 1 Analyze Eumple 1. Recite the 
l'llle tor llndlng the rate.-848. U the amonnt I• given, In stead of the Interest, what 
must you do 1-849. How may thle operation be proved 1 Go through Example 2. 
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350. To 8nd the Time, 
the principal, interest or amount, and rate, being given. 

Ex.-In what time will .400 yield •s5 interest, at st 'f? 
The ietereet on $400 for 

otUJ year, at. lit lt, is a22. To 
produce a111i intereBt, will l'&

quire as many yean as ~2 is 
contained times in ai;11, or 2+. 

$400 x .055 = $22, int. 1 yr. 
$55 + $22 = 2.5 yr. Am. 

PBoo:r. '400 x .055 x 2.15 = $55. 

RULE.-Divide the given interest by the interest of the 
principal, at the given rate, for 1 year • 

.A. decimal In the quotient must be reduced to months and daya, § 28t. 

PB0TI1 by trying whether, in the time found, the principal will produce 
the given interest at the given rate. 

EXAMPLES FOB PBAOTICB. 

Prove each example. In what time will 
1. '4070, at 9 ~. yield $91.5'T5 interest t Am. 3 mo. 
2. 11530, at 5 'f, yield $92. 'T5 interest t A111. 8 yr. 6 mo. 
8. $100,at4*~,yield$S.50interest1 Am. !yr. (9mo. lOda.) 
4. £6000, at 6 %, amount to £'T820 t Am. 5 yr. 20 d. 
Find the Interest : .e'!8llO - MOOO. Then proceed u above. 

15. '820, at 5!:', amount to $85'T.5811 .Am. 10 mo. 
6. f 1250, at 'T :', amount to $1264.581 t 
'T. $7001 at 'T 'f, amount to f'T85. 'T5 t 
8. £680, at 8 'f, amount to £950 ? 
9. How long will it take $2301 at 4 %, to yield $230 interest,

that is, to double itself¥ 

351. In Example 91 the interest equals the principal 
Hence, the product of the rate per annum and number of 
years must be 100 (§ 345); and, to find the years, we may 
at once divide 100 by the rate. 100 + 4 = 25 yr. Ans. 

Were the years given, and the rate required, we should 
divide lOOby the number of years. 100 + 25 = 4~. Ans. 

8C50. To ftnd the Ume, what must be given? Analyze the er.ample.. Recite the 
rule for ftndlng the tho& How ma:r the operat1011 be ~v!'(l f ~ w~ be done 
With a Ucluull bl the quotient r · 
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10. How long will it take $600 to amount to $1200, at 6 'f, t 
11. How long will it take $48.50 to double i~ at 'T % f At 

8 % f At 8 % 1 At 41 '/> f At 5 % f At 9 % ¥ 
12. In what time will $1~0 double i~ at 1 'f, a month t At 

l of 1 'f, a month f At 2 % a month f 
18. At what rate will $60 double itself; in IS yr. r Am. 20 %· 
14. At what rate will i7o amount to i100, in 12 yr. 6 mo. I 
15. At what rate will i12.125 amount to $24.~, in 20yr.1 In 

14 yr.' In 12 yr.' In 10 yr.' 

352. To ftnd the prlnelpal, 
the inte~eat or amount, time, and rate, being given. 

Ex. 1.-What principal will, in 2 yr. 6 mo., at 5f 'f,, 
yield •ss interest ? 

The Interest on •1, for 1 yr., 
at IS!%, is S .OISIS; for 2 yr. 6 mo., 
it is 21 times •. 0611, or •. 1876. 
To produce •511 interest, the prin
cipal must be as many times SI 
as • .1876 Is contained times in 
f66, or 400. Am. '400. 

$1 x .055 = * .055 
•• 055 x 2.5 = •. 1875 
,55 + * .1875 = 400 

Am. ,400 
PRooF. $400 x .0515 x 2.15 = $1515 

Ex. 2.-What principal will, in 9 months 18 days, 
amount to •665.281 at 7 'f, ? 

t number or mo., • .046 
i number of da., • .008 
Int. of tI, at 6 j, S .048 

Add .g., •• 008 
Int. of tt, at 7 j, • .066 

Amt. or SI, at 7 %, •t.0116 
$665.28 + •t.066 = 630 

Am. S630. 

The amount of •1, for 9 mo. 18 da., 
at 7.%, is tt.056. . To make the amount 
•666.28, the principal must be as many 
times •1 as Sl.066 is contained times in 
S661S.28, or 680. Am. •680. 

Paoor.-Will. •680, in 9 mo. 18 da., 
amount to •666.28, at 7 % ? 

RuLE.-.Divide the given interest (or amount) by thd 
interest (or amount) of •1 for the given time, at the given 
rate. 

Paon by trying whether ihe principal found will produce the given 
interest or amount in the given time, at the given rate. 

869. To Ond the principal, what mnst be given T Analyz6 Example L Analyze 
Enmple II. Recite the rnle for 11ndlng the principal How ma7 the operation be 
proved t 

10 

t· ... 
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•J:A.XPL•B l'OB PBA.OTIO•. 

Prove each eumple. What principal will yield 
1. $91.6'15 interest, every quarter, at 9 '/. t 
2. $92. 76 interest, in 8 years 6 months, at IS '/. t 
8. $9.'15 interest, in 1 yr. 'l mo. 6 da., at 6 '/. t 
4. $79.80 interest, at 4t'/., in 4 years 9 
ll. $ .413 interest, at 6 '/., in 30 days 9 
6. $1.66 interest, in 90 days, at 6 '/. 9 
7. $40 interest, in 10 days, at li'/. a month t 

.Ana. ~'IO. 
.Au. $ll30. 

8. What principal will amount to £58, in 2 yr., at 8;, r Ana. £50. 
9. What principal will amount to *65, in 1 yr. 8 mo., at 6 '/. r 
10. What principal will amount to $12120, in 60 days, at 6 % r 
11. What principal will amount to $857 .81, in 8 .IDO., at 8 '/. r 
12. What principal will double itself in 10 years, at 10 i Y 
18. What principal, placed at interest in California at the legal 

rate, on the let of September, would amount to $104'l.8'li on the 
16th of the following January t .Am. $1010. 

14. What 111UD lent at l '/. a month, Feb. 1, 1865, would amount 
July 22, 1866, to $15427.50 r Am. $15000. 

15. How much must a lady invest at 6 '/. in her eon's name, 
when he is just twenty years old, that on arriving at twenty-one 
he may haive $10000 t 

16. How much must a gentleman invest for his daughter at 
'l '/., that she may have $630 a year 9 

1 'l. What investment at ll '/. will yield a person a semi-annual 
income of '600 Y Am. $20000 •. 

18. What sum invested at 6 '/. will yield $65 a month r 
19. What sum invested at 'l'/. will yield $8.50 a day9 
20. A person having $100000 invested at 6t'/., gives his eon 

sufficient to yield a quarterly income of $6ll0, and his niooe 80 '/. 
of that amount. How much does he retain 1 .Am. $28000. 

21. A's property, invested at 7'/., yields him $8050 a year. 
B's income is 90 '/. of A's, and his property is invested at 6 'f,. 
Which is wortb the most, and how much Y .Am. B, $5750. 

22. At what rate will $200, in 2 mo. 12 da., produce $1 interest f 
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COJU>OUND INTEREST. 219 

~ompound lntere.t. · 

SISS. Compound Interest is that which accrues on inter
est due and unpaid, as well as principal 

Compound interest can not be collected by law, yet it is often 
claimed on the ground that, since the debtor has the use of tlie interest, 
he should pay for it as well as for that of the principal. Savings Banks 
pay compound interest to those who do not draw their interest when h 
is due. 

31S4. Interest may be compounded annually, semi-an
nually, quarterly, or for any other term, according to the 
time at which the interest is originally made payable. 

Kx. 1.-What is the compound interest of taoo, at 7 %, 
for 2 yr.?. 

COJl[l'OUNDJID ANNUALLY. 

As the interest is to be com
pounded annually, we find the 
amount of the principal, at 7 it, 
for 1 yr., by multiplying it by l.O'l, 
the amount of g1, at 7 %, for l yr. 
This becomes a new principal, of 
which, in like manner, we find the 
amount for the second year. This 
amount, diminished by the original 
principal, will be the compound in
&erest required. 

Principal, 

Amt. for 1 yr., 

$600 
1.07 
4200 

6000 
642. 

1.07 
4494 

6420 
Amt. for 2 yr., 686.94 
Less principal, 600.00 
Compound int., f86.94 

COJl[l'OUil'J>JCD SBlll·ANNUALJ.Y. 

In compounding semi-annually, 
we find the amount of the princi· 
pal for 6 mo., by multiplying it by 
1.0811, the amount of g1, at 7 %, for 
6 mo. This becomes a new princi
pal, of which we find the amount 
for a second period of 6 mo. ; then 
the amount of this result for a third 
period, llDd of this last amount for a 
fourth-making in all 2 yr. We 
then subtract the original principal. 

$600 Principal. 
1.035 

6~Amt. for 6 mo. 
1.085 

642.785 Amt. for 12 mo. 
1.085 

665.280 Amt. for 18 mo. 
1.085 

688.513 Amt. for 24 mo. 
600.000 
$88.518 Compound int. 

SM. Wbat le Compound Interest r Can It be collected by law r On what 
ground ts It claimed? What Institutions pay compound interest r-BM. For what 
terms may tntere1t be compounded? Go throagb the example, explalntng the step& 
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220 COKPOOND IBTEBBST. 

Ex. 2.-Find the compound interest 
of •600, for 2 yr. 6 mo. 18 da., at '1 %, 
interest payable annually. 

We find the amolUlt for 2 yr., the number of 
entire periods, as above. This we multiply by 
1.03811, the amount of tl for the remaining time, 
& mo. 18 da. The product is the amount a.t 
compound interest for 2 yr. 6 mo. 18 da. ; from 
which we obtain the compound interest by su1' 
tracting the original principal. 

$686.94 
1.0385 

84:3470 
549552 

206082 
686940 

$713.387190 
600. 

$118.387 .Anr. 

366. Rm.E.-.Ftnd the amount of the given princip<U 
to the time token the first interest i8 due. On thi8 amount 
compute the amount for a like period, and so proceed 0.8 
many times att payments of interest are due,--alt.qp,ya 
taking the last amount for the new principal. If any 
time then remaina,find the amount for auch time; and, 
to obtain the compound interest, sul>tract the original 
principal from the l0.8t amount. 

BXAKPLBS Ji'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. What is the compound interest of $1000, for 3 years, at 7%, 
interest payable annually f .Ana. $225.048. 

2. What, if the int. is payable semi-annually ? .Ana. $229.255. 
8. What is the compound interest of $680, for 4 years, at IS%, 

interest payable annually f .Am. $185. 769. 
4. What, if the int. is payable half'-yearlyf .Am. $187.598. 
IS. What is the amount of $501 at compound interest for 8 yr., 

at 8 %, interest paya.ble'yearly f Am. $62.985. 
6. What, if the interest is payable quarterly f Ana. $63.412. 
7. Find the compound interest of$800, from Jan. 17, 1862, to 

April 26, 1866, at 6 %, interest payable yearly. Ana. $226.646. 
8. Find the amount of $'140, from Dec. 20, 18681 to Nov. 21 

1866, at 6%, interest compounded semi-annually. AM. $876.785. 
9. What will $1700 amount to, in 2 yr., at 6 %, interest being 

compounded half-yearly f What, if compounded annually¥ What, 
if compounded quarterly I Lalt am., $1915.04 +. 

E>:plaln Example 2.-855. Recite the rule for finding compound lntereet. 
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OO:MPOUND INTEREST, 221 

10. Find the compound int. of $3331 at 5 ~from :May 15, 1863, 
to Nov. 15, 1865, interest payable half-yearly. Am. $43.75 +. 

356. The following Table may be used with great ad
vantage in calculating compound interest :-

TABLt:, 
Showing the amount of $1 or £1, for any number of years from 
1 to 801 at 31 4, 5, 6, and 7 ~. interest compounded yearly. 

For the compound interest, subtract 1 from the numbers in 
the Table. 

YUllll. S per ct. 4 per ct. 5 per ct. e per ct. 'perot. 
-- -

1 1.080000 1.040000 1.050000 1.060000 1.070000 
2 1.060900 1.081600 1.102500 1.128600 1.144900 
8 1.09!727 1.124864 1.157625 1.191016 1.225048 
4 1.125509 1.169859 1.215506 1.262477 1.810796 
5 1.159274 1.216653 1.276282 1.888226 1.402552 
6 1.194052 1.265819 1.340096 1.418519 1.500730 
7 1.229874 1.815982 1.407100 1.508680 1.605781 
8 1.266770 1.868569 1.477455 1.598848 1.718186 
9 1.804778 1.423812 1.551828 1.689479 1.888459 

10 1.848916 1.480244 1.628895 1.790848 1.967151 
11 1.884284 1.589454 1.710889 1.898299 2.104852 
12 1.425761 1.601082 1.795856 2.012197 2.252192 
18 1.468584 1.665074 1.885649 2.182928 2.409845 
14 1.512590 1.731676 1.979982 2.260904 2.578584 
15 1.557967 1.800944 2.078928 2.896558 2.759032 
16 1.604706 1.872981 2.182875 2.540852 2.952164 
17 1.652848 1.947900 2.292018 2.692778 8.158815 
18 1.702488 2.025817 2.406619 2.854889 8.879932 
19 1.758506 2.106849 2.526950 8.025600 8.616528 
20 1.806111 2.191128 2.658298 8.207185 8.869684 
21 1.860295 2.278768 2.785963 8.899564 4.140562 
22 1.916108 2.869919 2.925261 8.608587 4.480402 
23 l.978587 2.464716 8.071524 8.819750 4.740530 
24 2.082794 2.568804 3.225100 4.048985 5.072867 
25 2.093778 2.665886 3.886855 4.291871 5.427488 
26 2.156591 2.772470 3.555673 4.549888 5.807853 
27 2.221289 2.883869 3.788456 4.822346 6.218868 
28 2.287928 2.998703 3.920129 5.111687 6.648838 
29 2.856566 8.118651 4.116136 5.418388 7.114257 
80 2.427262 8.248398 4.321942 5.743491 7.612255 
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222 COKPOUND INTERE8'1'. 

Ex. 11.-Find, by the Table, the compound interest 
of $400, at 4 %, for 12 years, interest due yearly. 

Looking down the column headed 4 per cent., we 
find the number opposite 12 years t.o be 1.601082, 
which ill the amount of i1 ai compound interest, for 
the given time, at the given rat41, Subtracting 1, we 
have .601082 for the compound Interest of i1. The 
compound interest of ~00 is 400 times as much. 

.601082 
400 

240.412800 
.Am. $240.41 

Ex. 12.-What is the compound interest of £90, for 
10 yr. 8 mo., at 6 %, interest payable yearly? 

.£1. 790848 
90 

161.176320 
1.~ 

644705280 
1611763200 

167 .62837280 
90. 

We find, from the Table, the amount of 
£1, for 10 yr., at 6 ~. t.o be £1. 790848. 
For £90, it will be 90 times as much. 8 
months remain ; find the amount for this 
time by multiplying by 1.04, the amount 
of £1 for 8 mo. Subtracting the origiml 
principal from the last amount, we get 
for the compound interest £77.6288728,
or, reducing the decimal t.o lower denomi· 
Jl&tiODll, £77 12S. Cid. 2 far. + .£77.6283728 = 

£77 1211. *· + .Am. 

Required ~e interest, compounded annually, of 
18. $100, for 17 years, at 6 %· 
14. $625, for 18 years, at 5 %· 
15. 1379, for SO years, at 8 ~ 
16. '49, for 20 yr. 2 mo., at 6 tf,. 
17. *875, for 12 yr. 1 mo. 15 da., at 6 tf,. 

.Am. $169.277. 
.Am. $1504.187. 
.Am. 1919.982. 

18. What is the compound interest of $100, for S yr., at 6%, 
interest payable every six months f 

In thls cue, the pertOOa are S months each. The lntereat ot '1, tor S mo., a& 
4 per cent., equals the lntereat ot St, for 1 yr., at 8 per cent. There are 6 period.I 
or 6 mo~ In 8 yr. Bence we llnd tn the Table the amount opposite to S yr. In the 8 
per cent. colnmn, anbtnct 1 lllnce the ..,.,.. la reqnlnd, and multiply the .,.. 
malnder by U.e given principal 

19. Find the compound interest of USO, from Jan. 1, 1860, to 
luly 1, 1862, at 8 %, interest payable semi-annually. 

20. What will 11200 amount to in B yr., at 10 %, int¥'est com
pounded half-yearly¥ 

21. What will $1450 amount to in 10 yr. 6 mo., at 6 %, intel'eS 
being compounded semi-annually 9 
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NOTES. 223 

CHAPTER XXI. 

NOTE-PARTIAL PAYlrlENTS.-ANNUAL INTERF81'. 

367. A lfote (also called a Promissory Note or Note 
of Hand) is a written promise to pay a certain sum to a 
person specified, or to his order, or to the bearer, at a 
time named or on demand. 

358. The Drawer or Jtaker of a note is the one who 
signs it. The Pa7ee is the one to whom it is made pay
able. The Holder is the person who has it in possession. 

The Face of the note is the sum promised. In the 
body of the note the number of dollars is written out, 
and at the top or bottom expressed in figures. 

For example, JACOB Coona is the drawer or Note 1, given below; 
RUJ'US s. BBOW!I is the payee ; the race of the note is $800. 

359. PBOMISSOBY NOTES,. 

(1) 

$800. Baltimor~ .April 9, 1866. 
Si.zty da111 o/tef' date, I promw to pay R'l.ff'tt,a s. BrouJn, or 

rrdw, thru hundred dollar1, t1alue reui'O«l. 
JAOOB 0ooPEB. 

(9) 

&m.m~ Jan. 81, 1866. 
For t1alue rl06if!ed, tAirtem month o/tef' date, t.01 promiH to 

pag Meun. Root di 8t.0an, or order, one hundred and forty-.foo1 
M dollan, t.Oith .intwelt. 

$145.50 
HoMBR F. GREEN. 
Yosu W ATERBUBY. 

A note should always contain the words t1al~ received. Otherwise, 
if suit is brought on it, the holder may have trouble in proving that the 
drawer received a valuable collllideratlon. 

Note 2 is signed by two panies, and is therefore called a J oiut Note. 
It contains the words tOitA i"""-', and hence carries iuteresG from its 

861. What le a Note f--41118. Who la meant by tbe Drawer or Maker ot a note f 
By tbe Payee f By the Holder f What la tbe J'aoe of tbe note f-W. Learn the 
fCll'IDL What worda abOGld a note always eontaln, and why f What la Note I 
Galled, and why f What le the elreot of the worda toUA w.r..et Om lntereet be 
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!.124 PROHISSORY NOTES. 

date, at the legal rate of the State. If these words are omitted, ae in Note 
1, no interest can be collected,-unless the note ie not pa.id at the time 
specified, ill which case it BCCl'l188 from that date. 

.A. bank-bill ie a note signed by the president and cashier, payable in 
specie to the bearer on demand,-tbat ls, whenever presented. 

860. A note is said to mature on the <lay that it be
comes legally due. This is not till the third day after 
the time specified in the note, three <1,a,ya of grace, as they 
are called, being allowed, unless the words without grace 
are inserted. If the last day of grace is Sunday or a pu~ 
lie holiday, the note matures on the preceding day. 

The term mom.b, used in a note, means calmdar montM. Thus, Note 
2 is nominally due at the expiration of thirteen calendar months, that ie 
on the last day, or 28th, of February, 186'1 ; it ie legally due on the third 
day thereafter, March Bd-and interest must be computed for 1 yr. 1 mo. 
3 da. It would have matured on the same day• had it been dated Jan. 
80, 29, or 28. 

861. A note to f>earer may pass freely fr<pn hand to 
hand. A note to order, to be thus passed, must be signed 
on the back, or en<hraed, by the payee. Thus endorsed, 
it is said to be negotiable • 

.An endorser is responsible for the payment of the note, if the maker 
fails to meet it at maturity, unless the w~ toithout recoM"8 appear 
above his name on the back. If there are several endorsers, the holder 
of the note may look to any or all of them for payment; each is respon
sible to those that endorsed after him, and the first endorser has hie 
remedy against the drawer. 

To make the endorsers responsible, the holder of the note, if it is not 
pai4 at maturity, must, on the same day, have it pr""*'1 by a Notary 
Public, and serve a notice of protest on each endorser. 

862. A Bond is a written instrument by which a party 
binds himself to pay to another a certain sum, under a 
penalty usually twice the face of the bond. 

collected, It these words are omitted f Wbat le a bank-bill f-860. When la a note 
said to maO!we P What le meant by daye qf (lf'aoe f Wbat does the tenn moMM, 
UBed In a note, mean? llloatTate this ID the ca11e ot Note 2.-861. How Is a note to 
r>rder rendered negotlablo T It the maker &!ls to meet the note at maturity, who la 
responsible ? It th~re are several endorecrs, ID what order are they responsible P 
What must the bolder do, to make the endorsers responsible P-862. What Is a .Bond f 
-868, If partial payments are made on notes, &c., where are they entered r What 
are they called ?-86'. What rulo baa been adopted by the oourte ID moat of the Stalee 
tor !l.ndlui the llGlance due f • 
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Partial PaJ'menu. 

363. Partial payments, on account, may be made on 
notes, bonds, or other obligations that carry interest. 
They are entered, with their dates, on the back of the in· 
strument, and are therefore called Endorsement8. 

364. When such payments are made, different methods 
are used for finding the balance due at the time of settle
ment. The courts in most of the States have adopted the 
rule prescribed by the Supreme Court of the United States. 

UNITED STATES RULE. 

366. According to the United States method, the ac
count is balanced as often as payments are made that 
equal or exceed the interest due. The interest being first 
ca.ncelled, the surplus of the payment goes towards dis
charging the principal, subsequent interes1 being com
puted on the balance of principal No interest is allowed 
on interest; hence the account is not balanced when pay· 
ments less than the interest are made. 

366. RmE.-Find the amount of the given principal 
to the time when a payment or payments were m"de au~ 
cient to cancel the interest then due, and from this amount 
subtract BUCh payment or payments. Taking the re
mainder for a new principal, treat it like the former one; 
and so proceed to the time of settlement. 

It can generally be determined mentally whether a payment excet'ds 
the interest due. If it is clear that it does not, proceed at OD!'.e to the 
next payment.-Follow the forms given under Examples 1, 2. · 

(I) $620-:- TROY, N. Y., Nov. 1, 1862. 
--For value received, I promise to pay Thomas 

Jones, or order, six hundred and twenty dollars, on de-
mand, with interest. CHARLES BANKS. 

Endorsed as follows :-Received, Oct. 6, 1863, $61.07. 
8611. According to the U. 8. rule, how often Is the &CCOllilt balanced 1 To what 

is the payment flrot applied t To what, the ourplns 1 Why Is not the account~ 
Ulced, when payments leea tb&n the Interest are made !-4166. Recite the l'llle. . 

10* 
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226 PABTIAL PAYHENTS. 

March 4, 1864, *89.0:,. Dec. 11, 1864, •10'1. '1'1. July 20, 
1865, •200.50. Settled, Oct. 15, 1865 ; what was due? 

It is clear that each payment exceeds the interest due. Hence we 
must compute the amount to the date of each payment. First find the 
Intervals of time by subtraction, then the multipliers at 6 ~· · 

Yr. 

Date of note, 1862 
1st payment, 1863 
2d payment, 1864 
Sd payment, 1864 
4th payment, 18611 
Date of settlement, 18611 

mo. da. 

11 1 

:Multlpllen at 
6 per cent. 

10 6 11 mo. IS da. .OISISi 
3 4 4 mo. 28 da. .024l . 

12 11 9 mo. 7da. .046-l' 
7 20 7 mo. 9 da. .0366 

10 111 2 mo. 21S da. .014t 
Total, 31S mo. 14 da. -:-177! 

To prove this work, add the intervals, and see whether their sum 
equals the interval from the date of the note to tho time of settlement ; 
al.so, add the multipliers, and see whether their sum corresponds with the 
multiplier that would be obtained from the sum of the intervals. 

Date of settlement, 1861S 10 llS t of 81S mo., .l'TIS 
Date of note, 1862 11 1 t of 14 da., .002! 

2 11 14 = 81S mo. 14 da. .177! 
The multipliers being thus proved correct, we use them in computing 

the several amounts acoording to the rule, adding i as the legal rate for 
N. Y. is 7 ~. and carrying the result to three places of decimals, the last 
of which must be increased by 1 when the next figure is IS or over. 
F.-ce of note, or given principal, • • • • • • $620.000 
Interest on the same to Oct. 6, 18631 date of 1st payment, 40.386 
A.mount due Oct. 6, 1863, 660.386 
F°ll'8t payment, . • 61.070 
Balanee and new principal, • • • • • • IS99.816 
Int. on new principal to Mar. 4, 1864, date of 2d payment, 17.247 
Amount due March 4, 1864, • 616.1163 
Second payment, 89.030 
Balance and new principal, • . • • • • IS27.llS3 
Int. on new principal to Dec. 11, 18641 date of 3d payment, 28.414 
Amount due Dec. 11, 1864, • ISllll.947 
Third payment, • • 107.770 
Balance and uew principal, • • • • . • 448.177 
Int. on new principal to July 20, 1865, date of 4th payment, • 19.081S 
Amount due July 20, 18611, • 467.262 
Fourth payment, • 200.1100 
Balance and new principal, . . . • • • 26i. 762 
Int. on new principal to Oct. llS, 1861S, date of settlement, 4.409 

Balance due at date of settlement, Oct. Hi, 1861S, • . $271.1'11 
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UNITED STATES BULE. 22'1., 

(2) tl200. BOSTON, Jan. 1, 185'1. 
--On demand, I promise ·to pay Eli Hart, or 

order, twelve hundred dollars, value received, with in-
terest. S..uluEL W OODWOBTH. 

Attest: GEO. s. GRAHAM. 

Endorsements:-Received,Feb.16, 185'1,t200. Apl 16, 
1859, t300. Dec. 24, 1859, t2s. May 3, 1860, t15. Nov. 
a, 1862, t400. What was th~ balance due Feb. 3, 1864? 

Find the intervals and multipliers as in EL; 1, It is clear that the 
!Id and 4th payments are le!!B than the interest due; hence we Jl&88 them 
over, and find the time from the 2d paymenf to the llth.-Tbe legal 
rate in Massachusetts is 6 %· . 

Yr. 

Date of note, 1811'1 
lat payment, 18117 
2d payment, 18119 
ISth payment, 1862 
Date of settlement, 18M 

mo. da. 

1 1 
2 16 
4 16 

11 8 
2 3 
Total, 

1 mo. 1IS da. 
2'yr. 2 mo. 0 da. 
Syr. 6mo. 17da. 
1 yr. 3 mo. 0 da. 
7 yr. 1 mo. 2 da. 

M:ultlpllere at 
6 per cent. 

.00711 

.13 

.212f 

.0711 
.42111 

PBool'. 1864 2 3 t of 85 .ino., .4211 
1857 1 ·1 t of 2 da. ·0001 

7 1 2 .4211i 

Face of note, or given principal, • • • • • . 
Interest on the same to Feb. 16, 18117, date of 1st payment, • 

Amount due Feb. 16, 18117, • 
F°UBt payment, 
Balance and new princirt.I, • • • • • . 
Int. on new principal to April 16, 181i9, date of 2d payment, 
Amount due April 16, 18119, • 
Seoond payment, 
Balance and new principgl, • . . • • . 
Int. on new principal to Nov. 3, 1862, dat.e of 11th payment, 

Amount due Nov. 3, 1862, . 
Third payment (less than interest), 
Fourth payment," " " 
Fil\b payment, 

• $211. 
us. 

• 400. 

Balance and new principal. • • • • • • 
Int. on new principal to Feb. s, 1864, dat.e of settlement, • 

Balance due at date of settlement, Feb. 3, ISM, • 

• $1200.000 
9.000 

1209.ooO 
200.000 

1009.000 
131.170 

1140.170 
300.000 
840.170 
178.816 

1018.986 

440.000 
11'18.986 
43.424 

$622.410 
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228 PARTIAL P .A YMENTS. .. 
(3) $108-i\\ :Mrr.wAlrxn, Wis., Dec. 9, 18110. 

On demand, we promise to pay to the order of Wm. 
K. Root one hundred and eight ~ dollars, value received, with 
interest. BBADBURY, W mn, & Co. 

Endorsements :-Received, March 3, 1861, $50.04. Dec. 10, 
1861, $13.19. May 1, 1863, $50.11. 

How much was due October 91 1865 ¥ .A111. $5.844. 

(4) $350. WILMINGTON, N. O., May 1, 1862. 
--For value received, we jointly and severally promise 

to pay Conover, Clark, & Co., or order, on demand, three hundred 
and fifty dollars, with interest. ANsoN HAIGHT. 

BEN.r. w. BLOSSOM. 

Endorsements :-Received, Dec. 25, 1862, $50. June 30, 1863, 
$5. Aug. 22, 1864, $11>. June 4, 1865, $100. 

What was due on taking up the note, April 51 1866 ¥ 
.Am. $251.62. 

5. A note for $143.50, dated Ang. 1, 1862, bears the following 
endorsements :-Recei\'ed, Dec. 17, 1862, $37.40. July 1, 18681 

$7.09. Dec. 22, 1864, $13.13. Sept. 9, 18651 $50.50. How much 
is due Dec. 28, 1865, the rate being 7%1 .Am. $60.866. 

6. On a note for $3240, dated Dec. 1, 1859, at 5 %, the following 
payments were made :-Dec. 1, 1860, $100. Dec. 1, 1861, $100. 
Dec. 1, 1862, $100. Nov • . 1, 18631 $2500. Oct. 15, 1864, $20. 
July 20, 1866, $25. What was due Ang. 1, 18661 

Am. $1177.244. 

7.' A note for $486, dated Sept. 7, 1863, was endorsed as fol
lows :-Received, March 221 18641 $125. Nov. 29, 1864, $150. 
May 18, 1865, $120. What was the balance due April 19, 1866, 
the rate being 7~1 .Am. $144.404. 

8. A note for $8000, dated June 20, 1858, bore the following 
endorsements :-Received, Jan. 20, ·1861, $2000. March 2, 1861, 
$1000. Dec. 5, 1861, $175. July 31, 1868, $1500. Ang. 15, 
1864, $100. What was the balance due May 31, 1866, the rate 
being 6%1 Am. $6866.338. 
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MERCANTILE RULE. 

367. Merchants, in computing what is due on accounts 
and notes bearing interest, when partial payments have 
been made, generally strike a balance for successive pe
riods of one year, allowing interest on the original piinci
pal and the several balances, and also on payments made 
'during each year, from their date to its close. 

368. RULB.-1. Pina the amount of the given principal 
for one year., and from it subtract the amount of each 
payment made during the year, from itB <late to the end 
of the year; the remainder forms a n~ principal. 

2. Proceed thua for each entire year that f ollQ'll)S, to
gether with BUCh portion of a year as may intervene be
tween the expiration of the last annual term and the time 
Of settlement. 

Ex. 9.-According to the mercantile rule, what was 
the balance due on Note 1, p. 225, at the time of settling? 

Face of note, or given principal, Nov. 1, 18621 

Interest on the same for 1 yr., 
Amonnt,Nov. 1, 1868, • 
Payment made Oct. 6, 1868, • • 
Interest on same to Nov. 1, 1868, (26 do.ya), 
Balance and new principal, Nov. 1, 1868, 
Interest on new principal for 1 yr., . • 
Amonnt, Nov. 1, 1864, • • • • 
Payment made March 4, 1864, . • 
Int. on same to Nov. 1, 1864, (7 mo. 27 da.), 
Balance and new principal, Nov. 1, 1864, • 
Interest to date of settle~ent, Oct. 16, 1866, 
Amount, Oct. 16, 1866, . 

t61.070 
.297 

$89.080 
4.103 

Payment made Dec. 11, 1864, • . • • tl07.770 
Int. on same to Oct. 111, 18611, (10 mo. 4 da.), . 6.870 
Payment made July 20, 1866, • • • • 200.1100 
Int. on same to Oct. 111, 1866, (2 mo. 26 da.), • 8.314 
Balance due at date of seitlement, Oct. 111, 1866, -. --.-

• t620.000 
43.400 

• ; 668.400 

61.867 
602.038 
42.142 

644.176 

93.138 
• Ml.042 

86.869 
. 687.901 

817.9M 
• $269.947 

867. How_ do mercbanta generally find the balance due, when partial paymen~ 
11ave been m00e ?-368. :Recite the mercantile rnle. 
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230 PABTIAL PAYMENTS. 

10. According to the mercantile rule, what W88 the balance 
due Sept. 80, 1865, ·on a note for $1475, dated June 2, 1864, on 
which was paid, Sept. 17, 1864, $200; Jan. 81 1865, $300 ; Aug. 
2, 1865, $400; interest being allowed at 6 % f ..4111. $664.285. 

11. Solve Ex. 4, p. 228, by the mercantile rule. ..4111. $252.123. 
12. Solve Ex. 7, p. 228, by the mercantile rule. ..4111. $143.553. 

369. When the note is settled witnin a year,find the 
amount of each payment from its dau to the time of s~ 
tlement, and subtract their sum from the amount of the 
face of the note from its date to the time of settlement. 

13. A note for $1000 W88 given July 18, 1865, at 6 %· $200 
was paid Sept. Ht; $1401 Dec. 20; $350, April 21, 1866. What 
was due on taking up the note, June 2, 1866? .A.111. $347.428. 

14. Required the balance due Aug. 11 18661 on a note for 
$13801 at 6l %, dated Oct. 1, 1865, on which a payment of $50 
W88 made Jan. 1, 1866, and a like payment on the 1st day of 
every month thereafter. Am. $1.097.166. 

15. A note for t600 is dated Jan. 10, 18651 bearing interest at 
7 %· Payments of $100 each are made March 15, April 18, Aug. 
1, of the same year. What is due Sept. 15, 1865 ? Ana. $821.869. 

CONNECTICUT RULE. 

370. By the Connecticut rule, the balance is found 
yeai:ly, when a payment is made within the year; when 
not, the U. S. method is followed. 

37~. RmE.-1. .Find the balance due at, the close of 
auccessive years from the date of the note, if a payment 
has been made each year, by auhtractin,g from the arMunt 
of the principal for the year, the amount of the payment 
or payments of that year from their claie to its end, if 

~ IJ'UCh payment or payments eueed the interest ,· if not, the 
payment alone, without interest, must be subtracted. 

869. What Is the method almost ulllvenally ueed for llndlng the balanee due ou 
notes settled within a year t-370. By the Connecticut rule, how often la the balanGt 
found t-3TL Recite tho Connecticut rule. 
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CONNEC.l'ICUT BULE. 231 

2. If no payment haa been made tcithin a year, find 
the amount of the principal to the time of the nezt pay
ment, and suhtract the payment. 

3. Should tlie time of settlement not coincide tcith the 
close of an annual term, compute the laat amounts to the 
time of settlement, and not to the close of the year. 

Ex. 16.-By the Connecticut rule, what was due on 
Note 2, p. 227? 
Face of note, or given principal, Jan. 1, 1811'1, • t1200.ooo 
Interest on the same for 1 year, '12.000 
Amount, Jan. 1, 18118, ,. • • 1272.000 
Payment, Feb. 16, 1811'1, • . • . . t200.00 
Interest on ll&lile to Jan. 1, 1868, (10 mo. 111 da.), • 10.110 210.1100 
Balance and new principal, Jan. 1, 18118, • • -.--. lo61.ISOO 
Interest on new principal to April 16, 18119, (1 yr, 3 mo. 111 da.), 82.266 
Amount, April 16, 18119, 1143.766 
Payment, April 16, 1869, • 800.000 
Balance and new principal, April 16, 1811~ 843.766 
Interest on new principal tor 1 year, • • 60.626 
Amount, April 16, 1860, • • • . • 894.392 
Payment, Dec. 24, 1869, (lees than interest then due), 211.000 • 
Balanee and new principal, April 16, 1860, • 869.392 
Interest on new principal for 1 year, • , 112.164. 
Amount, April 16, 1861, • 921.11!)6 
Payment, May 8, 1860, • . • • • tU.000 
Interest on same to April 16, 1861, (11 mo. 18 da.), .8118 15.8118 
Balance and new principal, April 16, 1861, • • • • 906 698 
Interest on new principal to Nov. 8, 1862, (lyr. 6mo. l'Tda.), 84.079 
Amoun~ Nov. 8, 1862, 989.777 
Payment, Nov. 8, 1862, ~.000 
Balance and· new principal, . • . 689. 777 
Interest to date of settlement, Feb. 8, 1864, 44.288 
Balance due Feb. 3, 1864, t634.010 

According to the Connecticut rule, 
17. What was due on Note 3, p. 228 i Am. $5. 793. 
18. Find the answer to Ex. 8, p: 228. Ana. $6405.66. 
19. What is due July 4, 1866, on a note for $9500, at 6 ~.dated 

June 15, 1863,---*3000 having been paid on account, Aug. 1, 1864; 
$501 June 301 1865; $175, May 80, 1866 I Ana. $7763.841. 
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Note. with Interest annually. 

372, Notes sometimes contain the words with interes' 
annually. In such cases, if the interest is not paid, the 
law in New Hampshire allows the creditor simple intel'
est on each item of annual interest from the time it ao. 
crued to the date of settlement. 

Ex. 1.-A note for •2000 iq given March 1'1,1863, with 
interest a"t 6 %, payable annually. No interest having 
been paid, what is due May 3, 1866, according to the law 
of N. H.? 
Face of note, on interest from March 17, 1863, . • •2000.000 
Interest on same to date of settlement, May 3, 1866, 375.333 
Annual interest, •120, has accrued 3 times. 
Interest on •120 from March 17, 1864, to 

date of settlement, . • 2 yr. 1 mo. 16 da. 
Int. ou ··120 from March 17, 1865, . 1 yr. 1 mo. 16 da. 
Int. on g120 from March 17, 1866, 1 mo. 16 da. .. 

Total time, • • . 8 yr. 4 mo. 18 da. 
Interest on $120, for 8 yr. 4 mo. 18 da., 24.860 

Amount due Hay 8, 1866, . $2399.693 
In stead of computing the interest separately on each item of annual 

interest, it is shorter to add the periods, as above, and find the interest 
on 1 year's interest for a time e<J.ual to their sum. 

RULE.-Add the given principal, its inte'l'e8t from a.ate 
to the · time of settlement, and the interest on 1 year's i11r 
terest for a term equal to the sum of all the periods during 
wMch successive payments of interest have been due. Their 
mm is the amount at annual interest. 

This amount will be less than the amount at compound interest, as 
only simple interest on the interest is allowed. 

373. If partial payments have been made on notes 
" with interest annually", the balance due is found, ac
cording to usage in New Hampshire, by the Mercantile 
Rule, § 368, which is therefore sometimes called the New 
Hampshire Rule. 

879. What words do notes sometimes contain? It no Interest la paid on such 
notes, what does the Jaw In New Hampshire nllow the creditor? Go through Ex
ample 1. What short method la suggested? Recite the rule for llndlnir the amount 
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BXA.XPLBS l'OB. PB.A.OTIOB. 

1. What amount is due July 5, 1866, on a note for $820, dated 
Jan. 3, 1864, at 5 %, interest annually, no interest having been 
paid 1 Am. $926.851. 

2. Find the amount due on a note for $11251 interest payable 
annually at 6 %, said note having run 3 yr. 9 mo. 9 da. without any 
payment. Am. $1401.379. 

3. What is due on a note promising to pay $560 five years 
after date without grace, with interest at 5l ~ payable annually, 
no payment having been made till matnrityt Ana. $730.94. 

4. Required the amount of $290.50, for 6 yr. 2 mo., at 6 %, in-
terest payable annually. Am. $414.718. 

6. Find the amount of $425, for 4 years, at 4 %, interest pay
.able annually. 

6. Required the amount of $850.751 for 3 yr. 10 mo. 6 da., at' 
6 :f, interest payable annually. ., 

'T. A note for $715, dated Dover, N. H., Oct. 41 1863, bearing 
interest at 6 :f payable annually, is endorsed as follows: Received, 
April 4, 1864, $75 ; Oct. 1, 1865, $10 ; Dec. 3, 1865, $100. What 
ia due, April 28, 1866 ¥ (See § 868.) Am. $633.257 

---
CHAPTER XXII. 

DISCOUNT. 

374. Discount is an allowance made for the payment 
of money before it is due. 

376. Discount is often computed without reference to 
time, at a certain per cent. on the amount due, and may 
exceed legal interest. This, however, is not true discount. 
ot a note with Interest payable annually. How dooa this amo11Dt compare with the 
amount at compound Interest f-373. H partial payments have been made on notes 
with Interest payable annually, bow Is tho balance found ID N. H. ? 

874. What Is Discount t--375. How la discount often compnted f 
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234 DISCOUNT, 

For enmple : A. merebant buya 11000 worih or goods on 6 montba' 
credit. The money being worth more to the Beller than its mere interest, 
be 'frill make a dilcoullt of IS j on the face of the bill for cash ; that ill, 
the buyer can dlacharge bia debt of 11000, due in 6 montba, by paying 
1960 down. 

Pre1ent Worth.-True Dl1eoant. 

378. The Prelent Worth of a sum due at a future time 
without interest, is such a sum as put at interest for the 
given time will amount to the debt. 

The True Diloount is the difference between the present 
worth and the face of the debt. In other words, it is the 
interest on the present worth for the given time. 

If I owe 1106 a year hence without interest, and money is bringing 
6 j, the preM!ftl. tD07'tl& is 1100, because that sum at 6 j, for 1 year, would 
amount to 1106. The trw dilcount is 110&-tlOO, or 16; which ia the 
interest on a100, at 6 j, for 1 year. 

377. It will be 11een that the debt corresponds to the 
amount, of which the present worth is the principal 
Hence, to obtain the present worth from the debt, the 
rate and time being given, we have only to apply the 
rule in § 352. 

378. RULE.-1. To find the present tJJorth, divitk the 
debt by the amount of •I,/or the given time, at the given 
rate. · 

2. To find the true discount, subtract the present tJJorlh 
from the tkbt. 

EXillPLE.-What is the present worth of •124.20, due 
in 6 months without interest, the current rate being 7 '>? 
What is the true discount? 

A.mount of 11, for 6 mo., at '1 j, 11.0811. 
1124.20 + 1.036 = fl20, present worth. l..A 
1124.20 - s120 = ~20, true dlacount. f flnlljlf'I. 

Gin an enmple or dlllcount eompnted without reference io tlme.-811. What 
ta the Preaent Worthofa IWD dne at a l'atme time without interest? What Is the 
True Discount? Illnetnte theoe deftnltlona.-318. Recite the rule tor 11ndlng the 
present worth and true dlaclonnt. 8oh"e the pnn example. 
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EX.A.KPLES FOB PBAOTICB. 

1. What is the present worth of $4161.575, dne three montl18 
hence, when money brings t ~ a month t .Anr. $4070. 

2. Of $622. 75, due 8i years hence, at 5 ~ f ..4111. $530. 
8. What is the true discount on $100, due in 6 months, when 

money is worth 6 ~ t ..4111. $2.913. 
4. On $750, due 9 months hence, at 7 ~ r .Ana. $37.411. 
lS. Find the present worth of $7102. 72, dne 4: yr. 12 da. hence, 

at 8 ~. What is the true discount t 
6. A debt of $11SO is dne Oct. 1, 1866; what amount would 

pay it, June 181 1866, reckoning at 6 :' t ..4111. $147.347. 
7. Bought, May 1, $50 worth· of goods, on 6 months' credit. 

What sum paid Aug. 1 will discharge the debt, money being worth 
4l % per annum t ..4111. $49.443. 

8. A owes B $961.18, due 1 year lS months hence, and $8471.20, 
due in 8 years 9 months, without interest. Money being worth 
7'/o, what discount should be allowed on both debts, if paid at 
once 1 .Ana. $808.448. 

9. What sum paid down Jan. I is equivalent to $37.40 paid on 
the 1st of the next .August, money being worth 6 % 1 

10. .A merchant buys a bill of $1500, on 6 months' credit, but 
settles it by paying cash, a discount of 5 % on the face of the bill 
being allowed. What does the discount amount to, and by how 
much does it exceed the true discount, money being worth 7 % t 

.Ana. $75; $24.28. 
11. When money brings i % a month, a merchant settles a bill 

of $840, due 60 days hence, for cash, at a discount of 21 %- What 
does he pay down, how much discount does he get, and by how 
much does it exceed the true discount t Laat am. $12.68. 

12. Sold $1500 worth of goods, on 71 months' credit. What 
is the present worth of the bill, computed at 7 % r 

13. Bought, cm 6 months' credit, muslins for $128, hosiery to 
the amount of $100.50, and $750 worth of cloth. If cash is paid 
for the whole bill, what amount should be deducted, reckoning at 
6 :' r How ml\ch, at 7 ~ t Fint am. $28.35. 
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236 DISCOUNT. 

14. Sold $1500 worth of hardware, half on 6 months' and half 
on 9 months' credit. What sum paid down would discharge the 
whole debt, the current rate of interest being 7 '/, W 

15. A man buys a farm of 97 A., at $110 per acre, on a credit 
of 9 mo. What discount should be allowed if the money is paid 
down, reckoning at 5 'f, W At 6i '/, W Laat am. $495.984. 

16. Bought goods to the amount of $1200, one_ third payable 
in S mo., one third in 6 mo., and the rest in 9 mo. What 1111m 

paid down would discharge the whole debt, money being worth 
6 per cenU .Am. $1165.21. 

17. Which is worth most, $500 cash down, $516 six months 
hence, or $580 in twelve months, money being worth 7'/,1 

18. A merchant, having bought some goods, bas bis choice 
between paying the face of the bill, $1050, in 90 days, or paying 
cash at a discount of 2 'f,. If money is worth 7 'f,, which had he 
better do, and what will he gain by so doing 1 

.Ana. Pay cash; gain, $2.94. 

Bank Dlseount. 

379. A Bank is an institution chartere_d by law, for 
the purpose of receiving deposits, loaning money, and 
issuing notes, or bills, payable on demand in specie,
that is, in gold or silver. 

380. Banks loan money on notes. Deducting a cel'
tain part of the face of the note in consideration of ad
vancing the money, the bank pays over the rest to the 
borrower. The note is then said to be discounted. It 
thus becomes the property of the bank, which, when it 
matures, .. receives ti-om the drawer the amount of its face. 

The portion deducted, or allowance made to the bank, 
is called the Dank DillCOUJll The sum paid to the holder 
is called the Proceeds or Availa of the note. 

A merchant holds a note for $200, payable in 90 days. Wishing to 

879. What i• a Bank t--880. When is a note oald to be dilw>unt«/, 1 What la 
meant by Bank Disconnt t What is meant by the ProceOOa or A ftlla ol the nola t 
llloatrate thla proce88 and theoe dollnltiona. 
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BANK DISCOUNT. 23'1 

use the money immediately, he endorses it, takes it to bis bank, and 
places it in the discount box. H both maker and endorser are considered 
responsible, the bank retains the note, and, deducting $8.10, pays over the 
balance $196.90 to the holder. The Bank Discount is as.10; the Pro
ceeds are a196.90. 

381. .Bank discount is greater than tMle discount,
the former being computed on the face of the note or 
amount, the latter on the present worth or principal. It 
is equivalent to simple interest paid in advance, for three 

· days more than the time specified in the note,-three days 
of grace being always allowed in computing bank discount. 

382. CA.SE L-To find the bank discount and proceds 
of a note, its face being given. 

Ex. 1.-A holds ·a note for $1000, dated Feb. 1,1866, 
payable in 4 mo. April 1, he gets it discounted at 6 'f,. 
What are the bank discount and proceeds ? 

Two months having expired at the date of discount, interest must be 
computed for 2 mo. S da. 

Interest of $1 for 2 mo. S da. = .01011 
.01011 x 1000 = $10.ISO, Bank Discount. l .dnnuera. 
a1000 - 10.ISO = .989.ISO, Proceeds. 5 

RUI.E.-1. For the bank discount, find the intere8t on 
the face of the note, at the given rate, for three days more 
than the specified time. 

2. For the proceeds, subtract the bank discount from 
the face of the note. : 

383. If the note bears interest, cast interest as above 
on the amount due at maturity, in stead of on the face 
of the note. 

Ex. 2.-At 'l 'f,, what is the bank discount on a note for 
$600, payable in 6 mo. with interest at 6 'f,? 

Amount of $600, for 6 mo. 8 da., at 6 'f,, *618.30. 
Interest on .618.80, for 6 mo. 3 da., at 7 ~ a22. 

Am. a22. 

881. How does bau ~compare with tru. d~f Why la bank dl&
eount the greater f To what la It equivalent ?-889. What la Case L f Explain Ex
ample 1. Recite the rule.-llSll. It the note bears Interest, how muat we prooeed f 
Solve Example 2. How d.oea lt dlJfer from EL 1 f 
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238 BANK DISCOU!n'. 

•XAKPLBS J'OB PBAOTIOE, 

1. What is the bank discount on a note for $1000, for 8 mo., 
at r 'f, ' .Aftl.. $18.083. 

!. On a note for $160, for 6 mo., at 6 % ¥ 
s. On a note for $875, for 8 mo. 9 da., at 'T % ? 
4. On a note for $4{)0, for 9 mo. 2'T da., at Gt~ I 
5. Find the proceeds of a note for ~'T2, nominally due Nov. 

15, discounted the 15th of the previous January, at r per cent. 
.Ana. $«4-19. 

6. A note for $1800, payable in 60 days, was discounted at a 
bank at 6 'f,; how much did the holder receive? Ana. $1781.10. 

'T. A merchant gets three notes discounted, the first two at a 
broker's for 6 'f,, the third at a bank for 7 :£. What does he receive 
on all three, the first being for $83'T.50 payable in 30 days, the 
second for $650 in 60 days, the third for $6'T20 in 90 days I 

Am. $807 4.55. 
8. A farmer buys 48 A. 1 R. of land at $80 an acre. Getting 

a note for $4280. 75, payable in 90 days, discounted at a bank at 
6 'f,, he pays for his land out of the proceeds ; how much has he 
left? • Am. $754..40. 

9. A builder buys 23250 ft. of boards, at $80 per M., paying 
the bill with his note at 15 days. The seller gets the note dis
counted at a bank three . days afterwards, at 'T 'f, ; how much does 
he realize for itf Am. $695.47. 

10. What is the difference between the bank discount and the 
true discount on a note dated Feb. 1, 1866, for $4{)0, payable in 
90 days, at 7 'f, f .Am. 13c. 

11. What are the proceeds of a note for $426.10, payable in 
57 days, with interest at 6 'f,, discounted at a bank for 6 'f, I (§ 1183) 

Ana. $426.06. 
12. A owes B for 46 bundles of paper, at £1 10s. a ream. He 

pays B the proceeds of a note for £100, payable in 30 days, which 
he gets discounted at a bank for 6 'f,. How much is he then in 
B's debt 1 Am. £38 lle. 

18. A pePSOn having a six-month note for $1200, dated llay 
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I, 1866, on the let of June gete it disoou· ted at a bank for 5 :', 
and invests the prooeeds in land at tl per acre. How much land 
does he buy ¥ .Am. 11 'T ~ A. 

14. If I get a note for $'T20, payable 4 mo. lll da. henoe, with 
interest at 'T ~ diecounted at 6 :', what will the discount be ¥ 

384. CASE IL-To .find for what aum a note must be 
draton,for a given time and rate, to yield certain pro
ceeda. 

Ex.-For what sum must a note be drawn at 90 days, 
that, when discounted at a bank at 6 %, it may yield $200 
proceeds? 

Find t.be proceeds of SI, for t.be given time and rate. 
Bank discount on SI for 90. + 3 days, ai 6 %, $ .. 011111. 
PrQceeds of SI, discounted for 93 days, ai 6 %, $ .984JI. 
Since SI yields •• 98411 p~ to yield $200 proceeds will require 

as many times $1 as t .98411 is contained times in $200, or t20S.149. 
PBoo~.-Bank discount on $203.I49, at 6 %, for 93 days, '3.149 . 

• 203.I49 - '3.149 = 1200, ProtMtJ.. 

RULE.-1. Divide the given proceeda by the proceeda 
of $1 for the given time and rate. 

2. Prove by .finding whether the proceeda of the result 
equal the given proceeda. 

EXAKPLE8 FOB PRACTICE. 

1. For what BUIIl must a note be drawn, that, when discounted 
for S mo., at 6 %, its proceeds may be $600 ¥ .Am. $609.45. 

2. What must be the face of a note, that, when discounted at 
5 :' for 10 mo., the avails may be $1000 ¥ .Am. $1043.98. 

S. For what amount must I draw my note at 12 mo., that, 
when diecounted at 'T ~ it may yield $100 ¥ 

4. For what sum must a note dated May S, payable N9v. 8, 
be drawn, to yield $365, when discounted at 6 ~I .Am. $3'T6.48. 

5. A man bought a house for $328'T caiih. How large a note, 
payable in 90 days, must he have discounted at 6 ~. to realize that 
amount¥ .Am. $8338. 'T5. 

1186. What la c.ee IL t Kzplaln md pron the 1heu example. • 
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6. I had three notes discounted at 6 '%, for S mo., 4 mo., and 
6 mo., respectively. The proceeds were $600, $400, and taoo. 
What was the face of each r Sum Qf am. $1827.26. 

7. A merchant had three six-month notes discounted at IS, 6, 
and 7 %, respectively. The proceeds of each were $100~. What 
was the face of each r Fint am. $1026.08. 

CHAPTER XXIII. 

COM11ISSION.-BROKERAGE.-STOCKS. 

385. Commiuion is a percentage allowed to an agent 
for the purchase or sale of property, the collection or in
vestment of money, or the transaction of other business. 

A party attending to such business for a commission 
is called an Agent, a Factor, Commission-merchant, or 
Broker. 

388. A Broker is one who buys or sells goods for 
another, without having them at any time in his posses- . 
sion, or who exchanges money, obtains loans, or deals 
in stocks. The commission paid to a Broker is called 
Brokerage. 

The rate of commission and brokerage dift'ers according to the busi
ness transacted and the amount involved, ranging from t to Ii%· A com
mission-merchant usually gets 2t % for selling goods, and an additional 
2t % if he guarantees the payment. 

387. A Consignment is a lot of goods sent by one 
party to another for sale. The party sending them is 
called the Consignor; the one receiving them, the Con
signee. 

The Gross Proceeds of a consignment are the whole 

885. What Is Commission? What Is a party attending to business on commla
elon called ?-886. What Is a Broker? What Is Brokerage? Between what llmlta 
does the rate or commlsaion and brokerage generally range? What does a commle
alon-mercbant usually got for selling goods ?-887. What la a Con.slgument? Who 
'8 the Consignor? Who Is the Consignee? What 11 meant by the Grou Pr9ceeda 
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amount realized by the sale. The Net Proceeds are what 
is left for the owner, after deducting commission and other 
charges. . 

388. Stocks is a general term applied to Government 
or State bonds, and the capital of companies incorporated 
or chartered by law. There are state stocks, bank stocks, 
railroad stocks, &c. 

When a company is formed for building a railroad, constructing a 
telegraph line, establishing e. bank, carrying on extensive manufacturing 
operations, or any other enterprise, those interested subscribe a certain 
amount needed for condncting the business, which constitutes the Capi
tal, or Stock, of the company. This stock is divided into portions co.lied 
8he.res, which may be of any amount, but are usually $100 es.ch, and 
are represented by Certificates or Scrip.-Stock is bought and sold by 
brokers. It is constantly fluctuating in value, rising or falling according 
to the demand for it, the profits of the company, e.nd other influences. 

Those who own any particular stock, whether by original subscrip
tion or purchase, are called Stockholders. They constitute the Com
pany, and elect Directors, by whom a President and other officers are 
chosen. 

389. A broker who deals in stocks is called a Stock
broker. His commission for buying or selling is reck
oned at a certain per cent. (usually-!%) on the nominal 
value of the stock, without reference to the market price. • 

390. Commission is a percentage. 
The money collected, realized, or invested, is the base. 
The per cent. allowed as commission is the rate. 
Hence, by the principles of Percentage (§ 321), these 

RULEs.-L To find the commiuion, multiply the base 
. by the rate. 

II. To find the rate, divide the commi88ion by the base, 
III. To find the base, divide the commission by tlie 

rate. 

9fa consignment? By the Net Proceeds ?-4188. What la meant by Stoob P When 
a compony Is formed, how la the necessary capital obtained 1 How Is this capital, 
<ir stock, divided 1 By whom I• stock bought and l'Old 1 What makea It ftuctuate 
In value 1 Who are called Stockholders P Whom do they elect 1 Who ...., chosen 
b7 the directors ?-41811. What la a broker who deals in atocks called 1 How la a 
stock-broker's commission reckoned 1-4190. Commission being a percentage, whet 
la tho base 1 What lo the rate 1 Recite tho rnlea. 

11 
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242 C0Kl088ION. 

•XA.KPLBB l'OB PBAOTIOB. 

[In all the eumples relating to st.Ocks, take e100 for a share, un
less otherwise direct.ed.] 

1. What commission must be paid an agent for collecting bill.a 
to the amount of $2460, at 5 % Y .AM. $128. 

2. A broker buys for me 100 shares of Erie R. R. stock, and 
sells the same the next day. What is his brokerage, i % being 
charged, for each transaction Y 

8 • .A lady, having $22000 on bond and mortgage at 6 %, em
ploys an agent to collect 1 year's interest and invest it. What 
commission must she pay, the rate being 21 :' for collecting and 
i:' for investing! Am. $89.60. 

4. What brokerage must a person pay to have $1475 uncur
rent money exchanged, at an average rate of t %, and how mnch 
should he receive in current funds t 

5. An auctioneer, who charges 2 %, receives $225 for selling 
some paintings; how much did they sell for 1 AM. $11250. 

6. What are the net proceeds of a consignment sold for $42501 

on which there are charges of $27 cartage, $103 storage, and 2t% 
commission Y A11.t. $4018.75. 

7. Sold 412 bales of cotton, averaging 405 lb. each,@ 27c. a lb. 
What was the commission, at 2t%? Am. $1126.805. 

8. What % does a commission-merchant charge, who receives 
$228 for buying $5575 worth of goods Y Am. 4 %. 

9 • .A fuctor in Mobile received from a planter 514 bales of cot
ton ; after paying on it $840 expenses, he sold it at $120 a bale. 
He then bought for the planter $1525 worth of hardware, and 
groceries to the amount of $8018.20. His commission being 2 % 
on sales, and 8 % on purchases, how much must he remit to the 
planter t Am. $54926.90. 

10 . .An agent collects for a sooicty 250 bills, of $6 each. It;w 
much must he pay over, if he gets 5 % commission Y 

11. A broker sells for a customer 250 shares of N. Y. Central 
R. R. stock, and buys for him 800 shares of Michigan Southern. 
At i 'f,, what is the brokerage Y 
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COlOCISSION. 243 

12. Wishing to bny 85 A. of land, I obtained the necessary 
amount through a broker, who charged 1 'f, for negotiating the 
loan. His commission amounted to 163. 75 ; what did the land 
cost per acre W .A.118. 175. 

13. A commission-merchant, for selling $12000 worth of grain 
and gnarllilteeing payment, charged 1600, and for purchasing a 
bill of $4220 charged $68.30. What 'f, did he charge for each. 
transaction 1 

14. A factor, having !!Old 1250 barrels of 11.onr at $8 a barrel, 
invested his commission, which was at the rate of ll'f,, in a new 
company that was forming. How many shares, at $21S each, did 
he take W .Ana. 7. 

391. To .ftnd the base, the rate and the sum or <liff er
ence of the commiasion and base being given. 

A party sometimes remits to an agent a certain amount 
to be invested, after deducting his commission. Here the 
aum of the commission and base is given, and the base, or 
amo_unt invested, is required. 

Again, when the net proceeds and rate "Bre known, it 
is sometimes required to find the gross proceeds of a sale. 
Here the difference between the bl!ose and the commission 
is given, and the base is required. 

These cases are analogous.to those presented in § 323, 
under Percentage. 

Ex:. 1.-B sends a commission-merchant t6000.to invest 
in cotton, after deducting his commission of 2 'f,. How 
much must be invested, and what is the commission? 

Every •t invested will cost B $1 + 2c. commission, or $1.02. Hence 
there will be as many times tl invested as $1.02 ill contained times in 
t6000. t6000 + 1.02 = $6882.SIS, A.mount inve.ted. 

The commission will be the dift'erence between the whole amount sent 
and the sum invested. t6000 - $11882.311 = $117.611, Oommiaion. 

PROVE by finding whether the commission on $1S882.31S, at 2 %, is 
tll7.61S. 

891. What eases are 110meUmea presented, analogoua to tb089 In S 823, uder 
Porcentap T Es:plnln Elwnplo 1. 
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H4 COJOUBSION. 

Ex. 2.-A real estate agent, having sold a house, pays 
himself I 'f, commission, and hands over to the owner 
tl3365. What did the property bring, and what is the 
commission ? 

The commission \Icing 1 ~. every •1 of the purchase price will net the 
o11'Iler 99c. The house, therefore, brought as many times •1, as 99c., the 
net proceeds of .1, is contained times in •1336lS, the net proceeds the 
owner received. •1336lS + .99 = •13lSOO, &lling price. 

The commission will be the difference between the selling price and 
the net proceeds. •181SOO - •1336lS =•ISIS, Commiaaion. 

Pilon by finding whether the commission on •131SOO, at 1 ~. is $ISIS. 

899. RULE.-1 • .Fbr the b<Ue, divide the given number 
of dollars by I increased or diminished by the rate e:l)o 

preued decimally, according a8 the aum or dijfe.rence of 
the commisnon and ba&e is given. 

2. For the commission, take the difference between the 
base and- the given number of dollars. 

s. Prove by finding whether the commission obtained 
by multiplying the base by the given rate, equals the com
miuion as just found. 

BXAKPLBB POR PB.A.OTIOB. 

I. A broker receives $30000 to invest in real estate, after de
ducting his brokerage of! 'f,. What will be the amount invested, 
and what his commission? • First ans. $29921S.19. 

2. A person sends his commission-merchant $15000 to invest 
in corn. The commission, I ~ being· taken out of the sum sent, 
and the com costing 'TlSc. a bushel, how many bushels were pur
chased? Am. 19801 bu.+ 

. 8. An agent, having &0ld some property, paid the owner 
$11137.50, which remained after deducting his commission of 1 :.'· 
What did the property sell for? Ans. $11250. 

4. A commission-merchant paid $1000.50 charges on a con
signment, retained 2l :' commission, and remitted $38487 to the 
owner ; what were the gross proceeds Y .Ana. $40500. 

Explain E:rample 2.-492. Recite tbe rule tor ftndl"i' the base and commiulon,, 
wban tbe anm or dlft'erenoe of tbe commlaslon and base 11 given. 
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5. An agent, who gets 5,:', collects a number of bills of $la 
each, for a society. He pays over to the treasurer $1149.50 ; how 
many bills were collected 1 Ana. 121. 

6. What a.re the gross proceeds of a consignment, if the com
mission is 21 %, the other charges are tl000.85, and the net pro
ceeds it2772 W 

7. A gentleman who has $30000 invested on bond and mort
gage at 7 :', employs an agent to collect six months' interest, and 
directs him to invest in grain what is left after paying himself hill 
commission,-which was 1 :'on the amount collected, and ~:'.on 
the amount invested. How much was invested 1 Am. $1019.12. 

Account or Sales. 

393. An Account of Sales is a statement rendered by a 
commission-merchant to a consignor, setting forth the 
prices obtained for the goods sent and the amount real
ized, the charges paid and the net proceeds due the con
signor. They are made out in the following form :-

Sala of Flour for acct. of R. Day -<t Oo., Buffalo . . 
1866. I Sold to Deecrlption. Bar. 

June 1 Beck & Co. Extra Ohio. 88 
" 
" 
" 
" 

2 I. R. Shaw. Canadian. 20 
4 8. Bennett. Phenix Mills. 95 
5 David Orr. " " 75 
" Roe& Son. City Mills. 160 

CHARGES. 

Freight on 488 bar., @ 75c., $824. 7l1 
Cartage, • • • • • 21.50 
Storage, • • • • • 43.80 
Commission on $3686. 75, @ 2} %, 92.17 

Total chargtJ9i --
Net proceeds to credit of R. Day & Co., 

E.&O.E.* 

@ 

$9.00 
9.20 
8.75 
8.70 
7.95 

$747.00 
184.00 
831.25 
652.50 

1272.00 
$3686.75 

$481.72 
$8205.0S 

N. Y., June 61 1866. Bl!Tl'ERWORTH1 HUDSON & Co. 

• Enon and 'lm18110111 excepted. 
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1. Make out the following Account of Sales, and find the net 
proceeds due the consignor :-

Sa1ea of 4265 .Buahela. Wheat, for acct. o.f Asa F. W"hite, 
011UJego. 

18611. Bold to I Demptlon. Bu. 

July 2 H. Brown. Red Winter. '150 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" Oity Mills. " 
,, 600 

8 Bruce&Co. " " 600 
" Farr Bro's. New Mich. 500 
" I. R. Moe. " " 940 
IS H. S. Hunt. " " 875 

CHARGES. 

Freight on 1950 bn., @ 12c., $ 
" " 2815 bn., @ 12}e., 

Advertising, • • • • $5.45 
Oommiasion on $. , at 2t 'f,, 

Total charges, 
Net proceeds to credit of .Asa F. White, 

E. &O.E. 

' @ 

$1.90 
1.89 
1.92 
2.62 
2.61 
2.IS9 

$ 

• 

• -.-
N. Y., July.'T, 1866. H.&.musoN & B..umow. 

2. Make oat an Aocount of Sales, in proper form, from the fol
lowing data:-

Messrs. Meyer & Herzog, commission-merchants, of New Yc.>rk, 
received a consignment of provisions from Henry L. Jones & C-o.,. 
of Rome, N. Y., as follows :-10 firkins of butter, 940 lb. ; 8'1 cwt. 
of cheese; SO barrels mess pork ; 16 cwt. hams ; 40 packages 
shoulders, 2700 lb. 

They paid charges on the consignment as follows :-Freight, 
$'15.40 ; drayage, $IS. 'TIS; storage, $12.25 ; insurance, $6.50; ad
vertising, $12.'15. Their commission was 2t'fi· 

They sold the butt.er, June 19, 1866, @ 37te. a lb. ; the cheese, 
same date,@ 19c. June 20, they sold the pork@ $31 per bar., 
the hams @ 18fc. a lb., the shoulders @ 14e • 

.Ana. Net proceeds, $2484.26,, 
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Stocki. 

894. The Market Value of a stock is what it sells for. 
895. When the market value of a stock is the same as 

its nominal value, it is said to be at par. 
When its market value is greater than its nominal value, 

it is said to be above par or at a premium; and when 
less, to be below par or at a discount. 

When a hundred-dollar share sells for 1100, the stock is at par; at 
1101, it is abow par, or at a premium of 1 % ; at i99, it is b«o111 par, or 
at a diacount of l %. The premium or discount is always reekoned on the 
par value as a base.......Stock is generally quoted at the market value of one 
share. In t.he three cases just specified, it would be quoted respectively 
at 100, 101, and 99. 

896. When the capital for a new company has been 
subscribed, if it is not all needed immediately it is called 
for in portions, or Instalments--a certain per cent. at a 
time. 

897. Stockholders are sometimes called on to meet 
losses or make up deficiencies, by paying a .certain 
amount on each share they hold. The term AssellBill.ent 
is applied to a sum thus called for. 

398. The Gro11 Earnings of a company consist of all 
the moneys received in the course of their business. The 
ll'et Earnings are what is left; after deducting expenses. 
When there are net earnings to any considerable amount, 
they are divided, in whole or in part, among the stoc:J
holders, according to their respective amounts of stock. 

399. A Dividend is a sum paid from the earnings of a 
company to its stockholders. 

Let the capital of a eompany be l21SOOOOO ; let it.a gross earnings for 

3H. Wbat ts meant by the Market Value or a stock ?-895. Wbeu Is a stock 
aid to be at par? Wben, abot>e par? When, b~ par? When, at a pr~ · 
mlum f When, at a discount? Illustrate these deflnltlone.--4196. What le meant 
by Instalments f-897. Wbat Is meant by an Aseesement f-898. What la meant by 
the Grose Earnings or a company? By the Net Earntng1l f Wben there ""' uct 
earnings to an;y ronalderable amount, what ts done wtth them f--3119. What ts a 
Dh1dendf 
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Bix months be i2110000, and its expenses for the same time $100000~ 
the net earnings will be i1110000. Of this sum it is thought best- to re. 
tain *6JOOO as a nrplU11, to meet any unforeseen expenses, and to divide 
the rest, i10nooo, among the stockholders. To find the rate, the pel'
centage must be divided by the base, § 821. i100000 + 211()()()()() = .M . 
.A di11idetul of 4 per cent. u tkclared; and each stockholder's dividend 
will be found by taking 4 % of the par value of his stock. 

400. When a company need. mqney, they sometimes 
borrow it on their property as security, issuing Bonds, 
which bear a certain fixed rate of interest without refer
ence to the profits. The income from the stock, on tho 
other hand, depends on the net earnings,-the interest on 
the. Bonds, as well as other expenses, having been first 
paid. · 

401. Citie11, counties, and states, may also issue Bonds 
to raise money. These Bonds are named according to 
the interest they ~ar. Thus, Tennessee 6's are Bonds 
bearing 6 per cent., issued by the state of Tennessee. 

402. The United States Government has issued seY
eral different clas11es of Bonds and Treasury Notes, which 
constitute what are called "U. S. Securities" or "Fed
eral Securities". 

U. S. IS's of "11 and "74 are bonds payable respectively in 18'11 and 
18'14, bearing interest at. IS; in gold. 

U. S. 6's of '6'1, '68, and '81, are bonds payable l'eBpeCtively in 186'1, 
1868, and 1881, bearing interest at 6 % in gold. 

6-20's are bonds bearing interest at 6 % in gold, so called from their 
being payable in not lees than II or more than 20 years from their date, 
at the pleasure of tbe Government. 

10----40's are bonds bearing interest at II% in gold, so called from their 
being payable in not less than 10 or more than 40 years from their date, 
at the pleaBUre of the Government. 

'T-30's or '1 3-IO's (Seven-thirties or seven and three-tenths] are 
treasury notes payable in three years from their date ; they are so called 
from their bearing interest at 'Th% in currency, or lawful money. -

403. In the case of sales, brokers have tQ use a i:evenue atamp equal 
in value to I cent on each $100 (or fraction of $100) of the currency value 
of the stocks or bonds sold ; thi~ is cha~e<i to the parties for whom they !'ell 

Illustnite tbe mode of finding tbe rate of a dividend to be declared. Bow 11 
6llCh stock:bolder'• dividend found ?-400. How Is money sometimes raised by a 
company ? How does the Income from bonds dllrer &om that art.mg trom atock f-
401. What besides companlea may 188ue bonds r How are these bonds named t 
Give an e:u.rnple.-..oa Name the several claeaea of United Slatea Securltie.. 
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BX.A.KPLEB FOR PBAOTI"OB. 

[Unless otherwise directed, take tIOO for a share, and t % for the 
rate when brokerage is paid.] 

1. What is the market value of 200 shares of N. Y. Ciintral 
R. R. stock, at 9'T 1 

U 1 llbare I.I worth '97, 200 llharet! are worth llOO times $91. 

2. What will I have to pay for 200 shares of N. Y. Central, at 
9'T, and brokerage on the same? 

l 1bare will coet '91 + l per eent. or $100°(brotenge), or M.211. 
200 abarea will coat 200 times 19U6. 

8. What will I realize on 200 shares of N. Y. Central sold at 
9'T, over and above brokerage and ooet of revenue stamp r 

200 shares, at 91, $19400.00. 
Deduct brokerage, l per cent. on 120000, 150.00. 

" tor stamp, le. on 194. hundred dollars, 1.M. 
$M + ILH = .'61.9'. $11MOO - PLK = 19348..06. .4.n& 

4. What is the market value of 100 shares of :Michigan Oen. 
tral, at a premium of Si '/, r Ana. $10850. 

5. What will 125 shares of Western Union Telegraph stock 
cost, at 30 '/, discount, with brokerage f Am. $8781.25. 

·o. What will be realized, over and above brokerage and cost 
of revenue stamp, on 500 shares, of $25 each, sold at a premium 
of 21'/,7 Am. $12748.72. 

'T. Bought through a broker 100 shares of .Alton and Terre 
Haute at 31-t; what do they cost r .Am. $3212.50. 

8. Sold Virginia 6's to the amount of $20000, at a discount of 
SO:' ; and 2000 tbree-dollar shares of a petroleum stock, at 45 % 
discount. No brokerage being paid, how much is realized from 
the Be.le 1 Am. $17300. 

9. Bought 50 shares of Ocean Bank stock at par, and sold 
tl1em at 105. What is the profit, brokerage being paid on each 
transaction, and the cost of revenne stamp being deducted 1 · 

Find the profit on 1 elw'e, by deducting 50c. brokerage from 'Ii, the advance ln 
price. Multiply the protlt on 1 sJwoe by the nDlllber ol .i.area, ad lrum the prod· 
uct subtract the coet of atamp. 

10. What is the loss on 250 fifty-dollar shares, bought for 102 
and sold at 99t1 taking brokerage and cost of stamp into account W 

11* 

' 

I ...... 
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11. I buy through a broker l 'TIS shares of bank stock at 9'Tt, 
and sell them through the same at a premium of 4J'; what is my 
profit 1 

12. If a penon buys 40 fifty-dollar shares at 13 ~ above par, and 
sells them at lli ~ below par, does he make or lose, and how 
muohr 

18. A person exchanges 150 shares of Erie at 60, for stock of 
a Quicksilver Co. at 25 i' premium. How many shares should he 
receive 1 .Am. 'T2 shares. 

14. Bought some stock at 921 sold it at 94j. Brokerage was 
paid on each transaction. The profit being $398.ll, how many 
shares were there r 

Brokenge on 1 llhare •• 156. Coot of atamp on 1 ahare sold at 1141, • .OO!Kll. e .M + 
• .009411 = • .MIMll. Pl'oll.& on 1 abue, e:t.50 - • .l!OHO = •t.~ As many aharea 
were sold u •t.ll9CNlll la oonlalned tlmea In '898-11. 

15. How much stock, at lOJ' discount, can be bought for 
$4500, brokerage being left out of account r .Am. 50 shares. 

What wfll 1 ahare coet, at 10 per cent. dlaeount f 
Bow many aharea, at that prloe, can be bought for t4l500 P 

~. How much stock, at a premium of 31 ~. can be bought for 
$10350, brokerage being paid¥ .Am. 100 shares. 

1 'T. A merchant wishes to sell sufficient stock to realize $15000. 
The stock being at 'TOl, and brokerage l %, how many shares must 
he sell 1 

18. Bought 100 shares of N!ll'sau Bank stock at 105. They 
were sold at a profit of $850, leaving brokerage out of account ; 
what premium did they bringf .Am. 81% 

19. A broker receives $19100 to invest in Kentucky 6's, bro
kerage to be paid out of the amount sent. Tbe stock stands at 
951; how many thousand-dollar bonds can he buy, and what in
eome Will be received from them every year¥ 

20. A company with a capital of $750000, having earned 
$22000, put aside $8'T50 as a surplus. What per cent. dividend 
can they declare 1 (See § 899.) .Am. 21 %. 

21. In the above company, A holdl'! $10000 worth of stcck; 
B, $20000 ; C, $17500. What will their dividends re~pectively 
amount to 1 .Am. A's, $250, &o.. 
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22. A railroad company having declared a dividend of S %, 
how much will a person who holds 400 fifty-dollar shares receive¥ 

28. A mining company, whose shares at par are $25, declare a 
dividend of 1 ~ every month. How much will a party who holds 
1000 shares receive in one year? 

24. I hold $5000 worth of 6 '/, bonds in a certain company, and 
50 shares of the capital stock. The company declare semi-annual 
dividends of 31 %· What is my yearly income from both f 

In the"" Examples, the government ~ or live per cent. on dividends and In· 
terest accrnlng on all bonds (except those or tlle U. 8.) Is left. out of account. 

25. D bought 100 shares of stock at 8!, and sold them at 8'1', re
. ceiving mean while a dividend of 3 'f,. What was his profit¥ 

26. A company with a capital of $10000000 have $200000 net 
earnings; what dividend can they declare 1 · What dividend will 
a party receive who holds $10000 of their stock? 

27. How much stock in the above company does a party hold, 
who receives a dividend of $100001 • 

I>iokltm4 = SWcJ: " RaU. 
Hence. SlocJ: = Diloidenr:l + Rate. Rau = Dlflidend +Stoel:. 

28. What 'f, dividend does a person get, who receives $850 and 
owns 50 shares of stock 1 

29. When gold is at a premium of 29 '/,, what is $1000 in gold 
worth in currency 1 

•1 gold = •1.29 currency. •1000 gold = St.1!9 " 1000 cnnency. 
The banks having suspended specie payments In' 1801. gold and silver have 

alnce that time oommanded a premium; that la, •11n gold or 1Uver baa been worth 
more than 11 In currency. 

30. When gold is at 129, how much gold will t1290 in cur-
rency buy 1 Ans. $1290 + $1.29 = $1000. 

31. When gold is at 141, how much in current funds will 
$12000 in gold cost 1 

82. When gold is at a premium of 25 '/,, how mncl1 gold will 
$20000 in currency buy 1 

38. A lady holds $8000 worth of U. S. 5-20's ; what will she 
·receive annually from these bonds in currency, if gold command11 
a premium of 30'/,1 (See § 402.) 

*5000 x .06 = '480 In gold. *'811 x 1.80 = •SM In currency. 
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84. What is the semi-annual income in currency from $UiOOO 
worth of U. S. 5-20's, when gold brings 183 f 

85. What is the yearly income in currency from $10000 in 
U. S. l0-40's, when gold is worth 1261 An.t. $630. 

86. What is the yearly income from $20000 in U. S. 1-llO's1 
87. What yearly income will one who subscribes for $10000 

of a seven per cent. loan, at par, receive from it t 
38. If 11 person invests $8245 in tJ % bonds, at 97, what will be 

his annual income from the investment 9 
Each dollar ot stock bought coits 9Tc. Bence, for $824ll can he boaght AA ~ 

dollara or atock oa 9Tc. 19 contailled tlmea In. f824l>. Then JIDd the Interest on the 
amount bought, at 6 per cent. 

89. What income will be annually received from certain 7 ~ 
bonds, bought at 103, and costing $14420 i Am. $980. 

40. A person invests $19600 in 10-40's, at 98. What income 
in .currency will be annually receive from the bonds purchased, 
if gold sells at 140 9 .Am. $1400. 

41. When gold is worth 129, what half-yearly income in cur
rent funds will a person receive who invests $7540 ~ U.S. 5-29's, 
then selling at 104? Am. $280. 575. 

42. When Missouri G's are at 75, what sum must be ·invested 
in them, to yield an annual income of $27001 

Stock required = Income+ Rate. 12700 + .06 = t45000. -
$4!5000 stock, at 711, will coat $88Tll0 .Am. Hence the followiDg rllie :-

404. Rur.E.-To find what mm must be in'Destea in 
bonds, selling at a given rate, to secure a given income, 

1. Find the par value of the stock required, by dividing 
the given annual income by the annual income of $1 of 
the stock. 

2. Multiply this par value by the niarket value of $1 
of the stock. 

43. How much must one invest in Brookl,rn G's, at 90, to 
secure an annual income of $1500 l AM. $22500. 

44; If I sell $10000 U. S. 6's, at 107, and with part of the pro
ceeds buy N. Y. Central 6's, at 90, sufficient to yield $300 an
nually, how mnch will I have left 1 , A118. $6200. 
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45. When U.S. 'T-SO's are selling at 108, what sum must be 
invested in them to yield $1460 a year? What sum inve!ted hi 
them will yield a semi-annual income of $109.50 Y 

46. When N. Carolina 6's are 15 'f, below par, what will be 
the cost of bonds sufficient to yield $1200 yearly 1 

4'T. Holding a large amount of Erie R. stock, I wish to sell 
port of it and buy Tennessee 6's sufficient to yield me $1800 a 
year. Erie standing at 60, and Tennessee 61s at 90, how many 
shares of Erie must I sell to make the change, leaving brokerage 
out of account Y Am. 450 shares. 

48. What 'f, income will a person realize on his investment, 
who buys 6 per cent. bonds at 96 1 

•t or the stock yields 6c. and costs 96c. ThP. question thererore becomes, Whet 
per cent. Is 6c. ot96c. f ·Divide the percentage by the baee, S 821 . 

• 06 + .96 = .062:!. .Am. 6i per cent. Hence the tollowlug fU]c :-

405. RuLE.-To .find what r;, annual income is real
ized on an investment in stocks at a given price, 

.Divide the annual income of tl by the coat of $1 of 
the stock. 

49. What 'f, income will be reolized on 'T % bonds bought at 
91 Y At 981 At 1051 Fif'Bt am. 'Tf-a rf,. 

50. If I get an annuol dividend of 7 % on stock that cost me 
'TO, what 'f, do I receive on my investment 1 

51. What 'f, on the investment will a stock bought at 90 yield, 
if a dividend of 3 'f, is paid every six months 1 Ana. 63. 

52. What r;, on his investment will a person receive, who buys 
U. S. seven-thirties at 104? Ana. 7.~'-, 'f,. 

53. What r;, on his investment will a person receive, who buys 
U. S. 6's at 107, when gold stands at 1501 

.00 x 1.i50 = .09 .09 + t.OT = 8.fn'r J>l'r cent. .An& 

54. When U.S. 10-40's are at 97, and gold is worth 125, what 
per cent. will an investment in these bonds yield 1 

55. A person desiring to m·ake a permanent investment, hesi
tates between buying U.S. 7-30's at 103 and Kentucky 6's at 95. 
Which will pay him the better 'f, on his investment, and how 
much 1 An11. Seven-thirties, 00 %· 
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56. Which investment will pay the better ~and how mnch-
5-20's at 1041, or 10-40's at 97l t 

57. A person having his money invested on bond and mort
gage, at 6 :', calls it in, and buys Michigan Central S's, at 110. 
How does his rate of income on the latter investment compare 
with what it was before f .Ana. lfr :' better. 

58. Which is the best for permanent investment--5's at 75, 
G's at 85, or 7's at pad 

59. A party investing in 5 per cent. bonds realizes 8 :' income 
on his investment. How did the bonds st.and when he bought t •t ot the bonds yields De. The qneatlou therefore b-.rnes, lie. le S per eent. ol 
what t Dhide the Jl"""'Dtllp b7 tho rate, S 281 :-

.00 + .08 = , 'I'll, coet of • t of the bonda. 
.Tll x 100 = 'I'll, coet or tlOO of tho bonds. .An& Tl!. 

60. What must one buy a 7 :' stock for, to realize an income 
of 8 :' on his investment f .Am. 871. 

61. How much above par does an 8 ~ stock sell for, when it 
pays an interest of 7 '/, on the investment I What must it sell for, 
to pay an interest of 9 :' on the investment t 

62. When gold st.ands at 130, what must a party buy 5-20's 
for, to realize 7 :' on his investment I •t ortbe bonds yield• I .08 In gold, or (.06 x 1.80) t .OTB In currency. Then pro
ceed 1111 In Example ll9. 

63. When gold is at 185, what must 10-40's sell for, to yield 
8 % interest on the investment t Ana. 841. 

64. What must gold sell for, that a party investing in 5-20's, 
· at 105, may realize 8 :' interest on his investment 1 

tt ot 11-90'1 :yields • .06 In gold, and coata ti.Oii. 
Renee, I 281, .OI + 1.011 = .06f. The lnterelt Oil the Investment, tn aold, la 

therefore l>J; and, to pay 8 per cent. In currency, gold mnat eell tor as mnah u Ill la 
conlAlned tlmea In S, or 1 • .0. .Ana. '° per cent. premlnm, or 1.0. 

65. What must gold sell for, that an investment in 10-40's at 
97 may yield an interest of 7;, f A1,!8. 135t. 

66. Which is the better investment, U.S. 5-20's at Hl4, gold 
standing at 125, or Virginia 6's at 70-nnd how much t 

67. If I sell 200 shares of stock at 49, paying brokerage, and 
invest the proceeds in 10-40's at 971, what will be my annual in
eome when gold is 180 t Ana. $650. 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

BANKRUPTCY. 

408. A .Dankrupt is one who fails in business, or is 
unable to meet hie obligations. Such a party is said to 
be insolvent. 

The Alaets of a bankrupt are the property in his hands. 
Hie Liabilities are his debts, or obligations. 

407. When a person becomes bankrupt, an Assignee 
is usually appointed, who takes possession of the assets, 
turns them into cash, and, after deducting his own 
charges, divides the net proceeds among the creditors 
in proportion to their claims. 

EXA.MPLE.-A merchant fails, owing A 13000, B 16250, 
C ISOO, and D 19950. Hie assets are 18650, and the ex
penses of settling 1650. What can he pay on the dollar, 
and how much will each creditor receive? 

We must first find the rak of dividend. The total of liabilities is the 
&ue; the net proceeds of the assets, the pwce11.tage. Dividing the per
centage by the base, !I 821, we find the rate to be 40 %, or 40 eents on 
the dollar. Each creilltor's share is then found by multiplying his claim 
by this rate. 

Prove by finding whether the sum of the several dividends corresponds 
with the net proceeds to be divided. 

LWl's, A fSOOO .Assns, t86110 
B 62110 Expenses, 6110 
C 800 N -..,-D 99110 et pro., .,8000 

T ta1 •20000 8000 + 20000 = .40 
0 , 'I' Rate., 40%. 

A taOOO x .40 = fl200 
B 62110 x .40 = 21100 
c 800 x .40 = 820 
D 99110 x .40 = 8980 

408. RuLE.-1. Find the rate of dividend, 'l>y divid
ing the net proceeds of the a88ets 'l>y the total oj' lia'l>ilities. 

2. Find each creditor's dividend, 'l>y multiplying Ms 
claim 'l>y this rate. 

4NI. Wbat Is a &nkrapt f What 11 meant by tho ASBet• or a bankrupt f By 
hla IJabllltlea f-401. When a pel'l!On becomes bankrupt, whaL is uaually done f Go 
\broaah the eDmple, e:l]llalnlag the aenral atepa and prool.-408. Recite the rule. 
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256 BANKRUPTCY, 

BXAKPLBS FOB PBACTICJI, 

1. A merchant becomes insolvent, owing A $375.50, B $11001 

0 $4168. 75, D $3725, and E $8630. 75. His assets realize $11400, 
and the assignee's charge is $600. What is the rate of dividend, 
and what each creditor's share¥ ..4111. Rate, 60'f,. 

· 2. Harrison & Co. having failed, their liabilities are found to 
be $71600. Their assets consist of goods that sell for $9815 ; 
debts collectible, $17006 ; house and lot, worth $7250. The as
signee's charge is 5;, on the assets, and other expenses amount to 
$146.50. What ~ can they pay, and how much will Ira Jones 
receive, to whom they owe $12500 1 Last am. $5625. 

3. S becomes insolvent, owing $62000, and having $14200 
assets; the expenses of settling are $560. How mueh can he 
pay on a dollar 1 What is P's dividend on a claim of $14001 Q 
receives $275 ; what was his claim 1 Laat a111. $1250. 

4. A bankrupt sett.led with his creditors for 35c. on a dollar. 
B received a dividend of $5075, and 0 5;, of that amount; what 
were tl1eir respective claims 1 Ans. C's, $'725. 

5. The assets of a bankrupt are $42000. He owes V $17000, W 
$24150, X $87140.75, Y $28000.50, and Z $10708.75. Y becom~ 
assignee, and receives 4;, on the assets for bis services; the other 
expenses of settling are $1320. What is each creditor's share
Y's to include his percentage as assignee 1 Ana. Y's, $11013.50. 

--
CHAPTER XXV. 

INSURANCE. 

409. !Dlura.nce is a contract by which, in conside~ 
tion of a certain sum paid, one party agrees to secure 
another against loss or risk. 

410. There are different kinds of Insurance :-
Fire Insurance secures against loss or damage by fire; 

Marine Insurance, against the dangers of navigation l 
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Accident Insurance, against casualties to travellers and 
others. Health Insurance secures a weekly allowance 
during sickness. Life Insurance secures a certain sum, 
on the death of the insured, to some party named in the 
contract. 

411. The Underwriter is the insurer,-the person or 
.company that takes the risk. 

The Policy is the written contract. 
The Premium is the sum paid the underwriter for 

taking the risk. In the case of Fire and Marine Insur
ance, it is reckoned at a certain% on the sum insured. 

412. The rate is sometimes given at 80 many cents en e100, in 
stead of on tI. In that case, be careful to write the decimal properly. 
20 cents on e1 i1 written .2 ; on tIOO, .002. 415c. on e1 is .415; on e1001 

.00415. 
Insurance is usually effected with companies. Some companies, to 

guard against fraud, will not insure to the full value of the property. 
Different rates are charged, according to the risk. In case of loss, the 
underwriters may either replace the property or pay its value. Only the 
amount of actW1l loss can be recovered. 

418. The principles of Percentage apply to Insurance 
(Fire and Marine). The sum insured is the base; the 

·premium is the percentage, reckoned at a certain -rate. 
Hence, according to § 321, the following 

RULES.-L To .find the premium, multiply the aum in
Bured by the rate. 

IL To .find the rate, divide the premium by the sum in-
81.lf'ed. 

III. To .find the sum insured, divide the premium by 
the rate. 

EXAMPLES FOB PBAOTIOE. 

1. Insured a house for $100001 and fornitnre for $5000, at the 
ra'te of SOc. on $100; $1 being paid for the policy and snrvey, 
what does the insurance cost i Am. $46. 

409. What la Inanrance f-410. Name the dllferent Ir.Inda of Inaurance, and state 
ai:ainat what each aecurea the ln•nred.-411. What I• meant b7 an Underwriter f 
What la the Policy f What la the Premium f-412. What cantlon la given aa to 
Wl'ltlng the rate f How do aome comp&nlee try to guard ogalaat had f In cue 
et Jou, what may tho anderwrttcn do '-:418' Recite the ralea. 
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258 EXAMPLES l!'OB PBACTICB. 

2. At l of 1 %, what is the premium on $8000 ! On $7250 r 
At i %, what is the premium on $2200 ¥ Firat a111. $40. 

3. A factory and its contents, worth $72000, are insured for 
t of their value, at St per cent. The whole is consumed. How 
much will the owner receive, and what will be the actual loss to 
the underwriter!\ 1 LatJt ans. $46400. 

The actual Joss Ill the •nm they have to pay, leaa the premium. 

4. A merchant insures 1200 bar. of flour, worth $8 a barrel, 
for their full value, at t %- A fire occurring, only 450 barrels are 
saved. What premium does the merchant pay, how much will 
he receive from the company, and what will be their actual 
loss ! &conil ana. $6000. 

5. A vessel valued at $900001 and its cargo worth $55000, are 
insured for half their value, at 21 %· What is the premium, in
cluding $1 for policy! 

6. Insured $9000 worth of goods for t of their value, at i %. 
They were damaged by fire to the extent of $1250. What was 
the premium, how much did the underwriters pay the insurer, and 
what was their actual loss! Last am. $1212.50. 

'T. The premium on a house, at t of 1 %, cost me $20; what was 
the sum insured¥ (See Rule III., § 413.) Am. $6000. 

8. Paid for insuring a hotel for i of its value, $151. The rate 
being 75c. on $100, and the policy costing $1, what was the hotel 
worth r Ana. $30000. 

Ao the policy coet ,1, the premium waa .1111-81, or 81l50. 711c. on e100 = .OOTC!, 
rate. Apply Rule Ill., to find the aum Insured, and thl• will be i ot the value ot 
the hoteL 

9. Paid $18 for insuring $9000; what was the rate? (See 
Rule II., § 413.) Am. t of 1 per cent. 

10. Paid $400 for insuring a factory, worth $480001 for t of its 
value ; what was the rate 1 

11. An underwriter agrees to insure a hotel, worth $240001 

for a sufficient sum to cover its value and the premium. The 
rate being 1 %, for how much must he insure it? 

Analogous. to Example 2, S 828. A• the rate la 1 per cent. or the anm to be In
lured, the valne of the hc;tel, $24000, mnst be 99 per cent. or tbill sum. Then by 
:Rule IIL, f 821, 824000 + .99 = 824242.42 Am. 
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ACCil>ENT INS,UBANCE. 259 

12. For how much must a schooner be insured, to cover its 
value, $15000, and the premium, the rate being It~ 1 What will 
the premium amount to 1 Lrut ans. $228.43:. 

18. Paid for insuring the full value of a ship and cargo, at 1 ~. 
$450. If the cargo was worth half as much as the ship, what 
was the value of the ship ¥ 

414. AccmENT lNsURANCE.-Insurance against acci
dents is effected by paying (in advance) an annual pre
mium, in consideration of which the underwriters give 
the insured a certain allowance per week in case be is 
disabled by an accident, or pay his heirs a specified sum 
if he is killed. 

14. A party paying $12 premium annually, in the third year 
for which he insures, is disabled by an accident for 18 weeks, 
during which time he receives $10 a week. How much more 
does he receive than he paid for premiums 1 Am. $94. 

15. A person who has paid five annual premiums of $80 each, 
is killed by an accident. His family receive $5000. Not reckon
ing interest, what is the loss to the underwriters 1 

16. A railroad conductor insures for ·$60 a ;rear, his weekly 
oompensation in case of a disabling accident to be $50. In the. 
tenth year, he is laid up by an accident for 4 weeks; does he gain 
or lose by asmi.ng, and how much, leaving interest out of ac
count 1 Am. Loses $400. 

415.-LIFE lNsUBANcE.-Life Insurance is effected by 
paying (in advance) an annual premium during life or for 
CL term of years, in consideration of which the underwriters, 
on the death of the insured, pay a certain sum to his heirs 
or some party named in the policy. 

418. The rates of life insurance depend on the age at 
which one begins to insure, and are fixed at a certain sum 
on every $100 or $1000 insured. They differ but little in 
different companies, being based on the Expectation of 

414. How 11 Accident Inanrance eft'ected t--415. How 11 Life Insurance eft'ected T 
--41S. On what do ltl rate1 depend? How are they lb:ed T On what are they bued T 
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Life,-that is, the average number of years that pel'l!Onll 
at different ages live, as shown by statistics. 
· 417. RULE.-To .find the premium in life inBtlf'ance, 

multiply the premium on •100 Of' •1000 by the n·umher 
of hundred or tlwusand dollars iMt,red. 

l'T. What annual premium must a person, aged 80 when he 
begins to insure, pay for a life policy of $5000, the rate being 
$2.8023 on $100 ¥ .Am. $115.12. 

18. At the age of 40, a gentleman insures his life for $8000, 
payment of premiums to cease in ten years. The rate iA $57.951> 
on •1000. If he dies at 55, how much more will his family re
ceive than he paid for premiums¥ .A.11&. $1261.20. 

19. On his 40th birth-day, a clergyman insures his life for 
$6000, payment of premiums to cease when he is 65. The rate is 
$85.12 on $1000. If he dies aged 40 years 1 month, how much 
more than the premiums paid will his heirs receive¥ 

.Am. $4T35.68. 
20. A farmer insured his life for $1750, at the rate of $3.66 

on $100. Just 9 months afterwards he died. Taking interest on 
the preminm (at 6 '/o) into account, how much was gained by ia-
1uring W .Am. $1683.0'T. 

CHAPTER XXVI. 

TAXES. 

418. A Tu is a sum assessed on the person, property, 
or income of an individual, for the support of government. 

When assessed on the person, it is called a Poll-tax, 
and is a uniform sum on each male citizen, except such as 
may be exempted by law. 

When assessed on the property, it is called a Property
tax, and is reckoned at a certain rate on the estimated 
value. ' 

41 T. Recite the rule tor dndlng the premium In life lnauranee.--418. Wbat i. a 
Tu: 1 Name and dedne the three klnde of taxes. 
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When assessed on the income, it is called an Income-
tax, and is computed at a certain rj,. 

419. Taxable property is either Real or Personal. 
Real Eltate is fixed property ; as, lands, houses. 
Personal Property is that which is movable ; as, cash, 

notes, ships, furniture, cattle, &c. 
420. An Auesaor is an officer appointed to estimate 

the value of property and tax it in proportion. 
421. AssESSMENT OF TAxEs.-In assessing a property

tax, an Inventory, or list, of all the taxable property, real 
and personal, with its estimated value, must first be made 
out. If there is, besides, a poll-tax, a list of polls (that is, 
of persons liable to said tax) must also be drawn up. The 
poll-tax having been fixed, the rate of property-tax must 
then be found, and lastly each man's tax. 

Ex. 1.-A tax of *6402 is to be raised in a certain town, 
containing 480 polls, which are assessed tl each. The real 
estate of said town is valued at t8'18500, the personal prop
erty at tl08500. What will be the rate on tI,-and what 
will be A's tax, who pays for 4 polls, and whose real estate 
i.s inventoried at 85500, his personal property at t1250? 

$878500 + $108500 = $987000, total taxable property. 
$1 x 480 = $480, total poll-tax. 

$6402 - $480 = $5922, property-tax to be assessed. 
By Rnle II., § 821, $5922 + 987000 = .006, rate. 
$5500 + $1250 = $6750, A's taxable propert1. 

$6750 x .006 = $40.50, A's property-tax. 
$1 x 4 = $4, A's poll-tax. 

$40.50 + $4 = $44.50, total A's tnx. 

422. RULE.-1. To find the rate of property-ta~, divide 
the mm to be raised, le88 the amount aBBessed on poll8, by 
the value of the tazabk property, real and personal. 

419. How mnny kinds of taxable property are th .. e f Wbat Is Real Estate t 
Wbat Is Personal Property t--420. Wbat Is the business ot nn Asseasor f-421. In 
aasesalng a property-tax, wbut must lint be made out t If there la, besides, a poll
tax, wbat mut be done f Wbat are the next steps f Go through the given ex
ample. explaining the itepa.-422. Reclto the rule. U there 11 no poll-tu, what 
111ut. be done T 
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2. To .ftnd each man'a taa; multiply hiB ta1mlil6 prop
erty by the rate, and to the product add hiB polJ.taz 

If there is no poll-tax, the whole amount to be raised must be divided 
by the value of the taxable property. 

423. If the given amount to be raised does not include the expense 
of oollecting, the whole sum needed, including this expense, must first be 
found, by dividing the given amount by 11 dimiti.iahed by the rak % to ~ 
paid for rollet:ling. 

Thus, in Example 1, let the expense of collecting, 2t%, not be in
cluded in the 16402 named; then, as $1 raised would net but$ .9'11S, 
there would have to be raised as many times $1 as $ .9'11S is contained 
times in 16402. In other words, we should have t.o divide $6402 by 11 
diminished by .021S, the rate paid for collecting. 

424. After finding the rate as above, assessors usually 
construct a Table, from which, by adding the amounts 
standing opposite to the thousands, hundreds, tens, and 
units of any given sum, they can readily determine the 
tax: it must bear-more readily, as a general thing, than 
by multiplying by the rate. 

Asseaaor's Table for a rate of .006. 

$1 $.006 110 $.06 1100 $0.60 $1000 $ 6. 
2 .012 20 .12 200 1.20 2000 12. 
3 .018 80 .18 300 1.80 8000 18. 
4 .024 40 .24 400 2.40 4000 24. 
IS .080 ISO .80 ISOO 8.00 ISOOO 80. 
6. .036 60 .36 600 8.60 6000 86. 
7 .042 '10 .42 700 4.20 '1000 42. 
8 .048 80 .48 800 4.80 8000 48. 
9 .0114 90 .M 900 MO 9000 IS4. 

~ Find by the Table what tax B must pay on $7560. 
Oppoiite $'1000 we find '42.00 

" ISOO " " 3.00 
" 60"" 0.36 

Total for -$'11160, '45.36 .Ana. 

3. What is C's tax on $425, and 3 polls, at $1 each? 
D's, on $900 real estate, $650 personal property ? 
E's, on $2820 real estate, $'110 personal, l poll? 
423. It the given amount to be raised doe11 not lnclnde the expenee of eollectlng, 

bow most we proceed t ntnstrate this In the caae ot Ex. L--4M. After finding the 
rate na above, what do a&ae880r8 usually conslnlct ? Show bow the Table la naed. 
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4. The people of a certain town have to raise\ tax of $461S6, 
besides the expense of collecting, which is 8 'f. (see § 428). The 
inventory shows real estate valued at $401250, and personal prop
erty at $98750. There are 400 polls, a.sseesed at 'T5c. each. 

Find the rate on $1, draw out a Table like that on p. 262, and 
fr~m it determine the tax of the following parties :-

G, who pays on $8460 and 2 polls. Ana. $82.64.. 
H, on $1975 and 4 polle. 
I, on $2000 real, $800 personal, and 8 polls. 
J, on $1750 real, $640 personal, and 1 poll. 

425. NATIONAL TAx.-By Act of Congress, a tax for 
the National Government is laid on incomes, &c., as fol
lows:-

II " on net profits of business or other annual income in excees of 
•tooo, amounts paid for taxes, interest, rent, and ordinllry repairs, being 
first deducted. 

lie. an oz. on silver plate kept for use, exceeding 40 oz. 
11.>c. an oz. on gold plate kept for use. 
•6 on carriages valued at from •300 to •1100; •to on those valued at 

mo·re than 11100. •1 on gold watches valued at tlOO or less; •2 on those 
ubove •100. •10 on billiard tables. 

Ex. 5.-Find K's national tax for 1866; his income is 
$7420, his rent t700, and he has 55 oz. silver plate. 

Income, . . • • • • •7420 
Deduct •1000 exempt, •700 rent, • 1700 

Taxable income, •11720 

tll720, at II~, • • • • • . .286.00 
1111 oz. silver plate - 40 oz. = 111 oz., at lie., .711 

Total tax, li286. 711 ..4.111. 

6. What is M's national tax: on an income of t61S42, 
'12 oz. of silver plate, I carriage valued at $400, and 2 
gold watches worth $150 each? Ans. $288. '10. 

'1. What is N's tax on an income of $1500, and 63 oz. 
of silver plate, his rent being $400, taxes $38.50, ordinary 
repairs a22? Ans. $3.125. 

4211. What 11 the rate ot Income tax lmpoeed by the National Government? 
What 11 the rate on 11lver plate t On gold plate t What other articles are tuedl 
Bxplaln Ex. 6. 
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• 

CHAPTER XXVII. 

DUTIES. 

426. Duties, or Customs, are taxes on goods imported 
from foreign countries, levied for the support of the Na.. 
tional Government. 

417. A Custom-house is an office established by gov
ernment for the collection of duties. A port containing 
a cuatom-house is called a Port of Entry. 

428. Duties are either Specific or Ad valorem. 
A Speci1lo Duty is a fixed sum imposed on each ton, 

pound, yard, gallon, &c., of an imported article, without 
regard to.> its cost. 

An Ad v&lorem Duty is a percentage on the cost of an 
imported article in the country from which it was brought. 
.Acl valorem means on the value. 

429. An Invoice is a statement in detail of goods ship
ped, their measure or weight, and cost in the 'cmTency of 
the country from which they were brought. 

430. Before computing duties, certain Allowances, or 
Deductions, are made :-

Tare is an allowance for the weight of the box, cask, 
&c., containing the goods ; Leakage, for waste of liquids 
imported in casks ; Breakage, for loss of liquids imported 
in bottles. 

Tare is estimated either at the r&te specified in the invoice accompa
nying the goods, or according to rates adopted by .Act of Congress, 
di1fering for different a.rticles. 

For Leakage 2 % Is allowed; for Breakage, 10 % on beer, ale, and 
porter, In bottles; IS% on other liquids,-a dozen "quart" bottles being 
estimated to contain 2! gallons. 

426. What are Dutlea, or Customs f-421. What Is a Cuetom-houee f What Is a 
Port ot Entry ?-428. Name the two kinds of duties. What is a SpecUlc Duty 1 
What la an Ad valorem Dutyf-429. What lo an Involcef-480. Name and dellne 
the allowances made before computing apeclllc dutlea. How 11 Tare estimated t 
How much la allowed tor Leakage t How much for Breakage f 
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In stead of computing by these fixed rat.et!, the Wt'igbt of the box, 
&:c., and the amount lost by leakage and breakage, are sometimes ascer
tained by actual trial and allowed for accordingly. 

In these allowances, reject a fraction leBB than t ; reckon t or more 
aa 1.-In cnstom-house computations, allow 112 lb. to a cwt. 

431. Grou Weight is the weight of goods, together 
with that of the box, cask, bag, &c., containing them. 

1'et Weight is the weight of goods after allowance11 
have been deducted. 

432. RULEs.-L To find a Bpeciflc illuty, deduct all0t0-
ancea, and multiply the numl>er of tona, pound8, yards, 
gall<m8, ~c., remaining, by the duty on one ton, pound, 
yard, gallon, ~c. 
· U To find an ad valorem duty, m:uleiply the invoice
value of the good8 by t/"6 uiven rate. 

Duties are required to be paid in gold. 

EJ:.A.:U:P.LES PQB PBAOTIO •• 

1. What is the duty on a lot of silks, costing in our currency 
$140561 at 60 % I When gold is at a premium of 4o %, what sum 
m currency will pay mid dutY Y .Latt am. CllSO'T.04. 

2. Imported 'TIS casks of raisins, weighing 112 lb. each. The 
tare being 12 %, and the duty 5 cents a pound, what is the duty on 
the whole in gold 9 When gold is at 1801 what sum in currency 
will pay it i .Latt am. $480.48. 

8. Required the duty oh 42 ba.rrels of apirits of turpentine, 
containing 81 gallons each, leakage being allowed, and the rate 
being SO cents per gal. .Am. *882.80. 

4. At 40 % ad valorem, what is the duty on 846 lb. of sewing
sllk, bought for $113 a pound I 

5. What is the duty on 6 casks of claret, holding 48 gal. each, 
invoiced at $1 a gal., allowing for leakage, the rate being 50c. a 
gallon and 25 % od vnlorem I .Am. $189. '15. 

How are tbeee allowauoe1 eometlmes determined P How many pounds. are al· 
lowed to 1 cwL, ID. cu1tom-hou10 computatlon1 f-481. Wllat la Groll WelghU 
What Is Net Welghtr~!I. Recite the ruleo. 

12 

J 
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6. The duty on tea being 25 cents a pound, what must be paid 
on 1 '75 chests, each weighing 60 lb., a tare of 6 lb. being allowed 
on each chest I 

'1. What is the dnty on 12 cases of brandy, cont.ainipg 1 dozen 
bottles each, ~he usual allowance being made tor breakage, and 
the rate being $3.60 a gal. I .Am. $111.60. 

8. At 5 oeuts a pound, what is the dnty Dn 50 bags of ooft'ee, 
averaging 100 lb. gross weight, tare 2 ~I 

9. A merchant. import.ed 10 hhd. of sugar averaging 1'185 lb., 
and 8 hhd. of molasses holding 63 gal. each. A tare of 121 'fi is 
allowed on the sugar, and leakage on the molasses. What is the 
dnty on the whole, the rate on the rrogar being Sc. a lb., and on 
the molasses Sc. a gal. f Ana. $350.59. 

-
CHAPTER XXVIII. 

EQUATION OF P.A.YKENTS. 

433. Equation of PaJDlentl is the process of finding 
when two or m.ore sums due at different_ times may be 
paid at once, without loss to debtor or creditor. The 
time for sv.oh payment is called the Equated Time. 

Ex. 1.-A owes B •1000, of which •100 is due in 2 
months, •200 in 4 mo., t350 in 6 mo.t and •soo in 9 mo. 
If A pays the whole sum at one time, how long a. credit 
should he have ? 

The use of SIOO for 2 mo. = use of Sl for 100 x 2, or 200 mo. 
" " " S2110 for 4 mo. = " " SI " 2110 x 4, or IOOO mo. 
" - " " *3110 fur 6 mo. = " " SI " 350 x 6, or 2100 mo. 
" " " *300 for 9 mo. = " " $I " 300 x 91 or 2700 mo. 

Hence A is entitled to the use of 1000) 6000 mo. 
SI for 6000 mo., or $1000 for 
nhrn of that time, or 6 mo. 

.Am. 6mo. 

438. What la EquaUon ~ l'aymellta f What la meai by the Equated Time! 
Go tlireap h l. 
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484. RULB.-.7b equate ttco or mON paymenea, multi
ply each payment by its time, and tlit1id6 the. aum of the 
products by the aum. of the payments. 
· The times of the several payments must be in the same deilomina-. 
tion, and tirla will be the denomination of the ID8wer. 

Less than t day in the answer is rejected ; t day or more counts as 1. 
431S. If the d<JU Is required, rtck<m tM «JU<lt«l time fort11ard "rom 

t1ui oi- daU. . ". 

Ex. 2.-July 9, 1866, C becomes indebted to D for a 
certain sum ; i is to be paid in 6 months, t in 8 mo., and 
the rest in 12 mo. At what date may he equitably pay 
the whole? 

Use the fractions represen&g the amounts 
as in Ex. I. The equated time being 9 months, 
payment shonld be made 9 momhs from July 9, 
1866,-that is, April 9, 1867. 

t x 6 = 2 
ix 8 = 2 
/,xl2=5 
l) 9 

.dn.t. 9 mo. 

BXAKPLBS J'O:B l":BAO'l'IOB, 

1. A merchant has the following sums due from a customer : 
$800 in 2 mo., $800 in IS mo., and $400 in 10 mo. Find the 
equated time. A111. IS mo. 22 da. 

2. E owes F $1200, $200 of it payable in 2 mo., '4-00 in IS mo., 
&J!d the rest in 8 mo. What is the equated time Y 

8. A trader bought goods, Aug. 1, 1866, to the amount of 
$9400 : for l of the bill he was to pay cash ; t of it he bought on 
e month&' credit, and the reat on 10 months. On what day may 
he equitably pay the whole Y ..4.111. Feb. 6, 1867. 

'lbe -ii pa:yment mu& be added with tile othen, bui 1&1 l 1 x o - o 
prod11at la 0. f ~ -

4. One person owes another a oertain sum, t of which is due 
in SJ mo., i in 4i mo., t in 5 mo., and the balance in 8 mo. What 
is the equated time Y ..4.n.t. IS mo. 7 da. 

5. Jan. 1st, I owe a friend $100 cash; $11SO, payable Feb. IS; 
and $800, payable April 10. It being leap year, on what ~y 
may I fairly pay the whole at once Y .dn.t. Mar. G. 

'lbe Table on p. 1!50 w1l1 Ullat In llndlng the number ttf daJll. 
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268 JmQUArIOlf OJI' PAYKEN'l'B. 

II. Equate the fodowing pa1JDentl : $400 due in 15 days, •ooo 
In 20 days; $1000 in 60 4ays; $860 in 90 days. 

7. A farmer, on the 1st of March, bought eome land for $1000. 
He agreed to pay $250 cash ; $250 on the 8d of the following llay; 
*250, July 4; and $260, Sept. lli. He prefers paying t.he whole 
at once ; when should it be 1 .Am. June 6. 

Ex. 8.-Suppose *700 to be due in 6 mo. At the ex
piration of 3 mo., •100 is paid on account; and at the 
end of 5 mo., •aoo. How long after the six months ex
pire should the balance be allowed to stand, in considera
tion of these prepayments ? 

On the principle applied In Ex. 1, the 
credllor gets the t111e of whit ill equiva
lent to •l for 600 mo.; the debtor is, there
fore, also en.tided to dse 11&e of •1 for 
600 mo., or 8800 (the balance) for m of 
600 mo., or 2 mo. 

100 x 3 = 800 
SOOxl=SOO 
400 600 

700 - 400 = 300 
600 + 300 = 2 mo . .Au. 

436. RULE.-W7ien partial paymenta hatJe been made 
on a de/JI bif <»"e it '8 due, to jlnd hoto k>ng the lxzla~ 
should remain unpaid, multiply each payment by the 
tiTM it toaB made before falling due, and ditJide the auni 
of theae producta 'l>y the l>alance. · 

9. A person owes $1000, due in 19 mo. At t.he end of 8 mo. 
he pays $100, and one month afterwards $100. How long be
yond the 11 mo. should the balanoe st.and f .Au. 9 mo. 4 da. 

10. $1416.41 is due in 90 daya. 84 days before it falls due, 
$500 is paid, and 52 days after the first payment $502.50. How 
long after the 90 days, before the balance of the debt should be 
paid 1 .Ana. 118 days. 

11. A lent B $200 for 8 months, and on another ocoasion 
$300 for 6 months. How long should B lend A $800, to balanoe 
these favors 1 . ..4.m. 41 mo. 

12. A credit of 6 mo. on $500, one of 4 mo. on $1000, and one 
of 8 mo. on $400, are equivalent to a credit on how many dollara 
for 12 mo. f ..4.111. $850. 

Analyze EL 8.-48&. Recite the rule fbr Jlndlng bow long a balance abonld 
It.and, wllen pirtial pqmeAta ban been llllMle on a debt before lt la doe. 
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EQUATION 01" PAYXBin'S. 269 

13. T. Hoe buys goods of G. A. Rand, as follows:-
1. May 1, bill of $600, on 3 mo. credit. 
2. May 15, " " $800, " 4 mo. " 
3. June 1, " " $500, " 6 mo. " 
4. June 9, " " $900, for cash. 

Rand agrees to take Hoe's note for the whole, for SO 
days, with interest. When should the note be dated? 

Here the terms of credit begin at di.fferer.t dates. We must first find 
when each bill falls due, by reckoning fonral'd from ita date the term of 
cred.i&. 

fllrM .. tr«lll. Dru. PaJ'L Dort. hodwJI. 
I. 8 mo. from Hay 1, Aug. I, •600 x 1>8 = 81800 

• 2. 4 mo. from May US, Sept. US, '800 x 98 = 78400 
8. 6 mo. from June 11 Dec. 1, SIS()() >< 176 = 871SOO 
4. Cuh PVIDen\ June 9, •900 x O·= 0 

.2800 197700 
197700 + 2800 = 'TOH. 
Eqvat«l nine, 'TI days. 

Since there la no uniform date to reckon from, u In the former ex
amples, we take the earliest date on which a payment falls due, June 9, 
and find the number of days from that time to the date when each pay
ment fall& due, writing it opposite the payment it belongs to, as in the 
4th column above. Then finding the product.II anti dividing as before, 
we get 71 days for the equated time, which mun be reckoned forward 
from the standard date, June 9. 

lll days" remaining in June. 
81 " in July. 

'Tl - IS2 = 19. .d"'. Augusf19. 
We might have assumed the latest date at which a. payment fell due, 

Dec. I, as a standard, proceeded as above, and reckoned the equated time 
so found back from that date. The result would have been the same. 
The operation may always thus be proved. 

437. RULR.-To equate payments when the terms of 
credit begin at di.ff erent times, find the date,s when the 
se,veral payments become <lue. Prom the earliest of these 
date,s, <U a standard, ,.eckon the n~ of daya to each 
of the others. Then find the e!(Uated time as before, § 434, 
ancl reckon it fOMDard from the standard elate. 

Expla!n Ez. 18. How doea this dUfer ft-om the preceding examples f Why do 
we 1111n11ne the earliest date 1111 a lltanclard f "What other date might have been 1111-

IRIDled t How may the operation be Jll'C)TI!d t-487. Recite Ille nale for equating pay• 
manU, when the terms ot cndlt begin K dUl'entllt Um-. 
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2'70 KQUATIO:N OP PATIDCN'l.'8. 

We may ihonen tbe multiplioatlon, without nmm.uy aft'ectlnt 'the 
result, by rejecting leu than 60 cent& in any payment, and calling 60 
cents or over, e1. 

14. Bought goods of Parsons & Co., on different terms of 
credit, to the following amounts: March 6, $275.50, on 80 days; 
March 81, $lJ60, on 3 months; April 10, $820.10, on 60 days; 
May 8, $511'i, on 4 months; May 9, $1S25.40, on 6 months. At 
what date may the whole be discharged at oncer .A:na • .Aug. 14. 

15. Harvey Bolton is indebted to a silk-ho1186 for goods bought, 
88 follows :-June 1, $842, on 6 months; June 2, $1500, on 4, 

months; June 8, $1875. 75, on 8 months; June .{, '400, on 6 
months ; June IS, $750, C88h. Jn stead of paying the items sepa-

. rately when due, Bolton gives his note, without interest, for the • 
whole; for how much should 1iill note be drawn, and when should 
it maturer Laat am. Sept. 19. 

16. Cranston & ¥"mer have sold goods to Henry S. Owens, 88 

follows :-Nov. 1, 1865, on 6 months, $1200; NO\'. IS, on 4 mo., 
$800; Nov. 30, on 3 mo., $440.96; Dec. 8, on 90 days, $MO; 
Dec. 10, on 2 mo., $1120.25; Dec. 24, on 6 mo., $347. Owens 
proposes to discharge the whole at one payment; when should it 
be made Y Am. March 221 1866. 

17. Sold a customer the following goods: .Aug. 2, 2 dozen 
overcoats, @ $25 each, on 60 days' credit ; .Ang • .{, 6 dozen boys' 
sacks, @ $8.50, and 12 dozen boys' p1111te, ® $5, on 90 days ; .Aug. 
5, 4 dozen cassimere pant.a, @ $12, on 90 days; .Aug. 6, 6 dozen 
vest.a, @ $8.25, on 4 months. When shollld a note for the whole 
amount, without interest, mature I Am. Oct. 29. 

A.verastns Accounts. 

488. An Acoollllt is a statement of mercantile transac
tions, its left side (marked .Dr.) being appropriated to 
debits, and its right side (marked Or.) to credits. The 
difference between the sum of the debits and that of the 
credits is the Balance of the Account. 
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A VERA.GING AOOOUNTS. !'11 

189. Averaging an Aoeount is tbe process of tlnding 
the equitable time for the payment of the balance. 

Those accounts only need aY~, in which item1 occar bearing 
Interest Crom their date, or Crom the expuation of their term8 of credit. 

440. Finding the Ouh Bala.nee of an account is find
ing what sum will balance the account at any given time, 
interest being allowed on the several items. 

Ex. 1.-Average the . followiQg account, supposed to 
be taken from the Ledger of Stephen Stewart :-

Dr. MOBBll T. M.lllBlL Or. 

1866 1866 
J[ay 8 To llerehandise .900 Apr. 3 By Merchandise t200 
" 12 " " 8110 .. 10 " " 400 .. llS " " 810 " 17 " " 1100 

June 1 " " ~ llay llS " <Mh 411() 

Marsh owes Stewart •12io, u is found by balancing the account. 
When is it eqnitably due Y Or, If Stewart gives his note for the balance, 
when should it be dated? · 

Take the earliest date on either Bide of the aCoomit, April 8, as the 
standard. Then, according to the principle already explained, the int.et-
eat on all the debite Crom this 1talldard date to the times tbey severally 
fall due would equal the interest of •1 for 113870 days (see operation 
below); that on the credits would equal the interest of •1 for 28700 
days. There is, therefore, an ucesa of interest in fayor of the debit.a, 
equal to the interest of •1 for 811170 days-or of •1210 (the balance of 
account, on the debit aide) for Tin of 811170 dayw, or '70 days. Hence 
Karsh is entitled to retain the balance he owes, till the espir&Uon oC 70 
days Crom the etandard date, April 3,-or June la. · 

Debita, 900 x 311 = 311SOO Credits, 200 x 0 = 0 
8110 x 89 = 881110 400 x 7 = 2800 
610 x 42 = 211820 1100 x 14 = 7000 
400 x 119 = 23800 4110 x 42 = 18900 

2760 . 113870 111110 28700 
111110 28700 

Balance, I2f<i) 811170 Exeeas of debit product& 
Averaged time, 70 days. Date, June 12 • ..4.n1. 

liad the excess of interest and the balance of account stood on oppo
rite aides, we should have had to count the 70 days had from the etand· 
ard date. 

439. What 11 Avenging an Account? What aceounta need averaglngt-440. 
What Is moant br finding tr.. CUil &lance or AD aecount t Explain EL 1. Ullder 
what cln:u1D1tance1 would we have had to aount the TO c1a,. baci: t 
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!~2 . Fll!fDING mB C.480 BALANCE. 

'41. If a credit were allowed on each of the mercba.ndiae items, we 
should have found when each item became due, and nsed those dates in 
stead of the dates of the transactions. Thus :-

. Ex. 2.-Average the account presented in ~x. I, allow
ing. each merchandise item a credit of 8 months. 

Find when each it.em falls due. :May lG is the standard date. 

l>EBrN. 
Due Aug. 8, .900 x SIS :::: 'T61SOO 

" Aug. 12, 8110 x 89 = '111660 
" Aug. U, 610 x . 92 = 116120 
" Sept. 1, 400 x 109 = 43600 

2760 251870 
lllGO 68700 

Clw>ITB. 
Due July 3, $200 x 49 = 9800 

" Joly 10, 400 x 116 = 2!400 
" July 17, 1100 x 68 = 81500 
" llay U, 4GO x 0 = 0 

llSllO -68700 

Balance, 1210) 188170 Excess of debit products. 
Avera.,aed time, 1116 days. Date, Oct. 18. .Au. 

442. CMIH BALANcE.-Wha~ is the cash balance of 
the account ptesented in EL l, due .Aug. 20, allowing 3 
months' credit on each merchandise item, and interest 
at 6 %? 

We have just found, in Ex. 2, that the balance of •1210 ill due Oct. 
18. The cash balance on August 20th is therefore the present wonh of 
•1210, due Oct. 18,-that is in 1 mo. 28 days. This, by § 3'18, is found 
to be •1198.42. Au. 

Had the given date of settlement filllen aftw the averaged dat.e, Oct. 
18, we should have atltktl Utlelwt to •1210 for the interval. 

With Interest Tables, which accountants universally use, the aeoond 
method given in the rule below will be fonnd the more convenient. 

From the above examples we derive the following rules:-

448. RULBs.-L To average an account, take the ear-· 
liest date on either Bide as a standard, and multiply ea,ch 
item 'liy the n~ of <lays l>ett.oeen the time tDhen it falla 
due and the standard date. .Divide the difference l>etioeen 
the sum of the debit and that of the crediJ, products by the 
balance of the account; The quotient tJJill l>e the a'Ver.aged 
time. .Reckon this forward from the standard date, if 
the ezcess of products is on the same side tJJith the l>alanc6 
of account; if not, 'backward. 

441. 'What mU11t we do when a credit la allowed on the merchandlae Items f 
Explain EL 2.-449. How may we find the cub balanee ot the BOOOllJlt preeented In 
EL 1, due Ang. llO Y-443. Reclt.e the rule tor neraglng on acconn~ For flndlllg the 
eaah balance. 
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FINDING THE CASH BALANCE, 2'13 

U To flncl the cash l>alance, average the account, ancl, 
if the given cla,te of settlement fall,s before the averaged 
time,jlncl the present toorth of the balance of account for 
the interval; if qfter, adcl interest for the interval. 

Or, find the interest on each item from the date it falJa 
due to the time of aettlement ,· torite it on the same side 
of the account as its item, if the item falla due l>ef<Yre the 
date of settlement,-if not, on the opposite side. Find the 
balance of interest, and add it to the !Jalance of the (],(}
count if the eioo balances stancl on the aame side,· if not, 
subtract .it. 

3. Average, and find cash balance Mar. 1, 1866, at 'T~. 

Dr. Rii:UBEN THOKPBO!f, Or. 

1866 
Jan. 2 
Feb. IS 

" 8 
" 10 

1866 
To Cash $1200 Jan. 10 By Mereh., 4 mo. •1000 
" . Merch., 60 da. 1400 " 18 " Merch., 6 mo. 1160 
" Merch., 3 mo. 11100 Feb. 2 " Merch., 8 mo. 12110 
11 Merch., 60 da. 2000 II 6 " Merch., 6 mo. 1800 

.A j Balance of acct., •1890, due June 23, 18611. 
1111' ~ Cash balance, Maroh 11 18661 •141S'i.OS. 

4. Average, and find cash balance Jan. 1, 1866, at 6 :t. 
Dr. ALBnT B. OoNna. Or. 

18611 
Sept. 8 

" 20 
Oct. 12 
Nov. 1 

" 10 

18611 
To Merch., 8 mo. $'TISO Oct. 1 By Merch., 4 mo. •200 

II " 
" 
" 
" 

Merch., 4 mo. 610 20 " Cash 800 
Meroh., 4mo. 900 Nov. IS " Merch., 8 mo. 821S 
Merch., 6mo. 220 " 12 " llerch., 6 mo. li40 
Merch., 8 mo. 400 

.A { Balance of acct., e101is, due Feb. 10, 1866. 
na. Cash balance, Jan. 1, 1866, •1008.411. 

Mrl!Cl:LLANJ:Otl8 QussTIONs.-Recite the rules relating to Percentage, 
S 321. Apply these rules to Interest, showing what corresponds to the 
base, and what to the percentage. Show how the rules of Percentage 
apply to· Bank Discount. To Commission. To Bankruptcy, in ascer
taining the rate of dividend, and in finding each creditor's share. To 
Insurance. To Assessment of Property Taxe1, in determining the rate, 
and in llndlng each individual111 tu. To ad valorem Dutie11> 

12* . 

-
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2'14 JU.TIO. 

CHAPTER XXIX. 

RATIO. 

444. :Ratio is the relation that one quantity be&r11 to 
another of the same kind. It is represented by the quo
tient arising from dividing one by the other. The ratio 
of 8 to 2 is 4. 

445. Two quantities are necessary to form a ratio ; 
these are called its Terms. 

The Anteoeclent is the first term of a ratio; the OoJule. 
quent, the aecond. 

446. A ratio is either Direct or lnverse. It is Direct, 
when the antecedent is divided by the consequent ; In· 
verse, when the consequent is divided by the antecedent. 
When the word ratio is used alone, a direct ratio is meant. 

The direct ratio of 8 to 2 is 4.- The inverse ratio of 8 to 2 is 1· In 
tither case, 8 is the antecedent, an~ 2 the COUlleqneni. 

447. Ratio is expressed in two ways:-1. By two dots, 
in the form of a colon, between the terms ; as, 8 : 4. 2. In 
the form of a fraction ; as, f. 

The two dots and the fract.ional line both come from the sign of di
'lision + . When the iwo dot.a are used, the line between is omiited ; 
when the fractional line ia used, the two dots are omitted. 

8: 4 ii read tM.ralio of 8 to._ 
448. A ratio being expressed by a fraction, of 'Which 

the antecedent is the numerator and the consequent the 
denominator, it follows that the principles which apply 
to the terms of a fraction,§ 13'1, apply also to the terms 
of a ratio. That is, 

.Multiplying the antec«lent multipliea the ratio, and 
dividing the antecedent dividu the ratio. 

~ What i9 Ratio? B;r what 11 It reiir-mted ?--446. How man,- quantities 
ue ne-,- to bm a ratio? What are the;r called? Which la the Anteoedent t 
Which, the Co111equent ~ What la the dllrerence ·between Direct and Inveree 
Ratio r Give an e:umple.-«7. In how man,- wa;,-1 la ntlo expreeaed? DelCl'fbe 
them. What la the origin of the two dota and the lraotlonal lbae ?---4411. State U.. 
three prlneiplea that apply to multlpl;ylnjr or cllvldlng the terma ot a ratio. 

J 
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RA.TIO, 

.Multiplying the consequent ditJidea the mtio, and dt
tJiding the comequent multiplies the ratio • 

.Multiplying or dividing both te'l'mB by the Bame num
ber d068 not alter the ratio. 

449. Fractions having a common denominator are to 
each other as their.numerators. 

-Irr : !r; = 7 : 9, or J. For, as we have just seen, dividing both terms 
of the second ratio, 7 and 9, by the 1!8.Dle number, 10, does not alter their 
ratio.-The ratio between two fractions that have not a common deno~ 
bator, may be found by reducing them to othera that have, and taking 
the ratio of their numerators. 

41SO. There is no ratio between quantities of different 
kinds; as, 8 yd. and 4 lb. But a ratio subsists between 
quantities of the same kind, though of difi'erent denomi
nations. 

Thus, the ratio of 8 yd. ( = 24 ft.} to 4 ft. is 6. In such eases, to find 
the ratio, the terms must be brought to the 1!8.Dle denomination. 

451. A Simple Ratio is one into which bnt two terms 
enter. A Compound Ratio is the product of two or more 
simple ratios, the first term being the product of the an
tecedents, the second that of the consequents. 

Simple Ratios, 8 : 4 The ratio compounded of these 
9 : 8 three simple ratios is 
2:6 8x9x2:4x8x6. 

ExEBCISE. 

1. Express the ratio of 2'l to 9; of 'I to 16; of 4S to 100. 
2. Read the following ratios :- . 
144 : 12 f : t 6 lb. : 12 lb. 4 cwt. : 16 lb. 
16:288 f:l 9gr.:qgr. Smi.:20rd. 

.005:100 .7:f 2mo.:'l.5mo. 2pt.:16gal. 
240: .8 t: .1 $5: $.001 6 qt.: 50bu. 

8. Find the value of the above ratios, when direct. 
4. F'md the value of the above ratios, when inverse. 

4411. What nUo do l!reet1001 b&Tlng a common denominator 111111taln to -'a 
oeher f Plove this. Hence, bow may the nUo between two fnctlona thst have not 
a common denominator be foDJld f-4llO. How may we llncl the raUo between two 
quant1Ue1 or the ume kind, bot dttrmmt denomination& t--461. What la a Simple 
ltatlo f What la a Compound Ratio t Give an eumple. 
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CHAPTER XXX. 

PROPORTION. 

451, Proportion is an equality of ratios. 
The ratio of 8 to ' is 2 ; the ratio of 6 to 3 ia also ll Hence the 

proportion, 8 : ' = 6 : ll. · 
463. Proportion is expressed in two ways :-1. By the 

sign of equality between the ratios. 2. By four dote, in 
the form of a double colon, between the ratios. 

8:,=6:3l Read,8uto,aa6uto3. 
8 : ' : : 6 : ll f Or, tAe ralio of 8 w ' eqwala t11u·atio of 6 to 3. 

464. Four quantities forming a proportion are called 
Proportionals. The first two are called the First Coup
let ; the last two, the Second Couplet. The first and 
fourth are called the Extremes ; the second and third, 
the Means. 

In the proportion 8 : 4 : : 6 : 3, 8 and 4 fonn the first coaplet, 6 and 
3 the second. 8 and 8 are ihe extremes, 4 and 6 the meuu1. 

466. Three quantities are in proportion when the 1st 
is to the 2d as the 2d to the 3d. 8 : 4 : : 4 : 2. 

A term eo repeated ie called a Mean Proportional be
tween the other two. 4 is a mean proportional between 
8 and 2. 

466. The product of the ea:tremea, in (fl}try proportion, 
equalB the product of the means. Thus, in the last pro
portion, 8 x 2 = 4 x 4. Hence the following rnlee :-

467. RULES.-l To find an e.drBme, divide the produce 
of the meall.8 by the given e.drBme. 

Il. To find a mean, divide the product of the ~ 
by the given mean. · 

41li. What ie Propart!on P--4118. In how many ways le proportion rxpreued ! 
Deecrfbe them.--4M. What are four quantltlell fonnbig a proportion ealled t W1aat 
1re the tint ttvo called t The last two t Which are the Extremes t Whlob, &be 
Meana t-4156. When are three quantltlea In pro)ICJl'l.1oa t What fa meant by a ll
l'toportlonal t-4118. What principle holds good In ntrr proportion f-4117. Gin &ha 
rule tor tlndlng an extreme. l'or tlndlng a mean. 
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Ex. 1.-Find the 4th term of the proportion 8 . 4 : : 26 : ? 
Find the product of tlie means: 4 x 26 = 104. 
Divide by the glven extreme : 104 + 8 = 13. .Aiu. 

Ex. 2.-Find the 2d term of the proportion 8 : ? : : 26 : 13. 
Find the product of the extremes : 8 x 13 = 104. 
Divide by the given mean : 104 + 2e = 4. .Aiu. 

BJ:AKPLBS J'OB PBAOTIOB. 

Complete the following proportions :-
1. 18 : IS4 : : 200 : ¥ Am. 600. 7. US gr. : 1 dr. : : 9 : 8 so. 
2. 60 : 90 : : ¥ : 1.88 8. 2 cwt. : 20 lb. : : •16 : ! 
s. t : t : : 12 : s o. Y : 2 mi. : : £1 : 4d. 
4. ' : 80 : : i : 1 10. 600 : ' : : 8° : 20' 
IS. 8pt.: 12pt.:: 2bn.: 9 Am. Sbu. 11. 1 rd.: !ft.:: I: 500. 
6. 1 qt. : ¥ : : 1 hr. : 1 da. A111. 8 pk. 12. 450 : 80 : : 1200 : Y 

Simple ProporUon, or Buie or Tbree. 

468. A Simple Proportion expresses the equality o{ 
two simple ratios. Simple Proportions may be used to 
eolve many questions in which three proportionals are 
given and the fourth is :required. 

As three terms are given, the rule for Simple Propor
tion is oft.en called the Rule of Three. 

Ex. 1.-If 8 yd. of cloth cost ••o, what will 24 yd. cost? 
The terms of a couplet must be of the same kind. Hence, in forming 

a proportion from the above question, as the answer, or fourth term, is 
to be dollars, we take •40 for the third term. Then, since 24 yd. will cost 
more than 8 yd., we arrange the other two numbers so as to form an in
verse ratio greater ~an 1, by taking 24, the greater, for the second 
term, and 8, \he less, for the first. The proportion then st.ands, 

8 yd. : 24 yd. : : *40, the cost of 8 yd. : the cost of 24 yd. 
The 4th term is required; we find it by Rule 1, § 41S7. 

24 x 40 = 960 960 + 8 = 120 .Ana. $120. 

4118. What doaa a Btmplo Proportion expreaa' To what quaatlon1 do Simple 
Proportions apply 1 What 11 the rule often called' Explain E:r. 1.~. How 
111111 cancellation be broogbt to bear '-400. Recite the rnlo. 

-
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278 SIMPLE PBOPOBTION, 

459. In solving questions in Proportion, equal factol'8, 
if there are any, in the 1st and 2d, or 1st and 3d terms, 
should be cancelled. Thus, in EL 1 :-

~ yd. : )?' yd. : : uo. 
3 

t4o x 3 = . t120 Am. 
480. Rm:e.-1. Take for the third term the numlJet: 

that ia of ths aarM kind as the a'IUJ'llJer. Of the ttJJo re. 
maining numlJera, ma,ke the larger the aecond term, 'llJhen, 
from the nature of the question the an11tDer ahwld ~the 
third term; 'llJhen not, make the amaller the aecond term. 

2. Oancel equal fact<Jrs in the .first and second terma, 
or the .first and third. Then multiply the means together, 
and divide their product by the given e:i:treme. 

The first· and second terms must be of the same denomination. If 
the third term la a compound number, it must be reduood to the lowest 
denomination i~ contains, and this will be the denomination of the answlll' 

BJ:AlllPLBS JrOR PRAOTIOB. 

1. What cost 8 cords of wood, if 2 cords cost •9 I Am. *86. 
2. If 25 lb. of coffee cost U.50, what cost 812 lb. 9 Am. '1)6.16. 
8. If a railroad car goes 17 miles in 45 minutes, how far will it 

go in 5 hours at the same rate I .Am. 1181 mi. 
4. How long will it take •100 to produce $100 interest, if i$ 

produces $7 in one year I 
5. If 15 men can build a wall 12 fl;, high in 1 wk., how many 

will be needed to raise it 20 fl. in the same time f How long 
would it take 5 men to raise it 20 fl;,¥ Laat am. 5 wk. 

6. What cost 9 hats, if 5 hats cost .£4 5s. ¥ Am. £7 18s. 
7. If 7 tons of coal, of 2000 lb. each, last Bi months, of 30 days 

each, how much will be consumed in 3 weeks I 
8. If 9 bu. 2 pk. of wheat make 2 barrels of flour, how many 

bushels will be required to make 18 barrels I 
9. If 5 bu. of potatoes last 8 adults and 2 children 40 days, 

how long, at the same rate, will they last 18 adults and 9 chil
dren, each adult consuming as much as 2 children¥ .Au. 16 days. 
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10. How long will it take a steambo_at to move its own length, 
if it goes 15 miles an hour and is 242 feet long¥ .Ana. 11 seo. 

11. How many times its own length will a steamboat move in 
eleven houn, if it is 242 ft. long and goes llS miles an hour ¥ 

l!!. A reservoir has two pipes that can discharge respectively 
80 gal and 15 gal. in one minute. How long will they be in dis
charging 15 hogsheads? .Ana. 21 min. 

13. If a man can mow 9 acres in Bl days, of 10 hours each, 
how many such days will it take him to mow 21 acres f 

14:. An insolvent debtor owes $7560, and has only $8100 with 
which to make payment. How much should a creditor receive, 
whose claim is $878 ! .Ana. $155. 

lo. If -h of a ship is worth $2803, and t of the cargo is worth 
$6080, how much are both ship and cargo worth¥ 

16. How many yards of oil-cloth, lt yd. wide, will be needed 
to cover a certain floor, if 80 yd., t yd. wide, will cover it r 

1 'l. If the earth moves through 360° in 8651 days, how far 
will it move in a lunar month of 291 days f .Ana. 290., 0 • 

<Jompound Proportion, or Doable 
Buie or Three. 

481. A Compound Proportion expresses the equality 
of a compound and a simple ratio. . 
· Compound Proportions are used in solving questions 

that involve two or more simple proportions; hence this 
rule is often called the Double Rule of Three. 

Ex.-If 6 men can mow 30 acres of grass in o days, 
working 8 hours each day, bow many acres can 4 men 
mow in 9 days, of 10 hours each? 

As the answer is to be acres, we write 80 acres as the third term. We 
then take the other ierma in pairs of the same kin~ men and 4 men, 
Ii days and 9 days, 8 hours and 10 hours, and form a ratio with each pair 
as if the answer depended on it alone, as in simple proportion. As 4 
men will mow less than 6 men, we take the smaller number for the aeo-

441. What doea a Compo'lllld Proportion expreaA f What la the l'llle for Oom
poand ProporUon often called f Wh;r aof Explatn the Bumple. 
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ond term or the ratio, e : 4. .All in 9 da19 they can mow more than in 
IS days, we take the greater tor the second term, IS: 9. As working 10 . 
hours a day they can mow more than working 8 hours a day, we take 
the greater for the 8800Dd tenn, 8 : 10. The proportion then BWlds, 

e men : 4 men : : 80 acrea Omcelllng, f I. 
IS days : 9 da19 J 9 
8 hr. : 10 hr. - lf IS 

0ance1 equa1 factors, and ~ ~ $f 
ceed as in Simple Proportion. 9 x IS = 411 acres .AtU.. 

461. RULB.-1. Talc6 for the third term the number 
tlu:a is of the Bam.6 kind aa the anstDer. For the first and 
1econd term.a, form the remaining numbers, taken in pair• 
of the 1ame kind, into ratios, making the ~rger number 
the consequent UJMn the answer, if it depended 10/,ely on 
the couplet in question, 1houkl ezoeed the third term; UJMn 
not, make the 1maller the comequent. 

2. Cancel a11 in Simple Proportion. :Multiply to
gether the second and third temu that remain, and da.. 
"ide their product by the product of the first terms. 

The first and second terms of each ratio must be brought to the same 
denomination. If the third term is a compound number, it must be re
duced to the lowest denomination it contains, and this will be the de
uomination of the aDSwer. 

BXAlllPLBi l!'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. If a person travels 800 miles in 1 'T days, journeying 6 hourt. 
each day, how many miles will he travel in 15 days, journeying IO 
hours a day f .Am. 441/.r mi. 

2. What will be the weight of a slab of marble, 8 ft. long, 48 
in. wide, and 5 in. thick, If a slab of the same dewiity 10 ft. long, 
8 ft. wide, and 3 in. thick, weighs 400 lb. a ..4.u. 'Tlli lb. 

8. If the expenses of a family of 10 persons amount to $1>00 in 
23 weeks, how long will $600 support eight pereons at the same 
rate f .Am. 841 wk. 

4. 15 men, working 10 hr. a day, have t.aken 18 days to build 

482. lteclte tJie ro)a. tor Oompoond Proportion. WW reductlolll mq llan to 
bemadet 
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450 yd. or stone fenoe; How many men, working 8 day&, of 19 
h<?nrs each, will it take to build 480 yd. f Ana. 80 men. 

5. If it takes 1200 yd. of cloth, t wide, to clothe 500 men, :Uow 
many yards, t wide, will be needed for 960 men r 4111. 829lf yd. 

6. How many ponnde of wool will make 150 yd. of cloth, 1 yd. 
wide, if12 ounces make 2i yd., 6 qr. wide f 

7. If the wages of 6 men, ·for 14: days, are $126, what will be 
the wages of9 men, for 16 days! Am. $216. 

8. If 100 men, in 4:0 days of 10 honre each, build a wall 80 ft. 
long, 8 ft. high, and 24: in. thick, how many men will it take to 
build a wall 4:0 ft. long, 6 ft .. high, and 4: ft. thick, in 20 days, 
working 8 honre a day r Am. 500 men. 

9. If $400, at 7 ~ in 9 mo., produce $21 interest, what will be 
the interest on $860, for 8 mo., at 6 'f, r Am. $14:.4:0. 

10. From the milk of SOmws, each fomiahing 16 qt. daily, 24: 
cheeses of 55 lb. each are m&de in 86 days; how many cows, 
giving 4i gal. daily, will be required, to produce, in 80 days, 88 
cheeses of 1 cwt. each r Am. 80 cow&. 

11. How many persons can be supplied with bread 8 months, 
for ~. when flour ie t5 a barrel, if, when it is $7 a barrel, $21 
worth of bread will supply 6 persons 4 months r Am. 10. 

CHAPTER XXXI. 

ANALYSIS. 

463. Analyslt, in Arithmetic, is the process of arriving 
.at a required result, not by formal rules, but by tracing 
out relations and reasoning from what is known to what 
is unknown. We generally reason from the given num
ber to 1, and from 1 to the required number. 

The rules in this book have been in many casee deduced from exam
ples llOlved by .Analysis. Analysis may also be app,lied to examples in 
Simple and Compound Proportion, and in Reduction of Currencies, as 
well u w a great Tarie&y of miBoellaneoua queationa. 
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Ex. 1--lf 8 yd. of cloth coat *'°,-what will 24 yd •. cost? 
This example baa already been aolved by Simple Proportlon, p. 27'1. 

By .Analysis, we should reason thus :-If 8 yd. C08t '40, 1 yd. will cost 
i of'40, or~; and 24 yd. will cost 24 times tll, or t120. Ana. 1120. 

Ex. 2.-If 6 men can mow 30 acres of grass in 5 days, 
working 8 hours each day, how many acres can 4 men 
mow in 9 days, of 10 hours each? 

This eDtDple baa already been solved by Compound Proportion, p. !79. 
By .Analysis, we should reason thus :-
If 6 men, ln II dayti., working 8 hi'. a day, can mow 30 acres, 

1 man, in 6 days, workiag 8 hi'. a day, " " II " 
1 man, in 1 day, working 8 br. a day, " " 1 acre. 
1 man, in 1 day, working 1 hi'. a day, " " i " 
4 men, in 1 day, working 1 hr. a day, " " i " 
C. men, in 9 days, w0rking 1 hr. a day, " " t " 
4 men, in 9 days, working 10 hi'. a day, " " l1j = 411 acres. .&,... 

BXAHPLBS Jl'OB PBAOTIOE. 

Solve the first 8 examples by both Analysis and Simple Pro. 
portion, the next 8 by both Analysis and Compound Proportion. 

1. If 12 barrels of cider cost '54, what will 15 barrels oost I 
20 barrels I 100 barrels I Pint am. $6'T.OO. 

2. H'Ow long will it take 2 men to hoe a field of corn, if 6 men 
can do it in 7 days I 

3. How many times will a wheel revolve in going 1 mi. 2 for., 
if it revolves 12 times in going 10 rd. I :Am. 480 times. 

4. At the rate of $6 for 20 square feet, what will an acre of 
land cost I .Am. $13068. 

5. If a locomotive can run 40 mi. 1 fur. 20 rd. in one hour 
how far can it go in 10 minutes¥ 

In a~ ot reasoning from l hr. to 1 min., and from 1 min. to 10 min., we 11187 
say at onee, 10 min. la i of 1 honr ; theretom In 10 min. it cu. go i ot 40 ml. 1 ftm 
~~ . 

6. If f of a farm is worth $1880, what is the whole worth. I 
7. A person bequeathed $4800, which was -fi of his property, 

to charitable societies. How much was he worth r 
8. H the freight on 2 cwt. 1 qr. is 22-ld., at the same rate 

what will be the freiiiht on 2 T. 14 cwt.1 .Am. £2 511. 
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9. A miller had to transport 21600 bu&hels'bt grain fr~ a 
railroad depot to his mill. In 8 days, 10 horses had removed.7200 
bushels; at this rate, how many horses ~onld be required to re
move what remained, in 10 days 9 Ana. 6 horses; 

10. If 2 loads of hay will serve 8 horses 4: weeks, how many 
days will 5 loads serve 6 horses I .Ans. 8lS days. 

11. An oblong field 8 rd. wide, 380 ft. long, 'contains an acre; 
how wide is a field that is 80 rd. long and contain~ 5 A. f 

12. If the freight on 18 hhd. of sngar, each weighing 91 cwt., 
for a certain distance, costs $51.30, how much, at the same rate, 
will it cost to transport 32 hogsheads, each weighing lOi cwt., 
twice that distance r Au. $196.80. 

13. How much will 4:6 men and 24: boys earn in 60 days, if 
the wages of 5 men for 5 days are £7 lOs., and the wages of 10 
boys for 10 days are £10 r .Ana. £972. 

14. A garrison of 800 men have food enough to last them 60 
days, allowing each man 2 lb. a day. Aft.er 20 days, a detach
ment of 200 men leave ; how long will the remaining provisions 
supply the men that remain 9 Ans. 58t days. 

15. A garrison of llOO men have food enough to last them 4:0 
days, allowing each man 2 lb. a day. After 10 days, they are re
inforced by 300 men, and their allowance is reduced to ll lb. a 
day ; how long will their supplies then last f Am. 30 days. 

16. A body of 4:50 men have to march 4:30 miles. The first 
ten days, marching 6 hours a day, they go 150 miles ; how long 
will it take them, marching 8 hours a day at the same rate, to 
complete the distance r 

1 'i. If a farmer buys 4: cows, at $4ll apiece, and pays for them 
.with hay, at $18 a ton, how many tons m'llSt he give 1 Am. 10. 

18. How many bushels of potatoes, at 80c. a bushel, will it 
take to pay for 12 pair of hose, at 50c. t 

19. Bought some land, at $4J)O an acre ; paid for it with 
270 Cd. of wood, valued at $15 a cord. How many aeres of land 
were bought Y .Am. 800 A. 

20. How much butter, st 30c. a lb., will pay for 2 boxes of tea, 
'OO"lt.iining M lb. each, at $1.80 a lb. 1 
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21. A can °do a piece of work in 8 days, B in 5 days, 0 in 4 
days. In bow many days can they do it, working together t 

In 1 day, Aean do l. B t. 0 ! ; and all three ean do}+ t +},or u. Itln 1 daf 
tbey can do H, to do ff, or the whole, wW reqalre aa many daya aa 41 Ja contained 
tlmea In 60, or lU daya. .All& 

22. A can mow a field in 6 days, B in 5, C in 4}, D in S. How 
Jong will it take all four to do iU Am. 111,-da. 

23. A, B, and O, can clear a piece of land in 10 days; A and 
IB can do it in :nl days ; how long will it take 0 1 Am. 261 da. 

24. The head of a fish is l of its whole length ; its tail is t of 
its length ; its body is 7 inches. How long is the fish f 

Head and tall togethor are l + ~. or /,_, ot the whole length. The body, there
fore, Is H - ./1, or ;,, ot the whole length. It T lnchea are ;,, h la J of 7 Inches, or 
1 Inch ; and H, or tile whole, la li tlmea 1 Inch, or 1i lnohea. .All&. 

25. A person, being asked his age, replied that i of his life had 
been passed in Baltimore, n of it in Richmond, and the remainder, 
which was 28 years, in New York ; how old was be f 

26. At 12 the hour and minute hand of a clock are together; 
when are they next together 9 

In the courae ot12 honra, the minute hand overtakea the honr hand 11 tlmea; 
to overtake It once, therefore, will require./, ot 12 hours, or lir ho11r1. li'r holllll 
put 12 will be II min. 11/r eeil. put 1. .An& 

27. At what time between 5 and 6 will the hour and minute 
hands stand together i At what time between 8 and 9 i At what 
time between 10 and 111 

28. A agreed to work for B 60 days, on condition that he 
should receive $8.20 for every day he worked, and forfeit $1 for 
every day he was idle. At the expiration of the 60 days, he re-
ceived $129. How many days did he work i · 

Had he worked every day, he would havll t'OOelnd eo times '8.90, ar $191; 
therefore be loet by ldleneea $192 - •t29, or *68. Every day be woa Idle, he falleO 
to make *8.90 and forfeited •t, thns losing •uo; hence, to loee •es, be muat ban 
been Idle"" many day• aa *4.20 ts contained times In t68, or 111 daya. llhewu.Sdle 
1:1 days, he muat have worked 60 - 111, or 46 daya. .An& 

29. D contracted to work 80 days for C ; he was to have $1. 'T6 
for every day be worked, and to forfeit 60c. for every day he wu 
idle. If, at the end of the time, D received $48.10, how many 
days w111 he idle 1 .Ana. 4 days. 
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COLONIAL CURRENCIES. 

Bedaetlon of Carrenelea. 

484. Reduction of Currencies is the process of finding 
' what a sum expressed in one currency is equivalent to in 

another. 
486. COLONIAL CmmENCIES.-Sterling money was for

merly the legal currency of this country. Federal money 
took its place in 1 '186 ; but the old denominations were 
long retained, and we sometimes still hear •the p1ices of 
articles given in shillings and pence. 

The word shilling does not denote the same value in 
ali the states. This is because the colonial paper cur
rency in some had depreciated more than in others ; that 
is, the colonial pound, shilling, and penny, were not worth 
so much in dollars and cents in one state as in another-. 

GICOB.GIA. { 
CuaullcY. 

In Georgia nnd 
s. Carolina, }4•. 8d. = $1 ls.= 21,c. £1=$4J 

Nzw ENG {In New England, } 
Ou CY• Virginia, Kentuckyf 6s. 

B.IWI • and Tenneesee, 
=$1 ls.= 16fc. £1 =*81 

C::N. New Jersey, Dela- 'Ts. 6d. = $1 
{ In Pennsylvania, } · 

ll:NCY, ware, Maryland, 
ls.= 1s1c. £1=$2i 

N11:w You {In .New York, Ohio, } 
Ouu Michigan, and N. Ss. 

ll:NCY. Carolina, 
=$1 ls.= 12ic. £1=$2i 

Ex.-What will 2 dozen tumblers cost, at Dd. apiece, 
New England currency ? 

By Analysis :-In N. E. currency, 6s. or '12c. = $1 ; hence 9d. is l of 
Jl. 24 tumblers, at $1 apiece, will cost 24 times $!, or ts. Ana, $3. 

l:XAlllPLBB J'OR PBAOTIOB. 

1. At the rate of 9s. a day, New England currency, what will 
be the wages 0f 4 men, for 10 days 9 Ana. $60. 

· (6'. What Is Reduction ot Currencies ?-4811. Why do we sometimes still bear 
the prlcea of articles named In shllllngs and pence f How did the word . IMllMlf 
come to denote dllferent values In different 1tate1 f. Name the different colonial Olli'• 
reneleL What waa tho value of tha lh!Wng and pound In eacli I 
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2. At 6d. apieoe, N. Y. currency, what ooet 8 dozen pencilaf 
8. What cost 86} yd. linen, at 7s. &cl., Penn. currency r 
4. Reduce .£42 10s., Georgia currency, to Federal money. 

Reduce .£14 2s. 4d. Sum of a111. 1242.M. 
6. At 9d. a yard, New England currency, what will 4 pieces 

of calico, averaging 48 yd. each, 0011t I ...4.111. 124. 

486. FoRBIGN CUBBENCIEs.-The value of ce.rtain fol"
eigu currencies in Federal Money is fixed by Act of Con
gress or by commercial usage, as followB :-

V ALUJI o• FoUIGB Cumumoms Ill U. S. MoNBY. 

Banco Rix Dollar of l ..,0.53 Milirea of Azores, 
Denmark, { ., Millrea of 1bdeira, 

Sweden and Nor- 0.391 Ounce ofSioily, 
way, Pagoda of India, 

Dollar Thaler of Bre- Piaster of Turkey, 

to.88i 
1.00 
l.lt 
2.40 
1.94 
0.06 

Banco Rix Dollar of ! lfillrea of Portugal, 

men, O, '11 Pound Sterling, Gr't I 
Dollar of Rome, 1.0IS Britain, 4.M 
Ducat of Naplee, · 0.80 Pound Sterling, Brit-
Florin of Austria, Bo- l isb Provinces, Cana- 4.00 

hernia, Augsburg, { 0.481 da, Nova Scotia, &c., 
Florin of Basie, 0.41 Real Plate of Spain, 

Netherlands and S. 0.40 Rix Dollar of Bremen, 

0.10 
0.05 
0.78f 

Florin (Guilder) of } Real V ellon of Spain, 

Germany, Rix Dollar of Prussia } 
Florin of Prussia, 0.22! and Northern Ger- 0.69 
Franc of Fransie and l 0 8-h many, 

Belgium, f · 1 Ruble of RWIBia, ailver, 0. 76 
Guilder of Brabant., 0.331 Rupee of British India, 0.441 
Lira of Sardinia, O.ISi\ Scudo of Malta, 0.40 
Lira ofTusoany, · 0.16 Scudo of Rome, J 0.99 
Livre of Genoa, 0.18-h l 0.99l 
Livre of Leghorn, 0.16 Specie Dollar, Denu;iar~ 1.06 
Livre of Nenfchatel, 0.26j. Specie Dollar of Swe- 1 06 
Livre of Switzerland, 0.27 den and Norway, · 
Livre Toumoia, France, 0.181 Tael of China, US 
Marc Banco, Hamburg, 0.35 Tical of Siam, 0.61 

Ex. 1.-Reduce '15 rix dollars of Bremen to U. S. cur-
rency. 

By the Table, 1 rix dollar of Bremen = to. '18t. 
'I'll rix dollars z:: '111 times JO. '18!, or f119.06211. ..4111. 
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Ex. 2.-Reduoe •560 to millreas of Portugal 
. By the Table, tI.12 = 1 millrea of Portugal. 

'660 will equal as mauy millreas as .1.12 is oon'8.ined time& in tllOO, 
or 1100. ..4111. 1100 millreas. · 

EXAMPLES J'Olt PltAOTIOB. 

1. How many dollars equal 1000 francs 1 .Ana. $186. 
2. Reduce $725 io Austrian fiorms. .Ana. 1494ff fl. 
S. What is the value of 6000 Swiss livres 1 .Ana. $1620. 
'· How many Oanada pounds are 20 eagles worth f Ana. £50. 
5. 5s. Halifax money equals how much in U. S. gold f 
6. What b the value of 16 half-eagles in ducats 1 In piasters f 

In silver rubles ¥ In mares banco Y . 
'T. Bought some EBSt Indian goods for 200 rupees; what did 

they cost in Federal m_oney ¥ .Am. $89. 
8. How many sovereigns (the coin that represents the pound 

sterling of Great Britain) will pay the duty on a lot of worsted hose, 
eoeting $1452, the rate being 35 % ad valorem t .Am. 105 sov. 

9. Reduce 600 specie dollars of Denmark t.o U. S. money. 

CHAPTER XXXII. 

EXCHANGE. 

487'. Exchange is a method by which a person m one 
place makes payments in another by means of written 
orders, without the transmission of money. 

488. A Bill of Exchange, or Draft, is a written order 
on one party to pay another a certain smn, at sight or 
some specified time. 

469. The parties to the transaction a.re, the Drawer, or 
llaker, who signs the bill ; the Drawee, to whom it is ad-

"7. What Ill E:r:ehange ?-4e8. What ta a Bill of Exehange?-4811. N111ne th 
iwtle• to tllo tnmMCtlon. 
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dressed ; the Payee, to whom it is ordered to be paid ; 
and the Buyer or Remitter, who buys or remits it, and 
who may be the payee or not. 
· 47'0. When a draft is presented to the drawee, if he 
acknowledge~ the obligation, he writes the word .Accepted, 
with the date and his name, acro~s the face of the bill, and 
thus makes himself responsible for the payment. This is 
called accepting the draft. 

47'1. As in the.case of notes, three days of grace are allowed for tho 
payment of drafts. Bnt in New York, Pennsylvania, llaryland, and IOme 
other stat.es, it is ouato111ary to pay Bight drafts on presentaion, and of 
coul'8e no acceptance ls then necess11ry.-As regards protestihg and 
the responsibility ot' endoners, the eame rulee appl;r to draf\s as to 
not.es, § 861. 

472. Suppose Aaron Brooks, of St. Louis, owes Cobb & Deming, of 
N. Y., •1000. He buys of Eugene Ford & Co., bankers in St. Louis, a 
draft for •1000 on their correspondents, Gregory & Co., of N. Y., as fol· 
lows:-

•1000. Sl. Lovil, J"'u 20, 1866. 
Tm d"!J' after iight pay to t'M ordw of Aarott Broolt• Ofld tl.o-. 

ta1'd cloliara, t1aliu receit1td, and charge tM aanw w account of 
Ell'GBNll FOBD & Co. 

To Meaw11, Gregory &: Co., N. Y. 
Brooks endorses this draft, "Pay to the order of Cobb & Deming," 

affixes his signature, and remits it to the latter. They, on its receipt, 
present it to Gregory & Co., who accept it July 27th, and pay it thirteen 
days afterwards.-Here, Ford & Co. are the drawers ; Gregory & Co. are 
drawees and also acceptors ; Brooks is payee, endorser, and remitter ; 
Cobb &t Deming are holders, as long as they retain the drat\ in legal pos
aession. If they desire to pass it before maturity, they endone it, and 
thus render it negotiable. 

478. When a draft costs its exact face, exchange is 
11aid to be at pa'f'. When it costs more than its face, ex
change is said ·to be above par, at a premium, or againd 
the place where the draft is drawn; when less, exchange 
is below par, at a discount, or in fav<A' of the place 
where the draft is drawn. 

•'70. What Is meant by aoo~pUnq a dni1t 1-471. What Is the cnstom aa re(!Uda 
allowtng days of grace for the Jlllllllent of dmft8 t-4Ti. Give the form ot a draft, 11· 
lnstrat.. Its use In making a remittance, and name the parties concerned.-418. Wb!!D 
II exchange ll&ld to be at par P When, abo.ie part When, ~ par 1 Wllell 
111' againllt a place, and when tn ita fatJor t 
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Dome1tle Bill• of Excbanse. 

474. Domestic, or Inland, Bills of :Exchange (common
ly called Drafts) are those that are payable in the coun
try in w.hich they are drawn. 

475. Operations in Domestic Exchange are similar to 
those in Stocks. 
· EL 1.-Bought in Louisville a thirty-day draft. on 
New York fur •soo, at t% premium. What_did it cost? 

$1, at-t~ premium, cost •1 + • .00211 = .1.00211. 
•soo cost 300 times $1.00211, or •so0.711 • .AttB. 

Ex. 2.-How large a dran on Milwaukee can a person 
in N. Y. buy for •1000, when exchange is at a discount 
of i per cent ? 

$1, at t ~ discount, will cost •1 - • .0011 = • .9911. 
For •1000 can be bought a draft for as many dollars as • .9911 is con~ 

tained times in •1000, or $10011.03 • .Am. 

476. Ruui:s.-l To find the cost of a domestic bill, 
multiply the cost of •1 at the given rate of premium Q'I' 

discount, by the /ace of the biU. 
II. T1J .ftrid the face of a bill that a given sum wia 

buy, divide the given sum by the cost of tl. 

EXAMPLES FOB PBAOTIOB. 

1. What is the cost of a sight draft on Mobile for $1800, at 11 
per cent. premium 1 .Ana. $1831.50. 

2. How large a draft on Cincinnati can a person in St. Paul 
buy for $2500, when exchange is 2 tj, against St. Paul¥ 

8. The course of· exchange on Baltimore being t 'f, premium 
for sight, and l 'f, discount for sixty days, what must I pay for 
a sight draft on Baltimore for $1000 and a sixty-day draft for 
$750 I .Ana. $1'T49.37tl. 

4. A person Jiving in Portland sold some property in Galveston 
for $10500. Wbuld it be better for him to draw on Galveston for 

4T4. What are Domestic, or Inl&nd, Bills or Euhanire ?-47&. To what are opem· 
Uon1 In Domestlo Exehange elmllar? Explain Eu. 1 and ll.-476. R1lclte the rulea. 

13 
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this amount and pay 2 ~ for !:Ollection, or to have a draft on Port. 
land bought with said amount and remitted, ex.change on Portland 
be!ng at a premium of 8 per cent. r 

Am. Gain by drawing on Galveston, $95.83. · 
IS. B, living in Detroit, holds 100 shares of the Phenix Bank, 

of New York. The bank declares a dividend of 4 ~. B draws for 
his dividend, and sells the draft at 1 % premium. What does he 
realize i A111. $404. 

Forelp Bllb or Es:cbalq'e. · 

477. Foreign Billi of Exchange are those that are 
drawn in one country and payable in another, 

478. By a Set of Exchange are meant two or more 
bills of the same date and tenor, only one of which is to 
be paid. They are sent by different mails ; and the ob
ject of drawing more than one is to save time in case one 
is lost. 

479. ExcHANGB ON ENGLAND.-Exchange on England 
is always at a premium in the United Stat.el!, and thus the 
balance of trade always appea.ra to be against this coun
try. This is because the base of computation is made the 
old value of the pound sterling, tJj, or •4.44* ; whereas 
the intrinsic value of the new Victoria sovereign is about -
•4.861, which is 109! :' ofe4.44t. When, therefore, sight 
Q,C/i,ange on .FJngland iB guoted at I 09t, or 9t % premi~m, 
it iB really at par. 

Ex. !.-What is the cost (in gold) of the following 
foreign bill, at 9i % premium ? 

Ezchangefor £250. .Boston, July 24, 186_6. 
Si:zty daya after Bight of thiB First of .&chang6 

(Second and Third of the aame date and tenor unpaid)•, 
• The Second Biil ot the Set wonld read, "oC \his Second of Exchange (Firs& and 

Third or the ume date and tenor unpaid)". The Third would run, Kot this Thild 
of Exchange (First aud Second, &c.) ". 

471. What are Foreign Bills of Exchange f-418. What Is a Bet or Exebange f 
What la the object or drawing more than ono b111 f-4T9. How does exchange Oil 

England always stand In the U. 8. f Why la this f Wbeu Is exchange on EnglaDd 
reall7 at per T Glw Ule torm of a foreign bill ot exchange. Explain EL 1. 
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pay to tlu o'l'<ler of .T. .M. Mosely tr.co hundred and .fifty 
pounda aterling, t1altf6 receitJed, tJJith or UJitlwta further 
advice. 

w ABD & SUNDERLAND. 

To .H.uCILTO:N BROTHERS, London. 
£1 = •V-, nominal par. At 91 % premium, £1 costs •V- x l.0921S ; 

and £2110 will coin 2110 times as much, or •V- x l.0921S x 2110 = 
.1213.89, ...4.t11. 

Ex. 2.-For what amount will •1213.89 purchase a 
bill on London, when exchange is 109* ? 

Jn Ex. 1 we found that, at 1091, £1 = $\2 x l.0921S, or *'.SlSt. 
Hence $1213.89 will boy a .bill fO\' 811 many pounds 811 *'.81SI- Is COD· 
t&ined times ill $1213.89, or 2110. .Ar.a. £2110. 

480. RULEs.-I.· To .find the cost of a bill on IiJn.g'land 
(in gold), muUiply together W, 1 increased by the pnr 
mium, and the face of the bill in j><Yunda. 

II. To .find the facs of a bill that a §itJen sum (in gold) 
will buy, <livUk the given aum by tha product of $¥ and 
1 increased by the premium. 

In examples under Rule I., &billings and pence ms be reduced to 
the decimal of a pound ; and the decimal of a pound, in anewers of ex· 
amples under Rule II., must be reduced to shillingB and pence. 

481. ExcH.A.NGE ON OTHER CouNTBIM.-Exchange on 
France is quoted at so many francs and centimes to the 
dollar.. .A franc, at par, = 18/u- cents; a centime is nlf 
ofa franc. 

Exchange on other countries is quoted at so many 
cents to some coin taken as a standard : thus, on Ham
burg, 35j cents to the mare banco; on Amsterdam, 39 
cents to the florin, &c. 

In these cases, the cost of a bill, and the face o( a bill 
that a given sum will buy, are readily found by .Analysis, 
as in Reduction of Currencies. 

E><plalu. El<. 11.--480. Recite the rule for Ila.ding the oost of a bill ou. Englalld. 
Recite the rule for llndlng the face of a bill that a glve.o anm will bu.y. What redno
tlou.a muat be made T-4~1. How ie exchange on France quoted 1 Haw la exchange 
Oil o&ber ooantrlea quoted f In theae cases, how are the ~t or a bUI, and the tac. 
ot a bill that a given anm will b117, fo1111d f E>:plaln EL 8. 
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Ex. 3.-What is the value of a bill on Havre for 1200 
francs, exchange being 5 francs 18 centimes to the dollar? 

If IS francs 18 centimes = $1, a bill for 1200 francs will cost as many 
dollan as IS.18 is contained iimes in 1200, or 281.66 • ..411& $281.66. 

:IXA.KPLBB FOlt l'ltA.OTIOB, 

1. What is the cost, in gold, in N. Y., of a set of exchange on 
Dublin for £450 108.1 at 9f ~premium 1 ..4.M. $2197.44. 

i. What is the oost, in gold, of a bill on Paris for 7500 francs, 
when exchange is 5 fr. 10 oen. to the dollar f ..4.na. $1470.59. 

8, When the course of exchange is 75ic. to the ruble, wbai 
will a bill on St. Petersburg for 2400 rubles oost f 

4. How large a bill on Bremen can be bought for t2000, when 
exchange is 790. to the ri::s: dollar f 

5. Exchange on Liverpool standing at 109, what will a bill on 
that city for £1500 2a. 6d. COt5t f ...4.111. $7!6U7. 

6. A New York merchant, owing a debt in London, can pur
chase gold at 145, and with it buy exchange at Al~ premium; or 
can remit U. S. 10-40's, and sell the same in London at 6(ij-. How 
low mtist he buy the bonds (for currency), to make a saving by 
remitting them in stead of a bill of exchange ¥ 

Eich •t otbonda tnnamltted would be wcrth • .805 x 1.095, In gold. Redne!Dg 
thl1 n.Ine to a eorrency buls, we have • .805 x 1.0INI x 1.41S = • .96 +. ~therefore, 
the bonda can be bought to.- lelll tban ff, there will be a uvlng In remitting th.-

A.r'bJtraUon or Es:ebanse. 

482. .Arbitration of Exchange is the process of finding 
the rate of exchange between two countries, when there 
have been intermediate exchanges through other coun
tries. In Arbitration, we use what is called Conjoined 
Proportion or the Chain Rule. 

A merchant, for example, may remit frem New York to Hamburg, by 
remitting from New York to London, from London to Paris, from Paris 
to Amsterdam, and from Amsterdam to Hambmg. The rate of this 
Circuitous Exchange, u it is called, will probably differ somewhat from 
that of a direct remittance from New York to Hambmg; to 8nd 
whether it will cost more or less, is the object of .Arbitration. 

48t. What Is Arbltntton ot Exchange t Give an filutntlon Gt Clrcaltoua b
elwlge.--4&8. Iteal'le the Cbaln Bnle. 
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483. CH.A.IN' RtrL:m.-1. Write the equi.,alenta by pairs, 
MCh with it8 denomination, on oppoaite aidu of a vertical 
line, commencing on the left 'ID Uh the denomination of the 
required 8Um, and on the right 'IDith the given 1tsm to be 
remitted; and arranging the terms so that each denomi
nation. on the right may correspond 'IDith the one nezt be
lO'ID it on the left. 

2. Oancil common factors on the 'left and right, and 
divide the product of the remaining terms on the right by 
tha,t of the remaining terma on the lift. 

rr the terms are properly arranged, the last denomination on Uie 
right will correapond with the firn OD. the left. 

Ex.-When exchange at New York on London is at 
IO 'f, premium, at London on Paris 2'1 francs 20 centimes 
to £1, at Paris on .Amsterdam 9 stivers to 1 franc, and at 
Amsterdam on Hamburg 18 stivers to 1 mare banco, what 
will it cost to remit 5000 mares banco from N. Y. to Ham
burg, through London, Paris, and Amsterdam ? Would 
it be better to remit in this way, or direct from N. Y. to 
Hamburg, · the rate being 36 cents to the mare banco-
and how much? 

Cancelling, • 1 ~~0 625 
$., '!.t.'!. l$ .,. 

$I 5000 mares b. 
1 mare b. 18 ativers 
9 stiven 1 franc 1.1 9 I 44 

625 x 44, = 2'l500 
1.7 x 9 = 15.S 

2'l.2 fr. .£1 
£9 *40 x 1.10 

27500 + 15.S = $1797.SD 
Direct Exchange, $0.86 x 5000 = $1800.00 
Circuitous Exchange, 1797.89 
Gain by Circuitous Exchange, $2.61 .A.111. 

In this eD111ple, £1= t\ll x 1.10; hence £9 = tf() x 1.10, u gi'ven 
above.-The relative value ot diff'erent me1U1uree, weights, and goods, mA1 
be found, on the same principle, by the Chain Rule. 

BXAKPLBB J!'OR PRAOTIOB, 

1. A person in Philadelphia desires to pay £1800 in Liverpool. 
Exchange on Liverpool is at Dt 'f, premium, on Paris ~ francs 1~ 
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oentlmes to a dollar. Exchange on Liverpool In Paris Is 21 trance 
15 centimes to the pound st.erling. Is . it bett.er for him to remit 
direct to Liverpool, or through Paris, and bow much f 

Am. Gain by direct remitt.ance, tl0.29. 
2. A New York merchant orders £1000 due him in London 

to be remitted by the following route: to Hamburg, the COlll'll8 

of exchange being 14, maros banco to the pound; thence to Co
penhagen, at 1 l mares banoo to the riJ: dollar; thence to Bor
deaux, at 2 francs 80 centimes to the rix dollar; thence to N. Y., at 
15 francs 80 centimes to the dollar. How many dollars did he re
ceive f .At&&. *"930.82. 

Would he have gained or lost by drawing directly for the 
amount on London, and selling his drat\ at 1091, leaving interest 
out of account Y 

8. If 16 barr~ls of cider are worth M bushels of com, and 15 
bu. of com are worth 2 barrels of flour, and 8 tons of coal are 
worth 4 barrels of flour, and 16 lb. ef tea are worth 2 tons of coal, 
how many pounds of tea are equal in value to 'T barrels of cider I 

.At&&. 22f lb. 

-
CHAPTER XXXIII. 

P .A.RTNERSHIP. 

484. A Partnenhip. is a business association between 
two or more persons, who agree to share the. profits or 
losses. Persom so associated are called Partnen. 

Capital 'is money invested in business. 
Dift'erent agreements are made between partners u to the division of 

profits. One may contribute the capital, and another his service8, and 
they may divide eqully. Or all may contribute capital and labor equally, 
and make an equal division. When dift'erent amounts of capital are fur· 
Dished, and little or no labor is required, or all contribute equally of 

4&l. Wbat lo a Partnerohlp f What la ~Ital f What Ill uld about the clh19-
ICID or proftto IQllOD!r pumen t 
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their labor, the profit or lou 18 usually divided according to the amountl 
of capital furnished. 

485. CA.SB L-To find eooh partner'a ahare, tohen they 
.furnish capital for the same length of time. 

Ex. 1.-A, B, and C, engaged in a speculation. A 
put in •180, B •240, C •480. They gained •soo; what 
was each partner's share ? 

The whole capital employed wu 1180 + t240 + 1480, or t900. Since 
.900 capital gained tSOO, tl of capital gained m of '800 ; and A's capi· 
ial of $180 was entitled to Ull. B's auo to Ull, and C's '480 to Ui. of 
ISOO. The operation is proved by adding the shares found, and seelug 
whether their sum equala the whole gain. 

A's capital, a1so A's share, ffi of '800 = .80} 
B's " MO B's " J~ " " = 80 .dna. 
C's " •so C's 11 Ull " 11 = 160 

Total capital, 1900 PaooJ' : Gain, 1800 

RuLE,-.Make each partner's capital the numerator of 
a fraction, and the total capital the denominator ,· for 
Meh partner's shaN, take Ma fraction, thw j'o'l'm6d, of 
the tohole gain or lou. 

Ex. 2.-Two brothers, the one 18 years old an'1 the 
other 21, con1iribute t468 for the support of a parent, in 
the ratio of their ages. What does each give ? 

This example is analogous let 18 H of '488 - 1216 l .d 
to a question in Partnership. 2d 21 U of 1"88 ;;;; •2112 f 111.. 

There are in all 18 + 21, or 89, 89 PBoor: $468 
parts ; of which one furnishes 
18, the other 21. 

BXAKPLBB J'OB PBAOTIOB, 

1. The profits of Mason, Dean, & Oo., for one year, are f 9275 • 
.Mason contributes $20000 capital; Dean, $12500 ; and Graham 
(who is the Oo.), f4600. What is each partner's share of the 
profits 1 Ana. Mason's, flSOOO; Dean's, $8125; Graham's, $1150. 

2. A and B buy a house for $25001 A furnishing $1200, B 
$1800. They receive $210 rent; how should it be divided¥ 

8 • .Ames, Boorman, & Orane, buy a hotel for $18500, of which 

iM. What la Cue L ~ :&splaln .Ex. l. Bectte the rnle. :&splaln k I. . 
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Amee oontribut.es $8000, Boorman $6200, and Orane the rest. 
They Bell it for $16975, and their expenses are $325. How much 
of the loBB must each bear¥ A111. A., $800 ; B., $620 ; O., $43U. 

4. Two persona hire a pasture for $30. The first tlll'D.8 in 8 
dows; the second, IS. How much ought each to pay ¥ 

5. A, B, C, D, and E, are to divide $2400 among themselves. 
A is to haTe t, B l, 0 f; D and E ~e to divide the remainder in 
the ratio of IS to 7. How much should each receive¥ 

Latt amt0W1 : D, $208.331 ; E, $291.66f. 
6. A person wills to his elder son $12001 to his younger $1000, 

to his daughter $600. But it is found that his whole property is 
worth only $800. How much should each receive I 

7. X, Y, and Z, embark in a speculation, X furnishing l the 
capital, Y I of the remainder, and Z the rest. Their profit la 
$1900, and Xis allowed $100 for attending to the business. How 
much does each receive I Am. X, $1000; Y, $600; Z, $300. 

488. C.1.si: Il.-To fincl each partnw'a ahare, tohen they 
.furnish capital for different kngtha of time. 
~ 1.-Tbree partners, O, P, and Q, furnished capital 

as fOTlows : 0 put in *400 for 2 mo. ; P, •soo for 4 mo. ; 
Q, •500 for 3 mo. They gained •sso; what was the share 
of each~ 

O's I(()() for 2 mo. = *800 for 1 mo. 
P's '800 " 4 mo. = •1200 " 1 mo. 
Q'11 •1100 " 8 mo. = •11100 "· 1 mo. 

The whole capi'61 ls therefore equivalent M> •BISOO for 1 mouth ; and, 
as 0 put in what is equivalent to •soo for 1 mo., he is entitled to ///;; 
of .3110, or fSO. In like manner, p is entided to Uff or '860, or a120; 
and Q, to 00 ot .3110, or auso. 

RULE.-.Mtdt~ly each partner's capital "61J it8 time. 
1reat this product as his capital, and proceed as in a~ L 

Ex. 2.-Three partners were in :t>usiness for 12 months, 
and cleared •2919. The first had •4000 in the whole 
time. The second put in •sooo three months after the 
partnership commenced, and three months afterwards 
tsooo more. The third put in $3000 on starting; b'at with-

'81. What la Que IL ! Es:plaln Elr. L :Beatte the l'llle. :KzplalD Ez. t. 
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drew f2000 four months before the partnership expired. 
Divide the profit. 

lat '4000 x 12 = 48000 
2d .6000 x 9 ::: 4JSOOO 

'8000 x 6 = 18000 
63000 

Bd •sooo x 8 = 24000 
tlOOO x 4 = 4000 

28000 
139000 

Share, /-.'r of •2919 = •1008. 

Share, Ni .. • = .1328. 

Share, M " " = '1>811. 
hool': .2919. 

llil::AKPLBS l'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. A and B enter into partnership, A furnishing $32/S for 6 
months, and B $200 for 8 months. There is a loss of $100; 
what is the share of each r .Am. A, $54.93; B, 45.0'l. 

2. Two partners received $300 for constructing a piece of 
road. The first furnished 5 laborers for 9 days ; the second, 'l 
laborers for 11 days. What was the share of each 9 

S. Three farmers hired a pasture for $5l5.50. The first put in 
11 cows for S mo. ; the second, 8 cows for 2 mo.; the third, 10 
cows for 4 mo. What must each pay I 

4. For the transportation of some flour 98 miles, I have tG 
pay $116.25. A carried 50 bar. 70 miles; B, 10 bar. 98 miles; O, 
40 bar. 53 miles; D, 50 bar. 28 miles; E, 40 bar. 40 miles. How 
much must I pay each r .A111. A, f43. 'Its, &c. 

5. A, B, and O, began business Jan. 1 with $650, furnished by 
A; April 11 B put in $500; July 11 0 put in $450. The profit 
for the year was $375; divide it. .Am. A, $195, &c. 

6. D, E, and F, were interested in a coal mine, and cleared 
the first year $328fi. D had flOOOO invest.eel for 9 me., when he 
withdrew half of that sum ; E put in $20000, 2 mo. after the part,. 
nenhip waa formed; and F put in $12000, 5 mo. before it expired. 
Divide the profit. .An1. D, $9415; E, $1800; F, $540. 

'l. Two partners, G and H, cleared in 6 mo. $2150. G's capi
tal at first was to H's as 2 to 1. After 2 months, G withdrew i 
of his capital,· and H l of his. Divide the profit. 

13* 
...4.111. G, $1400; H, $750. 
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CHAPTER XXXIV . 

.A.LLIG.A TION. 

487. Al.ligation is the process of solving question11 a11 

to the mixing of ingredients of different values. There 
are two kinds of Alligation, Medial and Alternate • 

.Allfgation means t:orut«ting, and the procees is so called from eon. 
Meting or linking the prices of the ingredients together, as shown in § 490. 

A.Wtratlon llled.laL 

488. Alligation Jl[edial is the process of finding the 
average value of a mixture, when the value and quantity 
of each ingredient are known. 

EL 1.-A grocer mixes '10 lb. of tea worth •1 a lb., 
100 lb. worth •1.25, and 80 lb. worth $1.50. What is a 
pound of the mixture worth ? 

70 lb., at et, are worth ,.,0 ; 100 lb., at 
.1.21S, are worth e121S ; 80 lb., at euso, are 
worth $41S. The whole mixture, therefore, i1 
worth e7o + e121S + $41S, or ,240; and it con
Wm 70 + 100 + 80' lb., or 200 lb. If 200 lb. 
are worth t240, l lb. ie worth rn or '240, or 
e1.20 • .Am. 

'IOxl ='IO 
100 x 1.25 :c 125 
so x 1.50 = 46 

200) i4(j 
.Ana. •1.20 

489. RULE.-.Diviae the total value of the ingredimta 
6y the sum of the quantitiu. 

If an ingredient is put in that coBtll nothing (as wat.er, chaff), its 
quantity m118t be added in with the rest, though its valne ie 0. 

The principle &f this rule applies to many questions that involve the 
. finding of an average, besides those relating to values or prices. 

BX.A.KPLBB l!'OR PB.A.OTIOB. 

1. A liquor-merobant mixes 32 gal. of wine at $1.60 a gallon, 
15 gal. at $2.40, 45 gal. at $1.92, and Sgal. at $6.80, What is the 
value of a gallon of the mixture? .Am. $2.008. 

2. H a ship sails 5 knots an hour for 8 houn, 'I knots for Ii 
houn, and 8 knots for 4 hours, what is her average rate per hour¥ 

497. What la Alllptlon t Name the two kinds ot Alllgatlon. Why la the pro
eesa ae ealled ?-488. What la Alllgatlon Medial ? Eiplaln Jil:I:. 1. Beel~ the ntle.. 
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8. A dishonest grocer mixed 8 lb. of sand with 10 lb. of angar 
worth 12c., 20 lb. worth 14c., and 80 lb. worth 16c. What did 
the mixture cost him per pound 9 .Ans. 18ft<'-

4. A goldsmith melts together 11 oz. of gold 23 carats fine, 
8 oz. ~1 carats fine, 10 oz. of pure gold, and 2 lb. of alloy. How 
many carats fine is the mixture 9 .Am. 12ff carats. 

A earat la fi ; that la, gold 111 carats line 11 fl pure met&L 

li. If 4 dozen eggs are bought at 18f cents a dozen, 6 dozen at 
21 cents, 8* dozen at 24c., and 5i dozen at 25c., what is the aver
age cost per dozen I .Am. 22/r<l. 

6. A dairyman owning 80 cows finds, at a certain milking, that 
6 give 12 qt. each, 8 give lOi qt., 10 give 9i qt., and the rest 8 qt. 
apiece. What is the average 9 

'1. If a farmer mixes 10 bu. of corn, worth 80 cents a bushel, 
20 bu. worth 85c., 25 bu. worth 90c.1 and 20 bu. worth 95c., what 
i& the mixture worth per bushel Y .Am. 88io. 

A.llliratlon Alternate. 

490. Alllga.tion Alternate is the process of finding the 
quantities to be taken of two or more ingredients, of 
given values, to make a mixture of given value. 

Ex. 1.-In what relative quantities must coffees worth 
15, 16, 20, and 21 cents a pound, be taken, to make a 
mixture worth 19 cents a pound ? 

It ls clear that the gains and losses on the several' ingredients, as 
compared with the mean value, must balance. Hence we consider a 
price less than the mean with one greater,-Hlc. with 2lc. On every 
pound put in at Ille. and sold in the mixture for l 9c., there is a gain of 
4c. ; and on every pound put in at 2lc. and sold for 19c., there is a loss 
of 2c. Therefore, 11s the gain and loss on equal quantities of these two 
kinds nre as 4 to 2, we mnst take quantities that are to each other 11s 2 
t.o 4. In like manner, comparing l lb. at 16c., and l lb. at 200., we find 
that there is a gain of Sc. against 11 loss of le. ; hence the quantities taken 
must be as 1 to 8. The relative quantities, therefore, are 2 lb. at Hie., 
I lb. &t 16c., 8 lb. at 20c., and 4 lb. at 2lc. Am. 

The brief mode of performing this operation 
ia to link tl;le values in pairs, one leas than the 
mean with one gre&ter, to take the difference be
tween the mean and each value, and write it oppo
lit.e the value with whioh it is linked. 

19 ~g=11 ~ {
lli SI 

21~ 4 
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llS~ 1 
19 { 16 2 20 4 

21 8 

The terms may be linked differently, provided 
one less than the mean ia connected with one 
greater ; the answers, of course, differ, according to 
the linking. As these answers show merely the rela
tive quantities, we may multiply or divide the numbers by any common 
multiplier or divisor, and thus produce an infini'8 variety of answers . 

.Alli,,aatlon Alternate .is proved by Alligation lledial. Thua :-

Proo/ of ld cull!Oer. Proof of U Gfllllltr. 

2 lb., at lllo. = 80c. 1 lb., at llio. = lllc. 
1 " " 16c. = 160. 2 " " Hie. = 82c. 
8 " .. 200. = 60c. 4 .. .. 200. = 80c. 
4 " " lUc. = 84c. 8 " " 2lc. = 68c. 

10 lb. cost .1.90, or 1 lb, 190. 10 lb. coat .1.90, or l lb. 19c. 

Ex. 2.-A grocer, having 10 lb. of coffee worth 15c. a 
pound, wishes to mix it with other kinds worth 16, 20, 
and 2lc., to make a mixture worth 19c. a pound. How 
many pounds of each must he take? 

In Ex. 1, we found the relative quantities of these cotrees for a mix~ 
ture worth 19 cents to be 2, 1, 81 4, or I, 2, 4, 8. 

Looking at the first answer, we find that the ratio of 101 the 
given quantity of 111-

2 x 5 = lOlb.} cent colfee to 2, its 1x10 = lOlb.} 
1 x IS = IS lb. dilference, is IS; ther&- 2 x 10 = 20 lb. 
8 x 5 = 15 lb. Am. fore we multiply the 4 x 10 = 40 lb. Am. 
4 x IS = 20 lb. numbers throughout 8 x 10 = 80 lb. 

by IS. 
In the 2d answer, the ratio is 10 $0 1 ; therefore we multiply by 10. 

Ex. 3.-A grocer, having coffees worth respectively 
15, 16, 20, and 21 cents, wishes to make with them a 
mixture of 80 lb., worth 190. a pound. How many 
pounds of each kind. must he use? 

In Es. 1, we found the relative quantlt~ to be 2, 1, 8, 4 lb., or 
1, 2, 4, 8 lb.,-fn either 

2 x 8=16lb.} casemakingll'toWof 1x8= 8lb.} 
lx8= Slb. lOlb. Forami:i:ture 2x8=16lb. 
s x 8 = 24 lb. Am. of 80 lb., therefore, he 4 x 8 = 82 lb. Am. 
4 x 8 = 82lb. must take 8 times u 8 x 8 = 24lb. 

much of each. 

490. What la Alllgatlon Altemate f Ezplaln E:ir. 1. What 11 the brletmod~ of 
performing the operation f How may dlll'erent an1wen he obtained T How 111.Alll
ptlon Alternate proved P Explain Ex. 2. Ezplaln Ex a. Recite tlle rule. 
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491. RuLE.-l. Write the values in a column, and 
the mean value on the left. Link each value less than 
the mean with one greater, and each greater with one less,. 
. Write the difference between the mean and each value, op
posite the value it is linked with. These differences are 
the relative quantities of the ingredients taken in the 
order in which their '!Jalues stand. 

2. If the quantity of one ingredient is given, to jlnd th6 
corresponding quantitie8 of the others, multiply their dif
.f erences 'hy the ratio of the gi'!Jen quantity to the differ
ence of the ingredient it represents. 

3. If the quantity of the mizture ia given, to .ftn<l the 
guantity of the ingredients, muliiply their differences by the 
ratio of the given quantity to the aum of the ilijferences. 

Ex. 4. A liquor-dealer wishes to mix three kinds of 
whiskey worth respectively $3.25, $3.50, and $3. 75 a gal
lon, with water, so as to make a mixture worth $3. What 
parts of each must he take? 

We represent the water by 0. .As there are three values greater than 
the mea.n a.nd but one lillle, we have to link the three with the one. There 

8 3.50 8. 
. 3.25 8. 
. { 8. 75ill 8. 

0 .'TIS+. IS +. 25 = US 

will, t.berefore, be three 
dilferences opposite the 
O, and their sum will rep
resent the relative quan
tity of water. .Ana. 8 gal. 
of each kind of whiskey, 
and 1 l gal. of water. 

BX.A.MPLli:S J'~B PBAOTIOB. 

1. In what proportions must gold, 12, 16, 17, and 22 carats 
fine, be taken, to make a compound 18 carats fine 1 .20 carats fine 1 
161 carats fine I Firat a718. 4, 4, 4, 9. 

2 .. A merchant wishes to mix 90 lb. of sugar, worth lQic., with 
three other kinds, worth 10, 12, and,14 cents, respectively. How 
many pounds of each must he use, that the compound may be 
worth llc.1 12tc. 1 18c.1 

..,,. t { 270 lb. at lOc.; 4IS lb. at 12c.; 90 lb. at 14c . .rm a718. 0 r, 80 lb. at lOc.; 30 lb. at 12c.; 15 lb. at 14a. 
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80~ ALLIGATIOll ALTERNATE. 

8. How many pounds of spices, worth respectively 30, 40, nnd 
50c. a pound, must be mixed with 20 lb. worth SOc. a pound, to 
form a mixture worth 60c. a pound¥ Worth 75 cents 1 Worth 
t5 cents i Firat am. 6t lb. of each. 

4. A man ha'ring 40 bu. of oats that cost him $22, wishes to 
mix them with two other kinds worth respectively 50 and 65c. 
How much of each kind must he take, to form a mixture worth 
60c. a bushel¥ Ana. 40 bu. at 50c. ; 120 bu. at 65c. 

5. B, having a conract to furnish 442 lb. of tea worth $1.40 a 
lb., wishes to make a mixture, of the required value, out of fonr 
kinda, worth respectively $1, •1.lo, $1.45, and $1.50. How many 
pounds of each must he take t · 

Am. 52 lb. at $1, 26 lb. at $1.101 156 lb. at $1.45, 208 lb. at $1.50. 
6. In what proportions must water, and two kinds of rum 

worth $2! and $8 a gallon, be mixed, to form a compound of 40 
gallone, worth $2 a gallon t 

'l. A news-agent sold 198 newspapers, at an average price of 
7 cent.a apiece. How many must he have sold at Bo., 4:c., lie., 6c., 
and lOo. 9 Am. 2'l at Sc., &o. -

CHAPTER XXXV. 

INVOLUTION. 

499. Involution is the process of multiplying a number 
by itself. The pro'duct is called a Power of the number 
multiplied. 

2 x 2 :c 4. Thia process is Involution ; 4 is a power or 2. 

493. Powers are distinguished as First, Second, Third, 
Fourth, &c., according to the times that the given num-
ber is taken as a factor. . 

They are indicated by a figure, called an Index (plural, 
indices) or Exponent, placed above the number at the 
right; as, 211 2•, 2'. 

492. What I• Involution f What I• the prodnet obtained by Involution ealled f 
Qfvo an eumple.~8. How are powers dlatlngnlshed r How are tile7 locllcated t 
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49ol The First Power is the number itself; its index 
is never written. The Second Power is also called the 
Square, and the Third Power the Oube. 

Fir11t power of 2, 
Second power, or Square, 
Third power, or Cube, 
Fourth power, 

2 
2"=2x2=4 
21 = 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 
2' = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 16, &c. 

491S. Ruu:.-To involve a number, multiply it by it
•elf as many times, le88 I, as there are unita in the in<lez 
of the power required. 

8 x 3 = 9. There is 0111 multiplication, though 8 is used aa a factor 
lvli«, and 9 is the •~ power. 

496. In stead of multiplying by the original number each time, power11 
already found may be used as multiplier11. Thus, for the '7th power, the 
41.h may be multiplied by the Sd. But obeerve that the resulting power 
will be that denoted by the llUll of the indices of the multipliers, not their 
l'BODUC'l. 

BJ:A.KPLS8 POB PBAOTIOB. 

1. Give the fffl.uares and oubes of the numbers from 1 to 151. 
2. Find the 4th power off. Of -4.6. .Am. Uh; 4,4,7.7456. 
8. Square 89. Cube 221. Involve. 25 to the 11th power. 
4. Find the value of the following indicated powers :-8°; 14,4; 

SS; 7.29 ; .014; (t-/1; (f)4 ; 19• • Sum qf a111. 'fl966.28747501. 

-
CHAPTER XXXVI. 

EVOLUTION. 

497. Evolution is the process of resolving a number 
Jnto two or more equal factors. One of these equal fac.. 
tors is called a ll.oot of the number resolved. 

-4 = 2 ~ 2. This process is Evolution ; 2 is a root of 4. 

411'- What le the Flnt Power of • number T What Is the Second Power allo 
called f The Third Power f-41111. Reclt.e the rule Cor Involutlon,--496, What ma7 
be done, In llDdlJJg I.be hl1her powera f What caution la given T--49'1'. WhAi la 
EnllUloa. T 
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BTOLUTION. 

Evolution Is the oppoaite of ln'rolution. In the latter, a root is gi.-en 
and a power required ; In the former, a power is given and a root required. 

498. Roots take their names, Square Root, Cube Root, 
Fom'th Root, Fifth Root, &c., from those of the corre
sponding powers. 

Roots are indicated by a character called the 11.adical 
Sign, ../, placed before the number whose root is to be 
extracted. 

The Index of a root is a figure placed above the radi
cal sign at the left, to denote what root is to be taken,
that is, into how many equal factors the nmnber is to be 
resolved. To express the square root, the radical sign is 
used without any index • 

.14, read 1qUOre root of 4, = 2, since II x 2 = 4. 
~8, " cube root of 8, = 2, " 2 x 2 x 2 = 8. 
~16," fourthrootof16, =2, " 2 x 2 x 2 x 11=16. 

The most important operations in Evolution are the 
extraction of the Square and the Cube Root. 

Square Boot. 
499. Extracting the square root of a number is resoh·

ing it into two equal factors ; as, 4 = 2 >t 2. 
, lSOO. Taking the smallest and the greatest number that 

can be expressed by one figure, by two, three, and four 
figures, let us see how the number of figures they contain 
compares with the number of figures in their squares:
&otA., 1 91 10 991 100 9991 1000 9999 
Square11, 1 81 1'00 98'01 1'00'00 99'80'01 1'00'00'00 99'98'00'01 

We find from these examples that, if we aeparate a 
BtpJ,O,re into perioda of two figures each, c<>mlflUJnCin.g m 
the right, there ~ be as many figures in the BtpJ,O,re root 
as there are periods in the square,-:-eounting the 1,eft-ha,nil 
figure, if there is but one, aa a period. 

Of what Is Evolution the opposite !-498. l!'n>m what do roots take their 
name• ! How am roots indicated! What Is the Index or a root f How la the 
eqnare root e:rpret!Oed f What are the most Important operation.a In Evolution f-
499. What Is meant by extracting the eqno.re root of a number ?--llOO. How - we 
llnd, from a eqnare, tile number of .6gures !ta aqnare root ooatalna P 
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601,' We derive the method of extracting the square 
root from the opposite operation of squaring. Squ.re 
.25, regarding it as composed of 2 tens {20) and ts units. 

26 = j() + IS 20' = 400 211 
20 + II 20 x II = 100 2li 

Vultfplylng by llO, 201 + (20 x 11) 2 x 100 = 200 1211 
J4u1Uplylng by Ii, (20 x IS) + 111 IS1 = 21S 150 
Adding partial product&, 201 + 2 ( llO x IS) + IS' = 211 squared = Cl211 821S 

Hence, The S<JUare of a number composed of tens and 
unita, equaJa the aquare of the tens, plus twice tM product 
of the tens and unit8, plw the square of the units. 

602. Now reverse the process. Find the sq. root of 625. 
According Ml § ISOO, we separate 6211 into periods of two figures each, 

beginning at the right (6'211), and find that the root will contain two 
figures,-a tens' and a tmits' figure. 

According to § 1101, 6211 must equal the square of the tens in its root, 
plus twice the product of the tens and units, plus the square aC the tmita. 
'lhe aquare of tM tent must be found in the left.hand period, 6(00). The 
greatest number whose square is less than 6 Is 21 which we place on the 
right as the tens' figure of the root. 2 tens , 
(20) squared = 4 hundreds, which we sub- 6 25 (2lS 
vact from the 6 hundreds. Bringing down _! 
the remaining period, we have 2211, which 20 X 2 = 40) 22lS 
mus& equal tioi« tM ~ of tM teu (40 XIS)+ 52 = 225 
aJtd tfflita, plua tM I~ of iM UAitl, -

Hence, to find the units' figure of the root, we divide 2211 by twice 
the tena, or 40. The quotient is rs, which we place in the root as its 
units' figure. Then, twice the product of the tens and units, plus the 
equare of the units = twice iO x II, plus 211 = 2211. Placing this under 
the dividend 221S, and BUbtnctlng, we have no remainder. 

6'25 (25 In practice, we write twice the tens' figure (4) on 
4 the left as a &rial divisor, and complete it by annexing 

'6 225 the units' figure of the root. Hultiplying this com-
225 plete divieor by the units' figure, we have the same 

resuU, 225. 

608. RULE.-1. &parat6 the given number into periods 
of two figures each, beginning at the units' place. 

2. .Find the greatest number tohose 8quare i8 contained 
in the 'left-hand period, and p'lo.ce it on the right as the .ftr8t 

!501. Wheuce do we derln the method of extracting the equare root? 8qllAl'8 
!II, regarding it aa compoeed ol 2 tens and IS nnlta. What prlnalple ts deduced &om 
th1a eDlnple ?~ Reverse the proceu ; extract the equare root of (WIS, upialn" 
lq the nepa.~ Recite the rule for the u:tncdon ol the IQ1UIH root, 
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root jigwre. Su1Mact ita square .from the fint period, anl 
to the remainder annez the BeAJOnd period for a dividend. 

8. .Doul>"6 the root already found, and, placing u on 
the 'le.ft as a trial divi8or, flnd houJ many timu it i8 con
'tained in the dividend VJith it& last flgure omitted. ..Annea: 
the <]UQtient to the root already found and to the trial di
t1i8or. Multiply the divi8or thua comp/,d,ed by the. last root 
flgure, sulJtract, and bring dOtlm the nezt period as before. 

4. To the last compl,ete divi8or add the last root figure 
for a ne1.0 trial divi8or, and proceed as before till the 
periodlJ are eJ:hausted. 

If any trial divisor is not contained in the dividend with it.a last figure 
omitted, annex 0 io the root already found and to the trial divisor, bring 
down the next period, and find how many times it is then contained. 

If, on multiplying a complete divisor by the last root figure, the 
product is greater than the dividend, the last root figure must be dimin
ished, and the figure annexed to the trial divisor changed accordingly. 

If, when all the periods have been brought down, there is still a 
remainder, periods of decimal ciphers may be aupplied and the operation 
continued. The root figurea correaponding to th& decimal periods will 
be decimals. 

504. To point off a decimal for the 
extraction of the sqiiare root, commence 
at the decimal point and go to the right, 
completing the last period, if necessary, 
by &IQ!eXing a cipher. Root figures 
resulting from decimal periods are always 
deeiinals. 

Ex. 2.-Find the square 
root of 1524.1216. 

15'24.12'16 (39.M 
9· 

69 624 
621 

ISOIS. To find the root of a common 7804 3 1216 
fraction, reduce it to ilB lowest terms, 
and extract the root of its numerator and ~ 
denominator separately, if they have ex-
act roots. If not, reduce the fraetion to a decimal, and extract its root, 
carrying the operation as far as may be required. Reduce a mixed num
ber to an improper fraction, and proceed as juat directed. 

608. To prove the operation, square the root found, and aee whether 
the re!Ult equals the given number. 

If any trial dlvlaor ta not contained In tbe dividend wlth !ta laat 1lgure omitted, 
what mnet be done? Under what clrcnmatancea mnot a root llgue be dlmlnllbo=d r 
I( when all · tbe perloda have been brought down, there ta still a remainder. wba& 
may be done ?--l!M. How ta a deolmal pointed off tor tbe extraction or the oqnare 
ro&tf What root lljrnrea are al,,..ya declmah f-l!Oll. How la the aqoare NO& ol 
a aommon fraction tonnd? How la tbe aqnare root ot a mixed number found r-H•w 
la tb• operation provod r 
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BXAKPLES FOlt PR.4.0TI<l9, 

1. What is the square root of 100180081 f .A.1t1. 10009. 
2 •. What.is the square root of 123211 Of 53824 t Of 11390625 t 

Of 16064064 Y Of 3600 Y Sum of ana. 7786. 
8. Find the square root of 4489. Of 531441. Of 16983563041. 

Of11019960576. Of61917864224. Bum ofa1t1. •84925. 
4. Extract the square root of 6.5586. Of .00890625. Of 

· .0011948986. Of 60.481729. Bum of a1U1. 10.48406. 
ts. Find the square root of fff. Of 4.ff. Of 41-. Of if. Of 

ffiff. Of lff· ..4.na. f, zt, 2.02'1 +, &o. 

APPLICATIONS oll' SQU.A.RE RooT. 

607. The areas (§ 252) of similar figures are to each 
other as the squares of their like dimensions. The areas 
of two circles whose diameters are 3 and 4 feet, are to 
each other as 31 to 41, or 9 to 16. 

508. When the area of a square is known, extract its 
square root, to find one of the side!. The answer will be 
in the denomination of linear measure that corresponds 
to the denomination of the area. A square field containing 
49 aqua.re rods will be 7 ("'49) Unear rods on each side. 

609. A Rectangle is a. four-sided figure E J' 

whose angles are all right angles ; as, E F II 
GK r--D. 

610. A Triangle is a figure bounded by three straight 
lines. · 0 

511. A Right-angled Triangle is a triangle ~ 
that contains a right angle; as, ABC. 

The Hypothenu11e of a right-angled trian- A 

gle is the side opposite the right angle ; as, 
B 

AC. Of the two shorter sides, the one on which the 
triangle stands (as AB) is called the Base, and the other 
(u BC) the Perpendicular. 

l!OT. What principle la laid down respecting the areas ot 1lmllar figure• T-1588. 
How la the aide of a aquare found from it1 area ?-l509. Wbat la a. Rectangle ?~10. 
WhaL Is a Triangle ?~11. What la a Right-angled Triangle t What la the Hypoth• 
uue ot a rlcl!\-an«iled triangle t What la the B&le t WhAt la the Ptirpendloula.rt 
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512. It is shown, in Geometry, that the square on the 
hypothenuse equals the sum of the 
squares on the other two sides. 

This principle is illustrated by the fig. 
ure on the right. The small squares are 
all equal; it will be seen that the square 
of the hypothenuse contains 211, that of 
the base 16, that of the perpendicular 9. 
2lS = 16 + 9. Hence these 

RuLEs.-L The two shortflr B 

sides being given, to find the hy
pothenuse, add their squares and 
eztract the square root of the sum. 

II. The hypothenuse and one of the shorter sides being 
given, to find the other, subtract the square of the given 
side from that of the hypothenuse, and ~ract the squar6 
root of the remainder. 

Ex.-A liberty pole was broken 30 feet from the top, 
and the upper piece, falling over, struck the ground 18 
ft. from the lower extremity. How high was the pole ? 

A right.angled triangle was formed, the 
broken part being the hypothenuse, the upright so• - ts• = 576 
part the perpendicular, and the distance from ./ 57~ = 24 
the point where the top struck the ground to 24 + 80 = 54 
the foot of the pole the base. Applying Rule .Am 54 fl;. 
II., we find the perpendicular, or upright piece ; · 
which, added to the part broken off, gives the whole length. 

EXAlllPLBB l!'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. A flag-staff 86 ft. high was broken t of the way up. How 
far from its foot did the top strike the ground 1 .Am. 20.7 ft. + 

2. If a ladder 85 ft. long is placed 21 ft. from the base of a 
rock, how high up the rock will it reach 1 · .Ana. 28 ft. 

8. A rope 45 ft. long, attached to the top of a house, extended 
to a log 86 ft. from its base. How high was the honse1 

4. Two persons sterl from the same place, and go, the one due 

1112. What does the &qnBre on the hypothennse equal f How Is this principle 
lllnatratcd? Reclt.e the rule for finding the hypothennse. Recite the rule tor find• 
Irle the ba8o or perpendicular. Explain the example. 
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north 80 miles, the other due west 60 miles. How far apart are 
they9 

5. What is the side of a square whose area is 121 square feet. 
6. What is the distance between two opposite corners of a lot 

50 feet by 50 feet! ...4.111. 70. 7 a. + 
7. What is the distance between two opposite corners of a 

aquare whose area is 900 square feet? Ana. 42.426 a. + 
8. What is the distance between two opposite comers of a 

rectangle 15 rods long by jO rods wider 
9. What distance will I save by walking directly across, from 

one comer of a plantation a mile square to the opposite corner, 
in stead of following the two 1ides 9 Ana. 187.4li2 rd. 

10. A person lays out t')Vo circular plots, one containing 9 times 
88 much land 88 the other. How do their diameters comparer 

«::obe Boot. 

513. Extracting the cube root of a number is resolving 
it into three equal factors ; as, 8 = 2 x 2 x 2. 

514. Taking the smallest and the greatest number 
·that can be expressed by one figure, by two and three 
figures, ~et us see how the number of :figures they contain 
compares with the number of figures in the cubes:-

Roou, 1 g I 10 99 I 100 999 
Oubu, 1 729 1'000 970't99 1'000'000 997'002'999 

We find from these examples that, if we aeparate a 
c006 into periodB of Uiree figures etMJh, commencing at ths 
right, there will be <U many .figurea in the cu'/Je root aa 
there are periodB in ths cube,-cownting ths left-harul.ftgure 
or .figuru, if there are but one or two, <U a period. 

515. We derive the method of extracting the cube 
root from the opposite operation of cubing. Cube 25, 
regarding it as composed of 2 tens (20) and 5 unite. 

1}18, What la meant b7 utractlng the c11be root of a numbert-1114. How can 
we Ond, from a cube, the number of Ogurea !ti cube root contain• t-lllll. Whenoe 
to we derive the method of anraotlng the cube root! Cllbe 20 + 6. 
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810 EVOLUTION. • 
The 1quare ot 20 + II wu found In § 1101 ; we multiply it by 20 + G. 
Squue ot IO +II .. 201 + 2 (20 x 11) + 111 

20 +Ii 
:M11ltlplylngb7l!O, 201 + 2 (20' x 11) + (20 x ~ 
:Multiplying b7 11, _ {201 x 11) + 2 (20 x II') + 111 

Adding partial prod'a, 201 + 8 ( 201 x 11) + 8 ( 20 x 111) + 111 = 2111 

As II ia a common factor of the last three terms, the cube of 211, u 
just found, may be written aa follows :-

201 + 8 times 20 x 11 x II 8 (20' x II ) = 6000 t 8 times 201 j 20' = 8000. 

+ 111 8 (20 x 111) = IllOO 

Hence, the cube of a number com- 11• = 1211 
poaed of tenB and unita equalr the 2111 = 1116211 

cwbd of the Ima + 8 tima product of tens and uni# x the vnill. t 8 tinw the aquare of the tens j 
+ the aquare of the unita _ 

618. Reverse the process ; find the cube root of 15625. 
According to § 1114, we separate 1116211 into periods of three figurea 

each, beginning at the right (111'6211), and find that the root will contain 
two figures,.....;..a Mm&' and a units' figure. 

The cube of the tens must be found in the left.hand period 111(000~ 
The great.est number whose cube is contained in llS(OOO) is 2(0), 

151625 (2 
8 

76215 

which we place on the right aa the t.enll' figure of the 
root. 2 tens (20) cubed = 8 thousands, which we sub-. 
tract from the Ill thousands. Bringing down the remain
ing period, we have '16211 ; which, ~ lSlll, must eqwil 

~ 8 times the square of the tens j 
8 times the product of the tens and units x the units. 

+ the square of the units 

Hence, to find the units' ~ of the root, we divide '16211 by 8 timeir 
the equare of the tens as a trial divisor. It is contained 6 times ; but, 
ma~ing allowan~ fo1'. t~e com- · 15'625 (25 
pletion of the trial diVJSor, we 8 
regard the quotient aa II, and _ 
write II in the root as its units' TrfaJ d!T., llO' " 8 = 1200 7625 
fi~re. Now, to complete the 20 " 6 "g. ~ ~ 
d_iVJSor, we have to add to 3 Complete dlv!BO? lllll6 7625 
timea the square of the tens, al- ' --
ready founa, 3 tima the product of th• tens and unita (20 x lS x 8 = 800). 
and the square of the unit• (II' = 211),-making 111211. Multiplying tbilj 
by the units' 11gure, and subtracting, we have no remainder. .Ana. 211. 

How ma7 the oobe just found be written? Henoe, whM does the oobe or ' 
number eompol!ed ortena and units eqnaU-M6. Reverse the prooeaa; il1not U.. 
rabo root or 10096, e:rplalnln& the lt.epa.-61 T. Reolte the l'1lle. 
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CUBE BOOT. 311 

1517. RULB.-1. &parole the given nun-Wer into perioda 
of three.figures each, beginning at the unita' place. 

2. Find the greatest number whose eul>e u contained in 
the left-hand period, and place it on the right as the first 
root figure. Subtract its ciel>e from the first period, and to 
the remainder awiez the second period for a dividend. 

3. Take three ti11UJ8 the square of the root already 
found; and, annernng two ciphers, p'lace it on the left 
as a trial divisor. Find hO'UJ many times the trial d~ 
visor i8 contained in the dividend (malcing some-allott>
ance), and anna the quotient to the root already found. 
<Jompkte the trial divisor, l>y adding to it 30 times the 
product of the last root figure and the root previously 
found, also the Bfil"Cl1'6 of the last root figure. Multiply 
the divi8or, thus compkted, by the last root.figure, sul>tract 
the product from the dividend, and bring down the nezt 
period as before. 

4. Repeat the processes in the last paragraph, till the 
periods are ezhausted. 

H any trial divisor ls not contained in its dividend, place 0 in the root, 
annex two ciphers to the trial divisor, bring down the next period, and 
find how many dmes it is then contained. 

If, on multiplying a completed divisor by the last root figure, the 
product is greater than the dividend, the last root figure must be dimin
ished, and the necessary changes made in completing the divisor. 

Separate a decimal Into periods, from the decimal point to the tight, 
eompleting the last period, If neceeaary, by annexin~ one or two ciphera. 

To find the cube root of a common fraction, see Ii 606. 
To prove the operation, cube the root found. 

Ex. 2.-Extract the cube root of 348616. 8'188';2. 

T' "8 "" MT 
1st tr141 dlvloor, 14TOO 

2d ~ ~~~ = m::g 
s• =- ' 

Oompletedlvbor, UTlllGll 

8d ~ ,.div~"';d ""l~.: 
81 z M 

Complete dlvlaGr, ~ 

S48'616.3'ls's'l2 ('To.as 
843 
5616 

IS6163'l8 

442892'l 
11874518'll 

118'l4518'rn 
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BXAKPLE8 J'OR PBAOTIOB. 

1. Extract the cube root of 2357947691. ..4111. 1881. 
2. What is the cube root of 91125 ' or 7256318856' Of 

8874204891 Of 10077696 f Sum of am. 2926. 
8. Extract the cube root of 42875. or 125450540216. Of 

843558903294872. Of 117649. &m of am. 75128. 
4. What is the cube root of 18..609625 f Of .065450827 f Of 

.000000008 f Of 1.~5992105, carried to five decimal places f Of 
81 to four decimal places f Sum of am. 5.5'T'T25. 

5. Find the cube root of fl-H. Of YH. Of 1 'Tt. Of M· 
Of WI· Of f.tW/1• Of J. Of lOlt. ..4111. ff-, 1!, 2.57'T +, &c. 

518. The solid contents of similar bodies are to each 
other as the cubes of their like dimensions. The solid 
contents of two globes whose diameters are 6 in. and 12 
in., are to each other as 61 to 12•, or 216 to 1728. 

619. When the solid contents of a cube are known, ex
tract the cube root, to find one of the sides. The answer 
will be in the denomination of linear measure that corre
sponds to the denomination of the solid contents. A cu
bical block whose solid contents are 8 cubic inches, will 
be 2 (~8) linear inches on each side. 

6. If a ball 3 in. in diameter weighs 8 lb., what will a ball of 
equal density, whose diameter is 4 in., weigh f A.111. 18ff lb. 

7. What is the side of a cube whose solid contents equal those 
of a rectangle, 8 f't. S in. long, 3 ft. wide, and 2 ft. 7 in. deep f 

..4111. 41.9843 in. 
8. What is the side of a cuoo containing 2197 cu. in. f 
9. There are three balls whose diameters are respectively S, 4, 

and 5 inches. What is. the diameter of a fourth ball, of the same 
density, equal in weight to the three Y Am. 6 in. 

10. If a ball 12 in. in diameter weighs 238 lb., what will be 
the diameter of another ball of the same metal, weighing 82 lb. f 

IS1S. What principle la laid down re•peotlng the solid contents of lllmllar bodlea t 
-ll19. How Is the aide of a cube found from Its aolld contents? 
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CHAPTER XXXVII. 

PROGRESSION. 

520. Progression is a regular increase or decrease in a 
aeries of numbers. 

621. There are two kinds of Progression, Arithmetical 
and Geometrical 

A series of numbers are said to be in Arithmetical 
Progression, when they increase or decrease by a common 
difference: as, 16, 18, 20, 22; 16, 14, 12, 10. 

A series of numbers are said to be in Geometrioal 
Progresaion, when they increase or decrease by a common 
ratio: as, 16, 32, 64, 126; 16, 8, 4, 2. 

522. The numbers forming the series are called Terms. 
The first and the last term are the Extremes, the inter
mediate terms the lteanL 

623. When the terms increase, they form an A1eending 
Series; when they decrease, a Desoending Series. 

A.rltlunetleal Propeuloo. 

624. In Arithmetical Progression, there are five things 
to be considered : the First Term, the Last Term, the 
Number of Terms, the Common Difference, and the Sum 
of the Series. Three of these being given, the other two 
can be found. 

To find the relations between these five elements, let us look at the 
aeries that follow, in which the first term is 13, the common dilference 2, 
and the number of terms IS :-
.Arcending, IS, IS+2, 13+2+2, 1S+2+2+~, 1S+2+2+2+2. 
Deacmding, IS, 13-2, I3-2-21 IS-2-2-21 I3-2-2-2-2. 

It will be seen that the ieconcl term equals the -lat, plus (in the d&
ecending aeries, minus) once the common dilference; the tliircl term 

lj20, What la l'rogreallon t-1121. How many kinda of l'rogrel!llOD are I.here t 
When are numben aald to be In Arlt.hmet1cal Progression f When, ID Geometrical 
l'rogrel!llou T Give e:ramplea.~ What are the numbers forming the aerlee 
called r What are the E:rtremee T What are the ll81111S T-628. What le an Ascend
ID& Serleat What Is a Descending 8erle1t-ll'l6. How many t.hlngs are to be·con
eldered In Arlthn1etlcal Progreaalon r Name them. How IDllDY of these muat be 
glnn, to find t.he restr 

14 
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814 PBOGB.E88IO:N. 

equals the 1st, pllll (oi: m!nua) mce the. common dilf'erence; the /fYIWIA 
term equals the 1st, plua (or minus) thrt.s times the common dilference. 
And, generally, any term equals the first term, increased (or diminished) 
by the common dilference taken as many times as the number that rep
resents the term, 18118 1. Bence the following rule:-

RULll: L-Thefirat term, common difference, and num
ber of term.a being given, to Ji.nd the last term, multiply 
the common difference by the number of terms leas I, and 
add the product t<J (or in a deacending aeries aubtract ii 
from) thefirat term. 

526. Again, looking at the series, we see that the last term equala 
the first term plus (or minus) the common dilf'erenoe taken as many 
times aa there are cerms, lella I. Hence die followiDg rules:-

RULE n.-The extremes and number of terms being 
given, to find the common difference, di11ide the di.ff~ 
of the extremes by the number of terms laa I. 

RULE m.-The extremes and common di.ff~ being 
given, to find the number of terms, difJide the differenC6 
of the extremes by the common dijf erence, and to the qu<r 
tient add I. 

628. To find the average 't'alue of the terms of a series, we add the 
extremes (the greatest and the least tp.rm), and divide their snm by 2. 
Having thus found the average, if we multiply it by the number of terms, 
we shall have the sum of the series. 

RULE IV.-The e&m'emea and number of terms being 
gi"en, to find the aum of the aeries, multiply half' the BUm 
of the tm'l'emea by the number of terms. 

62'1. These prineiples are embodied in the following formulas :-

a =first term, Then, l = a± d x (n - 1). 
l = last term, d = !..::..!.. or ~. 

f •-t •-1 n = number o terms, 1 - • 1 • - 1 1 
d = common difference. n = -r + O'J: -r + · 
1 = sum of series. 1 = ~!. x n. 

In sohing the ei:amplea. ask what Is given, and what required, and 
apply the proper rule or formula. _ 

--'--~------
Eum In Ing the \wo oertee th9t are given, what do we find the eecond term 

equals ? The third T The lburth t What geue.'91 prlnclple la deduced P Recite 
Rule 1.--6211. Again, looklng at tha aeries, what do we llud that the Jaat term eqnals1 
Recite Rule II. Recite Rule IIL-MG. How may we find the average value ol the 
""'1na ot a oerlee? How may we find the awn ol the lll'riee ! Recite Rule IV. 
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EL 1.-A person made 12 deposits in a bank, increas
ing them each time by a common difference. His first 
deposit was e5o, and his last e160 ; what were the inter
mediate ones? 

Here we have given the extremes, $110 and erno, and the number or 
terme, HI. The means are required, and to form them we need the com
mon dilference. Apply Rule IL 

160 - 50 = 110, dla'erence or extremes. 
110 + 11 = 10, common dill'erence. 

$60, e'1o, $80, ,90, &c., intermediate deposits. .Am. 

Ex:. 2.-A falling body moves 16n ft. during the first 
second of its descent, and 144! ft. the fifth second. How 
far does it fall in five seconds ? 

Here we have the extremes, 18tr and 144!, and the number of terms, 
6. The sum of the eeries is required. Apply Rule IV. 

16tr + 144! = 160i, sum of the extremes. 
160! + 2 = 801\, half the sum of the extreme11. 
80fr x II = 402-h ft., whole distance. .Am. 

B:XAKPLBB J'OB PBAOTIOB. 

1. A field of com containing 50 rows has 20 hills in the first 
row, 28 in the second, and so on in arithmetical progression. 
How many hills in the last row W .Am. 167 hills. 

2. A person travelling 25 days went 11 miles the first day and 
185 the last, increasing the number each day by a common difl'er
enoe. How far did he travel each of the intervening days, and 
how far in all? Laat am. 1825 miles. 

8. A note is paid in annual instalment.a, each less than the 
previous one by $8. The first payment being $49, and the last 
$7, how many instalments were there W .Am. 15. 

4. A man has 7 son• whose ages are in arithmetical progrea
aion. The eldest being 28, and the youngest 5, what is the differ
ence in age ·between the youngest and his next elder brother W 

5. Bought 100 yd. of cloth. The first yard cost £1 llls. 6d., 
and each of the others 4d. less than the preceding one. What 
did the last yard cost, and what the whole W FVr1t am. 2s. lld. 

6. What is the 20th term of the series, 81 151 22, &c. i 
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816 PBOGRESSIOl!f, 

Geometrleal Prosreulon. 

628. In Geometrical Progression, there are five things 
to be considered : the First Term, the Last Term, the 
Number of Terms, the Ratio, and the Sum of the Series. 
Three of these being given, the other two can be found. 

629. Look at the following series, in which the first term Is 6, the 
ratio 2, and the number of terms II :-

6, 6x2, 6x2x2, 6x2x2x~ 6x2x2x2x2. 
Or, 6, 6 x 2, 6 x 21, 6 x 2 , 6 x 2'. 
It will be seen that each term consists of the :6.rat term, 6, multiplied 

by the ratio, 2, raised to a rower whose index Is 1 leea than the number 
of the term. Heuoe the following rule :-

RULE L .11&6 first term, ratio, and nu11Wer of terma 
~ing given, to find the last term, multiply the first term 
'f>y that pO'llJer of tM ratio whoae indez iB 1 le88 than th8 
num~ of tenna. 

1580. Suppoae the sum of the seriea 6, 18, M, 162, 486, Is required. 
Hultlplying each term by 3 (the ratio), we form a .second series whose 
sum Is 8 timea aa greal '1'hen, · aubtracting the 1st series from ihe 
!d, we have a reault twice as great a11 the sum of the lat aeries. 

18, M, 162, 486, 14118 = 3 times. . 
6, 18, 114, 162, 486, = once. 

14118 - 6 = twice. 
Cancelling the intermediate t.erma, we have 14118 - 6 for the result, 
which, being twice as great a11 the sum of the lat series, we divide by t. 
Now 14118 Is the last term multiplied by the ratio (486 x 8); and 2, by 
which we divide, la the dift'erence between the ratio and 1 (8 - 1). Hence, 

RULE U-ni e:ztremea and the ratio being given, to 
.find the aum of th8 aeries, multiply the last term by the 
ratio,find the difference between this product and thefird 
term, and divide it by the difference between the ratio 
and 1. 

FommLAs:

,,. =ratio 

. z,. ax r•- 1 

I c:: (I xr)- • or o- (lxr), 
r- 1 1 - r 

698. How many things are to be considered tn Geometrical Progression f Name 
thom. How does the ratio comparo with 1 tn an .-ndlng aerie1 f Hc.w, In a de-
1Cendlng aerie• f-629. Looking at the given geometrical aeries, ot what will It be 
aeen that each term consists T Recite Rnle L-l!80. Go thronlfh the rea1ontng b7 -
which the rnle ror tho anm ot the aerie• ta arrived at. Reolto Rule IL 
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531. In a descending infinite series, as 1, t, t, f, &o., 
the last term is infinitely small, and may be regarded as O. 

EL 1.-What is the amount of *250, for 6 years, at 
6 ;', compound interest? 

The principal is the first term of a geometrical aeries. The amount 
of SI, for 1 year, at 6 ., le the ratio. 6 (years) + 1 (the principal being 
the first term) la the number of terms. The amount required iB the last 
term. .Apply Rule I., § 1529. 

1.061 = 1.4185191122156 
1.41815191122156 x 250 = S354.629 .Am. 

Ex. 2.-What is the sum of a series of 8 terms, com
mencing 200, 50, 12-f, &c. ? 

Here the first term, the ratio (ISO+ 200 = i), and the number of 
t.erms nre given, and the sum of the series iB required. We first apply 
Rule I., § 1129, to find the last term ; and then Rule II., § 1530, to find 
the sum. 

Q)7 = rrln nm x 200 = .,th, last term. 
,.fh xi= rth 

200 - rth = 199 HH 
199 !HJ x t = 266 tttt .Am. 

BXAKPLBB J'OR PRAOTIOB, 

1. A person goes 21 miles the first day, 5 the second, and so 
on in geometrical progression. If he travels thus for 8 days, bow 
far will he go the last day r How far in all f Laat ana. 6871 mi. 

2. B invested $1000 so that it would double itself every four 
years. What did his capital amount to at the end of the twelfth 
year T At the end of the twentieth year r 

8. What is the amount of $8001 for Ii years, at 'T :', eompound 
interest? .A111. $1122.04. 

4. If ten stones are laid in a line, the first 8 ft. from a basket, 
the second 9, the third 271 and so on in progression, how far must 
a person starting from the basket walk, to pick them up singly 
and place them in the basket? ...4.111. SSH! mi. 

5. First term, 100; ratio, i; number of terms, 9. Required 
the sum of the series. .Am. 199 ff. 

6. Find the sum of ibe infinite series 1, 1, t, l, &c. (§ 581). 
7. Find the sum of the infinite series 11 l, I, &o. .Ana. lJ. 
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CHAPTER XXXVIII. 

M:Ell'SUR.A TION. 

632. Xemuration is that branch which gives rules for 
finding the length of lines, the areas of surfaces, and the 
solidity of bodies. These rules are derived from Geometry. 

Several rules of Kensuration have been already given ; as, those re
lating to the sides of right-angled triangles, § 1512. Some of the others 
that are most important are given below. 

633. P.A.JULLELOGRAMS.-A A. A. 

Parallelogram is a four-sided DJ: nf 
figure that has its opposite i LL...J 
sides equal and parallel. A B B 

square and a rectangle are parallelograms. 

A. 

LU 
B . 

The Base of a parallelogram is the side on which it 
stands. Its Altitude is the perpendicular distance from 
its base to the opposite side ; as, AB in the figures. 

RULB.-To find ehe area of a par<illelogram, mult,iply 
the base by ehe altitude.. 

1. How many square feet of surface will be covered by 12 
boards 18 ti. long and 18 in. wide W .Am. 324 sq. ~ 

2. lind the cost of a piece o( land 40 ch. 15 I. 11qoare, at $30 
an acre. Am. $4886.0675. 

8. What is the difference between the areas of two parallelo
grams, the one 80 ft. long and having an altitude of 20 ft., the 
other having a length of 80-d. and an altitude of 25 ft. I 

634. TRIA.NGLEs.-The Altitude of a o o 
Triangle is a perpendicular drawn from ~ ~ 
one of its angles to the base, or the base ~ ~ 
produced ; as, CD. · D D 

RmE.-To find ehe area of a triangle, multiply m 
fJ<Ue by half ita altitude. 

1182. What Is Menmratlon f-ll83. What Is a l'llrallelogrtm f What 11 Its Bud 
What ts Its Altitude t Redte the rnle for llndlng tile o.rea of a p&rallelognm.
l!M. What Is the Altltnde of a Triangle 1 Recite the mies for Jlndlng the area ol • 
trtanate. 
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Or, when the thru aidea are given, from half their aum 
auhtract each side separately, muUiply together the three 
remainders and the half BUm, and ~tract the square root 
of their product. 

4. What is the area of a triangle whose base is 12 feet and it.a 
altitude 8 yards f Ana. 54 sq. ft. 

5. What is the area of a triangle whose sides are respectively 
7, 11, and 12 feett • AM. 87.94 sq. ft.+ 

6. In a triangular field whose sides are 181 80, and 82 feet., 
how many square yards W 

535. CrncLE:s.-The Circumference, Diameter, and 
Radius of a Circle are defined on page 157. 

RuLEB.-L To find the circumference of a circle, mul
tiply the diameter by 3.14159. 

II. To find the diameter, multiply the circumference 
by .3183. 

III. To find the area, multiply t the circuref erenc6 by 
the diameter. 

Or, mult,iply the square of the circumference by .07958. 
Or, multiply the square of the diameter by • '7854. 

'7. The diameter of the earth being 7926 miles, what is its cir-
cumference 1 Am. 24900.24284 mi. 

8. Over what distance will a wheel 4 ft. 9 inches in diameter 
pass, in making four revolutions f Ana. 59.69021 ft. 

9. If the tire of a wheel is 14.8285 ft. in clroumference, what 
is its diameter? · 

10. What is the area of a circular plot requiring 40 rods of 
hedge to enclose it W 

11. If I describe a circle with a rope 40 ft. long, fixed at one 
end, what will be its area I Am. 5026.56 sq. rt. 

12. A circle contains 415.4766 sq. inches, what is the square 
of its diameter? What is its diameter? Laat am. 23 in. 

15811. Wbnt le the Circumference of a circle r The Diameter f The Radlut f Be
dt.e the rule tor tlndlnr the clrcnmfercnce. Th• diameter. The area, 

- I 
I 
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320 KENSURA.TION. 

638. CYLINDERS.-A Cylinder is a body of uniform 
diameter, bounded by a curved surface, and two 

equal and parallel circles, either of which may l::r: 
be regarded as its base. 

The Altitude of a cylinder is the perpendic
ular distance between its bases. 

RULEB.-L To find the surface of a cylinder, 
multiply the circumference of the ba1re by the altitude, and 
to the product ad<l twice ~ Olfea of the ba&e. 

Il. To find the &oliility of a cylin<l.er, multiply the 
area of the baae by the altitude.. 

The base being a circle, i,ta area may be found by Rule III., § liSIS. 

13. How many square feet in the surface of a stove-pipe 20 
feet long and 5 inches in diameterf .Am. 26.l'T9 sq. ft.+ 

14. How many gallons (wine) will a oylindrical cistern hold, 
that is 15 ft. deep atJ.d 4 :ft. across 1 .Au. 1410.048 gal. 

15. A cylindrical piece of timber is 24 feet long and 18 inchee 
across; what will it .cost, at 20c. a cubic fooU .Am. $8.48. 

537. SPHEBES.-A Sphere is a body bounded by a 
curved surface, every point of which is equally 
distant from a point within, called tl1e centre. 

RuLES.-L To find the 8U1'faci of a aphere, 
multiply the square of the diameter by 3.14159. 

IL To find the &olidity of a sphere, mul,tiply the cu~ 
of the diameter by .5236. · 

16. Required the Surface and solidity of a sphere 30 inches in 
diameter. .Au. 19 sq. ft. 91.431 sq. in. ; 8 cu. ft. 813.2 cu. in. 

17. The diameter of the earth is 7926 miles; if it were a per
fect sphere, how many square miles would its surface contain ? 

18. Required the solidity of a sphere 2 yd. in diameter. How 
many square yards in its surface ¥ 

1186. What I• a Cylinder r Wbat Is the Altitu.de of a cyllnderr Reelte the role 
tor ftndlng Lhe snrface of a cylinder. For ftndlng tho solidity of a cyllnder.-lSB'l. 
Wbat la a Sphere r Gl•e the rnle tor finding the aurl'ace of a sphere. For llDdhlc 
the solldlL,y ot a 11phere. 
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CHAPTER XXXIX. 

ANNUITIES. 

638. An Annuity is a sum payable ye:uly. 
A Certain Annuity is one payable for a definite num

~r of years. 
A Life Annuity is one payable yearly during the life 

of a person or persons. 
A Perpetuity is an annuity 'payable yearly forever. 
An Annuity in Reversion is one that is to commence 

at some future time. . · 
An Annuity Forborne, or in Arrean, is one that re

mains unpaid after it is due. 
539. The Amount of an Annuity Forborne is the sum 

of the amounts of the several payments due, for the. time 
they have remained unpaid. 

540. The l!'inal Value of a C.ertain Annuity is the 
sum of the amounts of the several payments, computed 
from their date to the expiration of the given time. 

'fhe Present Value of a Certain Annuity is such a 
sum as, put at interest for the given time and rate, would 
amount to its Final Value. 

541. To /ind tk amount of an annuity forborne, or 
the final value of a certain annuity 

Either simple or compound interest may be allowed. 
The latter is more usual, and a Table is then used in the 
computation with great advantage. 

542. RULE I.-H simple interest only is allowed, Mui,. 
tiply the annuuy by tk number of payments <lue, and to 
tht product add tk inkrest of tk annuity for a term 

ll3S Whatls an Annnttyr What ts a Certain AnnultyP A Life AnuultyP A 
Perpetuity r An Annnlty In X.verelnn r An Annuity Forborne P-589. What 11 
meant by the Amonnt nf an Annuity Forborne P-MO. What Is meant by the Final 
Vaine of a Certain Annnlty f By Its Present Value P--641. In eomputtn,; thumount 
of an Annnlty Forborne, what kind of Interest Is nsnelly allowed r-M2. Recite the 
"'11• for finding the amonnt of an annnlty that dnwa simple Interest.. Explaln EL 1. 

• 
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egual to the aum of all the periods during tDhich B'UCCe88i"s 
payments are due. 

Ex. 1.-What is the amount of an annuity of e7so, in 
arrears 5 years, at 7 %, simple interest ? 

Five payments are due: e71SO x IS = . . '37110 
Int. is due on the 1st payment for 4 years. 
"""""id" "Syeara. 
"""""Sd" "2yean. 
" " " " " 4th " " 1 year. 

Interest on e71S01 at 7 ~for IO years, • 1126 
.Amount due, at llim.ple interest, ~2711 

643. RULE U-If compound interest is -allowed, Mul-
liply the amount of e1 for the given time and rate, in th6 
foll<>tDing Tal>k, by the annuity. 

TABLB, 

tAotomg tha amount of an annuity of $1 or £1, itp to 21 v«ira, at 
81 4, 5, 6, 11ntl 'T ~. compound interut. 

Fi 
8 per ct. 4 per ct. 6 per et. 8perct. 7 per ct. 

1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000ooo 1.000000 
2.030000 2.040000 2.050000 2.060000 2.0'TOOOO 
3.090900 3.121600 8.152500 8.183600 3.214900 

4 4.183627 4.246464 4.310125 4.374616 4.439943 
5 5.309136 5.416323 5.525681 5.637098 5.750739 
6 6.468410 6.632975 6.801913 6.975319 7.153291 
7 'T.662462 'T.898294 8.142008 8.393838 8.654021 
8 8.892336 9.214226 9.549109 9.897468 10.259803 
9 10.159106 10.582795 11.026564 11.491816 11.977989 

10 11.463879 12.006107 12.577898 18.180795 13.816448 
11 12.807796 13.486351 14.206787 14.971643 Ui.783599 
12 14.192030 15.025805 15.917127 16.869941 17.888451 
13 15.617790 16.626838 17.712983 18.882138 20.140643 
14 17.086324 18.291911 19.598632 21.015066 22.550488 
15 18.598914 20.023588 21.578564 23.275970 25.129022 
16 20.156881 21.824581 23.657492 25.672528 27.888054 
17 21.76l588 23.697512 25.840366 28.212880 30.840217 
18 23.414435 !5.645413 28.1321185 30.905653 "·""""'! 19 25.116868 27.671229 30.539004 88.759992 37 .878965 
20 26.870374 29.778079 33.065954 36.785591 40.995492 
21 28.676486 31.969202 35.719252 89.992727 44.865177 I 

548. R&clte the rnle for ftncling the amount ot an annuity that drawa oompomi4 
hltereat. Eiplaln E:r. i. 
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Ex. 2.-What is the final value of an annuity of e2so, 
for 20 years, at 6 'f, ? 

Amount of Sl, for 20 years, at 6 %, in Table, 836. '181SIS91. 
•36. 7811691 x 2110 = •9196.897711 Ana. 

644, BXAJIPLBS l'OB PBAOTIOB, 

1. Required the amount of an annuity of $1000, in arrears for 
6 years, at 7 'f,, simple interest. .A.1111. $'7050. 

2. What is due to & clerk whose yearly salary of $400 has re
mained unpaid 5 years, allowing 6 'f,, simple interest f 

8. A tenant holding property for which he is to pay $275 at 
the e:qd of every year, pays no rent for 10 years. How much does 
he then owe, at 5 'f,, simple interest I How much, nt 6 :', com
pound interest I Laat am. $3624. 72. 

4. A gentleman, on the birth of a son, and on each subsequent 
birthday, deposits $25 to his credit in a eavings bank that allows 
6 ~ compound interest. How much will stand to the son '11 credit 
when be reaches the age of 20 r 

5. A lawyer collects for A the amount of an annuity of $100 
forborne 7 years, with simple interest, at 7 % ; and for B the 
amount of an annuity of $825, in arrears 3 years, with compound 
interest at 6 'f,. He charges them both 10~ on the amount collect
ed; how much more does he receive from B than A f Ana. $18. 77. 

645. To find the pruent value of an annuity. 

646. The present value of a perpetuity is evidently a 
mm the annual interest of tJJhich iciU be the given perpe
tuity. It may be found by § 352. 

What is the pre!e!lt value or a perpetuity or 160, money being worth 
6%? That Is, what sum, at 6 %, will yield $60 a year rorever? $60+ 
.06 = a1000 A111. 

547. Ru~E.-To find the present value of a certain 
annuity, Multiply the pruent value of •1,for the given 
time and rate, in the follotcing Table, by the annuity. 

llC4. What la the J>ft18Dt valne of a perpetuity f Give an e:umple.-MT. Eeclte 
the rule lb1' finding the yalue flt a eenaln anntt.IQ-. Bxp1aln the aample. 
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TA.III&, 

1lwwing tM praent tialua of an annuitg of $1 or £1, ttp to 21 
11aar1, at ~ 4, 5, 6, and 7 %, cqmpqund interut. 

Yr. 8 per ct. ! 4per ct. 6 per ct. e per et. 7 per ct. 

-
1 0.970874 0.961588 0.952881 0.94:8896 0.934:579 

2 1.918470 1.886095 1.859410 1.888898 1.808017 

8 2.828611 2.775091 2.72824:8 2.678012 2.624:814 

4 8.717098 8.629895 8.54lS951 8.465106 8.8872091 
5 4.579707 4.4lS1822 4.829477 4.212864 4.100195 

6 5.417191 5.242187 5.075692 4.917824 4.766587 

7 6.230288 6.002055 5.786878 5.582881 5.889286 
8 7.019692 6.782745 6.468218 6.209744 5.971295 
9 7.786109 7.485882 7.107822 6.801692 6.515228 

10 8.580208 8.110896 7.721785 7.860087 7.023577 
11 9.252624 8.760477 8.806414 'T.886875 7.498669 
12 9.954004 9.885074 8.868252 8.888844 7.942671 
18 10.684955 9.98564:8 9.898578 8.852688 8.857685 
14 11.296078 10.568128 9.898641 9.294984 8.745452 
15 11.987985 11.118887 10.879658 9.712249 9.107898 
16 12.561102 11.652296 10.887770 10.105895 . 9.446682 
17 18.166118 12.165669 11.274066 10.477260 9.768206 
18 18.758518 12.659297 11.689587 10.827608 10.059070 
19 14.828799 18.188939 12.085821 11.158116 10.885578 
20 14.877475 18.590826 12.462210 11.469421- 10.598997 
21 15.415024 14.029160 12.821158 11.764077 10.885527 

Ex. How much should a person receive, cash down, 
for an annuity of •1so, to run 15 years, at 5 % ? 

Present value of 11, for llS yr.~ at II~. in Table, ll0.8'196118. 
tl0.8'196118 x 1110 = $111116.948'1 ..dlll. 

BXAKPLBS JrOB PBAOTIOB. 

1. Find the present value of an annuity of $950, to run nine 
years, at 5 %· · .Am. $6752.48. 

2. What smn, caah down, should a widow receive for an an
nuity of $500, to ran 20 yr., computing at 7 % r 

8. When permanent investments oommand 6 %, how much 
must a person present to a college, to enable it to award a prize 
of $150 yearly forever f .Anr. $2500. 
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4. A gentleman wishes to seoure an annuity of $300 to each 
of his four children for eighteen years. What JiUSt he pay to do 
so, computing at 5 ~ W Ana. $14027.50. 

5. How much must a lady invest, at 4 ~ to secure a perpetu
ity of £50 to the poor of her native town? 

6. Whlch is worth most, $2500 down, $2850 payable in 9 
years, or an annuity of $220, to run il years, computing at 6 ~ W 

7. What is tJie difference between the amount of $200 at com
pound interest for 5 years, at 'T ~. and the an.ount of an annuity 
of $2001 to run 5 years, computed at 'T ~ compound interest¥ 

.dna. $869.6874. 

-
CHAPTER XL. 

THE METRIC SYSTE1L 

648. By the Ketrio System is meant a decimal system 
of weights and measures, used to the exclusion of all 
others in France, Belgium, Spain, and Portugal, and to 
some extent in other countries of Europe. It has been 
legalized in Great Britain, Mexico, and many of tho 
South American states; and in 1866 an Act was passed 
by the Congress of 'the United States, authorizing its 
use. 

The advantages that would result from a univenial adoption of this 
system are obvious. First, there would be no necessity for" converting 
the denominations of one country into those of imother, for all would 
have the same ; and, secondly, the system being decimal throughout, all 
operations in Reduction and Compound Numbers would be performed 
with the same ease that they now are in Federal lloney. 

549. The unit of length is the METRE, from which the 
Metric System derives its name. The metre is TI~ 

548. What Is meant by the Metric System f Where baa It been l~l!zedf 
What Act was passed In 1886 f What advantages wonld reanlt from a nnlvenal 
lldoptton of the Metric System ?-M9. According to the Hetrtc Syetem, what la the 
nnlt of length f To what la It equal f 
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of the circumference of the earth measured over the poles, 
and is equal tQ. 39.3'1 inches. 

550. The unit of surface is the ABB (pronounced air), 
which is a square whose side is 10 metres, and equals 
119.6 square yards. 

551. The unit of capacity is the LTTRB (pronounced 
le'tur), which is a cube whose edge is n of a meti-e, and 
equals .908 of a quart dry measure, or 1.056'1 quarts 
liquid measure. 

569. The unit of weight. is the GRAM, which is the 
weight, in a vacuum, of a cube of pure water whose edge 
is nlf of a metre. The gram equals 15.432 grains. 

653. From these principal denominations are formed 
others -h, Th, and Thlf as great, denoted by the prefixes 
Dxc1, (pronounced clea'e), CENTI, and MILLI; also, other 
denominations 10, 1 oo, I 000, and 10000 times as great, 
denoted by the prefixes DECA, HBCTO, KILO, and :MYBIA. 

MiusURES OJI' LENGTH. 

10mil1imetresmake 1 cen'timetre = .8987 inch. 
10 centimetres " 1 dec'imetre = 8.937 inches. 
10 decimetres " 1 :aa'TBB = 89.37 inches. 
10 metres " 1 dec'ametre = 82 ft. 9.7 in. 
10 deoametres " 1 hec'tometre = 828 ft. 1 in. 
10 hectometres " 1 kil'ometre = 8280 ft. 10 in. 
10 kilometres " 1 myr'iametre = 6.2137 miles. 

Miusmms OJI' SUBP'ACB. 

The cen'tiare is 1 square metre, or 11S50 square inches. 
100 centiares make 1 ABB = 119.6 sq. yd. 
100 ares " 1 hec'tare = 2.471 acres. 

No other denominations are used. 

llllO. What fa the unit of aurlhee? To what fa It eqnal t-Ml. What fa the unit 
of oapaclty P To what la It equal t-M2. What la the unit of weight t To what le 
tt equal P-MS. From theae prlnclp&l denominations, what others a.re formed, and 
how t What 11 the nnlt ued lo the meaaarement of wood, and Ml what la It eqnal t 
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THE MET.RIC SYSTEK. 32'1 

JsCBASURES 01!' CAPACITY. 

Dry Measure. Llqnld Measnre. 
10 mil'Iilitres, 1 'cen'tilitre = .6102 cu. in.= .338 fluid 3. 
10 centilitres, 1 dec'ilitre = 6.1022 cu. in.= .845 gill. 
10 decilitres, 1 Ll1TRB = .908 qt. = 1.0567 qt. 
10 litres, 1 dee'alitre = 1.135 pk. = 2.6417 gall. 
10 decalitres, 1 hec'tolitre = ~.88711 bu. = 26.417 gall. 
10 hectolitres, 1 kil'olitre = 1.808 cu. yd. = 264.17 gall. 

The kilolitre (1 cubic metre), when applied to the measure
ment of wood, is known 88 the llTEBB, which equals .27119 cord. 

10 eteres make 1 dec'nstere = 2.759 oords. 

10 mil'ligrama, 
10 centigrams, 
10 decigram11, 
10 grams, 
10 decagrams, 
10 hectograms, 
10 kilogrruns, 
10 myriagrams, 
10 quintals, 

Wmmrrs. 

1 cen'tigram = .15482 gr. 
1 dec'igram = 1.5482 gr. 
1 GRill = 115.432 gr, 
1 dee' agram = .8527 oz. av. 
1 hec'togram = 8.5274 oz. av.= 8.214 oz. Tro7. 
1 kil'ogram = 2.2046 lb. av.= 2.679 lb. Troy. 
1 myr'iagram = 22.046 lb. av. = 26.79 lb. Troy. 
1 quintal = 220.46 lb. av. = 267.9 lb. Troy. 
1 ton.Iieau = 1.1023 ton - 2679 lb. Troy. 

1554. EXERCISE ON THE METRIC SYSTEM. 

1. Write 2 hectograms 5 grams 8 decigrams 'r centigrams as 
gram.s and the decirµal of a gram. .dna. 205.87 grams. 

2. Write 6 kilolitres 7 decalitres 8 litres 8 decilitres 4 milli• 
litres as litres and the decimal of a litre. 

8. Write 88 metres 2 myriametres 8 hectometres 4 decametres 
15 metres 6 centimetres 9 millimetres. 

4. Write 88 ares 2 hectares 9 centlares. 
5. How many milligrams in a tonueau ¥ In a gram ¥ 
6. Reduce 8 hectares 5 ar!)s to centiares. 
7. How many litres in 7i deoalitree ¥ In 2 kilolitres Y 
8. How many decigrams in a decagram ¥ In a quintal ¥ 
9. Whioh is greater, 1 rod or 15 metres Y 1 decimetre or 4 
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inches f 1 litre or 1 quart f 2 hectares or 5 acres f 1 ounce avoir
dupois or 80 grams f 4 steres or 1 cord f About how many myl"" 
iagrams eqaal 1 cwt. f • 

10. What is the area of a rectangular floor 5 metres wide and 
'T metres long f Ana. 85 centiares. 

11. What is the area ofa square 20 metres 011 each side f 
12. How much land is there in a rectangular lot 9 metres by 2 

decametres f An1. 1.8 ares. 

18. How much wood will a crib hold that is 1 metre in length, 
width, and height I Am. 1 st.ere. 

14. How much wood in a pile 5 metres long, 1 metre wide, 
and 11 metres high f Am. 1 decastere. 

15. How many decasteres in a pile of wood 10 metres long, 1 
metre wide, and 8 metres high I 

16. A druggist, having a hectogram of calomel, pats up from it 
20 powders of 1 gram 2 decigrams each; how much calomel has 
he left f 

17. What is the cost of 7 kilograms 2 hectograms of butter, at 
'T5 cents a kilogram Y ($. 'T5 x 'T.2) Am. $5.40. 

18. What is the oost of 11 metres 7 decimetres of silk, at $11.80 
a metre1 

19. A person gives $10500 for 8 hectares of land, and Jays it 
out in lots of 2l ares each. What must he sell it for per lot, to 
make 20 <f, f Am. $39.375. 

20. A grooer buys a quintal of butter for $88, and retails it for 
$1.10 a kilogram. How much does he make on the whole, and 
what per cent. Y Laat am. 25 <f,. 

21. How many hectolitres of potatoes, at 18 cents per deca-
litre, must a farmer give for 8 kilograms 4 hectograms of tea, at 
$2.40 per kilogram f Am. 4-h hectolitres. 

22. How many kilometres of wire fence will be required, to 
surround a square field 350 metres on each Bide 1 

23. What will be the profit on li hectolitres of beer, bought 
. ' for $5 per hectolitre and retailed at 8 c. per litre 1 

24. From 12 decaateres of wood were sold 11 stere11. Re
quired the value of what remained, at $8 per stere. Am. $327. 
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lfn}CBLLANEOUB QuunoNs.-In Percentage, what three things are to 
be considered P Give the three formulas that apply to the percentage, 
rate, and base. In Profit and Loss, what correspond to the percentage, 
rate, and base! Give three formulas, then, corresponding to those in 
Percentage, that will apply to Profit and Loss. In Interest, what corre
spond to the percentage, rate, and base P Make three formulas, then, 
corresponding to those in Percentage, that will apply to Interest. Jn 
Commission, what correspond to the percentage, rate, and base p Make 
three formulas, then, that will apply to Commission. In Insurance, what 
correspond to the percentage, rate, and base P Hake three formulas, 
then, that will apply to Insurance. Which kind of duties involve the 
principles of Percentage t Make three formulas that will apply to ad t1a. 

lorem Duties. 
In Percentage, bow do you find the base, when the rate and the sum 

or diD'erence oftbe percentage and base are glven t To what in Percent. 
age does the selling price of an article sold at a profit correspond P To 
what does the selling price of an article sold at a lou correspond? Give 
the rule, then, for finding the 001t, when the selling price 'and the rate or 
profit or loH are known. 

In Duodecimals·, what different values may the prime have t Whcd 
denomination of duodecimals Is equivalent to the inch t To the square 
inch P To the cnbio inch t To what is the index of a product in duo
decimals equal P 

What ls the shortest method of finding the interest of any sum for 60 
days, at 6 % P For 30 days t For S days t For 63 days t For 90 days t 
For 93 days? For 83 days P Bow can we find 1n how many years any 
principal will double itself at a given rate t At what rate will any prin. 
cip11l double itself In a given number of year11 t 

What ls the dill'e~nce between a promissory note that says nothing 
about interest, one that bas the words "with interest," and one that say1 
"with interest annually" t What is the dilferonce between true diacount 
and bank discount? 

Bow many terms enter into a simple ratio t Bow many into a aimple 
proportion t Bow many terms in a simple proportion must be given, to 
find what Is not given t If the term not given le an extreme, bow do we 
find it P Bow, if lt ia a mean P What is the dift'erence beiween • 1ln1ple 
and a compound proportion t Why do we make that which Is of the 
eame kind as the answer the third tel'JD? By what other process may ex
amples in proportion be solved? What is the ratio of the diameter of a 
circle to its clrcnmference 1 Of the diameter to the radius t Of the cir· 
cumrerenoe to the radiua t i 

I 
I 
~ 
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555. MI s c ELL AN E 0 us E :x: AM p LE s. 

1. If C and D retired at thP. same hour daily, but 0 rose at J 
before 6 and D at half past 7, how much more working time had 
C than D in the years 1864 and 1865 ¥ Am. 12791- hr. 

2. How many acres, roods, &c., in a rectangular field 12 ch. 
34 1. long and 10 ch. 85 L wide Y Am. 13 A. 1 R. 22.224 sq. rd. 

S. If 1 gal. 1 qt. 2 gi. of liquid passes through a filter in 1 hour, 
how much will pass through in 4 hr. 19 min. 24 sec. f 

Am. 5 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt. 1.58 gi. 
4. How many square feet of glass in 12 windows, each having 

12 panes, and each pane being 1 ft. 3' by 11' f A1\8. 165 sq. ft. 
5. A grocer sold 10 !£ of his stock of sugar, and then 10 !£ of 

what was left. 60 cwt. 75 lb. remained; what was his original 
stock f Am. 75 cwt. 

6. If I divide 1 of a section of land into 13 equal parts, how 
.many acres, &c., in each part f An.t. 16 A. 1 R. 21ifi P. 

7. Sold, Mobile, Feb. 1, 1866, 50 bales of cotton, averaging 
426 lb. to the bale, at 45c. a pound. May 15, 1866, received the 
money, with legal interest from the date of sale. How much did 
I receive Y Am. $9806,52. 

8. Find the amount of £1600 14s. 8d., at~ for 18 days. 
9. When it is 10 minutes past 6 o'clock at Chicago, it is 22 

min. 43 sec. past 6 at Cincinnati. What is the difference of longi
tude between these cities f Am. 8° 10' 45'. 

10. A New York merchant, having .£350 to pay in London, 
· buys a draft for that amount with gold at 150, exchange standing 
at 109. He might in stead have remitted ~20's, then selling at 
104 in N. Y. and worth 64 in London. Would he have gained 
or lost by so doing, and how much f Am. Gained $15.55!~ 

11. A.rectangular piece of land containing half an acre is five 
times as long as it is broad. Required its lengtp. and breath. 

Am. Length, 20 rd.; breadth, 4 rd. 
12. In a mixture of wine and cider,! of the whole+ 25 gal

lons w1111 wine, and 1 of the whole - 5 gallons cider. How many 
pllons were there of each¥ Am. 85 ·gal. wine, 35 gal. cider. 
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18. Divide $2000 into shares that shall be to each other aa 
8, 7, 61 and l· Ana. $744.18ff, $651.161f, $558.13N, $46.51lr. 

14. How many rods of hedge will be required to enclose a cir
cular plot containing 1 acre? To enclose a square plot containing 
an acre 1 To enclose an acre in the form of a right-angled trian
gle whose altitude is twice its base 1 

Am. 44.83 rd. + ; 50.596 rd. + ; 66.281 rd . .f. 
15. What will be the length of a diagonal from a lower corner 

to the opposite upper comer of a cubic~ vat 9 feet on each side ? 
Ana. 15.58 ft. + 

16. There are two globes, one having a diameter of 10 in., the 
other a circumference of 37.69908 in. How many more square in
ches in the surface of one than in that of the other? How many more 
cubic inches in one than in the other? Firat am. 138.22996 sq. in. 

17. A person spent £100 for some geese, sheep, and cows, pay
ing for each goose ls., for each sheep £1, and for each cow £5. 
Bow many did he purchase of each kind, so as to have 100 in 
all I Ana. 80 geese, 1sheep,19 cows. 

18. A hare is 50 leaps before a hound, and takes 4 leaps to the 
hound's 3, but 2 leaps of the hound are eqnal to 3 of the hare's. 
How many leaps mnst the hound take, before he catches the 
hare f Am. 800 leaps. 

19. A general, wishing to draw up his men in a square, found 
on the first trial that he had 89 men over. The second time, hav
ing placed one more man in rank, he needed 50 to complete the 
square. How many men had he? .Ana. 1975 men. 

20. A, B, &Dd O, start from the same point, and travel in the 
same direction, round an island 20 miles in circumference. A 
goes 8 miles an hour, B 7, and C 11. In w:hat time will they all 
be together? • ..4 na. At the end of 5 hours. 

21. From a cask containing 10 gallons of wine, a servant drew 
oft' 1 gallon each day, for five days, each time supplying the de
ficiency by adding a gallon of water. Afterwards, fearing detec
tion, he again drew off a gallon a day for five days, adding each 

·ti.me a gallon of wine. Bow many gallons of water still remained 
in the cask 9 ..dm. !1.418115599 gal. 
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29. If I purchase $1200 worth of goods, i on 8 months' . oredit, 
i on 6 months, and t on g months, what amount in cash would 
pay the bill, money being worth 'T ~ Y .Am. $1159.64 • 

. 28. In the above example, what would be the . equated ti.me 
for paying the whole amount, $1200, at once I 

24. How many times will the second-hand Qf a watch go round 
it.a circle, in 12 wk. 2 hr. 15 min.¥ · Am. 121095 times. 

25. Find the sum of the infinite series 1, t, -h, &c. .Am. It. 
26. A and B had the same income. A aaved t of his; but 

B, spending $120 a year more than A, at the end of 10 years was 
$200 in debt. What was the income 9 .Am. $500. 

2"r. A father gave his five sons $1000, to divide in such a way 
that each should have $20 more than his next younger brother. 
What was the share of the youngest¥ .Am. $160. 

28. A and B, starting from opposite points of a fish-pond 536 
feet in circumference, begin to walk around it at the same time, 
in the same direction. A goes 62 yards a minute, B 68 yards. In 
what time will B overtake A, and how far will A have walked¥ 

. Laat am. 928l yd. 
29. A, B, and e, commence trade with $8053.25, and gain 

$610.65. The sum of A's and B's capital is to the sum of B's and 
O's as 5 to 'T ; and O's capital diminished by B's, is to O's increased 
by B's, as 1 to 'T. What is each one's share of the gain 1 

.Am. A's, $185. 70; B's, $203.55; C's, $271.40. 
so. A man left $1000 to be divided between his.two sons, one 

14 years old, the other 18, in such a proportion that the share of 
each, being put at interest at 6 %, might amount to the same sum 
when they reached the age of 21. How much did each receive t 

Am. Elder, $546.15; younger, $453.85. 
31. If $100 is divided belween D, E, and F, so that E may 

have $3 more than D, and F 14 more than E, how much will 
each have ¥ .Am. D, $30 ; E, $33 ; F, $87. 

82. P and Q have equsl incomes. P contracts an annual debt 
amounting to t of his; Q lives on t of his, and at the end of 10 
years lends P enough to pay off his debt, and has $320 left. What 
is the income 1 .Am. '560. 
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88. What is the final value, and what the present value, of an 
annuity of .£80, to run 6 years, computing at 5 %, compound in
terest? Laat ana • .£406 ls. lid. 

84. What is the difference between 5 rj, and .5 ~ of .£177¥ 
35. A buys of D 840 barrels of flour, at $10.50 a barrel, on. 

credit. Three clays afterward he fails, having $52070 net assets, 
and liabilities to the amount of $254000, How much will D re
cei ve for his debt Y .A.na. $1808.10. 

86. What will it cost to gild a ball li yd. in diameter, at $1.75 
a square footY Ana. $111.83. 

87. A merchant buys, on 4 months' credit, 8 tons of lead, at 
$10.25 per 100 lb.; 750 lb. horse-shoe iron, at $150 a ton; 41 
cwt. of spelter, at 11 c. a lb. ; and 250 lb. of copper, at 29 c. a lb. 
What sum, cash down, will pay the bill, computing at 6 rj, 9 

88. With bow long a rope must a goat be fastened, that it may 
feed OD n Of a rood of land Y .A.na. 18 ft. 7.38 in. 

89. A person imported 5 casks of wine, averaging 43 gal. each, 
which cost him $1.l!O a gallon in gold. The duty was $1 a gallon 
and 25 ~ ad valorem in gold ; other charges on it amonnted to 
$50.25 in currency. Reckoning gold at 185, what must he sell 
his wine for per gallon, in currency, to make 30 ~ Y Ana. $5.35. 

40. Two globes of equal density have a diameter respectively 
of 1 inch and 1 foot. The smaller weighs 1 l ounces ; what is the 
weight of tlie larger¥ .Ana. 162 lb. 

41. F, G, and H, enter into partnership for 1 year from Jan. 1. 
F furnishes $25000 for the whole time; G, twice that amount for 

. 9 month8. H puts in $100001 Jan. 1; $5000 more, March 1; 
$15000 more, May 1 ~ and Oct. 1, with<lraws $10000. Their profits 
are $15500; how must this sum be divided, G. being allowed $350 
for extra services f .A.na. F, *4fi00; G, $7100; H, $8900. 

42. A farmer wishes to lay oft' a rectangular garden containing 
2 acres, with a front of 200 feet on a oertain road ; how deep 
must he make it Y Ana. 435 ft. 7.2 in. 

43. A pound weighed by a oertain grocer's false balance makes 
1 lb. 1 oz. How much does he dishoner.tly make by selling 34 of 
his pounds of butter, if butter is worth 50 c. a lb 1 .Ans. $1. 
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44. The rate of tu in a certain town is .008 and $1 tor each 
poll. B has to pay for 5 polls ; also on real est.at.a valued at 
$5450, and $2250 personal property. He gets a not.a for $450, 
_which will mature in 63 days, discounted at a bank for 6 %· .After 
paying his tax from the proceeds, how much has he left 1 

45. To realize a profit of 15 %, what price per pound must a 
grocer charge'for a mixture of three kinds of sugar, costing re
spectively lo, 11, and 12 cent.s a lb., there being 3 lb. of the first 
kind to 2 of the second, and 1 of the third 1 .Ana. 12t\ c. 

46. P owes Q $3500 payable in 6 months, but pays half the 
debt at the end of 2 months, and $1100 more 1 month afterward. 
How long after the 6 months may P equitably defer paying the 
balance ¥ .Am. 6 mo. 24 days. 

47. Two persons start from the same point, and go the one 
due east, the other due south. The first goes twice as far as the 
second, arid walka 20 miles a day. How far apart are they at the 
end of 6 days¥ .Am. 134.164 miles+. 

48. A certain quantity of water is diacharged by a two·inch 
pipe in 4 hours ; how long will it take 4 one-inch pipes to dis
charge 5 times that quantity ¥ .Am. 20 h. 

49. A and B erect and furnish a hotel. .A. contributes 4 lots 
of land worth $375 each, and $21400 cash. B puts in $5600 cash, 
and furniture worth $9250. They rent the premises for $7550 a 
year ; how much should each receive 1 Am . .A., $4580; B, $2970. 

50. What price per yard in Federal Money is equivalent to 5 
francs for a metre 1 .Am. 85 c. + 

51. A owns t of a ship which is worth $68000. If I buy t of 
.A's share at this rate, for what sum must I draw a sixty-day note 
that I may pay .A. with the proceeds of it, when discounted by a 
broker at 7 per cent. ¥ .Am. $3441!1.67. 

52. A merchant owing 2500 francs in Paris, invests $5000 gold 
in a bill on that city, exchange being 5 francs 25 centim~s to $1. 
He remits it to a friend, and asks him to pay the debt with in
terest for 6 mo., at 4 %, and invest the balance in silk. 29621 yd. 
of silk were bought; what was the price per yd. Y An1. 8 fr. 

53 • .A. grocer wishes to make a mixture of 280 lb. of coffee, 
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worth 26 c. a lb., out of four kinds worth respectively 23, 25, 28, 
and 30 cents a lb. How much of each kind must he take 1 

54. Paid, June 1, $1 for getting a note of $100 discounted at 
6 'fo. When did said note mature? Ana. July 31. 

55. Having 5 gal. of alcohol, worth $4.50 a gallon, a person 
wishes to mix it with two other kinds worth $4.25 an<l $4 a gal· 
lon, and with water, so as to make the mixture worth $3. 75 • 
gallon. What quantities must he take 1 

.Am. 5 gal. of each kind of alcohol to 2 of water. 
56. What price per pound avoir. in Federal Money is equiva-

lent to 5 francs 50 centimes per kilogram? .Am. f.464+. 
i. 57. A grocer sold flour which cost $6 a barrel for $7;80. 
I When this flour rose to $9 a barrel, what did he have to sell it for 
' to make the same per cent. 1 

58. How many cords, and how many decasteres, in 8 piles of 
wood, each 4 ft. wide and 8 ft. high, the first being 10 ft. long, 
the second 15 ft. long, the third 20 ft. long¥ 

IA.at am. 4.0775 decasteres+. 
59. According to the Oonnectiout rule, what was due on the 

note presented in Example 6, page 228 ¥ .Am. $1201.059. 
60. From a sphere of copper li fl;. in diameter, what length 

of wire nr of an inch in diameter can be drawn, 4 $ being allowed 
tor waste¥ .Am. IS mi. 7 fur. IS rd. 1 ft. 6 in. 

61. At $4 a rod, what will be the expense of fencing twelve 
acres of land in the form of a circle? In the form of a square ? 
In the form of a rectangle whose length is three times its breadth¥ 

.An1. $621.28+ ; $10ol.01 + ; $809.54. 
62. I can buy 500 barrels of flour for $11 a barrel cash, or 

$11.20 on 3 months' credit. Would it be better for me to buy on 
credit, or to borrow the money at 6 'f, and pay cash 1 

68. A father .divides a sum of money between his children in 
such a way that the 1st and 2d together have $500, the 2d and 
Sd $'TOO, the Sd and 4th $500, the 1st and 4th $800, the let and 
8d $600. Find the sum divided and the share of each. 

A j Sum divided, $1000. 
118' 1 lst riCeives $200 ; 2d, $800 ; Sd, $400 ; 4t1', $100 • 
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TABLES OF llODYS, WEIGHTS, DASVRES, &o. 

P'ederal Xonq. Sterlmg lllonq. 'ho7Wei&'ht. 
lOmllla, 1 cent. 4 farthlnga, 1 penny. 94 grains, 1 penn;ywt. 10 cents, 1 dime. 12 penee, l shilling. 20 pennywta., 1 ounce. 
10 dimes, 1 dollar. 20 shllllnga, 1 pound. 19 onncee, 1 ponnd. 
10 dollars, 1 eagle. lll ehllllnga, 1 gDIDea. 

Apo~iea' Avoirdupois Wel1rht. J!lll.soe1laneo1111. 
Weill'ht. 16 drama, 1 onnce. 14 lb., 1 stone (Iron, lead). 

llO grains, 1 llCnlple, :9 . 16 8DDCl81, 1 ponnd. 100 lb., I qDIDtal. 
8 llCrllplea, 1 dram, 3. 26ponnda, 1 qnarter. 100 lb., 1 cuk ol ralslne. 
Bdrnma, 1 onnce, !· 4 quarters, 1 hnndred-wt. 196 lb~ 1 barrel of llour. 

12 onncea, 1 ponnd, lb. llO hnndred-wt., 1 ton. 200 lb., 1 bar. beet, pork. 

Linear Keuun. Cloth Keaaure. 8111"V870n' llleaaun. 

19 Inches, 1 toot. 2t Inches, 1 na!L Ull Inches, 1 link. 

8 feet, 1 yard. 4 Dalla, 1 quarter. 100 links, 1 chain. 

GI yards, 1 rod. 4 quarters, 1 yard. 80 chains, 1 mlle. 

40 rods, lfnrlo~. 
8 quarters, 1 Ell Flemlllh. ---

8 fnrlonge, 1 mile. Ii quarters, 1 Ell English. 10 sg. chalna, 1 sere. 
6 qnartera, 1 Ell French. 640 acres, • • • 1 sq. mile. 

8qU&l'8 Xeuun. Oublo llleuure. Liquid Keasure. 

1« sq. lnchee, 1 sq. ft. 1'128 cnblo Inches, 1 en. ft. 4 gills, lplnt. 

9 sq. feet, 1 sq. yd. llT cnblo feet, 1 en.yd. ll pints, 1 quart. 

80l sq. yards, 1 sq. rd. 4.0 en. ft. otround, or ( 1 ton. ' quarts, 1 gallon. 

4.0 sq. rods, lrood. 1iO en. ft. hewn timber, Bli gallons, 1 barreL 

4 roods, 1 sere. 16 cnbla teet, 1 ed. ft. ll barrels, 1 hogshd. 

IUD acres, 1 sq. ml. 8 cord-feet, 1 cord. ll hhd., 1 pipe. 
I pipes, 1 tDD. 

:Beer llCea.aure. . Dey- Kea.ure. Time. 
ll pints, 1 quart. llplnta, 1 quart. 00 aeconda, 1 mlnuu. 
4 quarts, 1 gallon. 8 quarts, 1 peck. 00 minutes, 1 hour, 

88 gallons, 1 barrel. 'peckl\t 1 bushel. 94 hours, 1 day. 
li barrels, 1 hogshead. 86 bnahela, l chaldron. 7days, 1 week. 

--- --- 8Mdaya, l year. 
l Beer Gallon= 2811cn. In. 1 Small Measure = ll qo.arta. 866 days, 1 leapy-. 
l Wine Gallon = 281 en. In. l Bnahel c: 2lli0.42 en. In. 100 years, l century, 

Oircular Measure. Paper. Collectiona ot Units. 
eo aeconds (''), 1 minute, ' 14 shoots, 1 quire. 111 nnlta, 1 dozen. 
GO minutes, ld~e, 0 l!O quires, 1 ream. · 111 dozen, 1. poss. 
80 degreea, l l!lgn, 8. llreama, 1 bnndle. lll grooa, 1 great grou. 
111 slgnl, l circle, C. Ii bnndlea, 1 bale. 20 nnlta, 1 ecore. 
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